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Backpage & Sex Trafficking
Sex trafficking is embedded in the commercial sex market, the great majority of which occurs online. This
report is based on data leveraged from Backpage.com, a website similar to Crafgsllst 1 which accounts for 80%
of online commercial sex advertising. 1

Not only is Backpage a market hub, but there is substantial evidence that trafficking victims
have been advertised on the site, to include adults and minors.
While it is meant to only advertise adult "escorts," 71 %of the child sex trafficking reports received by the
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children involve ads posted on Backpage. 2 Moreover, the website
itself turns in over 400 potential ads of minors each month. 3 It is important to note that Backpage is a powerful
tool for law enforcement and researchers alike to identify victims of sex trafficking and develop insights on the
behavior of the market.

A Note on Terminology
Throughollt this report, we refer to individuals involved in the commercial sex industry as sex workers . Thf!
use of the term is not intended to imply agency, nor does it exclude coercive or expl oitative conditions.
Rather, for our purposes, it encompasses the full continuum of work conditions to be found in the sex trade.
Moreover, the use of the term does not seel< to discount that pimps and traffickers often exerci se significant
control over the lives of sex workers, including posting their ads and transporting them.

Following the Demand
Sex workers advertising on Reno's Backpage site often mention towns or locations in the state they are willing
to work, reflecting where the demand is. These locations are depicted in the heat map on the next page,
where the size of the circle represents the number of sex workers advertising the location from April to
September 2016. The color of the circle indicates the intensity with which the location is being advertised,
measured as the number of sex worl<ers per capita.

The commercial sex industry is not only deeply embedded in Reno, but it extends out
from the downtown area to affect every locale from South Lake Tahoe to Fernley.
Downtown Reno is singled out most often by sex workers, followed by Lake Tahoe, Sparks, Carson City, and
Virginia City Higt1lands. Even when controlling for the number of inhabitants in each location, downtown Reno
1

AIM Group. 2013. Online Prostitution Ad-Revenue Crosses Craigstist Benchmark.
Shcsgreen, Deirdre. "Senators threaten sex ad website CEO with contempt." Availab le;
www. usatoday. com / story /news/polilics/2015 / 11I19 / senators· threaten·sex·ad · we hsite·ceo·contcmpt/76066726/.

2

3

I e ttor from NAAG to Samuel Fifer, Esq., Council for Backpage.com LLC (Sept. 16, 2011), available at
htto: I /www.kirk.scnatc.Qov /odfs/naaQbackpage. odf.
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still stands out. t-lowever, while it is mentioned considerably less often than downtown Reno, the intensity of
commercial sex ndvertisi ng is even greater in Virginia City, which has nearly five times the number of sex
workers per capita as the downtown area. Otlier towns, to include Verdi and Sun Valley are also mentioned by
sex workers.

Some sex workers advertise a highly specific location in the city.
Roughly 15 to 17 sex workers per month mention the Reno-Tahoe International Airport, while around 2· 3 per
month reference the Circus Reno Hotel and 5-8 mention Casino Peppermill Resort Spa & Casino in their
advertising. Atlantis Casino Resort Spa is also singled out by sex workers, although at a less frequent rate.

Lake Tahoe is deserving of special attention.
Given its relatively small population, it represents a very large commercial sex market. Indeed, Lake Tahoe has
the highest intensity of Backpage sex workers on the heat map; the number of sex workers advertising to the
area on a per capita basis exceeds that of Reno or any of the other surrounding areas. Incline Village and South
Lake Tahoe also have a high rate relative to their population size.
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Monthly # of Sex Workers
Atlantis Casino Resort Spa .................... 0-1
Carson City ............................................... 95-100
Circus Reno Hotel & Casino .................. 2 3

Crystal Bay ............................................... 8-10
Dayton ....................................................... 2-3
Downtown ................................................. 400-450
Emerald Bay .............................................. 0-1
Fernley ....................................................... 3-5
Gardnerville .............................................. 0-1
Incline Village .......................................... ,40-45
Lake Tahoe .............................................. . 200-225

Minden ...................................................... .2-3
Mound House........................................... 0· 1
North Lake Tahoe ................................... 2-3
Pep perm ill Resort Spa Et Casino .......... , 5-8

Re no ........................................................... 900· 1000
Reno-Ta11vl;' lt1LernaLiu11al AirporL ....... ·1~-17

Silver .......................................................... 1-2
South Lilke Tahne .................................... 50-55

Spanish Springs ........................................ 0· 1
Sparks ......................................................... 175-200
Sun Valley ... .............................................. 0-2
Tahoe City ................................................. 0 -2
Truckee ......................................................60-6 5

VC Highlands ....... ......................................85· 90
Verdi ............................................................ 1-2
Virginia City ............................................. ... 8-10
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An Assessment of the

Adult Entertainment Industry in Texas
COMPREHENSIVE REPORT DOCUMENT
Executive Summary
This project, a collaboration between the Bureau of Business Research (BBR) and the Institute on
Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault (IDVSA) at The University of Texas at Austin, assesses the
socio-eco.nomic impact of Texas' sexually oriented business industry or the Texas economy, analyzes
the impact on Texas' economy of the Adult Entertainment Fee (AEF) imposed by the Legislature in
House Bill 1 751, and provides recommendations for further regulating the sexually oriented
business industry in Texas.

>Background and Significance
HB 1751, passed by the Texas Legislature in 2 007 and signed by Governor Rick Perry, imposed a
fee on sexually oriented businesses that provide live nude entertainment or performances, in an
amount equal to $5 for each entry by each custom er admitted to the business. The legislation 's
intent was to provide fee revenue to dedicate to the sexual assault program fund to cover the costs
of programs that relate to sexual assault prevention, intervention, and research provided by state,
local, and nonprofit agencies. The legislation also called for a "third-party assessment of the sexually
oriented business industry (SOB) in this state [that would include) recommendations to the
legislature on how to further regulate the growth of the sexually oriented business industry in this
state." The Texas Office of the Attorney General and its Crime Victim Services Division requested that
the Bureau of Business Research , a research unit of The University of Texas at Austin, undertake the
assessment.
This report focuses mainly on adult cabarets, including nude and partially nude live dancing
establishments that have Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission (TABC) mixed-beverage licenses and
those places that do not have liquor licenses but permit the consumption of alcohol on premises.
Adult book and video stores are also included In the analysis.

>Research Goals
The research team undertook a socio-economic assessment of the sexually oriented business
industry in Texas to:
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of SOBS.
•

Obtain information on variation In SOB regulations across jurisdictions.

•

Review experiences of other states and loca lities with SOB regulation.

•

Analyze academic studies on SOB workers.

•

Develop estimates of employment in SOB and AEF-affected businesses and examine job
satisfaction of employees and contractors working in the industry.

•

Identify AEF-affected husinesses And Texas SOR esta blishments by NAICS codes.

•

Obtain and manipulate databases from state agencies about AEF·affected businesses and
SOB establishments.

•

Outline the tax requirem ents and other regulations with which sexually oriented businesses
must comply.

•

Estimate employment and size of the SOB industry in Texas, including breakdown of
employment types, such as fu ll-time, part-time, contract workers; entertainers v.
managers/others.

•

Identify establ ishment locations and prepare Geographica l Information System maps by city,
county, state representative districts, and Senate districts.

•

Conduct survey of SOB establishment owners and operators.

The resea rch report focuses on the economic impact of the AEF on the industry and on Texas tax
collections to:
•

Compile tax payment data for 2005 - 2008 AEF-affected businesses and estimate AEF
impacts on tax collections in 2008/2009 using data from the Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission and the Texas Comptroller, and estimate th e impact the AEF has on state and
local tax collections and on the venues.

•

Develop financial estimates for operational expenses of, and investments in, AEF-affected
businesses through Comptroller ownership data, aggregated sales and sa les tax data,
publicly traded firm data, and primary data collected from fie ld interviews with industry
association represe ntatives and club owners.

•

Assess positive and negative secondary effects from AEF-affected and SOB firms on
communities in which firms are located.

•

Summarize the economic impact of the AEF on state tax collections and on the industry.

The report concludes with recommendations and options for reform or regulation of the SOB
industry.

>Scope of Assessment
Report Overview and Organization
This report has been prepared for different audiences using a "triage format." For readers seeki ng
additional elaboration, detailed materials are presented in individual chapters. Specialized materials
are Included in footnotes and appendices. Technical language has been avoided as much as
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possible, and charts and graphics have been prepared to help illustrate some of the review 's key
findings. Data are presented in five chapters in the following organization:
Chapter

1 reports descriptive data, highlighting the scope of the adult cabaret industry, the

number of clubs, the number of employees in the industry, and their wage totals. It
summarizes the taxes this industry contributes to the State's treasury, describes the AEF
Imposed in 2008, and looks at collections. Finally, a brief presentation Is given on other
industry segments, including the Impact of adult book and video stores in Texas.
Chapter 2 goes into further detail about the potential effects of the AEF on Texas clubs and
on tax revenues. A tax sensitivity analysis is presented to show the effects on state tax
collections of changes in the AEF.
Chapter

3

analyzes a unique dataset of TABC infractions both at regular bars and at adult

cabarets to present one measure of comparison between the two types of drinking
establishments.
Chapter

4 looks at regulations undertaken by other jurisdictions to regulate t he adult

entertainment industry and tries to put Texas's experience in comparative perspective.
Chapter

5 presents recomm endations and options for reform and regulation that

policymakers might consider.
Finally, a series of Append ices are included that augment material presented elsewhere In the
report, including literature reviews on the re lationship between alcohol and sexual assault, one on
enterta iners, and another on secondary effects of adult entertainment clubs; maps of adult cabarets
in Texas; a survey of Texas club owners cond ucted for the report, and more detail on club valuations.

Priorities and Types of Businesses to Include
There are numerous categories and types of sexually oriented businesses in Texas. They vary in
number, location of sales (on-premise activity in retail establishments, off-premise activity involving
retail establishments, private homes, rooms in lodging establishments, etc.), degree of involvement
with individuals, and level of business activity. At a minimum, the following industry segments could
be examined in theory:
•

Adult entertainment clubs

•

Adult theaters

•

Adult video stores

•

Adult bookstores/magazines

•

Adult motels/lodging establishments

•

Escort services

•

Hotel/motel video-on-demand services

•

Home-based cable/video-on-demand
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•

!!1ternet

•

Massage parlors

•

Novelt ies/clot hing

•

Nude modeling studios

The legislative intent for this assessment c learly was focused on adult entertainment c lubs and th e
AEF. Because of language about secondary effects, site-based industry segments appeared to be a
higher priority than non-site-based businesses (hoteljmotel video-on-demand , home-based
cable/dish video-on-demand, and the Internet).
A t hird factor affecting decisions about inclusion of industry segments was data availability- the
difficulty in identifying establishments in that industry segment (e.g., escort services, Intern et sites)
and the likelihood of obtaining data from the State Comptroller t hrough open-records requests or
from some other reliable government or private source. Based upon these three considerations, the
following initial priorities were established:

Highest Priority
•

Ad ult entertainment clubs

•

Ad ult theaters

•

Adult video stores

•

Adult bookstores/magazines

•

Escort services

•

Hotel/motel video-on-demand

Secondary Priority
•

Nude modeling studios

•

Massage parlors

•

Novelties/clothing

•

Adult motels

Lowest Priority
•
•

Home-based cable/video-on-dem and
lnternet 1

After a period of early field work and attempts to obta in data, fou r changes were necessary:
Adult theaters - There was an insufficient number of stand-a lone establishments to warrant
attention (a rcade-type movies are included in other categories);

Consideration was given to inclusion of adult internet Sites. That would have presented unique cha llenges in terms of Selecting specific
sites from among thousands currently in existence, dete1mining if any ot the sites are located in Texas, identifying the taxpaye1s tot those
which are located in Texas, and obtaining relevant info1mation in databases at the Comptroller's Office of Public Account.5. Furthe1, the
accuracy of such information, even if located within the databases. cou ld not be assessed in any manner. Project Staff did not possess
the technical expertise, time, and resources to overcome these significant hurdles. Nor are we are of any policy- or government-based
organizational entities that have published information tor a state ot government.

i
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Escort services - An open records request for information about 32 escort services in one
metropolitan area returned inconclusive results;
Hotel/motel video-on-demand - No reliable data could be obtained regarding the breakdown of
adult-oriented tota l revenues for the largest provider of ad ult content for hotels and motels;
Nude modeling studios - A request for a list of modeling studios in one metropolitan area generated
the names of 107 establishments. Yet there was no current information about these esta blishments
in a local database of sexually oriented businesses, and staff could not distinguish between
traditional studios and sexually oriented studios by other means.
Ultimately, all attention was focused on;
•

Adult e ntertainment clubs

•

Adult bookstores

•

Adult video stores

Data Limitations
The sexually oriented business industry is one that appears to have escaped thorough and
conventional business/ economic analysis. Furthe r, this is an industry in which some
establishments are quite secretive and do not provide information about their operations. For these
reasons, there is a paucity of prior published information and even fewer studies that are detailed
and verifiable. Therefore, for the most part, all data for this assessment needed to be collected
anew.
The primary source of data came from the State Comptroller. All data secured from this office was
obtained in response to open-records requ ests made between June-December 2008. Because of
current state statutes rega rding confidentiality of information in databases of the State Comptroller,
collecting and analyzing the data was significantly limited. Information also was obtained via an
open-records request to the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC). Supplemental information was
obtained a bout mixed-beverage sa les from a private vendor.
Project researchers conducted a series of field trips to Texas metropolitan areas to interview city and
county criminal justice and police vice officials, lega l staffs, and select elected officials. Several
Texas loca l governments provided databases of sexually oriented businesses in their jurisdictions.
Attempts were made to obtain interviews with owners of adult entertainment clubs during these
trips.
A survey of club owners was performed in conjunction with the Texas Entertainment Association
(T.E.A.), a group represe nting some of the adult clubs within the State of Texas. The T.E.A. provided
input to the survey instrument as well as contact information for club owners.
Limited information is available from SOB indust ry groups. Some groups seem to include only a
portion of potential members. This is not surprising, given that many of t hese industry segments
appea r to be highly fragmented, without large numbers of major companies. There are some
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m:itional-level data readily available from_Jhe Free Speech Coalition (State_pf the_Jndustry_Report,
various years), which rely extensively on an annual survey by the Adult Video Network (AVN). While
these data are examined further in a later section. they rarely are documented thoroughly and have
been criticized as inflated.
In the end, there are few, if any, reasons for owners of sexually oriented businesses to share
information about their establishments. In addition, groups represe nting some owners of different
industry segments have provided inadequate references and data of dubious quality- further
cha llenging the data collection and ana lysis procosscs.2

>Fieldwork
To better understand the context for the myriad socioeconomic and public policy issues surrounding
SOBs in Texas, the resea rch team undertook a series of trips to discuss the industry with industry
representatives and local leaders around the state. We conducted interviews with adu lt
entertainment club owners and their attorneys; city council members; city and county police, vice
squad, and sheriff's .office re presentatives; Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission staff; and city
attorneys in a number of cities and municipalities. (The interview templates that structured our
discussions appear in Appendix VII of the complete report.) These interviews assisted the resea rch
team to frame the loca l Issues surrounding SOBs, although no attributable material from these
discussions appears in the report.

>Key Facts and Findings
Economic Impact of Adult Entertainment Industry in Texas
We estimate the industry has a yearly tota l economic impact of between $920 million and $1.08
billion. This includes direct and indirect effects of total output by adult cabarets and dancer income,
adult book and video stores, escort services, and modeling and massage studios. Direct and indirect
employment in the adult entertainment sector, including cabaret employees and dancers ; bookstore;
and video store outlets totaled 12,500 in 2007. Direct output by adult cabarets alone was $ 216 .6
million in 2007. To put that number in perspective. in 2006, adult cabaret output was approximately
two-thirds as large as the Texas media industry as a whole. In 2006, the media industry - film,
television , commercia ls, animation, and video games - spent $330.1 million on production in Texas.
Using sta ndard Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS II) multipliers, the estimated direct
and indirect employment in the adult caba ret sector (not yet including dancers) is just under 8,000
people, whose direct and indirect ea rnings in 2008 totaled $170 million. Total direct taxes
generated by adu lt cabarets were $55.8 million in 2007, $ 22.8 million of which went to the State of

2 Because sexually oriented businesses need to market ttleir services, t11ere are several sources of Information, albeit unconventional
ones, readily available. Tl1ese include listings and advertisements In alternative newspapers In major metro areas of Texas, listings In the
business phone directories, and online. To develop lists of establish ments tor eac11 Industry segment for all major metro areas, however,
would be very labor intensive. Focusing on several metro areas and t11en extrapolating resUlts to t11e entire state Is one option.
Unfortunately, unless one is extremely confident tl1at all establisl1ments have been identified for a major metro area, there Is a significant
danger in generating :in underestimate for tl1at metro area and more importantly, for t11e state as a whole.
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Texas and $33 million of which went to cities and counties. When indirect tax payments were added,
total taxes generated by adult cabarets were approximately $70 million in 2007.

Alcohol, Sexual Violence, and Adult Cabarets
Are sexually oriented businesses, alcohol, and the victimization and perpetration of sexual violence
against women connected? An exhaustive review of the literature says yes. Researchers have found
substantial evidence that connects alcohol with sexua l violence perpetration and increased risk for
victimization. The connection between alcohol and sexual violence suggests that alcohol
consumption does not necessarily lead to rape and assault. but it aids beliefs and behaviors
supported by perpetrators that promote aggression.
Assessing the impact of adult cabarets on their workers, mainly young women, is controversial.
Many researchers believe that exotic dancing, or nude stripping, is empowering to women , offers
superior economic opportunities, and Increases power. Researchers have provided evidence,
however, that suggests the opposite is true. Exotic dancing is not only demea ning and dangerous for
women workers but also is a violent and traumatizing line of work that includes sexual, verbal, and
physical violence, and exploits female workers. It Is Important to' note that most samples used in
studies of women who work at SOBs are "convenience" or so-called "snowball" samples.
Researchers have cited the impossibility of finding a random sample of entertainers and dancers,
but there is substantial evidence from qualitative studies that working at SOBs Is potentially harmful
to women, both physically and emotionally.
The correlation between sexual violence and alcohol and between prostitution and rape is well
documented. However, no study has authoritatively linked alcohol, sexually oriented businesses,
and the perpetration of sexual violence. Research suggests that some exotic dancers have
experienced sexual violence at work, asserting that potential victimization is a concern for women in
this profession. What is not known is if there is a causal relationship between sexually oriented
businesses and the perpetration of sexual violence.

Secondary Effects of Adult Cabarets
The literature on the socioeconomic impact of sexually oriented businesses cites positive and
negative secondary effects for communities and workers. Perhaps the only clear finding is that the
literature is deeply divided. There is a lack of consensus about whether sexually oriented businesses
harm or benefit communities and those who work in the industry. While positive and negative
secondary effects have been documented, it also is clea r that many studies lack methodological
rigor, and without empirica l evidence, authoritative conclusions are difficult to draw.

Club Data
•

There are 1 75 adult cabaret clubs in Texas. Of that total. 133 clubs serve mixed-beverages
and 42 clubs have either a beer-and-wine-only license or serve no alcohol , but allow patrons
to bring their own beverage (BYOB).
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beverage licenses.
•

Revenues for clubs increased by 2.27% In the first three ca lendar quarters of 2008
compared to the same time period in 2007. Most of the gain was in the first three months of
2008. Mixed-beverage sales In t he adu lt cabarets dropped In 2008, but taxable sa les were
up considerably, more than offsetting the declines in mixed-beverage sales.

•

The re are many small clubs and a handfu l of very large operations. Of the 133 clubs with
mixed-beverage licenses, 90 have drink revenues of less than $100,000 per month , wilh lhe
median club selling around $61,000 per month in mixed beverages.

•

An estimated 8, 272 people, including 3,181 dancers. are directly employed by adult
entertainment clubs in Texas.

Taxes and Fees
•

Like all mixed-beverage permit holders, adult entertainm ent clubs remit a 14% gross mixedbeverage sales tax every month to the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts. Third quarter
2008 mixed-beverage sales tax totaled $5.02 million. Aggregate sales tax in the same
quarter totaled another $1.6 million .

•

An estimated 96 adult book and video store outlets paid an estimated yearly sales taxes of
about $4.75 million on taxa ble sa les of just over $59 million over the four quarters ending
June 30, 2008.

•

Adult Ente rtainment Fee (AEF) collections tota led $11.25 million in the four quarters of
2008, far less than had been anticipated in th e Comptroller's Fiscal Note developed in
conjunction with HB 175 1 ($34 million in FY2008).
Total All Fliers

•

1st Quarter 2008

$4.16 million

2nd Quarter 2008

$3.48

3rd Quarter 2008

$2.18

4th Quarter 2008

$1.43

Total:

$11.25 million

The amounts collected have declined over the reporting periods. The third quarter amount
was $ 2 million less than the amount for the first quarter, an approximately 48% decline. This
drop is possibly due to at least two factors: Fewer clubs are filing t heir fee reports with the
Comptroller, and fewer customers frequent the clubs that are filing.

•

Based on th e ratio of club filings and fees collected in the first quarter of 2008, the
estimated maximum potential fee total (even with every club filing a report) is likely to be only
$30 million, far less than the $52 million estimated in the Fiscal Note.
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•

Club filings of the AEF have been intermittent. Of the 175 clubs, slightly more than onefourth filed on time in all four reporting periods. More than 40% of clubs have never paid the
AEF.

•

Besides fewer filin g clubs, there is some evidence that fewer customers are entering clubs.
For filers who have reported in the first three periods or in all four periods, there was a drop
in the AEF collections (that is the equivalent of customers) of 11.1% from the first quarter to
the second quarter and another 9% from the second quarter to the third quarter. For the 45
clubs which reported in all four periods, there was a slight increase of 1.1% between the third
and fourth quarters of 2008.

•

As a percentage of total club revenues, we estimate that the AEF is (or would be) about
12.8%, if all clubs paid the fee, with differential effects on revenues depending on club size.

Effect of the AEF on Club Sales
•

Compared to year-over-year, same-store sales data available for publicly traded clubs with
national operations, such as Rick's.Cabaret Internation al, Inc., and VCG Holding Company,
Texas clubs are showing smaller sales increases than clubs in other states - somewhat
surprising given the re lative strength overall of the Texas economy compared to other states.
This could indicate that the AEF is having a slight negative effect on club revenues.

•

Mixed-beverage taxes paid by all drinking establishments in Texas stead ily increased in 2007
and 2008, but mixed-beverage taxes collected by adult cabarets in the state have declined,
leading to the belief that the AEF is having some effect on clubs' sales.

•

Which has more of an effect on club revenues, the economic downturn or the AEF?
Researchers ran simple regressions on statewide club revenues and a number of sta ndard
economic indicators, such as the statewide unemployment rate, gross state product. and
personal income. The results show that there is a higher correlation between the recession
and the decline in club revenues than exists between the AEF and the decline in club
revenues. For some sma ller clubs, however, the remaining effect of the AEF on profit
margins could be significant. It could be, and probably is, especially for clubs that have lower
gross margins.

Effect of the AEF on State Tax Collections
Using conservative assumptions about the causes of change in club revenues, our tax sensitivity
model showed that at a hypothetical 4 % decrease in club output caused entirely by the AEF, the
State of Texas could expect a 5.2% drop in tax revenues in 2008-2009. A 10% drop in club output
would cause a 13.8% decrease in total tax revenue. This does not include reven ue collected by the
AEF itself. of course. so even under conditions of up to a 20% reduction in club output, the AEF
combined with property and state taxes still generates an overall surplus to state revenues of $4
million. We estimate, however, that adult cabaret gross revenues will not drop by more than 4% in
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Owners' Survey
To most accurately capture the perspective of the adult cabaret industry in Texas, we surveyed
owners of Texas clubs with questions about the operation of their businesses and their opinions
about the regulatory environment in Texas. In cooperation with the Texas Entertainment Association
(T.E.A.), the main industry association, a total of 136 owners representing virtually all 1 75 clubs in
Lhe slale or Texe1s, were senl eilher a web-based survey (hosted by SurveyMonkey.com) or a
hardcopy survey instrument at their taxpayer address obtained from the Texas Comptroller.
Respondents were promised anonymity and confidentiality in ret urn for their participation . Although
the response rate was low (17%), and responses from owners of larger clubs throughout the state
were overrepresented in the response pool, the survey responses help paint a more complete picture
of the industry in Texas. (A complete copy of both the survey analysis and the survey instrument are
included in Appendix VII of the ful l report.) Among the key findings, according to respondents:
•

An average patron spends $45 per club visit, not including tips to dancers.

•

Employee fringe benefits: 66% of respondents say they provide at least one fringe benefit to
employees, while 34% of owners do not provide any fringes.

•

The average entertainer works four 7-hour shifts per week per club and is considered an
"independent contractor," not an employee of the club where she dances.

•

We estimate that there are approximately 3181 dancers working in Texas' ad ult
entertainment clubs, earning an average of $ 57,157 per year, and that total direct earnings
by entertainers are approximately $18 2 million per year. Some respondents report that their
best dancers earn up to $71,000 a year.

•

Respondents reported that almost half of the entertainers in their clubs are single mothers,
and 16% are students. Respondents reported that almost 90% of their dancers have at least
a high school diploma, and 11% have a college degree.

•

The most frequently cited cha llenges that owners face with their dancers included ensuring
that enterta iners abide by existing laws and regulations, and getting entertainers to come to
work on a regular basis.

•

Most open-ended responses to questions about the AEF and the regulatory environment in
Texas indicated that both were negative ly affecti ng the owners' businesses. See Appendix IX
for all of the responses to open-ended quest ions.

TABC Infractions Data Analysis
Is there a difference in the prevalence of crime inside adult entertainment cabarets and inside other
types of drinking establishments? As a proxy for crime data, we collected statewide Texas Alcoholic
Beverage Commission violations data between 2005 and 2008 for all sexua lly oriented businesses
in Texas with mixed-beverage licenses and a sample of non-ad ult entertainment club drinking
14
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establishments (bars) in Texas matched by revenue and location. The result is a comparison
between the two groups regarding the number and types of TABC violations, number and length of
mixed-beverage license suspensions, and the amount of fines levied on the clubs.
•

There was no significant difference in the number of complaints lodged with TABC or
inspections by TABC agents for the two sample groups.

•

Adult cabarets had a slightly higher number of administrative violations than did the sample
of bars.

•

Adult cabarets paid a higher number of fines, and their fines were sign ificantly higher than
the sample of bars, because of the severity of their infractions. The length of SOB license
suspensions was more severe than the sample of bars because of a higher frequency of sex
and drug violations.

•

The bar sample had more criminal violations brought against individuals, mostly for violations
related to minors.

>Recommendations and Options for Reform or Regulation
The research team supports the implementation of the following recommendations in the areas of
the Adu lt Entertainment Fee, zoning and enforcement, and further research. We support the
consideration of the following options for reform or regulation in three areas: zoning and land use,
refinement of existing regulatory procedures and mechanisms, and new actions.

>Recommendations on AEF
Recommendation #1 Continue AEF at its Current Level
Based upon the economic analysis, fieldwork interviews and visits, and
survey results, the current $5 AEF is having on ly a slightly negative effect on
the ad ult entertainment industry in Texas. While it is probably true that
sma ller establishments have been more negatively affected by the AEF than
have the larger clubs, taken as a whole, however, the industry does not
appear to have suffered major economic damage from the fee. Although
mixed-beverage sales of adult entertainment clubs statewide are lower in the
first 9 months of 2008 than they were in 2007, total revenues of adu lt
entertainment clubs in that same time period are up about 2-3% over the
comparable period in 2007.

Recommendation #2 Improve Collectlon Rates of AEF
Based on analysis of data from the Texas Comptroller, which collects the AEF
from the clubs, a significant percentage of clubs are not regularly paying the
AEF or are not paying it at all.
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>Recommendations on Zoning and Cnforcement
Recommendation#1 Impose More Stringent and Mandatory Penalties of TABC Violations
As a public safety priority, and given the findings of the infraction research in
this study, TABC regulations should be reassessed to allow for more stringent
and mandatory penalties of sex and drug infractions at all clubs that hold
liquor licenses, including suspension of those licenses. Moreover. innovative
enforcement strategies and enhanced cooperation and data sharing among
and between law enforcement agencies and TABC are needed.

Recommendation *2

Stricter Penalties for License Vlolatlons at "Spa" Outlets
Interviews conducted during the study with various state law enforcement
officials - including city police officers, vice sq uad commanders, and sheriff's
deputies - revealed a growing problem with sex crimes occurring in nonlicensed "spas." More stringent penalties and mandatory occupational
licensi ng of spa employees should be imposed by state agencies and
monitored by law enforcement officials, similar to the statutes that currently
apply to employees of massage parlors.

>Recommendations for Future Research
Recommendation #1

Research on Perpetrators of Sexual Violence
New research should focus on sexual assault perpetrators, particularly those
that are never reported or arrested for t heir crimes, and whether and how
often they visit SOBs, their use of the sex industry, and their consumption of
alcohol as causes for the sexual violence they commit.

Recommendation *2

Research on Women Entertainers
More resea rch is needed to better understand and appreciate the
experiences of female SOB industry workers, including risk factors for
victimization and the pernicious effects of alcohol on both perpetrators and
victims.

Recommendation *3

Minimize Virtual Prostitution Advertising
There is a need for research-based strategies to minimize prostitution
advertising in print and on line publications, similar to the agreement reached
for the on line site Craig's List (included in Appendix IX).

Recommendation #4

Additional Study on SOBs
A number of special studies are needed regarding SOBs, including an
infractions data analysis by size of adult cabaret, an economic analysis of the
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AEF on small and medium-sized establishments, a detailed analysis of law
enforcement data pertaining to a sample of adult ente rtainment
establishments; a review of the impact of an increase in alcohol taxes on
adult entertainment revenues in other states; and a specialized review of
legislative initiatives pertaining to the adult entertainment industry in other
jurisdictions.

Recommendation #5 Study on Escort Services and Other Industry Segments
There is virtually no information available about other Industry segments such
as escort services. There is a need to understand these services in the
context of the larger social and economic structures.

>Options for Reform or Regulation
This section outlines the following options for consideration by policymakers:

>Zoning and Land Use
Option

#1

Establish statewide distance requirements for siting of new adult

entertainment facilities.

Option

#2

Same as above but allow for more stringent requirements by local

governments If desired .

Option

#3

Monitor closely the City of Houston's legal strategy of using the city's

nuisance laws to force closure of "bikini bars " located in residentia l areas and
operating without SOB licenses.

>Refinement of Existing Regulatory Procedures and Mechanisms
Option

#1

Enhance enforcement of occupational requirements, such as Harris

County's dancers' licenses.

Option

*2

Allow local city attorneys to petition for TABC action against specific

clubs rather than administrative law judges only in Austin and Houston.

Option

#3

Prohibit closed rooms and other private areas in clubs, allowing only

space that is visible to most patrons.

>New Actions
Option

#1

Implement a statewide registry of sexually oriented businesses.
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Option

#2
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New York State's bill, outlined here in Chapter 4.

Option

#3

Implement a drug testing policy on entertainers and other employees of

adult cabarets.

Option *4

Deve lop a special statewide Crime Stoppers phone number and

outreach initiat ive to anonymously report incidents at SOBs.

Option

#5

Consider an initiative similar to New Jersey's bill on outdoor lighting and

indoor video surveillance, or on e like Scotland 's proposal for mandatory indoor
closed-circuit lV surveilla nce.
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Chapter 1
Descriptive Data
This chapter highlights the scope of the adult cabaret industry, t he number of clubs in the sector, the
number of employees in the industry, and their wage totals. It summarizes the taxes the industry
contributes to the State's treasury, describes the Adult Entertainment Fee (AEF), and looks at AEF
collections. Finally, a brief presentation is given on other industry segments, including the economic
impact of adu lt book and video stores in Texas.

>Clubs
Number of Clubs
There are 175 adult cabaret clubs in Texas. Of that total, 133 clubs serve mixed beverages and 4 2
clubs have either a beer-and-wine-only license or serve no alcohol but allow patrons to bring their
own beverages (BYOB). Different sources of data were utilized and cross-referenced to identify these
clubs.3 Figure 1.1 shows that the number of clubs has increased moderately in the past three
years.

Revenue Components
Adu lt entertainment clubs have a license to sell mixed beverages, to sell beer and wine only, or for
BYOB.4 Information about mixed-beverage sales is available for each outlet and establishment
Texas, including adult cabarets that sell mixed beverages. That is the largest revenue stream for the
adult entertainment club industry as a whole. (From Ql 2007 through Q2 2 008, mixed-beverage
sales on average accounted for 70.4% of adult caba ret sales and other sales accounted for 29 .6%.)
As can be seen from Figure 1.2, mixed-beverage revenues for the entire industry since 2005 have
ranged from about $35 million to $39 million per quarter.
Other sources of revenue are cover charges, food sales, beer and wine sa les, non-alcoholic beverage
sa les, enterta iners' fees in some clubs, and miscellaneo us ite ms such as cigars, T-shirts, and other
merchandise. Collectively these other items are known as "taxable sales" and are subject to state
3 The four general sources of information were (1) the Texas portion of a website of adult clubs in the U.S.; (2) websites for
individual adult clubs; (3) a commercial vendor of mixed beverage receipts data for drinking establishments in the State of
Texas; and (4) databases from the Comptroller of Public Accounts. The process was labor intensive as substantial
reconciliation was requi red among the multiple Information sources due to turnover of clubs (addresses, name changes,
temporary closures), several different databases of revenues, and state laws on confidentiality of sales information for
specific outlets. Further, Information from the Comptroller of Public Accounts was available only through numerous open
records requests.
4 By law, all mixed beverage club permit holders remit to the State Comptroller a 14% gross receipts tax on their mixed
beverage sales each month. Following the end of each calendar quarter, 10.7143% of the tax paid is allocated to the
county where each business Is located. For any business located within an incorporated city, and other 10.7143% of the
tax paid is allocated to the city where it is located. The remaining tax is distributed to the State's General Revenue Funds.
http;//ecpa.cpa.state.tx. us/allocation/MixBev.jsp;jsessionid=OOOaTYby8wl R1-uDZ9St-th 2zh:-1.
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Figure 1.1 Number nf ClubA , 2005 tn 2008, hy Quarter
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Figure 1.2 Mixed-beverage Sales-All Adult Clubs, By Quarter
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and loca l sa les taxes. Data are unavailable for taxable sales at individua l clubs; state law prohibits
the release of this information for individua l outlets and establishments. Data are avai lable for these
revenue sources across groups of clubs, however. Taxa ble sa les in the aggregate are shown in Figure
1.3. These tota ls include pu rchases made by patrons in the 43 clubs sell ing beer and win e only (or
BYOB), as well as the non-mixed-beverage sales of such items in the 133 clubs with mixed-beverage
licenses.
According to Figure 1.3, the quarterly amounts for taxable sa les have ranged from a low of $13
million to a high of $18 mi llion in the first quarter of 2008. In the most recent quarter, Ju lySeptember 2008, taxa ble sales were approximately $17.8 million . It is unclear why there was a
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Figure 1.3 Taxable Sales - All Adult Clubs by Quarter
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Figure 1.5 Mean Quarterly Mixed-beverage Revenue, All Clubs, 2005-2008
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substantial increase in taxable sa les for the first quarter of 2008. In past years. there were increases
but not a spike that exceeded 10% from the prior quarter. 5 Figure 1.4 shows the pattern of total
revenue, Q1 2005 through Q3 2008, a generally upward trend with strong first and fourth quarters
and weaker second and third quarters.
The seasona lity of club sa les is more apparent in Figu re 1.5. The first and fourth quarters of the
ca lendar year are the strongest for adult clubs, with the weakest period being the third quarter (Ju ly
through September).

The Clubs by Size
Most of the adu lt enterta inment clubs are relatively modest in size, as measured by their mixedbeverage sales. Using data from a sample quarter (Q2 2008), it is apparent from Figure 1.6 that the
majority of clubs selling mixed-beverages (90 of 131 reporting) had drink revenues of less than

$300,000 for that quarter. Almost half (59) had mixed-beverage revenues of less than $150,000.
Another 24 clubs had drink reve nues betwee n $300,000 and $600,000. Only 1 7 clubs had monthly
drink revenues that exceed $600,000.
Another approach to characteri zing the distribution of clubs is to identify a typical, or median, club.
Based on the number of clubs with mixed-bevera ge sa les, t he average (as opposed to med ian) club
sells abo ut $93,450 in mixed-beve rages monthly ($1,121,400 annually). But because there are
many smaller clubs and fewer large clubs, the median club sells less than $61,223 in mixedbeverages monthly ($734,G7G annua lly).
No information is available about the distribution of sales across the 4 2 clubs that have beer-and·
wine-only licenses or BYOB-licensed establishments. The state law that restricts the provision of
taxable sa les information for individual outlets and establishments applies to these 42 clubs, as well
as the non-mixed-beverage portion of sa les In the 133 clubs with mixed-beverage licenses.

Number of Adult Clubs and Their Locations
In general, the number of adult clubs corresponds to the number of adults in a geographic area. This
is true in Texas and the nation. There are strong statistica l re lationships between the number of
adults and the number of clubs in states (Pearson correlation of 0.897) and for the largest 15
counties within Texas (Pearson correlation of 0.907).s These data ca n be interpreted as follows:
About 80% of differences among states (and counties within Texas) In the number of adult
enterta inment clubs can be explained solely by the size of the adult population. In other words, this
is a business that In large part depends on the number of ad ults in a geographic area . Figure 1.7
shows this strong relationship across the nation.

Please note t hat the Adult Entertainment Fee for clubs is not Included In taxable sales.
The number of registered voters in the 15 largest Texas counties was used as surrogate for adult population in this
correlation test.
5

6
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Figure 1.6 Distribution of Q2 2008 Mixed-beverage Revenue
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Sources: Number of clubs for Texas from sources cited earlier. Adult populat ion for each state from:
http://www.census.gov/popestjstates/asrh/ fl les/SC-EST2007·18+POP·RES.csv.
Number of clubs for other states from: tillQ;L/www,tusc!.net/r.php?RID=7.

Visual representations of club locations are shown statewide and for Senate and House districts in
the Austin , Corpus Christi, Dallas, El Paso, Fort Worth, Houston, and San Antonio metropolitan area
maps presented in Appendix IV. Within Texas, adult clubs are located in 24 counties. They are
located in 29 Senate Districts and 65 House Districts as shown in Table 1.1.

Employment and Wages at Texas Adult Entertainment Clubs
To determine total employment and wage amounts at Texas adult entertainment clubs, an open·
records request was made to the TWC. Because of the number of clubs and t ime limitations, a
random sample of clubs was selected for this task. Information about employment and wages was
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Table 1.1 Texas Adult Clubs by County and Leeislative Districts

2

- District 87

-

5

- District 3

2

Bexar

- District 8

1

- District 90

1

- District 4

3

Brazos

- District 21

2

- District 91

2

- District 5

1

Cameron

- District 22

1

- District 92

6

- District 6

8

Dallas

20

- District 23

1

- District 94

1

- District 7

6

El Paso

11

- District 8

13

HOUSE DISTRICTS
District
- District 6
- District 7

'"'
3

'

District
- District 86

SENATE DISTRICTS COUNTY
District

2

- District 1

W&MW
3

Bell

4

13

1
6

Galveston

2

5

Gregg

2

- District 10

9

Harris

37

3

- District 11

5

Hidalgo

11

- District 100

3

- District 12

9

Jefferson

3

1

- District 102

1

- District 13

3

Lubbock

1

- District 38

2

- District 103

16

- District 14

11

Mcl ennan

3

- District 39

3

- District 116

1

- District 16

13

Nueces

8

- District 24

1

- District 95

4

- District 30

1

- District 96

1

- District 9

- District 33

4

- District 97

5

- District 34

4

- District 99

- District 36

1

- District 37

- District 40

3

- District 120

1

- District 17

5

Potter

5

- District 41

3

- District 121

6

- District 18

1

Randall

2

- District 42

1

- District 123

Ci

- District 19

1

Smith

- District 43

3

- District 126

2

- District 20

14

Tarrant

23

- District 46

4

- District 131

2

- District 21

2

Taylor

3

- District 49

1

- District 134

1

- District 22

3

Tom Green

1

- District 50

2

- District 136

4

- District 23

6

Travis

- District 51

4

- District 137

5

- District 24

7

Victoria

1

- District 54

4

- District 138

3

- District 25

7

Webb

1

- District 56

1

- District 139

2

- District 26

4

Wichita

3

- District 5 7

1

- District 140

1

- District 27

11

- District 69

3

- District 141

3

- District 28

2

- District 71

3

- District 143

2

- District 29

11

- District 72

1

- District 144

3

- District 30

3

- District 75

6

- District 145

2

- District 31

7

- District 76

2

- District 147

3

- District 77

2

- District 148

3

- District 78

1

- District 150

1

- District 83

1

Note; Several outlets could not be allocated
geographically.
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requested for one group of 19 larger clubs, a second group of 19 clubs that were licensed as beer
and wine on ly/BYOB, and a third group of 40 randomly selected clubs that sell mixed beverages.
Information was received on all 19 of the larger clubs, 16 of the beer and wine/BYOB clubs, and 34
of the random ly selected clubs selling mixed beverages. Data were obtained on the number of fulltime and part-time employees of the clubs from October 2007 through March 2008.7 Data for all six
months were used to compute averages for employment and wages of the groups. Based on these
computations, the average number of full-time and part-time employees per club (excluding contract
employees, licensees, etc.) was estimated to be:

Mixed-beverage clubs:
Beer and wine/BYOB clubs:
Combined average:

53
28
47

If these per-club averages are correct, the total number of full-time and part-t ime employees
statewide for adu lt entertainment clubs wou ld be approximately 8,223 in the 175 clubs as of the
first quarter of 2008. Upon closer exa mination, the average wage for these employees was
determined to be on ly $7,059 a'year.s While this ann ual amou nt is theoretically possible,
particularly when many employees receive tips, this very low average suggested that a substantial
number of the 8,223 employees worked part-time and that the wage data was too low. Based upon
average wage data for food service and drinking establishments in the RIMS II model of $16,696
and a higher estimated wage total for all clubs ($85 million), a final employment estimate of 5,091
was derived. In effect, RIMS II multipliers were used to estimate total employment based on total
sales. This approach incorporates data from food service and drinking establishments in othe r
locations and controls for irregular turnover and the part-time status of some employees.
No occupational data (for exa mple managers, bartende rs, waitresses, food workers, custodians, disk
jockeys, and administrative personnel) were avai lable from the Texas Workforce Commiss ion for the
sample of clubs. Occupational data are available for all drinking establishments in the State of
Texas, and these provide a genera l profile of employment within the adult clubs. Table 1.2 presents
an occupational breakdown of the estimated 5,091 employees of adult entertainment clubs (not
including dancers) based on typical employment patterns in Texas drinking establishments,9 From
this table, it is obvious that a large proportion of employees are tipped employees.

7 Data emanated from the TWC Employer Master File (EMF), an electronic file depicting the current status and related tax
accounting records tor employers and non-employing units. Data in the EMF are collected from all employers in Texas on a
quarterly basis. Other information came from the Labor Market Information (LMI). All data were provided In response to an
open records request.
a Annual total wages for t he full· and part·time employees for t he clubs were estimated at a minimum of $58,050,000 and
a maximum of approximately $69 million. The lower amou nt was selected as a composite estimate. From two publicly
held adult entertainment corporations (RICK, VCGH) and one privately held club, It was determined that wages as a
percentage of total revenues were 27%, 22%, and 23% respectively. From the TWC wage data, total estimated wages were
32% of total revenues. Because that ratio was based on several assumptions, it seemed unreasonably high. Therefore the
27% wage rat io amount was chOsen as a compromise. Total wages using t he higher ratio of 32% would have been
approximately $69 million.
9 Based on Club Owner's survey data presented in Appendix VII .
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>Taxes and Fees
Mixed-beverage Taxes, Sales Taxes, State Sales Taxes, Local Sales Taxes
The following figures show the aggregate amounts collected since the first quarter of 2005 for the
various types of taxes. Figure 1.8 shows the total amount of mixed-beverage t axes for all clubs
through the second quarter of 2008.
The total amount of sa les taxes generated by state and loca l taxes on the aggregate amount of
taxable sa les is shown by quarter in Figure 1.9. Figure 1.10 shows the tota l amount of state sa les
taxes generated on th e aggregate amount of taxa ble sales through the third quarter of 2008. Figure
1.11 shows the total amount of local sales taxes generated on the aggregate amount of taxable
sales through the third q uarter of 2008.
Table 1.2. Estimate of Occupational Employment in Adult Entertainment Clubs

IB~Wll•

Employees by Type

Waiters and Waitresses

29.9%

Security Guards

8.28%
5.81%

· 1522
1500
422
296

Dining Room and Cafeteria Attendants and Bartender Helpers

2.96%

151

Cooks, Short Order

2.27')6

110

2.1%

107

2%

102

Bartenders

29.46%

First·Line Supervisors/ Managers of Food Preparation and Serving Workers

Public Address System and Other Announcers
Cashiers

* Figures based on 5 ,091 total employees statewide (totals d o not add to 5091 because of rounding error).
Not shown are six other categories of employees (dishwashers, janitors, hostesses, etc.) that combine for 17.2%
of employment, or 875 jobs.
Figure 1.8 Mixed-beverage Taxes - All 133 Clubs (Through Q3 2008)
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Figure 1.9 Total Sales Tax, by Quarter (Qi 2005- Q3 2008)
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Figure 1.10 St at e Sales Tax (Through Q3 2008)
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AEF Collections
Through the first four reporting periods of 2008 (January-March, April-June, July-September, and
October-December), AEF collections have totaled $11,240,562. The amounts for each quarter are
shown in Figure 1.12. As is apparent. the amounts collected have declined over the reporting
periods. The fourth quarter amount was nearly $2. 7 million less than the amount for the first
quarter, down 66%. The decline is likely due to at least two factors: fewer clubs filing and fewer
customers frequent the clubs that are filing.10
Table 1.3 summarizes the intermittent nature of club filings ror lhe rour reporting periods. Of the 175
clubs, only slightly more than one fourth (45 ) have filed in all four reporting periods. Another 22 clubs
have filed in three periods. More than 40% of clubs have never filed a report, and another 7% (12
clubs) filed in the first reporting period only.11
There not only have been fewer filing clubs, but the clubs themselves have reported fewer customers
entering their establishments. For filers who have reported in the first three periods or in all four
periods, there was a drop in the AEF collections (that is, the equivalent of customers) of 11.1% ·from

.

.

the first quarter to the second quarter and another 9 % from the second quarter to the third quarter.
For the 45 clubs that reported in all four periods, there was a slight increase of 1.1% between the
third and fourth quarters of 2008. This pattern follows the gene ral seasonal sales pattern, with the
first and fourth quarters being higher than the second and third quarters.
Figure 1.12 AEF Amounts Submitted to Comptroller, 2008 By Quarter

$4, 158,300.44

Ql

Q2

Q3

Q4

Source: Compiled from data provided by the State Comptroller of Public Accounts. Data cu rrent as of February 4, 2009)

10 A third factor could be underreporting of customer counts. That Is more difficult to determine and compliance was not
part of this analysis.
11 The pattern of filings by the three publicly owned companies has been far superior to the filings pattern by the privately
held companies through the first three reporting periods.
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Table 1 .3 Club Filings of the Adult Entertainment Fee, 2008 Reporting Periods
Frequency of Reporting
Never Filed

72

All Four Periods
Periods 1, 2. 3*

45

Periods 1, 2
Periods 2, 3, 4

19
19
4

Periods 2. 3

1

Periods 1, 3

1

Periods 3, 4
Period 1 only

1
12

Period 2 only

1

* While the filing deadline
for Q4 has passed, it Is
possible that this number
wil l increase slightly as
some taxpayers file late.
These data were current as
of February 4 , 2009.

AEF Collections Compared to Fiscal Note Estimates
In the original Fiscal Note developed in conjunction with HB 1751, it was estimated that $34 million
(net) would be obtained from the AEF in FY2008.12 In FY2009, the estimated amount (net) was
approximately $52 million, and in FY2010, the estimated amount (net) was about $59 million .
Because of the delay in fee collections, the reporting periods do not coincide with the original fiscal
year time periods. Nevertheless, based on the first 12 months of actual fee collections, which totaled
about $11.2 million, there is sufficient data to determine that the fiscal note estimates will not be
reached anytime soon. The total first-year collections of $11.2 million are one-third the amount
originally projected .
Assuming that the same proportion of clubs report in the second year, it is unclear whether the total
would be higher or lower than the $11. 2 million of the first yea r. It is clear, however, that the weak
economic conditions entering 2009 will prove very challenging for clubs and that the second year
total would likely be less than $15 million, compared to the original estimate of $52 million.
Significant shortfalls in subsequent years also could occur, unless there is a major increase in the
number of clubs filing their reports.
Based on the number of clubs that reported in the first reporting period (100) and the amount of
fees collected ($4.16 million), it seems unlikely that the maximum potential fee total in future threemonth reporting periods would exceed $7 .5 million (or $30 million annually).13 If the fee amount
changes or improvements in compliance are made, then the estimated amounts would need to be
adjusted accordingly.

Legislative Budget Board, Fiscal Note for HB 1751 Enrolled Version, May 25, 200 7.
This amount is based on every club (175) filing a report, a $5 fee, and economic conditions that were equivalent to those
in the first three months of calendar year 2008. As noted above, approximately half of the clubs appear to have filed to
date.

12 See
13
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>Statewide Economic Impacts of Adult Entertainment Clubs
In this section, we examine the economic and fiscal impact of adu lt entertainment industry segments
(adu lt cabarets, ad ult book and video stores) in Texas.14 The analysis includes direct output (sales},
employment. and wages of these industry segments; the Indirect impact of the industry segments;
the tota l impact (direct and Indirect}; and the fiscal impact of the industry segments. In addition, we
present a sensitivity analysis of public revenue, given changes in output.

Methodology
Measuring the impact of adult industries in Texas begins with estimating employment, wages, and
Industry domestic product or output. Project staff at the Bureau of Business Research at the
University of Texas at Austin acquired total sales data for mixed-beverages and other sales at adult
entertainment clubs, in addition to total sa les for adult video and retail stores. Considering that
these sales represent final transactions of goods and services to consumers. these sales figures
were assumed to represent industry total direct output. Indirect output genera lly refers to additiona l
activity in the supply chain caused by activity in the industry studied. For example, increased sales of
finished lumber at a retail outlet would result in increased activity in forestry, transportation,
manufacturing, and perhaps wholesale trade prior to reaching the retail outlet. Total indirect output
for adu lt industries was estimated using output multipliers.
For this analysis, we used Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS II} multipliers from the
Bureau of Economic /\nalyoiG for several 5im11ar industries bccnuso specific multipliers for adu lt
entertainment clubs, adult video stores, or adult book stores do not exist. As proxies, we used NAICS
(North American Industry Classification System) multipliers for food services and drinking places
(NAICS 722), and sports, hobby, book and music stores (NAICS 451). Rental and leasi ng services is a
broad sector that includes everything from tuxedo stops to rental cars to video stores. However,
given that video rentals and retail sa les were aggregated and could not be sepa rated, it was
assumed that video rental stores operated similar to retail stores for the purpose of this study.
In order to estimate industry employment, direct emp loyment multipliers per $1 million in output
were applied to Industry output. Similarly, total wages were estimated using the earnings multiplier
per $1 of industry output. Indirect employment and indirect earnings were ca lculated using straight
employment and earnings multipliers.
Aggregate sa les taxes were provided by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts for adult
entertainment clubs. detailed by mixed-beverage sa les and other taxable sa les, as well as for adult
book and video stores. State and local sales taxes were calculated for the adult entertainment clubs
using the universal Texas sales tax rate and rates for local governments. Sales taxes for the adult
video and book industries also were provided by t he Comptroller's Office of the State of Texas.
Property taxes for these industry segments were obtained through public data from county tax
assessor websites.
14 Most of this analysis was performed by the Business Research Division of the Leeds School of Business at the University
of Colorado at Boulder.
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Aside from sa les taxes generated directly from operations, employees of both industry segments
(clubs, video and book stores) spend earnings on taxa ble goods. An estimate of taxable expenditures
based on income was derived from the Consumer Expenditures Survey provided by the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics. Applying average spending patterns to adult industry employees provided a
consumer retail base to which state and other sales tax rates cou ld be applied.
Employees also pay property taxes either directly if they own their home, or indirectly if they rent their
home. Average property tax rates were applied to average home prices to estimate employee
property taxes. Similar iterations were applied to indirect employee consumer spending and property
taxes. Employment, earnings, and output figures were compared to aggregate industry figures
provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic Analysis as a secondary
check of the model. Detailed explanations of each line in the model, including assumptions, are
provided in the appendix.

>Total Output, Total Employment
Total direct output for adul~ caba rets, video stores, and book stores topped $459.1 milljon in 2007
and $232.6 million in 1H 2008. Indi rect output for these industries was estimated at $388.4 million
in 2007 and $198.8 in 1 H 2008. Total direct and indirect output for these industries was $84 7.5
million in 2007 and $431.3 million in 1H 2008. Aside from employment and wages, these industries
generate sales and property tax revenues that support state and local governments, as well as
transit, special, and school districts. Tota l direct employment in the adult cabaret, video store, and
retail industries is estimated at 9,207 in 2007.

Total Output: Adult Cabarets
As reported by the state, industry sales by adult cabarets totaled $216.6 million in 2007 and $111.8
million in the first half of 2008. Sales January through June 2008 compared to the same period in
2007 grew 3.7% (5.6% in Q1and1.9% in Q2). From Q12007 through Q2 2008, mixed-beverage
sales on average accounted for 70.4% of adu lt cabaret sa les and other sa les accounted for 29.6%.
Given that adult cabarets are providing final goods and services to consumers, It is assumed that
total sales represent total output. Therefore, total output, or adult cabarets' contribution to Texas
gross state product, was $216.6 million in 2007 and $111.8 for 1H 2008.
Applying the food services and drinking places output multiplier to adult cabarets' output returns
total indirect output of $317.9 million in 2007 and $164.1 million in 1H 2008.
Using a number of sources, the research team estimated that there are 3,181 cabaret dancers in
Texas who earned $181.8 million in 2008. Entertainers are usually not employees of the cabarets
and are considered self-employed. It is assumed that entertainer earnings are economic activity, but
the indirect economic activity driven by these entertainers is already captured by the cabarets.
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Total Employment: Adult Cabarets
Employment at adult cabarets was estimated at 5,091 in 2007. Employment increased from 1H
2007 to 1H 2008 by 3 .7% (5.6% in Q1and1.9% in Q2). Employment at adult cabarets leads to
additional employment in other industries. It Is estimated that indirect employment totaled 2,650 in
2007, increasing proportionally in 1H 2008. Based on a ratio of .625 dancers for each FTE employee
in the industry, which the research team derived using a number of different sources including data
from the survey of owners, there are an estimated 3,181 entertainers in Texas who represent
additional, non-employer jobs.

Total Wages: Adult Cabarets
Direct earnings by employees at adult cabarets totaled $85 million in 2007 and nearly $43.9 million
in 1H 2008. Indirect earnings related to adult cabarets reached slightly under $80.2 million in 2007
and $41.4 million in 1H 2008. Direct earnings by entertainers in 2008 were estimated at $18 1.8
million .

Taxes Paid: Adult Cabarets
Total direct taxes generated by adult cabarets were $55.8 million in 2007 , of which $22.8 went to
the state and $33.0 million went to sub-state government and districts. Indirect taxes were
estimated at $14.5 million In 2007 and $7.5 million in 1H 2008. In addition, entertainers generated
another $19.9 million in income, sales, and property taxes.

>Video Stores and Bookstores
Because there is no inventory or registry of adult video stores and adult book stores statewide, an
elaborate and time-consuming process was necessary to compile a database. Research staff
utilized several different sources of information including, police vice squad databases, multiple
internet sites, and databases for video and bookstores obtained through open records requests to
the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts. Ultimately a database of prospective adult video and adult
bookstores was submitted to the Comptroller's Office, with a request to provide statewide totals for
taxable sales, sales taxes, state sales taxes, and local sales taxes for the group of outlets. (As with
information about sales by specific adult entertainment clubs, there is no sales information available
for individual adu lt video and adu lt book store outlets because of state law.) In addition, sub-state
totals of taxable sales, sales taxes, state sales taxes, and loca l sales taxes were requested for
groups of outlets in Bexar County, Dallas County, El Paso County, Harris County, Tarrant County, and
Travis County. This information was requested on a quarterly basis beginning January 2007 through
the end of June 2008- six quarters. 1 e
Eventually a total of 96 active adult bookstores and adult video stores were identified in the
Comptroller's records. The location of these outlets is shown in Table 1.4. As is apparent. Harris
County has a disproportionately high number of outlets (41). The entire rest of the state has only 55
stores. Adult video and adult bookstores are located in 65 House Districts and 29 Senate Districts.
15 The time period was selected to determine if there were significant year-over-year changes in taxable sales and if any
types of trends were apparent.
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Table 1.4 Texas Adult Video Stores and Adult Bookstores by County and Legislative Districts

HOUSE DISTRICTS
District

SENATE DISTRICTS

MGGlM

District

IDll

District

emme

BY COUNT

MM

lml

- District 4

1

- District 107

1

- District 1

1

Bexar

- District 6

1

- District 112

1

- District 2

1

Brazoria

l

- District 7

l

- District 118

1

- District 3

2

Clay

1

- District 10

1

- District 120

1

- District 6

15

Cooke

1

- District 16

1

- District 121

2

- District 7

7

Dallas

11

- District 25

l

- District 123

1

- District 8

3

Ector

4

- District 34

2

- District 125

1

-- District 10

1

El Paso

5

- District 42

2

- District 126

1

- District 12

3

Gregg

- District 46

1
2

- District 133

3

- Dist rict 13

4

Harris

1
41

- District 134

1

- District 14

7

Hill

1

- District 4 7

6

- District 49

3

- District 135

1

- District 15

10

Kaufman

1

- District 50

3

- District 136

4

- District 16

4

Lubbock

l

- District 51

l

- District 138

7

- District 17

6

Montgomery

l

- District 61

l

- District 139

2

- District 20

2

Nueces

2

- Dist rict 68

2

- District 140

3

- District 21

3

Smith

1

- District 71

1

- District 141

2

- District 22

1

Tarrant

5

- District 72

l

- District 14 2

1

- District 23

4

Taylor

1

- District 76

4

- District 143

2

- District 24

1

Tom Green

1

- District 77

1

- District 145

5

- District 25

7

Travis

10

- District 81

4

- District 146

1

- District 26

l

Webb

2

- District 8 4

l

- Dist rict 147

5

- District 28

2

- District 95

1

- District 148

1

- District 29

5

- District 97

1

- District 149

1

- District 30

2

- District 99

3

- District 150

1

- District 31

4

- District 103

9

Note: Several outlets could not be allocated geographically.

Revenues
Over the past year (the four quarters ending June 30, 2 008), adult bookstore and adult video stores
had total taxable sales of slightly more than $59 million.
Figu re 1.13 shows total taxable sales by all adu lt video and adult bookstores over the past six
quarte rs. The trend has been downward over that time, except for the first quarter of 2008. Figures
1.14 and 1.15 show that the declines have occurred both in Harris County stores and in stores
throughout Texas. On a percentage basis, the declines from the first quarter of 2007 to the second
quarter of 2008 have been fairly simi lar: Harris County has had a 13.2% drop and stores elsewhere
have had an 11.6% drop.
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Figure 1.13 Adult Video & Book Sales - Statewide by Quarter
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Figure 1.14 Adult Video and Book - Non-Houston by Quarter
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Figure 1.15 Adult Video & Bookstore - Houston by Quarter
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Table 1.5- Taxable Sales, Average Store, By County, June 2007 through June 2008
Taxable Sales
Bexar

$ 1,211,186

Dallas

$1,144,549

El Paso

$ 493,089

Harris

$ 343,335

Tarrant

$ 845,924

Travis

$ 959,300

Sa les in the first quarter of 2008 were lower than in the first quarter of 2007 by-4.6% statewide (5. 7% in Houston ; -4.3% outside of Houston). These figures are very comparable to nationwide trends
for DVD sales of all types of titles. According to Adams Media Research and Warner Brothers, DVD
sales fell between 3.2% and 4 .8% in 2007 after holding steady for several years. According to these
same sources, DVD sa les of all types of titles have continued to decline by between 2.4% and 4%
during the first half of 2008. Since then, Nielsen VideoScan reported a 9% drop in t hird quarter sa les
alone.1e
An average adu lt video or adu lt book store statewide has annual taxa ble sales of $614,000, or
approximately $50,000 per month. This average, however, varies substa ntia lly across regions and is
much lower in Harris County and El Paso County than in the other urban Texas counties (Table 1.5)
In Bexar, Dallas, and Travis counties, monthly sales for an average store is in the range of $80,000
to $100,000.

>Statewide Economic Impact: Adult Video Stores & Adult Bookstores17
Tota l Output: Adult Bookstores and Video Stores
As reported by the Comptroller's Office of the State of Texas for the outlets provided to them by the
resea rch team's open records request, industry sales by adult book and video stores tota led $60.7
million in 2007 and $29.9 million in the first ha lf of 2008. Sales during the six-month period from
January through June 2008 compared to the same period in 2007 fell by 4.8% (·4.8% in Q1 and ·
4.9% in Q2).
Given that adult book and video stores are providing fina l goods and services to consumers, it is
assumed that total sa les represent total output. Therefore, total output, or adult book and video
stores' contribution to the Texas gross state product, was $60. 7 million in 2007 and $29.9 for lH
2008. Applying the sports, hobby, book & music stores output multiplier to adult book a nd video
stores output returns total indirect output of $70.5 mi llion in 2007 and $34.7 mi llion in 1H 2008.

The New York Times, November 20, 2008.
(Http://www.nytlmes.com/2008/11,L2;J./business/21dyd.htOJJ1-.r.::.1) accessed February 23, 2009.
17 For further details about methodology and background, please see the section on methodology in the earlier section;
Statewide Economic Impacts of Adult Entertainment Clubs.
16 Barnes, Brooks, "DVDs, Hollywood's Profit Source, Are Sagging, "
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Total Employment Adult Bookstores and Video Stores
Direct employment at adult book and video stores was estimated at 935 in 2007. Employment
decreased from 1H 2007 to 1H 2008 by 4.7% (4.6% in Q1 and4.9% in Q2). Employment at book
and video stores leads to additional employment in othe r industries. It is estimated that indirect
employment totaled 625 in 2007, decreasing proportionally with direct employment in l H 2008.
Therefore, tota l employment (direct and indirect) was approximately 1,560 (935 and 625) in 2007
and 1,487 (4.7% less) in the 1H of 2008 on an annualized basis.

Total Wages: Adult Bookstores and Video Stores
Direct earnings by employees at adult book and video stores totaled $20.5 million in 2007, and
nea rly $10.1 million in 1H 2008. Indirect earnings related to adult caba rets reached approximately
$19.7 million in 2007 and $9.7 million in lH 2008. Therefore tota l ea rnings (direct and indirect)
were approximately $40 million in 2007.
Taxes Paid: Adult Bookstores and Video Stores
Total direct taxes generated by adult 9ook and video stores were $11.3 million in 2007, of which
$4.2 million went to the State and $7 .0 million went to sub-state governments and districts. Indirect
taxes were estimated at $3.5 million in 2007 and $1.7 million in the first half of 2008. Therefore,
tota l taxes (direct and indirect) generated by adult video stores and bookstores were approximately
$15 million ($11.3 million and $3.5 million, respectively).

>Key Findings
Club Data
•

There are a total of 175 adu lt cabaret clubs in the State of Texas. Of that total, 133 clubs
serve mixed-beverages and 42 clubs either have a beer and wine on ly license or serve no
alcohol (BYOB).

•

Mixed-beverage sales account for an average of 70% of sales at the clubs with mixedbeverage licenses.

•

Mixed-beverage sales in the adu lt cabarets dropped in 2008 but taxable sa les were up
considerably, more than offsetting the declines.

•

There are many smaller clubs and a couple of very large operations. Of the 131 clubs with
mixed-beverage licenses in Q2 2008, 90 had mixed-beverage revenu es of less than
$100,000 per month, with the median club selling around $61,000 per month in mixedbeverages.

•

An estimated 8,272 people, including 3,181 dancers, are directly employed by adult
entertainment clubs in Texas.

Taxes and Fees
•

Total direct and indirect taxes generated by adult cabaret. book, and video stores were $107
million in 2007. Of this, approximately $33.2 million was generated for the state, and $ 77.8
million for counties, cities, community colleges, and school, special, and transit districts.
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•
•

Adult cabarets alone contributed direct taxes of $ 55.8 million in 2007.
Adult Entertainment Fee (AEF) collections totaled $11.25 million in the four quarters of
2008, far less than had been anticipated in the Comptroller's Fiscal Note developed in
conjunction with HB 1751 ($34 million in FY2008). This is because there is widespread
noncompliance with the fee.

•

We estimate that based on the ratio of club filings and fees collected in the first quarter of
2008, the maximum potential fee total, at the current level of $5 per customer (even with
every club filing a report) is likely to be only $30 million, far less than the $ 52 million
estimated in the Fiscal Note.

•

As a percentage of total club revenues, we estimate that the AEF is (or would be) about
12.8%, if all clubs paid the fee, with differential effects on revenues depending on club size.
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Chapter 2
Analytical Data
In this chapter, the research team examines various hypotheses about recent trends in sales for the
clubs, the potential impact of the AEF on club revenues, possible differential impacts on club
revenues by club size, data about the influence of Texas' economic conditions on club revenues, and
data about AEF's impact on clubs' profits. Finally, we provide analysis of AEF impacts on future tax
receipts in Texas.

·>The AEF in Perspective
HB 1751, passed by the Texas Legislature in 2007 and signed by Governor Perry, Imposed a fee on
sexually oriented businesses that provide live nude entertainment or performances, in an amount
equal to $5 for each entry by each customer admitted to the business. The legislation's intent was
to provide fee revenue to dedicate to the sexual assau lt program fund to cover the costs of programs
that relate to sexual assault preve ntion, intervention, and research provided by state, local, and
nonprofit agencies. The fee collection period began January 1, 2008, with the first quarter fee totals
to be re mitted to the Texas Comptroller by each cabaret subject to the fee by April 15, 2008.
As percentage of total club reve nues, the AEF was 7.3% in the first quarter of 2008 and 6.3% in the
second quarter of 2008. However. this includes revenues from clubs not paying the AEF. For the 16
largest clubs, the AEF as a proportion of their mixed-beverage sales for the two quarters was 15.3%
and 13.9%, respectively. An estimate of the AEF as a proportion of total club revenues, assuming all
clubs paid the fee, is about 12.8 %.18
While this is a significant amount for clubs to absorb, the effects on smaller clubs is even greater.
For example, one club in West Texas had January 2008 sales of $40,593 with a net profit of $2,79 2
before paying its AEF. During that month, the club had 2,473 customers; at $5 per person, this
amounted to an AEF of $12,365 for one month. After setting that money aside, the club's net profit
of $2,792 would become a net loss of $9,572. This is understandable because the club's revenue
averages approximately $16.40 per customer. 1 9 Because the AEF is $5 per cu stomer, the club loses

1a This is calculated as follows: (1) This is calculated as follows: (1) The $4.16 million AEF in the first quarter of 2008 came
from 5 7% of all clubs. Had all clubs submitted their AEF, the total for that quarter would have been $7.3 million. (2) The
assumed total under full compliance ($ 7.3 million) divided by total club revenues ($57.06 million) Is 12.8%.
19 Data taken from Plaintiffs Exhibits 10-18, Cause No. D-1-GN-07-004179; Texas Entertainment Association, Inc., et al. v.
Svsa n Combs, et at,, in t he 3451h Judicial District, Travis County.
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about 30% of its revenues. In the short-term, and holding all else equal (sa les, costs, etc.), this club
will be unable to withstand the effects of the AEF.20
For larger clubs, the AEF's impacts will be less severe. Based on fees submitted to date and publicly
available information, one chain of clubs has per-customer sales of about $54. With the $5 percustomer AEF, this chain on average suffers a 9% reduction in revenue. While substantial in the
short term , and until they can raise prices or cut costs, this chain is dramatically better off than the
small, West Texas club that loses 30% of its reve nues by paying the AEF.
The basic conclusion is that the AEF is not an insignificant amount for these clubs, and for smaller
clubs, the fee could be the difference between making a profit and taking a loss. This does not
mean that larger clubs and clubs whose patrons spend more will not be impacted negatively or that
clubs will not adjust their business practices to the new fee (raise cover charges, food, or drink
prices; reduce staff, etc.). Some clubs may have to absorb more of the fees, while others wlll have
more ability to maintain their pre-AEF margin by passing along costs through price increases. It is
probably safe to say that business for clubs with high per-customer revenues is less elastic than for
clubs with low per-customer revenues, given an identical change to cover the AEF. Therefore, the
higher-e nd clubs are less likely to see much, if any, reduction in business if they decided to change
pricing to cover the AEF. On the other hand, clubs with low per-customer revenues would have more
difficulty compensating for the $5 fee without losing business.

>Three Hypotheses Related to Texas Adult Club Sales
The preceding data suggest the AEF may be negatively affecting club sales. Yet th e pattern of mixedbeverage sales through the third quarter of 2008 generally has followed the pattern of prior years,
with strong sales in the first quarter, followed by declines in the second and third quarters. Even if

2008 fourth-quarter sales are lower than third-quarter sales, which would be atypical from prior
years, the re can be no definitive explanation without furth er tests. If future quarter sales are much
lower, there are a variety of possible explanations.
The first hypothesis would be that the adult entertainment clubs in Texas are suffering because
Industry or club sa les nationally down. Further, because Texas's economy has generally been far
stronger than the national economy, it could be reasonably expected that sales for Texas adult
cabarets in the past year would be higher than for clubs elsewhere. But reliable national data do not
exist ; th e only available data are those of clubs owned by publicly traded companies, such as Rick's
Cabaret and VCG Holding Company, and many of these companies ' clubs are outside Texas.

~o

The month of January 2008 was not atypical for this club. A close comparison was made of the revenues, costs of

sales, and expenses for 2006, 2007, and 2008. Sales were slightly down from December 2007, but still much higher
than 2006. other than the decrease in sales, everything else remained roughly unchanged. The decrease in sales was

expected as December tends to be busier than January for clubs.
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Total revenues (in millions of dollars) for Texas clubs for the two comparison periods were as follows:

Q2 2008
Q2 2007
Revenue Change

Q12008
Ql 2007
Revenue Change

$54. 77 (Million)
~53. 73 (Million)

1.9%

$57.06 (Million)
$54.05 (Million
5.6%

Data for the comparable periods for Rick's Cabaret and VCG Holding Company are:
VCG Holding Company

Rick's Cabaret

One Calendar Year
Same Club Revenue Growth
- Number of Clubs *
- Number of Texas Clubs

prw•r•p•·m•R.1tmtemwn•
8.4%

8.24%

4.8%

6.4%

12
8

12
8

12
1

12
1

* The "Number of Clubs" figures include clubs that have been part of the company for more
than a year. The "Number of Texas Clubs" figures Include clubs In Texas that /Jave been part;
of the company for more than a year.
Clubs in Texas are showing lower sales increases than the 24 clubs for Rick's Cabaret and VCG
Holding Company for which there is same-club revenue data. Beca use the Texas economy is stronger
than the economies for at least 15 of the 24 clubs, this suggests the AEF may be having a slight
negative effect on club revenues.
A second hypothesis is that sales at Texas adu lt entertainment clubs may be down because
revenu es at all drinking establishments in Texas are down. Figure 2.1 shows the pattern for mixedbeverage taxes statewide over the past three and one-half yea rs. Except for the traditional trough
period of th e third quarter, the pattern of sales for all drinking establishments serving mixed drinks
in Texas is c learly increasing. (The third-quarter number is actually lower than it shou ld be because it
does not include late filers of mixed-beverage taxes.)
In contrast, Figure 2.2 shows t he mixed-beverage tax pattern for adu lt entertainment clubs in Texas.
While different scales magnify the disparities, the key point is that club mixed-beverage taxes have
not continued to increase from the third quarter of 2007, in contrast to the mixed-beverage taxes for
Figure 2.1 Mixed-beverage Taxes For All Drinking Establishments in Texas

2005

2006

2007
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Figure 2.2 Mixed-beverage Taxes - All 133 Adult Cabarets (ThrOUih Q3 2008)
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all drinking establishments in Texas. For all drinking establishments, mixed-beverage taxes and ,
therefore, mixed-beverage sales1 have increased uniform ly since the third quarter of 2007,

w~1ereas

for adu lt clubs, mixed-beverage taxes increased in the fourth quarter of 2007, but then declined.
This com parison also suggests that adu lt entertainment clubs' mixed-beverage sales are performing
worse than Texas drinking establishments statewide. One possible explanation is that these clubs
are subject to the AEF and drinking establishments are not.
A third hypothesis is that revenues at Texas adu lt entertai nment clubs are primari ly determin ed by
economic con ditions, these conditions have deteriorated in the past year, and the impact wi ll be
showing up particularly in the fourth quarter of 2008 and beyond. This hypothesis cannot address
why Texas adult entertainment clu bs are doing margina lly worse than all drinking establishments in
the state or slightly worse than clubs elsewhere. However, it implies that the AEF may be a factor in
the downturn in revenues when compared to genera l economic conditions and the spending ha bits
of clu b patrons.
For this hypothesis to be accepted, changes in Texas's economic conditions shou ld mirror the
changes in revenues by the clubs. In other words, when the Texas economy shows significant growth ,
clu b revenues should also increase substantially. And when t he Texas economy slows, as it has in
recent quarters, club revenues should slow, or even decline. If the relationship between the Texas
economy and club revenues is strong, the changes should be similar. If the relationship is moderate
or non-existent, then that can be detected with some straightforward statistica l ana lysis.
A number of economic indicators were selected that are used traditionally to measure different
aspects of the state's economic cond itions. Two additiona l indicators were chosen to reflect national
economic cond itions. Data were collected on the following indicators for each quarter since 2005:
•

Tota l retail sa les

•

Unemployment

•

Housing perm its
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•

Index of Leading Econom ic Indicators

•

Business cycle index (Index of Coincident Economic Indicators)

•

Non-farm payrolls

•

Industrial production

•

Consumer price index

•

Gross state product

•

Total personal income

•

Gross domestic product (U.S.)

•

Gasoline prices (U.S.)

All of these indicators were correlated with total club revenues fo r each quarter since 2005. The first
analysis was conducted using data from the 123 clubs for which there is mixed-beverage data
through the third quarter of 2008 and for all clubs' taxable sales through the third quarter of 2008.
Several of the state economic indicators are very highly correlated with club revenues as shown
below. (The maximum correlation is 1.00 between two variables and the minimum, if they move
completely independently, is 0. Minus numbers are possible, however.)
•

Tota l personal Income .901

•

Gross state product

.895

•

Business cycle index

.834

•

Non-farm payrolls

.829

•

Unemployment

-.825 21

While there are small differences, all of these five economic indicators show extremely strong
relationships with club revenues since 2005. High correlations do not suggest causation but only a
very strong association between two variables in the aggregate. Certainly individual clubs can
improve the ir revenues during poor economic periods, but these high correlations imply that in the
aggregate, Texas clu b revenues move similarly to state economic conditions, at least in the quarters
si nce 2005. The high correlations also strongly suggest that club revenues statewide are affected
much more by economic conditions than by the Adult Entertainment Fee. While there may be other
explanatory variables and coincident factors that would explain the changes In club revenues,
including the AEF, it is reasonable to conclude that changes in overa ll economic conditions are
economy are the most plausible explanation for changes in club revenue.
The finding that club revenues are more strongly affected by statewide economic conditions than by
the AEF does not answer the key question of whether the fee is impacting negatively club revenues,
and, if so, by how much. From the prior analyses of the first two hypotheses, there is some evidence
t hat the AEF may be a slight deterrent, but the extent of the negative impact ca nnot be quantified.
Also, there is a crucia l distinction between whether the AEF affects clubs sales and whether it affects
21

A minus sign indicates that as the number of unemployed increases, club revenues decrease - hence rnove In opposite
directions, All other positive numbers Indicate that as economic conditions improve, club revenues improve or as economic
conditions decline, cl ub revenues decline.
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club profits. At least in the short term, when sales are affected negatively, there also is frequently a
major impact on profits. For some clubs, particularly those with th in margins and patrons who spend
smaller sums of money per visit. the AEF could mean the difference between profit and loss. For
ot her clubs with robust margins and patrons who spend much higher sums of money per visit, the
AEF could be a minor negative in the short run, and possibly of positive benefit in the long term if
competitor clubs close and fewer clubs remain statewide.

>Estimating the Impact on Taxes
Given the short amount of time that the AEF has been imposed, and a lack of detail in adult cabaret
salP.s data, It is difficu lt to determ ine with precision what the long-term consequences on the clubs,
and on tax revenues generated by club activities and economic output. If the AEF proves to be
detrimental to club business activity, tax revenues may eventua lly decrease.
A tax sensitivity analysis was perform ed to probe further about the possible longer-term effects of the
AEF. This analysis requires an assumption about what determines changes in club revenues. (That is,
what factors affect aggregate club sa les? Are they entirely determined by the AEF, Texas's economic
conditions, other factors, or a combination?)
We used the most conservative assumption in the tax sensitivity analysis: that all changes in club
revenues are due to changes in t he Adult Enterta inment Fee. Using this extremely conservative
assumption, we constructed a mod el that exa mined decreases in output ranging from 0% to -20%.
The model assumes that employment, and thus total wages, respond immediately to decreased
activity, and infrastructure is fixed until there is a 10% decrease in sales. See Table 2.1.
Given a 0 % change in output caused by the AEF in 2008 and 2009, t he re sti ll is a 0.1% decrease in
direct tax revenues in 2008 and a 0.2% decrease in 2009 because property tax revenues do not
have a direct correlation to club sales. In addition, records show that property tax bills decreased
slightly from 2007 to 2008. Assuming that there is a 4% decrease in club output. the State of Texas
cou ld expect a 5.5% decrease in tax revenues in 2008-2009. At some point, industry activity
decreases to a threshold that ca uses some establishments to close t heir doors - a shift in supply. At
this point (10% in this model), property taxes attributable to adult cabarets will respond accordingly,
causing a greater decrease in public revenues. Therefore, a 10% decrease in industry activity results
in a 13.8 % decrease in total direct and indirect tax revenues.
What Table 2.1 does not show is the amount of revenue collected from the AEF. If the fee brings in
more revenue than the projected decrease in revenues attributable to it, then from the perspective
of state and local tax collections, the fee would be a positive contributor.22 From an earlier section of
th is report, it was estimated that the AEF would generate about $12 million in ca lendar year 2009, if
current trends in fee contributions continue. Therefore, beca use there is about an $8 mill ion

22 Note, however, that the entities that are recipients of the AEF are different than the entities that receive sales and
property taxes.
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Table 2.1 Cabarets and Entertainers, Total Tax Revenues (Direct and Indirect) 2007 - 2009

-

2007•

2008

2009

L\ 2007-2008

L\ 2008-2009

0%

90,267,755

90,180,104

90,033,365

·0.1%

-0.2%

-2%

90,267,755

88,968,709

86,580,690

-1.4%

-2.7%

-4%

90,267,755

87,757,313

83,197,766

·2.8%

·5.2%

-6%

90,267,755

86,545,918

79,884,592

-4.1%

-7.7%

-8%

90,267,755

85,334,523

76,641,170

·5.5%

·10.2%

-10%

90,267,755

84,123,128

73,212,868

-6.8%

-13.0%

·12%

90,267,755

82,911,732

70,058,022

·8.1%

· 15.5%

-14%

90,267,755

81,700,337

66,972,927

-9.5%

-18.0%

·16%

90,267,755

80,488,942

63,957,582

·10.8%

·20.5%

-18%

90,267,755

79,277,547

61,011,989

-12.2%

-23.0%

·20%

90,267,7 55

78,066,151

58,136,147

·13.5%

-25.5%

Source: Bureau of Business Research , IC2 Institute, The University of Texas at Austin.
a Actual.

reduction in total taxes ($70.3 million minus $62.1 mill ion) for the 20% reduction scenario, and the
AEF generated $12 million, there still would be a surplus of $4 mill ion.
If the AEF caused a simi lar 20% drop in 2009, however, the situation becomes quite different. The
red uction in tota l taxes would be about $25 million ($70.3 million minus $45.4 million), whereas the
AEF for the two years wou ld be about the same. Therefore, if the AEF caused such a large drop in
sa les, the overall effect fo r state and loca l taxes and fees wou ld be essentia lly neutral. But this
scenario is Implausible for severa l reasons. First, there is no evidence the conservative assumption,
namely that all sales are determined by the AEF, is correct. In fact, there is at least preliminary
evidence that the AEF and factors other than the state's economy affect more than 20%-30% of club
sa les in the aggregate. Second, the 20% decrease is total taxes is extreme. To date, there is no
indication 2008 taxes from clubs output will decline more than 4%, and they may well increase by a
sma ll percentage. Third, AEF contributions may increase in the future if more clubs comply with the
law and provide payments.
Based on the impacts to date, total taxes a nd fees from t he AEF a re contributing more resources,
and t here is no likeli hood t hat these taxes and fees will become negative anytime in the future.

>State Estimates of Other Industry Segments
National Data for Statewide Estimat es of SOB Industry Segments
While precise Texas data-based estimates could not be prepared for other SOB industry segments,
nationa l level data are avai lable as a starting point to develop estimates for Texas. One method is to
use the ratio of Texas's adu lt popu lation to the tota l U.S. adu lt popu lation, then mu ltiply that ratio by
the nationa l totals for each SOB industry segment. For instance, Texas's adu lt population is
approximately 7 .6% of the nationa l tota l, so one cou ld assume the state's sa les for each SOB
industry segment would be approximately 7.6% of the nationa l tota l. The Texas industry segment
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Table 2.2 National and State Estimates by Adult Industry Segment (Annual)
National Revenue
'

Texas Revenue Estimates

Actual Texas Revenues

Exotic Dance Club

$2,044,000,000

$155,139,600

$216,616,162

Video Sales/Rental

$3,979,000,000

$302,006,100

$60,714,695

Magazines

$971,000,000

$73,698,900

Novelties

$1,763,000,000

$133,811,700

Cable PPV (VOD(TV)

$2,198,000,000

$166,828,200

Internet

$2,904,000,000

$220,413,600

Mobile

$40,000,000

$3,036,000

Video-Adjusted

$800,000,000

$60,720,000

------~.

$60,714,695

Source; National reven ue figures from Free Speech Coalition, State·of·t he-lndustry Report 2007-20 08,
http://www.freespeechcoalltlon.com; Texas revenue estimates based on state's adult population as a ratio (7.59%) of u.S,
adult population, http;//www.census.gov/popest/states/asrh/files/SC·EST2007·18+POP·RES.csv .

estimates are shown in Table 2.2 along with results of the estimates for exotic dance clu b revenue
and video sa les and renta l revenue.
Before proceeding to a segment-by-segment approach, a review of the two segments with complete
data shows a mixed pictu re at first. The national leve l population method for the clubs estimate is

$155 million, whereas the Texas data-based figure was $ 216 mill ion. However, the nationa l level
popul1:1lior1

rn ~ Lhod

ror vid!=!o sal!=!s/r!=!n l(:ll rl=!venue was slarkly difrerenl than the figure obtained for

adult video and adu lt bookstores in Texas: $302 mi llion versus $60.7 million.
A prior analysis of the national revenue estimate for video sa les/ rentals provides evidence for
believing the nea rly $3.98 bi llion number is exaggerated.23 Based on data from seve ral med ia
resea rch companies, a more accurate figure for adu lt video revenues nationally in 2001 was
projected to be between $500 million and $1.8 billion. While there were different esti mates from
different media companies, a point estimate of $800 mi llion was t he highest from Adams Media
Research . That national leve l amount wou ld suggest that Texas had video sa les/rentals of $60.7
million in 2001. Although th is amount Is almost the sa me as the 200 7 actual amount of $60.7
million, it is probably a coincidence. We do not know what the actual Texas sales were six yea rs ago
or even whether they were lower or higher than in 2001. Nor has a separate amount been included
for adult magazines. Most adu lt magazines are presumably sold through adu lt bookstores and video
stores and are already included, but some portion of the statewide magazine revenue estimate of

$73 million would be sold through "news" type outlets.
A conclusion that can be drawn from the nationally derived esti mates is that for adult entertainment
clubs and video stores, t he estimates may be fairly accurate after adj ustments are made. But the
accuracy of other industry segment estimates is unknown.

n see "How Big is Porn?" by Dan Ackerman in Forbes at www.forbes.com/2001/05/25/0524porn.htm,#story.
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Atlanta Metropolitan Estimates
Data in the article that appeared in the March 2000 Issue of Atlanta Magazine add another
perspectlve.24 Atlanta's estimated club sales in 2000 ($80 million-$100 million) were slightly less
than one-half those of Texas in 2007 ($216 million). Atlanta's estimated adult bookstore/video store
sa les in 2000 ($30 million) also were approximately one-half those of Texas in 2007 ($60.7 million).
Data estimated for three other segments in Atlanta were as follows:
Lingerie modeling studios and spas (massage parlors)

$50 million

Escort services

$26 million

Dancers' income

$20 million

Based on the similarity of sales for adult entertainment clubs, bookstores, and video stores, is it also
likely that sales in Texas would be about twice that of Atlanta's for modeling/spas, escort services,
and aggregate dancers' income? For the estimate of dancers' income, it may be reasonable to
double that figure because of the similarity in total club sales-provided the initial estimate of $20
million for Atlanta is correct. Assuming conservatively that dancers' incomes in Atlanta were only $15
million, doubling that for Texas would equal $30 million.
In the Atlanta article, a knowledgeable source stated that prices for escort services are higher in that
region than anywhere else. If so- being conservative - this would be reduced by one-third, which
would provide an Atlanta-revised estimate of $17.5 million and a State of Texas estimate of $35
million.
There is no basis to assess the data for lingerie and modeling studios and spas. To be consistently
conservative, the Atlanta estimate would be reduced by 25% ($50 million to $37 .5 million) and then
doubled to $75 million to adjust for the scale of Texas compared to metropolitan Atlanta . Therefore,
the gross direct output numbers, in millions, for each industry segment for Texas would be:
(Millions)
Adult entertainment clubs
Adult video sales/bookstores

$216.6
60.7

Dancers' income

30.0

Escort services

35.0

Modeling and massage

75.0

$417.3
Based on the Atlanta estimates of $192 million to $226 million in direct output, the total economic
impact in that region was estimated at $394.4 million. Therefore, the total economic impact was
approximately twice the direct output.

21

Burns, R. (2000). Welcome to Sex City. Atlanta Magazine.
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For Texas, a conservative estimate of the direct output is $417 .3 million. Therefore, the total
economic impact would be approximately $835 million . That would be the absolute minimum for
Texas.
A more reasonable point estimate could be derived by using a scale factor of 2.4, which is the midpoint factor based on club sa les for the two entities ($216 million in Texas club sales is 2.7 times
larger than $80 million in Atlanta club sales, 2.4 times larger than $90 million, and 2.16 times larger
than $100 million). If t he 2.4 sca le factor is used, then direct output would be between $460 million
($192 million x 2.4) and $542 million ($226 million x 2.4). Total economic impact then would range
from $920 million to $1.08 billion.
None of these data for Texas or Atlanta includes amounts for Internet sales or for hotel or home
video-on-demand sales. Therefore, not only are these estimates conservative internally, they are
incomplete by omission of two obvious industry segments. The figures are presented here sole ly to
provide a gross estimate of the size of the industry segments within Texas.

>Key Findings
Effect of the AEF on Club Sales
•

Compared to year-over-year, same-store sales data available for publicly traded clubs with
national operations, like Rick's Cabaret and VCG Holding Company, Texas clubs are showing
smaller sales increases that clubs in other states, somewhat surprising given the relative
strength overall of the Texas economy compared to other states. This could indicate that the
AEF is having a slight negative effect on club revenues.

•

Mixed-beverage taxes paid by all drinking establishments in Texas steadily increased in 2007
and 2008, but mixed-beverage taxes collected by adult cabarets in the state have declined,
leading to our belief that the AEF is having some effect on clubs' sa les.

•

Which has more of an effect on club revenues, the economic downturn or the AEF? We
correlated statewide club revenues with a number of standard economic indicators, like the
statewide unemployment rate, gross state product, and personal Income. The results show
that there is a higher correlation between the recession and the decline in club revenues
than exists between the AEF and the decline in club revenu es. This is not to say that for
some sma ller clubs, the remai ning effect of the AEF on profit margins could not be
significant. it could be and probably is, especially for clubs that have lower gross margins.
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Chapter 3
Infraction Data Analysis
>Introduction
Is there a difference in the prevalence of crime inside adult entertainment cabarets and inside other
types of drinking establishments? Secondary effects studies that use crime rates in the context of
adult entertainment venues exa mine crime rates nea r the clubs, not In them. While a thorough
examination of crime statistics and data in Texas was beyond the scope of this study, the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage Commission (TABC), the agency that regulates all aspects of the distribution and
sale of alcohol in Texas, publishes detailed data on a wide range of code violations in drinking
establishments, including adult cabarets. As a proxy for crime data, we.collected statewide TABC
violations data for all sexually oriented businesses in Texas with mixed-beverage licenses (which
excluded, by definition, adult bookstores and video stores) and compared these data to TABC
violations data from the same database for a sample of non-ad ult entertainment club drinking
establishments in Texas. The result is a rough comparison between the two groups regarding the
number and types of violations, number and length of mixed-beverage license suspensions, and the
amount of fines levied on the clubs.

Data Methodology
For the study, data on 134 adult entertainment clubs and a random sample of 134 drinking
establishments, both with mixed-beverage licenses, were drawn from the online administrative
violation database at the Texas Alcohol Beverage Commission. The administrative case database is
available at: http://www.tabc.state.tx.us/publicinquiry/adminviolations.aspx. The criminal,
complaints, and inspection data were provided by staff with the TABC Research and Planning
Division. The sample of adult entertainment clubs was constructed from the comprehensive list of
134 adult entertainment clubs with mixed-beverage licenses from TABC operating continuously from
January 1. 2005 through December 31, 2008.
For the sample of drinking establishments with mixed-beverage licenses, we drew a range of
establishments that matched the adult entertainm ent establ ishments by city, county, and zip code
across Texas. Establishments were selected from a range of gross revenues that were similar In size
to the range for adult cabarets. As a result. we arrived at a sample with a variety of small-, medium-,
and large-sized bars that matched the cabarets in existence as of October 2008. (We downloaded
gross revenue data for September 2008 from the Texas Comptroller's website
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/taxfiles.html#bev).
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Accord ing to the Comptroller's mixed-beverage receipts as of October 2008, there are currently
8182 establishments with mixed-beverages licenses, including restaurants, bars, and adult
cabarets. TABC maintains a separate database of only bars and adu lt cabarets currently in
operation (2650 in total). Our sample of 134 is derived from this second database of bars and
cabarets and excludes restaurants.
For each club, all available violation data was obtained for the beginning of 2005 through the end of
the fourth quarter of 2008. Fines for infractions can take more than a year to be paid; some take
even longer. As a result, some of the violation records appearing in 2005 were for infraclions ciLed
by TABC prior to 2005. A spreadsheet was developed showi ng violation descriptions, fines, license
suspensions, criminal violations, administrative violations, inspections by TABC agents, and
complaints lodged against adult cabarets and bars by the public and various agencies.
TABC gives each administrative case it brings against a club or bar a unique docket number, and
under a particular docket number there may be multiple administrative violations and types. The
research team was particularly concerned not to double count fines and suspensions occurring
under the same docket number and deleted duplicate fine and suspension records in an effort to
clean the data for analysis to ensu re data integrity and an accurate comparison.

TABC Background
Inspections TABC has an inspection staff of 294 agents who have the same police authority as
Department of Public Safety officers, city police, or county sheriffs in Texas. TAOC inspectors
conduct 128,000 - 130,000 separate inspections per year of establishments who own mixedbeverage licenses. An inspection is a visit made by agency enforcement agents or auditors to a
licensed premise, a proposed license location, or any other physical location for the purposes of
verifying compliance with the Alcoholic Beverage Code and other state laws. Fully 80% of all
establishments with mixed-beverage licenses in the state are inspected every year. No inspection is
announced ahead of t ime. Only a small percentage of inspections are triggered by complaints, but
once a number of complaints are received on a particular establishment, inspections become more
frequent.
Complaints TABC defines a complaint as an allegation or set of allegations received from a member

of the public, other agencies, elected officials, or from agency employees indicating that violations of
the Alcoholic Beverage Code or other state laws are occurring or have occurred at a licensed premise
or other location. All complaints are investigated by agency enforcement agents and/or unsworn
compliance personnel and appropriate criminal and/or administrative enforcement actions are
taken if offenses can be documented.
Administrative Violations An administrative violation can result in either a "written warning" to the

mixed-beverage license holder, or a "case" against the license holder. Action taken against the
holder of an alcoholic beverage license for violations of the Alcoholic Beverage Code committed by
the license holder or by an employee, servant or agent of the license holder could result In a fine
(civil penalty), a suspension of licensing privileges, or a license cancellation. These actions are
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essentially civil proceedings targeting th e license(s) held by the license holder. The penalties for
administrative violations sta rt with warnings and esca late to fin es or suspensions. Pena lties are
more severe when numerous violations are discovered during a single ins pection.

Criminal Violations Criminal violations can result in the filing of charges for violations of the Alcoholic
Beverage Code and other state laws with the appropriate prosecutor and court for criminal
prosecution . Criminal charges are filed against individual human actors, both employees of the
establishment and customers. If an employee of the license holder, or the license holder
him/ herself, is charged with a criminal violation, then an administrative case is also brought against
the license holder. Criminal cases could result in fines, ja il time, or both fines and jail time. In our
study, we present the number of crimin al violations and the t ype of crimina l violations charged
against individuals inside adu lt cabarets and bars in our sample.

>Inspections
There were 2814 inspections ca rried out by TABC personnel on adu lt cabarets in our sample, and
3068 inspections on drinking establis hments. TC!ble 3.1 list s the number of inspections carried out
on adult cabarets and bars in our sample. As can be seen in th e data, there are about 10% more
inspections carried out in bars. It should be noted t hat among the 115 administrative cases that
resulted from inspections of adult cabarets, 73 were also criminal cases; among the 64
administrative cases brought against bars, 44 were also criminal cases. (Remember that if an
employee of the license holder, or the license holder him/ herself, is charged with a crimin al violation,
then an administrative case is also brought against the license holder.)
Table 3.1 Inspections Summary
Adult
Entertainment

Drinking
Establishments

Clubs {n=134)

(n=134)

21

22.9

Total Number of Inspections

2814

3068

Total Number of Establishments with Inspections

132

129

Highest Number of Inspections for a Single Establishment in Sample

161

332

Total Number of Administrative Cases resulting from Inspections

115

64

Total Number of Administrative Warnings resulting from Inspections

150

141

Total Number of Criminal Cases resulting from Inspections

149

364

5

15

Description
Average Number of Inspections per Establishment

Total Number of Crimi nal Warnings resulting from Inspections
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Table 3.2 Complaints Summary
Description

Drinking

Adult
Entertainment
Clubs (n=134)

Establishments
(n=l34)

Average Number of Complaints per Establishment

5.6

4.4

Total Number of Complaints

745

586

Tot al Number of Establishments with Complaints

121

91

23

77

188

77

Total Number of Ad ministrative Warnings resulting f rom Complaints

75

72

Total Number of Criminal Cases resu lting from Complaints

42

45

0

15

Highest Number of Complaints for a Single Establishment in Sample
Total Number of Administrative Cases resulting f rom Complaints

Total Number of Criminal Warnings result ing from Complaints

>Complaints
Table 3.2 presents th e data on complaints against est a blishments in our sa mple. It should be noted
that among th e

188 ad ministrat ive cases t hat resulted from complaints against adult cabarets, 26

were also criminal cases ; among 77 administrative cases brought aga inst bars, 13 we re also
criminal cases. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 present data on the number and type of complaints in our
sample. (See Appendix X for a more elabora te descripliu11 ur viul1:1liur1 Lype.)
Figure 3. 1 Number of Complaints Against SOBs, by Type
Frequency
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Figure 3. 2 Number of Complaints Against Bars. by Type
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Table 3.3 shows t he overlap of complaint type between t he t wo sa mples. It should be noted t hat in
the ,;Other" category of Figure 3.1 and 3.2, compla ints about drugs and those of a sexual nature are
more frequently fil ed aga inst ad ult cabarets than bars. Our data revealed that there were 132
com plaints categorized by TABC as sexual in nature re ported against adu lt cabarets, but on ly 9
against bars. Similarly, t he re were 83 drug-related co mplaints against adult caba rets and 26 against
bars. But complaints related to minors were more evenly distributed between the two (137 against
adult cabaret s, 14 1 against bars).
Table 3.3 Common Complaint Types Between Samples
Adult Entertainment
Clubs (n=134)

Drinking Establishments
{n=134)

Breach-Aggravated

21

21

Breach-Simple

38

74

Breach·Fallure to Report

19

13

Sale to Intoxicated Person

61

88

Permitting Minor to Possess/ Consume

63

31

Sale/Serve/Deliver to Minor

58

95

Intoxicated Permittee/ Licensee on Licensed Premises

85

27

Description
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Table 3.4 Sex· and Drug-Related Complaints in SOBs and Bars

Permit Public Lewdness, Sexual Contact,
Obscen. Act

58

Permit Sale/Delivery/Poss Of Drugs By
Licensee/ Perm ittee

29

Place Or Manner Prostitution

56

Possession Of Drugs By Llcensee/Permitee

27

Lewd Conduct

9 Sale/Delivery Of Drugs By

24

Licensee/Perm itee
Soliciting For Immoral Relations

9 Sale/Delivery/ Poss Of Paraphernalia By

2

Licensee/Perm ittee
Possess Drugs

1

Permit Public Lcwdn0ss, S0xual Contact,
Obscen. Act

5

Permit Sale/Delivery/ Poss Of Drugs By
Licensee/Permittee

Place Or Manner Prostitution

4

Sale/Delivery Drugs

9

Possession Of Drugs By Licensee/Permitee

6

Sale/Delivery/Poss Of Paraphernalia By
Llcensee/Permittee

1

10

>Administrative Violations
Table 3.5 shows th e number and types of administrative violations for our sample from 2005
through the fourth quarter of 2008.25 For violations of a sexua l nature, adu lt cabarets had 97
violations compared with 11 for ba rs in our sample. For violations related to minors, adult cabarets
had 10 violations compared with 30 for bars. Table 3. 7 drug-related violations, adu lt entertainment
establishments had

19 violations compared with 1 for the bars in our sample.

Table 3.5 Administrative Violations Summary
Adult
Entertainment
Clubs (n• 134)

Drinking
Establishments

Average Number of Violations per Establishment

3.5

2.6

Total Number of Administrative Violations

467

351

Total Violat ions per Quarter

29.2

21.9

Total Number of Establishments with Administrative Violations

107
17

108

I
I

.

Description

Highest Number of Violations by a Single Establishment in Sample

(n• 134)

14

Definition of TABC Administrative cases: Action taken against the holder of an alcoholic beverage license for violations of
the Alcoholic Beverage Code committed by the license holder or by an employee, servant or agent of the license holder that
could result in either fine (civil penalty), suspension of licensing privileges, or license cancellation. These actions are
essentially civi l proceedings targeting the l ic~n se(s) held by the license holder.
2s
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Figure 3.3 Number of Administrative Violations by SOBs, by Type
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Figure 3.4 Number of Administrative Violations by Bars, by Type
Frequency
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Table 3.6 compares administrative violation types that the two samples have most often in common.
As one would expect, in genera l, the violation types t hat are evenly distributed between t he two
sa mples relate to alcohol, but as shown in th e graphs above, violation types related to drug and sex
offenses skew heavily toward adult cabarets, whi le violations related to minors skew toward th e
drinking esta blishments.
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Table 3.6 Common Administrative Violations Between Samples
Adult
Entertainment
Clubs (n=134)

Drinking
Establishments
(n=134)

Breach·Failure to Report

17

15

Cash Law

20

45

Possession of AB Unfit for Consumption

41

32

Sale to Intoxicated Person

14

25

Place or Manner, Misc.

21

22

Empty Spirits Btl w/ Unmutilated LD Stamp

18

30

Description

Table 3.7 Sex- & Drug-related Administrative Violations by SOBs and Bars

Drug

Permit Public Lewdness. Sexual Contact.
Obscen. Act

74

Place Or Manner Prostitution

19

Sollcltlng For lmmornl

RAIAtiori ~

Possession Of Drugs By
Licensee/ Permitee
Sale/ Delivery Of Drugs By
Llcensee/Permitee
Permit Sale/Delivery/Poss Of Drugs By
I icensee/PermiLLl;!I;!

4

Permit Public Lewdness, Sexual Contact,
Obscen. Act

6

Place Or Manner Prostitution

5

10
8
l

Sale/Delivery/ Poss Of Paraphernalia By
Licensee/ Permittee

1

>Fines
An administrative violation can result in a civil penalty (fine) or in more severe cases, a license
suspension. Under TABC regu lations, a license holder often has the option of paying a higher civil
penalty in lieu of a license suspension. For "place and manner" violations, which essentially are the
"vice" offenses, fines are generally more severe than they are for alcohol-related violations (i.e.,
minor in possession, selling alcohol to an Intoxicated customer). Table
of the data analysis on fines.
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Table 3.8 Administrative Violation Fines Summary
-

Adult
Entertainment
Clubs {n=134)

Description

Drinking
Establishments
(n=134)

$4,011

$979

$537,475

$131,280

153

67

Highest Fine handed out for Violation

$24,000

$20,000

Largest Fine by Single Establishment

$34,800

$24,750

87

47

Average Fine
Total Fines
Total Number of Fines

Number of Establishments with Fines imposed

>Suspensions
Table 3.9 summarizes the experience of establishments receiving suspensions for administrative
violations. As stated earlier, in some cases of administrative violations, the license holder is given
the option of paying a higher fine in lieu of a. suspension.
Table 3.9 Mixed-beverage License Suspensions Summary
Adult
Entertainment
Clubs (n=134)

Drinking
Establishments

26

9.3

Total Suspension time (days)

3514

1246

Total Number of Suspensions

208

111

Maximum Suspension Length (days)

90

90

Most frequent Suspension length (days)

10

3

Total Number of establishments with suspensions

99

58

Total Number of Written Warnings

246

210

Total Number of Suspensions or Civil Penalties

162

78

25

16

Description

Average Suspension Length (days)

Total Number of Mandatory Suspensions

(n=134)

>Criminal Violations
Criminal violations by TABC agents in clubs or bars are levied against individua ls (either customers or
employees) in the establishments, not against the license holders. (If a criminal violation is by an
employee or by the license holder, an administrative case is also brought against the license holder.)
Table 3.10 presents data on the number and type of crimina l violations reported by TABC agents
both in adu lt cabarets and drinking establishments. It shou ld be noted that in our sample of bars,
the top three bars by number of criminal violations skewed the results dramatically. The top three
bars with the highest number of criminal violations were responsible for 498, 140, and 127
violations, respective ly. In comparison, the top adult cabaret for criminal violations was 29 during
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the sample period. Removing the top 3 bars results in a mean of 2.9 (violations per bar), and the
highest number of criminal violations in a single bar would have been 75.
Table 3.10 Criminal Violations Summary
Adult
Entertainment
Clubs (n=134l

Drinking
Establishments

2

8.6

Avernge Nurnbt1r of Viol1:1liom; (Est1:1blishmt1nts with Viol1:1tions)

3.7

18.3

Total Number of Violations

273

1153

Total Number of Establishments in which a Criminal Violation Occurred

74

63

Highest Number of Violations by a Single Establishment

29

498

Description

Average Number of Violations (n-134)

Figure 3.5 Number of Criminal Violations Against SOBs. by Type
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Figure 3.6 Number of Criminal Violations Against Bars, by Type
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Table 3.11 Common Criminal Violations Between Samples
Adult
Entertainment
Clubs (n• 134)

Drinking
Establishments

Consume AB During Prohibited Hours

7

19

Disorderly Conduct

6

35

Minor Possess/Consume AB

27

580

Public Intoxication

81

247

Description

(n• 134)

Table 3.12 Sex· & Drug-Related Criminal Violations in SOBs and Bars

Drug
Lewd Conduct

Total

54

..

. ,'

Possess Drugs

9

Posses Controlled Substance/Drug (Misd)

7

Sale/Delivery Drugs

4

Possess Drug Paraphernalia

3

Possess Drug Paraphernalia

7

Posses Controlled Substance/Drug (Mlsd)

4

Possess Drugs

3

Sale/Delivery Drugs

2

. ·. i

Again, drug- and sex-related offenses are far more likely to occur in adult cabarets than in bars and
could include both employees and customers, whereas crimina l violations involving minors are much
more likely to occur in bars. Table 3.12 shows there were 54 criminal violations of a sexua l nature in
adult cabarets that were referred to local police, and none in bars. There were 23 drug-related
crim inal violations in adult entertainment establishments, and 16 in bars. But there were 701
criminal violations related to minors occurring in bars, and only 32 such violations occurring in adult
cabarets.

>Two sample t-Test
The two sample t-test is one of the most common ly used inference tests. Briefly, it allows a
researcher to examine the observations in two samples (focusing on their mean difference) and to
make a probabilistic decision regarding whether any observed difference in the sample means is
either due to random error or wh ether there might actually be a real difference in the population
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Table 3.13 t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means
Dependent
Variable

Inference

Adult Entertainment
Club

Drinking
Establishment

Difference between

Two Groups

21

22.89

-1.89

17.49

14.68

50.49

1.77

4.15

4.32

(17.49, 24.50)

(14.68, 3 1.11)

(·10.45, 6.66}
0.66

5.57

4.38

1.19

4.68

8.4

9.55

0.4

0.73

0.83

(4.77, 6.36)

(2.94, 5.81)

(·0.45, 2.82}
Q.15

3.49

2.9

0.59

3.45

2.83

3.88

0.3

0.24

Q.34

(2.89, 4.01)

(2.41, 3.37)

(-0.073, 1.25)
*0.08

4011.01

979.7

3031.31

6113.'18

3118.38

6917.34

528.12

269.39

597.57

(2966.39, 5055.62)

(446.86, 1512.54)

(1849.34, 4213.27)

26.22

9.3

16.92

36.49

27.68

46.16

***0.0000013

3.15

2.39

3.98

(19.98, 32.45)

(4.56, 14.02)

(9.03, 24.81)
***0.000041

1.99

8.62

·6.62
45.29

3.44

46.26

0.29

3.99

3.91

(1.40, 2.58)

(0 .71, 16.52)

(·14.36, 1.11))
*0.09

mea ns of the two groups. Using a set of assumptions and a level of risk of being incorrect, the
resea rch er makes a decision on a statistical null hypothesis of having no difference in population
means. If a test statistic, p-va lue, is less than a significant leve l, the null hypothesis will be rejected
asserting that there is a difference in the population means of the groups.
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Among t-tests, a paired t-test is conducted on pairs of observations in which they have been matched
on another variable {city, county, zip code, and gross revenue In this scenario) and the test depends
on a reasonable correlation. A paired t-test is used for this report. As shown in Table 3.13, we have
tested the mean difference in number of inspections, number of complaints, number of
administrative violations, amount of fines, length of license suspensions, and number of criminal
violations.
With inspections and complaints, there is no significant mean difference between adult cabarets and
drinking establishments. With respect to the number of administrative violations, it is possible to
conclude that there is a slight significant mea n differen ce between SOBs and bars with a higher
mean for SOBs (p-value is 0.08). However, there is a higher mean difference between SOBs and
bars indicating that the amount and length of suspensions imposed on SOBs are higher than bars
(significant at the 0.01 level). This is because more sex- and drug-related offenses occur at SOBs,
which carry more severe penalties.

>Conclusions
We have used TABC violations data as a proxy for crime data to look at the prevalence of crime
inside Texas adult entertainment cabarets and a sample of bars chosen to approximate the cabarets
in revenue and location. From the data presented here, there is no difference between the two
sample groups in the number of complaints received by TABC or Inspections performed by TABC
agents. There is a possible statistically significant difference, however, in the number of
administrative violations, and for fines and mixed-beverage license suspensions imposed by TABC,
there is definitely strong statistical evidence to show that SOBs have higher and more severe
penalties than bars. In addition, for almost all the categories of violations, the number of sex- and
drug-related offenses was higher for SOBs than for bars in the sa mple. The sample of bars has a
much higher number of criminal violations than did the cabarets, primarily because of the higher
incidences of minor-related Infractions.
We believe that for the purposes of this study, TABC violations records are a reasonable proxy for
crime data, and comparing violations records of the two sets of establishments yield important
Insights. As a public safety priority, TABC regulations should be reassessed to allow for more
stringent and mandatory penalties of sex and drug infractions at all clubs that hold liquor licenses,
including suspension of those licenses. Moreover. there is a need for innovative enforcement
strategies and enhanced cooperation and data sharing among and between law enforcement
agencies and TABC.
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Chapter 4
Regulations in other Jurisdictions
This section describes laws, bills, and ordinances pertaining to adult enterta inment clubs. Initially,
select state government laws enacted outside of Texas are profiled. Then select state government
bi lls outside of Texas are provided. A final section describes select local government laws and
ordinances within Texas.

>State Government Measures Pertaining to the Industry
Laws Enacted
Utah. In 2004, Uta h passed HB 239, the Sexually Explicit Business and Escort Service Tax. This law

imposes a 10% excise tax on transactions conducted by sexua lly explicit businesses and escort
services. (A sexua lly explicit business is defined in the law as "a business at which any nude or
partia lly denuded individual, regard less of whether t he nude or partially denuded individual is an
employee of the sexually explicit business or an independent contractor, performs any service: (a)
personally on t he premises of the sexually explicit business; (b) during at least 30 consecutive or
nonconsecutive days within a calendar year: and (c) for: (i) a salary; (ii) a fee: (iii) a commission; (iv)
hire; (v) profit. "
For sexually explicit businesses, the tax is 10% of amounts paid for admission fees, user fees, retail
sa les of tangible personal property, or sa les of food or drinks. For escort services, the tax is 10% of
amounts charged for transactions involving providing escorts. This tax is not collected on existing
sales and use taxes. The law, which became effective July 1, 2004, demands that owners or
operators of a sexually explicit business or escort service ma intain record s, statements, books, or
accounts necessary to determin e the amount of tax for which the owner or operator is liable. New
revenues of approximately $1 million in 200 5 were estimated. Actual tax receipts are unkn own, as
state officials reported that the tax is collected as part of a larger fund. According to the enrolled
version of the bill:
•

60% of the tax receipts are reserved for use by the Department of Corrections for treatment
services to indigent adults who are convicted, non-incarcerated sexual offenders;

•

15% is reserved for use by t he Adult Probation and Parole section of the Department of
Corrections to provide outpatient treatment services to individuals who have been convicted
of certain sexual offenses and are not incarcerated ;
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•

10% is reserved for use by the Department of Corrections to implement treatment programs
for juveniles who have been convicted of certa in sexua l offenses; and

•

15% is reserved for use by the Office of the Attorney Genera l to fund any task force
administered through t he office t hat investigates a nd prosecutes individuals who use the
Internet to commit crim es against children.
Biii text: http://www.l e.state .u t.us/ ~2004/ bi lls/hbillenr/hb0239..Qd.t.

Ohio. In 2007, Senate Bill 16 set statewide standa rds prohibiting touc hing of nude dancers and
requiring exotic dance clubs and adult bookstores to end most activity at midnight. The bill passed
the House by a vote of 73-24; the Senate concurred, 25-8. More specifically, as described in t he
detailed f isca l analysis prepared by the Ohio Legislative Service Commission
(http://www.lbo.state.oh.us/flscal/fisca lnotes/127ga/SB0016EN.htm ), the bill:
•

Defines "sexua lly oriented business" as an adult bookstore or video store, an adult cabaret,
an adult motion picture theater, a sexual device s hop, or a sexual encounter center.

•

Prohibits a sexually oriented business from remaining open between midnight and 6 a.m.,
unless the business is co.vered by a liquor permit t hat authorizes operation during those
hours, in which case it may remain open until the hou r specified in that permit if it does not
conduct, offer, or allow sexually oriented entertainment activity in which the performers
appear nude and makes a violation of the offense a misdemeanor of the first degree.

•

Prohibits any patron of an SOB from knowingly touching any employee of the business who is
nude or semi nude and makes the violation a misdemeanor of the fourth or first degree,
depending on certain circumstances.

•

Prohibits employees of the SOB who appear nude or semin ude on the premises and while
nude or seminude to knowingly touch a patron or another employee and makes a violation a
misdemea nor of the fourth or first degree, depend ing on certain circumsta nces.

•

Provides that the state shall indemnify a township or a municipal corporation and its trustees
from liability incurred in the enforcement of a resolution drafted in accordance with lega l
guidance provided by the Attorney General and t hat a court finds to be unconstitutional or
otherwise legally defect ive.

•

Permits th e legislative autho rity of a municipal corporation to request the Attorn ey Genera l to
provide lega l guidance and assistance in developing, formulating, and drafting an ordinance
regarding th e operation of adult ente rtainment establish ments.

•

Contains t wo primary offe nses: (1) illegally operating a sexua lly oriented business, and (2 )
illegal sexually oriented activity In a sexually oriented business.

In general, the projected fiscal impacts were either deemed to be minimal or could not be assessed
due to insufficient information. Bill text: http://www.leglslature.state.oh.us/bills.cfm?ID=l27 SB 1 ~. Bill
information: See left-hand column of above site for bill analyses, synopsis of committee amendments, conference
committee synopsis, fiscal notes, status report of legislation, and votes.
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Indiana. In 2008, Indiana passed HB 1042, pertaining to selling sexually explicit materials. The key
provisions require that:
•

Any person who intends to offer for sale or sells sexually explicit materials register and file a
statement with the Office of the Secretary of State;

•

Filers pay a $250 filing fee to the secretary of state's office;

•

A person not filing with the secreta ry of state's office be subject to a Class B misdemea nor;

•

The secretary of state's office notifies certain loca l officials of th e county in which the person
intends to sell sexually explicit materials. These materials are defined as "a product or
service: (1) that is harmful to minors (as described in IC 35-49-2-2), even if the product or
service is not intended to be used by or offered to a minor; or (2) that is designed for use in,
marketed primarily for, or provides for: (A) the stimulation of the human genital organs; or (B)
masochism or a masochistic experience, sadism or a sadistic experience, sexual bondage, or
sexual domination." The bill became effective July 1, 2008.
Bill text: btJQ.;,t'~gQY,®gisla t jye/bjlls/2008/EH /E H 1042,1,html.

Select Bills Introduced but Not Enacteq as of December 1, 200826
California. In 2008, the Cal ifornia Asse mbly introduced AB 2914, known as the Sales and Use Tax
Law, which would impose a tax on the sale of or the storage, use, or other consumption of tangible
personal property in the state at specified rates. This bill wou ld impose a tax on t he sale - or t he
storage, use, or other consumption - of tangible personal property that is adult material, as defined in
the state, at a rate of 8.3%. Th is bill also would have created the Adult Enterta inment Impact Fund ,
which wou ld receive all revenues- less refunds and t he costs of the administration of the tax- derived
from the tax. As of June 23, 2008, AB 2914 was referred to th e committee on revenue and tax.
According to staff from the bill sponsor, the bill is unlikely to be reconsidered in t he December
specia l session because it would raise revenu e, and there is opposition to all such measures by a
group of state assemblymen and state senators. Bill information: ~~goy/bili nfo , html.
8111text: www.leglnfo.ca.gov/pub/07-08/bill/asm/ab 2901-2950/ab 2914 bill 20080619 amended asm v96.pdf.

Pennsylvania. SR 245 directed the Legislative Budget and Finance Committee to prepare a report
on the potentia l secondary effects of sexually oriented adult businesses on communities in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Introduced in February 2008, th e resolution was passed by th e
Committee on t he Judiciary on September 17, 2008, by a vote of 11-3. It was laid on the table
October 8, 2008. According to the bill's sponsor, the study would determin e the number of adultoriented businesses in the state and how much revenue might be raised by various levies. The study
also could recommend whether the state or municipalities impose a tax, and what groups would
receive the reven ue. Based on a newspaper report, the sponsor was considering a 10% levy on the
admission price to an adult-oriented business or a tax on the sa le of food and drink at such
businesses. Bill text: www.!egi~. :;itate,pa,us/cfdocs/billinfo/Bill l nfo,cfm?syear=2007&sind=O&body=S&type=R&bn=245.
Bill history: www.legls.stata.pa.us/cfdocs/billinfo/bjll histoiy.cfm?syear=2007 &sind=O&bodycS&type=R&bn=245.

2s

Please note that bills which are vary similar to the Texas HS 1751 or Ohio SB 16 are not cited.
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Tennessee. HB 2676 of 2008 would amend the current Tennessee Code (Title 7, Chapter 51, Pa rt
11; and Title 7, Chapter 51, Part 14) by imposing a $5 privilege tax for each customer admitted to
adult cabarets or adu lt-oriented esta blishme nts. An adult cabaret would be liable for interest on
delinquent taxes, and refusal of an adult cabaret to collect or remit the privilege tax would be a Class
B misdemeanor. The bill wou ld create a special account for the purpose of giving grants to victims of
sexual abuse and domestic violence. Furthermore, the Tennessee Attorn ey General issued an
opinion that t he proposed state privilege tax would likely be held unconstitutional.
Bill text: b.Up:J'Ltiles.statesur®.com/file/155711. Attorney General Opinion: Opinion No. 08-78, 2008 Tenn. AG LEXIS 80
SYLLADU!J: (* 1) Legality of Privilege Tax on Entry of Customers into Adult-Oriented Establlsllments.

///lno/s. HB 3620 of 2007-2008 provides th at no message or other outdoor communication
advertising an adult cabaret or a sexually oriented business may be located within the boundaries of
a municipality. It may not be located within 1 mile of a municipal boundary, interstate highway,
school, or place of worship unless that business is located within 1 mile of a municipal boundary,
interstate highway, school, or place of worship. In that case, that business may display one message
of identification of no more t han 40 square feet in size that contains only the business's name,
street address, telephone number, and operating hours. It further provides that nonconforming
messages in use at the time of the effective date of the bill may continue in use for the term of the
contract, up to one year after the bill's effective date. The bill sha ll not apply within a municipality
with a population of more than 500,000. Bill text www.ilga,goy/legislatlon/95/HB/PDE/09500HB36201v.lldf.

Florida. HB 751 would have imposed a surcharge of $1 per admission to establishments engaging
in adult enterta inment services. These services are defined as lingerie, bikini, or nude modeling;
body shampoos or scrubs; private shower shows; peep shows; nude, seminude, or topless dancing;
nude, semi nude, or topless waitressing; lap, friction, couch , or table dancing; erotic massages or
performances; nude photo sessions; and personal escort services. Revenues from the surcharge
woul d have been appropriated to increase the persona l-needs allowance of low-income nursing
home residents. The bill died in t he Jobs and Entrepreneurship Council on May 2, 2008.
Bill text: wwwJleg.state.tl.us,ldata/session/2000/House/bllls/bllltext/pdtfh0751,pdf.

Michigan. SB 1612. the Adu lt Enterta inment Business Employees Act, allows local governments to
require any person employed at an adult entertainment business (Including, but not limited to,
dancers, waitresses, waiters, bartenders, dishwashers, or janitors) to obtain a permit to work. This
bill defines an adult entertainment business as a nightclub, bar, restaurant, or similar commercial
enterprise that provides live nude entertainment or live nude performa nces for an audience of two or
more individuals. Local governments that adopt th is ordinance may require permit applicants to provide their name and/ or date of birth; these local governments must establish clear standards to
review and approve/deny a perm it to work at an adu lt entertainment business; the permit process
shall not take longer than 14 days to complete from the t ime the permit application is filed. This bill
has been referred to the Local, Urban, and State Affairs Committee. Bill text: http://leglslature.mi.go'Lf(S
(.Qfilgd45ti2hlwyhahevgt55ll/mileg.aspx?page= getobject&objectname"'2008-SB-1612&auerv=on.
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New Jersey. Lawmakers have proposed two bills: Assembly 646 and Assembly 3180. Assembly 646
requires municipalities to provide an adult crossing guard, police officer, or private security guard at
each school, school bus stop, or chi ld-care center located within a certain circumference - as
established by ordinance, but not to exceed 3,000 feet - of a sexua lly oriented business during
times when children are present outside and the business is in operation . This bill also authorizes
municipalities to license, regulate, and impose a fee on sexua lly oriented bus inesses to reimburse
the municipality for the additional cost of providing the required security to limit secondary effects of
the businesses on children. This bill has been refe rred to the Assembly Housing and Local
Government Committee. Bill text: www.nileg.state.oi.us/2004/Bi lls/AL04/97

.PDE.

Assembly 3180 requires th at SOBs provide adequate outdoor lighting and video security surveillance
in the area su rrounding their businesses and that video surveillance recordings be maintained for at
least 10 days. The bill also permits municipalities in which an SOB is located to conduct a negative
secondary effects study after an SOB has been open for 12 months. If the municipa lity f inds that
there has been a negative Impact resulting from the presence of the SOB, the municipality may
impose a tax on the business at a rate of $1 per patron visit. All money collected.from this tax must
be used for public safety purposes. This bill has been referred to the Assembly Housing and Loca l
Government Committee. Bill text: '«:ti:~. oil1:g.state. nj,U§L2Q..Q..a.Lf!ilW~L3J.BO 11.htm.

New York. lawmakers have proposed two bills: Assembly 6454, which relates to pornographic
magazines at newsstands, and Assembly 64 76, which relates to registering of sex performers.
Assembly 6454 would prohibit the display of pornographic material by street vendors in New York
City. It imposes a $100 fine for a first offense, a $250 fine for a second offense, and suspension of
the vendor's license for a subsequent offense. This bill has been referred to the Committee on
Codes.

Bill text: http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?bn=A06454.

Assembly 64 76 wou ld ensure that dancers are age-appropriate, legally documented, and not subject
to human trafficking. The bill requires that establishments that sell alcoholic beverages and/ or food
for consumption on premises and provide sexual entertainment register sex perform ers for t hree
years. Owners or operators of such establishments wou ld be required to maintain a file of all dancer
permits, available for inspection by court order only. Dancer permit information also would be
conveyed to the New York State Department of Labor to establish a dancer permit registry. Various
penalties would be Imposed if permits are not maintained, and provisions have been made for
surrender and cancellation of permits. This bill has been referred to the Labor Committee.
Bill text: htti;ti/assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?bn• A064 76.

South Caro/Ina. H 3679 would create a number of rules and regulations for SOBs. These
regulations include such items as a no-touch rule, a minimum-distance rule, and hours of operation
for adult clubs, bookstores, and video stores. No specific financial fees or taxes were to be imposed.
The bill was referred to the Committee on Judicia ry In March 2007, but no action has occurred.
Bill text: !:illJti/www.scstatehouse.gov/sess117 2007-2008/bllls/3679.htm.
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Kansas. HB 2680, introduced in 2006 and modeled after Utah and Oklahoma bills, would impose
an excise tax on certain commercial establishments, businesses, and individuals that provide
sexually explicit products and services, prescribing certain powers and duties for the director of
taxation. The bill would have imposed a 10% tax on any of the following transactions: (1) an
admission fee; (2) a user fee; (3) a retail sale of tangible personal property made within the state; (4)
a sale of food. food ingredients, or prepared food; (5) a sale of a beverage; and (6) any service.
According to the fiscal note, this bill would have increased Kansas state revenues by $916,667 in
2007. (Based on population estimates for July 2007, the equivalent revenue for Texas would have
been approximately $7.9 million .) Implementation costs for the tax would have been $145,000.
Bill text: http://www.Kslegjslature.orgLbjlls/2006/2680.pqf.
Bill information: http://www.kslegislatura.org/flscalnotes/2006/2680.pdf (Fiscal Note).

>Local Government Ordinances for SOBs - Texas Cit ies & counties
Amarillo. The city of Amarillo forbids prostitution at massage establishments, as well as employment

of homosexuals at massage establishments. It requires a list of employees and has stringent
sanitation requirements. There cannot be any operation In residential areas. Furthermore, no
massage establishment shall be kept open for any purpose between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and
8:00 a.m. No such establishment shall operate or conduct business in connection with any place
used for living or sleeping quarters.
Ordinance text: http://www.munjcode.comtresources/gateway.asp1pid~11818&s id =43; see chapter 14·8: massage
establishments.

Austin. Austin City Code Section 25-2-801 defines an "adult bookstore," "adult video store,'' or other

similar adult stores as businesses in which at least 35% of the gross floor space is devoted to
defined adult products. Regarding zoning, an adult-oriented business may not be located on a lot
that is within 1,000 feet of a lot on which another adult-oriented business is located; within 1,000
feet of a lot on which a school, church, public park or playground, or licensed day-care center is
located; or where 50% or more of the lots within a 1.000-foot radius are zoned for residential use.
City Code text: hllP.:LL.austjntecn,f\Olli:gal.comLmstLgateway.dJl/?f• t emolates$fn• default.htm$3.Q$vid• amlegal:
austin all mc$anc. Type "Adult oriented business'' into top center search box and click on "Chapter 25-2; Zoning" and then
go to section 25-2-801.

Corpus Christi. Section 48 of the Corpus Christi Code of Ordinances, Chapter 48 Sexually Orie nted

Businesses, prohibits the operation of sexually oriented business on premises that are located within
1.000 feet of a residence or residential district. The operation of an SOB also is prohibited on
premises that are located within 1.500 feet of another SOB that has been issued a permit under
Chapter 48-Article II: General Operating Regulations. The operation of SOBs is permitted on
premises that are located in an 1-3 heavy industrial district- as defined in the Zoning Ordinance and
Map of the City of Corpus Christi - and no other zoning district. The City of Corpus Christi also sets
limits on on-premise advertising and signs, age, and rules regarding public health and education .
Each room or compartment of the SOB to which patrons are allowed access must have a sign posted
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with a sexua lly transmitted disease (STD) educational message in both the English and Spanish in
letters not less than 1-1/2 inches in height.
Ordinance text:

ttttp~.L/'.YtYiW.Jnl.IIlicocte,comtresources /gateway. asp?sid =43&pi d=13945 .

Cl icK on Chapter 4 8.

Dallas. The City of Dallas's Chapter 41A: Sexually Oriented Businesses ordinance prohibits an SOB
from allowing a minor to enter the premises, employing a minor, or allowing a minor to perform. It
also requ ires sexua lly oriented businesses to keep files with documentation of identity, age, and
crim inal background check on operators and entertainers, and that SOBs name designated
operators. The ordinance also states that someone must always be present during operating hours.
The new ordinance red uces the effective date for license suspension or revocation from 30 days to
10 days, and prohibits private and enclosed VIP rooms.

El Paso. As part of Ordinance 16624 § 1 (part), 2007, the City of El Paso has regulations regarding

exhibition of sexually explicit films or videos. For example, the operator, and any employees present
on the premises, must insure that no sexual activity occurs .in or on the licensed prem ises. It also
has requirements for conspicuous signs stating that no loitering is permitted on the property, for
exterior lighting, and for visibility and monitoring. Chapter 5.54 Sexua lly Oriented Businesses states
that semi nude employees must remain at least 6 feet from all patrons.
Ordinance text: http;//munlclpalcodes.lexisnexis.com/codes/el paso. See left hand column: El Paso Municipal Code Title 5,
Business Taxes, License and Regulations; Chapter 5.54 Sexually Oriented Businesses.

Fort Worth. The City of Forth Worth defines a "sexua lly oriented business" as one that has 35% or
more of "the total business operation at a particular location" devoted to adu lt product or activit ies.
To determine whether the threshold is met. the city considers the amount of floor space, the
inventory, and gross revenue over 90 days. In addition, "adult bookstores" and "adult video stores"
are explicitly Included in the definition of "sexually oriented businesses," and it appears that the
presence of even a single adult magazine or video would cause the business to be characterized as
a "sexually oriented business."
Ordinance text http://www.mediacoali tion.org/legal/alameda/ secondary effects laws.htm.
http:/ / www.municode.com/RESOURCES/@.le.:t@Y...Mliloida 10096&sida43. Type "sexually" into top left search box. ClicK
on the eight results, such as the second result ' Chapter 9 Definitions: Section 9.10 1''.

Harris County. In 1996, Harris County enacted a detailed ordinance regulating SOBs in the county
that covers a wide range of SOBs. In interviews with the resea rch team. Harris County Sheriff's
officers said that prostitution and human trafficking are problems across all types of SOBs in their
jurisdiction.

Definitions
•

A sexua lly oriented business enterprise is a commercial enterprise, the primary business of
which is the offering of a service or the selling, re nting or exhibiting of devices or any other
items intended to provide sexual stimulation or sexual gratification to the customer. This
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definition includes but is not limited to: sex parlors: nude studios; modeling studios: love
parlors; adult bookstores; adult movie theatres; adult video arcades: adult movie arcades;
adult video stores; adult motels: adult cabarets; escort agencies; and sexual encounter
centers.
•

SOB enterprises are classified as follows:
o

Class I - conducts business regularly at a specific location

o

Class II - offers, for compensation, a service intended to provide sexual stimulation
or sexual gratification [to) patrons at any location in the County, unless that Individual
is an employee of a Class I enterprise working at the location permitted under a Class
I SO~ permit.

Sections V- Vlll: Permits
•

Requires that SOB owners obtain a Sexually Oriented Business Permit (SOBP) for each
enterprise. The permit must be displayed at all times in an open and conspicuous place.

•

The SOBP can be obtained by submitting a complete application with the Sheriff.

•

Class II permits require that the individual conducting business wear a badge with the SOBP
number clearly visible.

•

Ind ividuals who violate these regulations are subject to prosecution for crimina l violations.

•

SOBP renewals may be filed for no more than 30 days before the expiration of the current
SOBP.

Section IX: Existing Enterprises

•

Existing SOBs that were operating under the previous regulation that did not require SOBPs
may continue to operate until the Sheriff's determination on the SOBP application is fina l.

Section X: Duties of the Appl/cants and Enterprises

•

Each and every day the enterprise fails to comply with SOBP condition is considered a
violation.

•

Lost or stolen SOBP or badges shall be reported to the Sheriff immediately; if the enterprise
fails to report the missing permit to the Sheriff, it is presumed they participated in the
transfer of the permit.

Section XI/I: Revocation or Suspension of SOBP

•

The Sheriff has the authority and power to initiate a proceeding to revoke or suspend an
SOBP if there is probable cause to believe that one or more of the conditions found in the
regulation has occurred.

•

If revoked, the revocation shall take immediate effect upon notice by the Sheriff.

Section XIV: Employee Records

•

SOBs are required to keep the following information on file for each person employed at the
enterprise: Legal name and all performing names: photocopy of valid driver's license or
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Texas ID; current address and phone number; employee's height, hair color, and eye color;
an updated photo; description of the capacity in which the person is employed; and
certification to sell alcohol (if relevant to employee).
Section XVI: Temporary SOBP Provisions

•

A temporary SOBP permit can be obtained, by request. if the Sheriff does not take timely
action to notify the e nte rprise of his decision on an application .

•

The request for a temporary SOBP shall be filled with the Sheriff, and shall be valid until
notice is given on the decision for the officia l SOBP.

Section XX/I: Operating Requirements for Enterprises

•

The following shall be violations: Allowing (1) a person below the age of 18 admission during
the hours of operations, (2) any person to be totally nude, (3) employees suggesting that any
patron or employee become totally nude. (4) public sexual acts, (5) displays and/or
advertisements visible in public that are characterized by sexual activities, (6) a person to
conduct business without a Vi!l lid SOBP, (7) a counterfeit SOBP, (8) fa lse material to be
submitted on a SOBP application, (9) actions that do not comply with SOBP conditions. (10)
an employee to use false identification, (11) the transfer or the attempt to transfer an SOBP,
(12) performers closer than six feet from the nearest patron and less than 18 inches above
floor level, (13) performances without indication of the six foot zone, and (14) gratuity to be
given anywhere but the hand or receptacle provided by the employee.

Section XX/II: Additional Regulations for Adult Models

•

Evide nce that a hoteljmotel has been rented and vacated two or more times in less than ten
hours creates a rebuttable presumption that the establishment is an adult motel.

•

The enterprise is subject to these regulations if it also provides sexua lly explicit reproductions
such as videocassettes, closed-circuit television, etc.

Section XXIV: Exhibition of Sexually Exp/left Films or Videos

•

Persons operating an enterprise which exhibits on the premises sexually explicit films or
videos in rooms less than 150 square feet must have an unobstructed view of all viewing
rooms.

•

An employee must be present at all times when any patron is present inside the premises.
Taken from pamphlet entitled, "The Regulations for Sexually Oriented Businesses in the Unincorporated Area of
Harris County, Texas, and Application for a Class I Permit," adopted August 6, 1996.

City of Houston. The City of Houston, the largest U.S. city without zoning laws. has wrestled with the

SOB industry in and out of court since it enacted a sweeping ordinance in 1997 to regulate adult
ente rtainm ent there. Whereas other cities have been able to use zoning laws to limit SOBs to certain
parts of town, Houston has tried to use its ordinance to regulate the operation and growth of SOBs in
the city. Many adult entertainment clubs have become "bikini bars" in an effort to avoid compliance
with the ordinance and remain in business in lucrative, high-end retail areas like the Galleria.
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Recently, the City has begun using its nuisance laws to close SOBs.27 What follows are key
provisions of Houston's ordinance.

Article II: Adult Arcades and Adult Mini-Theatres

•

It is unlawful to knowingly allow or permit any act of sexual intercourse, sodomy, oral
copulation, indecent exposure, lewd conduct or masturbation to occur in the adult arcade or
adu lt mini-theatre or to knowi ngly a llow or permit the adu lt arcade or adult mini-theatre to be
used as a place in which solicitation for sexual Intercourse, sodomy, or ora l copulation occur.

•

The interior of the adult arcade or adult mini-theatre must be configured in such a manner
that there Is an unobstructed view of each area of the adult arcade or adult mini-theatre to
which any patron is permitted access for any purpose

•

No adult arcade or adu lt mini-theatre can be configured in such a manner as to have any
opening in any partition, screen, wall, or other barrier that separates viewing areas from
other viewing areas.

•

Each adult arcade or adult mini-theatre must be equipped with lighting fixtures of sufficient
intensity to illuminate every place to which patrons are permitted access at an illumination of
not less than 1 foot candle as measured at 4 feet above the floor level.

Article Ill: Sexually Oriented Businesses

•

SOB owners are required to obtain permits and keep them up-to-date to do business within
the city limits.

•

It is unlawful for an owner or operator of an enterprise to allow the merchandise or activities
of the enterprise to be visible from any point outside such enterprise.

•

It is un lawful for the owner or operator of any enterprise or any other person to erect,
construct, or maintain any sign for the enterprise other than one primary sign and one
secondary sign; the signs must meet the specifications listed in ordinance.

•

It is unlawful to allow a person younger than 18 years of age to enter or be on the premises
of an enterprise at any time that the enterprise is open for business.

•

It is unlawful for an employee to provide any entertainment to any customer in any separate
area within an enterprise to which entry or access is blocked or obscured by any door,
curtain, or other barrier.

Article VIII: Sexually Oriented Business Employees, Conduct and Operations

•

Each manager or entertainer must conspicuously display his personal card upon his person
at all times while acting as an entertainer or manager of or in an enterprise.

•

It is unlawful for any entertainer, while engaging in entertainment or while exposing any
specified anatomical areas or engaging in any specified sexual activities, (1) to touch a
customer or the clothing of a customer, (2) to approach closer than 3 feet to any customer,

?1

Bradley Olson and Allan Turner, "City Wins Strip Club Victory," Houston Chronicle, January 1, 2009, Section B.
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or (3) engage in any specified sexual activities in the presence of a customer in any separate

area to which entry or access is blocked or obscured by any door, curtain, or other barrier.
Ordinance text http;//www.munjcode.com/Resourcestgateway.asp?pid=10123&sjd=43. On the left side of the
page, go to Chapter 28 MISCELLAN EOUS OFFENSES AND PROVISIONS. The entire ordinance is under Article II:
Adult Arcades and Adu lt Mini-Theatres; Article Ill: Sexually Oriented Businesses; and Article VII I: Sexually Oriented
Business Employees, Conduct and Operations.

Lewisville. The City of Lewisville ordinance defines a sexually oriented business as any business that
has 20% or more of its stock in trade in adult books or magazines.
Ordinance text: btlP...;.LLwww.cit oflewisville.corn/comdev/sexbusiness.P-Qt.
h ttp://www.mediacoalltloo.org/legal/alameda/secondary effects laws.htm.

San Antonio. Section 35-1041 of the San Antonio Municipal Code states that an "ad ult bookstore"
or "ad ult video store" is an esta blishment that has 20% or more of its inventory or floor space

devoted to adult products.
Ordinance text http://www.municode.com/RESOURCES/gateway.asp?pid=11508&sjd=43. Type "adult bookstore" Into
top left search box. Click on the second result "ARTICLE IX. NUDITY AND SEM l·NUDITY PROHIBITED AT PUBLIC PLACES
AND LICENSING Of HUMAN DISPLAY ESTABLISHMENTS" and see Section 21-100: Defi n ition~.
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Chapter 5
_Recommendations and Options fo! Reform or Regulation
The research team supports the implementation of the following recommendations in the areas of
the Adult Entertainment Fee, zoning and enforcement, and further research . We support the
consideration of the following options for reform or regulation in three areas: zoning and land use,
refinement of existing regulatory procedures and mechanisms, and new actions.

>Recommendations on AEF
Recommendation *1 Continue AEF at its Current Level
Based upon the economic analysis, fieldwork interviews and visits, and
survey results, the current $5 AEF is having only a slightly negative effect on
the adult entertainment industry in Texas. While it is probably true that
smaller establishments have been more negatively affected by the AEF than
have the larger clubs, taken as a whole, however, the industry does not
appear to have suffered major economic damage from the fee. Although
mixed-beverage sales of adult entertainment clubs statewide are lower in the
first 9 months of 2008 than they were in 2007, total revenues of adult
entertainment clubs in that same time period are up about 2-3% over the
comparable period in 2007.

Recommendation *2 Improve Collection Rates of AEF
Based on analysis of data from the Texas Comptroller, which collects the AEF
from the clubs, a significant percentage of clubs are not regularly paying the
AEF or are not paying it at all.

>Recommendations on Zoning and Enforcement
Recommendation# 1 Impose More Stringent and Mandatory Penalties of TABC Violations
As a public safety priority, and given the findings of the infraction research in
this study, TABC regulations should be reassessed to allow for more stri ngent
and mandatory penalties of sex and drug infractions at all clubs that hold
liquor licenses, including suspension of those licenses. Moreover, innovative
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enforcement strategies and enhanced cooperat ion and data sharing among
and between law enforcement agencies and TABC are needed.

Recommendation #2

Stricter Penalties for License Violations at "Spa" Outlets
Interviews conducted during the study with va rious state law enforcement
officials - including city police officers, vice squad commanders, and sheriff's
deputies - revea led a growing problem with sex crimes occurring in nonlicensed "spas." More stringent penalties and mandatory occupational
licensing of spa employees shou ld be imposed by state agencies and
monitored by law enforcement officials, simi lar to the statutes that currently
apply to employees of massage parlors.

>Recommendations for Future Research
Recommendation *1 Research on Perpetrators of Sexual Violence
New research should foe.us on sexual assault perpetrators, particularly those
that are never reported or arrested for their crimes, and whether and how
often they visit SOBs, their use of the sex industry, and their consumption of
alcohol as causes for the sexual violence they commit.

Recommendation #2

Research on Women Entertainers
More research is needed to better understand and appreciate the
experiences of female SOB industry workers, including risk factors for
victimization and the pernicious effects of alcohol on both perpetrators and
victims.

Recommendation#3

Minimize Virtual Prostitution Advertising
There is a need for research-based strategies to minimize prostitution
advertising in print and online publications, simila r to the agreement reached
for the on line site Craig's List (included in Appendix IX).

Recommendatlon*4

Additional Study on SOBs
A number of special studies are needed regard ing SOBs, including an
infractions data analysis by size of adult caba ret, an economic analysis of the
AEF on sma ll and medium-sized establishments, a detailed ana lysis of law
enforcement data pertaining to a samp le of adu lt entertainment
establ ishments; a review of the impact of an Increase in alcohol taxes on
adult enterta inment revenues in other states; and a specialized review of
legislative initiatives pertaining to the adult enterta inment industry in other
jurisdictions.
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Recommendation

#5

Study on Escort Services and Other Industry Segments
There is virtually no information available about other industry segments such
as escort services while there is a need to understand these services in the
context of the larger social and economic structures.

>Options for Reform or Regulation
As a result of this research, the following are options may be considered by policymakers:

>Zoning and Land Use
Option

#1

Establish statewide distance requirements for siting of new adult entertainme nt

facilities.
Option #2 Same as above but a llow for more stringent requirements by local governments
if desired.
Option

#3

Monitor closely t he City of Houston 's legal strategy of using the city's nuisa nce

laws to force closure of "bikini bars" located in residential areas and operating without SOB
licenses.

>Refinement of Existing Regulatory Procedures and Mechanisms
Option

#1

Enhance enforce ment of occupational requirements, such as Harris County's

dancers' licenses.
Option

#2

Allow local city attorneys to petition for TABC action against specific clubs rather

than administrative law judges only in Austin and Houston.
Option 113

Prohibit closed rooms and other private areas in clubs, allowing only space that

is visible to most patrons.

>New Actions
Option 111
Option

112

Implement a statewide registry of sexually oriented businesses.
Implement a statewide registry of dancers and performers similar to New York

State's bill , outlined here in Chapter 4.
Option

#3

Implement a drug testing policy on entertainers and other employees of adult

cabarets.
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Option

#4

Develop a specia l statewide Crime Stoppers phone number and outreach

initiative to anonymously report incidents at SOBs.

Option

#5

Consider an initiative similar to New Jersey's bill on outdoor lighting and indoor

video surveillance, or one like Scotland's proposa l for mandatory indoor closed-circuit TV
surveillance.
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Appendix I
Alcohol and Sexual Violence Literature Review
>Introduction
Sexua lly oriented businesses are a booming industry in American, more than doubling in size since
the 1980s (Bradley, 2008; Frank, 2005; Jeffreys, 2008; & Sloan & Wahab, 2004). Sexua lly oriented
businesses Include exotic dance clubs, massage parlors, gentlemen's clubs, exotic modeling, and all
other establishments that include live, nude entertainment. The impact of these businesses on their
workers, many of which are young women, is controversial. Many scholars believe that exotic
dancing, or nude stripping, is empowering to women, offers superior economic opportunities, and
increases· power (Frank, 2005; Holsopple, 1998; Sloan & Wahab, 2004; Wood, 2000; & Farley,
2 005). Other research ers have provided evidence that suggests th e opposite is true: Exotic dancing
is not only demeaning and dangerous for women workers, but also is a violent and traumatizing line
of work that Includes sexua l, verbal, and physical violence as well as exploitation of female workers
(Brad ley, 2008; Jackson, Bennett, & Sowinski, 2 007; Jeffreys, 2008; Holsopple, 1998, Plumridge,
2001; Fa rley, 2005; Farley et al., 2003; Raphael & Shapiro, 2004 , Sanders, 2004; Sloan & Wahab,
2004; Wesley, 2002, & Wood, 2000). American women in general experience sexual violence at
higher rates than their international peers (Murnen, Wright, & Kaluzny, 2002), and many researchers
have suggested t hat working in an SOB increases a woman's risk for experi ences of rape, sexual
assault, and sexua l harass ment (Farley, 2003, Farley, 2005; Holsopple, 1998; Sloan & Wahab,
2004; & Sanders, 2004).
Many sexua lly oriented businesses serve alcohol. Researchers have found a positive relationship
between alcohol consumption and incidents of violence perpetration and victimization (Brecklin,
2002; McClelland & Teplin, 2001; Wells, 2007; & Zhang, Welte, & Wieczorek, 2002). Sexual
violence, including rape and assault, more than many other crimes is connected with alcohol
consumption for both victims and perpetrators (Abbey, et al., 2007; Abbey, et al., 2001; Abbey, et al.,
2003; Benson, Gohm , & Gross, 2007; Bernat, Calhoun, & Stolp, 1998; Carr & VanDeusen, 2004;
Clum, Nishith, & Ca lhoun, 2002; Felson & Burchfie ld, 2004; Galvani, 2004; Gross, Winslett, Roberts,

& Gohm, 2006; Norris, Davis, George, Martell , & Heiman, 2002; Parks & Miller, 1997; Testa, 2004;
Ullman, Karabatsos, & Koss, 1999; & Za wacki, Abbey, Buck, McAuslan, & Clinton-Sherrod, 2003).
This review of literature will attempt to explore th e connection between sexual violence against
women, alcohol, and sexua lly oriented businesses. In the absence of definitive answers from
resea rch regarding the connection between SOBs and sexual violence against women, a
multidisciplinary review of literature was conducted to gather information on a possible link between
such establishments and their impact on the safety of female workers. Many SOBs, especia lly
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dancing establishments, se rve alcohol, so alcohol consumption is an important variable in the
equation. Using the best data available, this review will attempt to answer the following questions:
•

Are sexually oriented businesses, alcohol, and the perpetration and victimization of
sexua l violence against women connected?

•

What is the impact of alcohol consumption on possible victimization and perpetration?

>Sexual Violence against Women
Sexual violence is an all-too-common experience for many America women. Sexual violence against
women includes rape, sexual assault, and sexual harassment. Rape can be defined as sex without
consent (Gross et al., 2006) or vaginal, oral, or anal penetration that occurs by force or without
consent due to age, mental health status, or intoxication (Zawacki et al., 2003). Sexual assault is an
umbrella term for all unwanted, forced, or nonconsensual sexual touch . Sexual harassment consists
of unwelcome sexual attention and advances, as well as unwanted verbal comments (United States
Equ~I

Employment Opportunity Commission, 2002).

The level of sexual violence against women in America has reached epidemic proportions. Rape
prevalence rates In America vary, and are determined greatly by the manner in which researchers
ask questions about sexual violence experiences. A U.S. Department of Justice (2006) report
estimated that the lifeti me prevalence rate of rape is 1 in 6 . In other words, 17.6% of American
women have been raped in their lifetime (Tjaden & Thoennes, 2006). But Department of Justice
researchers caution that this number is probably an underestimation because studies asking
different types of survey questions have found higher rates of rape and sexual violence. In fact,
sexual violence is one of the most underreported crimes. Sixty percent of sexual assaults are not
reported to the police (Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network [RAINN] , 2008). Sexual assaults
are usually framed as attempted rapes, which leads to underreporting. Despite this, 49.3% of
women who had experienced sexual violence reported an attempted rape (Tjaden & Thoennes,
2006), and 20% of women in Texas are estimated to have experienced a sexual assault in their
lifetime (Busch, Bell, Dinitto, & Neff, 2003). Women overwhelmingly experience more sexual
violence than men. Young women, either In adolescence or college-aged , are most at risk for sexua l
violence. In addition, minority women are more likely to experience sexua l assa ult (Tjaden &
Thoennes, 2006). Women who had experienced rape as a child were more likely to be assaulted as
adults. Eighty-tour percent of women were assaulted in a private location. Sexual violence is
documented to have lasting mental health effects on victims, including depression, substance use
and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (RAINN, 2008).
Perpetrators of sexual violence are overwhelmingly male (Tjaden & Thoennes, 2006; RAINN, 2008).
Most rapists are known to the victim , whether through a relationship or acquaintance (RAINN, 2008).
In the U.S. Department of Justice survey, 66% of rapists were using drugs or alcohol at the time of
the attack (Tjaden & Thoennes, 2006). Men's substance abuse is associated with perpetration of
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interpersonal violence against women as well (Testa, 2004). Alcohol and drugs have a strong
association with violence against women.
College-aged men, because of research availability and the high incidence of rape at the university
level, are the most studied population of perpetrators (Carr & VanDe usen, 2004). A study of a
random population of men who took a series of measurements and questionnaires revealed that
only 36% of males had not committed any type of sexual assault. Twenty-four percent had, in fact,
reported an activity that met standard legal definitions of rape (Abbey et al., 2007). Men who
committed acts of sexual violence in both community and university settings reported consuming
more alcohol in potential sexual situations and greater peer approval for forcing sex (Abbey et al.,
2007; Abbey et al., 2001). In further studies of college-aged men, perpetrators of sexual violence
were found to be more hostile about gender expectations than the other men sampled (Abbey et al.,
2001). The college age may represent a culture that includes heavy alcohol consumption and
emerging negative attitudes toward women or the onset of perpetration behaviors.
Research has indicated that men with strong beliefs in masculine Idea ls are more aggressive.
Hypermasculinity has been defined as a trait of personality that predisposes men to behave in a
manner that asserts physical power and dominance in interactions with women (Parrot & Zeichner,
2003). Experimental laboratory testing of hypermasculine males have revealed higher levels of
physica l aggression (Parrot & Zeichner, 2003). Researchers measured college-aged males' levels of
physical aggression against women. In an experimental setting, a group of aggressive and not
aggressive males were given a taped date-rape scenario. The aggressive males took longer to
intervene on the victim's behalf t han the other males. In fact, they were six times more likely to let
the situation escalate to verbal threats and eight times more likely when alcohol was involved
(Bernat et al., 1998). Hypermasculinity is a risk factor for the perpetration of sexual violence.
Carr & VanDeusen (2004) complied a literature review about male sexual aggression risk factors.
Hypermasculinity, alcohol use, personality characteristics, and history of child abuse and neglect
were found to be the main factors associated with sexual violence perpetration. Further research
conducted with a sa mple of undergraduate men found that sexually aggressive men used
pornography, including magazines, the Internet, and videos, as well as exotic dancing clubs (Carr &
VanDeusen, 2004). Heavy alcohol use, pornography consumption, and negative or hypermasculine
gender expectations were predictors of violence (Carr & VanDeusen, 2004). In a meta-analysis of
other studies of perpetrators, moderate support was given to the hypothesis that patriarchal views,
including heightened mascu linity, perpetuate violence against women (Murnen, Wright, & Kaluzny,
2002). A study of college-aged perpetrators offered increased support to the theory that masculin e
attitudes support acts of sexual violence. Among a sample of perpetrators, there were increased
reports of histories of delinquency and dominant· and power-driven personalities (Zawacki, et al.,
2003). Varied bodies of research support the hypothesis that hypermasculine ideals are held by
men who commit acts of sexual violence.
Scientific research has sought to exa mine the relationship between pornography and sexual
violence. Pornogra phy Is not the cause of rape, but is it a factor that contributes to sexual violence
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against women? Experiments with males in a lab setting have found a connection between violent
pornography, alcohol, and rape (Davis, Norris, George, Martell, & Heiman, 2006). In an evaluation of
the possible connection between sexual violence and pornography, Jensen (2004) describes the
Increasingly extremes-based pornography market. Jensen (2004) argues that pornography
predisposes men to want nonconsensual sex, shapes a male-dominant view of sex, provides training
for abuse, and adds to difficulties managing fantasy and reality. Carr & Van Deusen (2004) found
that pornography consumption was related to vio lent perpetration in a sample of college-aged males.
In a sample of more than 2,000 women at domestic violence shelters, 40% of batterers used the sex
Industry in some way (Simmons, Lehmann, & Collier-Tension, 2008). Among the batterers who did
use the sex industry, higher IP.vels of aggression were found. A larger percentage of women whose
partners used the sex trade had experience sexual violence in their relationships versus women
whose partners did not (Simmons et al., 2008). In a review of literature of research devoted to sex
offending and pornography, Bensimon (2 007) found some evidence that pornography plays a role in
the planning of sex offending. Furthermore, while a causal role is inconclusive, researchers agree
that pornography disinhibits a person over time to sex acts that might seem otherwise unacceptable
(Bensimon, 2007). Bensimon (2007) warns that much research was conducted before daily Internet
use was a factor in American lives, so the past body of work Is outdated (Bensimon, 2007).
Pornography Is linked to sexual violence and is sometimes considered a factor contributing to
perpetration.

>Alcohol and Violence
Alcohol and drug use has been found repeatedly to be a characteristic of male rapists and
perpetrators of violence in general. The connection between alcohol and sexual violence begins with
the link between drinking and aggression, especia lly in the bar or club setting. McClelland & Teplin
(2001) found in a study of police Interactions with people that suspects of violent crime were twice
as likely to be intoxicated as suspects of non-violent crimes. Shepherd (2007) reviewed bodies of
research In a meta-analysis of 30 experiments related to alcohol and violence and concluded that
drinking does cause aggression . The bar or club setting increases the likelihood of aggression via
the increased drinking and contact with others (Wells, 2007). Alcohol and violence of all types are
clearly connected.
Debate exists on the nature and cause of the alcohol-and-violence connection. There is no
consensus about the reason for the link, but several explanations are favored. One is a
pharmacological explanation - that alcohol impacts brain function, causing violent behavior (Zhang,
Welte, & Wieczorek, 2002; Shepherd, 2007). Another reason fo r the link may be that alcohol
disinhibits individuals and produces an excuse for aggressive behavior (Zhang et al., 2002;
Shepherd, 2007). This theory assumes that individuals drink to blame their behavior on their alcohol
consumption. Finally, alcohol and aggression could be caused by personality traits or a preexisting
condition of alcohol abuse (Zhang et al., 2002; Shepherd, 2007). In a random sample study of 625
young ma les measuring alcohol-related aggressive behaviors, evidence was found to support the
idea that people who drink before perpetrating violence do so to reduce inhibitions and fee l
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embolden to commit violent acts (Zhang et al., 2002). It is most likely that the connection between
drinking and aggression is multidimensional.
Alcohol-related violence impacts both victims and perpetrators of aggressive acts. Data from the
National Crime Victim Survey, which begins with a random sample of more than 50,000 household
units, found that 58.2% of perpetrators were using alcohol or drugs at the tim e of an intimate assault
(Brecklin, 2002). Furthermore, victims were more likely to be assaulted or injured when the
perpetrator was drinking, and alcohol and drug use was associated with greater use of wea pons
(Brecklin, 2002). McClelland & Teplin (2001) found in their random sampling of police and suspect
observations that suspects a re more likely to be intoxicated than victims. Wells (2006) used data
from a sample of more than 900 young people for an exploratory study of drinking and aggression.
Heavy episod ic drinking was con nected to victimization and perpetration .

>Alcohol and Sexual Violence against Women
Much research has been devoted to studying the impact of drinking and drug use on both sexual and
domestic violence. While 9ollege-aged men have been studied more than community s~ mples,
researchers have found substantial evidence that connects alcohol with sexua l violence perpetration
and increased risk for victimization. Alcohol is considered a tool by perpetrators of rape to increase
a victim's vulnerability and make sex without consent more easily obtained (Abbey, BeShears,
Clinton-Sherrod, & McAuslan , 2 004). In their study of undergraduate men on a college campus, Ca rr
& VanDeusen (2004) found that 12% of men surveyed had used alcohol to obtain sex. A study of

sexual violence survivors pooled from a larger random sample found that 79% had used alcohol or
drugs at the time of or right before the assault (Clum et al., 2002 ). Cogan and Ballinger (2006)
found in their study of 482 college males that more men who committed violence had alcohol
problems than non-violent men. Alcohol and other drugs are clea rly a risk factor for victimization, but
also contribute greatly to perpetration.
Rates of alcohol-related perpetration of sexual violence vary depending on the type of population
surveyed, but across resea rch sa mples a clea r link remains. Felson & Burchfield (2004) found in
their review of the National Violence against Women survey that there is a causa l link between
drinking and domestic and sexual violence and that drinking is a greater risk factor for sexua l assault
than physical violence. A study of more than 900 college-aged women found that 39% of victims
were using alcohol at the time of the assault and 45% of perpetrators had drank (Gross, Winslett,
Roberts, & Gahm, 2006). In a review of major researcher findings, Testa (2004) found associations
with men's abuse of substances and interpersonal violence perpetration and committing acts of
sexual violence. In a survey of more than 300 college-aged males, 58% had committed some type of
sexual violence; 54% of which Involved a lcohol (Zawacki et al., 2003). A random sampling of 163
men outside university communities found that men who had committed an act that met the criteria
for sexual assault consumed more alcohol in sexua l situations than those who had not (Abbey et al.,
2007). In another study of co llege-aged males, 35% of assaults committed involved alcohol (Abbey
et al., 2001). Alcohol use was found to be a major risk factor of sexual violence perpetration in a
survey of 99 undergraduate males (Carr & VanDeusen, 2004). The range of alcohol facilitated
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perpetration of sexua l violence is 35%-60% in this sample of literature. Some estimates, mostly
those including college campuses, are higher. There is a paucity of empirical studies of random
community samples.
Some researchers theorize that male perpetrators target women who have been drinking because of
increased vulnerability, and they perceive them as more available (Testa, VanZile-Tamsen, &
Livingston, 2007). Among a sample of more than 300 college-aged males, those who had
committed an alcohol-facilitated sexual assault were more likely to believe that alcohol provides an
increase in sex drive and use their drinking as an excuse to misinterpret sexual cues (Zawacki et al.,
2003). A majority of college-aged female survivors of sexua l violence, 45% of which were alcoholfacilitated, reported that they felt their assa ilants were too aroused to stop raping the m (Gross et al. ,
2006). Studies with perpetrators in both community and college settings found repeatedly that
rapists consumed more alcohol, had more hostile gender expectations, had greater peer support of
forced sex, and were more likely to misinterpret negative cues from women when they had been
drinking (Abbey et al., 2007; Abbey et al., 2001; Abbey et al., 2005). Research indicates that the
attitude and beliefs of the perpetrators are magnified when drinking, which cause.s a lower
inhibitions, increased support for negative gende r expectations of women, and a greater sense of
entitlement for power and control over others. Attitudes and belief about gender and a lcohol
consumption are often cited as the major causes for the relationship between alcohol and sexual
violence.
l::.xperimental studies have revealed more about the behavior of sexually aggressive men. In a study
of more than 100 college-attending males, aggressive and non-aggressive men were asked to judge
when they would intervene in coercive sexual situations (Be rn at , Calhoun , & Stolp, 1998). Two
different groups were formed, each with aggressive and non-aggressive males. One group received a
scenario that involved alcohol; t he other received a scenario that did not. Aggressive males took
longer to intervene overall, but they took eight times longer than non-aggressive males when alcohol
was involved (Bernat et al., 1998). A study sampling 200 college-aged participants compared male
and female reactions to four different sexual assau lt scenarios, two in which substances were
voluntarily taken by the female victim and two in which they were unknowingly given . In all four
scena rios, an assau lt occurred. Overall, the participants were less likely to view the event as a rape
when the female had willingly taken drugs or alcohol. Males, however, were more likely to perceive
the victims as receiving pleasure and more culpable for assault overall (Angelone, Mitchell, &
Pilafova, 2007). A similar study that measured the perceived blame regarding a sexual assau lt
situation confirmed that women are more likely to be blamed for the incident when they have been
drinking (Girard & Senn, 2008). A resea rch study conducted in a laboratory setting of more than
150 males measured the impact of mixed signals and alcohol consumption (Abbey et al., 2005).
The group was divided into those that had reported perpetration and those that had not. In the lab,
they were given alcohol and interacted with a female confederate, who gave signa ls of interest and
then signs of disinterest, in a mock social setting. Those who had previously perpetrated sexual
violence were more likely to engage in sexual behavior and ask to date the female confed erate. The
greater the amount of alcohol, the more perpetrators sexually acted out, expressing interest in dating
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the confederate regardless of her level of intent (Abbey et al., 2005). In general, men who
committed alcohol-facilitated sexual violence, compared to other males, have been found to hold
rape-supporting attitudes and believe that alcohol use among victims is a sign of sexual interest.
Alcohol increases the level of violence in some instances of sexual assault. In a study of more than
100 college-aged males surveyed on multiple measures, t he more t hat perpetrators drank, the more
aggressive they became, until they became too drunk to be aggressive (Abbey et al., 2003). An
examination of the National Violence against Women Survey (Felson & Burchfield, 2004) found that
drinking was associated with higher levels of violence in assault situations. Alcohol was connected
with greater injuries among women who had experienced interpersonal violence (Thompson &
Kingree, 2006). Among college women who had been assaulted, drinking was correlated with more
severe victimization (Ullman, Karabatsos, & Koss, 1999). These findings indicate that alcohol does
contribute to the severity of the sexual assault experience, making perpetrators more likely to be
violent and victims more vulnerable.
The connection between alcohol and sexual violence suggests that alcohol does not necessarily
cause rape and assault, but it aids beliefs and behaviors supported by perpetrators that promote
aggression . Many rapists use alcohol as a means to misinterpret sexual cues (Zawacki et al., 2003).
Galvani (2004) described the victims of drinking males as facing a kind of double jeopardy, where
powerful traditions of excessive substance use and hypermasculine culture collide, supporting
violence against women . In a study of undergraduate females, survivors of sexual violence reported
experiences that confirm the notion the alcohol impairs perceptions of how available and willing a
woman is to engage in consensual sexual behavior (Benson et al., 2007). Alcohol serves as a
facilitator to sexual violence by not only making victims more vulnerable, but also by impacting and
supporting the perpetrator. Alcohol is viewed as an excuse for violent behavior, serves as a
disinhibitor, and increases the likelihood that a male will perceive a woman as interested when she
is not. Alcohol is a tool - a weapon - used by perpetrators of sexual violence.

>Alcohol, Sexual Violence and the Bar Setting
The seeds of many alcohol-related acts of sexual aggression begin in the bar setting. Studies of the
club or bar environment have revealed an increase in aggressive behaviors. In a random sample
with a control group of 118 bars in Canada, the variables associated with higher rates of violence in
the club setting were explored (Graham, Bernards, Osgood, & Wells, 2006). The findings revealed
that aggression was more likely to occur in bars that were crowded, had a great deal of dancing,
where patrons were very intoxicated, the environment was highly permissive, sexua l activity was
occurring, and where there was poor staff monitoring (Graham et al., 2006). In a study of more than
8,000 college students, heavy drinking at a bar was associated with being the victim of an
altercation (Harford, et al., 2003). Seventy-five percent of the students surveyed attended both
parties and bars. Further studies have indicated that the type of bar one attends can increase or
decrease the likelihood of violence (Quigley, Leonard, & Collins, 2003). In a study of people who had
experienced violence in a bar, those who had not, and individuals who had observed violence In a
bar, a permissive attitude, the type of clientele and the social and physical atmosphere were factors
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associated with bar violence (Quigley et al., 2003). The results of the focus grou ps suggest that
noise, competitive games, and dancing were all associated with an increase in aggression . Findings
indicate that the type and atmosphe re of the club is associated with violence, based on what sort of
person chooses to patronize a particular type of bar.
The bar atmosphere is designed to attract a certain type of patron and dictate acceptable gender
roles. An Australian study of gender and class in the pub setting revealed that in more upscale bar
settings, traditional gender roles a re enacted via a decrease in drinking from fema le patrons
(Lindsay, 2006). Homel & Clark (1995) conducted hundreds of hours of scientific observation of
pubs and clubs in Australia. Higher-severity incidents were more likely to occur at establishments in
high-risk parts of town. Two additional factors were heavily correlated with increased aggression:
social climate, including sexual activity, and interactions between staff and patrons. In a study of
electronic music clu bs and ra ves, 60% of patrons were under the influence when they left. Nineteen
percent of females had experienced unwa nted sexua l touch from a fellow patron (Miller, Furr-Holden,
Voas, & Bright, 2005). The atmosphere and location of the bar, the type of staff and patron, high
. levels of intoxication, and the presence of sexua l activity ar~ all factors in the experience of
victim ization at the club setting.
Parks & Miller (1997) studied the victimization of women in the bar setting. In a sample of 105
women recruited through newspapers advertisements, focus groups were formed of heavy and light
drinkers. The sample overa ll averaged two visits to a bar per week, with ;in average number of six
drinks per visit. Seventy-six percent had been verbally insulted by a man, 4 7% had experienced
moderate physical aggression, and 25% had experienced severe violence (Parks & Miller, 1997).
Forty-eight percent had experienced sexua l victimization in the bar setting. The researchers found
that greater exposure to the bar environment increased the risk for victimization (Parks & Miller,
1997). In a survey of perpetrators of sexual violence at a college campus, 19.5% of assaults
occurred at party or bar (Abbey et al., 2003). Felson & Burchfield (2004) found that drinking is a
greater risk factor for sexual assault compa red with other types of violence. In a study of victims of
rape t reated in emergency rooms, it was found that one of the most common locations for a rape
perpetrated by someone the victim had just met or was a distant acquaintance was a bar or club
(Logan, Cole, & Capillo, 2007). In a study of sexual violence at the college level, assaults that
occurred at a bar or pa rty setting were associated with higher levels of violence (Ullman , Karabatsos,
& Koss, 1999). Research findings confirm that the link between alcohol and sexual violence Is
evident in the bar setting.
The epidemic of sexual violence has many associated risk factors, including a lcohol consumption
from both the victim and perpetrator. A ba r or club setting, where people congregate in order to
social ize and drink, may Increase the possibility for victimization in many ways. First, the presence
and encouragement of increased a lcohol consumpt ion increases the vulnerability of victims and t he
feelings of entitlement and the disinhibitions of perpetrators to commit violence. Second, t he type of
club setting- location, type of patron, and the gender expectation of clientele- can increase the risk
of experiencing violence. Finally, variables about the individual bar environment- the level of
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staffing, competitive games, crowding, presence of dancing, and the occurrence of sexual activitycan all Increased the level of violence in an establishment. When bars and alcohol meet, it becomes
a double threat for sexua l violence because of the increase in variables that contribute to both a
comfortable environment for potent ial perpetration and increased risk factors for victimization . One
type of bar is a sexually oriented bar, where live nude dancing and modeling occurs.

>Sexually Oriented Businesses
Over the past 20 years, sexually oriented businesses (SOBs), more commonly referred to as exotic
dancing clubs, massage parlors, and modeling shows, have increased in the United States. The
number of major exotic dancing clubs has more than doubled. These SOBs range from small
neighborhood-style venues to large megaclubs and high-end lounges (Frank, 2005). The increased
presence of sexually oriented businesses and the sex industry in general has led to a sense of
legitimacy in the field (Bradley, 2008). Exotic dance is considered a ca reer and is a profession that
women with academic background s now enter (Bradley, 2008). These SOBs range in variety from
small clubs in more dangerous and low-resource neighborhoods to elite, high-end bars that cater to
an upper-class clientele (Bradley, 2008). Even non-SOBs, such as lega l firms, use these clubs to
host events for their staff (Holsopple, 1998).
With the expansion of SOBs, the rules, regulations, and atmosphere inside the clubs have changed.
The gradual de-censoring of SOBs and nude dancing in particular has led to an increased ability to
touch dancers (Jeffreys, 2008). In the past, touching the dancer was strictly prohibited, but with the
advent of the lap dance, contact may occur in some instances. Rather th an paying a wage as was
done in the past, most dancers are compensated solely through their tips (Jeffreys, 2008; Holsopple,
1998; Sanchez, 1997; & Wesley, 2002). Some clubs charge a stage rent fee (Jeffreys, 2008). And
dancers rely now more than ever on private booth encounters, or lap dances, to make mon ey
(Holsopple, 1998; Farley, 2005; & Jeffreys, 2008). SOB owners have increased profits by not paying
wages or employee benefits and earn income from door entrance fees, alcohol and food sales, and
stage renta l fees charged to dancers. SOBs have become more legitimate, easier to access, and
more lucrative for owners.
Feminist groups, scholars, and community members continue to debate the impact of exotic dancing
on fema le workers (Sloan & Wahab, 2 004). At the core of this debate is t hat any sex work shou ld be
abolished because it exploits women and is violent versus the idea that sex work should be legalized
because it is an empowering way for women to make more money (Sloan & Wahab, 2004). It is,
however, upheld as a constitutiona lly protected form of expression and a lega l business. Frank
(2005), a researcher and forme r exotic dancer, discussed the possibilities for empowerment and
expression for women in the SOB e nvironment. In a qualitative study of five different types of SOBs,
dancers reported fee lings of power a nd excitement over their Jobs (Philaretou, 2006). In a study of
why women enter the SOB workforce, workers reported a love of dance, a freedom of expression,
and high wages (Sloan & Wahab, 2004). In a sample of exotic dancers, Wesley (2002) reported that
some women felt dancing was a way to get power. Some qualitative data from current and former
dancers support the notion that exotic dance is empowering and economically lucrative.
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On the other side of this debate is the experience of exploitation and risk, and the reality of violence
that some sex workers face. Jeffreys (2008) argues that exotic dance clubs are a masculine space
and hold up ideals of male dominance. Research with prostitutes supports the theory that the
profession is violent and stressful. In a convenience sample of 69 prostitutes in a major Canadian
city, the most commonly cited work stressors were physical and verbal abuse and fear of violence
(Jackson , Bennett, & Sowinski, 2007). Dancers interviewed by Bradley (2008) reported ongoing
harassment and objectification. In a study of sex workers both in the SOB industry and street
prostitution, Plum ridge (2001) reported a high volume of incidents of violence among workers,
Including those who had worked in exotic dance clubs being forced or coerced into performing sex
acts on customers. In a group of 222 sex workers, the exotic dAncers in the sample reported
violence from their customers in the form of threatened rape and forced sex (Raphael & Shapiro,
2004). In a study of British sex workers, Sanders (2004) found increased health risks and regular
reports of assaults. Recent information specifica lly about exotic dancers and SOBs also indicates a
risk for violence among women employed at these businesses.
This debate extends to the very definltion of sex work. Some scholars argue that exotic and live
nude dancing is not sex work and should not be grouped as such (Frank, 2005; Sloan & Wahab,
2004). On the other hand, Farley, an academic researcher of SOBs and a former dancer, defines
exotic dance and other jobs at SOBs as "indoor prostitution. Indoor prostitution includes massage
parlors and sa unas, brothels, strip clubs, and escorts" (Farley, 2005 p.952). Raphael & Shapiro
(2004) also include exotic dance clubs and other SOBs in their definition of indoor prostitution.
Many scholars and women employed by and owners of SOBs object to this term. It exists, however,
to frame the argument that SOBs are exploitative and violent to women.
Researchers and community members alike have long explored what drives women to work at SOBs.
In a convenience sample of 30 exotic dancers, Sloan and Wahab (2004) identified four primary types
of women. "Non-conformists" were members of the middle class who enjoyed the freedom of
dancing. "Workers" were women who felt the SOBs were the best-paying job available. "Survivors"
were those who felt forced to dance because they lacked other options. "Dancers" were women with
dance training (Sloan & Wahab, 2004). It is a popular belief that many exotic dancers were abused
or raped as children. Moderate evidence supports these beliefs. In Wesley's (2002) study of 20
dancers, 9 had been abused or molested as children. In more than 110 hours of observation at
SOBs, Wood (2000) found that most customers believe that the workers have been abused as
children. In studies of other sex workers, including prostitutes, women report histories of childhood
sexual abuse and domestic violence (Sanders, 2004; Jackson et al .• 2007). Studies sampling
dancers have revealed that there is an increase of middle-class, educated women in the profession
as well as victims of human trafficking (Frank, 2005; Sanchez. 1997). Thus, SOBs attract a diverse
range of workers: women of varying age, class, and ethnicity, and those who have been forced to
work without their consent in the modern slavery of human trafficking.
It is important to note the types of sam ples most used in studies of women who work at SOBs are
"convenience" or so-called "snowball " samples. Researchers have noted the impossibility of finding
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a random sample of sex workers and dancers (Farley, 2005). Some academic researchers are
former dancers (Frank, 2005; Farley, 2005) or conduct hours of observation in clubs to collect data
(Wood, 2000). Most researchers choose to use qualitative formats to supply data, and overall, only
a relatively small number of studies have been done on dancers.
The customers at SOBs have been studied by a handful of researchers. Frank (2005) studied,
interviewed, and observed 30 male customers at a range of low-tiered to high-end clubs in a large
southern city. Only regular customers were used for the sample and the motivations of the
customers were the subject of the study. Her findings revealed that the men in the sa mple went to
clubs for several key reasons: going to the club to relax, enjoying that women approach them
sexually, being in a masculine space, knowing what the rules are, having a more traditionally
gendered environment, lacking sexual rejection, boosting egos, feeling young, feeling that their
particular sexual desires are accepted, and being in a safe and exciting space (Frank, 2005). The
men surveyed in this studied enjoyed the blend of fantasy and reality. Many of the men were in
serious relationships with other women. Wood (2000) observed both dancers and customers in
SOBs. In her qualitative
are victims
. study, she concluded many customers believe that the dancers
.
of some type of abuse and feel responsible for helping them have better lives. She observed that
dancers make more money from customers when a sense of Intimacy Is created and when the
woman is viewed as available for a sexual relationship (Wood, 2000). In more than 100 hours of
observations and 12 interviews, she witnessed dancers leaving the club with customers many times.
The lack of willing SOB customers for studies makes the sample of available literature small. Further
studies are needed to know more about the motivations, intentions, and backgrounds of male SOB
consumers.

>Female SOB Workers and the Experience of Violence
While debate continues over whether or not exotic dance is a harmful profession for women and if
dancers should be considered part of the sex industry, many studies have focused on their
experiences of violence and harassment at work. There is substantial evidence from qualitative
studies that working at an SOB is potentially harmful to women, both physically and emotionally
(Bradley, 2008; Jeffreys, 2008; Philaretou, 2006; Plum ridge, 2006; Raphael & Shapiro, 2004;
Sanchez, 1997; Holsopple, 1998; Wesley, 2002; Farley, 2003; Farley, 2005). In a survey of 18
women working as dancers in SOBs, all women sampled had experienced being physically and
sexually abused in the club setting (Holsopple, 1998). Using qualitative interviews and quantitative
surveys, the women sampled detailed the types of abuses they had suffered, including being forced
to drink with customers, having breasts and buttocks grabbed, genitals penetrated with body parts or
objects, verbal abuse, forced masturbation , penises rubbed on them, and rape (Holsopple, 1998).
The violence was most often perpetrated by male clients, less often by owners, and still less often by
club workers. Philaretou (2006) interviewed five dancers at five different clubs who reported
disrespectful comments from th e customers and stigma from the community about being an exotic
dancer. In a snowball sa mple of 222 women in a large urban area working in SOBs and as
prostitutes, many incidents of violence were reported (Raphael & Shapiro, 2004). Twenty-four
percent of the women sampled were currently working as exotic dancers. Of the dancers sampled,
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48% had been threatened by rape in the SOB setting, 23% had experienced forced sex in the SOB
setting, and 19% had been threatened with violence more than 5 times. Customers were
overwhelmingly the perpetrators of violence for dancers. Violence was most often reported to have
occurred In back corners and private booths (Raphael & Shapiro, 2004). In a samp le study of 20
women working as dancers, interviews revea led workers experienced derogatory and violent
language from customers (Wesley, 2002). Farley (2005) summarized her academic research on sex
workers by describing exotic dance as part of the indoor prostitution umbrella. As part of the
numerous research studies she has conducted, Farley concluded that women are better controlled
by indoor prostitution and that SOBs provide a legal shelter for customers who abuse women. In
addition, she found no difference in the levels of post-traumatic stress disorder among Indoor and
outdoor sex workers. In her sample of more than 700 workers in seven different countries, half had
work-related health problems. From the poll of available studies, Farley (2003) estimates the rate of
rape at 65%-70 %. The women studied also stated that lap dances and private booths provided a
dangerous space for women because other staff members could not see they were being victimized.
The research located for this literature review confirms that SOBs can be potentially dangerous
places for exotic dancers.
Women working in the sex industry-including prostitution, massage parlors, and modeling stud iosas well as exotic dance clu bs have been studied extensively. Prostitution has been documented to
be a dangerous profession for wome n, including higher rates of sexual and physical violence
compared to other populations of women (Jackson et al., ?007; Farley 2005). In a study of 69
women working in the sex trade, the stressors of the work climate were explored via qualitative
interviews (Jackson et al., 2007). Findings indicated that workers had a greater risk of being
attacked or assaulted and that the stigma of being a sex worker brought great stress. In a sample of
32 women that included exotic dancers, workers reported being forced or coerced by management
of the places they worked to perform sex acts that they did not want to do (Plumridge, 2001).
Plumrldge's (2001) sample also described the economic pressure of the competition . Because
workers were no longer paid a wage, they were driven to perform services that they did not want to in
order to survive financia lly. Plum ridge (2001) told the story of a nude model who had to bi ll herself
as submissive to gain new clients, and in doing so, was beaten by a client. Teen girls under age 18
and young women from other countries are trafficked into some SOBs and forced to work (Sanchez,
1997). In a study of hea lth risks of the sex industry, a common complaint of workers was forced
contact without a condom or having bodily fluids, including sperm, on their bodies (Sanders, 2004).
Threats and acts of violence were reported by many studies surveyed for this literature review.
There is a well-documented correlation between sexua l violence and alcohol and between
prostitution and rape. However, no study has authoritatively linked alcohol , sexually oriented
businesses, and the perpetration of sexual violence. Resea rch suggests that some exotic dancers
have experienced sexual violence at work, asserting that potential victimization is a concern for
women in the exotic dance profession . What is not known is whether there is a causa l relationship
between sexually oriented businesses and the perpetration of sexual violence.
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A causal relationship among watching violent pornography, drinking alcohol, and sexual aggression
has been established. In a laboratory setting, a sample of 84 males was given alcohol and a story
that depicted a non-consensual sexual situation presented in a pornographic format (Davis, Norris,
George, Martell, & Heiman, 2006). Their levels of sexual arousal were then measured and
compared to a control group of men who had not been given alcohol. The researchers found that
alcohol facilitated the likelihood of committing a sexually aggressive act by obscuring and
misinterpreting cues from women. The woman in the story was drinking as well, which led to a
perception of her as more vulnerable and sexually available (Davis et al., 2006). This vulnerability
and image of availability increased the opportunity for power and dominance. A higher level of
arousal to the pornographic rape depiction was an indicator of men's self-reported likelihood of
committing sexual violence. Participants reported a higher rate of arousal when the victim reacted
with pleas ure rather than disgust. The study found that alcohol-related sexual arousal, combined
with violent pornography, can increase the likelihood of perpetrating sexual violence (Davis et al.,

2006).
In another study measuring the likelihood of sexual aggression under the influence of alcohol when
combined with violent pornography, 135 male participants were studied in a laboratory setting
(Norris, Davis, George, Martell, & Heiman, 2002). The study examined the interaction between the
direct and indirect alcohol-related expecta ncy effects when coupled with a violent pornographic
story. The participants were first given questionnaires and then assigned to either a control group,
placebo group, or an alcohol-receiving cohort. Alcohol-related expectancies were conceptualized as
feeling more violent or sexually disinherited as a result of alcohol consumption (Norris et al., 2002).
The research ers found that men who had higher alcohol expectancies and received alcohol were
more likely to report that they would commit an act of sexual aggression. Alcohol ingestion from the
female character increased judgments of her enjoyment and lowered perception of the male
character's force. Higher alcohol expectancies increased estimations of the female character's
enjoyment. The study found ultimately that both direct and indirect alcohol-related expectancies,
when coupled with violent pornographic materials, increased the likelihood for sexual aggression
(Norris et al., 2002).
In a literature review and study of male domestic violence perpetrators, t he relationship between
battering and use of the sex industry was explored (Simmons, Lehmann, & Collier-Tension, 2008). In
their review, resea rchers found an association between pornography and violence and hypothesized
that men who use pornography and patronize SOBs have more negative views of relationships then
men who do not (Simmons et al., 2008). In a sample size of more than 2,000 women at domestic
violence shelters, interviews and surveys were conducted to assess the use of the sex industry by
male batterers. Forty percent of male battering partners used the sex industry. Batterers that used
the sex industry used more forms of aggressive and violent behavior than those who did not. The
female victims of male batterers who used the sex industry were more likely to have experienced
rape and other forms of sexual violence than those whose male batterers did not (Simmons et al.,

2008).
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These findings seemed to Ind icate that men who believe that alcohol increases sexual prowess,
decreases inhibitions, and makes females more receptive to advances are potentially more likely to
commit acts of sexual aggression. This is especially true when coupled with violent pornography and
other sex industry materials. In a study of 118 adu lt ma le sex offenders, alcohol was also related to
an increase of force, while use of pornography before an assau lt decreased force. Pornography was
connected to the planning and organization of the assault (Bea uregard, Lussier, & Proulx, 2005).
Research has indicated that alcohol, hypermasculinity, negative gender views, and now pornography
and use of the sex industry are causa lly linked to ma le sexual aggression perpetration. Does t his
extend to SOBs, Incl uding dance clubs?
A study of the relationship between crime and sexually oriented businesses in Charlotte, North
Carolina , was conducted to determine the negative secondary effects of SOBs on neighborhoods
(Linz, et al. , 2004). Negative secondary effects are problematic impacts of a thing or event on
another person, place, or thing. The study compared tracks of land in the city that included adult
businesses with those that did not contain an SOB. The areas were matched for traffic reports,
population, and demographics (Linz et al., 2004). Then , police reported incidents were used to
measure levels of crime In the area. No significant difference was found, indicating that sexually
oriented businesses do not increase crime in areas (Linz et al., 2004). However, the use of reported
police data is problematic when measuring sexual violence. Of rape victims over the age of 18, only
19% report the crime to the police (Tjaden & Thoennes, 2006). Rape is one of the most
underreported crimes to the justice system, so use or police reµorls lo compare incidents of rape is
problematic. Without the use of personal reports, It is hard to determine what impact sexually
oriented businesses have on crime .

>Connecting the Dots: Sexually Oriented Businesses, Sexual Violence, and Alcohol
In the absence of an authoritative body of research to determine what impact sexually oriented
businesses have on the perpetration of sexua l violence, evidence from other research has been
pooled to attempt to answer the guiding question. Is there a connection between sexually oriented
businesses, alcohol, and the perpetration and victimization of sexual violence against women?
Based on the evidence, a tentative yes seems in order. Previous research has indicated a clear
connection between alcohol and both the perpetration and victimization of sexual violence (Abbey, et
al., 2002). Based on qualitative data compiled from female workers, including exotic dancers, rates
of victimization of sex crimes are higher among employees of SOBs than other popu lations of
females. Working at an SOB puts women at a greater risk for victimization, especially when
combined with alcohol use.
What is not quite as clear is if patronizing an SOB contributes to the perpetration of sexual violence.
There Is an indication that viewing pornography contributes to perpetration of sexual violence, but
clearly, exotic dance differs from pornography. Researchers found that the more a woman acted
with pleasure rather than disgust in a violent pornography vignette, the more arousal grew (Davis et
al., 2006). Frank (2005) and Wood (2000) both reported in separate studies that exotic nude
dancers must create the illusion of sexual pleasure, acceptance, and intimacy to make more money
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from customers. Dancers forced to give the illusion of pleasure may be the victims of misinterpreted
adva nces and assaults from patrons. The creation and utilization of private booths for lap dances
have been highly criticized (Farley, 2005; Holsopple, 1998) for increasing hidden spaces, making
women more vulnerable. Limited studies of customers at SOBs have revea led pleasu re of the
masculine-dominated space and accepta nce of traditional gender roles (Frank, 2005; Wood, 2000).
Creating a fantasy image of a woman who is sexually avai lable is important to clients (Frank, 2005).
Resea rch with sex offenders linked fantasy as an important prequel to aggression (Bea urega rd et al.,
2005). Rapists also report greater acceptance of negative gender stereotypes and hypermasculinity
(Carr & VanDeusen, 2004). What may be likely is that sexual assault perpetrators may seek places
where there are vulnerable women. If sexual assa ult is the intention and alcohol is present, the
situation may be dangerous.
Clearly, most men that patronize SOBs are not rapists and treat female workers with respect. Not all
women who work at SOBs wou ld consider themselves victims of sexual violence or workers in the sex
industry. Patrons of SOBs do not all consume alcohol or other drugs. However, there is substantial
evidence that women who work at SOBs
. experience more sexual violence, that alcohol is a tool used
.
for victimization and perpetration of violence, and that pornography contributes to the likelihood t hat
a man wo uld commit a sexual aggressive act. The fi ndings of this literature review indicate t hat
there is a connection between perpetration of sexual violence, alcohol, and sexually oriented
businesses due to the effects of alcohol on perpetration, the type of consumers at SOBs, and the
increased risk to women workers.

>Recommendations
Fu rther research is greatly needed to explicitly explore the connection between sexually oriented
businesses, alcohol, and perpetration of violence. This resea rch shou ld be undertaken in both
community and college settings and focus on perpetrators ' use of SOBs and alcohol. It shou ld also
focus on the experience of women wo rking in the sex industry, including exotic dancers. Efforts to
prevent sexual violence are best informed by perpetration and victimization trends. This constitutes
primary prevention, where the event is prevented from ever happening (Costello & Blyth, 2004). In
the instance of sexual violence, this includes focusing on perpetration and working in
interdisciplinary groups to prevent assaults before they sta rt and add ress male sexual aggression
before it becomes rape (Costello & Blyth, 2004). In a study of prevention among potential victims,
ta rgeting risk fa ctors and teaching self-protective skills was fo und to be most effective. Teaching
about the dangers of alcohol is an important part of reducing assa ults (Sochting, et. al., 2004). At
least one state and three counties across America have limited or banned alcohol use in SOBs, partly
because of fears about personal safety and increased crimes (Keen, 2008). This idea should be
explored further by research to test its validity, as it might be an importa nt key to preventing
violence.
Sexua l re-victimization, including repeated sexua l assau lts, is a pressing danger for female sex
workers. Women have a higher risk of being assa ulted if they have been raped before (Macy, 2007).
Substance abuse is a relevant concern for the victim of repeated assaults (Macy, 2007). In a study
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of more than 300 college students, the social cognitions about risk behaviors were explored with
female abuse survivors (Smith, et. al., 2004). Any type of childhood abuse made sexual violence
five times more likely to occur again. Social cognitions about the perception of risk were disrupted.
Less risk and more benefits were perceived with alcohol and drug use among victims as compared
to non-victims (Smith et al., 2004). Programs and mental health interventions are needed
specifically to address re-victimization of women.
Specific Interventions shou ld address the mental and physical health of female workers.
Empowering and supportive programs are needed to help women working at SOBs and to deal with
the stress and stigma of their jobs (Jackson et al. , 2007). The high level of violence experienced by
this population indicates that mental health services need to be readily available (Raphael &
Shapiro, 2004). High rates of post-traumatic stress disord er among this population confirm this
need (Farley, 2003). In addition, sexually oriented business owners can help by eliminating or
improving private booths that create the opportunity for violence and by hiring alert staff to create a
culture of safety. SOBs can also create a climate of respect for female workers Inside their clubs by
having a zero-tolerance policy for sexual harassment and violence against women.

>Conclusion
Sexually oriented businesses pose potential advantages and dangers to female workers. Exotic
dance can provide the opportunity for personal empowerment and economic gain. It can also put
women nt

rls~{

for greater exposure to sexuAI violence. With the boom of SOOs In the past two

decades, researchers have begun to assess the effects of the industry on the women who work In It
and the communities in which the businesses exist. More Information is needed about the
customers of SOBs and their motivations and tendencies to sexual aggression.
The connection between crime and alcohol has been established, especially sexual violence.
Research from bars and pubs suggests that violence Is more likely to occur when d rinking and sexual
activity are combined. This might indicate that the same would be true for SOBs that serve alcohol.
Both bars and SOBs increase the risk of victimization for women. Putting the pieces together, it
seems that alcohol, bars, and sexually oriented businesses all increase the risk for victimization.
Sexually oriented businesses may provide an opportunity for personal empowerment and economic
growth, but they also provide hypermascullne climate where violence against women thrives. By
Increasing private spaces, opportun ities for assault have Increased. When SOBs and alcohol are
combined, it presents risks for victimization and perpetration. This literature review concludes that
sexually oriented businesses, especially when combined with alcohol, increase the risk for both
perpetration and victimization of sexual violence against women.
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Appendix II
Secondary Occupational

l~pacts

on Erotjc Dancers

>Introduction
Sexually oriented businesses (SOBs) include adult cabarets, massage parlors, video stores, and
other live nude services. Adult cabarets employ a variety of workers, but female entertainers are the
major draw for customers. This industry is reported to be very lucrative and profitable (Hanna,
2005). Adult cabarets vary from the neighborhood bar model to sophisticated establishments more
commonly referred to as "gentlemen's clubs" that cater specifically to professional and business
clientele . .Clubs provide a range of services, including food, alcoholic

b~verages,

and televised

sports, but their main attraction is the female exotic dancers who provide stage, table, and lap
dances, and the opportunity for indefinite conversation (Frank, 2005). This literature review
summarizes the research related to women working as entertainers in the exotic dance club
industry. This review explores the challenges and benefits of working in an SOB for female
entertainers, and describes their experiences as dancers.
Skipper and McCaghy have defined an "exotic dancer" as one who removes all or most of her
clothing in a sexually suggestive fashion to a paying audience in a performance environment.
Entertainers are also known as "strippers, " "stripteasers, " ''table dancers," "go-go dancers," and
"adult entertainers" (Skipper & McCaghy, as cited in Bernard, C., et al. 2003, p.2). The label for
women who work in this industry is among one of the ongoing debates in literature on SOBs, and the
terms chosen may mostly accurately illustrate the author's bias.
Women who work in adult cabarets come from a variety of socioeconomic and demographic
backgrounds. They may be single with no children, married or single mothers, or students putting
themselves through college and graduate school (Hanna, 2005). The typical entertainer, then, is not
definitive. What is clear, however, is the substantial increase in the number of women working in
this industry. Mestemacher & Roberti (2004) estimate 68,000 women currently work as
enterta iners in adult cabarets in the United States, an increase from the estimated 8,000 in the
1960s (Forsyth & Deshotels, 1997).
Studies have documented the experiences of women entertainers in adult cabarets (Thompson &
Harred, 1992; Forsyth & Deshotels, 1997; Sloan & Wahab, 2004; Mestemacher & Roberti, 2004;
Barton, 2007; Price, 2008; Bradley, 2008; Jeffreys, 2008; Philaretou, 2006; Wesley, 2002;
Holsopple, 1998; Wood, 2000; Farley et al., 2003; Farley, 2005; Erickson & Tewksbury, 2000;
Barton, 2002; Hanna, 2005; Thompson, Harred, & Burks, 2003). The research has focused on three
main areas:
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motivations for becoming a dancer and successive socia lization to the industry
the stigma, challenges, and rewards attached with this profession and how entertainers
manage that stigma

•

entertainer-customer interactions.

Literature written on adult cabarets and the experiences of female workers is deeply divided In both
tone and findings. This review acknowledges work that cites the economic and emotional rewards
for women In this industry and conversely the compelling information about the chA llenges and
hazards of being a female entertainer at an SOB.

>The Work Environment
The environment of an SOB is created specifically for male clients as a space very different from the
exterior world. In this space, women respond to men with kind ness and attention right away, nudity
is constant and female entertainers provide companionship and intimacy (Erickson & Tewksbury,
2000). The physical space must complement the work being performed by the women.
Ente.rtai ners' work area mainly consists of the stage, the club f loo·r. and a private room or booth.
Dancers' performances also depend on the "size of the club and stage, the city in which the clu b is
located, and the numbers of performe rs composing the show" (Forsyth & Deshotels, 1997). Local
and state laws and regulations dictate the "amount of clothing they may remove and their actions
during the performance" (Forsyth & Deshotels, 1997). The specific clu b a woma n works at
determines the level of safety, expectation and overall work environment (Bradley, 2008).

>Decision to Entertain & Typologies of Entertainers
Severa l studies have explored the reasons why women Initially engage in the adult entertainment
business. Skipper and McCaghy's (1970) grou ndbreaking study was based on 35 forma l and 40
Informal interviews with entertainers and repo rted on three cond itions that characterized women's
decisions to work in this profession. The chara cterization was based on either a tendency toward
exhibitionism -by an opportunity that presented Itself- and potential economic gain. More than 30
years later, Forsyth & Deshotels (1997) reported similar reasons women joined the exotic dancing
industry. Thompson and Harred's (1992) structu red interviews with 40 topless da ncers added an
additional important context to the decision-making of women entertainers. They reported that
almost half t he women in their study danced topless for the first time because they were either
slight ly or extremely inebriated and some of these women, under the influence of alcohol, were
challenged to dance topless and accepted that dare. This initial event was what led them to work in
the industry. Others were drawn to t his profession because of the potential lucrative gains, while
others were introduced to the profession by friends or social contacts. Overwhelmingly, women
reported In a variety of stud ies that financial needs were the number one fa ctor motivating their
entry into the SOB industry (Jackson, Bennett, & Sowinski, 2007; Phllaretou, 2006; Wesley, 2002;
Wood, 2000; Spencer, 2005; Barton, 2002; Han na, 2005).
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Sloan and Wahab (2004) interviewed 30 dancers (13 currently employed as dancers and 17 former
dancers) In three cities including a state capital, a larger urban are?, and a smaller working-class
city. They asked about employment and eco nomic history prior to becoming a dancer, t he reasons
for becoming a dancer, and the sense of agency about th is decision. The authors characterized
women into four categories: survivor, nonconformist, worker, and dancer. The survivors included
women with extensive histories of childhood abuse. These women often became dancers as
underage teenagers without any past dance experience, but made ent ertainin g a career. Nonconformists were characterized as rebellious women who chose to live alternative lifestyles and had
th e freedom and resources to enter the profession and leave when they wished. These women were
mostly white, middle or upper socioeconomic status, and often college-educated. The majority of
women in the workers group were working-class, never married, white, or Latina women. They chose
t he profession because it offered a high Income. Workers often joined the industry after completing
high school and remained for a few years. The final group of women - dancers- had previous training
and experience as non-nude dancers and wished to continue in this line of work. This resea rch gives
important insight about the ways into or motivations for becoming a nude dancer. It signifies the
importance of internal and external fa ctors related to their decisions. It concluded that while women
enter the profession of exotic dancing for lucrative monetary gai n and creative expression, many stay
as a means of survival and a lack of other employment opportunities at a similar wage base. The
ability to leave the dance profession was more viable for women who had greater levels of education
and other financial assistance (Sloan & Wahab, 2004).
Findings also suggest that the exotic dance club industry ca n be exploitative and dangerous or
potentia lly dangerous for wome n. They face occupational dangers Includ ing harassment , mental
health issues, sexual and physical violence, and decreased wages (Holsopple, 1998; Farley et al.,
2003; Fa rley, 2005; Barton, 2002). While many women decide to work as entertainers, others do
not. The supply of women to some clubs in the United States can involve human trafficking and
organized crime, creating a group of forced laborers (Anderson & O'Connell Davidson, Dickson, and
Mon zini, as cited In Jeffreys, 2008). Jeffreys (2008) discussed t he troubles created by the Canadian
visa for exotic dancers. Many women and children were trafficked into Canadian clubs and forced to
either perform sexual acts or fa ce threats of stalling the visa process by their captors.
Academic resea rch suggests that though the women who enter the dance profession may differ in
personality, money is almost always the most important consideration. While women with dance
training and those non-conformists looking for a new experience make the decision to dance, most
new dancers entering the field are women who have little other comparable economic opportunities
and who might, given a different set of circumstances make another employment decision
(Holsopple, 1998; Sloan & Wahab, 2004; Plum ridge, 2001; Philaretou, 2006). Many women have
purely finan cial motivations for entering the exotic dance profession, be it dea ling with the end of a
relationship, putting themselves t hrough school, paying for child care, or Just needing extra money.
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>Owner/Management and Entertainer Relationship
Recent literature has provided some details about the operations of exotic dance clubs. In general,
these clubs follow a hierarchy that includes a descending order of power: (a) the owner and/ or the
manger, (b) the disc Jockeys (DJs), (c) the dancers, (d) the bartenders. and (e) the waitresses and
bouncers (Forsyth & Deshotels, 1997). In many clubs, women are hired as contractors without
benefits. As contractors, dancers do not receive fringe benefits such as sick leave, health Insurance,
or retirement benefits (Jeffreys, 2008). Contract entertainers are also not entitled to file
discrimination claims or receive

worl~crs'

compensation or unemployment benefits (Fischer, 1996;

Mattson, as cited in Holsopple, 1998, p. 3). In some instances, dancers pay the club owner for the
use of the stage in the form of a rental fee (Cooke, as cited in Holsopple, 1998; Forsyth & Deshotels,
1997; Prewitt. 1989). Entertai ners earn income from tips by patrons, and some club rules dictate
that they share a portion of those tips with the bouncers and DJ. In some clubs, the cost of dancing
might be up to 50% of their earned tips (Forsyth & Deshotels, 1997). Some clubs also operate with
a shift quota rule, where the entertainer is required to earn a min imum amount, and if she is unable
lo earn lh<:1L quola, she may accrue a debt (Holsopple, 1998). Some women make excellent tips and
annual income of a dancer has been estimated by some to be around $63,000 (Spencer, 2005).
Other dancers interviewed for research have said that SOB wages vary: One night might be lucrative,
and in another, tips are not enough to cover the typical expenses or chi ld care (Barton, 2002;
Sanchez, 1997; Philaretou , 2006)
Though the dancers are considered as Independent workers, they often have to fo llow strict club
norms. Owners and managers usually have rigid scheduling and shift req uirements, tipping to other
staff, and price setting for table and private dances. Many clubs a lso control how the dancers
conduct themselves during their shifts, including their bathroom usage, the number of breaks they
take, and how many of them can be in the dressing room at one time (Holsopp le, 1998). Clubs
owners may also control the entertainers by pressuring them to shave off their pubic hair, maintain a
year-long tan, or undergo surgery for breast augmentation (Lewis & Maticka-Tyndale, 1998). Clubs
are known to impose rules through fin es (Cooke, as cited in Holsopple, 1998; Enck & Preston, 1988;
Ronai, as cited in Holsopple, 1998). Club management makes heavy fines compulsory. Penalties
include $1 per minute for being late, up to $100 for ca lling in sick, and other random charges for
incidents such as "talking back" to customers or staff, using the telephone without permission, and
touching stage mirrors. "Women are also fined for f lashing, prostitution, taking off their shoes,
fighting with a customer, being late on stage, leaving the main floor before the DJ ca lls her off, not
cashing in one dollar bills, profanity in music, being sick, not cleaning the dressing room, using baby
oil on stage, dancing with her back to a customer and being touched by a customer" (Enck &
Preston, as cited in Holsopple, 1998, p. 4).

>Health
There are social, emot iona l, and physical health risks and benefits to working in an SOB. To protect
female employees, rules of conduct are in place for customers of exotic dance clubs. Although
management of these clubs commonly ban customers from touching the women, this rule is not
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always strictly enforced and is often violated (Enck & Preston , 1988; Forsyth & Deshotels, 1997;
Ronai & Ellis, 1989; Thompson & Harred, 1992). Some researchers report that exotic dancing
usually involves prostitution (Boles & Garbin, 1974; Forsyth & Deshotels, 1997; Prewitt, 1989; Ronai

& Ellis, 1989; Thompson & Harrod, 1992). Some critics of SOBs have gone so far as to call adult
entertainment a form of indoor prostitution (Farley et al, 2003). Hanna (2005) argues that clubs
promote positive and safe sexual expression and experiences, and asserts that dancers are
supported and protected by club rules. In a sample of 36 dancers, Barton (2007) found that all
women interviewed had been touched by a customer in a manner that was against club policy.
However, Frank (2005) countered that in her experience as a dancer and her own academic
observations, rules concerning contact between dancers and customers were followed.
Physical health concerns for exotic dancers vary from back and neck problems to sexua lly
transmitted infections (STls). In a study of 30 dancers, Lewis and Maticka-Tyndale (1998) found that
the occupation of exotic dancing increased the risk of HIV/AIDS and STls. In further examination,
resea rchers found that the sample experienced chronic back and leg pain from the outfits worn at
work, and encountered unsa
. nitary workplace conditions (Maticka-Tyndale, et al .. 2000).. Hanna

(2003) argues that dancing is a physical art form, comparing it to the manner in which ath letes
exercise and use their body to entertain people and earn pay.

Emotional health is a subject often explored in research about exotic dancing. Some dancers have
expressed increased feelings of power, sexuality, freedom, and stability that come from working at
SOBs (Frank, 2005; Philaretou, 2006; Sloan & Wahab, 2004; Wood, 2000). Barton (2007)
interviewed 36 dancers who supported previous research findings that dancing brought in mon ey
and provided fee lings of power, but also had negative long-term emotional effects. These included
fee lings of rejection, social stigma, discrimination, and violence. Over time, coping techniques
emerge, such as dissociation and "othering" that entails the creation of a separate persona to cope
(Barton, 2007). In a study of women across the globe working in the sex industry, rates of
dissociative disorders were higher than 80% in four different samples of workers (Ross, Farley &
Schwartz, 2003). High rates of depression, anxiety, and major dissociative disorders are often
connected with work at an SOB (Barton, 2007; Ross, Farley & Schwartz, 2003; Maticka-Tyndale,
Lewis, et al., 2000).
Many of the social concerns of women working in SOBs involve weight and body image. Using indepth interviews with dancers, Wesely (2003) investigated body image and the ways in which women
controlled their physiques. Several dancers reported a "weigh-in" criterion by owners. Fa ilure to
meet the standard often resulted in termination. Some women reported using drugs to lose or
control weight (Wesely, 2003). One dancer reported, "Soon as I stopped doing crystal, girl, I gained
30 pounds. Now I do everything in the world to stay fit, but it's just not the sa me as that 'magical'
diet" (Wesely, 2003, p.650). Extreme diets, laxatives, and excessive exercise also were reported ly
used to lose or maintain the standard weight requirements.
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Another important rule of dancing is to maintain a hairless pubic area . Women were frequently
remi nded to shave, including posting signs in the dressing rooms. Women also had to take special
ca re to conceal when they were menstruating (Wesely, 2003).
Dancers went to extremes to get their fantasy bod ies, some even considering plastic surge ry. One
participant said, "I did not need t he liposuction . I think I weighed 125 pounds. But I was so
obsessed with being skinny for the job" (Wesely, 2003, p.650). One young dancer spent about
$30,000 to have extensive cosmetic surgery, including "hair implants, nose job, cheek implants, chin
surgery, breast implants, tummy tuck, and liposuction" (Wesely, 2003, p.654 ). She viewed these
surgeries as necessary. Later she learned that her breast implants had to be removed beca use of a
cancer diagnosis. She said , "I was pissed .... Basically, I didn't care about the cancer. I care about
me not having big boobs. And then once you get a boob j ob all that skin is stretched. So it was going
to go back and it wa s going to be saggy" Wesely, 2003, p.655).
Entertainers also used othe r, less extreme techniques to feel more confident and sexy. For exa mple,
one dancer shared that, ;'When you become a dancer, you lea rn to walk wit h, you know, you r butt
stuck out. your boobs, you learn to throw your shoulders back so your boobs are as firm looking as
possible. You learn to carry yourself a certain way" (Wesely, 200 3, p.653). Da ncers reported being
very conscious of how they carry their bodies and of being objectified at the workplace. In a study
comparing the experiences of 4 3 college age wome n to 40 dancers, the dancers reported a
significantly highe r level of objectificat ion t han t he college students (Down s, James & Cowan, 2006).
While ma nagement constantly pressured dancers to be thin, women also "self critique(d]" and
criticized . Women compared their bodies to other da ncers, and if they perceived their body as
inferior, they felt pressure to improve their looks (Wesely, 2003). The competition for tips and
attention among dancers ca used social pressure and discomfort (Barton, 2002). Barton 's (20 02)
qualitative study of 22 dancers revea led that a dancer's self-esteem was tied to how much money
she made. A good night improved self-image, while a bad night or competition with other women
was detrimental. Competition for money and the best customers strained relationships wit h other
dancers (Barton, 2002).
Few studies have looked at the bigger context of sexualization, abuse, and power for the women in
the exotic dance prof ession, both as children and adults (Wesley, 2002). Physical, emotiona l, and
socia l health is influenced by the location of the club, their previous life experiences, alcohol and
drug use, and workplace violence. Even fewer have examined occupational hea lth and safety issues
associated with adult entertainment. These are critica l elements for exploration about sexually
oriented business.

>Workplace Violence
For many dancers working at an SOB, workplace violence Is a serious concern. Holsopple (1998)
conducted interviews and surveys with 18 dancers, all of who m reported experiencing workplace
violence. The types of violence included having breasts and buttocks grabbed, genitals penetrated,
rape, and verbal abuse. Acts were most often comm itted by customers and male employees
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(Holsopple, 1998). Jeffreys (2008) criticized the movement toward lap dances as a main
moneymaker for dancers beca use of the dangers of being in a private space. In a sample of 222
Midwest American female SOB workers, 48% of dancers reported experiencing the threat of rape
and 23% were forced to have sex against their will (Raphael & Shapiro, 2004). Wesley's (2002)
sample of 20 dancers reported histories of abuse and sexual revictimization in the SOB setting.
Farley (2003) asserts that rate of rape for dancers is twice that of other North Ame rican women, and
that exotic dancing is a dangerous profession.
Other academic works have explored the experience of workplace violence with more minimal
results. Barton (2002, 2007) reported that while violence was a concern and reality for women
sa mpled, rude customers and verbal harassment were a more pressing concern. Hanna's (2003)
work with dancers has provided reports of empowerment and support from staff members. Fo urteen
Canadian SOB workers reported that most clients are respectable (Bruckert, Parent & Robitaille,
2003). While violence may not be the everyday norm, it is an occupational hazard . In this review of
articles with a resea rch ed sample of SOB workers and dancers, all the groups of wome n reported
and subject to small sampling.
some. workplace violence or harassment. While the extent is unknown
.
sizes, the existence of workplace violence is threate ning for all dancers. The combination of alcohol,
nudity, and masculinity-promoting space makes SOBs a vulnerable place to be, where male privilege
thrives (Erickson & Tewksbury, 2000).

>Alcohol and Drug Use
Rules about drinking vary among clubs. While some prohibit dancers to drink, others expect women
to drink with customers, although not so much that it interferes with their ability to perform . Lewis
and Maticka-Tyndale (1998) reported that the women in their study used alcohol before their first
stage appearance. Many continued drinking to help them get through their shifts and to forget other
life problems. Some women continued to depend on alcohol throughout their dancing careers (Lewis
& Maticka-Tyndale, 1998) and reported a high tolerance to alcohol (Lewis & Maticka-Tyndale, 1998;

Ronai & Ellis, 1989). However, not all of the dancers continued to drink. Some women entered the
SOB profession to help pay for drugs and alcohol (Jackson, Bennett, & Sowinski, 2007). Women who
stopped drinking shortly after their careers began cited safety reasons, reporting feeling more
vulnerable to injury and having concerns about loss of control while dancing (Lewis & MatickaTyndale, 1998). Some women also chose not to drink because of the cost. Holsopple (1998) found
that some women had been forced to drink on the job.
Lewis & Maticka-Tyndale (1998) found that most of the exotic dancing clubs did not have an active
drug trade. In clubs where drugs were available, it was often marijuana and cocaine (a cocaine
derivative) supplied by either staff or customers. It appears that the presence or absence of illicit
drugs chiefly depended on policies enforced by club management. Marijuana was the most
commonly used substance among the women in the club. Some entertainers used it similar to
alcohol- to "get in the mood" so that they could perform - while others used It as an alternative to
alcohol, trying to avoid a possible alcohol addiction (Lewis & Maticka-Tyndale, 1998). Women also
reported the using hallucinogens, ecstasy, amphetamines, and heroin, though these were much less
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common than marijuana and cocaine. The women's stories of addiction varied. For women
reporting marijuana addiction, use occurred prior to beginning their adult entertainment careers.
However, when it came to using other illicit substances, women reported using these drugs because
they were available in the clubs. Some women depended on drugs to "keep them on top" of
entertaining (Lewis & Maticka-Tyndale, 1998, p.13).

>Coping Strategies Used by Dancers
Based on field observation s inside exotic dance clubs (five clubs in North Carolina, Las Vegas, and
Michigan) and informal interviews with five female exotic dancers, Philaretou (2006) explored some
of the intra personal and interpersonal dynamics for entertainers. Most women had no experience
related to the job; rather they had some socialization experiences from their previous employment
connected to entertainment, such as dancing, singing, or acting. They learned this trade while on
the job, observing and mimicking routines and other Job-related responsibiliti es. Outside of work,
women used neutralization and normalization to maintain a sense of balance (self-concept, selfesteem, and self-efficacy) (Thompson & Harred, 1992; Sykes & Mat1a, as cited in Philaretou, 2006).
· The techniques that helped women to validate the nonconfdrming nature of their work included the
denial of injury, responsibility, and victim ization. Dancers also used cognitive and emotional
dissonance to bridge dislike of the job with t he need to do it, often by creating another persona
(Thompson, Harred, & Burks, 2003). This supports Barton's (2007) findings that dancers use
"othering" to cope with the negative emotional consequences of their job.
Research also found that entertainers had a difficult time negotiating the impact of their career in
their intimate relationships. Their partners were often anxious, jealous, and concerned about their
safety because of late hours, precarious locations, and unruly and disrespectful customers. Many
women reported being involved with fe llow female dancers because of their e motional burnout with
men and a shared understanding, acceptance, and respect from other dancers (Ca rey, Peterson, &
Sharpe, 1974; Philaretou, 2006). Most women entered the profession because it was lucrative in a
short period of time. However, less educated and unskilled women tended to continue with dancing,
while more educated and skilled dancers tend to see their occupation as a means to an end.
In her qualitative study, Barton (2007) used observations, interviews, and focus groups and included
36 dancers in nine cl ubs in Silverton (a pseudonym for a midsized city in the United States) and
exotic dance clu bs in San Francisco, Ca lifo rnia, and Oahu, Hawaii. The author writes about
boundaries or personal rules and creation of an entertainer persona. Study participants estimated
approximately 20% of all customers were abusive and that they therefore needed "psychospatial"
boundaries. Dancers described sexual harassment as when clients regularly asked for perform sex
acts In violation of club rules and touched In offensive ways without their consent. Boundary-setting
was seen as an occupational necessity. Due to the longer-term negative toll of exotic dancing on
mental health, the boundaries often involved using techniques of dissociation to cope (Barton,
2007).
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Women also faced discrimination at their jobs, especially during the hiring process. Some African
American dancers reported that they had to work much harder than their white counterparts to
achieve an equal level of sexual desirability by the customers, and thus implying the ideal body
image t hat corresponds to whiteness (Hooks, 1997).

>Quitting Dancing
Few studies have investigated reasons behind dancers quitting their profession. Using a
combination of convenience, snowballing, and purposive sampling methods, Sloan (1997)
investigated reasons why dancers quit the profession. She interviewed 30 dancers (from 1994 to
1995) in three different southwestern cities. The dancers in the study worked as topless dancers
from six to 19 years. Of the 30 participants, 17 were no longer working as dancers and working in a
variety of fields, including as a physician, attorney, laborer, manager, and artist. Four reasons for
quitting dancing were mentioned: burnout, drinking and/or drugs, health reasons, and because they
had someone to support them. Several secured other jobs and five enrolled in college. Women who
cited burnout reported that they no longer enjoyed dancing; it became increasingly uncomfortable,
and they were less enthusiastic about it. Other women quit beca use of an overuse ·of alcohol and
drugs, and still others were tired of the party environment. Women also quit dancing because they
had relationships that supported them , including pare nts, husbands, and friends (Sloan, 1997).

>Dancer's Rights
In the summer 1996, at the Lusty Lady Theater in San Francisco, California, dancers unionized by
joining Local 790 of the Service Employee International Union. Dancers joined to protest
discriminatory practices, including hiring based on race and other infringements such as customers
being able to videotape entertainers without their consent. unfair disciplinary policies, lack of health
benefits, and job security. Regardless of this effort and victory, Wesely (2003) reported continued
problems related to racism.
In their study of dancers, and based on interviews with 57 dancers and 36 in-depth interviews with
non-dancers, Forsyth and Deshotels (1997) found that clubs consistently forced two rules on
dancers: (1) that the dancers may not leave the club with customers and (2) that they not refuse a
table dance or a private performance. Dancers could be fired if they broke these rules. In addition,
some women are required to give lap dances and, if they refused, are threatened with losing their
jobs (Forsyth & Deshotels, 1997).

>Cone Iusions
Adult entertainment is a little-researched though much-argued subject. The actual experience of the
dancers is relatively unknown to academic researchers. This literature review has indicated that.
while many types of women enter the field, the motivations of money and power are the same for
nea rly all dancers. Workplace benefits include freedom of schedule and expression, money,
increased self-esteem, and feelings of power and sexual excitement. The occupational hazards
include violence; physica l, social, and emotional hea lth concerns; and workplace rights Issues. Adult
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entertaining has negative long-term burnout effects for many women. While exotic da ncing may be a
good career option for some women, others may experience long-term damage from the mental
health and substance-use issues often associated with the profession.
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Appendix Ill
Secondary Impacts of Sexually Oriented Businesses (SOBs)
>Introduction
Sexually oriented businesses include dance clubs and cabarets, massage parlors, video stores, and
live nude modeling. Interestingly, amid criticism from various groups in society about the morality or
legitimacy of this industry, SOBs are credited by others with helping crippling economies by raising
the tax base and generating jobs. More to the point, the industry has been credited for helping to
expand existing businesses and renew low-income areas (Sides, 2006). Proponents argue that the
increase in the municipality's tax base contributes to improved roads, emergency services, and
educational systems. City governments have even "packaged" adult entertainment to draw tourists,
visitors, and their spending dollars. Large convention cities such as Atlanta, Orlando, and Dallas, in ·
particular, have reasoned the increase of adu lt entertainment businesses (West & Orr. 2007) on
these benefits. In many ways, SOBs have the potential to be economica lly lucrative and restorative,
and for a variety of reasons, these businesses might be able to withstand a declining economy better
than other industries.
However, others argue that SOBs also have the potential to draw criminal activity to neighborhoods
and lower property va lues (Cooper & Kelly, 2008). Sti ll others focus their arguments against the
industry on the negative impact of working as an exotic dancer or entertainer (Holsopple, 1998;
Fa rley et al., 2003). Because SOBs have decreased or eliminated enterta iners as employees with
benefits, women rely on tips from customers as the sole base of their incomes (Jeffreys, 2008).
Some research also indicates that exotic dancing is a dangerous profession for women, causing an
increased vulnerability to sexually transmitted infections, violence, and mental health cha llenges
(Lewis & Maticka-Tyndale, 1998; Farley et al., 2003, & Thompson, Harred, & Burks, 2003) and,
therefore, the industry is harmful to women economically, physically, and menta lly (Holsopple, 1998;
Farley et al., 2003).
This lite rature review is a summary of positive and negative secondary effects of SOBs on
communities and the women who work in the industry. Findings cited in this review vary by source,
and while some researchers conceptualize research on SOBs as pioneering, others argue that it is an
established body of work (Frank, 2007). Adult entertainment businesses are the subject of heated
and polarized debate, particularly among and between feminists. Many argue that the industry
empowers women, while others argue that it is exploitative. These factions influence the research
and its methodology, making a review of both perspectives necessary (Barton, 2002). This review
focuses on SOBs oriented to heterosexual males.
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In this review, the terms "entertaining, " "exotic dance, " and "stripping" are used synonymously, as
are the terms "entertainer," "dancer," and "fe male worker.'' In addition, "sexually oriented
businesses," "strip clubs," "clubs," a nd "adult entertainment businesses" are used interchangeably.

>The Dancers as Earners: Economic Structure of SOBs
The most common and presumably well-organized business model is that of dancers or enterta iners
as independent contractors (Jeffreys, 2008). The club collects a rental fee from dancers for the use
of the stage and private room s. Some a rgue that this model, contrary to regu lar-paid employees,
gives entertai ners more autonomy and control over the hours worked, private dances accepted, and
income earn ed based on performance quality (Spencer, 2005). Using this model, entertainers are
entitled to keep the tips that t hey receive du ring that even ing. However, some clubs req uire the
dancer to share a portion of t heir earnings with management, bouncers, and disc jockeys (Bruckert,
Parent, & Robitaille, 2003). This model is in contrast to a previous system in which entertainers
received wages and benefits as employees (Jeffreys, 2008).
Most entertai ners report that their work provides a way for them to earn quick money to suppart
themselves and their families, and for some, to get an education. The chief positive secondary effect
for entertainers is the potentia l to ea rn high incomes (Barton, 2002; Spencer, 2005; & Philaretou,

2006). Other positive effects include feelings of power, sexual exploration, and the ability to meet
new people (Philaretou, 2006; Sloan & Wahab, 2004; & Bruckert, Pare nt, & Robitaille, 2003).
However, some have argued that stage renta l fees, for example, encourage wornen to dance lung
hours to increase their take-home income. This "over-enth usiastic-da ncer" theory might specifically
apply to dancers who are average-looking or have lower cha nces of earning more tips com pared to
other dancers (Taggert, 2008). Other researchers have conceptualized SOB work as another fo rm of
marginalized gendered labor, where women must work long hours to make more money for others,
mostly males (Bruckert, Parent, & Robitaille, 2003). While some argue that a dancer ca n make an
ave rage of $60,000 a year (Spencer, 2005), other qualitative research indicates that some women
don 't make enough to pay for basic needs (Barton, 2002). This lack of consensus underscores the
SOB debate around t he positive economic impacts. Is it that women who work in th is indust ry value
the f lexibi lity in their schedu le and the possibility of earning large cash incomes or does t he business
model contribute to an exploitative gendered labor practice where male owners earn much more
income th an the women entertainers?

>Patrons and Customers
Another important economic exchange in this ind ust ry is between the pat rons a nd the entertainers.
Clubs owners and the entertainers rely on customers for t heir significant economic gain. Among the
patrons are "regulars" who ca n be categorized into two groups. The first group of regulars are those
who frequently visit the clu bs and may spend long hours, but do not spend a lot of money on the
dancers. As for the second group of regulars, the dancers depend significantly on this group
beca use of t heir large monetary contribution. They are known as "monetary regulars" (Brewster,

2003). These regulars may not visit the clubs frequently, but they spend a large sum of money while
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at the clubs, including buying more and different dances and spending money on food and alcohol.
Therefore, because of their enormous contributions, the "monetary regulars" enjoy special privileges
inside the club, such as entertainers, wait staff, and other employees paying extra attention to them.
In addition to earning tips from customers, entertainers may also receive additional financial support
in the form of expensive gifts (Brewster, 2003). A very small percentage of patrons are considered to
be "sugar daddies" or mon etary regulars (Erickson & Tewksbury, 2000).
The entertainer-customer relationship has been defined as mutually beneficial or exploitative where
dancers use their sexuality and male patrons use their money (Erickson & Tewksbury, 2000).
Entertainers earn cash tips in a variety of ways, and those ways have changed In the past couple of
decades. More cities and states have allowed women to be nude on stage, and that has led to more
lap dances and private booth Interactions between entertainers and customers (Sanchez, 1997).
The increased contact with patrons has provided a way for entertainers to earn more income.
Another trend is for other businesses to use adult entertainment clubs to conduct their business
transactions. Professionals are able to conduct business while ostensibly enjoying the
entertainment at an SOB, and these avenues might increase sales and profits for companies
(Spencer, 2005). As a result, some clubs have refurbished themselves to suit the needs of
professional clientele by providing quality meals and meeti ng rooms. This trend also seems to
legitimize the industry in popular culture as a mainstream professional activity (Bradley, 2008). As
described, the economic exchange between entertai ners and customers is positive and mutually
beneficial. However, the increased reliance on individual "lap dances" may create more of an
increased vulnerability toward unwanted or over-the-line remarks, exploitation, or violence by
customers (Sanchez, 1997; Holsopple, 1998; & Jeffreys, 2008).

>Secondary Effects of Working in the Club for Female Entertainers
Research findings have asserted positive and negative impacts of the adult entertainment business
for female workers. Sex work has proven in social science literature to be potentially mentally and
physically dangerous to women workers. However, more recent qualitative studies explored the
benefits of this type of entertaining (Frank, 2005; Bradley, 2008; Philaretou, 2006; Sloan & Wahab,
2004; & Barton, 2002) . The potential positive and negative impacts of adult entertainm ent start
perhaps with definitional disputes.
The debate begins with sex work - and whether adult entertainment is considered sex work. While
some assert that exotic dance is a sexualized art form (Frank, 2005; Hanna, 2003), others define
exotic dancing as indoor prostitution. "Indoor prostitution includes massage parlors and saunas,
brothels, strip clubs and escort services" (Farley, 2005, pp.952). Undoubtedly some owners and
entertainers take offense to the "indoor prostitution" or "prostitute" label. However, research
regarding the health of dancers found common ground among these labels. "What is common
across all of the forms of labor is the sale of a service to satisfy a sexual fantasy, produce sexual
excitement, or arousal, and/or provide sexual satisfaction to a customer" (Maticka-Tyndale, Lewis,
Clark, Zubick, & Young, 2000, pp.88).
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Exotic dance conceptualized as part of other forms of sex labor, under the umbrella of indoor
prostitution, substantiates overwhelming negative secondary effects. In a study of 69 female sex
workers, a quarter of whom were dancers, work stressors included physical, verbal, and sexual
abuse, fear of violence, and harassment (Jackson, Bennett, & Sowinski (2007). The threat of
violence is a reality for many dancers. Raphael & Shapiro's (2004 ) research with 222 female sex
workers, including dancers, in Chicago revealed experiences of forced sex, threatened rape, and
physical violence. While many clubs have "no-touching rules," dancers reported that bouncers often
look the other way, leading to increased sexual and physical violence, especially in private booths
(Sanchez, 1997). Holsopple (1998) found that all (n "' 18) of the exotic dancers she Interviewed had
experienced physical and sexual abuse in the club setting and, therefore, concludes that this
increased risk of physical, sexual, and verbal violence is a negative secondary effect. Physical health
issues also include an increased risk for HIV and other sexually transmitted infections (Lewis &
Maticka-Tyndale, 1998).
There are also negative secondary effects pertaining to mental health . Increased stress over threat
of violence .is a reality for many women (Jackson et al., 2007). The profession of exotic dancer
carries a social stigma that causes many women to establish negative mental coping mechanisms
(Thompson, Harred, & Burks, 2003). These include denial of injury (where the dancer asserts that
dancing hurts no one, including herself); condemn ation of the condemners. (where those who
oppose dance are put down), and increased cognitive and emotional dissonance, in which other
personas are crea led lo separate the dance profession from the life outside the club (Thompson et
al., 2003). Dancers also report decreased self-esteem from the constant scrutiny over their bodies
and competition with other entertainers for tips (Barton. 2002).
Exotic dancers working in SOBs have higher rates of trauma-related mental health Issues than other
populations of women and. as such. mental hea lth disorders are a possible negative secondary
effect. Ross, Farley, & Schwartz (2003) studied female workers. including dancers, around the world
and found high levels of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), pathological dissociation, major
depression, and other severe mental health issues. PTSD was found to be a common health
problem for sex workers in another sample (Jackson et al. , 2007). Exotic dancing is reported by
research participants to take a toll over time on female entertain ers' mental health (Barton, 2002).
While the negative impacts of physical and sexual abuse, mental health concerns, and increased
health risks loom large as negative impacts, positive effects have been reinforced by recent research. Philaretou (2006) studied five clubs and five dance rs and found that good pay for
entertai ners, regardless of background and education level, was one of the motivating factors to
staying in the Industry. Plumridge's (2001) sample of 32 SOB workers, including dancers, confirmed
the findings of other research that most women enter the industry for t he economic opportunities
and scheduling freedom. Spencer (2005) asserts that dancing is a lucrative career option for many
women. In an analysis of job satisfact ion, Barton's (2002) sample of 22 dancers at nine clubs
across the United States agreed that money is the major reason for job satisfaction. While reports of
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the actually income of a dancer varies widely, high income is cited as the chief positive secondary
effect.
Exotic dancers working at SOBs also reported increased feelings of freedom and creative expression.
Hanna (2003 ) describes exotic dancing as a form of artistic expression and compares the use of the
dancer's body as entertainment similar to that of an athlete for competition. For some women,
exotic dance has improved their self-esteem (Barton, 2002), and higher academically achieving
women are joining the industry because of these freedoms of expression and the fact that
entertaining is increasingly viewed as a legitimate profession (Bradley, 2008). Exotic dancers have
also reported increased feeling of power (Barton, 2002; Philaretou, 2006) and sexual titillation
(Philaretou, 2006). For some dancers, there are many positive secondary effects, including
increased power, artistic expression, sexual fulfillment, and monetary gain.

>Economic and Other Impacts of Exotic Dance Clubs
There are potential positive and negative secondary effects of SOBs on the level of crime, property
values, and economic functioning of cities. Many cities .rely on revenues generated through adult
entertainment business to keep their municipalities in the black. For example, the city of Topeka,
Kansas, has seven exotic dance clubs that add notably to the city's economy (Spencer, 2005), and in
response to this potential, other cities have sought to increase zoning that limits where SOBs can
exist (Hanna, 2003).

Secondary Effects of SOBs: Reports/Studies from 1998-2008
A review of reports and studies available in the last 10 years on secondary effects of SOBs indicate
an interesting divide betwee n essentially two groups of researchers. These researche rs have not
only reported the positive and negative secondary effects of adult entertainment businesses, but
they also have critiqued and counteracted one another's results, especially with regard to the
methodologies and findings (Frank, 2007: & Hanna, 2003). The major researchers and authors are:
Daniel Linz, Richard McCleary, James W. Meeker, Eric Damian Kelly, Connie B. Cooper, and Judith
Lynne Hanna, among othe rs.
The government of Scotland conducted one of the most extensive analyses of the adult
entertainment industry in recent years (Scottish Government, 2006). Its report examined the
economic, social, and personal impacts of the SOB industry and made recommendations for
regulatory changes. The study was initiated because of concerns about the lack of controls on adult
entertainment activity. The recommendations include the following:
•

There should be national regulations applied to adult entertainment (AE) activity, regardless
of where it takes place.

•

All AE activities should be, at all times, fully visible to the public visiting the premises.

•

Performers should not touch, or be touched by, customers.

•

There should be adequate health and safety protection for performers.
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•

There should be adequate security to ensure compl iance with AE regulations and prevent
illega l activity. Each Local Authority should have discretion to determine appropriate
methods of security, but as a minimum, there should be closed-circuit television (CClV).
Recordings must be retained for at least one month and delivered to the Local Authority
within three working days of request.

•

There shou ld be a minimum age of 18 for AE performers and employed staff, with an
obligation on the operator to ensure compliance.

•

The Local Authority should determine if full nudity is appropriate for a specific venue, taking
into consideration proximity and the degree of security and oversight.

•

Local authorities shou ld be able to control the number and size of venues providing
particular types of AE in specific localities.

•

The Local Authority should determin e the degree of externa l visibility allowed for AE
establishments, taking into account the location of the specific premises.

•

There should be a National Exemption so that the regulations do not apply to artistic
representational performance. Regulations designed to minimize exploitation should not, by
accident, restrict genu ine artistic freedom .

•

The Scottish Executive should develop a coordinated strategic approach to the issue of
gender-based exploitation (Scottish Government, p.83).

In addition to the overall recommendations, one part of the Scottish study exa mined economic
issues regardi ng the role of adult clubs for the leisure Industry being emphasized. According to the
study:
Annual turnover (sales) In the UK Adult Entertainment industry Is estimated to be in excess
of £300 mil/Ion and is one of the fastest growing elements in the UK's "le/sure services"
industry. Our research showed an estimated 110 Individuals working in some form In
Edinburgh, 70 in Glasgow, and 70 In Aberdeen and Dundee combined.
As part of t he overa ll study, a more deta iled report (Quaid, 2006) examined the positive and negative
economic impacts of adult entertainment in Scotland.

Positive Economic Impacts
•

Gross customer expenditure for the adult enterta inment industry Is estimated to be between
$20.39 million and $38.36 million.

•

Because dancers at the clubs make more than the average weekly sa lary that they could
have ea rn ed elsewhere, it was estimated that the annua l ea rn ings of dancers translated into
an additional $3.63 million expenditure across the four cities.

•

Police forces report that ad ult entertainment ven ues seem to have lower levels of violence
and disturbance than other bars and pubs.
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•

Scotland as a whole benefits from the adu lt entertainment industry attracting group tourism.
These tourists often come in large numbers, are primarily single, and have high disposable
incomes.

•

Group tourism benefits Scotland due to associated "adventure" tourism (e.g., go-carting and
white-water rafting).

•

Cities in Scotland are more competitive with other Scottish cities when they have an adult
entertainment venue present.

•

It was argued by Visit Scotland, the official site of Scotland's national tourism organization,
that all businesses connected with group and business tourism benefit from the adu lt
entertainment industry.

Negative Economic Impacts
•

Guests who visit Aberdeen or Edinburgh for adult entertainment are likely to displace other
visitors because accommodation is usually at capacity.

•

In a certain area In Edinburgh, surrounding businesses provided evidence of an "area-wioe
down-market image" due to the adu lt entertainment industry.

•

In Glasgow, negative effects are more prominent on businesses adjacent to adult
entertainment establishments.

•

Property specialists found that, although impacts on property values appear to be negligible,
there is some evidence that the sa lability of nea rby residentia l properties Is negatively
affected.

•

Property specialists also found that properties Immediate ly adjacent to adu lt entertainm ent
establishments in Glasgow are less desirable for certain businesses.

Consequences of Closing Down Adult Entertainment Establishments
•

Closing down the adult e ntertainm ent industry wou ld cause the current establishments to be
converted to other uses (e.g., public houses or clubs).

•

The conversion of exotic dancing clubs to bars and pubs would cause an overall increase in
potential clients for bars and pubs, on the assumption that current clients of exotic dancing
clubs would choose to drink at bars and pubs rather than at home. Closing down the
industry would result in a gross annual output loss of about $ 7.08 - $11.23 million. The loss
of output is estimated to be less than the current sa les of the industry (gross output dancers' self-employed income) and the worker income. Also some establishments may be
converted to other uses if exotic dance clubs were banned.

•

Closing establishments would also result in lost worker expenditures, but less than $3.63
million .

•

Less than 312 direct Jobs would be lost. Including indirect and induced jobs, there would be
a job loss of fewer than 387 jobs.
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•

A consequence of closing down the industry is the possibility of a "black eco nomy" - an
unofficial, unregulated adult entertainment industry. This would directly decrease the
amount of tax revenue received. (Tax revenue amounts were not broken out separately in
the report.)

•

Overall, cities as a whole would not be largely affected. However, sectors associated with
tourism would be affected (e.g., hotels and bars).

Overall, the economic impact of the Scottish ad ult entertainment industry is relatively sma ll
compared to the size of other leisure economies within the cities. The positive and negative effects
of the Industry are mostly confined to the immediate vicinity of the establishments and are only
significant at a local level.
Burns (2000) examines severa l aspects of adult clu bs and other types of adult businesses in the
Atlanta metropolitan area. She includes a history of ad ult clubs in the region, describes in detail
some of the area's prominent clubs, reviews support for adu lt businesses among many elected
officials, and provides different perspectives on crime and secondary effects. Emphasis on adult
j

•

clubs and the large convention Industry in the region is featured prom inently throughout the article.
The author provides numerous financial figures without attribution or sources. These include the
costs of individua l services at different adult businesses (massages, escort services), ranges of
typical income for different workers in the industry (exotic dancers, lingerie models, escorts), and
sales for different segments of the industry (modeling studios, adult bookstores, escort services, and
adult clu bs). In 2000, for instance, t here were 96 escort services listed in the Atlanta yellow pages,
and according to the author's sources, lingerie models typically earned $600-$1,000 weekly (a hotel
worker at the time earned an average of about $400 weekly). Industry segment estimates for 2000
were as follows:
Metropolitan adult club sales
Metropolitan bookstore sales
Modeling studios and spas
Escort services

(40+ outlets)
(30+ outlets)
(50 outlets)
(96)

$80-$100 million
$16.5-$30 mllllon
$50 million+
$26 million

Based on data for Texas clu bs and bookstores presented elsewhere in this report, these estimates
seem reasonable. (Estimates for modeling studios and escort services cou ld not be assessed.)
From the industry segment estimates, and an estimated $20 million in wages for the 4,000 exotic
dancers in the region (no source), a total economic estimate was $192.7 million-$226.2 million.
This figure was then used by a reputable local economist from Georgia State University to estimate a
total economic impact of nearly $400 million ($394.4 million) for all adu lt businesses in the region
at that time.

A separate estimate was prepared also for the adu lt clubs. From the $80 million-$100 million in
estimated total sales, an economic estimate of direct and indirect economic impacts was
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determined to be $200 million-$240 million annually. Data described elsewhere in this report
suggest that the Atlanta economic impact estimate is very likely to be that large, if club sales are in
the estimated range.
While the economic data in this article appear quite credible, despite lacking sources, there is no
way to evaluate some other assertions, such as the importance of clubs for convention bookings.
While the interviews are persuasive and would seem to provide support for this assertion, there is no
conclusive or even mildly strong evidence that clubs are a major factor in attracting large
conventions. Nonetheless, this article provides good background about key economic, political, and
legal dimensions of both adult clubs and adult businesses. It is well-researched, even if sources are
not provided and cannot be verified Independently.

Impact on Property Value
While some studies have focused on incidences of crimes in communities surrounding SOBs, others,
including studies conducted by Cooper & Kelly (2008), have specifically studied the trend of property
values in areas with SOBs. This study exploring the relationship of SOBs and property values in Fort
Worth differea from earlier studies conducted in Indianapolis, Indiana, and Austin (Cooper & Kelly,
2008). The methods used in the earlier investigations (Indianapolis and Austin) compared trends in
property values in an area with an SOB to trends in property values over the same period of time to
comparable area without an SOB. Because of the challenges in finding comparable areas, the
authors decided to use appraisers' opinions to measure the effect on property values. By using
certified appraisers, considered to be experts on property values, the authors designed a survey that
inquired about positive and negative effects of a variety of land uses (for example, religious
institutions, parks, libraries shopping centers, pawn shops, and homeless shelters) (Cooper & Kelly,
2008). Findings indicate appraisers collectively agreed that adult entertainment businesses of any
kind (stores, arcades, or cabarets) contributed to a decrease in single-family home property values
(Cooper & Kelly, 2008). Moreover, 70% reported that the negative influence of adult entertainments
businesses on general property values could extend beyond 3,000 feet or approximately six blocks.
Interestingly, for single-family homes, the distance at which appraised values would no longer be
affected by an adult use was shorter. More than three-quarters said that adult uses tended to
decrease commercial property values, including community shopping centers. Another
approximately 50% of the appraisers felt that adult-oriented businesses impacted shopping centers'
appraised values beyond 3,000 feet. The only other businesses that were impacted by decreasing
the property values of shopping malls were homeless shelters, pawn shops, and bars, but with a
much lower degree as pointed out by the participants (Cooper & Kelly, 2008).
Another important agreement by most of the appraisers was that a concentration of SOBs had a
greater negative impact than isolated uses. Furthermore, according to most of the appraisers, a
maximum of three adult businesses grouped togethe r was considered to have greater impact
especially within approximately 1,000 feet of one another. They also felt the concentration did not
have an impact at an average distance of 3,800 feet (as compared to approximately 2,300 feet to
2,800 feet single uses). The findings of this study are not free of biases: More than 20% of
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appraisers self-reported that they felt that their answers to the survey questions might have been
influen ced by their personal or ethica l beliefs (Cooper & Kelly, 2008).
There is a clear pattern in these survey results. Residential property values, and to a lesser extent
commercial property values, are affected negatively, according to these Texas appraisers, by four
types of SOBs and certain other types of outlets or facilities that often bring undesirable people,
activities, or conditions. This general finding Is not unanticipated. And because the sample of
appraisers brings substantial experience and qualifications to this exercise, their opinions cannot be
dismissed. However, some cautions are In order.
•

This Is opinion data only. In addition, these are opinions based not on actual
observations of properties and locations but on hypothetical situations.

•

Another approach based on actual, not hypothetical, properties and neighborhoods
would have proven valuable. The methodological approach outlined but not chosen by
the authors offered promise.

• •

While it may well be that locating a new SOB adjacent to residentia l or commercial
properties will affect negatively the va lues of existi ng properties, the study is lacking
estimates about the magnitudes of negative impacts. Are the impacts minor or
substantia l?

•

In several of the tables, it should be pointed out that non-SOB entities are viewed as
negatively as the SOB businesses.

•

While the majority (approximately 70%) of respondents stated their appra isal opinions
were unbiased by their personal, moral, or ethical views, it would have been worthwhile
to have had separate tabulations that excluded results from appraisers who reported
that their personal views affected their professional work.

A study similar to Cooper & Kelly (2008) was conducted in Austin in 1986 by the Office of Land
Development Services. The survey of subjective opinions of real estate appraiser and lenders in
Austin (N =54) comprised of three segments that asked: (1) to specify the effect of one adult
bookstore on residential and commercial properties located within one block and three blocks of the
bookstore; (2) to estimate the effect of residential property values with in one block for a variety of
commercial uses other than an adult bookstore; and (3) to esti mate the degree to which property
values were affected by adult businesses (Office of La nd Development Services, 1986). Regarding
the first question, a majority of the respondents believed that an adult book store would have a
negative effect on residential property located within one block. Thirty-one percent reported that the
value of residential property wou ld decrease by 20%. Another 69% reported that the value of
commercial property within one block of the bookstore would be also affected. Firly-nine percent
also indicated that the value of residential property located three blocks from the bookstore would
decrease.
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In response to the second question, survey respondents indicated that the residential property
values would increase if the site was used for medical offices or branch libraries. In contrast, if the
site was used for other businesses- a pool hall , tavern, welfare office, drug rehabilitation cente r, or
any other adult entertainment businesses- the value of residential property will decrease. In
relation to the impact on commercial properties, respondents indicated that they were affected, but
to a lesser degree compared to residential properties. They also indicated that the effect of one
adult entertainment business would be less that a concentration of businesses. Those who
indicated no or little effect of SOBs shared that these businesses are located in areas where the
property values are already in decline or some commercial properties are held by long-term leases,
or there is no evidence of cha nge in market value (Office of Land Development Services, 1986).
Rea l estate professionals also shed some light on a few of the factors that influence why property
values are affected by adult entertainment businesses. Families, especially those with children, are
concerned by the clientele that SOBs attract. This concern negatively impacts the property value by
lowering them. Another negative effect that emerges from the information is that mortgage
underwriters are not eager to extend credit to businesses due to declining neighborhood values in
the areas with SOBs (Office of Land Development Services, 1986).
In contrast to the previously mentioned studies, a report based on a series of study ana lyses during
1993-2002 by Mclaughlin Consulting Services, Inc. (2003) in various cities across the United
States comparing control areas with those of SOBs indicated no negative secondary effects of adult
entertainment businesses. This included changes in property values in the areas with SOBs that
would specify a decrease or an adverse effect on the property values (Mclaughlin Consulting
Services, Inc., 2003). The study compared the subj ect areas with adult entertainment businesses
and control areas such as restaurants, hotels, general commercial areas, theaters, other clubs, bars,
shopping centers, bookstores, gas stations, high schools, offices, and residences. The results
indicated no secondary effect for values in areas with SOBs.
Many of the studies conducted to assess the secondary effect of SOBs on property values have been
surveys of real-estate appraisa ls. This methodology has been praised and criticized. Hanna (2003)
noted that appraiser reports are specu lative and thus unreliable. Cooper & Kelly (2008) said that
the use of appraisers was similar to the use of any other expert and also eliminated other reliability
problems, such as adequate comparisons. As previously noted, research of appra isers involved their
professional opinions of real-estate value.

Zoning of SOBS
Since the 1970s, zoning restrictions have been in place in major U.S. cities (Tucker, 1997) to
prevent the growth of adu lt businesses in residential areas or near schools or religious facilities. In
1976, the City of Detroit introduced zoning laws to decentralize sex-related "adult" businesses
under the presumptions of negative secondary effects of the businesses on the neighborhood areas.
Detroit passed the first major law of this kind in 1972 (although it was not upheld by the U.S.
Supreme Court until 1976) that stated that no more than two adult businesses could be located
within 1,000 feet of each other or within 500 feet of a residential area (Ryder, 2004). Since then,
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several cases have been brought to the Supreme Court to enact legislation to control zoning of SOBs
and curb the presumed negative secondary effects (Pa ul, Linz, & Shafer, 2001; Linz, Land, Williams,
Paul, & Ezell, 2004). Similar laws were passed in Seattle, Washington, and Camden, New Jersey,
and zoning laws were passed in other cities (Atlanta, Georgia; Kansas City, Missouri, and Los
Angeles, Ca lifornia) to ensure that no adult e ntertainment business took up residence nea r a school
and clustering were allowed (Ryder, 2004).
Hubbard et al. (2008) have called for more investigation of SOBs because of their Increasing
visibility in the urban locations. This trend may be due to factors such as urban gentrification, a
decrease in the stigma for the male consumer as the trend in the use of adult entertai nment
businesses for corporate meetings increases, and their overa ll econom ic contributions (Erikson &
Tewksbury, 2000; & Frank, 2003). In a review of major studies assessing the validity of increased
cri me in neighborhoods with SOBs, researchers found that SOBs pose a statistically significa nt public
safety hazard (McCleary & Meeker (2003; 2004). Moreover, Cooper & Kelly (2008) concluded their
study of appraisers by concurring with the actions of many cities to zon ing SOBs beca use of th e
negative secondary effects. However, a study i:;onducted in Charlotte, North Carolina, found no
significant seconda ry effects (Linz, Land, Williams, Paul, & Ezell, 2004) of SOBs. The issue of zoning
SOBs for the need to or purposes of min imizing negative secondary effects continues to be unclear.

Public's Response to SOBs
To save failing economies and or to generate new revenues for infrastructure. municipa l
policymakers have allowed adult entertainment businesses and SOBs to grow and thrive. The
public's understand ing of the econom ic contributions of ad ult enterta inment businesses to the city's
livelihood is not clea r. West & Orr (2007), in a telephone su rvey of 403 Providence, Rhode Island,
residents, explored th e perception of citizens toward SOBs in th eir city. The researchers explored t he
public's views of morality versus economic contributions of SOBs. The find ings indicated that people
were concerned that too many clubs might have a negative impact on their city. Concerns included
sexual content, the negative reputation cl ubs might have on neighborhoods, and whether families
were discouraged from living in the city because of the presence of SOBs (West & Orr, 2007). Most
participants (65%) sa id that the government should regulate SOBs rather than ban or outlaw them

(10%) or operate them openly (14%). Education seems to have an impact on opinion, such that
participants with less education were more likely to support ba nning or outlawing SOBs. Participants
with a higher edu cation were least oppositional toward SOBs or were lenient about the regulations
(West & Orr, 2007).
The study questioned participants about policy remedies including police raids, levying higher taxes,
tighter zoning, or clustering (West & Orr, 2007). Eighty-one percent of th e participants believed that
adult e nterta inment should be restricted to certain areas, 57% believed that zoning rules restricting
sexua l businesses needed to be strengthened, 53% supported adding a 25% adult entertainm ent
club tax, and another 34% were in favor of unannounced police raids on these businesses. More
resea rch is needed regarding public opinion of the impact of SOBs. However, the findings from this
study indicates t hat many citizens believe that there are negative effects re lated to SOBs, th ey
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support regulations. and think moral considerations are as important as economic considerations
(West & Orr, 2007).

Crime and Sexually Oriented Businesses
Studies on the secondary effects of exotic dancing clubs have been conducted to determine the
impact of SOBs regarding crime. A study by Linz. Land, Williams. Paul, & Ezell (2004) in Charlotte,
North Carolina, sought to determine whether a relationship existed between adult erotic dance clubs
and negative secondary effects In the form of increased numbers of crimes reported in the areas
surrounding the adult businesses. The researchers concluded that fewer reported crime in cidents
occurred in areas surrounding adult business as com pared to areas su rrounding three control sites.
For each of the 20 businesses In the area, a control site (compared on the basis of demographic
characteristics related to crime risk) was used to compare reported cri me over a three-year period
(1998-2000). Reported crime Incidents to the police were used. The researchers concluded that
there was no evidence of an increased number of crime incidents reported in localized areas
surrounding the adult entertainm ent (defined by circular areas of 500- and 1,000-foot radii) as
compared to the number of c~ime incidents reported in similar loca lized areas without any ~dult
business in the vicinity (Linz et al., 2004).
Linz, Paul, & Yao (2006) also conducted a study over a five-year period in San Diego, California, to
test assumptions made by the government and by conservative policy advocates of a greater
incidence of crime in areas surrounding peep show establishme nts. Levels of crime activity and the
costs to law enforcement were examined by measuring the number of ca lls for service to the police
within a 1,000-foot area on either side of the peep show establishments and comparably-sized
control areas beyond the immediate 1,000-foot area. Furthermore, a more focused "late night" a (2
a.m. to 6 a.m.) analysis was also considered for the study. The results indicated no differences in
crime levels between the control and comparison areas. Moreover, there was no evidence of greater
numbers of crime between 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. in the areas adjoining the peepshow establishments.
Paul, Linz, & Shafer (2001), in their review of governmental regulations of adult businesses through
zoning and anti-nudity ordinances, have suggested commonly cited problems of those studies.
According to the authors, the re liability and validity of studies exploring secondary effects associated
with adult businesses are questionable because of the lack of methodologica l rigor and peer review.
Specifically, Linz et al. (2004) have provided exa mples of their criticisms and methodological flaws:
the Indianapolis, Indiana, study (1986) that is commonly cited by municipalities did not properly
match study and control areas on important variables; the Phoenix, Arizona, study (1979) was based
on crime data collected for a one-year period; and the authors of the Los Angeles study (1977)
acknowledged that their study could have been exposed to contamination, as police increased
surveillance of adult businesses during the study period.
According to the authors (Linz et al., 2004), studies conducted in various communities throughout
the co untry fail to qualify the professiona l standards of scientific inquiry and meet the basic
assumptions necessary to calculate an error rate. Based on four criteria for methodological validity,
the authors found that all the studies failed at least one or all the criteria. First, most studies have
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attempted to compare areas containing adult businesses to areas that are not comparable because
they were not sufficiently matched regarding important characteristics, such as age of housing stock
or racia l makeup. Th is lack of comparability between study and control areas prevents researchers
from determining whether neighborhood deterioration is related to the operation of adult businesses
or another confounding variable (Linz et al., 2004). Second, a number of the studies using
neighborhood crime measures have collected these statistics improperly. Although many studies
gathered legitimate and consistent measures of crime statistics, such as police arrest reports over a
sufficient period of time, a number of others used less scientifically acceptable measures. such as
cross-sect iona l survey results of residents' opinions of levels of crime. Third, the majority of studies
failed to include a sufficient period of elapsed time - both prior to and following the establishment of
an adult entertainment business-when measuring the relationship between the presence of adult
businesses and a number of negative outcomes, such as higher crime rates and lower property
values. Witllout a sufficient study period, it is difficult to determine whether a relationship exists
between adult entertainment businesses and negative secondary effects, or whether the data are
simply a reflection of an erratic pattern of loca l activity. Finally, most of the studies that included
survey results used nowrandom and, therefore, biased samples of residents and/or business
owners, rendering them scientifically invalid. Even if methodologically valid, such studies offer only
subjective opinions concerning the impact of adult businesses and provide little, if any, evidence of
actua l negative secondary effects (Linz et al., 2004).
In a 1994 study conducted in Phoenix cabarets, arcades and adult bookstores were studied.
Interviews with residents, police officers, and on-site observations were cond ucted to determine the
types of activities that took place outside adult businesses. Calls for service by the police were also
ana lyzed by time of day. Also included was further data from the Organized Crime Bureau Vice unit
about specific violations such as prostitution and disorderly conduct, noise/disturbance, and
loiteri ng. The findings from the Phoenix study disagree with the government's contentions that adult
businesses contribute to crim e and socia l problems. The business owners in the study shared that
more vandalism, more crime against customers and businesses, and more money was spent on
security in the control areas, compa red to those with ad ult businesses. Also interestingly, only 2% of
the police who were surveyed said that adult businesses had a lot of problems that required their
attention, compared to 31% who said the control business areas had a lot of problems that required
police attention (Linz et al., 2006).
McCleary & Meeker (2003; 2004) have disproved the methodologies in the studies mentioned
previously, and the association of crime and adult entertainment businesses. The major critique on
secondary effects of adult entertainment businesses in San Diego by Linz & Paul (2002) was
conducted by McCleary and Meeker in 2003. They highlighted three major methodological
limitations: (1) the measures of public safety used for the study; (2) the statistical models used to
analyze the public safety measures; and (3) the quasi-experimental design used to interpret the
analytic results. They expla ined thal lhe serious measurement flaw with the study was the use of
Ca lls-For-Services (CFSs) to measure public safety risk. According to the authors, and based on their
review of national criminology journals for the past three years, there is no standard in the
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criminology literature or in the secondary effects literature specifically for using CFSs to measure
crime. Also, the authors indicate that most of the published and unpublished study they reviewed
relied on Uniform Crime Reports (UCRs) to measure public safety risk. The researchers also
explained that CFSs do not measure crime, and most of Linz et a l.'s (2003) study findings are based
on CFSs. The authors have refuted the assumptions behind using CFSs, such as: (1) Assuming that
CFS addresses are the locations of crimes; (2) Assuming that the incident and CFS occur
simultaneously; and (3) Assuming that CFSs pose identical public safety risks. According to these
authors CFS data obtained from the San Diego Police Department by the researchers are insufficient
to specify the locations, times, or natures of the incidents/crimes (McCleary, R. & Meeker, J. W.,
2003). McCleary & Meeker further explain that the use of CFSs that leads to unavoidable faulty
interpretations. (1) The address recorded on a CFS is the caller's address. The ca ller may be
reporting a crime taking place somewhere else or at a neighbor's place, but the CFS belongs to the
caller. (2) The time recorded on a CFS is the time that the San Diego Police Department received the
call. Nearly 40% of the CFSs in the dataset used by Linz et al. were property crimes, primarily
burglary and auto theft. According to McCleary & Meeker, these crim es are often discovered and
reported hours (or even days) after they have occurred. (3) Also, almost half of the CFSs in the
dataset caused no public safety threat because they were unfounded, cancelled, duplicated, or fa lse
alarms. Of the 20% that were precipitated by "crimes," public safety risk ranged from low (for
example, vehicle recovery) to high (for exa mple, crime-in-progress). Furthermore, all of these CFSs
used in the raw total CFS index used by the authors were treated equally. Statistica l problems with
the study indicate not acknowledging the difference in numbe rs of CFS near the peep show and the
controlled areas, and noting the difference as insignificant. Also, they were accused of "fishing" or
replicating a study several times without the use of rigorous design conventions (McCleary & Meeker,
2003).
McCleary and Meeker (2004) also reported a methodological critique of Linz, Pau l, & Yao's report to
the city of Toledo, Ohio, on secondary effects of the adu lt entertainment businesses. An ana lysis of
the data by the authors led to critica l comments with relation to the methodology and results of the
study. The resu lts of their ana lysis counteracted earlier findings, indicating that Toledo was no
different than any other U.S. city, and that there was a significant relationship between crime-related
secondary effects and SOBs In Toledo. They used the same data and methodology used by Linz,
Paul, & Yao, but arrived at different conclusions. The two main differences between the two
analyses were: (1) differences in the underlying statistica l assumptions; and (2) differences in the
interpretation of ana lytic results. Besides highlighting analytical problems and faulty conclusions,
the authors also denied the accuracy of using CFSs to measure crime risk, the use of an overparameterized model, and fishing in the study (McCleary & Meeker, 2004).
In the case of Alameda Books v. City of Los Angeles, U.S. District Court, Central District of Ca lifornia,
Case No. CV 95-7771, Richard McCleary (2007) in his analysis using Poisson regression ana lyses of
crime incidents in the vicinity of 19 Los Angeles SOBs concluded that there is a significant
relationship between risk of crime victimization in the vicinity and distance from the site. The author
also stated that victimization risk at the site of a combined bookstore-a rcade is more than double
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the risk at the site of a standalone bookstore. For both subclasses of businesses, victimization risk
decreased immediately with distance and at approximate ly 900 feet. the risks were almost equa l for
the two subclasses. The two relevant subclasses in this study were SOBs that sold videotapes and
DVDs for off-site viewing (the "stand-alone bookstores" or "bookstores") and SOBs that sold
videotapes and DVDs for off-site viewine; whi le also providing private or semi-private booths for onsite viewing of videotapes and DVDs (the "combined bookstore-arcade" or "bookstore-arcade").
Although both subclasses have large, significant crime-related secondary effects, there are salient
qualitative differences. The geo-coded crime Incident data for the neighborhoods around 19 Los
Angeles SOBs supported the explanation that compared to sta nd-alone bookstores, combined
bookstore-arcades posed higher risks for crime (McCleary 2007).
To su mmarize, the debate between researchers concerning the study of secondary effects of SOBs is
a heated one. While researchers such as Linz argue t hat previous data is fla wed, other resea rchers
such as McCleary confirm the validity of previous stud ies. Linz's work has been criticized for the use
of reporting techniques, such as police incidents, that do not reflect the real level of crime. Research
wilh proven data-gathering techniques is needed to establish a. new and reliable knowledge base
pertaining to the presence of cri minal secondary effects of SOBs.

>Conclusions
Sexually oriented businesses have both positive and negative secondary effects on communities and
fema le workers. For fema le worl~crs, positive benefits include the potential for higher wages,
freedom of schedule, sexual exploration , and artistic expression. Negative effects include sexual
and physical violence, harass ment, health risks, and mental disorders. The literature seems to
conf irm that working as an exotic dance r may have more negative effects then positive, since over
time, dancers gather more negative experience that contributes to overa ll mental and physical
hea lth decline (Barton, 2002). More exploration is needed with dancers to determine how or
whether the profession ca n become safer for women.
Property values are impacted by SOBs. Appraisers regularly reported that SOBs are connected to
lower resident ial sa les. However, as Hanna (2003) reminds us, correlation is not causation . There
could be other reasons, such as increased traffic, visual value, and overa ll location , which are also
relat ed to this dip. It seems that there is not an authoritat ive source that has been able to confirm or
deny t hat SOBs cause these lower va lues. Appraisers are solid market experts; however, actual sa le
data may increase the validity of these stud ies.
Both positive and negative economic factors have been associated with SOBs. The increasing
popularity and legitimization of the profession has led to a booming industry. There is a potentia l for
high wages and earnin gs for club owners and workers. Some communities have experienced a
restorat ion because of the ir adult-oriented businesses, wh ile others have indicated that the clubs
bring down the market value of the community, promote classless landscapes, and contribute to
overall dilapidation.
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Perhaps the most-debated secondary effect is the impact of SOBs on crime. There is a lack of
reliable and valid research to confirm or deny that increased SOBs contribute to crime. Because
many of the crimes committed at SOBs, including rape, drug-related incidents, and physical violence,
are least likely to be reported to police, the interviews with club workers, patrons, and owners may be
the best barometer. Since women working at SOBs have a confirmed increased risk of violence,
some crimes are connected with SOBs, including those that are motivated by power and control.
Again, this becomes an issue where a correlation is clear, but causation needs to be esta blished.
There are secondary effects, both negative and positive, to SOBs. While a body of research has been
established, improved methods are needed to establish increased reliability and accountability. Due
to the occurrence of highly polarized opinions concerning the morality of the sex industry, it appears
that impartial resea rchers are needed. Measures should be taken to protect female employees and
maximize benefits. Greater community participation and feedback, and much more research, is
needed to authoritatively answer these questions.
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Appendix IV
Maps
The Reference maps that follow include:
•

•

With State House Districts
o

Adult Entertainment Clubs in Austin

o

Adult Entertainment Clubs in Corpus Christi

o

Adult Entertainm ent Clubs in Dallas

o

Adult Entertainment Clubs in El Paso

o

Adult Entertainment Clubs in Fort Worth

o

Adult Entertainment Clubs in Houston

Wit h State Senate Districts
o

Adult Entertainment Clubs in Aust in

o

Adult Entertainment Clubs in Corpus Christi

o

Adult Enterta inment Clubs in Dallas

o

Adult Entertainment Clubs in El Paso

o

Adult Entertainment Clubs in Fort Worth

o

Adult Entertainment Clubs in Houston
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Appendix V
Interview Forms
>Police
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR POLICE FORCES
Date
Interviewee name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position - - -- - - - - - - - - - Organization _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Current regulation and licensing
•
What is the extent, if any, of licensing/permitting SOBs in Liurisdiction]?
•
What is the history and where can we obtain a copy of the current law or ordinance or regu lation?
In practice, what are the main provisions, requirements, and enforcement of the licensing?
•
•
How is compliance? Do you believe there are unlicensed AE premises operating In (city]?
o If so, how often is action taken against these businesses?
•
Do you have a database of SOBs?
o How do you locate these SOBs? Is it up to the SOB to register itself, or are audits ever
conducted?
o Accuracy of said database - How often is it updated/ how well is it maintained?
o Can we obtain a copy?
•
Are these SOB businesses increasing or decreasing in number?
What are the crime and negatjye eITects assocjated wjth SOBs?
•
Is any extra policing required because of the presence of AE establishments?
o Which of the AE businesses (clubs, video/book stores, massage parlors, nude modeling
studios, escort services etc.) are the most difficult to police and which, if any, do not require
additional police presence or patrolling?
o How many manpower hours and would it be possible to roughly cost this?
o Are there crime statistics to support this and cou ld we be provided such data?
•
What about crime WITHIN AE establishments? (Violence that goes on with the dancers, owners, etc.?)
Future regulation/licensing/enforcement
•
What would be the effect on crime levels of closing all AE establishments within the city?
•
If AE establishments continue t o exist, would it be better in terms of crime levels if AE establishments
were dispersed/or concentrated within the city? (Or would it make no difference?)
•
Is any type of regulation appropriate for exotic dance clubs? How difficult wou ld it be to enforce new
regulations such as restricted hours for SOBs or prohibition of certain types of activities within strip
clubs e.g. no touching, distance requirements between dancers and customers, advertising etc.?
Close
•

Who else is knowledgeable about AE clubs or other AE businesses?
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>Adult Entertainment Club Lawyers
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR Adult Entertainment Club Lawyers
Date
Interviewee name -- - -- - -- -- -- - Position------ -- -- - -- Organization -- -- -- - - -- - - -Current
•
•
•
•
•
•

regu lation and licensjng
What is the extent, if any, of licensing,tpermitting SOBs in Uurisdictlon]?
What is the history and where can we obtain a copy of the current law or ordinance or regu lation?
In practice, what are the main provisions, requirements, and enforcement of the licensing?
How is compliance? Do you believe there are unlicensed AE premises operati ng in [city)?
Is it up to the SOB to register itself, or are audits ever conducted?
Are these businesses increasing or decreasing in number?

Future regulation/ licensing/enforcement
•
Is any type of regu lation appropriate for exotic dance cluhs?
•
How difficult woulct it be to enforce new regulations such as restricted hours for SOBs.or prohibition of
certain types of activities within strip clubs e.g. no touching, distance requ irements between dancers
and customers, advertising etc.?
•
Is any type of new regulation appropriate for other adult entertainmenl businesses such as video
stores, massage parlours, or escort services?
~

•

Who else is knowltltlgeable about AE clubs or other AE businesses'?

>Club Owners
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR OWNERS/ MANAGERS OF AE Clubs
Date
Interviewee name - -- - - -- - - -- - -Position--- - - -- - - -- - -Business Name - - -- - - - -- -- -- Zip code--- - - I. Operations
A. Background and History of the club
•
How long has it operated?
•
Is it part of a chain or franchise?
•
How long have you been involved with it?

B. Data on the Club
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How many full-time and part-time employees work here?
(Disaggregate by types of jobs-bar tenders, waitresses, custodial, administrative, managerial etc.)
How many dancers work at the club?
How are they employed (contractors etc.)?
What do dancers make in the way of tips?
Is this a seasonal business or preny constant throughout t he year?
What does it cost to open up a club like this (ballpark figures)
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•
•

•

Can you give us some idea of what your gross sales are annually?
What proportions (very roughly) come from:
o Dancers' fees
o Drinks
o Food
o Cover charges
What proportion of sales do you spend on advertising?

C. Customers
•
How many customers do you get in an average week?
•
How much does a customer spend on average?
•
Where do customers come from (approx%)
o Local (e.g. Houston, DFW etc.)
o TX- Outside of metro area
o Outside of Texas (conventions?)
D. Location
•
What would be the effect of moving your establishment elsewhere in the metro area?
•
Do you think any nearby businesses are affected either positively or negatively by your club being
here?
II. Re[ilulatjon
•
What are your views about the recently imposed AE fee?
•
How has the AE fee affected your business since its adoption?
•
What are the social and economic benefits that your business provides to the community?
•
Is any type of regulation appropriate for exotic dance clubs? Or for certain clubs in your industry?
•
If there are future regulations considered by the Legislature, would you rather that they be financia l
(tax and fee-oriented) or non-fi nancial (locations, hours, within club activities, advertising etc.)?
•
Is any type of regulation appropriate for other adult entertainment businesses such as video stores,
massage parlors, or escort services?
Close
•

Who else is knowledgeable about AE clubs or other AE businesses?

>Elected Officials
Questionnaire for Elected Officials
Date
Interviewee name .-. - - - - - -- - - - - -- Position· - -- - - - - - - -- - - Organization ~------------~

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have other Texas (or out-of-state) metro areas contacted you to emulate what [city] has done?
We haven't rea lly followed the [city] situation over the years-is there unanimity among city and county
officials?
What are the biggest remaining AE problems, if any?
How does [County) do with its SOB enforcement?]
Is there any overlap with [city police department]?
Have you received much feedback from constituents or club owners about HB 1751?
What other concerns do you have about the industry (or specific industry segments such as massage
parlors, modeling studios, or escort services)?
Do you think any future regulation of SOBs should be implemented at the loca l level or the state level?
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•
•

Depending on timing: Future & Hypothetical
Do you believe new regulations of any kind are needed for AE businesses? What about the Inte rnet?

~

•
•

Who else is knowledgeable about AE clubs or other AE businesses?
Who e lse should we be sure to contact?
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Appendix VI
State & Local Government Regulations and
Bills of Secondary lmport~n_
ce
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Iowa. HB 2242, introduced in 2004 and modeled on Utah's law as described in the body of the
report, would impose a 25% tax on all goods a nd services sold, leased, or rented by an "adult
enterprise." From the bill, this appears t o pertain primarily to c lubs and video and book stores. Tax
revenu e would be earmarked for the state victim com pensation f und and for grants to th ose
providing care for victims of domestic abuse, rape, and sexual assault . The bill never came to a vote
in committee.
Bi 11 Text: http;//coolice .legls.state. la. us/Cool-ICE/ dcfault.asp?Category• billinfo&Servicez BiIIbook&frame= l&GA=
80&hbill• HF2242 Bill Information: http://www.legis.state.la.us/GA/80GA/BlllHlstory/HF/02200/HF02242.html

Missouri. SB 821, int rodu ced in 2004, would impose an additional 5% tax on ret ailers' gross
receipts from sales of adult enterta inment and services and from charges fo r sexually explicit live
performances.
Bill Text: http://www.senate.mo.gov/04info/pdf-bill/intro/sb821.pdf
Bill Information: http://www.house.mo.gov/billtracking/bills04 l /bil ls/sb821.htm

Georgia. HB 964, introduced in 2003, wou ld have imposed the following additional taxes: (1) 15% of
any county o r municipal permit or lice nse fee required for an ad ult bookstore, adult entertainment
outlet. or explicit media outlet; (2) 15% of t he t icket price, adm ission c harge, or user fee f or an adult
e nterta inme nt outlet; and (3) 25% of t he reta il sa le price of any item sold by an adult bookstore or
expl icit media outlet.
Bill Text: http://www.legis.state.ga.us/legis/2003_04/verslons/hb964_LC_18_27 41_a_2.htm
Bill Information: http://www.legis.state.ga.us/legis/2003_04/sum/hb964.htm

Florida. SB 2118, introduced In 2001, prohibits th e location of adult entertainment est ablishme nts
within a specified distance of a school. As enacted, SB 2118 prohibits certain sexually oriented
businesses that limit admittance to adults and that carry materia l, or have pe rformances, that a re
harmful to minors from bei ng located within 2,500 feet of the property li ne of a school unless the
county or municipality in which such an establishment is proposed to be situated approves the
locat ion. Biii text at http://www.leg.state.fl.us/dataLsession/2QOUSenate/bills/billlext/pdf/s2118.pdf)
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Michigan. Adult Business Bill -1999 HB 5124 would have classified any video store that devotes
more than 10% of its total floor space to adult product as an "adult entertainment establishment."
Such establishments would have had restrictions placed on their location and hours of operation
and wou ld have been required to be licensed. HB 5124 was not enacted.28

Illinois. Secondary Effects Bill - 2001 SB 609 would have prohibited any adult business within
1000 feet of a school, place of worship, public park, day care facility, mobile home park, area that is
zoned residential, or another adult business. Ad ult businesses were broadly defined to include any
video store that has a section devoted to adult product or that holds Itself out to the public, through
advertising, signage, displays, or other activities, as purveyor of adult product.

Montana. Secondary Effects Bill - 2001 SB 399 wou ld have labeled as a "sexually oriented
business" any video store that has 10% of its stock, or devotes 10% of its total floor space, or derives
10% of its income from videos that depict "specified anatomical areas" or ''specified sexual
activities." As a "sexually oriented business," establishments that met the 10% threshold would have
been subje(;l Lo restrictions on where they could be located, their hours of operation, and their signs.
The measure was not enacted.

New York. Secondary Effects Bills - 2001 AB 652 and SB 1172 would have prohibited in cities with
a population of 1 million or more. the sa le or rental of any adult video or magazine with in 500 feet of
a church, school, or resid ential area. Another bill, SB 334, would have prohibited the sale or renta l
of any material that Is harmful to minors within 200 feet of a prima ry or secondary school or a place
of worship.

28 This entry and the next three were compiled by an outside group. The information Is available also from the site:
hllU;/.,lw..ww.mediacoalition.org/lega1/a1ameda/secondary effectsJaws.htm
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Appendix VII
Survey of Texas Adult Entertainment Club Owners
>About the Survey
In keeping with the study's goa ls of ana lyzing the economic impact of the adult cabaret industry in
the State of Texas, we surveyed owners of Texas clubs with questions about the operation of their
businesses and their opinions about the regu latory environment in Texas. We hoped to be able to
use response data to compare estimates of revenues, employees, and wages made elsewhere in the
report using other data sources. In addition, we hoped the responses would shed light on the
number of dancers employed In the industry and their wages, data that is not easily obtained
elsewhere.

Methodology
The population of respondents consisted of the 136 owners of all of the 174 adult entertainment
clubs in Texas who would provide information on their clubs. The survey instrument was delivered in
hard copy for those owners without know e-mail addresses, and by e-mail with a lin k to a web-based
survey for those owners with known e-mail addresses.

Identification and Recruitment of the Sample
In cooperation with the Texas Entertainment Association (T.E.A.), the main industry association, all
owners were sent either a web-based survey (hosted by SurveyMonkey.com) or a hardcopy survey
instrument at their taxpayer address obtained from the Texas Comptroller. Although delivered
differently, the survey instruments were identical. Respondents were promised anonymity and
confidentiality in return for their participation; therefore, individual answers were not attributed in the
summary of responses below.
T.E.A. supplied e-mail addresses for adult cabaret owners either belonging to the association or
affiliated with it. After discussions with T.E.A. representatives. it was determined that owners who
operated more than one club wanted the opportunity to complete a survey for each of their clubs, so
the web-based survey a llowed respondents to provide answers for up to four properties. Those
receiving a hardcopy survey were sent just one survey with a pre-paid return envelope but were
encouraged to contact us if they wanted to complete a survey for more than one property. There
were three owners who own more than 4 properties in Texas who were contacted directly about the
survey and encouraged to complete as many surveys as time permitted by contacting the research
team .
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Survey Instrument
The survey instrument was based solely on key research quest ions about t he natu re of club
operations and the owners' perspective on the regulatory environment in Texas. It went through a
number of iterations and was vetted repeatedly with T.E.A. representatives to make sure the word ing
of t he queslions accurately solicited the information we desired, to ensure freedom from bias, and
so that questions were of a nature likely to be answered by the owners and not summarily dismissed
as overly intrusive. (The full survey instrument is provided after the summary of results in t his
appendix.)

Desirable Properties of the Survey
From the outset, we wanted the survey results to be relatively free of ra ndom and systemat ic errors.
In the first instance, random error essentially means t hat, given freedom from systematic error
(bias), we wanted to have population eslimates from the sa mple that are relatively precise or
reliable. Often this has to do with sample size or the selection of the sam pling unit.
The second instanc_e is a concern that there not be sources of systematic error ~r bias. These can be
due to severa l sources of biased estimates (skewed questions) and sample biases, such as
systematic over- o r under-representation. For exam ple, are the respondents in the sample different,
in some systematic way, from the population we tried to describe (such as respondents vs. nonrespondents)?
Other than increasing the survey size a nd recognizing that "estimates are estimates," random error
is always going to be present to some degree. Systematic error is more of a concern and ca n be
addressed by efforts to increase the return rate. For our survey, we anticipated a low response rate
beca use of t he nature of the study (an analysis of clubs whose owners who were skeptical of a statesponsored study about the impacts of a state-sponsored fee on their businesses). But in reality,
there are many reasons for low response rates to surveys, no matter what t he subject.

Response Rate
A total of 39 e-mails were sent to the T.E.A. list. and 97 owners received t he hardcopy mailing at their
taxpayer l.D . address obtained from the Texas Comptroller's Office. A reminder e-ma il and postcard
were sent out t wo weeks after t he original mailing to encourage owners to respond. A total of 23
survey responses were completed or partially completed on 26 clubs, for a response rate of 17% (15
out of 39 on the web survey, and 8 out of 97 on the hardcopy survey instrument). See the detailed
analysis, below, for t he number of responses (N=_)for each question. Most questions only
received between 18 and 20 answers. Total mailings and e-mailings do not total to 175 because
some of the owners own more than one club.

Potential Limitations to the Survey
The overa ll response rate was far lower than we would have desired, perha ps for the reason cited
above. In addition, we received proportionally more survey responses from owners of the larger
adult entertainm ent clubs in the state (as measured by gross revenues and mixed-beverage sales);
owners of smaller properties are underrepresented relative to owners of larger properties.
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Nevertheless, we hope that the findings may prove useful in providing information that to this point
is simply not otherwise available.

>Key Findings
According to respondents:
•

Owners have been involved in the industry for an average of 14 years.

•

Most clubs have more fu ll-time personnel than part-time workers.

•

Managers earn the highest average hourly wage ($20.06), followed by administrative
employees ($14.00), DJ's ($10.05), security/bouncers ($9.50), custodial/parking attendants
($8.67), kitchen/food staff ($8.50), bartenders ($6.76), and waitresses ($5.25).

•

Three-quarters of club patrons are estimated by respondents to come from the metro area
around the clubs, with a quarter coming from outside the club's metropolitan area .

•

An avera ge patron spends $45 per club visit, not including tips to dancers, which compares
favorably to estimates using data from other sources.

•

.

Employee fringe benefits: 66% of respondents say they provide at least one fringe benefit to
emp loyees, while 34% of owners do not provide any fringes.

•

Dancer fringe benefits: Although 68% of respondents report that their dancers are all
independent contractors and only 9% say that all of their dancers are employees, 45% of
respondents say they provide some type of fringe benefit to their dancers, and 55% do not
provide any benefits for them at all.

•

The average entertainer works 4 7-hour shifts per week per club and is considered an
"inde pendent contractor," not an employee of the club where she dances.

•

Some respondents report that their best dancers earn up to $71,000 a year. Using survey
responses and other sources of data, the research team estimates that there are
approximately 3181 dancers working in Texas' adu lt entertainment clubs. earning an
average of $57,157 per year, and that total direct ea rnings by entertainers are approximately
$182 million per year.

•

Respondents reported that almost half of the entertainers in their clubs are single mothers,
and 16% are students.

•

Respondents reported that almost 90% of their dancers have at least a high school diploma,
and 11% have a college degree.

•

The most frequently cited challenges that owners face with their dancers included ensuring
that entertainers abide by existing laws and regulations, and getting entertainers to come to
work on a regular basis.
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>Survey Results Summary
Section I. Operations

1) "How many years have you been Involved In your Industry In each of the categories listed below? As an
employee?" Respondents have been involved with the industry as an employee for an average of

9.38 years and as an owner for an average of 14.4 years, Figure Vll.1. (Response count, N=2:1..)
Figure Vll.1. Years of Industry Experience by Owner
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2) "Excluding entertainers, how many employees work at your olub or through your management company?
Please select the average number of full-time and part·time employees for each category of employee. n
Full-Time Employees

The largest proportion of owners (22%) indicated that they employ more than 35 fu ll-time waitresses,
followed by 1 5 to 19 waitresses (17%), 10 to 14 waitresses (13%), and 20 to 24 waitresses (13%).
The largest proportion of owners (48%) indicated that they employ 6 to 9 full-time bartenders,
followed by 1 to 5 bartenders (35%). The majority of all owners indicated that they employ 1 to 5
part-time managers (63%), kitchen/ food staff (67%), custodial/parking attendants (63%), disc
jockeys (70%), and administrative staff (91%), Figure Vl l.2. (N=25)
Part-Time Employees

The largest proportion of owners (38%) indicated that they employ 1 to 5 part-time waitresses,
followed by 6 to 9 waitresses (19%) and 10 to 14 waitresses (19%). The majority of all owners
indicated that they employ 1 to 5 part-time bartenders (92%), managers (80%), kitchen/ food staff
(78%), custodial/parking attendants (70%), disc jockeys (83%), and administrative staff (80%),
Figure Vll.3. (N=25)
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Figure Vll.2. Number of Full-time Employees by Category
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Figure Vll.3. Number of Part-Time Employees by Category
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3) ·what is the average wage In dollars per hour for each of the followlngr Owners indicated that

managers earned t he highest hourly wage ($20.06), fo llowed by administrat ive employees ($14.00),
DJ's ($10.05), security/bouncers ($9.50), custodia l/parking attendants ($8.67), kitchen/food staff
($8.50), bartenders ($6.76), and waitresses ($5.25), Figure Vll.4. (N=22)
Figure Vll.4. Employees Average Wage by Category
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4) *Please Indicate your club's approximate annual gross sales (all revenue sources) for each of the years
listed by checking the appropriate answer.· For 2006, the largest number of owners indicated that their

club's approximate annual gross sa les were $1 mi llion to $2 million (5 owners), followed by
$500,000 to $ 1 million (4 owners), and $2 mi llion to $3 million (3 owners). For 2007, the largest
number of owners indicated that their club's a pproximate annual gross sales were $1 mill ion to $2
million (5 owners), fo llowed by $500,000 to $1 million (3 owners), and $3 million to $4 mi llion (3
owners). For 2008, the largest num ber of owners indicated that t heir clu b's approximate annua l
gross sales were $1 million to $2 million (7 owners), fo llowed by $500,000 to $1 million (4 owners),
and $3 million to $4 million (3 owners), Figure Vll.5. (N=22)
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Figure Vll.5. Total Annual Gross Sales (All Revenue Sources) 2006, 2001, 2008
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5) "Of your annual gross sales, on average, what percentages (approximate) come from each of the to/lowing
sources?" Owners indicated that the largest percentage of gross annua l sa les, on average, come

from Alcoholic Beverages (69%) of gross annua l sales), followed by Cover/Door charges (13%),
Entertainers' Fees (7%), Non-Alcoholic Beverages (5%), Food (5%), and Miscellaneous (4%), Figure
Vll.6. See the survey instrument, below, for the specifications of "Miscellaneous." (N=20)
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Figure Vll.6. Breakdown of Annual Gross Sales
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6) "If you entered an amount for miscellaneous in the previous question, please specify the source." Al I

responses:
•

ATM Fees, Membership Sales, retail store sales, locker rental fees, tobacco sales, vending revenue

•

ATM income

•

Clothing, t-sllirts, :;;floes

•

Service charges, A TM fees

•

Pool tables, Cigarettes, Cigars, ATM tees, Promo Items (hats, shirts, jackets)

•

A TM fees, Membership Sa/es, Retail Store Sa/es, Locker Rental fees, tobacco sales. vending revenue

•

Shoes, c/otlles, t·shlrts

7) •where do your club's customers live? Please specify what the approximate percentages are. (Skip question
If you don't know.r Owners indicated that the largest percent age of customers, on average, live in a

loca l c ity or metropolitan a rea (74.21% of customers) compa red t o outside of the metropolitan area
(27.65%), Figure Vll.7. (N=19)
Figure VII. 7. Estimate of Customer's Residence Location
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8) "How much do you estimate the average patron spends at your club per visit, excluding tips to entertainers
and other independent contractors? (Skip the question It you don't know.y Owners indicated that the

average customer spends $44.57 at the club, excluding tips to entertainers and other independent
contractors. (N• 21)
9) #What fringe benefits do you provide to your employees? Choose all that apply. ~ Sixty-six percent of

respondents report providing at least one fringe benefit to their employees, whi le 34% said they do
not provide any fringe benefits. Thirty-one percent said they provide paid sick leave/ vacation time,
19.2% said they provide "Other" benefits, and 15.4% said they provide health care benefits.
Addition ally, none of the owners indicated that they provide a retirement plan to their employees,
Figure Vll.8. (N-21) "Other" write-in responses include:
•

Managers are paid when sick

•

Business [ls} too small to provide

•

Place to making a Jiving

•

Trips to California wineries, trips to other topless clubs in other cities

•

Mangers are paid when sick

Figure Vll.8 Fringe Benefits Provided to Employees (Non-entertainers)
Other (please specify)

No fringe benefits
Paid sick leave/vacation time
Retirement plan
Health care
0%

15%
30%
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45%

10) "What fringe benefits do you provide to your entertainers? Choose all that apply. w The largest proportion

of owners indicated that they do not provide fringe benefits to entertain ers (54.55%), fo llowed by
"Other" benefits (27.27%), health care (9.09%), and paid sick leave/vacation time (9.09%).
Additionally, none of the owners indicated that they provide a retirement plan to their entertainers
(0%), Figure 9. (N ..20) "Other" write-in responses included:
•

Discount Medical Health Benefit Plan, College Tuition {covered} for entertainers meeting a certain
number of shifts threshold.

•

Health seminars, in-house costume vendors, personal assistant to staff on each shift

•

Business [Is] too small to provide

•

Place to ma ke a living
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•

We have an elaborate system of benefits and bonuses based on good behavior and sales. We also
have a college scholarship plan. Club pays all tuition and books until graduation for qualified
applicant.

•

Medical Discount Health Plan, College Tuition Assistance Program, Seminars on Security and Safety,
Tax Planning

Figure Vll.9 Fringe Benefits Provided to Entertainers
I
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Dancer/Entertainer Employment
Questions 11-15 addressed the issue of dancer employment and income. Dancer/entertainer
employment figures are extremely difficult to obtain . Most clubs consider dancers to be
"independent contractors" and require dancers to pay a fee to the club for the right to dance there.
Dancers earn a combination of a percentage of revenues the club collects for private dances, and
tips paid directly to dancers from patrons. To obtain accurate estimate of statewide dancer
employment and Income, and with the assistance of TEA representatives who reviewed the survey
instrument with the research team, Question 11 divided the week among "slower" days (fewer
customers requiring fewer dancers) and "busier" days (more customers and more dancers). Each
day was divided into 4 shifts with some overlap among shifts to provide each respondent with as
much flexi bility as possible in answering accurate ly for his or her pa rticular club. And beca use a
dancer's experience and ability can affect how much she earns, Question 15 created a three-part
entertainer typology and asked respondents to estimate t he average shift income for each type of
dancer.
Based on t he responses to these questions and considering other factors, we estimate that there are
3,181 dancers working In Texas adult entertainment clu bs, who earn an average of $57,157 per
year, and that total direct earnings by entertainers are approximately $182 million per year.

11) #How many entertainers work per shift at your clubr Not surprisingly, Mondays-Wed nesdays are

slower business days than Thursdays-Sundays, with the evening and late shifts being the busiest
times of any particular day, Figure Vll.10. (N"'19)
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Figure Vll.10 Average Number of Entertainers per Shift
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12) MHow long does the average shift last for entertainers at your olubr The largest percentage of owners
indicated that the average shift for e nterta iners was 7 hou rs long (50%), followed by 6 hours (35%),
8 hours (10%), and 3 hours (5%), Figure Vll .11. (N--20)
Figure Vll.11 Length of Average Entertainer's Shift
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13) •How many shifts per week does the average entertainer work?w The largest percentage of owners

indicated that the average entertainer works 4 shifts a week (61%), followed by 3 shifts a week
(22%) and 5 shifts a week (17%), Figure Vll.12. (N=21)
Figure Vll.12 Number of Average Entertainer's Shifts per Week
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14) •p1ease specify the employment status of your club's entertainers.• The largest percentage of owners

indicated that all of thei r entertainers were independent contractors (68%), followed by a mix of
entertainer employment types (9%), ;,Other" employme nt status (9%), all employees (9%), and all
commission sa les agents (5%), Figure Vll.13. Additiona lly, none of the owners employ entertainers
who are licensees. (N""21)
Figure Vll.13 Entertainers' Employment Status
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15) "Please estimate below what dancers In each category earn In tips and other compensation ("dance
dollars,• or other In-house scrip) during an average shift. Assume for the purposes of this question that your
club has 3 categories of entertainers. The first category represents your top-earning dancers who may work
primarily the night shl~. have a lot of experience, and are generally considered the best dancers In your club.
The second category of entertainers may work both day and night shifts, generally do not earn as much as
dancers in the first category, and may be new to the industry. Dancers in the third category do not earn as

much as women In the first two categories, may be shy or new to dancing, and work primarily during the day
shift.· The largest percentage of owners indicated that their best dancer ea rns $401 to $500 during

an average shift (19%), followed by $10 1 to $ 200 in tips (14%), $50 1 to $600 (14%), $20 1 to $300
in tips (10%), $301 to $400 in tips (10%), and $601 to $800 (10%). The largest percentage of
owners indicated that their second-best dancer earns $201 to $300 during an average shift (33%),
followed by less than $ 100 in tips (19%) and $301 to $400 in tips (14%). The largest percentage of
owners indicated that their third-best dancer ea rns $101 to $200 in tips during an average shift
(38%), followed by less than $100 in tips (19%) and $301 to $400 in tips (10%), Figure Vll. 14 .
(N=21)

Figure Vll.14 Dancer's Income According to 'Experience/Ability (Estimated by Owner)
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16) #What percentage of your entertainers do you believe fa/I Into the categories listed belowr The largest

percentage of owners indicated that their entertainers were single parents (43.6%), followed by
unskilled workers (21.5%), students (16.4%), part-time entertainers (16.1%), professional
entertainers (8.5%), and seasonal entertainers (6.8%), Figure Vll.15. Categories are not mutually
exclusive. (N=17)
Figure Vll.15 Entertainers' Categories (Estimated by Owner)

Unskilled and has no other means of support
Seasonal entertainer - works during breaks in school
or other jobs
Part·time entertainer to supplement income from
other jobs
Professional entertainer
Student (college or trade school)
Single parent

0%

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

17) MP/ease estimate the percentage of your entertainers who have completed the following levels of
education. w Owners indicated that the largest percentage of entertainers, on average, have a high

school diploma (46.6% of entertainers), fo llowed by some college (23.1%), professional trade school
(13.3%), less than high school (12.1%), college degree (11.3), and graduate work (4.0%), Figure
Vll.16. Percentages do not total 100 because of respondent error. (N• 19)
Figure Vll.16 Education Level Attained by Entertainers (Estimated by Owner)
Professional trade school
Graduate work (on Masters, Doctoral, or
Professional degree)
College degree
Some college

46.6%

High school
Less than high school

10%

0%
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18) "What are the top three challenges that you face as an employee with entertainers working in your olub?w
Top challenges listed by respondents:
•

Insuring entertainers abide by existing laws and regulations.

•

We do not employ entertainers.

•

Getting them to come to work on a regular basis.

•

Working their schedules.

•

Getting them to come to work.

•

Finding qualified personnel.

•

Showing up.

•

Making stage on time.

•

Clients.

•

Picking music they want to dance to that customers want to hear.

•

Transportation.

•

Trying to maintain a high level of morale.

•

Complaints [of] not making money.

•

Getting them to come to work.

•

Availability of quality entertainers.

•

Not being able to legally search their belongings, but being held criminally responsible when
they are arrested on premise with Illegal [s ubstances].

•

Insuring entertainers abide by existing Jaws and regulations. Most do abide by the rules, but It
is a constant challenge to monitor and make sure they do, as well as customers.

Second Challenges
•

Changing clubs.

•

Getting them off of their phones.

•

Dependability.

•

Managing their finances.

•

Maintaining business.

•

Problems with [their] boyfriends.

•

As independent contractors, the entertainers can basically work when they want · there is

typically no schedullng. Management sometimes struggles with making sure we have
sufficient numbers of entertainers for each shift.
•

Picking correct music.

•

Incentives to get them to show up to entertain on time.

•

Having enough staff for slower shifts.

•

Babysitting.

•

Controlling how each dancer conducts herself while in the state of nudity.

•

Problems with [their] boyfriends.

•

Lack of dependability.

•

As independent contractor licensees, there is no set work schedule. It becomes a challenge

to have sufficient numbers of entertainers on certain shifts.
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Third Challenges

•
•
•
•

Getting them to work 8 hours .
Professionalism .
Staying motivated in slower times.
Thinking rnsponsibly.

•

Training.

•
•
•
•
•

Solving problems between entertainers.

•
•

Dra ma.

•
•

Problems with other entertainers.

Dress.
Persuading them to dress properly.
Encouraging girls to stay in school.
Falling behind In bills.
Better service .
Lack of professionalism and entertaining.

19) MAre there changes In the Industry with regard to entertainers that would you like to seer Nearly half of

the owners indicated that they did not want to see any changes in the industry with rega rd to
entertainers. The following are the responses from owners who wou ld like to see changes:
•

Stop holding clubs responsible for the actions or words of entertainers. Changes that would level the
field on a statewide basis rather than local municipality regulations that give one city an advantage
over another

•

I would lil<e to see the state of Texas reform welfare programs such as food stamps [and/ housing
assistance to encourage entertainers to come to work Instead of asking the tax payers to support
them. [Entertainers] make far In excess the a mount of money club owners and people with average

jobs mal<e.
•

{Enforce] an age requirement {of) 21 and up.

•

[Reform} welfare so [entertainers] who make more money than your average worker will quit abusing
the system by drawing food stamps and housing assistance, [only/ coming to work to make enough
money to party, support their boyfriend, and just get by. Some entertainers only come to work once or
twice a week.

>Section II: Regulation
20) MWhat are the social benefits (i.e., charitable contributions, scholarships for dancers) that your business
provides to the community?· All responses:
•

The adult cabaret Industry throughout the United States has consistently been prof/table, and
hlstorlcally, the largest segment of proceeds has been received by Its female entertainers. This has
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provided considerable Income to women, many of whom do not have either the educational
background or, because they have children or other dependents, the luxury of time to pursue
educational or other career paths. Additionally, because there is less workplace rigidity within the
Industry than In more tradltlonal/y administered other fields of endeavor, the entertainers, are able to
make their significant income during hours they choose to work, leaving significant time open during
the day/night for them to go to school, pursue other fields of employment, take care of their children
and/or other dependents or simply not have to work the usual 40 hours during the week. Addltlonally,
our club(s) is/are like other businesses in the community... we're members of civic organizations, we
contribute to charitable and other worthy recipients, we provide j obs for lots of people, we purchase

goods and services from local and regional vendors a nd we provide entertainment and diversion for a
significant segment of the pub/le. The adult cabaret Industry Is a much more mainstream form of
entertainment now than in past years. It is not just all about [men's) entertainment anymore. We have
many couples that are frequent our establishments on a regula r basis. 15 years ago it was commonly
frowned upon for women to enter these businesses, now they are welcomed and have become a
significant part of the customer base. Frequently couples come In for dinner and cocktalls and just to
enjoy the show.
•

We provide a safe and enjoyable meeting place for our ethnically minority patrons tQ meet and
socialize. Provides a place of employment to nearly 100 employees and an opportunity to practice
their trade to approximately 150+ entertainers.

•

We provide a safe environment for people to meet a nd socialize with others, and a place for our
employees to make a good living to support and ra ise their families. We participate in social events to
help the needy a nd Jess fortunate and contribute to local, county, a nd state Jaw enforcement fund
raising efforts. We work closely with local law enforce on the war on drugs campaign. We provide a
place for people who are lonely and just need someone to talk to about their problems. Our
employees are like counselors; they listen to people's problems and try to reassure them things will be
ok. I feel this industry helps [deter] sexua l violence by giving people with poor social skills a place to
{interact] with others that Is closely supervised to Insure safety.

•

•

[We] sponsor and donate to worthwhile charities a nd local events like charity golf tournaments, Brown
Santa, Red Cross etc... [or] when a disaster occurs like Katrina or 911.
The opportunity for work for the employees Is the main benefit. Some prefer the bar business, some
prefer the adult bar business a nd some are glad for the employment. These people are working and
not relying on the system to take care of them.

•

Gathering place to socialize, eat, and drink

•

A very nice, clean, safe and fun environment to gather.

•

We pay bonuses for all staff and entertainers who a re in [a] higher education/trade school in which
they receive good grades. We reduce crime!!! Al/owing adults a little legal safe fun deters the other
[illegal] and da ngerous alternatives. We {have} seen a huge reduction in crime in our surrounding
areas. We believe strongly in "elevating lives". Most staff and entertainers leave this location in a
better social position. Being a n operator in the business provides great opportunities to give sound,
fife elevating advice and direction. Texas has some great operators which steer many away from bad
decisions a nd actions.
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•

It Is a place that all ages of men can gather to drink, watch sports, and talk to women. I have
customers that are in their late 70's and early 80's that look forward to having a place to hang out

during the day. I think these persons would be lost without us.
•

We contribute to the local holiday lighting, the local historical society, the local library, the police

department (purchase vests), and to the local social services organi.tt1tions.
•

For customers, we provide sophisticated entertainment and fellowsh ip in an elegant setting that
ensures a safe, friendly, supervised environment for everyone. For employees and contractors, we
offer flexible work schedules and high income potential that is especially valuable to and appreciated
by students and single mothers. Many people use their time with us to fund their education, train for
other careers, establish themselves flnanclally, acquire property, and prepare for succe~~ful futures.

•

Jobs, self-employment, entertainment.

•

In [the] last year, we {hosted] three charity events for [the] Susan & Combs foundation.

•

With the economy and ordinance now in effect we are merely trying to survive.

21) "What are th~ economic benefits that your business provides to the community?: All responses:
•

Local civic leaders won't admit it, but the adult cabaret industry is an Important part of the convention
economic impact. Business travelers routinely entertain clients in our establishments. Local business
leaders also frequent our establishments to entertain clients or celebrate "the closing of a deal." We
provide Income to a wide base of people from all different backgrounds. We pay significant taxes,
{including] property tax, liquor tax, sa/P.r:. trix, Rel valorem lcixe~. payroll taxes, etc.

•

Our Industry pays a large amount of tax and fees each year at the local, state, and federal levels. 14%
liquor tax, 8.25% sales tax, state and federal unemployment tax, match social security tax, federal
Income tax, corporate tax (state and federal), [a nd] local and state license fees. This alone totals
about 40% of our gross sales before we pay the bills or our employees. We provide a place for single
mothers and female students [ to) work where they can set their own schedules to work around their
school schedule and the needs of their children. This Industry gives women the ability to make a
substantially larger [Income] than someone who works a minimum wage job. Our entertainers and
waitresses make in one night what most people make in a week.

•

Provide a clean working environment for employees and entertainers to be gainfully employed.

•

Employment to over 180 people, taxes over $300,000 [pe r) year, and [consumption of] $1,000,000
in supplies.

•

The obvious - payment of wages, property taxes, mixed-beverage taxes, sales taxes and various other
agency fees and permits. Utilities, products, and outside services are all compensated by this
business which contributes to the overall welfare of the area.

•
•

Employment and tax revenue.
We provide high earning Jobs for single and unskilled mothers. We attract a high {percentage] of out
of town patrons that would otherwise not spend the additional monies.

•

We are one of the smallest strip clubs In Texas and the country. We pay our liquor and sales tax. We

provide employment to a handful of hard working, honest citizens. We took a location that was an
unsuccessful eyesore and made it a hard working, taxpaying, beautiful llttle location. We gave the
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neighboring business a much needed boost. This area was a dark dim street with little commerce. The
area is turning Into a park and walk (which means neighborhood business growth). The neighboring
businesses have thanked us for the revitalization of the area. We provide a very visible "no-nonsense"
approach to security. This visible presence has a/so Increased the patrons of the area.
•

I employ a Jot of persons that probably could not get a job in this town because of either their
education or [lack] of child care. We allow them to choose their days and shifts to work around their
children's or school's [schedule]. The secondary employment from my business is considerable a/so,
from contractors, exterminators, carpet cleaners, delivery persons, all the way down the person [who]
sews the costumes.

•

Monies spent at area [businesses].

•

600 high paying jobs to all employees & independent contractors, most of which have low ski/ls and
low education at 21·28 years of age. Working In the adult Industry keeps them from going on welfare
& food stamps, {which] the taxpayers would have to pay [for].

•

We provide significant tax revenue for the city and the state. We have a long history of charitable
works in the community. And as noted above, we help hundreds of people at a time provide for their
families, secure their places In the community, and become self-sufficient, taxpaying citizens. We are
a prime destination for out-of-town visitors and convention-goers, which [contributes] significantly to
the general Dallas economy and [encourages] conventions to return here. [Employees] even move
here to be able to work at one of the best clubs In America. [The] club pays more than $ 2 million per
year In taxes.

•

Jobs, entertainment, self employment, and business.

22) "Do you think any nearby businesses are affected either positively or negatively by your club? Please
provide examples.· All responses:
•
•

Positively. Monies spent at area businesses.
Whataburger, Conoco, Shell, and K·Rogers all benefit positively with sales from our employees and
independent contractors.

•

Only positively. Our customers, employees, and contractors shop at area stores, eat at area
restaurants, stay at area hotels and add revenue to area taxi companies. We bring thousands of
consumers every week to an area they probably would not come to otherwise. We maintain very good
relations with neighboring businesses, including restaurants, hotels, gas stations and a Sam's club.

•

Positive - the stores, restaurants, liquor stores, and flower shops.

•

No.

•

We are in a mainly commercial area. I don't believe we are negatively affecting anyone. [We] bring
business to the gas station next door.

•

Yes; businesses tend to be synergistic. Our patrons come to our sites and may stop on the way at a
neighboring business to shop. Addltlonally, because we tend to be open later than many surrounding
businesses, the presence of our patrons and workforce in the area, as well as law enforcement which
keeps an eye on our location as it would for any place of public assembly, tend to make the
neighborhood safer than it would be If It were simply deserted after dark and in the late evenings.
Responsible operators of businesses have a positive impact on the surrounding area. Irresponsible
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operators of any type of business can have a negative impact on nearby businesses. We typically get
stereotyped as being a bad business when we are not. Politicians are afraid to speak of the positive
impacts of our businesses but will get out In front of the cameras anytime to talk about further
regulation. The fact of the matter is that there is more crime in non-adult alcoholic beverage
establishments and surrounding areas than in or around adult businesses.
•

Many restaurants in the area service both our customer and employees and entertainers.
Convenience stores and gas stations are patronized by both our customers and employees and
entertainers. Note: we are located in a primarily industrial area/ nearest residential several mi/es
away.

•

I feel our business positively affects our nearby businesses. Our clubs are located near a large
number of hotels, and our customers tell us they stay in that area so they can walk to the club Instead
of driving. We keep our business In tip top shape at all times; we landscape and decorate our property
to improve the area of our city in which we conduct business. We work with law enforcement to keep
drugs out of our clubs and off our property. We work with our neighbors to promote business In our
neighborhood.

•

Neither.

•

No.

•

Absolutely no negative effect. The area around our club has done nothing but grow since our opening.
No complaints are filed and several large industrial businesses have moved Into the area, developing
raw property and bringing revenues to the area.

•
•

Positively; [we have] extended hours for security and attraction to the area.
Pnsitive/y; tile surrCJt.mc.Jing businesses are food service and hotels for the business traveler which is 11
very good client.

•

Positively! We took an old eyesore and turned it into something beautiful. This sparked the
neighboring business to follow the positive face lift. We llght up the once dark, dangerous street and
watch the rift raft leave the area. We gave the area a positive pulse with safe legal commerce. We
have been thanked by the neighboring businesses.

•

I am In shopping center and every business has gained business for my business. The pizza shop sells
pizza to us, the Chinese restaurant sells meals to our dancers, the electronic shop has sold us all of
our light shows, the BBQ place sells us tacos In the mornings, the flower shop sell us flowers every
month for the different birthdays of our dancers, and the little grocery store gets the customers
coming and going. So everyone is making money off of us.

23) "What, If any, regulations are appropriate for exotic dance clubs and cabarets?" All responses:
•

The current city and state regulations are more than adequate to control my club. If anything, we are
over-regulated to the point that it is draconian.

•

Regulations to prevent prostitution, exploitation of undocumented Immigrants and employment of
people with criminal histories.

•

As with any place of pub/le assembly, regulations should be maintained which mandate being a good
neighbor and good corporate citizen. Adult cabarets should no more be a nuisance In the
neighborhood than should a sports bar, a bowling alley, a dance club or a 24 hour convenience store.
Cabarets should be required to maintain a pleasant, inoffensive exterior, keep their grounds and
surrounding areas clean, restrict external noise leak from inside, and generally do everything
reasonable to co·exist peacefully with their neighbors and the surrounding community. Regulations
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similar to those applicable to the above non-adult businesses should be equally applicable to
cabarets; regulations penalties and regulations should be designed to curtail demonstrated
misbehaving Individual businesses and not adopted Industry wide on the assumption that the
industry, per se, is bad and that therefore strong prophylactic controls are needed in advance. There
are adequate state laws of general application to deal with poorly run, bad clubs, just as mismanaged
bowling alleys and sports bars w/11 be taken care of by appllcatlon of general laws AFTER misconduct
has been alleged and proven ... not before.
•

Certainly no more than are already in place. We are one of the most heavily regulated industries in the

•

state of Texas, with state, county, and city oversight, regulations, and fees.
I feel we are already regulated enough. We are regulated at the state level through the TABC and the

•

Lewd laws and zoning are sufficient.

local level by the city and county.
•

We have always worked within the rules a nd regulations stipulated by the governing agencies. Most
are of a nature as to protect both the industry and the public, as are the majority of any laws.
However, this new law regarding the "Fee" Is considered at best over burdensome and at worst
crippling to this industry. The financia l aspect Is unjustified In Its very application.

24)

•

No additional regulations are neces.sary.

•

Background checks on entertainers deter career criminals from this industry.

•

I believe that exotic dance clubs should not have any more regulations than [those] of other
businesses that sell alcohol.

~is

any regulation appropriate for other' adult entertainment businesses, such as video and bookstores,

massage parlors, or escort services?" All responses:
•

Of course; bookstores a nd video stores-pure retail takeaway businesses-should be subject to the
same regulations as Barnes a nd Noble bookstores. Massage parlors and escort services raise
different problems and may require separate evaluation and regulations. There should be a clear
distinction between adult cabarets and massage parlors and escort services. The business models
are totally different and regulations should be different. All too often, adult cabarets get thrown In the
same bucket as massage pa rlors and escort services and book stores. Any future regulation should
be separate and distinct.

•

What's good for one type of adult business should be good for all types of adult establishments with
maybe some individual specifics only due to the nature of a particular business.

•

I am not in those Industries and I am not familiar with the regulations already in place.

•

The same should apply.

•

No.

•

None come to mind at this time.

•

Yes, but those businesses are not really similar to ours

•

No additional regulation.

•

No, massage parlors already have regulations and are not considered a sexually oriented business.
Escort services cannot be a sexually oriented business unless they are offering sex and that is illegal.
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Video and bookstores should not have any more regulations than a Blockbuster or Barnes and
Nobles.
•

Yes, but I would not be surprised if they have plenty already.

•

This question is not relevant to a properly-run bar and restaurant such as ours. Our business has
nothing to do with any of those businesses.

•

Yes.

•

Not Involved in those industries.

25) #Does your Industry benefit from a strong working relationship with local law enforcement agencies?
Please explain.• All responses:
•

Cabarets, like any other place of public assembly, can benefit greatly from a strong working
relationship with local law enforcement, but all too often mutual suspicion and hostility preclude what
would be a very mutually beneficial familiarity and interaction. In the best circumstances, cabarets
and cops should be able to communicate with each other and to rely on each other. Cabarets [must]
know that police are there to help them deal with situations Involving unruly patrons or other similar
non-law-abiding individuals, In the same way that at a football game, police w/11 deal with fans who've
had too much to drink or who get too partisan and thereby an irritant to other fans or a danger to
themselves or others. Cabarets, in turn, if they're not fearful of po/Ice harassment, can be good
providers of information and vigorously po/ice their own establishments, safe In the knowledge that if
they need it, non-threatening, non-hostile police support is only a phone call away. Sadly, a nd all too
often, police are not supportive, but rather hostile, and therefore the cabarets lose their rights as
taxpaying citizens, and the police lose the opportunity to the benefits which trusting cabarets could
provide.

•

Nol Most all Interaction with law enforcement is of a subversive nature (from their standpoint), with
political overtones that are always negatively motivated. I do not remember the last time I was
confronted by a Police officer (as I have witnessed in other types of businesses) with either a positive
attitude or with a #what can we do to help you" approach.

•

Yes, our industry benefits from a strong working relationship. We help them by notifying them when
someone comes in our club who is wanted or If we have a suspected person trying to sell drugs on our

property. Law enforcement helps us by stopping by occasionally for a walk through [or] coming when
called If we have an altercation. We have an excellent working relationship.
•

•

Yes.

We strive to maintain a working relationship with both local law enforcement and governmental
agencies. Our attitude ls one of compliance. This is the best way to pursue a reciprocal feeling from
the agencies. We want them to see us as valid businesses [that} are just like any of the other
businesses that have their applicable rules.

•

No. It could and should but it seems to be more adversarial. If authorities have a problem with a club,
entertainer or employee, they should approach the owners to solve the problem.

•

Yes. By cooperating with law enforcement, the officers can see that the business is a legitimate

commercial enterprise and not some front for Illegal activity.
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•

Yes, we greatly benefit from having good relationship and communication with local law enforcement
agencies. Communication allows both sides to understand the industry. This also allows both sides to
take measures which are "reasonable and realistic " to ensure a positive legal working atmosphere.
This communication a/so allows a city to have good legal sa fe places for adults to patronize. Having a
good legal safe location will decrease street crime.

•

No more than any other legal businesses.

•

Yes, they patrol our parking lot, which helps to control car theft and break-Ins.

•

Yes. As is the case with any business or organization, by cooperating fully with law enforcement
agencies and demonstrating that we respect the law and comply with it, we reduce the need for
outside scrutiny and intervention. This Is good for everyone. In many Instances, we go beyond what
the law stipulates; for example, by only hiring entertainers 21 or older - which removes any possibility
of underage alcohol violations in the club - and maintaining strict codes of conduct on the job. At the
same time, law enforcement agencies and local governments should work harder to foster good
relations with law-abiding clubs. Clubs would feel more comfortable asking for assistance with
problem customers and other issues if they did not worry about repercussions. This a lso would benefit
everyone. .

•

I did before the Houston city ordinance came Into affect revoked our S.0. B license.

•

Section Ill: Clubs and the Adult Entertainment Fee

26) HHow has the $5 per customer Adult Entertainment Fee affected your business and how is likely to affect
your business In the future'r All responses:
•

The fee has had a tremendous negative impact on business. Our customer counts are off and our
sales are off as well. In addition, we have picked up a new tax burden that the business cannot afford.
This year a lone, one of my locations has turned from prof/table to losing over $ 350,000. It is still open
because I have other business Interests that support It and we a re hopeful our customer counts will
Improve. Further, we had to spend many thousands of dollars in legal fees fighting this
unconstitutional law. This was ill thought out legislation. There is no more correlation between adult
cabarets with alcoholic beverage services and sexual assault than with non adult night clubs and
venues that serve a/coho/Jc beverages. Even Rep. Cohen testified in hearings that this bill was just a
funding mechanism and there was no connection between these clubs and sexual assault.

•

We have not paid the fee because we feel as did Judge Jenkins, that It Is unconstitutional and Is
therefore illegal. So there has been no Impact to our business as we have not done anything different
that would affect our customer. Please note our business is off approximately 20% for the year
anyway so far, and falling further. If we were to write a check today for what we owe for 2008 we
would definitely have to file ba nkruptcy tomorrow. We would probably be forc ed to file [for} Chapter 7

because we cannot exist and be profitable from the fl/Ing date forward.
•

The tax has ca used our business to drop substantially. I have a club that has lost money 9 months in
a row. Our customers refuse to pay the fee. We have tried everything to try to make It better. I do not
see it getting any better. The customers tell me why should they pay to come In when we can go other
places and not have to pay the fee. They feel they have been singled out because they chose adult
entertainment. I feel If the fee Is continued we will more than likely lose our employees, entertainers,
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a nd our /lvelihood ca us ing m ore unemployment and cause them to have to turn to welfare, costing
the state more money than what they gain from the fee which was passed to fund a legislator 's pet
project. They s hould have to find their funding without taking It from the tax payers for a choice they
make In their life.
•

•

It has deterred many persons frorn

coming to the c lub, especially dayshifts.

As stated, this "Fee" has affected our business In the 20 • 30% negative range. Not only does it keep a
Jot of business away, but It Is a substantial part of any am ount that can be reasonably either collected
nr paid by the

b~1siness.

We can see no positive or recovering effect from this "Fee".

•

Negatively.

•

The fee has removed 90% of our profltabllity. The fee will most llke/y cause us to go out of business.

•

The unconstitutional $5 fee has basically put this location "out of business". We do not make

$5 per

customer In profit. So how can we pay $5 per customer? We are one of the smallest strip clubs in the
country. We are a small struggling legal business even before adding an unconstitutional $5 fee per
customer. We have been open for approximately 3 and one half years. Like most business, the first 2
year~

where a complete wash. As soon as we made that two year turn tryings starting looking up. Then

we were broadsided by a n illegal, unconstitutional $5 per customer fee. The fee has done enormous
damage to our business and depleted all monies. We Immediately had to close our dayshift. Our
dayshlft. never had a cover charge and our customers refused to pay the $5 fee. We do not make $5
profit per customer to pay the fee ourselves. M ost of our dayshift customers only have $5 in their
pocket. This illegal collection of this unconstitutional fee caused us to stop the dayshift. We had to Jay
off the dayshift manager, bartender, and entertainers. We Jose thousands of dollars a month in
business under this illegal fee. The club does not make $5 per customer profit. In order to pay the sin

taxes we have had to sell a $20K food trailer for $10k, take a loan, consol/date other minor d ebts,
and pay penalties and interest due to the payment being late. We could not pay any of the s in tax
payments on time because we simply did not have the m oney. We Jive very modest lives and do not
splurge on anything. I have a pickup truck with no tallgate. The illegal sin tax will put us out of
business. Most small and medium strip clubs do not make $5 per customer profit. Like all other
industries, this industry requires operators to streamline all monies to stay afloat. The $5 per
customer fee Is not close to being rea/lstlc and reasonable. This is not a modest fee. I never thoug ht
that in America I would be forced to pay an unconstitutional fee.

•

Yes, my beer/alcohol sales are down 20%, we have stop some of the outside contracting such as
daily cleaning service, bathroom cleaning company, we have laid off some of the security persons that
we had employed. I don't believe I can stay In business another 2 years with the current $5 per
customer fee.

•
•

Have not changed price, so no affect. If we had charged businesses, It would have fallen off.
The $5 fee has forced us to raise cover charges and food and drink prices, a bad business strategy
during a recession. It has significantly eroded our profit margins and forced cutbacks in business
expenses - which affect the general economy as well as our club. We know it has dissuaded some
customers from coming to the club as

o~en

as before, or from coming at all. This is particularly acute

for us because some c lubs that are not paying the $5 fee have not made these changes, putting clubs
that are complying with the law at a competitive disadvantage.
•

[Fewer] customers.
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•

Business has dropped 60%.

•

Business has decreased by 40% (which may be in part due to the economy).

27) #Please share any negative experiences that you have had with the $5 tee. w Responses:
•

Loss of business [and] customers really upset that the legislature put this law In place. Customers
who used to come by for lunch don't come at all. Why come by for lunch when the non-adult
restaurant down the street does not charge a $5 fee. We have lost many customers due to the fee.
Take a look at the newspaper biogs attached to the articles when the fee went into place, they are
overwhelmingly In opposition to this fee. Addltlonally, the matter was litigated, determined
unconstitutional, yet the state continues to ignore the court ruling and collect the tax. This creates
unfair competition in that some establishments are paying the tax and others are not. There is a grave
misconception that our business models are flush with cash and that these businesses can afford to
pay the tax. It Is simply not so. We have expenses just like every other business. Our profit margin is
thin and our costs are sometimes higher, such as insurance and advertising.

•

We have had to implement hundreds of thousand dollars In pay cuts and layoffs at al/ levels of
employment, from administrative down, in an attemptto comply with paying the fee as well as curtail
or completely cut out most advertising and promotional events, and are still unable to pay the fee and
remain profitable enough to remain in business.

•

loss of business, loss of revenue, loss of entertainers, loss of staff, trouble paying bills, customers
refusing to pay, customers complaining, customers feel they were linked to sexual assault even
though they had nothing to do with It.

•

We have had many persons turn around because of the excessive cover charge which pays the fee.

•

What can be more negative than the decline In number of patrons or the corresponding loss of their
revenue or the reduced amount spent by the patrons who do visit? This "Fee" has been nothing but
negative to our business and probably to the industry as a whole since its institution.

•

Decrease in Customers. Decrease in frequency of customers. Decrease in alcohol consumption.
Decrease In tipping. Decrease in entertainer income. Tremendous decrease in club profitability.

•

The $5 started an enormous downward spiral for our business. Our customer base is hard working,
blue collar guys. They do not and will not pay the extra $5 per customer fee. After paying employees,
utilities, liquor taxes, sin taxes and all other misc. expenses necessary for business there Is not $5 per
customer remaining. This illegal tax will put us out of business.

•

My sales are down 20%. I have had to lay employees off. I have customers that do not come in any
more or now come in less. My dancers work less days but longer hours. My DJ's are getting second
Jobs to make ends meet and my waitress turnover has tripled.

•

It has a chilling effect on the average customers because they cannot afford to pay $5.00 to get in,
plus 2 drinks, which is so common at my club. We've had too many customers turn around and leave
when asked to pay a cover on the day shift and even on the night shift.

•

Some customers' think we are being greedy by passing along some or all of the $5 fee, either
because they are unaware of the new law, do not believe us, or are not paying additional fees at clubs
that are not complying with the law. Some have come to the door and turned around rather than pay
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the tax. Most, however, seem to understand our predicament, although they believe that singling out
our clubs for additional taxes is extremely unfair.
•

Customers walking out.

•

We are not happy [because] customers don't want to come in.

•

Customers refusing to pay and leaving.

28) "If there are future regulations considered for exotic dance clubs in Texas, would you prefer that such
regulations come from the Texas Legislature or from local governments, and why?" All responses:
•

If entertainers are to be licensed, then reasonably priced, reasonably written and enforced, "one
license is good throughout the staten statewide entertainer licensing legislation might be a good thing.

Slmllar/y, state preemption of the field, to eliminate all of the myriad of different rules and rely just on
existing statewide criminal laws of general jurisdiction, might be a good thing. However, imposing
uniform statewide conduct and operational rules throughout Texas - in both small, conservative Bible
belt communities and also more cosmopolitan, urban, tourisVbusiness travel destinations- would be
impractical as well as counter-productive.
•

State regulation would be more equitable as It levels the playing fields shared by local municipalities
that are geographically connected to each other which in many instances creates an unfair business

advantages. Example: The city of Dallas just enacted a no smoking ordinance for "bars" with
surrounding areas such as Addison, Plano, Arlington, Garland, and Mesquite having no ordinances
regulating smol<ing in bars, therefore crnating Rn unfair advantage for t/Jes1:1 i:ilit::$ in the sense that
patrons only have to drive a few blocks, In many instances, to smoke in a bar, which they can't do in
the city they live in.
•

I feel we are already highly regulated by the city, state, and counties. I feel no further regulation is
needed.

•
•

None.
This question has a mixed answer. The Texas Legislature can be a little more objective and treat the
Industry as it is - a valid and supported business. However, local agencies can look at the clubs as
they might Impact their area and make decisions in that regard. These two parts can also work
negatively In that the Legislature could make decisions that are impractical to the Industry (the "Fee")
and local agencies could let personal feelings or objectives dictate the attitudes governing
regulations. This is a dlfflcult situation and is probably best done by the Legislature and the local
agencies working together with the clubs to adopt policies that are best for all concerned.

•

The state-[to] promote conformity.

•

Texas Legislature. There needs to be consistency In regulations for any business throughout at least
the state. This is important for staff as well as customers. This industry is sometimes a political target
and local governments would be more likely to abuse their powers to hurt the Industry.

•

Local Government! The state representatives have no idea what It takes to keep a business afloat.

•

Neither; we are being regulated out of business.

•

Current system has worked for years. I have not always agreed but all has worked.
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•

Local governments because the locals are more in tune to the regulations needed at a particular
location and the positive or negative effects of the business In their particular neighborhood.

•

From the Texas Legislature. Any laws on bars and restaurants, whether they concern smoking,
alcohol, extra taxes, entertainers or anything else, should be applled equally throughout the state.
This ensures a level playing field for businesses that are In competition.

•

State uniformed.

•

The state: they research their regulation and they keep true voters In mind at all times.

>Survey Instrument
Survey Instrument
Thank you for taking our survey of Texas adu lt cabaret owners. The survey should take 20-30 minutes to
complcLc. Please circle or mark an answer directly on this survey and mail it back to us in the enclosed
postage-paid envelope no later than December 19, 2008.
Section J. Opcratio_ns
1. How many years have you been involved in your industry in each of the categories listed below?
_ _ As an employee?
As an owner?
2. Excluding entertainers, how many emp loyees or independent contractors work at your club or through
your management company? Please fill in the average number of full-time and parHime employees for
each category of employee.
Part-time
Full-time
Wailrcsses
Bartenders
Managers
Kitchen/Food
Custodial/parking
Disc Jockeys
Administrative
3. What is the average wage in dollars per hour for each of the following:
DJ
$_
Manager
Security/bouncer
Kitchen/ food staff
Custodial/parking
Administrative
Waitress
Bartender
4. Please indicate your club's approximate annual gross sales (all revenue sources) for each of Lhc years
listed by checking the appropriate answer.
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2006:

Less than $250,000
Between $250,000 and $500,000
Between $500,000 and $ 1 million
Between $1 million and $2 million
Between $2 million and $3 million
Detween $3 million an<l $4 million
Between $4 million and $5 million
Between $5 million and $7.5 million
Between $7.5 million and $ 10 million
More thnn $10 million

2007:

Less than $250,000
Between $250,000 and $500,000
Between $500,000 and$ I million
Between $ 1 million and $2 million
Between $2 million and $3 million
Between $3 million and $4 million
Between $4 million and $5 million
Between $5 million and $7 .5 million
Between $7 .5 million and $ 10 million
More than $ 10 million

2008 (year to date): Less than $250,000
Between $250,000 and $500,000
Bet\\'een $500,000 and $ 1 million
Between $ 1 million and $2 million
Between $2 million and $3 million
Between $3 million and $4 million
Between $4 million and $5 million
Between $5 million and $7.5 million
Between $7.5 million and $ 10 million
More than $ 10 million
5. Of your annual gross sales, on average, what percentages (approximate) come from each of the
following sources?
Alcoholic beverage sales
%
Non-alcoholic beverage sales
%
Food
%
Entertainers' fees
%
Cover/Door charges (include sales tax or SOB tax)
%
Miscellaneous (please specify the source)
%

6. If you entered an amount under "Miscellaneous" please specify the source.
7. Where do your club's customers live? Please spec ify what the approximate percentages arc.
Local city or metropolitan area
%
Outside of metropolitan area
%
Do not know
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8. How much do you estimate the average patron spends at your club per visit, excluding tips to
entertainers and other independent contractors?
Do not know

$- - -

9. What fringe benefits do you provide to your employees'? Circle all that apply.
a. Health care
b. retirement plan
c. paid sick leave/vacation time
d. other
- - - -- - -- - - e. I don't provide fringe benefits to my employees.

10. What fringe benefits do you provide to your entertainers'? Circle all that apply.
a. Health care
b. retirement plan
c. paid sick leave/vacation time
d. other
e. I don't provide fringe benefits to my entertainers.
--------~

11 . How mai1y entertainers work per shift at your club'? Please circle the appropriate range of numbers
for each shift. T he week has been divided into slower days (Monday - Wednesday) and busier days
(Thursday - Sunday), and each set of days has been divided into four shifts.
Early Shift
(I Ia - 7p)
Mon - W

Afternoon Shill
( 4p - 12a)
Mon - W

Evening Shift
( 7p - 2a)
Mon-W

Late Shift
( othei· )
Mon - W

Fewer than 10
11-20
2 1-30
31-40
4 1-50
51 -60
61-70
More than 71

Fewer than I0
11.-20
2 1-30
31 -40
41 -50
51-60
61-70
More than 71

Fewer than IO
11 -20
21 -30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61 -70
More than 71

Fewer than 10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61 -70
More than 71

Early Shift
( 11 a - 7p)
Thur.-Sun

Afternoon Shift
(4p - 12a)
Thur.-Sun

Evening Shift
( 7o - 2a)
Thur.-Sun

Late Shift
(other)
Thur.-Sun

Fewer than 10
11 -20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
More than 71

Fewer than I0
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
5 1-60
61 -70
More than 71

Fewer than I0
11 -20
2 1-30
31 -40
41 -50
51 -60
61-70
More than 71

Fewer than 10
11 -20
2 1-30
31-40
4 1-50
51-60
61-70
More than 71
.
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12. How long does the awrage shift last for entertainers at your club (circle one)?
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
5 hours
6 hours
7 hours
8 hours
13. How many shifts per week does the average ente11aincr chose to work at your club (circle one)?

3

4

5

6

7 or more

14. Please specify the employment status of your club's entertainers.
All are licensees
All are independent contractors
. All are commission sales agents _ _
All are employees
I have a mi x at my club
Other
15. Please estimate below what dancers in each category earn in tips and other compensation ("dance
dollars" or other in-house scrip) during an average shift. Assume fur l11t: purpost:s of this question that
your club has 3 categories of entertainers. The first category represents your top-earning dancers who
may work primari ly the night shift, have a lot of experience, and are generally considered the best
danct:rs in your club. The second categoty of entertainers may work both day and night shifts, generally
do not earn as much as dancers in the first category, and may be new to the industry. Dancers in the third
categoty do not earn as much as women in the fi rst two categories, may be shy or new to dancing, and
work primarily during the day shift.
Category I "Best Dancer"
Less than $ I 00
Between $ 10 I and $200
Between $201 and $300
Between $30 l and $400
Between $40 l and $500
Between $50 I and $600
Between $601 and $800
Between $801 and $ I 000
Between $ 1001 and $ 1500
More than $ 150 I
Do not know
Category 2 "Second-Best Dancer"
Less than $ I 00
Between $ 101 and $200
Between $20 1 and $300
Between $30 1 and $400
Between $40 I and $500
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Between $501 and $600
Between $60 l and $800
Between $80 I and $ 1000
Between $100 l and $1500
More than $ 150 l
Do not know
Category 3 "Third-Best Dancer"
Less than $ 100
Between $101 and $200
Between $20 l and $300
Between $301 and $400
Between $40 I and $500
Between $50 I and $600
Between $601 and $800
Between $80 I and $ I000
Between $1001 and $1500
More than $1501
Do not know
16. What percentage of your entertainers do you believe fall into the categories listed below? (Categories
are not mutually exclusive.)
_ _Single parent
_ _Student (college or Trade School)
_ _Professional entertainer
_ _Part time entertainer to supplement income from other jobs
_ _Seasonal entertainer - works during breaks in school or other job
_ _ Unskilled and has no other means of support
17. Please estimate the percentage of your entertainers who have completed the following levels of
education:
_ _Less than high school
_ _High school
_ _Some College
_ _College Degree
_ _Graduate Work (on Master's, Doctoral or Professional degree)
Professional trade school
18. What are the top three challenges that you face as an employer with entertainers working in your
club?

19. Are there changes in the industry with regard to entertainers that would you like to see?

Section II. Regulation
20. What are the social benefits (i.e., charitable contributions, scholarships for dancers) that your
business provides to the community?
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21. Whal are the economic benefits thal your business provides to the community'?

22. Do you Lhink any nearby businesses arc affected either positively or negatively by your club? Please
provide examples.

23. What, if any, regulations are appropriate for exolic dance clubs and cabarets?

24. ls any regulation appropriale for other adult ente1tainmcnt businesses, such as video and bookstores,
massage parlors, or escort services?

25. Docs your industry benefit from a strong working relationship with local law enforcement agencies?
Please explain.

Section lll. Clubs and the Adull Entertainment Fee
26. How has the $5 per customer Adult Entertainment Fee affected your business and how is it likely to
atfoct your business in the fut1.1re?

27. Please share any negative experiences that you have had with the $5 fee.

28. If there are future regulations considered for exotic dance clubs in Texas, would you prefer that such
regulations come from the Texas Legislature or from local governments, and why?

===============;----~== ==~== =====================~========~---

Thank you for taking the time to complete our survey. If you have any questions or further comments
about this survey, please contact Dr. Bruce Kellison (bkellison@ic2.utexas.edu), 512-475-78 13, or T.E.A.
through AirneeBeatty@hotmail.com.
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Appendix VIII
Valuations of Adult Entertainment Clubs
Table Vlll.1 summarizes various valuation measures for two companies with multiple adu lt
entertainment clubs that are publicly traded and one company with one club that is publicly traded.
(Data were current as of October 29, 2008.) Short profiles of these publicly traded companies are
also provided.
Rick's Cabaret International, Inc., through its subsidiaries, operates 19 upscale adu lt nightclubs (12
in Texas) serving primarily businessmen and professionals. As of October 29, 2008, Rick's had
approximately 700 employees. Rick's was founded in 1982 and its headquarters are in Houston,
Texas. Its stock is traded under the symbol RICK on t he NASDAQ. Further information is a'vailable at
http://www.rickscabaret.com.
VCG Holding Company operates 20 upscale clubs (two in Texas) and one dance club in 10 states.
These clubs range in size from 7,000 square feet to 16 ,000 square feet, with the average size being
approximately 10,000 square feet. As of October 29, 2008, VCG Holding had approximately 720
employees. It is headquartered in Lakewood, Colorado, and its stock is traded under the symbol
VCGH on the NASDAQ. Further information is available at http://www.vcgh .com.
Million Dollar Saloon, Inc. owns and operates an adu lt cabaret in Dallas, Texas. It also owns
commercial properties in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex. Founded in 1987 and based in Dallas,
the Million Dollar Saloon has 25 employees and is traded under the symbol MLDS on the NASDAQ
pink sheets. See http://www.mi lliondollar.com.
Table Vlll.1 Club Valuation Ratios for Publicly Traded Companies
VALUATION MEASURES

RICK

VCGH

MLDS

Market Cap (intraday)5:

56.93M

42.90M

802.34K

Enterprise Value (29-0ct-08)3:

74.90M

74.12M

N/A

Trailing P/E (ttm, intraday):

6.60

6.78

3.50

Forward P/E (fye 30-Sep-09) 1:

4.15

4 .96

N/A

Price/Sales (ttm):

1.09

0.82

0.26

Price/Book (mrq):

0.86

0.71

0.29

Enterprise Value/Revenue (ttm)3:

1.45

1.41

NaN

Enterprise Value/EBITDA (ttm)3:

5.21

5.443

N/ A

Key metrics for each company on a per-club basis are provided in the table AP·2 below.
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Table Vlll.2 Per·Club Valuation Ratios
VALUATION MEASURES

RICK

VCGH

MLDS

Sales (2008 per club estimate):

$2,238,186

$2,138,400

$3,071,000*

Market Cap (per club)

2.99M

2.145M

802.34K

Enterprise Value (per club)

3.94M

3.71M

N/ A

Price/Sales (ttm):

1.09

0.82

0 .26

Price/Book (mrq):

0.86

0 .71

0.29

*Fourth quarter total anding September 30, 2007.

Table Vlll.2 shows that there is some variation across the three companies In th e key metrics of
sales per club, market capitalization per club, and price/sales. That is to be expected, given that
numerous factors are important in valuation of any particu lar club. These Include club location,
capacity/square footage, club licenses, beverage mix, number of entertainers, number of stages,
typical c lientele, inventory, and current and past sa les.
Additiona l Information on Club Valuations - Proposed Transactions
Initially, researchers planned to compi le a number of actual club transactions to supplement this
review of club va luations. No such transactions cou ld be identified, so data on 13 proposed
transactions were collected. These clubs were listed for sa le on va rious internet sites, and key
lnformcition was drawn from the for-sale listings. I able Vll l.3 shows that the clubs vary significa ntly
in terms of their sizes and locations. Averages are shown in the last row. Most of the clubs are
smaller in size and have lower sales compared to per-club data for RICK and VCGH.
Table Vlll.3 Proposed Club Transactions
Club Location

Ask Price

Sales

Not
Income

Yuma, AZ.

$950,000

N/ A

$122,000

New York City, NY

$1,200,000

$1,000,000

N/ A

San Diego, CA

$3,000,000

$650,000

Los Angeles, CA

$900,000

Dayton, OH

-N/ A

7.79

1.20

N/A

$300,000

4.62

10.00

$365,000

$204,000

2.47

4.41

$600,000

$750,000

$200,000

0.80

3.00

Flint, Ml

$18,300,000

$9,360,000

$4,500,000

1.96

4.07

Ohio

$1,800,000

$900,000

$250,000

2.00

7.20

Baton Rouge, LA

$115,000

$75,000

$50,000

1.53

2.30

Los Angeles County, CA

$2,200,000

$700,000

$180,000

3.14

12.22

Burlington County, NJ

$1,600,000

N/ A

$239,000

N/ A

6.69

Indiana

$500,000

$285,000

N/ A

1.75

N/A

Jacksonville, FL

$900,000

$1,200,000

$480,000

0.75

1.88

Nassau County, NY

$899,000

$1,000,000

$544,700

0.90

1.65
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Table Vlll.4. Revised Group of Proposed Club Transactions

Club Location

Ask Price

Sales

Net Income

$600,000

$750,000

$200,000

$18,300,000

$9,360,000

$1,800,000

Baton Rouge, LA

Dayton, OH

..

Ask Price/
NI

0.80

3.00

$4,500,000

1.96

4.07

$900,000

$250,000

2.00

7.20

$115,000

$75,000

$50,000

1.53

2.30

Jacksonville, FL

$900,000

$1,200,000

$480,000

0.75

1.88

Nassau County, NY

$899,000

$1,000,000

$544,700

0.90

1.65

Flint, Ml
Ohio

The table also shows that t he t hree Ca lifornia properties are somewhat outliers in their va luations. If
these three clubs and other clubs with missing data are omitted, then a set of six proposed club
transactions exist (Table Vlll.4). This set of proposed club transactions is quite similar to the per-club
va luat ions for RICK and VCGH. particularly on the ask price/sa les ratio. That is, the ask price/sales
ratio of 1.32 for the proposed transactions is not that different from the price/sales ratios of 1.09
and 0.82 for RICK and VCGH, respectively.
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Appendix IX
Recent Actions by Communication Companies
Craigslist Agrees to Curb Sex Ads, By BRAD STONE
Published: November 6, 2008
SAN FRANCISCO - The on line classifieds company Craigslist said Thursday that it had reached an
agreement with 40 state attorneys general and agreed to tame its notoriously unruly ''erotic
services" listings. Prostitutes and sex-oriented businesses have long used that section of Craigslist
to advertise their services. Along with their ads, they often include pornographic photos.
Earlier this year, the attorney general of Connecticut, Richard Blumenthal, representing 40 states,
sent a letter to Craigslist demanding that it purge the site of such material and better enforce its own
rules against illega l activity, including prostitution . The two sides began a series of conversations
about what Craigslist could do to prevent such ads from appearing.
"They identified ads that were crossing the line," said Jim Buckmaster, chief executive of Craigslist.
"We looked at those ads, we saw their point and we resolved to see what we could do to get that
stuff off the site."
In March, Craigslist took the initial step of asking its erotic services advertisers to provide a va lid
phone number. An automated system then ca lled these advertisers and read a series of digits,
which the advertiser had to type into a Web page before their ad would appear on the site. Craigslist
said that reduced a majority of the illicit material.
Under the broader agreement announced Thursday, Craigslist is going further, asking that
advertisers provide valid identification. It said it will charge erotic services vendors a small fee - Mr.
Buckmaster said around $10 - and require that they provide a va lid credit card. It wi ll donate the
money to charities working on chi ld exploitation and human trafficking issues.
On Wednesday, Craigslist also filed 14 lawsuits in San Francisco against compa nies that were
helping advertisers circumvent the telephone verification system by generating Internet telephone
numbers that cou ld be used temporarily ~nd then discarded.
Mr. Blumenthal said the new measures wou ld discourage many sex operators from using Craigslist.
"The mere act of authentication will be a very significant deterrent," he said . "There are very few
prostitutes who want to be called by Craigslist and asked to give additional identifying information."
www.nytimes.com/2008/11/07 /technology/ internetj07craigslist.html?partner=rssyahoo&emc=rss
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Nlng puts the handcuffs on porno networks
December 2, 2008 11:22 AM PST
There's no more room for sm ut and naughty bits on build-your-own socia l network service Ning,
according to a post on the compa ny blog. Ning has announced that It wi ll shut down its "Red Light
District;; of ad ult content, and on Ja nua ry 1 will formally ban it.
"We are exploring ways for adult networks that will no longer be available on Ning to export their
content in addition to their members," the post by CEO Gina Bianchini read. The reasoning, she
explained , is that it's costly and problematic-something you just ca n't dea l with in a recession.
Advertisers don't like it, Bianchini sa id. "Our ad partners aren't big fans of the adult networks and
therefore require us to Identify adult networks or risk our hea lthy advertising revenue," she
explained. "We don't want to be In the policing business and, unchecked, that's where this is
heading."
And if legal adu lt-content networks are allowed, the illegal ones invariably weasel their way in,
Bianchini said, and that mea ns more work for a sma ll team. The number of Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (DMCA) takedown not ices is also higher for adult networks: "Compared to our other
socia l networks on the Ning Platform , the additional work created by adult networks alleged to have
violated the copyrights of others is enough for us to discontinue adu lt networks in favor of investing
time and energy in growing the Nlng Platform from here," Bia nchini wrote.
See http://blog.ning.com/2008/ 12/the-end-of-the-red-light-district.html for more details.

Ning isn't the only site to be cracking the whip on porn. YouTube, owned by Google, said on Tuesday
that it's 0 tightening the standard for what is considered 'sexually suggestive."'

A YouTube for All of Us
December 02, 2008

I

Posted by: The YouTube Team

I

Permalink

As a community, we have come to count on each other to be entertained, cha llenged, and moved by
what we watch and share on YouTube. We've been thinking a lot lately about how to make the
collective YouTube experi ence even better, particularly on our most visited pages. Our goal is to help
ensure that you're viewing content that's releva nt to you, and not inadvertently coming across
content that Isn't. He re are a few things we ca me up with:
Stricter sta ndard for mature content · Wh ile videos featuring pornographic Images or sex acts are
always removed from the site when they're flagged, we're tightening the standard for what is
considered "sexua lly suggestive." Videos with sexua lly suggestive (but not prohibited) content will be
age-restricted, which mea ns they'll be available only to viewers who are 18 or older. To learn more
about what constitutes "sexually suggestive" content, click here.
Demotion of sexually suggest ive content and profanity - Videos that are considered sexually
suggestive, or that contain profanity, will be algorithmica lly demoted on our 'Most Viewed ,' 'Top
Favorited,' and other browse pages. The classification of these types of videos is based on a number
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of factors, including video content and descriptions. In testing, we've found that out of the
thousands of videos on these pages, only several each day are automatically demoted for being too
Graphic or explicit. However, those videos are often the ones which end up being repeated ly flagged
by the community as being inappropriate.
The preservation and improvement of the YouTube experience is a responsibility we share. Let's
work together to ensure that the YouTube community continues to thrive as a positive place for all of
us.
The YouTube Team
http://www.you tu be.com/blog?entry• AEX3_ 7h40m k
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Appendix X
TABC Violation Descriptions
A detailed description of major violations is listed in the table below, provided by the TABC Open
Records Office. TABC provides rules (see "R" in the table)
http://www.tabc.state.tx.us/legi nfo/rules/ALLRULES.PDF and codes (see "Code" in the table)
http://www.tabc.state.tx.us/leginfo/code/80th/AllTitles.pdf for the violations.

Table X.1 Violation Descriptions
V1olat1ons

Statute

Permitting Minor To
Possess/Consume

On or about
.. , 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, with criminal negligence permitted a minor to possess or consume
an alcoholic beverage. By permitting a minor to possess or consume an
alcoholic beverage, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §
106.13.

Breach - Simple

On or about
, 200_, a breach of the peace occurred on the
premises, or on t he premises under Respondent's control. Said breach of t he
peace was not beyond the control of Respondent, (his, her, Its) agent. servant,
or employee, and resulted from the Respondent's Improper supervision of
persons permitted to be on t he licensed premises or on premises under
Respondent's control. By allowing a breach of the peace on t he licensed
premises that was not beyond the Respondent 's control and resulted from the
Respondent's improper supervision of persons on the premises, Respondent
violated Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 22.12, 28.11, 32.24, and/ or 69.13.

Breach - Aggravated

On or about
, 200_, a breach of the peace occurred on the
premises, or on the premises under Respondent's control. Said breach of the
peace was not beyond the control of Respondent, (his, her, its) agent. servant.
or employee, and resu lted from the Respondent's improper supervision of
persons permitted to be on the licensed premises or on premises under
Respondent's control. By allowing a breach of the peace on the licensed
premises that was not beyond the Respondent's control and resulted from the
Respondent's Improper supervision of persons on the premises. Respondent
violated Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 22.12, 28.11. 32.24. and/ or 69.13.

Breach, Failure To Report

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, failed to promptly report a breach of the peace on the licensed
premises to the Commission. By fa iling to promptly report a breach of the
peace on the licensed premises to the Commission, Respondent violated Texas
Alcoholic Beverage Code§§ 11.61(b)(21), 61.71(a)(31), and/or and
32.17(a)(8).
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Cash Law

On or about
_
, 200_, Respondent or Respondent's agent, servant, or
employee, gave a check or draft for the purchase of beer that was dishonored
when presented for payment. By giving a check or draft for the purchase of
beer that was dishonored when presented for payment, Respondent violated
Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 61. 73 and 102.31. On or about
_ _ _ _, 200_, Respondent or Respondent's agent, servant, or employee,
gave a check or draft for the purchase of beer that was dishonored when
presented for payment. By giving a check or draft for the purchase of beer that
was dishonored when presented for payment, Respondent violated Texas
Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 28.12, 61. 73 and 102.31.

Credit Law

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, Its) agent, servant, or
employee, failed to timely collect cred it payments from a retailer. By failing to
timely collect credit payments from a retailer, Respondent violated Texas
Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 11.61 (b) (2) and 102.32 (Vernon 1995 and Supp.
2004). (WHOLESALER) On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her,
its) agent. servant, or employee, failed to timely pay for liquor from a wholesale
dealer. By failing to timely pay for liquor from a wholesale dealer, Respondent
violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code§§ 61.71 (a} (1) and 102.32 (Vernon
1995 and Supp. 2004}. (RETAILER}

Possession Of Drugs By
Licensee/Permitee

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its} agent. servant. or
employee, possessed or permitted others to possess a narcotic on the licensed
premises. By possessing or permitting others to possess a narcotic on the
licensed premises, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §§
104.01(9} and 11.61 (b}(2} and/or 61.7 1(a)(1}, and 16 Texas Administrative
Code ' 35.41 (bl.

Sale/Delivery Of Drugs By
Licensee/Permitee

On or about
, 200_, Respondent. (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, sold or permitted others to sell a narcotic on the licensed premises.
By selling or permitting others to sell a narcotic on the licensed premises,
Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code§§ 61.71(a}(17), and/or
11.61(b}(7}, and 16 Texas Administrative Code § 35.31.

Permit Sale/ Delivery/ Poss
Of Drugs By
Licensee/Permittee

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant. or
employee, sold or permitted others to sell a narcotic on the licensed premises.
By selling or permitting others to sell a narcotic on the licensed premises,
Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code§§ 61.71(a}(17}, and/ or
11.61(b}(7}, and 16 Texas Administrative Code § 35.31.

Sale/Delivery/Poss Of
Paraphernalia By
Licensee/ Permittee

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, possessed, delivered, or sold, or permitted others to possess,
deliver, or sell equipment used or designed for administering a narcotic on the
licensed premises. By possessing, delivering, or selling, or permitting others to
possess, deliver, or sell equipment used or designed for administrating a
narcotic on the licensed premises, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic
Beverage Code§§ 104.01(9) and 61.71(a)(1) and/or 11.61(b)(2), and 16
Texas Administrative Code § 35.41(b).

Sale Of AB To Intoxicated
Person

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, sold, served, or delivered an alcoholic beverage to an intoxicated
person. By selling, serving, or delivering an alcoholic beverage to an
intoxicated person, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §§
11.61(b)(14} and/ or 61. 71(a)(6}.

Intoxicated
Permittee/Licensee On
Licensed Premises

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, was intoxicated on the licensed premises. By being intoxicated on
the licensed premises, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code§§
104.01(5),11.61(b}(13), 25.04 and/or 61. 71 (a) (1).
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Inspection Refusal

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, refused t o permit or interfered with an inspection of the licensed
premises by an authorized Commission representative or peace officer. By
refusing to perm it or interfering with an inspection of the licensed premises by
an authorized Commission representative or peace officer, Respondent
violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 11.61(b)(2), 32.12. 32.17(a)(8),
61.71 (a) (14) and/or 101.04.

Open Saloon · Sale to
Non-Member

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, sold, offered for sale, purchased, or held title to an alcoholic
beverage so as to constitute an open saloon. By selling, offering to sell,
purchasing, or holding title to an alcoholic beverage so as to constitute an open
sa loon, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code§§ 32.01 (a),
32.17 (a) (1) and 32.17 (b).

Permit Public Lewdness.
Sexual Contact, Obscen.
Act

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, engaged in or permitted an act of sexual contact intended to arouse
or gratify sexual desires. By engaging in or permitting an act of sexual contact
intended to arouse or gratify sexual desires, Permittee violated Texas Alcoholic
Beverage Code" 104.01 (6), 11.61(b)(2), 25.04(b), and/ or 61. 71(a)(1) and 16
Texas Administrative Code ' 35.41(a).

Failure To Properly Display
Permit Or License

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, Its) agent, servant or
employee, failed to display his/her/ Its permit or license in a conspicuous place
at all times at the licensed premises. By falling to display his/her/Its permit or
license in a conspicuous place at all t imes on t he licensed premises,
Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 11.04 and 11.61 (b)(2)
or§§ 61.01 and 61.71 (a)(1).

Sale/Serve/Deliver During
Prohibited Hours

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent. servant. or
employee, sold or offered to sell mixed-beverages during prohibited hours. By
selling or offering to sell mixed-beverages during prohibited hours, Respondent
violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 11.61 (b) (2) and 105.03. (LIQUOR)
On or about
• 200_, Respondent, (his, her, Its) agent, servant, or
employee, sold or delivered, or offered to sell or deliver, wine or beer during
prohibited hours. By selling or delivering, or offering to sell or deliver, wine or
beer during prohibited hours, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Code §§ 61. 71 (a) (1) and 105.04. (BEER and WINE) On or about _ _ __
200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or employee, sold or delivered,
or offered to sell or deliver, beer during prohibited hours. By selling or
delivering, or offering to sell or deliver, beer during prohibited hours,
Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Bevera ge Code§§ 61.71 (a) (1) and
105.05. (BEER)

Consumption During
Prohibited Hours By
Lie/Perm

Consumption during prohibited hours by Licensee/Permittee/Employee

Permit Consump. During
Prohibited Hours By
Lie/ Perm

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, consumed or permitted others t o consume an alcoholic beverage on
the licensed premises during prohibited hours. By consuming or permitting
others t o consume an alcoholic beverage on the licensed premises during
prohibited hours, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code§§
105.06, 11.61(b)(2), 61.71(a)(18) and/or 32.17(a)(7).

Refilling Distilled Spirits
Bottle On License Premise

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her. its) agent. servant. or
employee, retllled a container that contained distilled spirits on which t ax had
been paid. By refilling a container that contained distilled spirits on which tax
had been paid, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 28.08,
11.61(b)(2) and/or 32.17(a)(8).
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Permitting Removal Of AB
From License Premise

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent. servant. or
employee, permitted a person to take an alcoholic beverage purchased or
stored on the licensed premise from the premises where sold or served. By
permitting a person to take an alcoholic beverage purchased or stored on the
licensed premises from the premises where sold or served, Respondent
violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code§§ 28.10, 11.61(b){2), and/or
32.17(a)(4).

Permit Consumption On
Premise During
Suspension

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, Its) agent, servant, or
employee, purchased, sold, offered to sell, distributed, or delivered an alcoholic
beverage, or consumed an alcoholic beverage, or permitted the consumption of
an alcoholic beverage on the licensed premises whi le the license was under
suspension. By purchasing, sell ing, offering to sell, delivering, consuming, or
permitting the consumption of an alcoholic beverage on the licensed premises
while the license was suspended, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic
Beverage Code§§ 11.68, 11.61(b)(2), 61.71(a)(22) and/or 61.84(b).

Soliciting An AB By
Licensee/Permittee

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, solicited or permitted solicitation of a person to buy drinks tor
consumption by Respondent or any of his, her, its employee. By soliciting or
permitting solicitation of a person to buy drinks for consumption by Respondent
or any of his, her, its employee, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Code§§ 104.01(4), 11.61{b)(2) and/or 61.71(a)(1).

Poss. Of Distilled Spirit
W/ O Local Dist Stamp

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, possessed or permitted another to possess on the premises distilled
spirits in a container not bearing a serially numbered identification stamp. By
possessing or permitting others to possess on the premises distilled spirits in a
container not bearing a serially numbered identification stamp, Respondent
violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code" 11.61(b)(2), 28.15(a), 32.17(a)(8),
and/or and 32.20(a).

Empty Spirits Btl w/
Unmutilated LD Stamp

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, failed to immediately mutilate the identification stamp on an empty
bottle that contained distilled spirits. By failing to immediately mutilate the
identification stamp on an empty bottle that contained distilled spirits,
Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 28.09(a), 11.61(b)(2)
and/or 32.17(a)(8) and 16 Texas Administrative Code§ 41.72.

Possess
Uninvoiced/Unauthorized
AB

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
e mployee, possessed or permitted the possession of alcoholic beverages not
covered by invoice. By possessing or permitting the possession of alcoholic
beverages not covered by invoice, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic
Beverage Code§§ 28.06 (a) & (b), 11.61(b)(2) and/or 32.17(a)(8) and 16
Texas Administrative Code § 41.50(h)(2).

Knowingly Possess
Uninvoiced Alcoholic
Beverages

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant. or
employee, knowingly possessed or permitted the possession of alcoholic
beverages not covered by Invoice. By knowingly possessing or permitting the
possession of alcoholic beverages not covered by invoice, Respondent violated
Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 28.06 (c) & (d).

Sale Of Unauthorized AB

On or about
, 200_, Respondent. (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee, sold alcoholic beverages without the proper permit. By selling
alcoholic beverages without the proper permit, Respondent violated Texas
Alcoholic Beverage Code§§ 11.0l(a), 11.61(b)(2), 61.01, and/or 61.71(a)(1)
& (9).
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Possession Of AB Unfit For
Consumption

On or about
. , 200_, Respondent, (his, her, Its) agent, servant, or
employee, possessed alcoholic beverages unfit for consumption. By
possessing alcoholic beverages unfit for consumption, Respondent violated
Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code § 11.61(b)(7), 61. 71(a)(17) and/or 11.61 (b)
(9).

Fail To Pay Local Fees
Under Sec. 11.38 Or
61.36

On or about
. , 200_, Respondent, (his, her, Its) agent, servant, or
employee, failed t o pay a local fee. By failing to pay a local fee, Respondent
violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code§ 61.36. On or about
. ,
200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or employee, sold an alcoholic
beverage without first paying a local fee. By selling an alcoholic beverage
without first paying a local fee, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Code§ 61.36. On or about
, 200_, Respondent fai led to pay a
local fee. By fai ling to pay a local fee, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic
Beverage Code § 11.38. On or about
, 200_, Respondent sold an
alcoholic beverage without first paying a local fee. By selling an alcoholic
beverage without first paying a local fee, Respondent violated Texas Alcoholic
Beverage Code § 11.38

Misc. Violations

MISC. VIOLATIONS

Outdoor Advertising
Violation

c §108.52

Place or Manner, Misc.

R §35

Place Or Manner
Prostitution

R §35.31(b)(12)

Place Or Manner On
Premises Promotions

R §45.103

Failure To Post Required
Sign

On or about
, 200_, Respondent, (his, her, its) agent, servant, or
employee,
. . By .
, Respondent violated Texas
Alcoholic Beverage Code 11.041.
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Bureau of Business Research & the 1c2 Institute:
Organized Research Units at The University of Texas at Austin
The Bureau of Business Research (BBR) was established in 1926 to provide Texa ns with applied
economic research and data to strengthen the state's business environment. The BBR moved to the
IC 2 Institute in 2005, where it continues its mission to contribute to the competitiveness of Texas
industries. The IC2 Institute was established in 1977 with the vision that science and technology are
resources for economic development and enterprise growth. In addition to the BBR, the Institute
oversees several targeted research programs that include the Austin Technology Incubator (with
industry-specific incubation assistance for business start-ups in the software, clean energy, wireless,
and bioscience technology sectors), the Master of Science in Technology Commercialization degree
program, the Global Commercialization Group, and more. The 1c2 Institute is directed by Professor
John Sibley Butler.

Institute on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault
Also part of The University of Texas at Austin
The mission of the Institute on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault (IDVSA) Is to advance the
knowledge base related to domestic violence and sexua l assa ult in an effort to end violence. IDVSA
accomplishes this through supporting research on domestic violence and sexual assault and by
providing training, technical assistance, and Information dissemination to the practitioner community
and the community at large. It is the vision of IDVSA that its multi-disciplinary, researcherpractitioner, collaborative approach will enhance the quality and relevance of research efforts and
their application in service provision.
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FOREWORD
The T exas C ity Attorneys Association (TCAA) Board of Directors commissioned this study to
address the problem created by Encore Videos, Inc. v. City ~/'San Antonio, 330 F.3d 288 (5th Cir.
2003), a court case involving the regulation of retail-only sexually oriented businesses. This study was
funded by TCAA and a host ofTCAA member cities (see Acknowledgements).
THE CHALLENGE

Regulation of sexually oriented businesses has become a challenging task facing Texas
communities today. At the heart of the challenge is the balancing of legitimate community concerns
about sex businesses with the First Amendment protection afforded certain media, presentations and
performances. The problem long faced by local officia ls and their advisors is that it is almost impossible
to define a sexually oriented business without referring to the content of the presentati on, performance
or m edia; yet, regulations based on the content of messages are subj ect to increased scrutiny in the
courts and can be difficult to defend.
The Supreme Court has provided a partial solution, but it is one that comes with its own
challenges. In United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367, 88 S. Ct. 1673, 20 L. Ed. 2d 672 (1968), the
Court set out a four-part test that does not demand absolute content neutrality for such regulations.
There it held that a regulation will be considered a (generally content neutral) time, place and manner
regulation even if it includes some reference to content of a message if it meets all parts of the test:

(I)

the regulation is within the power of the government;

(2)

it furthers an important government interest;

(3)

the government interest is unrelated to the suppression of speech; and

(4)

the incidental restrictions on free speech arc no greater than are essential to further the interest.

39 1 U.S.367, 377, 88 S. Ct. 1673, 1679, 20 L. Ed 672, 680.

The Cou1t has subsequently followed that rule in a number of cases dealing with sex businesses,
including, among others, Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S. 41 , 106 S. Ct. 925, 89 L. Ed. 2d 29
(1986); FWIPBS, Inc. v. Dallas, 493 U.S. 2 15, 110 S. Ct. 596, 107 L. Ed. 2d 603 (1990); City ofErie v.
Pap's A.M., 529 U.S. 277, 120 S. Ct. 1382, 146 L. Ed. 2d 265 (2000); and City of Los Angeles v.
Alameda Books, Inc., 535 U.S. 425, 122 S. Ct. 1728, 152 L. Ed. 2d 670 (2002).
T he generally accepted method of meeting parts 2 and 3 of the 0 'Brien test is to show that the
bus inesses subject to the regulation or proposed regulation have negative secondary effects on the
community. Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S. 4 1, 49, 89 L. Ed. 2d 29, 106 S. Ct. 925 ( 1986).
Local officials and their advisors may cite a variety of such secondary effects. In the Detroit ordinance
this became the subj ect of a major Supreme Court decision upholding local zo ning regulations specific
to sex businesses. T he Detroit City Co uncil set out this statement of purpose:

In the development and execution of this Ordinance, it is recognized that there are some uses which,
because of their very nature, are recognized as having serious objectionable operational characteristics,
particularly when several of them are concentrated under certain circumstances thereby having a
deleterious effect upon the adjacent areas. Special regulation of these uses is necessary to insure that these
adverse effects will nut contribute to the blighting or downgrading of the surrounding neighborhood.
These special regulations are itemized in this section. The primary control or regulation is for the purpose
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of preventing a concentration of these uses in any one area (i.e. not more than two such uses within one
thousanu feet of each other which would create such adverse effects).
Young v. American Mini-Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 55, 96 S. Ct. 2440, 2455, 49 L. Ed. 2d 310, 317
( 1976), n. 6, quoting Section 66.000 of the 1972 Detroit Zoning Ordinance.

The problem with citing such general concepts as "blighting" or "downgrading" or
neighborhoods is that they arc difficult to document and can be impossible to prove. Although the
Supreme Court upheld the Detroit ordinance, based in part on that statement of purpose, under
continuing challenges from the industry the courts have set a higher standard for establishing such
secondary effects. In a 2002 decision, the Supreme Court restated, reemphasized and somewhat
expanded upon a test that it had first adopted in 1986:

Jn Renton ... we held that a municipality may rely on any evidence that is "reasonahly helieved to be
relevant" for demonstrating a connection between speech and a subst;rntial, independent government
interest.... This is not to say that a municipality can get away with shoddy data or reasoning. The
municipality's evidence must fairly suppo1t the municipality's rationale for its ordimmce. If plaintiffs fail
to cast direct doubt on this rationale, either by demonstrating that th1:: municipality's evidence does not
support its rationale or by furnishing evidence that disputes the municipality's factual findings, the
municipality meets the standard set forth in Renton. I f plaintiff.'> succeed in casting doubt on a
municipality's rationale in either manner, the burden shifts back to the municipality to supplement the
record with evidence renewing supp011 for a theory that justifies its ordinance.
City of Los Angeles v. Alameclu Books, 152 L. Ed. 2d al 683, 122 S.ct. at 1736 (2002).

Although it is certainly possible to provide expert and other evidence of such concepts as
"blight" and "downbrrading," it is much safer for a local government to use evidence that is easily
measurable. The two types of secondary effects that are most often associated with sexually urit:11ll;J
businesses and that are also measurable arc effects on crime rates and effects on property values at and
near such a business. This study takes place in that context.
Thus, before 2003, local governments seemingly had relatively broad discretion in determining
what evidence was "reasonably relevant" to the effects of sexually oriented businesses on a community.
Texas eonununities, as well as jurisdictions across the country, relied on these studies to demonstrate
that sexually-oriented businesses, both retail-only and onsite entertainment, produce harmful secondary
effects on surrounding neighborhoods.
In a 2003 decision , however, the Fifth Circuit accepted industry arguments that studies dealing
with sexually oriented businesses generally were not necessarily relevant to the secondary effects of
retail-only businesses that offered no on-site entertainment. Encore Videos v. City of San Antonio, 3 I0
F.3d 812 (5th Cir., 2002), cert. denied, I 24 S. Ct. 466, 157 L. Ed. 2d 372 (2003). In fact, as the industry
pointed out and the comt acknowledged, a number of the widely cited studies either involved only
businesses with some form of on-site entertainment (otlen including peep shows or viewing booths in
bookstores) or made no di stinctions among the various types of businesses. Because the City of San
Antonio did not rely on studies specifically addressing the category of retail-only with no on-premises
entertainment, the comt held that the city's regulations could not constitutionally be applied to an adult
video store. Although there are later studies documenting clearly that retai l-only sex businesses also
have secondary effects on communities, the Texas City Attorneys Association, in the face of Encore
Videos and its progeny, asked the authors of this study to make a specific assessment of this issue in
Texas. This study thus focuses on retai l-only businesses, although one part of it also provides useful
data about the effects of other types of sex businesses and other land uses on market values of nearby
properties.
Establishing an "important governmental interest ... unrelated to the suppression of speech" is
essential to the adoption, implementation or defense of regulations of sexually oriented businesses.
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Documenting measurable, negative secondary effects is the most practical and most widely accepted
method of establish ing such a purpose. Courts once appeared to accept a mere recitation of negative
secondary effects and later were willing to allow a community to rely on studies of such effects from
other communities; today, in the context of often-effective legal challenges by the sex industry, courts
have raised their expectations. Today they expect more. In this study, city attorneys and other officials
in Texas will find substantial evidence of measurable negative secondary effects of retail-only sex
businesses on both crime rates and property values, and additional evidence of the negative effects of
other sex businesses on property values.
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SURVEY OF TEXAS APPRAISERS
SECONDARY EFFECTS OF SEXUALLY·ORIENTED B USINESSES ON MARKET VALUES

CONNIE B. COOPER, FAICP AND ERIC DAMIAN KELLY, PH.D., FAICP
IN ASSOCIATION WITH DAVID C. K EUHL, P H. D . & SHAWN WILSON, MAI

INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW

T he Texas City Attorneys Association retained the consultant team described below to conduct a survey
of real estate appraisers to determine their opinions of the effects certain land uses had on residential
and commercial market values. The specific intent of the survey was to determine what impact, if any,
sexually oriented businesses had on market values of residential and other commercial properties,
particularly as it re lates to retail-only operations. The internet-assisted survey was sent to 764 Texas
appraisers who are Members of the Appraisal Tnstitutc 1 (MATs - commercial/general appraisers) and
Senior Residentia l Appraisers (SRAs - residential appraisers). Of those sent surveys, 195 responded for
a response rate of 25.5 percent and an overall margin of error of 6.06 percent.
CONSULTANT TEAM

The Texas City Attorneys Association retained Cooper Consulting Company, in
association with Duncan Associates, to undertake a study of certain secondary effects of
sexually oriented businesses. Project manager for the study was Connie B. Cooper,
FAICP, president of Cooper Consulting Company, Inc., in Dallas, Texas. Working w ith
Cooper Consulting, were Eric Damian Kelly, Ph.D., FAICP, of Duncan Associates,
Austin, Texas, and Shawn Wilson, MAI, of Compass Real Estate Consulting, Inc.,
Lakeland, Florida. Assisting the team in survey design and data analysis was David C.
Keuhl, Ph.D., a faculty member at the University of Wisconsin, River Falls.
Cooper and Ke lly arc co-authors of the American Planning Association's Planning Advismy Service
Report Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Regulating Sex Businesses. They are frequent
collaborators in working with communities on the regulation of sexually oriented businesses to
minimize their secondaiy effects.

1

http://www.appraisalinstitute.org
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REGULA TING SEXUALLY ORIENTED BUSINESSES

Most regulations of sexually oriented businesses are directed at nude or topless bars, XXX video stores
and other establishments devoted almost entirely to sexually oriented activities. However, many wcllregarded mainstream retail businesses include in their stock a measurable proportion of arguably
sexually oriented material; such businesses include the video rental stores with "adults only"
backrooms, news dealers wi th isolated racks of adult magazines and a variety of specialty stores that
may include certain sexually oriented items.
Although those who take the most negative view of sexually oriented - - - - 1 17f ffl;";~
.
activities and materials would lump all such businesses together, this
r-.~~,.. 1
creates an impossible situation, legally and politically. First, any broad
'
'
. '.
limitation on any business with any "sexually oriented" materials or
activities would ultimately apply to every bookstore, every movie rental store, every news dealer and,
arguably, a variety of other merchants, such as Victoria's Secret, which trades on the fringes of this
market in some of the nation 's most upscale malls. Although those who would like to see such materials
and activities eliminated completely from a community, the fact remains that there are technically xrated scenes in major works of literature, and brief nudity and sexual activity in Academy awurdwinning motion pictures.

r ;, ·· ·

.. ' ·

SECONDARY IMPACT STUDIES

Researchers have conducted studies of real estate appraisers and professionals regarding the secondary
impacts of sexually oriented businesses, including those incorporated in studies for Tn<lianapolis,
lndiana,2 Austin, Texas;l Garden Grove, California; 4 and Rochester, New York.~ Experts for the industty
have challenged the methodology used in those surveys on two primary grounds - first, that the form of
the surveys and the cover letters suggested to respondents what result the researchers wanted; and
second, that the questions on the surveys did not distinguish among types of sexually oriented
businesses.
Cooper and Kelly, the lead consultants on thi s project, carefully considered those crilicisms in
conducting a survey of appraisers in the Fort Worth-Dallas Mctroplcx in 2004. 6 In that survey, three
different types of sexually oriented business were included:
adu lt arcade/peep booths; adult
novelty/media store (retail only); and gentleman's club/cabaret. Those uses were included in an
alphabetical list that included neutral land uses such as bookstores and religious institutions but also
included other uses that are often considered LULUs ("Locally Unwanted Land Uses"). Potential

2

lndianapoli~: "Adult Entertainment Businesses in Ind ianapolis, An Analysis," 1984.

3

Austin, Texas: "Report on Adult Oriented Rusinesses in Austin," prepared by Office of I.11nd Development Services, May 19,
1986.

4

Garden Grove, C11lifornia: "Final Report to the City or Garden Grove: the Relationship between Crime and Adu lt Business
Operations 011 Gurden Grove Boulevard," Richard W. McCleary, Ph.D., Jumes W. Meeker, J.D.. l'h.D. , October 23, 1991.

~ Rochester, New York:

"Survey of Appruiscrs in Monroe County, New York," Summer 2000, results published in Kelly and
Coop1:r, £ve1ythi11g You Always Wanted to Know about Reg11/ati11g Se.~ 811si11esses. I' Janning Advisory Service Reporl No. 49596. Chicago: Americun Plunning Associ11tion, 2000; pages 51-57.
'' The formal report is "Survey of Appraisers, Fort Worth and Dallas: Effects of Land Uses on SutTotmding Property Values,"
prepared for the City of Fort Worth; Duncan Associates, September 2004.
·
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LULUs on the li st included homeless shelters, bars/lounges, pawn shops, and convenience stores with
beer and wine.
More than 95 percent of appraisers responding to the Fmt Wo1th-Dallas Metroplex survey said that all
three types of sexually oriented business would have a .negative effect on the value of a single-family
residence; only homeless shelters were viewed as negatively by the appraisers as sexually oriented
businesses. In addition, 87.5 percent said that a bar/lounge and pawn shop would also have a negative
effect and some 80 percent said that a convenience store with beer and wine would have a negative
effect.
Asked about the effect of the same land uses on the value of a community shopping center, 92.5 percent
said that an adult store with peep show would have a negative effect and 89.2 percent (not a statistically
significant difference) said a gentleman's club or cabaret would have such an effect. The survey also
indicated that retail-only sex businesses were a negative influence by 82.1 percent, ranking them with
homeless shelters. The next closest use on the list of negative effects on the value of a community
shopping center was a pawn shop, identified by 53.8 percent as having a negative effect.
The most commonly cited secondary effects of sexually oriented businesses on communities relate to
incidence of crime and effects on surrounding property values. The incidence of crime was well
documented in the Garden Grove study,7 a study that would be difficult and expensive to replicate.
Efforts to model the effects of particular uses on property values have proven to be very difficult to
carry out effectively. The typical method, followed in sections of both the Indianapolis and Austin
reports, is to compare trends in property values in an area with a sexually oriented business to trends in
property values over the same period of time in a similar area without a sexually oriented business.
There arc multiple levels of comparison in such a study. One major challenge is trying to find "similar"
areas. There will always be differences between the paired areas other than the sexually oriented
business, and, without a large enough sample size to allow
testing for other variables, it is difficult to determine how
those other variables may be increasing or offaetting the
apparent secondary effects of sexually oriented
businesses. One area may have a park, while the other
docs not. One may have three small religious institutions
while another has only two such institutions, but one of
them turns out to be very large, with activities seven days
a week. The area with the sexually oriented business may
also have a pawn shop or a salvage yard or another use
that may also have a negative effect on prope1iy values.
Even if researchers are able to identify truly comparable areas for the study, there is a further problem in
tracking trends in property values. A study may use values assessed for tax purposes, a methodology
that is itself fraught with problems and that often includes a number of factors other than market value.
Tracking the values of properties that actually sell may make sense, but there is no guarantee that
similar properties will sell in the two similar areas over any reasonable study period. The sale of one
deteriorated home in one area or of a couple of upscale homes in another can distort the results of
studies based on the values of properties that arc actually sold. Understanding those problems is not
particularly difficult. Solving them in the context of a specific study in a specific community is very
difficult indeed.

7

McC leary and Meeker, op. cit.
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Tn contrast to the complexities of paired area studies, we believe that the opinions of appraisers provide
an excellent and reliable measure of the effects of any kind of use or activity on market values. First,
certified appraisers are experts in their fields, people who follow professional standards in making
judgments about market values. Second, appraisers fam il iar with a local market look at the values of
many properties every year and thus have a substantial data set not only in their files but also in their
heads. Third, and perhaps most important, the opin ions of appraisers arc essentiall y self-fulfilling
prophecies. Most real estate transactions that take place in this country involve mortgage loans. The
amount available for a mortgage loan on a particular property depends on the market value of the
property, as determined by an appraiser. Thus, to take an overly simple example, if most appraisers in a
community believe that pink and green houses are worth, in general, 10 percent less than similar houses
painted beige, the practical effect of that opinion will be to reduce the market value of pink and green
houses.
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RESULTS OF SURVEY OF TEXAS APPRAIS ERS
SCOPE AND DESIGN OF TEXAS SURVEY

This study consisted of a survey of MAI and SRA designated appraisers in Texas. E-mail addresses
were available on the Appraisal Institute' s website. Using this information, the survey consultant sent a
link to an electronic survey form to 764 Texas MAI and SRA appraisers who had viable email
addresses; we then sent follow-up e-mails as reminders. At the completion of the survey, we had 195
valid responses. The resu lts were compi led electronically and then provided to us for analysis. The
survey had a response rate of 25.5 percent and a margin of error of 6.06 percent. The survey instrument
is included at the end of the report.
Through consultation w ith Florida appraiser, Shawn W ilson, MAI, with additional assistance from
David Kcuh l, Ph.D., this survey further refined earlier surveys of appraisers we had conducted. For this
survey, Wilson suggested the addition of some uses that appraisers often find to be of conccm in
determining market values - most notably high tension power lines and landfills. We added an
additional sexually oriented business - a lingerie and adult novelties store. We also split the bar/lounge
category into two parts, asking separately about the effects of a lounge with live entertainment and of a
bar without live entertai nment.
EFFECT PROXIMITY HAS ON MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE·FAMIL Y RESIDENCE

Effect oo Single-family home If Use Within 500 Feet
Ques tion: If located within 500 feet, how would the listed land use potentially affect the market value of
a Single-Family Home?
Land Use
Adult Media & Video Store (retail sales only)
Gentleman's Club/Strip Club
Video Peep Booth Business
Landfill
Homeless Shelter
Lounge (with live entertainment)

Negative

97.3
96.2
95.7
95.7
95.1
92.4

Positive

No Impact

.5

.5

1.6

0.0
1.1

1.6
1.1

1, 1

1.6
1.1

2.2
2.2
1.6

1.6

.5

3.2
4.9

Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store

91 .8

1.1

Bar (no five entertainment)

87.6
81 .4

0.0
1.1

79.2
69.2
53.6
38.0
26.9

1.6

10.8
14.2
15.8

0.5
10.9

27.0
32.8

31 .0
18.7

20.7
12.6

56.0
27 .7

8.2

68.5

27.7
50.0
21.7
56.3
20.1

Pawn Shop
F>ackaga Liquor Store
High Voltage Powm Lines
Convenience Store (beer/wine)
Grocery Ston:i
Coffee Shop
Elementary School
Religious Institution
Neighborhood Playground

No Opinion

2.2
3.8
2.2
1.6
3.3
3.3
3.2
2.7
3.3
4.4
1.6

5.5
3.3

-----

Uses are ranked by the percentage of respondents indicating that a particular use would have a •negative" effect on market
values; in the original survey, the uses were alphabetized.
Totals do not always add lo 100% due effects of rounding.
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Examining the table above, it is evident that that an overwhelming percent (92 percent) of the appraisers
responding believe that an Adult Media Video Store, a Gentleman's Club/Strip Club, a Video Peep
Booth Business and a Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store have a negative effect on the market value of a
single-family home if located within 500 feet.
Interestingly, respondents believe that a Landfill (96 percent) and a Homeless Shelter (95 percent) have
almost identical impacts on the market value of a single-family home as do many sexually oriented
businesses.
In summary, 88 percent or more of respondents believe that the following uses have the greatest
negative impact on the market value of a single-family home if located within 500 feet:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adult Media & Video Store - retail sales only (97%)
Gentleman's Club/Strip Club (96%)
Video Peep Booth Business (96%)
Landfi ll (96%)
Homeless Shelter (95%)
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store (92%)
Lounge - with live ente1tainment (92%)
Bar - no live entertainment (88%)

ln addition, 69 - 81 percent of respondents believe that the following uses arc very likely to have a
negative impact on the market value of a single-family home if located within 500 feet:
•
•
•

Pawn Shop (81 %)
Package Liquor Store (79%)
High Voltage Power Lines (69%)

In contrast, uses that are seen as having positive impacts on the market value of a single-family home if
located within 500 feet are:
•
•

Elementary School
Neighborhood Playground

Uses that are seen as not much of an impact on the market value of a single-fami ly home if located
within 500 feet are:
•
•

Coffee Shop
Religious Institution

One use respondents seem the most divided as to the negative impact versus no impact on the market
value of a single-family home if located within 500 feet is:
• Convenience Store that sold beer/wine - 54 percent negative impact versus 33 percent no impact
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Effect on SJngle -Family Home by lncrea$lnq Separation Distances
Question: At what distance would there be NaMe;;Jsurable Impact on the Slngle-Fam/ly Home's market
value?
Land Use
.

..

500 ft to
mlle

v. mile to
V.mlle

More than
V.mlle

4.4
6.6
7.7

83.5
81.8
78.7
77.5
76.1

v.

No Opinion

Landfill

2.2

Video Peep Booth Business
Gentleman's Club/Strip Club

2.2
3.3

Homeless Shelter
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store

3.8
3.3

9.9

Adult Media & Video Store (retall sales only)

3.3

14.7

71.7

10.9
10.3

Lounge (with live entertainment)
Pawn Shop

4.4
6.7

15.4
21.1

70.9
60.0

9.3
12.2

Package Liquor Store
Bar (no live entertainment)

7.8
8.7

20 .0
24.5

57.8

14.4

56.0

10.9

Grocery Store
Convenience Store (beer/wine)

19. 1
18.0

32.9
33.1

31.8
31 .5

16.2

High Voltage Power Lines

28.2
34. 1

26.4
21.4

30.5
27.2

2 1.6

24.0

17.3
22.2

Religious Institution

32.3
31.6

Coffee Shop

31.4

24.6
28.4

21.1
17.8

22.8
22.5

Elementary School
Neighborhood Playground

9.8

9 .9
9.4
10.4

8.8

17.4
14.9

Uses are ranked by the percentage of respondents indicating that a partic1.J/ar use would require "more than Yz mile"
separation; in the original survey, the uses were alphabetized.
Totals do not always add to 100% due effects of rounding.

Jn response to the question "at w hat di stance would there be o,p measui:,able impact," 77 percent or more
of the respo ndents believe that the negative impact of the following land uses do not disappear until at
least a distance separation of quarter-mile or more ( 1320 feet +) from a single-family home (calculations
based on adding columns three and four):
•

Video Peep Booth Business (88%)

•

Landfill (88%)

•
•

Homeless Shelter (87%)
Adult Media & Video Store - retail sales only (86%)

•

Gentleman's C lub/Strip Club (86%)

•

Lounge - with live entertainment (86%)

•

Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store (86%)

•

Pawn Shop (81 %)

•
•

Bar - no live entertainment (80%)
Package Liquor Store (78%)
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Looking at seven of the ten uses bulleted above, 7 1 percent or more of the respondents believe that the
negative impact on market value do not disappear for the following uses until a separation distance of
more than a half mile (2640 feet +) from a single-famil y home:
•
•

Landfill (84%),
Video Peep Booth Business (82%)

•
•
•

Gentleman's Club/Strip Club (79%)
Homeless Shelter (78%)
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store (76%)

•

Adult Media & Video Store - retail sales only (72%)

•

Luungt: - with livt: t:nlt:rlainmenl (71 %)

In most j urisdictions, zoning ordinances regulating sexually oriented businesses traditionally require
separation distances from 500 - 1000 feet. Greater separation distances arc less common, likely due in
part to a concern over eliminating all viable sites fo r sexually oriented businesses within the jurisdiction
- a practice that the cmuts have strictly prohibited.
Although this stLidy is primarily concerned with the impacts of sexually oriented businesses, it is
interesting to note that the distance effects of homeless shelters and landfills on market values arc
essentially similar to those for sexually oriented businesses, as they were in the previous question. Not
surprisingly, a large percentage of appraisers believe that the negative effects of landfills and homeless
shelters on market value diminish only after more than a half mile separation. In addition, a large
percentage of those responding believe that the secondary effects on a single-family home's market
value due to the proximity of a bar, lounge with live entertainment, pawn shop, and liquor store s hare
many of the same impacts as sexua ll y oriented business impacts.
EFFECT PROXIMITY HAS ON MARKET VALUE OF COMMUNITY SHOPPING CENTER

Effect on Community Shopping Center If Use Within 500 Feet
Question: If located within 500 feet, how would the listed land use potent/ally affect the market value of
a Community Shopping Center?
Land Use

Negative

Homeless Shelter

84.7
82.8
80.1

Gentleman's Club/Strip Club

79.6

Adult Media & Video Store (retall sales only)

76.6
84.5
41.9

Landfill
Video Peep Booth Business

Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store
Lounge (with live entertainment)
Package Liquor Store
Bar (no live entertainment)
High Voltage Power Lines
Pawn Shop
Elementary School
Religious Institution
Neighborhood Playground

35.7
30.3
26.9
21.1
7.5
5. 1
4.8

Positive

No lmp1ct

No Opinion

1.1
0.0

9.8
13.4
16.1
16.7
19.7
30.6
48.4
56.2
60.6
69.4
65.9
71.7
85.3
74.2

4.4
3.8
2.7
3.8
3.2
3.8

1.1
0.0
0.5
1.1
4.8
2.7
4.8
0.5
7.6
17.1
9.6
16.7

4,8

5.4
4.3
3.2
5.4
3.7
0.0
4.3

Uses ere ranked by the p ercentago of rospondents Indicating that a particular use would have a "negative" affect on
merket velues; in the original survoy, t/Jo uses were alphabeti;-.ed. Totals do not add to 100% due effects of rounding.
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As to the impact on the market value of a community shopping center, c learly many appraisers believe
that there is less of a negative impact by sexually-oriented uses and other high-impact uses on a
shopping center than on a single-family home. It is important to note, however, that, even after
allowing for the margin of error, a significant majority of appraisers believe that a ll types of sexually
oriented businesses identified in the survey have a negative effect on the market value of a community
shopping center.
Interestingly, respondents believe that a Homdess Shelter (80 percent) and a Landfill (85 percent) have
very similar impacts on the market value of a community shopping center if located within 500 feet of
the center.

ln summary, 64 percent or more of respondents believe that the following uses have a negative impact
on the market value of a community shopping center if located within 500 feet:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landfill (85%)
Video Peep Booth Business (83%)
Homeless Shelter (80%)
Gentleman's Club/Strip Club (80'Yo)
Adult Media & Video Store - retail sales only (77%)
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store (64%)

In stark contrast to the impact on single-family homes, 48 percent or more of respondents believe that
the following uses have no impact on the market value of a community shopping center if located within
500 feet:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lounge - with live entertainment (48%)
Package Liquor Store (56%)
Bar - no live entertainment (61 %)
Pawn Shop (66%)
High Voltage Power Lines (69%)
Elementary School (72%)
Neighborhood Playground (74%)

•

Religious Institution (85%)
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Effect on CommuoJJv Shopping Center by Increasing Sepa_raJion Distances
Question: At what distance would there be No Measurable Impact on the Community Shopping
Center's market value?
500 ft to
'I. mlle

~ mlleto

Video Peep Booth Business

9.6

Landfill

4.0

Land Uae

-

Homeless Shelter

More than
'!. mlle

No Opinion

12.4

63.3

14.7

15.3

62.7

18.1

8.0

20.0

56.0

16.0

'/a mlle

8.4

25.7

49.7

16.2

Adult Media & Video Store (retail sales only)

10.4

23.6

48.4

17.6

Lingerie & Adult Noveltles Store

14.3

18.3

44.6

22.9

Lounge (with live entertainment)

15.9

21.8

34 .7

27.6

Bar (no live entertainment)

24.9

17.2

28.4

29.6

Package Liquor Store

20.6

2 1.2

24.2

33.9

Gontloman's Club/Strip Club

Pawn Shop

22.7

19.0

22.1

36.2

High Voltage Power Lines

28.5

12.7

21.8

37.0

Elementary School

20.5

13.9

18.8

38.8

Neighborhood Playground

27.4

15.2

14.6

42.7

Religious Institution

30.7

9.2

13.5

46.6

Uses are ranked by the percentage of resp ondents indicating that a particular use wovld require "more than .V. mile"
separation; In /lie original svrvey, the uses were alphabellwd.
Totals do not always add to 100% due effects of rounding .

In response to the question "at what distance would there be no measurable impact," 63 percent or more
of the respondents believe that the negative impact of the following land uses do not disappear until at
least a distance separation of guarter-mile or more ( 1320 feet +) fro m a community shopping center:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landfill (78%)
Homeless Shelter (76%)
Video Peep Boolh Business (76%)
Gentleman's Club/Strip Club (75%)
Adult Media & Video Store - retai l sales onl y (72%)
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Slore (63%)

Video Peep Booth Businesses, Landfills and Homeless Shelters were viewed as needing a separation
distance of more than a half mile (2640 feet +) from a community shopping center before the negative
impact on market value disappeared.
Overal I response rates to this question were lower than lo other questions. The significant number of
respondents who expressed " no opinion" indicates that clear findings regarding impacts on shopping
centers are more difficult to make. The percentages of respondents who believe that the negative effects
extend a half mile or more arc far lower than those shown for single-family homes.
As with the issue of separation di stances from single-family homes, we would caution against
increasing separation distances from commercial uses without checking to confirm you are not
eliminating all viable sites for sexually oriented businesses wi thin your jurisdiction - a practice that the
comts have strictly prohibited.
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E FFeCT CONCENTRATION HAS ON SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AND SHOPPING CENTERS
Concentration of Uses Effect on Single-family home
Question: Would a concentration (2 or more uses within a couple of blocks) have additional Impact on
the Slngle·Fam/ly Home's market value?

Land Use

Yes Added
Impact

No Added
Impact

No Opinion

Gentleman's Club/Strip Club
Adult Media & Video Store (retail sales only)

89.3

3.9

6.7

88.3

6.1

5.6

Video Peep Booth Business

87.2

6.1

6.7

Landfill

85.4

6.7

7.9

Homeless Shelter
Lounge (with llve entertainment)

84.4

7.8

7.8

81 .6

10.6

7.8

lingerie & Adult Novelties Store

80.8

9.6

9.6

Bar (no live entertainment)

78.1

14.0

7.9

Pawn Shop

70.5

19.3

10.2

Package Liquor Store

64.8

25. 1

10.1

High Voltage Power Lines

59.4

27.4

13.1

Convenience Store (beer/wine)

42.3

44.0

13.7

Grocery Store

38.2

50.3

11.6

Neighborhood Playground

30.7

55.1

14.2

Elementary School

25.6

60.2

14.2

Religious Institution

25.4

59.0

15.6

Coffee Shop

25.4

59.9

14.7

Concentration of Uses Effect on Community Shopping Center
Question: Would a concentration (2 or more uses within a couple of blocks) have additional impact on
the Community Shopping Center's market value?
Land Use

Yea Added
Impact

No Added
Impact

No Opinion

Video Peep Booth Business

75.6

17.2

7.2

Adult Media & Video Store (retall sales only)

74.0

19.2

6.8

Landfill

73.6

17.4

9.0

Gentleman's Club/Strip Club

73.4

18.1

8.6

Homeless Shelter

72.3

20.9

6.8

L ingerie & Adult Novelties Store

61 .0

28.8

10.2

Lounge (with live entertainment)

43.9

45.1

11 .0

Package Liquor Store

37.6

47.6

14.7

High Voltage Power Lines

35.8

49.7

14.5

Bar (no live entertainment)

34.3

53.1

12.6

Pawn Shop

28.7

55.6

15.8

Neighborhood Playground

16.9

65.7

17.4

Religious Institution

14.0

65.1

20.9

Elementary School

13.4

68.0

18.6

Uses are ranked by tlie percentage of respondents Indicating that a particular use would have added
Impact due to a concentration of uses; In the original suNey, the uses were alphabetized.

Totals do not always add to 100% due effects of rounding.
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The question regarding the additional impact to a Single-Family Home or Community Shopping Center
due to a concentration of certain uses was somcwhal imperfect as it related to Landfi lls, Elementary
Schools or Neighborhood Playgrounds. It is highly un like ly that there would be a concentration of these
land uses. However, Lo maintain Lhe integrily of the survey, we did not wish to delete a use from the
alphabetized list of uses for purposes of a particular question.
As to the question of how a concentration of uses relates to such land uses as a Gc.:nLleman's Club/Strip
Club, Adult Nove lties Store, Video Peep Booth Business, Lounge, Bar, Adult Media Store, Pawn Shop,
Package Liquo r Store and Homeless Shelter, there is a high probability of them occurring in proximity
to each other. Fu1thermore, other studies suggest that the concentration of sexua lly oriented uses and
certain other types of uses increases dispropmtionately the etlects on crime rates in the surrounding
areas. Few studies have attempted to analyze the extent to which a concentration increases the negative
effects on market values.
In the opinions of Texas appraisers, a concentration of sexually oriented businesses and similar adultoricnted uses (bars and lounges) c learly increases the negative effects on the market values of singlefamily homes. A concentration of sexually oriented businesses (and/or of homeless shelters) stands out
as having the most potential negative effect on the market value of a community shopping center; a
concentration of bars or lounges is considered by significantly less than a maj ority of appraisers to have
a potentially negative effect on the market value of such a center.
The table below compares the impact respondents believe concentrations of certain uses have as they
relate to proximity to a Single-Family Home or Community Shopping Center:

Concentration of Land U101
Gontleman's Club/Strip Club
Adult Media & Video Store (retail salos only)
Video Peep Booth Business
Homeless Shelter
Lounge (with live entertainment)
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store

Bar (no live entertainment)
Pawn Shop
Package Liquor Store
High Voltage Power Lines

Added lmpect on
Slngle·Famlly

89.3
88.3
87.2
84.4
81.6
80.8
78.1
70.5
64.8
59.4
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Added Impact on
Shopping C1mh1t

73.4
74.0
75.6
72.3
43.9
61.0
34.3
28.7
37.6
35.8
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OTHER QUESTIONS

Effect of Operating Hours
Question: Would a retail business open AFTER 11 PM have a negative Impact on the market value of
Single-Family Homes located within a 5-minute walk (1500 feet)?
Always

Sometimes

Never

No Opinion

Respondent&

18

149

10

12

Percentage

9.5

78.8

5.3

6.3

Results reported /Jere In percentage of respondents giving eac/1 answer. Some c/1ose not to respond to question.

The survey asked if there would be negative impact created by a retail business open after 11 pm on the
market value of Single-Fami ly Homes located within a 5-minutc walk. This was asked because a
number of communities have in.eluded limitations on the operating hours of sexually oriented businesses
as pait of their local regulatory schemes. The responses clearly suppmt some limitations on operating
hours of businesses within 1500 feet of Single-Family Homes. Since a large majority (79 percent)
responded "sometimes", the difficulty is determining which businesses should be required to have
limitations on operating hours. Some guidance is found in the responses given to earlier questions
regarding proximity and impacts on Single-Family Homes. For example, appraisers believe that retail
operations such as Adult Media & Video Stores, Lingerie & Adult Novelties Stores, Pawn Shops and
Package Liquor Stores have more of a negative impact on Single~Fami ly Homes than Convenience
Stores, Grocery Stores and Coffee Shops.
Thus, these responses should not be interpreted as supporting a limitation on operating hours of all
bcusinesscs, but on ly on particular businesses that were identified as having greater negative impacts
such as sexually oriented businesses, pawn shops, and liquor stores. A local government may, of
course, have other data that suggests that the operating hours of sexually oriented retail businesses might
legitimately need to be more limited than other businesses.
Effect of Garish Lighting or Signage
Question: If you Indicated certain land uses had negative Impacts on the market value of a SlngleFamlly Home, would bright, animated, or garish lighting or graphics increase the negative Impact?

Respondents
Percentage

Always

Sometimes

Never

No Opinion

84

92

2

9

44.9

49.2

1.1

4.8

Results reported here in percentage of respondents giving each answer. Some chose not to respond to question.

The survey asked if bright, animated, or garish lighting or graphics increased the negative impact of
ce1tain land uses that had negative impacts on the market value of a Single-Family Homes. Although
these findings are statistically significant, they are difficult to translate into ordinance provisions. We
had great confidence in using the adjective "garish" and believe that appraisers would know what we
meant; but attempting to limit "garish" lighting and graphics is far more difficult. "Garish" is simply
not a regulato1y term. Any attempt to regulate specific content of signs or graphics - beyond prohibiting
obscene messages and nude images on signs - raises significant First Amendment issues. We have
studied sex businesses in many communities, and we have never seen a sign on such a business that
came close to our definition of "obscene." Some communities have tried to limit lighting and signage at
Survey of Texas Appraisers - Texas City Attorneys Association - June 2008
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sexually oriented businesses, and the responses to this question would support such limitations at sex
businesses and other high-impact uses (including pawn shops, which o~en have signs that we would
consider garish).
WHO RESPONDED

Examining who responded to the survey, the consultant team was pleased to see that respondents were
reasonably dispersed throughout Texas. However, it was not surprising to sec the majority of the
appraisers responding practiced in the Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston and San Antonio
metropolitan areas.
Question: What are your general areas of practice? (You may choose up to two)
County of General Practice

Re1ponH1

14

Abil0ne· Mldland·Odcssa-San Angolo (Taylor, Midland, Ector and Tom Green Counties)
Amarillo-Lubbock (Potter, Randall and Lubbock Counties)
Austin (Hays, Travis and Williamson Counties)
Brownsville-McAllen (Cameron and Hidalgo Counties)
Bryan (Brazos County)
Corpus Christi-Victoria-Laredo (Nueces, Victoria and Webb Counties)
Dallas (Collin, Dallas and Ellis Counties)
El Paso (El Paso County)
I-Ort Worlh (Denton, Johnson, Parker and Tarrant Counties)

Houston -Galveston (Brazoria. Fort Bend Galveston, Harris, and Montgomery Counties)
Longview-Tyler -Texarkana (Gregg , Smith and Bowie Counties)

Percent

3%

9

2%

46

10%

8

2%

8

2%

12

3%

106

23%

4

1%

50

11 %

124

26%

15

3%

3

1%

30

1%

8

2%

Waco-Temple (Mclennan and Bell Counties)

13

3%

Other Counties

21

4%

Port Arthur (Jefferson County)
San Antonio (Bexar, Comal and Guadalupe Counties)
Sherman-W ichita Falls (Grayson and Wichita Counties)

Responses total more than number of respondents due to some choosing more than one location of practice.

We found it interesting to find that over 92 percent of those responding to the survey had 20 or more
years of real estate appraisal experience. Clearly we heard from the seasoned professionals.
Ques tion: How many years of real estate appraisal experience do you have?
1 - 9 years
Respondents
Percentage

10 - 19 years

20 - 29 year1

30+ YHl'I

1

14

96

81

0.5

7.3

50.0

42.2

Results repotted here in percentage of respondents giving each answer.
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We have always found it wmthwhile to ask if "personal, moral or ethical beliefs " affected responses.
Having over 70 percent indicate "NO" strengthens the view that the responses are not influenced by
individual biases.
Question: Do you believe that your personal, moral or ethical beliefs have affected your responses to
any of the questions in this survey?

Vea
Respondents
Percentage

No

55

134

29.1

70.9

Results reported here in percentage of mspondents giving eac/J answer.

RESPONSE RA TE AND MARGIN OF ERROR

Links to the electronic survey were sent to the email addresses of 764 appraisers holding the SRA or
MAI designation in Texas. Of those contacted, 195 completed the survey. This resulted in a response
rate of 25 .5 percent which yielded an overall margin of error of 6.06 percent.
We are comfortable and confident in the results of the survey given that the major findings regarding the
effects of sex businesses on the market value of single- family homes were supported by 91 to 97 percent
of the respondents. Even if the entire margin of error were app lied negatively and the resulting
responses were thus directly reduced (which is a worst-case example of possible error and not a
statistically valid technique), the results would drop to a range of 85 to 91 percent of the respective
respondents, a very strong and firm finding. The percentage of appraisers reporting that they believe
that there would be a negative effect on the market value of a community shopping center was
somewhat smaller (ranging from 64 - 83 percent), but, here, also, even applying the margin of error as
an entirely negative factor would leave well over half the respondents reporting that most sex businesses
will have a negative effect on the market value of a community shopping center.
Although we are pleased with the response rate, we acknowledge that other surveys of appraisers have
garnered a higher response rate primarily because they were sponsored by an appraisal member
association such as the Appraisal Institute or were surveys concerning issui;s about professional
practices, not hypothetical questions about market values.
As experts and consultants, we certainly understand the reluctance of expe1ts to respond to hypothetical
questions in their area of expertise for a non-client, without compensation and with no full
understanding of how the material will be used. When all of those factors are considered, we believe
that the response rate is very satisfactory. Further, as noted above, the findings are so clear that a lower
response rate has no effect on the substantive findings of the study.
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SUMMARY OF APPRAISER SURVEY FINDINGS - SEXUALLY ORIENTED BUSINESSES

The fo llowing findings and conclusions can clearly be drawn from Lhis survey:
•

•

More than 9 1 percent of Texas appraisers surveyed believe that gentleman's c lubs/strip clubs,
adult media/video stores (retai l only), video peep booth businesses and lingerie & adult
novelties stores have a negative effect on the market value of a single-family home located
within 500 feet of such a use;
More than 7 1 percent believe that the m:gative effect on the market value of a .filnglc.:;family
to the proximity of a sexually oriented business do not disappear until at least a half
mi le or more (2,640+ foet);

~ due

•

More than 80 percent believe that the concentration of two or more sexually oriented businesses
increases the negative effect on market values of a s_inglc-famil y home;

•

A majority (64 pcrcent) of Texas appraisers surveyed believe that a vidco peep booth business,
a gentleman's club/strip club, adult media/video store (retail only) or a lingerie & adult
novelties store will have a negative effect on the market value of a community shopping center
located within 500 feet;

•

More than 63 percent believe that the negative effect on the market value of a community
shopping center due to the proxi mity of a video peep booth business, gentleman's club/strip
club, adult medi a & video store (retail only) or a lingerie & adult novelties store do not
disappear until at least a quarter o f a mil e or more ( l ,320+ feet);

•

More than 63 percent believe that the negative effect on the market value of a community
lib.Qnning center due to the proximity of a video peep booth business do not disappear until at
least a half mile or more (2,640+ feet);

•

Nearly 73 percent believe that the concentration of two or more gentleman's club/str'ip clubs,
adult media & video stores (retail only) or video peep booth businesses increases the negative
effect on the market value of a community shopping center;

•

About 6 1 percent believe that the concentration of two or more, lingerie & adult novelty stores
increases the negative effect on market value of a community shopping center;

•

More than 89 percent of Texas appraisers surveyed believe that having a retail business that is
open after 11 p.m. may have a negative effect on the market value of a single-family home
located within 500 feet ( I 0 percent responded "always" and 79 percent responded
"sometimes");

•

About 94 percent of Texas appraisers believe that "bright, animated, or garish lighting or
graphics" may increase the negative impact on the market value of a single-family home (45
percent responded "always" and another 49 percent responded "sometimes");

•

It s hould be noted that the findings re lated to lighting, signagc and operating hours are not
limited to sexually oriented businesses.
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SEXUALLY-ORIENTED BUSINESSES AND THE COURTS
Regulation of sex businesses is one of the most litigated areas of land~use law today. Communities that
have tried to bar most or all sex businesses have generally lost court challenges to their regulato1y
schemes. In that context, a community must make reasonable provision for the existence of some
sexually oriented businesses; on the other hand, it is also clear that a community need not necessarily
allow every such establishment to offer the full range of sexually oriented products or activities that its
proprietors might like to offer. Courts have also recognized that a sexually
oriented business (such as a bookstore handling adult media) is different from
other businesses offering similar products that are not sexually oriented (such as a
Barnes and Noble type bookstore). Likewise, courts have recognized that
sexually oriented retai l businesses have different impacts than those businesses
with sexually oriented onsite entertainment. Texas cities and counties can adopt
360 SELECTIONS
and implement different zoning regulations for such businesses, provided that the
QUAD SYSTEM
effect is not a complete ban on all such businesses.

\JgD

~

BOOTHS

Regulations that attempt to censor specific messages or that otherwise target the message itself are
subject to "strict scrutiny" in the cmuts, a standard which places a heav-y burden on a government to
show a "compelling state interest" that justifies the regulations. See, for example, Boos v. Barry, 85
U.S. 3 12, 108 S. Ct. l 157, 99 L. Ed. 2d 333 (1988). But where the regulations are aimed at the
secondaty effects of sexually oriented businesses, they wi ll be treated as "content neutral" and subject
only to "intermediate scrutiny," a far less burdensome standard for local governments to meet. See City
of Los Angeles v. Alameda Books, inc. , 152 L. Ed. 2d 670, 122 S. Ct. 1728 (U.S. 2002).
FIRST AMENDMENT EFFECT ON LOCAL REGULATION OF SEX BUSINESSES - GENERALLY

The First Amendment provides in pertinent part, "Congress shall make no law .. . abridging the freedom
of speech or of the press .... " The effect of that language has been construed by the Supreme Court to
limit but not eliminate the authority of local governments to regulate land-use aspects of activities that
arc protected by the First Amendment, including those aspects of sexually oriented businesses that foll
under the scope of that protection.
The Supreme Court has squarely upheld the authority of local governments to regulate the locati on of
sexually oriented businesses tlu·ough zoning. Young v. American Mini-Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 96 S.
Ct. 2440, 49 L. Ed. 2d 310 (1976). There arc significant Constitutional boundaries for the manner and
scope of local regulations that affect First Amendment rights. Playtime Thee1tres, inc. v. City of Renton,
475 U.S. 41, 106 S. Ct. 925, 89 L. Ed 2d 29 (1986), involving zoning for a sexually oriented motion
picture theater; City of Lakewood v. Plain Dealer Publishing Co., 486 U.S. 750, l 08 S. Ct. 2138, I 00 L.
Ed. 2d 77 1 ( 1988), successfully challenging a permitting system for placement of newspaper vending
boxes on city sidewalks; and City of Cincinnati v. Discovery Network, 507 U.S. 410, 113 S. Ct. 1505,
123 L. Ed. 2d 99 (1993), holding unconstitutional an attempt by the city to define "newspaper" in a way
that limited the types of publications that could be placed in sidewalk vending boxes. Although two of
those cases involve ncwsracks they arc important cases in considering the interaction of local
government with the First Amendment
Basic Constitutional Principles Regulating First Amendment-Protected Activity

The basic constitutional principles used in evaluating the constitutionality of regulations affecting First
Amendment-protected activity were set fo1th by the Supreme Court as a four-part test in Central
Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission, 447 U.S. 557, JOOS. Ct. 2343, 65 L. Ed.
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2d 341 ( 1980), restated by the plurality in Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, I 0 I S.
Ct. 2882, 69 L. Ed. 2d 800 ( 198 1), as follows:
(I) The First Amendment protects commercial speech only if that speech concerns lawful activity and is
not misleading. A restriction on otherwise protected conunercial speech is valid only if it (2) seeks to
implement a substantial governmental interest, (3) rlirectly advances that interest, and (4) reaches no

further Urnn necessary to accomplish the givc::u ubjc;;cli vc.
453 U.S. 490, 101 S. Ct. 2882, 69 L. Ed. 2d 800 (1981 ).

If an ordinance is not in violation of First Amendment doctrine under one of the bases discussed above,
then it is analyzed as a time, place, and manner restriction. The classic formulation of the four-part
"time, place, and manner" test was presented by the Supreme Court in United States v. O'Brien, 39 1
U.S. 367, 88 S. Ct. 1673, 20 L. Ed. 2d 672 ( 1968):
(I)

the regu lation is within the power of the government;

(2)

it furthers an important government interest;

(3)

the government interest is unrelated to the suppression of speech; and

(4)

the incidental restrictions on free speech are no greater than arc essential to further the interest.

39 1 U.S.367, 377, 88 S. Ct. 1673, 1679, 20 L. Ed. 2d 672, 680 ( 1968).

The first modern decision in which the U.S. Supreme Court upheld local regulation of sexually oriented
businesses was Young v. American Mini-1'heatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 96 S. Ct. 2440, 49 L. Ed. 2d 3 10
( 1976), in which the Court upheld a Dclroit zoning ordinance effectively requiring "dispersion" of adult
motion picture theaters by requiring a 1,000-foot separation b<.:Lw1;;1;;n any su<.: h theater established in the
future and any existing such theater. Much of the analysis in that decision dealt with the extent to which
the First Amendment protects sexually oriented communication. Moving on to issues more relevant
here, the Court offered this summary of its position on that issue:
Moreover, even though we recognize that the First Amendment will not tolerate the total suppression of
eroti c materi als that have some arguably artistic value, it is manifest that society's interest in protecting
th is type of expression is of a wholly difforent, and lesser, magnitude than the interest in untrammeled
political debate that inspired Voltaire's immortal comment. Whether political oratory or philosophical
discussion moves us to applaud or to despise what is said, every schoolchild can understand why our duty
lo defend the right to speak remains the same. Bui few of us would march our sons and daughters off to
war to preserve the citizen's right to sec "Specified Sexual Activities" exhibited in the theaters of our
choice. Even though the First Amendment protects communication in this area from total suppressio n,
we hold that the State may legitimately use the content of these materials as the basis for placing them in
11 different classification from other motion pictures.

427 U.S. at 70-71, 96 S. Ct. at 2452, 49 L. Ed. 2d at 326.

The Court then continued with this discussion, applying the four-part 0 'Brien test:
The remaining question is whether the line drawn by these ord inances is justified by the city's interest in
preserving the character of its neighborhoods. On this question we agree with the views expressed by
District Judges Kennedy and Gubow. The record discloses a factual basis for the Common Council's
conclusion that this kind of restriction will have the desired effect. lfootnotc in original here; quoted
below] ll is not our function to appraise the wisdom of its decision to require adult theaters to be
separated rather than concentrated in the same areas. In either event, the city's interest in attempting tu
preserve the quality of urban life is one that must be accorded high respect. Moreover, the city must be
allowed a reasonable opportunity to experiment with solutions to admittedly serious problems.
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Since what is ultimately at stake is nothing more than a limitation on the place where adult films may be
exhibited, even though the determination of whether a particular film fits that characterization turns on
the nature of its content, we conclude that the city's interest in the present and future character of its
neighborhoods adequately supports its classification of motion pictures. [second footnote in last
paragraph, omitted]
427 U.S. al 71-72, 96 S. CL at 2452-53, 49 L. Ed. 2d al 326-27.
The footnote in the extract above was material to the discussion here. It read in full:

The Common Council's determination was that a concentration of "adult" movie theaters causes the area
to deteriorate and become a focus of crime, effects which are not attributable to theaters showing other
types of films. It is this secondary effect which these zoning ordinances attempt to avoid, not the
dissemination of ''offensive" speech. In contrast, in Erznoznik v. City of Jacksonville, 422 U.S. 205, the
justifications offered by the city rested primarily on the city's interest in protecting its citizens from
exposure to unwanted, "offensive" speech. The only secondary effect relied on to support that ordinance
was the impact on traffic - an effect which might be caused by a distracting open-air movie even if it did
not exhibit nudity. [emphasis added]
427 U.S. at 71, fn. 34, 96 S. Ct. at 2452, 49 L. Ed. 2d at 326.
Relying on Studies from Other Jurisdictions

Eight years after it upheld the Detroit zoning ordinance, the Court again dealt with zoning regulations
affecting sexually oriented businesses. Playtime Theatres, Inc. v. City <?/'Renton, 475 U.S. 4 1, 106 S.
Ct. 925, 89 L. Ed 2d 29 (1986). This time, the question of whether the First Amendment protected
sexually oriented movies was essentially resolved, and most of the discussion focused on the effect of
the First Amendment on local efforts to regulate w here they could he shown. Tn this decision, the Court
discussed 0 'Brien extensively but used an abbreviated form of the 0 'Brien test - "whether the Renton
ordinance is designed to serve a substantial governmental interest and allows for reasonable alternative
avenues of communication." 475 U.S. at 49, I 06 S. Ct. at 930, 89 L. Ed 2d at 39 (1986). The second
part of the abbreviated test, dealing with " reasonable alternative avenues" is not relevant to this report or
this discussion, but it is worth reviewing the Court's discussion of the first part of its abbreviated test:

Tt is clear that the ordinance meets such a standard. As a majority of this Court recognized in American
Mini 111eatres, a city's "interest in attempting to preserve the quality of urban life is one that must be
accorded high respect." 427 U.S., at 71 (plurality opinion); see id. , at 80 (POWELL, J., concurring) ("Nor
is there doubt that the interests furthered by this ordinance arc both important and substantial"). Exactly
the same vital governmental interests are at stake here.
The Court of Appeals ruled, however, that because the Renton ordinance was enacted without the benefit
of studies specifically relating to "the particular problems or needs of Renton,'' the city's justifications for
the ordinance were "conclusory and speculative." 748 F,2d, at 537. We think the Court of Appeals
imposed on the city an unnecessarily rigid burden of proof. The record in this case reveals that Renton
relied heavily on the experience of, and studies produced by, the city of Seattle. In Seattle, as in Renton,
the adult theater zoning ordinance was aimed at preventi ng the secondary effects caused by the presence
of even one such theater in a given neighborhood. See Northend Cinema, Inc. v. Seau/e, 90 Wash. 2d
709, 585 P. 2d 11 53 (1978). The opinion of the Supreme Court of Washington in Northend Cinema,
which was before the Renton City Council when it enacted the ordinance in question here, described
Seattle's experience as follows:
"The amendments to the City's zoning code which are at issue here are the culmination of a long
period of study and discussion of the problems of adult movie theaters in residential areas of the
City .... [The) City's Department of Community Development made a study of the need for
zoning controls of adult theaters .... The study analyzed the City's zoning scheme,
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comprehensive plan, and land uses around existing adult motion picture theaters .... " Id., at 711 ,
585 P. 2d, at 1155.
"[The] [trial] court heard extensive testimony regarding the history and purpose of these
ordinances. It heard expert testimony on the adverse effects of the presence of adult motion
picn1re theaters on neighborhood children and community improvement efforts. The court's
detailed Cindings, which include a finding that the location or adult theaters has a harmful effect
on the area and contribute to neighborhood blight, arc supported by substantial evidence in the
record." id., at 713, 585 P. 2d, at 11 56.
"The record is replete with tc:stimony regarding the effects of adult movie theater locations on
residential neighborhoods." Id., at 7 19, 585 P. 2d, at 11 59.
We hold that Renton was entitled to rely on the experiences of Seattle and other cities, and in particular
on the "detailed findings" summarized in the Washi"brton Supreme Court's Northend Cinema opinion, in
enacting its adult theater zoning ordinance. The First Amendment does not require a city, before enacting
such an ordinance, lo conduct new studies or produce evidence independent or that already generated by
other cities, so long as whatever evidence the city relies upon is reasonably believed to be relevant to the
problem that the city addresses. That was the case here. Nor is our holding affected by the fact that Sculth:
ultimately chose a different method of adult theater zoning than that chosen by Renton, since Seattle's
choice of a di fferent remedy to combat the secondary effects of adult theaters docs not call into question
either Seattle's identification of those secondary effects or the relevance of Seattle's experience to Renton.
475 U.S. at 49-52, 106 S. Ct. at 930-31, 89 L. Ed 2d at 39-41.
Although the Court appeared to restate only the second part of the 0 'Brien test (" it furthers an important
govemment interest") in its abbreviated test in Renton, the third part of the 0 'Brien test (" the
government interest is unrelated to the suppression of speech") was implicit in that shorthand holding.
Earlier in the decision, the Court said:
The District Court's finding as to "predominate" intent, left undisturbed by the Court of Appeals, is more
than adequate to estab lish that the city's pursuit of its zoning interests here was unrelated to the
suppression of free expression. The ordinance by its terms is designed to prevent crime, protect the city's
retail trade, maintain property values, and generall y "[protect] and [preserve I the quality of [the city's]
neighborhoods, commercial districts, and the quality of urban life,'' not Lo suppress the expression of
unpopular vicw:s. Sec App. to Juris. Statement 90a. As JUSTICE POWELL observed in American Mini
Theatres, "[i f] [the city] had been concerned with restricting the message purveyed by a<lull !healers, it
would have tried to close them or restrict their number rather than circumscribe their choice as to
location." 427 U.S., at 82, n. 4.
475 U.S. at 48, 106 S. Ct. at 929, 89 L. Ed 2d at 38.
Regulation Narrowly Tailored
The Fifth C ircuit has recently (2007) applied what it called a " hy brid" test (described in the extract
immedi ate ly below), adopted by the district court and apparently accepted by both parties. Under that
test, in Illusions - Dallas Private Club, Inc. v. Steen, 482 F.3d 299 (5th Cir. 2007), the Fifth Circuit held
that a regulation affecting sexua lly o riented businesses is Constitutional if:
( I) the State regulated pursuant to a legitimate governmental power; (2) the regulation does not
completely prohibit adult entertainment; (3) the regulation is aimed not at the suppression of expression,
but rather at combating negative secondary effects; and (4) the regulation is designed to serve a
substantial governmental interest, is narrowly tailored, and reasomible ailernative avenues of
communication remain available, or, alternatively, the regulation furthers an important or substantial
governmental interest and the restriction on expressive conduct is no greater than is essential in
furtherance of that interest.
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482 F.3d at 311, citing Ben's Bar"· Village ofSomerset, 316 F.3d 702, 707 (7th Cir. 2003).
The second part of the 0 'Brien test of the validity of a local regulation of sex businesses ("it furthers an
important government interest") and its third part ("the government interest is unrelated to the
suppression of speech") have become inextricably intertwined, because it is clear that the only
defensible governmental interest that wil l support regu lation of such businesses is one that is " unrelated
to the suppression of speech." If the state's purpose relates to the suppression of speech, the ordinance
will be subject to "strict scrutiny," (see Illusions - Dallas Private Club, Inc. v. Steen, 482 F.3d 299, 308
(5th Cir. 2007)), a standard of review that reverses the presumption of validity, leaving the government
with an almost insurmountable burden (sec, for ex.ample, Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly, 121 S. Ct.
2404, ISO L. Ed. 2d 532 (U.S. 2001), striking down a Massachusetts ban on advertising tobacco
products within a prescribed radius of schools, parks and other facilities; there the Comt acknowledged
the government's legitimate interest in curtailing youthful smoking but found the advertising ban
unconstitutional)). Another issue which is closely related to the second and third parts of the O 'Brien
test is the issue of "narrow tailoring." See Illusions - Dallas Private Club, Inc. v. Steen, 482 F.3d 299
(5th Cir. 2007), where the court merged these issues into one, framing it:
the regulation is designed to serve a substantial governmental interest, is narrowly tailored, and

reasonable alternative avenues of communication remain available, or, alternatively, the regulation
furthers an important or substantial governmental interest and the restriction on expressive conduct is no
greater than is essential in furtherance of that interest.
482 F.3d at 311 .

The "narrow tailoring" issue looks at the relationship between the secondary effects that the ordinance
or law is designed to address an d the apparent effect or the law. To give a simple example, if a city has
a study that shows that nude dancing produces negative secondary effects and, as a result, decides to ban
all dancing, it has a "narrow tailoring" problem. The issue has been presented and discussed in Encore
Videos, Inc. v. City of San Antonio, 330 F.3d 288 (5th Cir. 2003) and H & A Land Corp v. City of
Kennedale, 480 F.3d 336 (5th Cir. 2007), both dealing with the question of whether studies showing
negative secondary effects of various sex businesses were adequate to support ordinances related to
retail-only book and video stores. See, also, Schad v. Borough ofMt. Ephraim, 452 U.S. 61 , IOI S. Ct.
2176, 68 L. Ed. 2d 671 ( 198 l ), where a small town in New Jersey was concerned about the potential of
nude dancing at a local establishment and thus banned al l live entertainment in the town.
The authors view the "narrow tailoring" issue more as a drafling issue than as a pure "secondary
effects" issue and, for that reason, it is not fi.irther discussed as a separate issue in this analysis. It is
important to remember, however, and to remind elected officials tluit, the fact that a local government
has evidence showing that a variety of sexually oriented businesses cause negative secondary effects
may not suppo1t every type of ordinance that elected officials might like to adopt.
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THE LAW OF SECONDARY EFFECTS

Context for "Secondary Effects" Studies

Given the above introduction, the focus of the remainder of this analysis is on the critical step of
documenting and analyzing "negative secondary effects" as the basis for developing, adopting or
defending8 Constitutionally-valid regulations of sexually oriented businesses. Ct is critical to understand
that the real issue is demonstrating a substantial governmental interest other than censorship as the basis
for adopting regulations that infringe on First Amendment rights, thus, documenting the negative
secondary effects of sexually oriented businesses is paramount. Although lawyers representing the sex
industry often argue in court that local governments should be required to provide essentially scientific
evidence regarding the relationship of sex businesses to the issues addressed by local zoning and
licensing ordinances, the Supreme Court in upholding a Los Angeles zoning ordinance affecting sex
businesses in City of Los Angeles v. Alameda Books, Inc., a 2002 decision, set a much more reasonable
test:
We held that a municipali ty may rely on any evidence that is "reasonab ly believed to be relevant" for
demonstrating a cotm ection between speech and a substantial, independent government interes t.

City of f,os Angeles v. Alameda Books. Inc., 122 S. Ct. 1728, 152 L. Ed. 2d 670 (U.S. 2002), at 122 S. Ct.
1735, 152 L.Ed. 2d 683, remanded for furth er proceedings at 295 F.3d I024 (9th Cir. 2002), citing and
quoting brie fly from Playtime Theatres, Inc. v. City o.f Renton , 475 U.S. 4 1, at 5 1-52 (1986) .

Later in the opinion, the Court provided this discussion of its decision to reject the Ninth Circuit's
analysis of the data provided by the city and to accept the city's analysis instead:
Both theories are cons istent with the data in the 1977 study. The Court o r Appeals' analysis, however,
implicitly rcl1uircs the city to prove that its theory is the only one that can plausib ly explain the data
because only in this ma nner can the city re fut e the Cou1i of Appeals' logic.
152 L. Ed.2dat681 , 122S.Ct. at 1735 .

To a similar effect, the Fifth Circuit has held in N. W. Enters. v. City ojHouston :
Because the constitutional standard o f review depends only upon the C ity's predominate legis lative
concern, not its pre-enactment proof that the ordinance would work, there is no reason to parse each
provision of the ordinance separately to determ ine the standard of review. T he purpose and scope of the
entire Ordinance are reflected in the preamble, which summarizes City Council's concern about multiple
e ffects of SOBs. T hat all of s uch elTects arc targeted by the Ordinance's various provisions is clear, as it is
also clear that none of the provisions directl y censors adult speech. Thus, the Preamble, together with the

8
Although ideally a local government will develop a record documenting its governmental interest in adopting
such regulations be fore adopting them and inc lude appropriate evidence in the legislative record, that is not an
absolute requirement today; a local government can certainly supplement its legis lative record in the process of
defending its ordinance (City of Los Angeles v. A lameda Books, Inc., 122 S. Ct. 1728, 152 L. Ed. 2d 670 (U.S.
2002)) and it may be allowed to provide its entire analysis of the secondary effects addressed by the ordinance fo r
the first time in litigation. Sec, fu r example, Ill usions - Da llas Private C lub, Inc. v. Steen, 482 F.3d 299, 3 10 (5th
C ir. 2007, where the court held in part that ''the plura lily [in Alameda books] did not specify tha t a purpose
unrelated to surpressing speech con only be demonstrated with a specific type of indicator such as legis lative
fi ndings or a statutory preamble." But sec extract from N.W. Enters. v. C ity of Houston, 27 F. Supp, 2d 754 (S.f).
Tex. 1998), set out in text almost immediately below, where the court noted that it was relying on the legis lative
record and the preamble to the ordinance in finding for the city.
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legislative record, provides sufficient evidence to justity an intermediate scrutiny standard of review to
the entirely of97-75, as a content-neutral enactment.
N. W Enters. v. City of Houston, 27 F. Supp. 2d 754 (S.D. Tex. 1998), vac. in part, rev. in part, affd in
pal'l 352 F.3d. 162, (5th Cir. 2003); rev. and vac. in part, reh. den., 372 F.3d 333 (5th Cir. 2004)
(vacation was minor and based on a technicality with no substantive effect on the material cited); cert.
den. 543 U.S. 958, 125 S. Ct. 4 16, 160 L. Ed. 2<l 32 1 (2004); cited discussion from trial court opinion al
27 F.Supp.2d at 76465.

lt is in this context tlrnt the Texas City Attorneys Association retained Cooper Consulting Company and
Duncan Associates to provide this analysis of one category of potentially negative secondary eflects of
sex businesses on communities - and that is the potential effect of the locations of these businesses on
the market values of nearby properties, particularly the effects of retail only businesses.
It is important to remember that the legislative records in Young and Renton referred in more general
terms, respectively, to the prevention of " neighborhood deterioration" and "blight." There was also a
brief reference in Young to the concept that "crime" might follow the deterioration. Thus, in these
leading cases, the elected officia ls adopting the ordinances were dealing more with trends and concepts
than with easily documentable facts. Because some courts, particularly in the Fifth Circuit (of which
Texas is a part), have become somewhat less willing to accept general assertions by local governments
of their good intentions and have sought at least some evidence regarding the problems that the
challenged ordinances are supposed to address, local governments have increasingly focused on
secondary effects that can be measured and/or documented .
The two secondary effects that are sometimes9 associated w ith sexually oriented businesses and that are
most susceptible to measurement and documentation 10 are increases in crime rates and decreases (or
slowed rates or increase) in property values in areas around such businesses.
Secondary Effects in the Fifth Circuit

In what appears to be its earliest post-Renton decision dealing with the Constitutionality of a local
ordinance regulating sex businesses, in SDJ, Inc. v. Houston, the Fifth Circuit reversed a finding by the
district court that Houston had not established a substantial governmental interest to support its adoption
of the ordinance. SDJ, Inc. v. Houston, 837 F.2d 1268, (5th Cir. 1988), reh 'gen bane den. 841 F.2d 107
(5th Cir. 1988), cert. den. sub. nom. M. E. F. Enlerprises, Inc. v. lfm-1ston, 489 U.S. 1052, 109 S. Ct.
1310, !03 L. Ed. 2d 579 ( 1989).
The court set o·ut its summary and analysis of the Renton test on this issue:

Thus, as the Court explained in City of Renton, a city may establish its "substantial interest" in the
regulation by compiling a record with evidence that it may be "reasonably believed to be relevant to the
problem that the city addresses." We do not ask whether the regulator subjectively believed or was
motivated by other concerns, but rather whether an objective lawmaker could have so concluded,

9

We used the word "sometimes" to maintain an objective discussion in this report; in our experience, it would be
fair to say "often" rather than sometimes, but without statistics lo back up the use of the word "often," we chose
the more conservative one.
10

Again, there was a conscious choice of words here. In casual conversation, one might say "most easily
measured," but that would not be accurate. J\s sex industry experts regularly remi nd us in their reports lo various
courts and their private comments to us, there is nothing "easy" about these measurements. Crime rates and
property values arc, however, at least susceptible to measurement - a characteristic that a general concept like
"blight" or "deterioration" lacks.
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suppo!'ted by an actual basis for the conclusion. Legitimate purpose may be shown by reasonable
inferences from specific testimony of individuals, local studies, or the experiences of other cities. This
level of scrutiny best accommodates the need to ensure proper purposes with the limited competence of
courts Lo discern ephemeral legislative motivations.
837 F.2d nt 1274, citing and quoting Renton, 475 U.S. at 5 1-52; 106 S. CL at 931; 89 L. Ed, 2d at 40.
The cotut then applied this ana lysis to the Houston ordinance and adoption process, citing the material
facts on which it relied in holding that the ordinance and its adoption passed Constitutional muster:
The record reflects that the City Council carefully considered the relationship between sexually oriented
businesses and neighborhood effects. The City formed a special Committee on Sexually Oriented
Businesses, which heard public testimony from both supporters and opponents of the Ordinance, as well
as experts. The committee ulso considered studies conducted by other cities such as Detroit, Boston,
Dallas, and Los Angeles. While it may not be enough simply to tailor one ordinance to another that has
survived judicial review, we are persuaded that the City Council considered those studies themselves and
not merely the ordinances for which the studies provided support. Although the 1986 supplemental report
relates no empirical evidence of the effects of topless bars, that reporl incorporates the 1982 report, which
does refer to topless bars. Wc arc persuaded that the City met its burden under City of Renton to establish
thal the!'e was evidence before it from which the Council was entitled to reach its conclusion and was
"relevant to the problem that the city nddrcsscs." The district court did not err in finding that the City had
proved a substantial interesl in the regulation of businesses subjecl to lhe Ordinance.
837 F.2d at 1274-75.
ln the paragraph following the extract immediately above, the court distinguished this case from its
earlier decision in Basiardanes v. City of Galveston, 682 F.2d 1203 (5th Cir.1 982), in which it had
struck down the Galvcslon ordinance, finding there that '"'there is no evidence in the record that the
Galveston City Council passed Ordinance 78- 1 after careful consideration or sludy of the effocts of
adull theaters on urban life," 837 f .2d at 1275, ciling and quoting Basiardanes, 682 F.2d at 12 15.

Four years after its decision in SDJ. the court relied on its opinion in SDJ in upholding the
Constitutionality of a Jackson, Mississippi, ordinance regulating sexually oricnled businesses. Lakeland
Lounge v. Jackson, 973 F.2d 1255 (5th Cir. 1992), reh 'gen bane den.979 F.2d 2 11 (5th Cir. 1992), cert.
den. 507 U.S. l 030, 113 S. Ct. 1845, 123 L. Ed. 2d 469 ( 1993). In this case, it provided somewhat more
detailed analysis of the reasons that it found that Jackson had mel the Constitutional requirements of
Renton in the adoption of its ordinance. The case came to it in a similar posture Lo thal of the Houston
case - the dislrict court had fo und the Jackson ordinance unconstitutional because, according LO Lhc
appellate courl, "The court held that the city council had an insufficient factual predicate by which to
base its ordinance upon secondary effects; therefore, the city had nol shown that the ordinance was
content-neutral." 973 F.2d at 1258. The district court's primary concern was Lhal Lhere was no evidence
that lhc cily council, the legislative body which adopted the ordinance, had actually heard evidence
regarding negative secondary effects. The appellate courl responded with this analysis:
We believe that the district court clearly erred and that the record shows that the city council had
sufficient information before it to enact a permissible ordinance. First, the office of planning, city
attorney's office, and the ordinance review committee (a subcommittee or the planning board) drafted the
ordinance, and they unquestionably considered, and relied upon, the studies as to the secondary effects of
sexually oriented business while they were drafting the amendment. Further, the council could properly
place some reliance upon others lo do research, as state law requires that the planning board make
recommendalions to the council regarding zoning amendments. We perceive no constitutional
requirement that the council members personally physically review the studies of secondary effects; such
a holding would fly in the face of legislative reality.
Second, although the city council never received a writlen report or summary of the studies, the city
planning board held a public meeting at which lhe planning director and other city staff members and
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citizens discussed secondary effects and the work that had gone into the preparation of the proposed
ordinance. As testimony and the official minutes of the meeting show, five of the seven members of the
city council were present at that meeting; as the ordinance passed by a six-to-one vote, a majority of the
council must have both voted for the ordinance and attended the meeting.
Third, the lnnguage of the amendment indicates the council's concern with the secondary effects.
[footnote omitted]
973 F.2d at 1258-59.
The court then quoted with approval the relatively brief preamble refe1Ting to secondary effects but
noted:
This language might not save a statute that was fo rmulated without specific attention to secondary effects.
Nevertheless, in context here, where ( 1) the drafters of the ordinance did rely upon studies of secondary
effects, (2) a majority of the council members did receive some information about the secondaiy effects
during an open hearing of the planning board, and (3) nothing in the record otherwise suggests
impermissible motives on the part of the council members, the language of the preamble shows the city
council's awareness of the studies upon which the planning staff relied when framing the ordinance and
reflects that a reasonable legislature with constitutional motives could have enacted the ordinance.
973 F.2d at 1259, citing SDJ 837 F.2d at 1274.
Although the decision in Lakeland Lounge is now more than 15 years old and has been followed by a
number of other cases dealing with the same issues, the Fifth Circuit continues to cite and rely on
Lakeland lounge. See, for example, Encore Videos, Inc., v. City of San Diego, 330 F.3d 288 (5th Cir.
2003) ; LLEH, Inc.:. v. Wichita County, 289 F.3d 358 (5th Cir. 2002); and J & B Entertainment v. City of
Jackson, 152 F.3d 362 (5th Cir. Miss. 1998), all cited and discussed later in this ana lysis.
ln more recent years, the Fifth Circuit Cou1t of Appeals has been somewhat more skeptical than other
courls of the records that local governments have provided to document the secondary effects to which
local ordinances are addressed. To put that comment in context, it is useful to review the basic facts of
the Los Angeles case decided by the Supreme Court in 2002. In Ci~y of Los Angeles v. Alameda Books,
Inc., 122 S. Ct. 1728, 152 L. Ed. 2d 670 (U.S. 2002), the Court reversed decisions by a federal district
court and the Ninth Circuit that had held in part that the cily could not legitimate ly rely on a study that
was several years o ld and that addressed a somewhat different problem than the city was now
addressing. The study was 25 years old by the time the case reached the Supreme Court, but the Comt
fo und thal the cily 's reliance on a study that il had conducted "severa l years before" was entirely
reasonable.
The study itself had provided evidence that "concentrations of adult businesses are associated with
higher rates of prostitution, robbery, assaults, and thefts in sunounding communities." 152 L. Ed. 2 d at
678, 122 S. Ct. at 1732, citing App. 35-162 (Los Angeles Dept. of City Planning, Study of the Effects of
the Concentration of Adult Entertainment Establishments in the City of Los Angeles (City P lan Case
No. 26475, City Council File No . 74-452 1~S.3 , June 1977)). The original ordinance adopted by the City
in reliance on the study restricted the establishment, enlargement or transfer of ownership of any
(defined) adult enterprise within 1000 feet of another adult enterprise. The City subsequently decided
that the adopted ordinance was Loo narrow, and amended it to precl ude lhe operation of multiple types
of adult enterprises within one facility. The Supreme Court decision evolved from an enforcement
action brought by the city against the operator.
The controlling language in the plurality opinion in Alameda Books said this:
In Renton we held that a municipality may rely on any evidence that is "reasonably believed to be
relevant" for demonstrating a connection between speech and a substantial, independent governmenl
interest. This is not to say that a municipality can get away with shoddy data or reasoning. The
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municipalitis evidence must fairly supp011 the municipality's ration01le for its ordinance. If plaintiffs foil
to cast direct doubt on this rationale, either by demonstrating that the municipality's evidence docs not
support its rationale or by furnishing evidence that disputes the municipality's factual find ings, the
municipality meets the standard set forth in Renton. If plainti ffs succeed in casting doubt on a
municipality's rationale in either mam1er, the burden shifts back to the municipality to supplement the
record with evidence renewing support for a theory that justifies its ordinance.
I 52 L. Ed. 2<.l at 683 , 122 S. Ct. at 1736 .
Not surprisingly, the sex industry frequently uses expert witnesses to challenge studies and analyses
provided in support oflocal ordinances and cite the langm1ge here s:-iying thot ::i loco I government cannot
"get away with shoddy data or reasoning." Sec discussion of H & A Land Corp v. City of Kennedale,
480 F.3d 336 (5th Cir. 2007), below [pattial citation here]. The industry seems somewhat less li kely l:C)
cite the following and apparently clarifying sentence that follows, "The municipality's evidence must
fairly support the municipality's rationale for its ordinance."
Relationship of Cited Studies to Adopted Ordinance

In seeming contrast to the Supreme Court' s deference to a city's decision to rely on an earlier study that
dealt with a n::lah::J issut: but that was not direc tly on point, the FiHh Circuit has looked much more
critically at the relationship between the cited studies and the adopted ordinance. In Encore Videos v.
City of San Antonio, 330 F.3d 288 (5th Cir. 2003), the Fifth Circuit found that the purely retail
businesses arc a different type of business from those with on-premises entertainment and that local
governments need studies related to the impacts of such on-premises businesses as part of the basis for
adopting regulations affecting such businesses. In reaching that decision, the appellate court found:
The studies rcited by the eilyl either entirely exclude establishments that provide only take-home videos
and books (as is the case with the Seattle study) or include them but do not difforentiate the data collected
from such businesses from evidence collected from enterprises that provide on-site adult entertainment as
may have been the case with the Austin and Garden Grove studies. [footnote omitted]
330 F.3d at 294-95.
As the Fifth Circuit acknowledged in that decision, however, there is a split of authority on this issue.
On the same issue, the Eighth Circuit held:
Under City of Re11to11, Rochester need not prove that Downtown Book and Video would likely have the
exact same adverse cffocts on its surroundings as the adult businesses studied by Indianapolis, SL Paul,
and Phoenix. So long as Ordinance No. 2590 affects only categories of businesses reasonably believed to
produce at least some of the unwanted secondary effects, Rochester "must be allowed a reasonable
opportunity lo experiment with solutions to admittedly serious problems."
ILQ lnvs., Inc. v. City of Rochestttr, 25 F.3d 14 13, 1418 (8th Cir. 1994), cert. denied, 513 U.S. I017, 11 5
S. Ct. 578, 130 L. Ed. 2d 493 ( 1994) , citing and quoting Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S.
50, 71, 96 S. Ct. 2440, 49 L. Ed. 2d 310 ( 1976) (plurality opinion) .

The Tenth Circuit held in response to a similar argument:
Thus, we arc satisfied that differences in the mode of delivery of sexually oriented materials arc
constitutionally insignificant for purposes of determining an ordinance's content-neutrality.
Z.J. Gifts, L.L.C. v. City o/Aurora, 136 F.3d 683, 687 (10th Cir. 1998), reversed in part on other grounds,
124 S. Ct. 22 19, 159 L. Ed. 2d 84 (U.S. 2004) .

The Fifth Circuit has applied critical analysis to the purposes for which governmental entities say they
have adopted the ordinance:s, and to the relationship between the stated purposes and the effect of the
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ordinance. It was asking tough questions even before the Supreme Court raised questions about
"shoddy data and reasoning" in Alameda Books. In J & B Entm 't, Inc. v. City oj'Jackson, Miss., 152
F.3d 362 (5th Cir. 1998), the court reversed a decision by a lower court granting summary judgment to
the city in a challenge to a Jackson ordinance regulating sexually oriented businesses. The appellate
court found that the record was "too bare" at this stage to conclude that the ordinance had been adopted
to serve a substantial governmental purpose unrelated to the suppression of speech. 152 F.3d at 375. Tt
rejected both factors that the district court cited in support of its conclusion to the contrary:
The first piece of evidence that the district corn1 relied upon to conclude that the City enacted the
Ordinance to combat secondary effects linked to public nudity is the Ordinance's preambulatory clause
stating that ''the City of Jackson has a legitimate interest in combating secondary effects associated with
public places where persons who are physically present appear nude amongst strangers. " In Lakeland
Lounge, we explained that the mere incantation of the words "secondary effects" may not save a statute
"formulated without specific attention to specific secondary effects." Lakeland Lounge, 973 F.2d at 1259.
No explanation of what specific secondary effects motivated Jackson to enact the Ordinance appears in its
text, and the City Council failed to make any specific legislative findings prior to enactment.
152 F.3d at 373-74, citing Lakeland Lounge v. Jackson , 973 F.2d 1255 (5th Cir. 1992).

The colllt acknowledged that the city might be able to show a "current governmental interest" to suppm1
the ordinance even in the absence of appropriate findings, but it noted that the fact that the case had
been decided on a pre"trial motion left the court without evidence to consider regarding that issue. 152
F.3d at 374. It went on to address the next piece of "evidence" cited by the district colllt:
The second piece of evidence that the district court relied upon to find that the City enacted the Ordinance
to combat secondary effects linked to public nudity was the City's experience in enacting the 1991 zoning
ordinance. Prior to enacting the 199 1 zoning ordinance, Jackson's City Council received information
regarding studies on secondary effects associated with adult entertainment in other cities. Sec Lakeland
Lounge, 973 F.2d at 1258-59. Other than the inforence that Jackson must have had the same interests
because the composition of the City Council that enacted the Ordinance was the same as the City Council
that enacted the 1991 zoning ordinance, however, the City has offered no reasoned explanation linking
the two ordinances, for how they seek to further similar interests, or for how it could reasonably conclude
that banning public nudity might further its interests. Therefore, in light of Barnes, we find this single
piece of evidence to be insufficient to justify the Ordinance as fulfilling a substantial governmental
interest for the following reasons.
152 F.3d at 374.

The court provided this summary and conclusion to its analysis:
In conclusion, as a result of the district court's premature grant of summary judgment, the record now
before us is simpl y too bare to support its conclusion that the City enacted the Ordinance based on a
desire to combat secondary effects linked to public nudity, as applied to nude dancing. We are not in a
position to review this conclusion or determine whether the City could have a reasonable belief that the
Ordinance might further its interests. Because the burden of proof under the intermediate scrutiny
standard of review is on the City and insufficient evidence exists to indicate that the City has met its
burden under this prong on the record now before us, we vacate the district court's grant of summary
judgment in favor of the City.
152 F.3d at 375.

Although J & B Entertainment is a pre-Alameda Books decision, it has continued vitality - it was cited
extensively and followed in pait by the Fifth Circuit in its 2007 decision in Illusions - Dallas Private
Club, Inc. v. Steen, 482 F.3d 299 (5th Cir. 2007). It was also followed in part by the cou1t in the Encore
Video decision that is discussed extensively in this section. Other recent decisions in which the
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appellate coutt cited this 1998 case include B GHA , LL C v. City of Universal City, 340 F.3d 295, (5th
Cir. 2003) and N. W. Enters. v. City of Houston , 352 F.3d 162, 175 (5th Cir. 2003).
Although the Fifth C ircuit has consistently asked tough questions about the evidence of secondary
effects and local governments' conclusions that particular ordinances are necessary to address those, it
has often resolved that analysis in fovor of the local govern ment. In Baby Dolls Topless Saloons, Inc. v.
City of Da llas, a decision handed down by the appellate court shortly before the Supreme Court decision
in Alameda Books, the comt noted that:
Renton teaches us that the government must produce some evidence of adverse secondary effects
produced by adult entertainment in order to justify a challenged enactment using the secondary effects
doctrine. Renton also instructs us that a government must present sufficient evidence to demonstrate "a
link between the regulation and the asserted govern mental interest," under a "rcasonahle belier• standard.

/Jaby Dolls Topless Saloons, Inc. v. City ofDallas, 295 F.3d 47 1, 481 (5th Cir. 2002), reh 'g denied, 2002
U.S. App. LEXIS 1649 1 (5th Cir. 2002) 11 , cert. den. sub nom. Case & Point, Inc. v. City of Dallas, 537
U.S. 1088, 123 S. Ct. 699, 154 L. Ed. 2d 632 (2002);

Here the appellate court was citing and quoting J&B Entm't, Inc. v. City n.f Jackson , 152 F.3d 36 . It
went on, however, to uphold the challenged ordinance as Constitutional, finding and holding:
That standard is satisfied. The Ordinance was enacted, in part, because the City had fou nd that, through
Chapter 14, entities that were, in effect, SOBs were avoiding that classification; and that concentrated
SOBs "continue to contribute tu ... an increase in criminal activities in the surrounding community".
Dallas, Tex., Ordinance 23 137 (preamble). Among other relied-upon data, the 1997 Malin Study supports
that increased-criminal-activities finding. From January 1993 through March 1997, there were 396 al'l'ests
for sex crimes ("Rape, Prostitution/Commercial Vice[;! and other Sex Offenses") in the study area (which
included a concentration of seven SOBs), as compared tu 133 such arrests in one control area (containing
lwo SOBs localed approx imately a half-mile apart) and 77 such arrests in another contro l area (containing
no SOBs).
In short, sex crime arrests were three to five times more frequent in the study area. While the Malin Study
is careful not to attribute th is disparity ent irely tu SOBs, it did find a correlation between SOBs -i;pccifi cally, their "hours of operation and the type of people whic h SO IJs attract" •• and higher crime
rates.
These findings arc "reasonahly believed to be re levant tu the problem that the City addresses". Renton,
475 U.S. al 51-52 (emphas is added). The City relied upon specific evidence showing, inter alia, higher
crime rates in the vicinity of SOBs. The City's attempts to deal with that rea lity had been continuously
frustrated in the past, most recently by ''exploitat ion of a 'loophole' in the City Code that permitted such
businesses tu avoid the location restrictions by obtaining dance hall licenses pursuant to Chapter 14,
which was not originally designed to regulate such businesses". Baby Dolls, 114 F. Supp. 2d at 547
(emphasis added).
295 F.3d at 481 -82, citing in part the lower court decision at 114 F. Supp. 2d 53 1 (N.D. Tex. 2000).

District courts in the Fifth Circuit have similarly applied critical analysis to the public policy arguments
before them, not simply accepting the assertions of local governments that adopted ordinances were
necessaiy to address a variety o f identi fied secondary effects. For example, in A l/stars v. City of San
Antonio, 2003 U .S. Dist. LEXIS 85 17 (W.D. Tex. May 19, 2003) (not published in official reporter), the
court denied a preliminmy injunction against enforcement of several pmis of a local ordinance
establishing requirements to place dancers on a stage and to provide buffers between dancers and

11

Official citation fo r denial of rehearing not available.
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patrons. It granted the preliminary injunction against the p01t ion of the ordinance that also established a
buffer between performers, holding that "However, at this early stage in the proceedings, it is not clear
that evidence was before the city council to support this provision. Until such time as the City meets its
evidentiary burden, the preliminary injunction as to touching between entertainers is GRANTED."
2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8517, at 9.
In one of its first post-Alameda Books decisions, the Fifth Circuit showed considerable deference to the
judgment of local legislators, holding that a local government must simply have a "rational basis" for
adopting an ordinance regulating sex businesses. N.W. Enters. v. City of Houston, 352 F.3d. 162, (5th
Cir. 2003); rev. and vac. in part, reh. den., 372 F.3d 333 (5th Cir. 2004).12 The court provided this
clarifying discussion:
The point of deference is this: legislators cannot act, and cannot be required to act, only on judicial
standards of proof. Legislative zoning decisions are generally upheld on a rational basis standard.
Imposing a level of inter mediate scrutiny, in cases like this, requires more conviction of the connection
between legislative ends and means than does the rational basis standard, but only in the sense of
"evidence [that] is reasonably believed to be relevant" to the secondary effects in question.
352 F.3d at 180-81.
The fifth Circuit was also deferential to the legislative conclusions of a local government in a 2002
decision (LLE!I, Inc. v. Wichita County) where the industry argued that studies of secondary impacts of
sex businesses in urban areas did not fairly support a county' s adoption of regulations of such
businesses.
The secondary effects that urban areas have experienced (well documented in the relied-upon studies) are
precisely what the County is attempting to avoid. This is evinced by the Order's preambulary language.
For example, the County sought to "minimize and control adverse effects" and "deter the spread of urban
and rural blight".
Accordingly, it is logical that the County would: ( I) review the experiences of urban areas, as discussed
in the studies; (2) consider what measures those areas have employed to combat secondary effects; and
(3) tailor those corrective measures to the County's needs. By so doing, the Counly may, in its continued
growth and development, successfully sidestep many of the problems encountered by urban areas. In this
respect, the relied-upon studies are "reasonably believed to be relevant" to the problems the County seeks
to address. See Renton, 475 U.S. at 51. 167
See LLEJ-1, Inc:. v. Wichita County, 289 F.3d 358, 366 (5th Cir. 2002), reh'g denied 45 fed. App. 324
(2002), reversing [on this point and others] LLEll, Inc. v. Wichita County, 12 1 F. Supp. 2d 513 (N.D.
Tex. 2000). Although this decision pre-dated Alameda Books, the Fifth Circuit has recently held that it
remains good law. Fantasy Ranch, Inc. v. City ofArlington, 459 F.3d 546, 562 (5th Cir. 2006).
The court was similarly deferential to local government in a more recent case, Fantasy Ranch, Inc. v.
City of Arling ton , 459 F.3d 546 (5th Cir. 2006). This case involved a challenge to an Arlington
ordinance that, among other things, required that dancers in a sexually oriented cabaret must perform on
a stage and maintain a five-foot buffer from patrons. In ruling for the city, the court addressed the
question of the burden on the city to demonstrate that its ordinance was aimed at secondary effects. In
response to the city's citation of a number of studies from other jurisdictions, the clubs challenging the

12
Note that some of the reporting and citation on this case are misleading and inaccurate; the same 2004 opinion
appears twice in Lexis (once in F.3d, as cited), and is cited three times in Shepard's, with a red stop sign,
apparently resulting from the minor modification to the decision that was technically a panial reversal and
vacation.
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ordinance hired an ex.pert who analyzed police records and found that "there were no arrests, citations,
or police calls for prostituti on, solicitation, assault, or narcotics." 459 F.3d at 560. In response to the
plainti ffs' lawyers' argument that this showed that the reasoning of the city in its findings was "shoddy"
under Alameda Books, the court responded:
We find th is evi<lcncc, even when viewed in a light most favorable to the plaintiff, plainly insufficien t to
preclude summary judgment. Indeed, "[a]lthough this evidence shows that [the City] might have reached
a different and equally reasonable conclusion regarding the relationship between adverse secondary
effects and sexually oriented businesses, it is not sufficient to vitiate the result reached in the [City's]
legislative process." G.M. Enters. v. Town of St. Joseph, 350 f.3d 63 1, 63 9 (7th Cir. 2003) (affirming
summary judgment in favor of the Town's five- foot buffer and eighteen-inch stage-height requirement
despite meaningful countervailing evidence presented by the plaintiffs). At best, Joe Morris's report
suggests that no arrests a t strip clubs had occurred for prostitution, drugs, or assault, a fact that is li kely of
little comfort to the City of Arlington, wh ich passed this ordinance at least in part because dancer-patron
proximity in a dim ly-lit room made such crimes diffic ult to police. Ultimately, we are not empowered by
Alameda to second-guess the empirical assessments of a legislati ve body, nor arc we expected to subm it
such assessments to a jury for re-weighing; instead, the relevant "material fact" that must be placed at
issue is whether lhc ordinance is supported by evidence that can be "reasonably believed to be relevant to
the problem." See Renton , 106 S. Ct. at 93 1 (emphasis added); see also N.W. Enterprises, 352 F.3d al
180; Alameda Books, 122 S. Ct. at 1743 (Kennedy, J., concurring) ("[T]he Los Angeles City Council
knows the streets of Los Angeles belier than we do."). Because no such issue of material fact exists, we
hold that Ordinance No. 03-044 satisfies the second prong of O'Brien.
459 F.3d at 56 1.

The Fifth Circuit also suggested a somewhat reduced bar for governments in a 2007 decision (H & A
Land Cotp v. City of Kennedale) in which it reversed a decision of a district court that had found a local
ordinance unconstitutional undt: r thl: raliunak dis<.:ussed above in Encore Videos. fl & A LC1nd Corp v.
City qf'Kenneda/e, 480 F.3d 336 (5th Cir. 2007), cert. den. Sub nom. Reliable Cons ultants, Inc. v. City
of Kennedale, 128 S. Ct. 196, 169 L. Ed. 2d 36 (U.S. 2007). The court first restated the public policy
(not necessarily legal) premise of its decision in Encore Videos:
On-site businesses (i.e., adult theaters or strip clubs) pose a greater threat of secondary effects than off·
site sexually oriented businesses (i.e., adult bookstores). Therefore, a city lhat enforces an ordinance
meant to prevent harmful secondary effects associated with the operation of an off-site business must rely
on evidence showing that off-site businesses, rather than the broader categmy of sexuall y oriented
businesses that includes on-site businesses, cause harmfu l secondary effects.
480 F.Jtl al 339.

In a footnote to the quoted material, the comt quoted this language from Encore Videos:
Off-site businesses differ from on-site ones, because it is only reasonable to assume that the fo rmer are
less likely to create harmful secondary effects. lf consumers of pornography cannot view the materials at
the sexually oriented establishment, they arc less likely to li nger in the area and engage in public alcohol
consumption and other undesirable activities."
480 F.3d at 339, quoting Encore Videos, 330 F.3d, 288, 295, n. 3 (S 1h Cir. 2003).

They noted that the case differed from Encore Videos because "because Kennedale, unlike San Antonio,
offers evidence that purports to show a connection between purely off-site businesses, or 'bookstores,'
and harmful secondary effects." It then set out this test for determining whether the evidence was
sufficient:
To determine whether the ord inance at issue is narrowly tailored, we must determine whether Kennedale
could reasonably believe that the evidence is relevant lo show the requisite connection to harmful
secondary effects. Alameda Books, 535 U.S. at 438. In other words, we ask whether that evidence "fairly
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support[s] the [city's] rationak for its ordinance." Id. Applying our holding from Encore Videos,
Kennedale cannot reasonably believe its evidence is relevant unless it sufficiently segregates data
attributable to off-site establishments from the data attributable to on-site establishments. Encore Videos ,
330 F.3d at 294-95.
480 F.3d at 339.

In reversing the trial court and finding that the city had established a substantial governmental interest
and a cl.ear relationship to the adopted ordinance, the Fifth Circuit stated:
Kennedale's evidence consisted of studies from nine cities, as well as an opinion survey of land use
appraisers conducted by the city's attorney, and citizen commentary from public meetings. Seven of
Kennedale's nine studies from other cities fail to differentiate between on-site and off-site businesses. The
1984 Indianapolis and 1986 Oklahoma City studies, however, included surveys of real estate appraisers
that focused strictly on "adult bookstores." The overwhelming majority of sturvey respondents in both
studies predicted that the presence of an a<lult bookstore would negatively atlcct real estate value in the
sunounding area. The Indianapolis survey, conducted by the City of Indianapolis in conjunction with
Indiana University School of Business, Division of Research, polled 20% of the national membership of
the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers. Eighty percent of the respondents predicted that an
adult bookstore would negatively impact residential properly values, and seventy-two percent bdievcd
commercial property val ue would also be negatively effected [sic]. The Oklahoma City study, which
surveyed one hundred Oklahoma City real estate appraisers, produced similar results: Seventy-four
percent predicted a negative impact on real estate value in the smrounding area.
480 F.3d at 339-40.

The court also rejected a related argument that the sex industry has raised in other cases:
Appellee Reliable argues that the term "bookstore," used in both surveys, is a term of art and docs not
sufficiently specify off-site premises. They argue instead that adult bookstores often include peep shows,
arcades, and other forms of on-site entertainment, rendering them on-site establishments. However, the
Supreme Court has previously used the term "bookstore" as distinguishable from "adult video arcades."
Alameda Books, 535 U.S. at 442 (discussing city's prohibition on "combination of adult bookstores and
arcades"). This was a survey sent to and completed by real estate appraisers, and so what matters is how
those appraisers would have understood the survey's reference to an adult bookstore.
Standing alone, it is reasonable to infer that the survey respondents interpreted "bookstore" as signifying
an off-site establishment. Webster's Dictionary defines "bookstore" as "a place of business where books
are the chief stock in trade.'' WEBSTER'S NEW INT'L. DICTIONARY (sic] 253 (3d ed. 198 1). There is
no reason to expect that simply adding the word "adult" to the term would completely transform the
nature of the business activity described.
480 F.3d at 340.

The court concluded this part of its analysis this way:
Kcnnc<lalc's ordinances purport to protect against harmful secondary effects. The Indianapolis and
Oklahoma City studies support the belief that off-site sexually oriented businesses cause harmful
secondary effects to the surrounding area in the form of decreased property value. So long as they are not
relying on shoddy data or reasoning, we afford substantial deference to cities with regards to the
ordinances they enact. Sec Alameda Books, 535 U.S. at 451 (Kennedy, J., concurring) (noting that "a city
must have latitude to experiment" and "courts should not be in the business of second-guessing factbound empirical assessments of city planners"). lhe Indianapolis survey, in particular, was drafted by
experts, pretested, and administered to a large, national pool of respondents. It is not "shoddy." We
therefore find that Kennedale has produced evidence that it could have reasonably believed was relevant,
and thus could have properly relied upon. The ordinances are narrowly tailored to advance a substantial
governmental interest.
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480 F.3d at 340-41.
A federal court in the Northern District of Texas appeared to follow a simi larly deferential attitude in
denying a preliminary injunction to the prospective operator of a store to be called "Condoms & More,"
finding that studies provided by Dr. Richard McCleary were adequate to rebut the plaintiffs' argument
that they were likely to succeed on the merits under Encore Videos.
Jn lllusions - Dallas Private Club, Inc. v. Steen, a 2007 decision involving the regulation of sexually
oriented live entertainment, the Fifth Circuit conceded one point to the governmental defendant fairly
easily but took a hard line on another issue, resulting in a decision adverse to the government. Illusions
- Dallas Private Club, Inc. v. Steen, 482 F.3d 299 (5th Cir. 2007), dealt with a Texas state regulation
that prohibited the service of alcohol in an establishment with defined adult entertainment if that
establishment was located in a "dry" jurisdiction. 13 There was no legislative record. The appellate court
was willing, nevertheless, to conclude from the context of the regulation (in the Alcoholic Beverage
Code) that the purpose of the Jaw was not the suppression of erotic speech but the regulation of
establishments serving alcohol. 482 F.3d at 311. The court, however, held that, "we agree with the
Clubs that the State has not justified a substantial governmental interest." 485 F.3d at 312 .
The court went on to provide this discussion:
T he State's proffered :substantial governmental interest is prohibiting the sa le of alcohol in inappropriate
locations and, thereby, protecting the "welfare, health, temperance, and safety of the people of the state"
that would he harmed by the negative secondary effects flowing from the alcohol service/erotic dancing
combination. See Tex. Alco. Bev. Code § 1.03. The State supported its substantial governmental interest
at the summary judgment stage hy (I) referenc ing. in a memorandum in support of its motion,
information gleaned from judicial opinions and "co mmon sense" and (2) hy attaching various studies
regarding the secondary effects of the alcohol/eroti c dancing combination. The di strict court excluded all
of the: various s tudies as hearsay, and the State has not challenged this order on appeal. The dis trict court
nonetheless found that the Stale satisfied its burden by merely citing in its motion for summary judgment
to judicial opinions and the discuss ions therein regarding the negati ve secondary effects o f the
alcohol/erotic dnncing combination, when the judicia l opinions cited were not in the record and were not
relied on by the State prior to enactment.

* * * ..
It is of course true, as the State points out, that the eviclentiary burden for a State attempting to j ustify a
substantial governmental interest is very light. Alameda Books requires only that the State "demonstrate a
connection between the speec h regulated by the rstatute) and the secondary effects that motivated the
adoption of the ordinance." 535 U.S. at 441 (plural ity opinion); see also id. al 451 (Kennedy, J.,
concurring in the j udgment) ("[V]ery little evidence is required" to show that "speech will be substanti ally
undiminished, and that total secondary effects will be significantly reduced."). t\nd the Court's cases
"require only that muni cipalities rely upon evidence that is 'reasonably believed to be relevant' to the
secondary effects that they seek to address." Id. al 442 (plurality opinion) (quoting Pap'.1· A.M., 529 U.S.
at 296)). It is also true, as the State suggests, that the notion that the alcohol/erotic <lancing combinati on is
a combustible one is supported by common sense.
The State nonetheless "bears the burden of providing ev idence that supports a link" between the
co mbination of alcohol service and erotic dancing and negative secondary effects. Id. at 437 (plurality
opinion); see also J & B Entertainment, 152 F.3d at 372-73. Herc, the record is completely devoid or any
evidence that a secondary effects problem exists or that § 32.03(k) furthers that interes t. The only actual

13

For the non-Texas reader, Texas allows local "dry" options prohibiting bars and similar establishments, but it
allows the service of alcoholic beverages even in those jurisdictions in private "clubs." The sexually oriented
businesses in volved in this litigation were all operated as "clubs" in a <lry j urisdiction.
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evidence the State proffered in support of its substantial governmental interest was in the form of landuse studies by other cities on the negative secondary effects caused by SOBs. But, as noted above, these
studies were excluded, and the State has not challenged the exclusion on appeal. As such, there simply is
no evidence, and the State has not met the minimal evidentiary burden placed upon it.
"Underinclusiveness" - Regulating/Not Regulating Other Uses with Negative Secondary Effects

The survey of appraisers that provides the substantive context for this report indicates that a significant
m<~ority of Texas appraisers believe that all of the sexually oriented businesses identified in the survey
are likely to have negative effects on the market value of single-family residences and community
shopping centers. These same appraisers also believe that certain other land uses may have similar
adverse effects, pa1ticularly on the market value of single-family homes. One question that may arise in
the drafting, adoption or defense of an ordinance regulating sexually oriented businesses is why the
ordinance does not address all of the uses identified by the appraisers as having similar effects on the
market value of property. The issue is important but not critical.
Courts in the Fifth C ircuit and elsewhere have held that the "underinclusiveness" that results from
regulating some but not all uses that may reasonably believed to have negative secondary effects does
not make the adopted regulations unconstitutional. See, for example, this discussion from Renton,
where the Supreme Court rejected an argument that the fact that the city chose to regulate only adult
motion picture theaters and not other sexually oriented businesses should cause the ordinance to fall as
unconstitutional:
Respondents contend that the Renton ordinance is "under-inclusive,'' in that it fails tu regulate other kinds
of adult businesses that are likely to produce secondary effects similar to those produced by adult
theaters. On this record the contention must fail. There is no evidence that, at the time the Renton
ordinance was enacted, any other adult business was located in, or was contemplati ng moving into,
Renton. In fact, Resolution No. 2368, enacted in October 1980, states that "the City of Renton does not, !ll
the present time, have any business whose primary purpose is the sale, rental, or showing of sexually
explicit materials." App. 42. That Renton chose first to address the potential problems created by one
particular kind of adult business in no way suggests that the city has "singled out" adult theaters for
discriminatory treatment. We simply have no basis on this record for assuming that Renton will not, in
the future, amend its ordinance to include other kinds of adult businesses that have been shown to
produce the same kinds of secondary effects as adult theaters.
475 U.S. 41 , 52-53, I 06 S. Ct. 925, 93 1-32, 89 L Ed 2d 29, 41 .

Several years later, in a case raising the same issue but not involving a sex business, the Supreme Court
addressed the broader policy implications of this argument und this issue:
[T]he First Amendment imposes not an "undcrinclusiveness" limitation but a "content discrimination"
limitation upon a State's prohibition of proscribable speech. There is no problem whatever, for example,
with a State's prohibiting obscenity (and other forms of proscribable expression) only in certain media or
markets, for although that prohibition would be "undcrinclusivc," it would not discriminate on the basis
of content. Another valid basis for according differential treatment to even a content-defined subclass of
proscribable speech is that the subclass happens to be associated with particular secondary effects of the
speech, so that the regulation is justified without reference to the content of the speech.
R.A. V. v.

Ci~y

of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 387- 89, 11 2 S. CL 2538, 120 L Ed. 2d 305 ( 1992), (citations and

quotations omitted);
The Ninth Circuit applied this principl.c in a case involving the regulation of sex businesses. Seo Center
jor Fair Puh. Policy v. Maricopa County, 336 F.3d 11 53 (9th Cir. Ariz. 2003), cert. den. 54 1 U.S. 973,
124 S. Ct. 1879, 158 L. Ed. 2d 468 (2004). There, the court dealt with an ordinance that established a
1:00 a.m. closing time for sexually oriented businesses but not for any other businesses:
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T he State "may choose to treat adult businesses di fferently from other businesses .... " Isbell v. Grand B
Emporia. Inc., 258 F.3d 1108 at 1116 (9th C ir, 2001 ); see also Young, 427 U.S. at 70-7 1 (" [T]he State
may legitimately use the content of these materials as the basis for placing them in a different
classitieation from other motion pictures."). If this is true as a general proposition, then it must also be
true as to the specific proposition that a state may single out sexually-oriented businesses to regulate their
hours of operation. See !Jen Rich Trading. Inc., 126 F.3d at 163 ("[A] munici pal ity may regu late hours of
adu lt busi nesses d itlerenlly than other businesses without l'aisi ng a strong inference o f discrim ination
based on content." ).
336 F.3d at 11 7 1, citing Isbell [full citation in extract] and Ben Rich Trading, Inc. v. City of Vineland,
126 F.3d 155 (3d Cir. 1997) ..

The Fifth Circuit dealt with a different aspect of the underinclusiveness argument in J & B Entm 't, inc.
v. City of Jackson, Miss., 152 F.3d 362, 377 (5th Cir. 1998), where it rejected an argument that an
ordinance limiting public nudity in sex businesses but not in all venues was not unconstitutional as
undereinclusive. The public nudity cases are distinguishable from the issue here, because an ordinance
banning all public nudity even in legitimate theater productions, for example - might be held to be
over-broad. See discussion at 152 F.3d at 377, citing Barnes v. Glen Theutre, Inc., 50 L U.S. 560, 111 S.
Ct. 2456, 11 5 L. Ed. 2d 504 ( 1991).

In SDJ, inc. v. Houston, discussed extensively above, the Fifth Circuit rejected an underinclusivcncss
argument that was framed in paii as an equal protection claim:
Fi rst, the Ordinance docs not deny plai nti ffs equa l protection because it regulates topless bars but does
not regulate adult bookstores and theatres. T his argument fails to recognize the fac t that adult theatres and
bookstores still are speci fically exempted from the state enabling act, and thus the City has no authority to
regulate these bus inesses. The argument also ignores that the Ordinance here was enacted as a compani on
to an earlier ordinance that specifically excluded topless bo.rs due to preemption by stale law.
Furthermore. the Supreme Court dismissed a similar "under-inclusive" arg11rnent in Renton, stating, "T hat
Renton chose firs t to address the potential problems caused by 011e particular kind of adult business in no
way suggests that the city has 'singled out' adult theaters for discriminatory treatment. "

SDJ, Inc. v. Houston, 837 F.2d 1268, 1279 (5th Cir. 1988), reh 'g en bunc: den. 84 1 F.2d I 07 (5 th Cir.
1988), cert. den. sub.
Ed. 2d 579 ( 1989).

110111.

M. E. F. Enterprises, Inc. v. Houston, 489 U.S. l 052, I09 S. Ct. 13 10, I03 L.
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REGULA TING StGNAGE AND LIGHTING

Tn SDJ, Inc.·. v. Houston, the Houston ordinance
"impose[d] restrictions on the exterior decor and signage of
those businesses, limiting the number and verbiage of signs and
requiring buildings to be painted achromatically." SDJ. Inc. v.
Houston, 837 F.2d 1268, 1272 (5th Cir. 1988), reh 'g en bane
den. 841 F.2d 107 (5th Cir. 1988), cert. den. sub. nom. M. E. F.
Enterprises, inc. v. Houston, 489 U.S. 1052, 109 S. Ct. 1310,
I 03 L. Ed. 2d 579 ( 1989). The operators raised
underinclusiveness and equal protection ordinance, challenging
the signage limitations because they applied only to adult
cabarets. The court ruled for the city on that issue, holding succinctly:
Finally, plaintiffs claim that the Ordinance violates their equal protection rights hecausc the signage
restrictions imposed under the Ordinance far exceed the reasonable restrictions placed on other businesses
and thus single out topless bars for different treatment. Because topless bars are not a "protected class,"
the City need only demonstrate that the signage restrictions arc reasonably related to a legitimate
government interest. The district court did not err in holding that the City had demonstrated that the
signage restrictions were rationally related to the legitimate interest in preventing detrimental effects on
minors. [footnote omitted]
837 f.2d at 1280.

There is relatively little law on this subject, so it is worth reviewing briefly some major cases from other
jurisdictions. The Eighth Circuit has also upheld what it called "modest" restrictions on signagc at adi1lt
busincsses. ln Excalibur Group v. City ofMinneapolis, 116 F.3d 1216, 1221- 22 (8th Cir. Minn. 1997),
the ordinance in this case provided in part:
Window areas may not be covered or made opaque, nor arc signs permitted in the windows. Id. A one
square-foot sign is allowed on the door, however. Id. Suhsection (g)(4) works in conjunction with
subsection (g)( I), which provides that all exterior signs must be flat wall signs, and subsection (g)(2),
which allows one square foot of sign area per foot of lot frontage on a street.
11 6 F.3d at 122 1- 22, citing Minneapolis, Minn., Code of Ordinances§ 540.41 O(g)(4).
The court held in material part:
We hold that the restrictions in subsection (g)(4) are narrowly tailored to further the city's significant
interest in alleviating the adverse impact of sexually oriented businesses on their neighborhoods. Having
before it substantial evidence of the urban blight caused by the mere presence of these businesses, the city
could reasonably conclude that controlling their outward appearance would lessen the effect they would
have on surrounding commercial and residential neighborhoods. The city could also reasonably conclude
that sign and window regulations would be an appropriate means by which to achieve this purpose. The
sign and window restrictions do not reach substantially more speech than necessary, for they are directed
only at the signs and window coverings that would affect the outward appearance of the businesses and
impact the surrounding neighborhoods
116 F.3d at 1222. Internal citations omitted.
Similarly, an appellate comt in New Jersey has found Constitutional a state law that restricted signs on
sexually-oriented businesses:
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No sexually oriented business shall display more than two exterior signs, consisting of one identification
sign and one sign giving notice that the premises 11rc off limits to minors. The identification sign shall be
no more than 40 square feet in size.
New Jersey Stat. Ann. §2C:34-7(c).
Reversing the trial court on the issues of Constitutionality, the appellate court held:
N.J .S.A. 2C:34-7(c) is not substantially broader than necessary. The two sign limitation is justified givcn
the undesirable secondary offt:cts that such signs attract, e.g., higher incidents of crime, child
delinquency ....
llamilto11 Amusements v. Porilz, 298 N.J . Super. 230, 689 A.2d 20 1 (App. Div. 1997), aff'd sub 110111.
Hamilton Amusement Ctr. v. Verniero, 156 N.J. 25'1, 7 16 A.2d 1137 (1998), cert. den. 527 U.S. 1021 ,

119 S. Ct. 2365, 144 L. Ed. 2d 770 ( 1999).
Later in the opinion, the court added these comments:
Not only does the statute allow two signs to be posted but it in no way proscribes olht:r modes of
advertisement. Additionally, the statute does not inhibit in any way the m11tcrial that may be displayed
within the store nor does it place any significant limitation on what may be advertised upon the business's
two signs.
689 A.2d at 206.
Courts have struck down broader restrictions on signage at or for sexua lly oriented businesses. The
Eighth Circuit, which had upheld Minneapolis' "modest" sign regulations in Excalibur Group v. City of
Minneapolis, discussed above, struck down as unconstitutional a Missouri state law that banned
billboard advertising by st:xuall y oriented busim:sses withi n one mile of a state highway. Mo. Rev. Stat.
§226.53 1. Using the Central lludson test, the court found that the statute was not narrowly tailored to
serve the state's interest:
It is clc11r that section 226.53 1 regulates the affected business's speech; it threatens criminal prosecution

for the mere inclusion of the name or address of an affected business on billboards within one mile of a
state highway. The Missouri statute " sacrifices an intolerable amount of truthful speech about l11wful
conduct." ... The prohibition is directed at speech beyond that which would lead to the stated secondary
effects, an<l is not narrowly tailored to achieve Missouri's stated goal.
Passions Video, Inc. v. Nixon, 458 F.3d 837, 843 (8th Cir. Mo. 2006), reh. en bane den. 2006 U.S. App.
LEXIS 24092 (8th Cir. 2006) 14, reversing Passion.~ Video, Inc. v. Ni.run, 375 F.Supp.2<l 866 (W.D.Mo.

2005).
The same state law allowed limited signage for sexually oriented businesses. It provided that a business
located within a mile of a state highway could have signage, subject to these limitations:
[J]f such business is located within one mile of a state highway then the business may display a maximum
of two exterior signs on the premises of the business, consisting of one identification sign and one sign
solely giving notice that the premises are off limits to minors. The identification sign shall be no more
than forty square feet in size and shall include no more than the following information: name, street
address, telephone number, and operating hours of the business.
Mo. Rev. Stat. §226.531 .2.

14

Official reporter citation not availab le for denial ofrche11ring.
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The Eighth Circuit also found that provision to be overbroad and failed the strict scrutiny test
In our view, this provision is not narrowly drawn to meet the state's asserted goals, and thus fails to meet
the fourth step of the Central Hudson test. Lorillard Tobacco , 533 U.S. at 556. Should an affected
business owner choose to post a sign with the price of gasoline, or a sign advertising a nationally-known
sotl drink on the exterior of the business, he or she would be subject to criminal prosecution. Thus,
Missouri statute section 226.53 1, in its enti rety, is unconstinitional because it foi ls to survive scrutiny
under the Central/ Judson test for regulations on commercial speech.
485 F.3d at 843-44.
In its decision striking down the state law, the Eig hth Circuit relied in patt on a decision of the Georgia
Supreme Court, also striking down a ban on outdoor advertising by sexually oriented businesses. State
v. Cafe Erotic:a, Inc., 270 Ga. 97, 507 S.E.2d 732 (1998). In striking down the law, the court provided
this policy discussion and holding:
Advertising, however tasteless and excessive it sometimes may seem, is nonetheless dissemination of
information as to who is producing and selling what product, for what reason, and at wha t price. So long
as we preserve a predominately free enterprise economy, the allocation of our resources in large measure
will be made through numerous private economic decisions. It is a matter of public interest that those
decisions, in the aggregate, be intelligent and well informed. To this end the free flow of commercial
information is indispensable.
Because the absolute proscription agai nst any form of off-site advertising impedes the free flow of
information and far exceeds the State's legitimate interest, O.C.G.A. § 32 -6-75 (b) is an unconstitutional
infringement on free speech as guaranteed by the First Amendment and the Georgia Bill of Rights.
270 Ga. at l 00-0 I, 507 S.E.2d at 735 .

The Seventh C ircuit considered a local ordinance in Mishawaka, Indiana, upholding pa1t of it and
striking down another, appearing to find in one case a balance that the Eighth Circuit essentially adopted
in two. In Pleasure/and Museum, Inc., v. S eutter, 288 F.3d 988 (7th Cir., Ind. 2002), the Seventh
Circuit upheld portions of the ordinance that prohibited the use of images and that required the use of
only solid-color letters on signs at sex businesses. It went on, however, to hold that a provision
allowing only the name of the bus iness o n the sign was unconstitutionally overbroad:
Mishawaka fails lo articulate a single reason why it is necessary to limit a sexually-oriented business'
signage solely to displaying its name. Under Section 125. 16(0 )(1 ), a sexually-oriented business will not
be allowed to notify !ht: public about what type of store it operates or what its hours of operation are.
Such a drastic restriction on signage cannot be sustained without some sort of evidentiary support.
288 1".3d at !002-03.
Although a significant number of appraisers clearly believe that the addition of garish lighting to an
already problematic business can increase the negative effect of that business on the market values o r
nearby property, the issue of adopting special sign regulations for sex businesses should be approac hed
with caution. If local officials have observed particular problems with the types of signs at sex
businesses, it is worth considering whether these are problems that might occur in other contexts or at
other uses, providing a basis for a more general regulation that does not raise the issues of a potential
content basis.
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TEXAS STATUTES
Texas Enabling Statute to Permit Regulation of Sexually Oriented Businesses

The Texas Local Government Code includes specific enabling provisions to allow local governments to
regulate certain sexually oriented businesses. Tex. Loe. Gov't. Code Ch. 243 . The chapter includes this
definition:
In this chapter, "sexually oriented business'' means a sex parlor, nude studio, modeling studio, love parlor,
adult bookstore, adult movie theater, adult video arcade, adult movie arcade, adult video store, adult
motel, or other commercial enterprise the primary business of which is the offering of a service or the
selling, renting, or exhibiting of devices or any other items intended to provide sexual stimulation or
sexual gratification to the customer.
Tex. Loe. Gov't Code §243.002.
The statute expressly allows restrictions nn the location of sexually oriented bus inesses (Tex,, Loe. Gov't
Code §243.006); this is a traditional zoning tool, readily available to most municipalities. In Texas,
however, counties lack zoning authority, and several cities remain unzoncd; this portion of the statute
thus fills an important gap in authority for some local governments. The stan1tc also expressly allows
the crcalion of a local licensing ordinance for such businesses (Tex. Loe. Gov't Code §243.007).
Sexual Assault Prev~ntlon and Crisis Services Act

An odd section of a stalutc adopted by the legislature in 2007 as part of the Sexual Assault Prevention
and Crisis Services Act (Tex. Gov' t Code Ch. 420) provides, perhaps redundantly:
The l cgi s l atur~ may appropriate funds for a third-party assessment of the sexually oriented business
industry in this slate and provide recommendations to the legislature on how to further regulate the
growth of the sexually oriented business industry in this state.
Tex. Gov' t Code §420.015.
Addilional discussions with the Texas City Allorneys Association are needed to determine if this would
be a source for funding further study of the impact sexually oriented businesses have on communities.
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LESSONS L EARNED - WHEN ADOPTING SEXUALLY ORIENTED REGULA T/ONS

The purpose of this report is to provide a significant piece of evidence that elected officials and their
advisors may "reasonably believe [] to be relevant" for demonstrating a connection between [sexually
oriented businesses] and a substantial, independent government interest" - that is, protecting the market
values of property. Alameda Books, I 52 L. Ed. 2d at 683, I 22 S. Ct. at I 736.
It is not material that can be adopted or used w ithout thought. As the Supreme Court also reminded
affected pa1ties in the same paragraph quoted above, "The municipality's evidence must fairly support
the municipality's rationale for its ordinance."

Based on the legal analysis provided here and on experience in assisting a number of communities to
draft, adopt and implement regulations for sexually oriented businesses in this legal context, the
following specific reconunendations are offered to local governments relying on this and related reports:
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Attorneys, planners and other advisors to local officials should become fully famil iar with any
studies that they intend to use to show a "substantial governmental interest;"
Copies of relevant studies should be provided to members of advisory bodies and elected
officials who consider proposed regulations;
If full copies of relevant studies are not distributed to all members of these bodies, it is desirable
to provide them with a summary of the studies, relating the findings of the studies to local
conditions to the maximum extent practicable (here it may be useful to cite testimony from
hearings or other anecdotal information that provides local support or documentation for the
empirical findings);
Even when full copies of studies are provided to members of deliberative bodies, it is often
useful to provide a written summary like the one recommended for officials who may not have
received the full studies;
It is useful to show that legislators relied on specific studies in deciding to adopt new
regulations. Thus, it is useful to have a staff member or consultant provide an oral summary of
the major findings of studies on which a deliberative body is expected to rely. If members of
the body have been provided with a summary report, the record can be strengthened by having
the person offering the summary recommend that members turn to particular pages as the
presenter covers particular points;
The proposed ordinance must be drafted with care, to ensure that it not only confo1ms with
other constraints of Constitutional law and with state enabling legislation, but that it is clearly
directed at solving problems identified in the studies placed in the record;
The links between the various studies and the proposed ordinance should be set forth in detailed
findings that accompany the ordinance, either as a preamble or as a separate document to be
adopted before voting on the ordinance. Where it is not otherwise obvious, the findings should
explain the relationship between the negative secondary effects identified in the studies and
specific provisions of the ordinance; and,
If the ordinance contains any unusual provisions, such as restrictions on signage or operating
hours that may not be applied to other businesses, it is desirable to include in the findings
specific explanations of the reasons for including those specific restrictions and for applying
them only to sex. businesses.
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TREATMENT OF OTHER USES WITH NEGATIVE SECONDARY EFFECTS
OVERVIEW

The un<l1:rlying purpose of th is study was to determine whether sexually oriented businesses have
measurab le negative secondary effects that justify increased regulation for such businesses. Clearly the
resu lts of this study show substantial, measurable secondary effects which, in our opinion, justify
special zoning regu lation of such uses, including but not limited to separation distances from sing lefamily residences.
These findings would appear similarly to support special regulation of the other high-impact uses,
including bars and lounges, pawn shops, massage parlors, and homeless shelters, and to somewhat lesser
extent high voltage power lines and landfills. Although somewhat beyond the scope of the report that
we were retained to perform, we believe that it is both appropriate and necessary to offer some specific
comments on these land uses.
Because the survey included a broad variety of uses oflen considered NIMBYs (" Not In My Back
Yard") or LULUs ("Locall y Unwanted Land Uses"), thl: rl:sults show that certain other uses have
similar negative secondary effects on the market value of single-family homes and community shopping
centers. In adopting regulations to address the negative secondary effects of sex businesses, it is
important that local governments at least consider the extent to which other uses identified by the
appraisers should be subject to similar regulations.
The lega l and Constitutional considerations arc not compelling; as the discussion o f the
"underinclusiveness" issue, beginning on page 33, indicates, the courts have generully recognized that
local governments may identify a number of problems and may legitimately choose to address only
some of those issues at any pa1t icular time. Nevertheless, interested citizens and potential litigants may
pose questions about why a community decided to regulate one group of uses that has potential adverse
effects on market values and not another. At a minimum, it is useful for local officials to be able to
provide thoughtful responses to such questions. Ideally, the findings and agenda memos in support of
new or amended ordinances regulating sex businesses wi ll provide at least brief discussion of the issue
of relating other uses with negati ve secondary effects.
OTHER USES WITH NEGATIVE SECONDARY IMPACTS

BaJs and Lounges

Many Texas cities and counties have recognized the potential negative secondary impacts of bars and
lounges. Not surprisingly, bars and lounges with live entertainment both turned up on the list of uses
that appraisers believe may have an adverse effect on the market value of singl e~family homes. tt is
perhaps a little more surprising that over 40 percent of appraisers a lso believe that these uses may have
an adverse effect on the market value of conununity shopping centers - one of the venues in which they
are commonly found.
Bars and lounges can be considered "adult uses," a generic term often applied to sex businesses.
Appraisers confim1 that, at least as to market values of properties, they can have negative secondary
effects that are somewhat similar to those of sex businesses. The state has a rigorous licensing law to
address many operationa l problems of bars and lounges - types of operational issues that, for sex
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businesses, are typically regulated through a local ordinance. However, the Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Code exclusively governs the regulation of alcoholic beverages and preempts municipal ordinances that
are not specifically authorized by that statute. 1 ~ Therefore, although separation requirements between
bars and lounges and single-family residences should be similar to that required for sex bi1sinesses, local
governments lack the same authority to institute such separation requirements.
However, the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code does contain some specific provisions related to the
separation of establishments selling alcoholic beverages from specified other land uses:
(a) 'fhe conunissioners court of a county may enact regulations applicable in areas in the county outside
an incorporated city or town, and the governing board of an incorporated city or town may enact
regulations applicable in the city or town, prohibiting the sale of alcoholic beverages by a dealer whose
place of business is within:
(1)

300 feet ofa church, public or private school, or public hospital;

(2)

1,000 tcct of a public school, if the commissioners court or the governing hotly receives
a request from the board of trustees of a school district under Section 38.007, Education
Code; or

(3)

1,000 feel ofa private school if the commissioners court or the governing body receives
a request from the governing body of the private school.

Tex. Alco. Bev. Code §109.33.
Jt is important to note that these provisions are not self-implementing - they must be adopted by a local
governing body to be effective in that jurisdiction.
The Alcoholic Beverage Code contains one additional provision that appears to address locational
conditions for which an alcohol permit may be denied:
(a)

The commission or administrator may refuse to issue an original or renewal permit with or
without a hearing if it has reasonable grounds to believe and finds that any of the following
circumstances exists:

"'"'"'"'
(8)

the place or manner in which the applicant may conduct his business warrants
the refusal of a permit based on the general welfare, health, peace, morals, and
safety of the people and on the public sense of decency; [emphasis added)

***
Tex. Alco. Bev. Code § l l .46(a)(8).
Recommendations: Because the regulation of alcoholic beverage establishments is a complex topic
and one highly controlled by state statute, it is recommended that any ordinance concerning these
businesses be separate from one dealing with sex businesses. The ordinance should also include a
set of "findings" explaining the reasons for treating bars and lounges separately. Since this survey of
appraisers indicates that bars and lounges are believed to have an adverse impact on the market
values of single family homes and community shopping centers, the state legislah1re may want to

15

Tex Alco. Bev. Code, Sec. 109.57; Dallas Merchants' and Concessionaire's Ass'n v. City of Dallas, 852 S.W.

2d 489 (Tex 1993).
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consider amending the current Alcoholic Beverage Code lo include separation distances from
residential neighborhoods and, possibly, from certain types of commercial uses.
Pawn Shops

Also among the uses that Texas appraisers believe are likely Lo have negative secondary effects on the
market value of single family homes and shopping centers are pawn shops. From a real estate
perspective, pawn shops appear to have essentially the same negative characteristics as retail sex
businesses. Like sex businesses, many pawn shops use li vely signage, paint schemes and symbols to
attract attention. The operations of pawn shops, however, are quite different from tlmse of sex
businesses. Pawn shops may attract criminal elements, but they are unlikely to attract people seeking
illic it sex.
Pawn shops in Texas are regulated under Tex. Finance Code, Ch. 371 . The state law, like other
provisions of the Finance Code, focuses primarily on limiting interest and s imilar charges, protecting
pawned property, and ensuring the integrity of the industry. Although pawn shop licenses are issued for
a specific location, that appears lo be a provision intended to faci litate inspections by giving the state an
accurate list of where pawn brokers operate. Specific limitations on the locations of pawn shops are
thus subject to control through local zoning. Tn theory, the state regulation of pawn shops should
minimi ze the extent to which they attract criminal elements, thus di stinguishing them to some extent
from sex businesses. The state regulatory scheme, however, does not consider the potential impact of
these operations on market values of nearby real properly.
Recommendations. Under the " underinclusiveness" doctrine discussed within the legal section of
this rep01t, a local government is not required to regulate pawn shops at the same time or in the same
way as it regulates sexually oriented businesses. It certainly should not attempt to impose a full
range of sex business restrictions on pawn shops. Based on the findings of this survey of Texas
appraisers, however, there is good reason to consider imposing the same sorts of separation
requirements between pawn shops and single-family homes as are imposed between sex businesses
and single-family homes. The separation between pawn shops and community shopping centers
seems less relevant. Addressing th is issue as part of the process of updating local zoning regulations
to deal with the secondaty effects of sex businesses not only addresses another public policy problem
for the community (the secondary effects o f pawn shops), but also provides an addi tional way to
demonstrate that an ordinance is focused on secondary effects and not on protected communication.
Massage Parlors

Massage parlors were not included on the list of land uses about which appraisers were asked. The
authors have, however, learned that some massage parlors serve as fronts for sexua l activity of various
types. T here is no Constitutional right to a massage. See, for example, Mitchell v. Commission on
Adult Entertainment Establishments, 10 F.3d 123, 139 (3d Cir. 1993), where the coutt included massage
parlors in a list of possibly sexuall y related businesses that have "no Constitutiona l protection." See,
also, Babin v. City ofLancaster, 89 Pa. Commw. 527, 493 A.2d 14 1 ( 1985)
There is thus no Constitutional protection afforded such businesses beyond general Constitutional rights
such as the ri ght to due process. There are, however, legitimate massage therapists who have
professional training, abide by professional codes of ethics and offer non-sexual services that are
beneficial to many people. Fortunately, the State of Texas has provided an easy means for
distinguishing such establishments. lt defines and licenses massage therapists. Sec Tex. Occup. Code,
Chapter 45 5, Massage Therapy.
Recommendations: Through local zoning or other available ordinances, ban massage
establishments except those operated by licensed massage therapists or as parts of clinics operated
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and supervised by licensed medical professionals. No findings are necessary, but including this ban
in a new or updated ordinance dealing with sexually oriented businesses is one way to demonstrate
that the ordinance is not adopted with the intent of regulating protected speech.
Homeless Shelters

Many local 7.0ning ordinances already address the issue of homeless shelters, in some cases requiring
special or conditional use permits for them, lo give local officials the opportunity to review a proposed
site carefully and impose appropriate conditions to limit the secondary effects of the shelters. To the
extent that a local government may consider new regulations for homeless shelters as a result of this
study, it is important to remember that the issues involved with homeless shelters are much different
than those involved with sexually oriented businesses. Homeless shelters typically try not to draw
attention to themselves, using smal l signs and subdued paint jobs, in contrast to the sometimes garish
lighting and signage used by sex businesses.

Tf considering updated regulations for homeless shelters and/or soup kitchens, a municipality should
consider whether those are or should be accessory uses at churches or other houses of worship. Under
the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA), 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc- l(a)( l)-(2),
some courts have ruled in favor of religious institutions that have argued - in the absence of express
provisions in the local ordinance - that feeding or housing the homeless and destitute is an essential pa11
of their religious practices and thus protected by the First Amendment to the Constitution and by
RLUIPA. See, for example, Western Presbyterian Church v. Board ofZoning Adjustment of District o.f
Columbia, 862 F. Supp. 538 (D.C. l 995), dism. 1995 U.S. App. LEXIS 5085 (D.C. Cir. Feb. 3, 1995) 16,
(a pre-RLUIPA case that remains relevant); and F!fth Ave. Preshytericln Churc:h v. City of New York,
293 F.3d 570 (2d Cir. N.Y. 2002), motion denied, 2003 U.S . Dist. LEXIS 3898 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) 17;
perm. inj'n granted, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22 185 (S.D.N. Y. Oct. 28, 2004) 1\ affd 177 Fed. Appx. 198
(2d Cir., 2006) (opinion not published), ':ert. den. 127 S. Ct. 387, 166 L. Ed. 2d 271 (U.S. 2006) .
High Voltage P()wer Lines

The Texas Public Utilities Commission must approve the siting of any electric transmission line with a
capacity greater than 60 KV, under the Texas Public Utilities Regulatory Act, Tex. Utilities Code, Title
II. Local control over this issue appears to be largely preempted by the state. To the extent that there
may be some latitude for local control, that control should be exercised through a separate local
ordinance designed to fit within the state regulatory structure for utilities.
Landfills

Siting and operation of new landfills is governed by a complex system of federal and state regulations,
implemented in Texas through the Solid Waste Disposal Act, Texas Health & Safety Code, Ch. 361.
Although landfi lls can affect market value of nearby properties for quite obvious reasons, there is no
reason to think that they increase crime rates or cause other secondary effects similar to those of
sexually oriented businesses. Counties play a role in landfill siting under the Health & Safety Code.
The reasons for exercising and implementing those powers, however, include complex environmental,
geological, transportation, market and other issues beyond the effects of such uses on the market value

11
'

Offici<il reporter cit<ltion not av<iilable for dismissal.

17

Offical reporter clt<ltion not available for motion decision.

ix

Official reporter citation not available for order granting permanent injunction.
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of other property. It is ce1ta inly an issue that should be addressed by any county in which the present or
future siting o f a landfi ll may occur, but it is not one that can reasonably be addressed through the same
type of ordinance that regulates sex businesses.
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APPENDIX 8: STATE E NABLING ACT REGULATING SEXUALL y ORIENTED BUSINESSES

Texas Local Government Code, Chapter 243
Municipal and County Authority to Regulate Sexually Oriented Businesses
§ 243.001. Purpose; Effect on Other Regulatory Authority
(a)

The legislature finds that the unrestricted operation of certain sexually oriented
businesses may be detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare by contributing
to the decline of residential and business neighborhoods and thi.: gruwth uf i.:riminal
activity. The purpose of this chapter is to provide local governments a means of
remedying this problem.

(b)

This chapter docs not diminish the authority of a local government to regulate sexually
oriented businesses with regard to any matters.

§ 243.002. Definition
In this chapter, "sexually oriented business" means a sex parlor, nu<lc studio, modeling studio,
love parlor, adult bookstore, adult movie theater, adult video arcu<lt:, a<lult muvic arca<lc, a<lult
video store, adult motel, or other commercial enterprise the primary business of which is the
offering of a service or the selling, renting, or exhibiting of devices or any other items intended
to provide sexual stimulation or sexual gratification to the customer.

§ 243.003. Authority to Regulate
(a)

A municipa lity by ordinance or a county by order o f the commissioners court may
adopt regulations regarding sexuall y uri l:nted businesses as Lhe municipality or county
considers necessa1y to promote the public health, safe ty, or welfa re.

(b)

A regulation a<loptl:d by a municipality app lies only inside the municipality's corporate
limits.

(c)

A regulation adopted by a county applies only to the parts of the county outside the
corporate limits of a municipality.

(d)

In adopting a regulation, a munic ipa lity that has in effect a comprehensive %oning
ordinance adopted under Chapter 2 1 I must comply with all applicable procedural
requirements of that chapter if the regulation is within the scope o f that chapter.

§ 243.004. Exem1>t Business
The following are exempt fro m regulation under this chapter:
( I)

a bookstore, movie theater, or video store, un less that business is an adult bookstore,
adult movie theater, or adult video store under Section 243.002;

(2)

a business operated by or employing a licensed psychologist, licensed physical
therapist, licensed athletic tra iner, licensed cosmetologist, or licensed barber engaged in
performing functions authorized under the license held; or

(3)

a business operated by or employing a licensed physician or licensed chiropractor
engaged in practicing the healing arts.

§ 243.006. Scope of Regulation
(a)

T he location of sexually oriented businesses may be:
(I)

restricted to particular areas; or
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(2)

(b)

prohibited within a certain distance of a school, regular place of religious
worship, residential neighborhood, or other specified land use the governing
body of the municipality or county finds to be inconsistent with the operation of
a sexually oriented business.

A municipality or county may restrict the density of sexually oriented businesses.

§ 243.007. Licenses or Permits
(a)

A municipality or county may require that an owner or operator of a sexually oriented
business obtain a license or other permit or renew a license or other permit on a periodic
basis for the operation of a sexually oriented business. An application for a license or
other permit must be made in accordance with the regulations adopted by the
municipality or county.

(b)

The municipal or county regulations adopted under this chapter may provide for the
denial, suspension, or revocation of a license or other permit by the municipality or
county.

(c)

A district court has jurisdiction of a suit that arises from the denial, suspension, or
revocation of a license or other permit by a municipality or county.

§ 243.0075. Notice by Sign
(a)

An applicant for a license or permit issued under Section 243.007 for a location not
previously licensed or permitted shall, not later than the 60th day before the date the
application is filed, prominently post an outdoor sign at the location stating that a
sexually oriented business is intended to be located on the premises and providing the
name and business address of the applicant.

(b)

A person who intends to operate a sexually oriented business in the jurisdiction of a
municipality or county that does not require the owner or operator of a sexually oriented
business to obtain a license or permit shall, not later than the 60th day before the date
the person intends to begin operation of the business, prominently post an outdoor sign
at the location stating that a sexually oriented business is intended to be located on the
premises and providing the name and business address of the owner and operator.

(c)

The sign must be at least 24 by 36 inches in size and must be written in lettering at least
two inches in size. The municipality or county in which the sexually oriented business
is to be located may require the s ign to be both in English and a language other than
English if it is likely that a substantial number of the residents in the area speak a
language other than English as their familiar language.

§ 243.008. Inspection
A municipality or county may inspect a sexually oriented business to determine compliance
with this chapter and regulations adopted irnder this chapter by the municipality or county.

§ 243.009. Fees
A municipality or county may impose fees on applicants for a license or other permit issued
under this chapter or for the renewal of the license or other permit. The fees must be based on
the cost of processing the applications and investigating the applicants.

§ 243.010. Enforcement
(a)

A municipality or county may sue in the district comt for an injunction to prohibit the
violation of a regulation adopted under this chapter.
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(b)

A pt:rson commits an offense if the person violates a municipal or county regulation
adopted under this chapter. An offense under this subsection is a Class A misdemeanor.

§ 243.011 . Effect on Other Laws
This chapter docs not legalize anything prohibited under the Penal Code or other state law.
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APPENDIX C: SEXUALLY ORIENTED BUSINESS DEFINITIONS

CABARET OR THEATER, SEXUALLY ORIENTED - a building or portion of a building which provides
or allows the provision or sexually oriented entertainment to its customers or which holds itself out to
the public as an establishment where sexually oriented entertainment is available. Signs, advertisements
or an establishment name including verbal or pictorial allusions to sexual stimulation or gratification or
by references to "adult entertainment," "strippers," "showgirls," "exotic dancers," "gentleman' s club,"
"XXX" or similar terms, shall be considered evidence that an establishment holds itself out to the public
as an establishment where sexually oriented entertainment is available.
ENCOUNTER CENTER, SEXUALLY ORIENTED - a business or enterprise that, as one of its principal
purposes, offers: physical contact between two or more persons when one or more of the persons is in a
state of nudity or semi-nudity.
ENTERTAINER, SEXUALLY ORIENTED - any person paid as an employee, contractor, subcontractor,
or agent of the operator of a cabaret who frequently appears in a state of nudity or semi-nudity.
ENTERTAINMENT. SEXUALLY ORIENTED - any of the following activities, when performed by a
sexually oriented entertainer at a sexually oriented business that is required to be licensed: dancing,
singing, talking, modeling (including lingerie or photographic), gymnastics, ac ting, other forms of
performing, or individual conversations with customers for which some type of remuneration is
received.
EXI'LICIT SEXUAL MATERIAL - any pictorial or three dimensional material depicting human
masturbation, deviate sexual intercourse, sexual intercourse, direct physical stimulation of unclothed
genitals, sadomasochistic abuse, or emphasizing the depiction of post-pubertal human genitals;
provided, however, that works of art or material of anthropological significance shall not be deemed to
fall within the foregoing definition.
MASSAGE - touching, stroking, kneading, stretching, friction, percussion, and vibration, and includes
holding, positioning, causing movement of the soft tissues and applying manual touch and pressure to
the body (excluding an osseous tissue manipulation or adjustment).
MASSAGE PARLOR - any business offering massages that is operated by a person who is not a state
licensed "massage therapist" or that provides massages by persons who are not state licensed massage
therapists.
MASSAGE THERAPY - the profession in which a certified massage therapist applies massage
techniques with the intent of positively affecting the health and well being of the client.
MASSAGE THERAPIST - a person licensed as a massage therapist in accordance with the provisions of
Texas State Statutes.
MEDIA - anything printed or written, or any picture, drawing, photograph, motion pictme, film,
videotape or videotape production, or pictorial representation, or any electrical or electronic
reproduction of anything that is or may be used as a means of communication. Media includes but shall
not necessarily be limited to books, newspapers, magazines, movies, videos, sound recordings, CDROMS, DVDs, other magnetic media, and undeveloped pictures.
MEDIA. SEXUALLY ORIENTED - magazines, books, videotapes, movies, slides, CDs, DVDs or other
devices used to record computer images, or other media which are distinguished or characterized by
their emphasis on matter depicting, describing, or relating to "specified sexual activities" or "specified
anatomical areas."
MEDIA STORE WITH SOME Sc/CUALLY ORIENTED MEDIA - a retail book, video or other media
store that has sexually explicit media that constitutes more than I0 percent but not more than 40 percent
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of its inventory or that occupies mun: than I0 percent but not more than 40 percent of its gross public
floor area. [A different percentage may be used when adopting this definition for a specific jurisdiction.]

MEDIA STORE, SEXUALLY ORIENTED - an establishment that rents and/or sells sexually oriented
media, and that meets any of the following three tests: [A different percentage may be used when
adopting this definition for a specific jurisdiction.]
•
•
•

More than forty percent (40%) ufthe gross public floor area is devoted to sexually oriented
media; or
More than forty percent (40%) of the stock in trade consists of sexually oriented media; or
It advertises or holds itself out in any forum as a "XXX," "adult" or "sex" business, or
otherwise as a sexually oriented business. other than sexually oriented media outlet, sexually
oriented motion picture theater, or sexually oriented cabaret.

MODELING STUDIO, SEXUALLY ORIENTED - an establishment or business that provides the
services of live models modeling lingerie, bathing suits, or similar wear to individuals, couples, or small
groups in a space smaller than _ feet.
MOTEL, SEXUALLY ORIENTED - a hotel, motel, or similar commercial establishment that meets any
of the following criteria:
•

•

Offers accommodations to the public for any form of consideration and provides patrons with
sexually oriented entertainment or transmissions, films, motion pictmes, video cassettes, slides,
or other photographic reproductions thal are characterized by the depiction or description of
"specified sexual activities" or "specified anatomical areas;"
Marketed as nr offorcd as "adult," "XXX," "couples," or "sexually oriented."

MOTION PICTURE ARCADE, SEXUALLY ORIENTt.JJ - a building or portion of a building wherein
coin-operated, slug-operated, or for any other form of consideration, electronically, electrically, or
mechanically controlled still or motion picture machines, projectors, video or laser disc players, or other
image-producing devices are maintained to show images of "specified sexual activities" or "specified
anatomical areas."

MOTTON PICTURE ARCADE BOOTH. SEXUALLY ORIENTED - any booth, cubicle, stall, or
compartment that is designed, constructed, or used Lo hold or seat customers and is used for presenting
motion pictures or viewing publications by any photographic, electronic, magnetic, digital, or other
means or medium (including, but not limited to, film, video or magnetic Lape, laser disc, CD-ROMs,
books, DVDs, magazi nes or periodicals) to show images of "specified sexual activities" or "specified
anatomical areas" for observation by customers therein. The tenn "booth," " arcade booth," "preview
booth," and "video arcade booth" shall be synonymous with the term "motion picture arcade booth."

MOTTON PICTURE THEATER, St""'XUALLY ORIENTED - a commercial establishment where, for any
form of consideration, films, motion pictures, video cassettes, slides, or similar photographic
reproductions are frequently shown that are characterized by the depiction or description of "specified
sexual activities" or "specified anatomical areas" or that are marketed as or offered as "adult," "XXX,"
or sexuall y oriented. Frequently shown fi lms, motion pictures, videocassettes, slides or other simi lar
photographic reproductions as characterized herein do not inch.1dc sexually oriented speech and
expressions that take place inside the context of some larger form of expression.

NUDE MODELING STUDIO - any place where a person who appears in a state of nudity or seminudily and is to be observed, sketched, drawn, painted, sculptured, photoi,,rraphed, or similarly depicted
by other persons who pay money or any form of consideration. "Nude model studio" shall not include a
proprietary school licensed by the State of Texas or a college, junior college, or university supported
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entirely or in pait by public taxation; a private college or university that maintains and operates
educational programs in which credits are transferable to a college, junior college, or university
supported entirely or partly by taxation.
NUDITY OR STATE OF NUDITY - the showing of the human male or female genitals, pubic area,
vulva, anus, anal cleft or cleavage with less than a fully opaque covering, the showing of the female
breast with less than a fu lly opaque covering of any part of the areola or nipple, or the showing of the
covered male genitals in a discernibly turgid state. See, also, Semi-nude.
SADOMASOCHISTIC PRACTICES - flagellation or torture by or upon a person clothed or naked, or the
condition of being fettered, bound, or otherwise physically restrained on the part of one so clothed or
naked.
SEMI-NUDE OR IN A SEMI-NUDE CONDITION - the showing of the female breast below a
horizontal line across the top of the areola at its highest point. this definition shall include the entire
lower portion of the human female breast, but shall not include any portion of the cleavage of the human
female breast, exhibited by a dress, blouse, skirt, leotard, bathing suit, or other apparel, provided the
areola is not exposed in whole or in part.

SEX SHOP - an establishment offering goods for sale or rent and that meets any of the following tests:
•

•
•

Jt offers for sale items from any two (2) of the following categories: sexually oriented media;
lingerie; leather goods marketed or presented in a context to suggest their use for
sadomasochistic practices; sexually oriented novelties; and the combination of such items
constitute more than ten percent (I 0%) of its stock in trade or occupies more than 10 percent
(I 0%) of its floor area;
More than five percent (5%) of its stock in trade consists of sexually-oriented toys or nove lties;
or
More than five percent (5%) of its gross public floor area is devoted to the display of sexually
oriented toys or novelties.

SEXUALLY ORIENTED BUSINESS - an inclusive term used to describe collectively the fo llowing
businesses: sexually oriented cabaret or theater; sexually oriented entertainment; sexually oriented
motion picture theater; sexually oriented motion picture arcade; sexually oriented encounter center;
sexually oriented media store; sexually oriented escort bureau; bathhouse; massage parlor; sex shop;
sexually oriented modeling studio; or any other such business estahlishment whose primary purpose is
to offer sexually oriented entertainment or materials. This collective term does not describe a specific
land use and shall not be considered a single use category for purposes of the County or any applicable
municipal zoning code or other applicable ordinances.

SEXUALLY OJUENTED TOYS OR NOVbia TIES - instruments, devices, or paraphernalia either
designed as representations of human genital organs or female breasts or designed or marketed primarily
for use to stimulate human genital organs.

SPECIFIED ANATOMICAL AREAS - include:
•
•
•

Less than completely and opaquely covered human genitals, pubic region, or the areola or
nipple of the female breast; and
Human male genitals in a discernibly turgid state, even if completely and opaquely covered; and
Areas of the human anatomy included in the definitions of"nude" or "nudity."

SPECIFIED SEXUAL ACTIVITIES - Acts of human masturbation, sexual intercourse, or sodomy.
These activities include, but arc not limited to the fo llowing: bestiality, erotic or sexual stimulation with
objects or mechanical devices, acts of human analingus, cunnilingus, fellatio, flagellation, masturbation,
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sadism, sadomasochism, sexual intercourse, sodomy, or any excretory functions as part of or in
connection with any of the activities set forth above with any person on the premises. This definition
shall include apparent sexual stimulation of another person's genitals whether clothed or unclothed.
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INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW

Palm Beach County, Florida, retained the consultant team described below to conduct a survey of real
estate appraisers to determine their opinions of the effects ce1iain land uses had on residential and
commercial market values. The specific intent of the survey was to determine what impact, if any,
sexually oriented businesses had on market values of residential and other commercial properties. The
internet-assisted survey was sent to 805 Florida appraisers who are Members of the Apprai sal Institute'
(MAls - commercial/general appraisers) and Senior Residential Appraisers (SRAs - residential
appraisers). The survey had a response rate of 26.4 percent and an overall margin of error of 5.78
percent.
CONSUL TANT TEAM

Palm Beach County retained Duncan Associates, in association with Cooper Consulting
Company, Inc., to undertake a +'itudy of certain secondary effects of sexually oriented
businesses. Project manager for the study was Eric Damian Kelly, Ph.D., FA ICP, vice
president with Duncan Associates. Working with Duncan Associates were Connie B.
Cooper, FAICP, of Cooper Consulting Company, Inc., Dallas, Texas and Shawn Wilson,
MAI, of Compass Real Estate Consulting, Inc., Lakeland, Florida. Assisting the team in
survey design and data analysis was David C. Keuhl, Ph.D., a faculty member at the University of
Wisconsin, River Falls.
Cooper and Kelly are co-authors of the American Planning Association's Planning Advisory Service
Report Eve1ything You Always Wanted to Know About Regulating Sex Businesses. They are frequent
collaborators in working with communities on the regulation of sexually oriented businesses to
minimize their secondary effects. The work was performed under the supervision of the Office of the
County Attorney.
REGULA TING SEXUALLY ORIENTED BUSINESSES

Regulation of sexually oriented businesses has become one of the more challenging tasks facing
communities today. Regulations must balance legitimate community concerns about the businesses with
the First Amendment rights of the business owners and customers.
Courts increasingly demand that local governments base their zoning regulations of sexually oriented
businesses on documented land-use effects of those businesses. Recent court decisions indicate that a
local government representing a jurisdiction of significant size is in a better position legally if it
conducts its own study of those impacts, rather than relying on published studies or studies conducted in
other communities.
Most regulations of sexually oriented businesses are directed at nude or topless bars, XXX video stores
and other establishments devoted almost entirely to sexually oriented activities. However, many wellregarded mainstream retail businesses include in their stock a measurable propmtion of arguably
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sexually oriented material; such businesses include the video rental stores with "adults only"
backrooms, news dealers with isolated racks of adult magazines and a variety of specialty stores that
may include ce1tain sexually oriented items.
Although those who take the most negative view of sexually oriented
activities and materials would lump all such businesses together, this
creates an impossible situation, legally and politically. First, any broad
limitation on any business with any "sexually oriented" materials or
activities would ultimately apply to every bookstore, every movie rental store, every news dealer and,
arguably, a variety of other merchants, such as Victoria's Secret, which trades on the fringes of this
market in some of the nation's most upscale malls. Although those who would like to see such materials
and activities eliminated completely from a community, the fact remains that there are technically xrated scenes in major works of literature, and brief nudity and sexual activity in Academy awardwinning motion pictures.
SEXUALL Y- 0RIENTED BUSINESSES AND THE COURTS

Regulation of sex businesses is one of the most litigated areas of land-use law today. Communities that
have tried to bar most or alt sex businesses have generally lost court challenges to t~eir regulatory
schemes. In that context, ~ community must make rea<>onahl e provision for the existence of some
sexually oriented businesses; on the other hand, it is also clear that a community need not necessari ly
allow every such establishment to offer the full range of sexually oriented products or activities that its
proprietors might like to offer. Courts have also recognized that a sexually oriented business (such as a
bookstore handling adult media) is different from other businesses offering similar products that are not
sexually oriented (a Barnes and Noble type bookstore). Likewise, comts have recognized that sexually
oriented retail businesses have different impacts than those businesses with sexually oriented onsitc
entertainment. Palm Beach County can adopt and implement different zoning regulations for such
businesses, provided that the effect is not a complete ban on all such businesses.
Regulations that attempt to censor specific messages or that othe_rwise target the message itself are
subject to "strict scrutiny" in the cou11s, a standard which places a heavy burden on a government to
show a "compelling state interest" that justifies the regulations. See, for example, Boos v. Barry, 85
U.S. 312, 108 S. Ct. 1157, 99 L. Ed. 2d 333 ( t 988). But where the regu lations are aimed al the
secondary effects of sexually oriented businesses, they will be treated as "content neutral" and subject
only to "intermediate scrutiny," a far less burdensome standard for local governments to meet. See City
ofLos Angeles v. Alameda Books, Inc., 152 L. Ed. 2d 670, t 22 S. Ct. 1728 (U.S. 2002).
Palm Beach County has long been the home to a number of sexually oriented businesses, both in its
municipalities and in the unincorporated areas of the County. Duncan Associates has assisted the
County in assessing the adequacy of available sites in the County to meet Constitutional requirements
for "alternative avenues." This study was originally requested in the context of litigation, in which a
particular sexually oriented business challenged the County's regulations, challenging in part the
County's finding that there are secondary effects of such businesses. That litigation was settled, but the
County requested that the consultants complete the study to supplement the County's record and to
provide pait of a legislative predicate for future updates to the regulations.
LEGAL CONTEXT

Effect of the First Amer1dmentoo Local Regulation of Sex Businesses -- Generally

The First Amendment provide in pertinent part, "Congress shall make no law .. . abridging the freedom
of speech, or of the press...." The effect of that language has been construed by the Supreme Court to
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limit but not eliminate the authority of local governments to regulate land-use aspects of activities that
are protected by the First Amendment, including those aspects of sexually oriented businesses that fall
under the scope of that protection.
The Supreme Cou1t has squarely upheld the authority of local governments to regulate the location of
sexually oriented businesses through zoning. Young v. American Mini-Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 96 S.
Ct. 2440, 49 L. Ed. 2d 310 ( 1976). There are significant Constitutional boundaries for the manner and
scope of local regulations that affect First Amendment rights. Playtime Theatres, Inc. v. City of Renton,
475 U.S. 41, 106 S. Ct. 925, 89 L. Ed 2d 29 (1986), involving zoning for a sexually oriented motion
picture theater; City of Lakewood v. Plain Dealer Publishing Co., 486 U.S. 750, 108 S. Ct. 2138, 100 L.
Ed. 2d 77 1 ( 1988), successfully challenging a permitting system for placement of newspaper vending
boxes on city sidewalks; and City of Cincinnati v. Discove1y Network, 507 U.S. 410, 113 S. Ct. 1505,
123 L. Ed. 2d 99 (1993), holding unconstitutional an attempt by the city to define "newspaper" in a way
that limited the types of publications that could be placed in sidewalk vending boxes. Although two of
those cases involve newsracks they are important cases in considering the interaction of local
government with the First Amendment
The basic constitutional principles used in evaluating the constitutionality of regulations affecting First
Amendment-protected activity were set forth by the Supreme Court as a four-part test in Central
Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission, 447 U.S. 557, 100 S. Ct. 2343, 65 L. Ed.
2d 34 1 (1'980), restated by the plurality in Metromedia, Inc. v. City a/San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 101 S.
Ct. 2882, 69 L. Ed. 2d 800 ( 1981 ), as follows:
( 1) The First Amendment protects commercial speech only if that speech concerns lawful
activity and is not misleading. A restriction on otherwise protected commercial speech is valid
only if it (2) seeks to implement a substantial governmental interest, (3) directly advances that
interest, and (4) reaches no further than necessary to accomplish the given objective.
453 U.S. 490, 101 S. Ct. 2882, 69 L. Ed. 2d 800 (1981).
If an ordinance is not in violation of First Amendment doctrine under one of the bases discussed above,
then it is analyzed a5 a time, place, and manner restriction. The classic form ulation of the four-part
"time, place, and manner" test was presented by the Supreme Court in United States v. 0 1Brien, 39 I
U.S. 367, 88 S. Ct. 1673, 20 L. Ed. 2d 672 (1968):
( 1)

the regulation is within the power of the government;

(2)

it fu1thers an important government interest;

(3)

the government interest is unrelated to the suppression of speech; and

( 4)

the incidental restrictions on free speech are no greater than are essential to further the
interest.

391 U.S. 367, 377, 88 S. Ct. 1673, 1679, 20 L. Ed. 2d 672, 680 (1968).
The first modern decision in which the U.S. Supreme Court upheld local regulation of sexually oriented
businesses was Young v. American Mini~Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 96 S. Ct. 2440, 49 L. Ed. 2d 310
( 1976), in which the Court upheld a Detroit zoning ordinance effectively requiring "dispersion" of adult
motion picture theaters by requiring a 1,000-foot separation between any such theater established in the
future and any existing such theater. Much of the analysis in that decision dealt with the extent to which
the First Amendment protects sexually oriented communication. As I moved on to issues more relevant
here, the Court offered this summary of its position on that issue:
Moreover, even though we recognize that the First Amendment will not tolerate the total
suppression of erotic materials that have some arguably artistic value, it is manifest that
society's interest in protecting this type of expression is of a wholly different, and lesser,
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magnitude than the interest in untrammeled political debate that inspired Voltaire's immortal
comment. Whether political oratory or phi losophical discussion moves us to applaud or to
despise what is said, every schoolchild can understand why our duty to defend the right to speak
remains the same. But few of us would march our sons and daughters off to war to preserve the
citizen's right to see "Specified Sexual Activities" exhibited in the theaters of our choice. Even
though the First Amendment protects communication in this area from total suppression, we
hold that the State may legitimately use the content of these materials as the basis for placing
them in a different classification from other motion pictures.
427 U.S . at 70-7 1, 96 S. Ct. at 2452, 49 L. Ed. 2d at 326.
The Comt then continued with this discussion, applying the four-part 0 'Brien test:
The remaining question is whether the line drawn by these ordinances is justified by the city's
interest in preserving the character of its neighborhoods. On this question we agree with the
views expressed by District Judges Kennedy and Gubow. The record discloses a factual basis
for the Common Council's conclusion that this kind of restriction will have the desired effect.
[footnote in original here; quoted below] It is not our function to appraise the wisdom of its
decision to require adult theaters to be separated rather than concentrated in the same areas. In
either event, the city's interest in attempting to preserve the quali ty of urban life is one that must
be accorded high respect. Moreover, the city must be dllowed a reasonable opportunity to
experiment with solutions to admittedly serious problems.
Since what is ultimately at stake is nothing more than a limitation on the place where adult fi lms
may be exhibited, even though the determination of whether a particular film fits that
characterization turns on the nature of its content, we conclude that the city's interest in the
present and future character of its neighborhoods adequately supports its classification of
motion pictures. (second footnote, in last paragraph, omitted]
427 U.S. at 7 1-72, 96 S. Ct. at 2452-53, 49 L. Ed. 2d at 326-27. The footnote in the extract above was
material to the discussion here. It read in full:
The Common Counci l's determination was that a concentration of "adult" movie theaters causes
the area to deteriorate and become a focus of crime, effects which are not attributable to theaters
showing other types of fi lms. It is this secondary effect which these zoning ordinances attempt
to avoid, not the dissemination of "offensive" speech. In contrast, in Erznoznik v. City of
.!acksonville, 422 U.S. 205, the justifications offered by the city rested primarily on the city's
interest in protecting its citizens from exposure to unwanted, "offensive" speech. The only
secondary effect relied on to support that ordinance was the impact on traffic - an effect which
might be caused by a distracting open-air movie even if it did not exhibit nudity. [emphasis
added]
427 U.S. at 71, fn . 34, 96 S. Ct. at 2452, 49 L. Ed. 2d at 326.
Eight years after it upheld the Detroit zoning ordinance, the Court again dealt with zoning regulations
affecting sexually oriented businesses. Playtime Theatres, Inc. v. City of Renton, 475 U.S. 41 , I06 S.
Ct. 925, 89 L. Ed 2d 29 ( 1986). This time, the question of whether the First Amendment protected
sexually oriented movies was essentially resolved, and most of the discussion focused on the effect of
the First Amendment on local efforts to regulate where they could be show. In this decision, the Court
di scussed 0 'Brien extensively but used an abbreviated form of the 0 'Brfon test - "whether the Renton
ordi nance is designed to serve a substantial governmental interest and allows for reasonable alternative
avenues of communication." 475 U.S. at 49, I06 S. Ct. at 930, 89 L. Ed 2d at 39 ( 1986). The second
part of the abbreviated test, deal with "reasonable alternative avenues" is not relevant to this report or
this discussion, but it is worth reviewing the Cou1t's discussion of the first part of its abbreviated test:
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It is clear that the ordinance meets such a standard. As a majority of this Court recognized in
American Mini Theatres, a city's "interest in attempting to preserve the quality of urban life is
one that must be accorded high respect." 427 U.S., at 71 (plurality opinion); see id., at 80
(POWELL, J., concurring) ("Nor is there doubt that the interests furthered by this ordinance are
both important and substantial"). Exactly the same vital governmental interests are at stake here.
The Court of Appeals ruled, however, that because the Renton ordinance was enacted without
the benefit of studies specifically relating to "the particular problems or needs of Renton, 11 the
city's justifications for the ordinance were "conclusory and speculative." 748 F.2d, at 537. We
think the Court of Appeals imposed on the city an unnecessarily rigid burden of proof. The
record in this case reveals that Renton relied heavily on the experience of, and studies produced
by, the city of Seattle. In Seattle, as in Renton, the adult theater zoning ordinance was aimed at
preventing the secondary effects caused by the presence of even one such theater in a given
neighborhood. See Northend Cinema, Inc . v. Seattle, 90 Wash. 2d 709, 585 P. 2d 1153 ( 1978).
The opinion of the Supreme Court of Washington in Northend Cinema, which was before the
Renton City Council when it enacted the ordinance in question here, described Seattle's
experience as follows:
"The amendments to the City's zoning code which are at issue here are the culmination
of a long period of study and discussion of the problems of adult movie theaters in
residential areas of the City .. . . [The] City's Department of Community Development
made a study of the need for zoning controls of adult theaters ... . The study analyzed
the City's zoning scheme, comprehensive plan, and land uses around existing adult
motion picture theaters .. . ."Id. , at 7 11 , 585 P. 2d, at 1155.
"[The] [trial] court heard extensive testimony regarding the history and purpose of these
ordinances. It heard expert testimony on the adverse effects of the presence of adult
motion picture theaters on neighborhood children and community improvement efforts.
The court's detailed findings, which include a finding that the location of adult theaters
has a harmful effect on the area and contribute to neighborhood blight, are supported by
substantial evidence in the record." Id., at 713 , 585 P. 2d, at 1156.
"The record is replete with testimony regarding the effects of adult movie theater
locations on residential neighborhoods." Id. , at 7 19, 585 P. 2d, at 1159.
We hold that Renton was entitled to rely on the experiences of Seattle and other cities, and in
particular on the "detailed findings" summarized in the Washington Supreme Court's Northend
Cinema opinion, in enacting its adult theater zoning ordinance. The First Amendment does not
require a city, before enacting such an ordinance, to conduct new studies or produce evidence
independent of that already generated by other cities, so long as whatever evidence the city
relies upon is reasonably believed to be relevant to the problem that the city addresses. That was
the case here. Nor is our holding affected by the fact that Seattle ultimately chose a different
method of adult theater zoning than that chosen by Renton, since Seattle's choice of a different
remedy to combat the secondary effects of adult theaters does not call into question either
Seattle's identification of those secondary effects or the relevance of Seattle's experience to
Renton.
475 U.S. at 49-52, I06 S. Ct. at 930-31 , 89 L. Ed 2d at 39-4 1.
Although the Court appeared to restate only the second part of the 0 'Brien test ("it furthers an important
government interest") in its abbreviated test in Renton, the third part of the 0 'Brien test("the
government interest is unrelated to the suppression of speech") was implicit in that shorthand holding.
Paragraphs earlier in th~ decision, the Court said:
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The District Court's finding as to ''predominate" intent, left undisturbed by the Court of
Appeals, is more than adequate to establish that the city's pursuit of its zoning interests here was
unrelated to the suppression of free expression. The ordinance by its terms is designed to
prevent crime, protect the city's retail trade, maintain property values, and generally "[protect]
and (preserve] the quality of [the city's] neighborhoods, commercial districts, and the quality of
urban life," not to suppress the expression of unpopular views. See App. to Juris. Statement 90a.
As JUSTICE POWELL observed in American Mini Theatres, "[if] [the city] had been
concerned with restricting the message purveyed by adult theaters, it would have tried to close
them or restrict their number rather than circumscribe their choice as to location." 427 U.S., at
82, n. 4.
475 U.S. at 4, 106 S. Ct. at 929, 89 L. Ed 2d at 38.
Context for 0 Secondary Effects" Studies

The second part of the O'Brien test of the validity ofa local regulation of sex businesses ("it furthers an
important government interest") and its third part ("the government interest is unrelated to the
suppression of speech") have become inextricably intertwined, because it is clear that the only
defensible governmental interest that will support regulation of such businesses is one that is " unrelated
to the suppression of speech." If the state's+ purpose relates to the suppression of speech, the ordinance
will be subject to "strict scrutiny," (see Illusions - Dallas Private Club, Inc. v. Steen, 482 F.3d 299, 308
(5th Cir. Tex. 2007)), a standard of review that reverses the presumption of validity, leaving the
government with an almost insurmountable burden (see, for example, Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly,
121 S. Ct. 2404, 150 L. Ed. 2d 532 (U.S. 2001), striking down a Massachusetts ban on adve1tising
tobacco products within a prescribed radius of schools, parks and other facilities); there the Court
acknowledged the government's legitimate interest in curtailing youthful smoking but found the
advertising ban unconstitutional). Another issue which is closely related to the second and third paits of
the O'Brien test is the issue of"narrow tailoring." See Illusions - Dallas Private Club, inc. v. Steen, 482
F.3d 299 (5th Cir. Tex. 2007), where the court merged these issues into one, framing it:
the regulation is designed to serve a substantial governmental interest, is narrowly tailored, and
reasonable alternative avenues of communication remain available, or, alternatively, the
regulation furthers an important or substantial governmental interest and the restriction on
expressive conduct is no greater than is essential in fmtherance of that interest.
482 F.3d at 311. The "narrow tailoring" issue looks at the relationship between the secondary effects
that the ordinance or law is designed to address and the apparent effect of the law. To give a simple
example, if a city has a study that shows that nude dancing produces negative secondary effects and, as
a result, decides to ban all dancing, it has a " narrow tailoring" problem. The issue has been presented
and discussed in Encore Videos, lnc. v. City ofSan Antonio, 330 F.3d 288 (5th Cir. Tex. 2003) and H &
A Land Corp v. City qfKennedale, 480 F.3d 336 (5th Cir. Tex. 2007), both dealing with the question of
whether studies showing negative secondary effects of various sex businesses were adequate to support
ordinances related to retail-only book and video stores. See, also, Schad v. Borough of' Mt. Ephraim,
452 U.S. 61, 101 S. Ct. 2176, 68 L. Ed. 2d 671 (1981), where a small town in New Jersey was
concerned about the potential of nude dancing at a local establishment and thus banned all live
entertainment in the town.
The authors view the " narrow tailoring" issue more as a drafting issue than as a pure "secondary
effects" issue and, for that reason, it is not fi.ll'ther discussed as a separate issue in this analysis. It is
important to remember, however, and to remind elected officials that, the fact that a local government
has evidence showing that a variety of sexually oriented businesses cause negative secondary effects
may not support every type of ordinance that elected officials might like to adopt.
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The focus of the rest of this analysis is on the critical step of documenting and analyzing "negative
secondary effects" as the basis for developing, adopting or defending2 Constitutionally valid regulations
of sexually oriented businesses. It is critical to understand that the real issue is demonstrating a
substantial governmental interest other than censorship as the basis for adopting regulations that infringe
on First Amendment rights. Although lawyers representing the sex industry often argue in court that
local governments should be required to provide essentially scientific evidence regarding the
relationship of sex businesses to the issues addressed by local zoning and licensing ordinances, the
Supreme Court in upholding a Los Angeles zoning ordinance affecting sex businesses in a 2002
decision set a much more reasonable test
We held that a municipality may rely on any evidence that is "reasonably believed to be
relevant'' for demonstrating a connection between speech and a substantial, independent
government interest.

City of Los Angeles v. Alameda Books, Inc., 122 S. Ct. 1728, 152 L. Ed. 2d 670 (U.S. 2002), at 152
L.Ed. 2d 683, 122 S.Ct. 1735, remanded for further proceedings at 295 F.3d I024 (9th Cir. 2002), citing
and quoting briefly from Playtime Theatres, Inc. v. City of Renton, 475 U.S. 41, at 5152 (1986). Later
in the opinion, the Court provided this discussion of its decision to reject the Ninth Circuit's analysis of
the data provided by the city and to accept the city's analysis instead:
Both theories are ~onsistent with the data in the 1977 study. The Court of App<ilals' analysis,
however, implicitly requires the city to prove that its theory is the only one that can plausibly
explain the data because only in this manner can the city refute the Court of Appeals' logic.
l52 L.Ed.2dat681 , 1228.Ct.at 1735.
SECONDARY EFFECTS STUDIES

Researchers have conducted studies of real estate appraisers and professionals regarding the secondary
impacts of sexually oriented businesses, including those incorporated in studies for Indianapolis,
Indiana,~ Austin, Texas;4 Garden Grove, California;~ and Rochester, New York.6 Experts for the industry

2

Although ideally a local government will develop a record documenting its governmental interest in adopting
such regulations before adopting them and include appropriate evidence in the legislative record, that is not an
absolute requirement today; a local government can certainly supplement its legislative record in the process of
defending its ordinance (City of Los Angeles v. Alameda Books, Inc., 122 S. Ct. 1728, 152 L. Ed. 2d 670 (U.S.
2002)) and it may be allowed to provide its entire analysis of the secondary effects addressed by the ordinance for
the first time in litigation. See, for example, Illusions - Dallas Private Club, Inc. v. Steen, 482 F.3d 299, 310 (5th
Cir. Tex. 2007, where the court held in part that "the plurality [in Alameda books] did not specify that a purpose
unrelated to suppressing speech can only be demonstrated with a specific type of indicator such as legislative
findings or a statutory preamble." But see extract from N.W. Enters. v. City of Houston, 27 F. Supp. 2d 754 (S.D.
Tex. 1998), set out in text almost immediately below, where the court noted that it was relying on the legislative
record and the preamble to the ordinance in finding for the city.
3

Indianapolis: "Adult Entertainment Businesses in Indianapolis, An Analysis," 1984.

4

Austin, Texas: "Report on Adult Oriented Businesses in Austin," prepared by Office of Land Development Services, May 19,
1986.

5
Garden Grove, Culi tornia: "Final Report to the City of' Gurden Grove; the Rclutionship between Crime and Adult Business
Operations on Garden Grove Boulevard," Richard W. McCleary, l'h. D., James W. Meeker, J.D., Ph.D., October 23, 1991.

6

Rochester, New York: "Survey of Apprnisers in Monroe County, New York," Summer 2000, results published in Kelly and
Cooper, Everything You Always Wanted lo Know about Regulating Sex Businesses, Planning Advisory Service Report No. 49596. Chicago: American Planning Association, 2000; pages 51 ·57.
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have challenged the methodology used in those surveys on two primary grounds - first, that the form of
the surveys and the cover letters suggested to respondents what result the researchers wanted; and
second, that the questions on the surveys did not distinguish among types of sexually oriented
businesses.
Kelly and Cooper, the lead consultants on this project, carefully considered those criticisms in
conducting a survey of appraisers in the Fort Worth-Dallas Metroplex in 2004.7 In that survey, three
adult arcade/peep booths; adult
different types of sexually oriented bus iness were included:
novelty/media store (retail only); and gentleman's club/cabaret. Those uses were included in an
alphabetical list that included neutral land uses such as bookstores and religious institutions but also
included other uses that are often considered LULUs ("Locally Unwanted Land Uses"). Potential
LULUs on the list included homeless shelters, bars/lounges, pawn shops, and convenience stores with
beer and wine.
More than 95 percent of appraisers responding to the Fort Worth-Dallas Metroplex survey said that all
three types of sexually oriented business would have a negative effect on the value of a single-family
residence; only homeless shelters were viewed as negatively by the appraisers as sexually oriented
businesses. In addition, 87.5 percent said that a bar/lounge and pawn shop would also have a negative
effect and some 80 percent said that a convenience store with beer and wine would have a negative
effect.
Asked about the effect of the same land uses on the value of a community shopping center, 92.5 percent
said that an adult store with peep show would have a negative effect and 89.2 percent (not a statistically
significant difference) said a gentleman's club or cabaret would have such an effect. The survey also
indicated that retail-only sex businesses were a negative influence by 82. I percent, ranking them with
homeless shelters. The next closest use on the list of negative effects on the value of a community
shopping center was a pawn shop, identified by 5:5.~ percent as having a negative effoct.
The most commonly cited secondary effects of sexually oriented businesses on communities relate to
incidence of crime and effects on surrounding property values. The incidence of crime was well
documented in the Garden Grove study,8 a study that would be difficult and expensive to replicate.
Efforts to model the effects of particular uses on property values have proven to be very difficult to
carry out effectively. The typical method, followed in sections of both the Indianapolis and Austin
reports, is to compare trends in property values in an area with a sexually oriented business to trends in
property values over the same period of time in a similar area without a sexually oriented business.
There are multiple levels of comparison in such a study. One major challenge is trying to find "similar"
areas. There will always be diffe rences between the paired areas other than the sexually oriented
business, and, without a large enough sample size to allow testing for other variables, it is difficult to
determine how those other variables may be increasing or offsetting the apparent secondary effects of
sexually oriented businesses. One area may have a park, while the other does not. One may have three
small religious institutions while another has only two such institutions, but one of them turns out to be
very large, with activities seven days a week. The area with the sexually oriented business may also
have a pawn shop or a salvage yard or another use that may also have a negative effect on property
values.
Even ifresearchers are able to identify truly comparable areas for the study, there is a further problem in
tracking trends in property values. A study may use values assessed for tax purposes, a methodology

7

The formal report is "Survey of Appraisers, Fort Worth and Dallas: Effects of Land Uses on Surrounding

Property Values," prepared for the City of Fort Worth; Duncan Associates, September 2004.
ii

McClcury und Mci.;kcr, op. cit.
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that is itselJ fraught with problems and that often includes a number of factors other than market value.
Tracking the values of properties that actually sell may make sense, but there is no guarantee that
similar properties will sell in the two similar areas over any reasonable study period. The sale of one
deteriorated home in one area or of a couple of upscale homes in another can distort the results of
studies based on the values of properties that are actually sold. Understanding those problems is not
particularly difficult. Solving them in the context of a specific study in a specific community is very
difficult indeed.
In contrast to the complexities of paired area studies, we believe that the opinions of appraisers provide
an excellent and reliable measure of the effects of any kind of use or activity on market values. First,
certified appraisers are experts in their fields, people who follow professional standards in making
judgments about market values. Second, appraisers familiar with a local market look at the values of
many prope1ties every year and thus have a substantial data set not only in their files but also in their
heads. Third, and perhaps most impmtant, the opinions of appraisers are essential ly self-fulfilling
prophecies. Most real estate transactions that take place in this country involve mmtgage loans. The
amount available for a mortgage loan on a particular property depends on the market value of the
property, as determined by an appraiser. Thus, to take an overly sim ple example, if most appraisers in a
community believe that pink and green houses are worth, in general, 10 percent less than simil ar houses
painted beige, the practical effect of that opinion will be to reduce the market value of pink and green
houses.
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RESULTS OF SURVEY OF FLORIDA APPRAISERS
SCOPE AND DESIGN OF FLORIDA SURVEY

This study consisted of a survey of MAI and SRA designated appraisers in Florida. E-mai l addresses
were available on the Appraisal Institute's website. Using this information, we sent a link to an
electronic survey form to 805 Florida MAI and SRA appraisers who had viable emai l addresses; we
then sent follow-up e-mails as reminders. At the completion of the survey, we had 214 valid responses.
The results were compiled electronically and then provided to us for analysis. The survey had a
response rate of 26.4 percent and a margin of error of 5.78 percent. The survey instrument is included at
the end of the report.
Through consultation with a Florida appraiser, Shawn Wilson, MA I, with additional assistance from
David Keuhl, Ph.D., this survey fu1ther refined earlier surveys of appraisers we had conducted. For this
survey, Wilson suggested the addition of some uses that appraisers often find to be of concern in
determining market values - most notably high tension power lines and landfills. We added an
additional sexually oriented business - a lingerie and adult novelties store. We also split the bar/lounge
• category into two parts, asking separately about the effects of a lounge with live entertainment and of a
bar without live entertainment.
EFFECT PROXIMITY HAS ON MARKET VALUE OF S INGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCE

Effect on Slng!e-famllv home Jf Use Within 600 Feet
Question: If located within 5j)O
a Single-Family Home?

feet how would the fisted land use p~tentlallv affect the market valuo of

Land Use
Homeless Shelter
Gentleman's Club/Strip Club
Landfill
Video Peep Booth Business
Adult Media &Video Store (retail sales only)
Lounge (with live entertainment)
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store
Bar (no live entertainment)
Pawn Shop
Package Liquor Store
High Voltage Power Lines
Convenience Store (beer/wine)
Grocery Store
Elementary School
Coffee Shop
Religious Institution
Neighborhood Playground

Negative

94.3
93.0
92.9
92.5
90.1
90.1
87.7
79.7
77.4
74. 2
73.7
43.9
25.8
18.0
12.2
11.4
5.7

Positive

0.0
0.0

o.o
0.9
0.5
0.9
0.0
0.5
0.9
1.4
0.0
10.8
40.4
52.6
25.8
25.1
68.9

No Impact

0.9
2.3
2.8
1.9
5.2
4.7
6.6
15.1
16.0
19.1
22.5
41 .0
30.5
24.6
56.3
56.9
21 .7

No Opinion

4.7
4.7
4.2
4.7
4.2

4.2
5.7
4.7
5.7
5.3
3.8
4.2
3.3
4.7
5.6
6.6
3.8

Uses are ranked by the percentage of respondents indicating that a particular use would have a "negative" effect on market
values; in the original suNey, the uses were alphabet/zed.
Totals do not always add to 100% due effects of rounding.
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Examining the table above, it is evident that that an overwhelming percent (94 percent) of the appraisers
responding believe that a Gentleman's Club/Strip Club has a negative effect on the market value of a
single-family home if located within 500 feet; likewise, 93 percent believe that a Video Peep Booth
Business, a Adult Media Video Store (90 percent) and Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store (88 percent)
have similar effects on the market value of a single-family home if within 500 feet.
Interestingly, respondents believe that a Homeless Shelter (94 percent) and a Landfill (93 percent) have
almost identical impacts on the market value of a single-family home as do many sexually oriented
businesses.

In summary, 88 percent or more of respondents believe that the following uses have the greatest
negative impact on the market value of a single-family home if located within 500 feet:
•

Homeless Shelter (94%)

•

Gentleman' s Club/Strip Club (93%)

•

Landfill (93%)

•

Video Peep Booth Business (93%)

•

Adult Media & Video Store - retail

•

Lounge - with live entertainment (90%)

•

Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store (88%)

~les

only (90%)

In addition, 70 - 80 percent respondents believe that the following uses are very likely to have a
negative impact on the market value of a single-family home if located within 500 feet:
•

Bar - no live entertainment (80%)

•

Pawn Shop (77%)

•

Package Liquor Store (74%)

•

High Voltage Power Lines (74%)

In contrast, uses that are seen as having pQsitive i!llp:.Jcts on the market value of a single-family
home if located within 500 feet arc:
•

E lementary School

•

Neighborhood Playground

Uses that are seen as not much of an impact on the market value of a single-family home if located
within 500 feet are:
•

Coffee Shop

•

Religious Institution

One use respondents seem the most divided as to the negative impact versus no impact on the
market value of n single-family home if located within 500 feet is:
•

Convenience Store that sold beer/wine - 44 percent negative impact versus 41 percent no impact
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Effect on Single-Family Home by Increasing Separation Distances
Question: At what distance would there be No Measurable lmpBct on the Single-Family Home's mBrket
value?
Land Use
Landfill
Video Peep Booth Business
Gentleman'& Club/Strip Club
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store
Homeless Shelter
Ad ult Media & Video Storo (rotall salos only)
lounge (with live entertainment)
Pawn Shop
Bar (no live entertainment)
Package Liquor Store
High Voltage Power Lines
Elementary School
Grocery Store

•

Convenience Store (beer/wine)
Religious Institution
Neighborhood Playground
Coffee Shop

600 ft to

v. mlleto

v.mlle

'12 mlle

2.0
2.6
2.4
3.6
2.4
6.8
3 .0
5.5
7.9
7 .6
27.0
22.4
15.5
20.9
.
26.5
32.1
32.6

8.9
17.7
19.9
20.3
22.7
23.1
30.5
31.5
35.6
36.0
23.0
25.0
36.8
39.8
23.2
27.7

23.0

More than
Y. mlle

No Opinion

77.3
69.0
67.0
66.3
62.8
60.1
55.7
49.5
44.6
42.0
35.0
27.6
27.5
25.5
20.5
16.8
15.5

11 .8
10.8
10.7
9.9
12.1
11.1
10.8
13.5
11 .9
16.5
15.0
25.0
20.2
13.8
29.7
23.4
28.9

lls8s RrR nmkfld by th8 p8rc8nlRg8 of rBspond8nts lndlcRtlng thRt R partlc11/ar 11.~8 would rRq11irfl "mom t/11:in U rn/18"
separation; In the original suNey, the uses were alphabet/zed.

Totals do not always add to 100% due effects of rounding.

In response to the question "at what distance would there be no measurable impact," 77 percent or more
of the respondents believe that the negative impact of the following land uses do not disappear until at
least a di stance separation of quaiter-mile or more (1320 feet +) from a single-family home:
•

Gentleman's Club/Strip Club (87%)

•

Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store (87%)

•

Video Peep Booth Business (87%)

•

Landfill (86%)

•

Homeless Shelter (86%)

•

Lounge - with live ente1tainment (86%)

•

Adult Media & Video Store - retai l sa les only (83%)

•

Pawn Shop (81 %)

•

Bar - no live entertainment (80%)

•

Package Liquor Store (77%)

Survey of Florida Appraisers - Palm Beach County, FL - May 2008
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Looking at six of the ten uses bulleted above, 60 percent or more of the respondents believe that the
negative impact on market value do not disappear for the following uses until a separation distance of
more than a half mile (2640 feet +) from a single-fami ly home:
•

Landfill (77%),

•

Video Peep Booth Business (69%)

•

Gentleman's Club/Strip Club (67%)

•

Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store (66%)

•

Homeless Shelter (63%)

•

Adult Media & Video Store - retail sales only (60%)

In most jurisdictions, zoning ordinances regulating sexually oriented businesses traditionally require
separation distances from 500 - I000 feet. However, we would caution against expanding existing
separation distances without checking to confirm you are not eliminating all viable sites for sexually
oriented businesses within your jurisdiction - a practice that the courts have strictly prohibited.
Although this study is primarily concerned with the impacts of sexually oriented businesses, it is
interesting to note that the distance effects of homeless shelters and landfills on market values are
essentially simi lar to t hose for sexually oriented businesses, as they were in the previous question. Not
surprisingly, a large percentage of appraisers believe that the negative effects of landfi lls and homeless
shelters on market value diminish only after a half mile or more. In addition, a large percentage of those
responding believe that the secondary effects on a single-family home's market value due to the
proximity of a bar, lounge with live entertainment, pawn shop, and liquor store share many of the same
impacts as sexually oriented business impacts.
EFFECT PROXIMITY HAS ON MARKET VALUE OF C OMMUNITY SHOPPING CENTER

Effect on Community Shopping Center If Use Within 500 Feet
Question: If located within 500 foot, how would the listed land use pqtenJiaHy affect the market value of
a Community Shopping Center?
Land Use
Homeless Shelter
Landfill
Video Peep Booth Business
Gentleman's ClublStrip Club
Adult Media & Video Store (retail sales only)
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store
Package Liquor Store
High Voltage Power Lines
Lounge (with live entertainment)
Bar (no live entertainment)
Pawn Shop
Elementary School
Religious Institution
Neighborhood Playground
~.

Negative

76.2
76.1
67.8
61 .2
58.4
50.7
26.5
25.9
23.9

15.5
11.5
8.0
5.2
3.0

Positive

0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
2.5
0.5
4.0
3.0
7.5
12.9
7.8
10.9

No Impact

18.8
18.0
28.2
34.3
38.1
44.3
66.0

68.2
66.2
78.0
77.0
74.6
87.0
81 .1

No Opinion

I

5.0
6.0
4.0
4.5
3.5
4,5
5.0
5.5
6.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
0.0
5.0

Uses are ranked by the percentage of respondents indicating that a particular use would have a "negative" effect on
market values; in the original survey. the uses were alphabetized.
Totals do not always add to 100% due effects of rounding.
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As to the impact on the market value of a community shopping center, clearly many appraisers believe
that there is less of a negative impact by sexually-oriented uses and other high-impact uses on a
shopping center than on a s ingle-fami ly home. rt is important to note, however, that, even after
allowing for the margin of error, a significant majority of appraisers believe that all types of sexually
oriented businesses identified in the survey have a negative effect on the market value of a community
shopping center.
Interestingly, respondents believe that a Homeless Shelter (76 percent) and a Landfill (75 percent) have
almost identical impacts on the market value of a community shopping center if located within 500 of
the center.

In summary, 51 percent or more of respondents believe that the following uses have a ne1:ative
impact on the market value of a community shopping center if located within 500 feet:
•

Homeless Shelter (76%)

•

Landfill (75%)

•

Video Peep Booth Business (68%)

•

Gentleman's Club/Strip Club (61 %)

•

Adult Media & Video Store - retai l sales only (58%)

•

Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store (51 %)

In stark contrast to the impact on single-family homes, 66 percent or more of respondents believe
that the following uses have no impact on the market value of a community shopping center if
located within 500 feet:
•

Package Liquor Store (66%)

•

Lounge - with live entertainment (66%)

•

High Voltage Power Lines (68%)

•

Elementary School (75%)

•

Pawn Shop (77%)

•

Bar - no live entertainment (78%)

•

Neighborhood Playground (81 %)

•

Religious Institution (87%)
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Effect on Community Sbop(llng Center by lncrea.sJng Sepa1al10_n

Dl~Jirnc_es

Question: At what distance would there be No Measurable Impact on the Community Shopping
Center's market value?
Land Use

600 ft to

v. mlle to

Y·mlle

v.mne

More than
%mile

No Opinion

7.1
11.0
11.2
17.1
18.4
18.4
23.5
25.2
30.4
28.3
32.1
31 .9
32.9
34.8

17.4
24.7
25.7

59.8
49.5
44.1

15.8
14.8
19.0

24.0

4o.6

18.3

23.0

36.8
35.8
25.9
19.6
18.6
21 .1
17.6
17.5
13.0
10.6

21.8

Landfill
Homeless Shelter
Video Peep Booth Business
Gentleman'& Club/Strip Club
Lingorlo & Adult Novoltlos Storo
Adult Media & Video Store (retail sales only)
Lounge (with live entertainment)
Package Liquor Store
Bar (no live entertainment)
High Voltage Power Lines
Elementary School
Pawn Shop
Neighborhood Playground
Religious Institution

25.1
19.9
23.9
14.9
18.7
12.7
15.0
. 13.0
14.9

-

20.7
30.7
31 .3
36.0
31 .9
37.6
35.6
41.0
39.8

Uses are ranked by the percentage of respondents Indicating that a particular use would require "more than U mile"
separation; in the original suNey, the uses were alphabetized.
Totals do not always add to 100% due effects of rounding.

In response to the question "at what distance would there be no measurable impact," 60 percent or more
of the respondents believe that the negative impact of the following land uses do not disappear until at
least a distance separation of quarter-mile or more (1320 feet+) from a community shopping center:
•

Landfill (77%)

•

Homeless Shelter (74%)

•

Video Peep Booth Business (70%)

•

Gentleman's C lub/Strip C lub (65%)

•

Adult Media & Video Store - retail sales only (61 %)

•

Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store (60%)

However, only landfills and homeless shelters were viewed as needing a separation distance of more
than a half mile (2640 feet+) from a community shopping center before the negative impact on market
value disappeared.
Overall response rates to this question were lower than to other questions. The significant number of
respondents who expressed "no opinion" indicates that clear findings regarding impacts on shopping
centers are more difficult to make. The percentages of respondents who believe that the negative effects
extend a half mile or more are far lower than those shown for single-family homes.
As with the issue of separation distances from single-family homes, we would caution against
increasing separation distances from commercial uses without checking to confirm you are not
eliminating all viable sites for sexually oriented businesses within your jurisdiction - a practice that the
courts have strictly prohibited.

-

..

-
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EFFECT CONCENTRATION HAS ON SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AND SHOPPING CENTERS

Concentration of Uses Effect on Slngle-famUy home
Question: Would a concentration (2 or more usgs within a
the Slngle·Famfly Home's market value?
Land Use
Gentleman's Club/Strip Club
A dult Media & Video Store (retail sales only)
Video Peep Booth Business
Landfill
Homeless Shelter
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store
Lounge (with live entertainment)
Bar (no live entertainment)
Pawn Shop
High Voltage Power Lines
Package Liquor Store
Convenience Store (beer/wine)
Grocery Store
Neighborhood Playground
Elementary School
Religious Institution
Coffee Shop

couo.t~oLblo~lisJ

Yes Added
Impact

83.7
82.8
81.1
80.3
79.0
76.8
75.5
72.8
66.5
65.8
62.1
44.1
35.1
28.4
28. 1
24.1
17.9

f1ave additional Impact on

No Added
Impact

No Opinion

8 .9
8.4
10.0
12.8
11 .2
14.1
17.5
19.3
24.9
21.1
28.2
46.6
53.1
58.2
56.8
59.7
69.2

7.4
8.9
9.0
6.9
9.8
9.1
7.0
7.9
8.6
13. 1
9.7
10.3
11 .9
13.4
15. 1
16.2
12.8

Concentration of Uses Effect on Community Shopping Center
Question: Would a concentration (2 or more uses within a couolg of blocks) have additional Impact on
the Community Shopping Center's market value?
Land Use
Homeless Shelter
Gentleman's Club/Strip Club
Landfill
Adult Media & Video Store (retail sales only)
Video Peep Booth Business
Lingerie & Adult Novelties Store
High Voltage Power Lines
Package Liquor Store
Lounge (with live entertainment)
Bar (no live entertainment)
Pawn Shop
Elementary School
Neighborhood Playground
Religious Institution

Yes Added
Impact

69.9
69.4
67.7
64.4
63.6
60.3
36.5
35.8
33.5
27.5
23.9
18.6
14.7
12.6

No Added
Impact

21.5
23.7
22.6
27.7
28.9
31 .6
48.9
63.1
55.3
62.4
64.8
69.8
71.8
72.6

No Opinion

8.6
7.0
9.7
7.9
7.5
8.2
14.6
11 .2
11 .2
10. 1
11.4
11 .6
13.6
14.9

Uses are ranked by the percentage of respondents Indicating that a particular use would have added
Impact due to a concentration of uses; In the original suNey, the uses were alphabetized.
Totals do not always add to 100% due effects of rounding.
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The question regarding the additional impact to a Single-Family Home or Community Shopping Center
due to a concentration of certain uses was somewhat imperfect as it related to Landfills, Elementary
Schools or Neighborhood Playgrounds. It is highly unlikely that there would be a concentration of these
land uses. However, to maintain the integrity of the survey, we did not wish to delete a use from the
alphabetized list of uses for purposes of a particular question.
As the question of a concentration of uses relates to such uses as a Gentleman's Club/Strip Club, Adult
Novelties Store, Video Peep Booth Business, Lounge, Bar, Adult Media Store, Pawn Shop, Package
Liquor Store and Homeless Shelter, there is a high probability of them occurring in proximity to each
other. Furthermore, other studies suggest that the concentration of sexually oriented uses and certain
other types of uses increases disproportionately the effects on crime rates in the surrounding area. Few
studies have attempted to analyze the extent to which a concentration increases the negative effects on
market values.
In the opinions of Florida appraisers, a concentration of sexually oriented businesses and similar adultoriented uses (bars and lounges) clearly increases the negative effects on the market values of singlefamily homes. A concentration of sexually oriented businesses (and/or of homeless shelters) stands out
as having the most potential negative effect on the market value of a community shopping center; a
concentration of bars or lounges is considered by significantly less than a majority of appraisers to have
a potentially negative effect on the ma~ket value of such a center.
The table below compares the impact respondents believe concentrations of certain uses have as they
relate to proximity to a Single-Family Home or Community Shopping Center:

Concentration of Land Uses

Added Impact on
Slngle-Famlly

Added Impact on
Shopping Center

Gentleman's Club/Strip Club

83.7

69.4

Adult Media & Video Store (retail sales only)
Video Peep Booth Business

82.8
81. 1

Homeless Shelter

79 .0

64.4
63.6
69.9

Lingerie &Adult Novelties Store

76.8
75.5

60.3
33.5

72.8
66.5

27.5
23.9

65.8
62.1

36.5

Lounge (with live entertainment)
Bar (no live enter-talnrnent)
Pawn Shop
High Voltage Power Lines
Package Liquor Store

Survey of Florlda Appraisers - Palm Beach County, FL - May 2008
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OTHER QUESTIONS

Effect of Operating Hours
Question: Would a retail business open AFTER 11 PM have a negative impact on the market value of
Slngle·Faml/y Homes located within a 5·mlnute walk (1500 feet)?

Respondents
Percentage

Always

Sometimes

Never

No Opinion

21

165

17

8

10.0

78.2

8.1

3.8

Results reported here in percentage of respondents giving each answer.

We asked if there would be negative impact created by a retai l business open after 11 pm on the market
value of single-family homes located within a 5-minute walk, because a number of communities have
included limitations on the operating hours of sexually oriented businesses as part of their local
regulatory schemes. The responses clearly support some limitations on operating hours of businesses
within 1500 feet of single-family homes. Since a large majority (78 percent) responded "sometimes",
the difficulty is determining which businesses should be required to have limitations on operating hours.
Some guidance is fo und in the responses given to earlier questions regarding proximity and impacts on
single-family homes. For example, appraisers believe that convenience stores have less of a negative
effect on a Single-Family Home's market values than sexually oriented businesses.
Thus, these responses should not be interpreted as supporting a limitation on operating hours of all
businesses, but only on particular businesses that were identified as having greater negative impacts
such as sexually oriented businesses, pawn shops, and liquor stores. A local government may, of
course, have other data that suggests that sexually oriented businesses might legitimately be limited in
ways that other businesses are not.
Effect of Garish Lighting or Slgnage
Question: If you Indicated certain land uses had negative Impacts on the market value of a Single·
Family Home, would bright, animated, or garish lighting or graphics increase the negative impact?

Respondents
Percentage

Always

Sometimes

Never

No Opinion

79

11 9

1

8

38.2

57.5

0.5

3.9

Results reported here in percentage of respondents giving each answer.

These findings are also statistically significant and also hard to use. Although we had great confidence
in using the adjective "garish" and believing that appraisers would know what we mean, attempting to
limit "garish" lighting and graphics is far more difficult. "Garish" is simply not a regulatory term. Any
attempt to regulate specific content of signs or graphics - beyond prohibiting obscene messages and
nude images on signs - raises significant First Amendment issues. We have studied sex businesses in
many communities, and we have never seen a sign on such a business that came close to our definition
of "obscene,'' and we have rarely seen one that would violate a ban on public displays of nudity. Some
communities have tried to limit lighting and signage at sexually oriented businesses, and the responses
to this question would support such limitations at sex businesses and other high-impact uses (including
pawn shops, which often have signs that we would consider garish).
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WHO RESPONDED

Examining who responded to the survey, the consultant team was pleased to see that respondents were
reasonably dispersed throughout Florida. The Tampa-St. Petersburg and Central Florida had the
strongest response rate. The response rate from Palm Beach County appraisers appears to be strong also.
Question: What are your general areas of practice? (You may choose up to two)
County of General Practice

Responses

Percent

Tampa-SI. Petersburg (Hillsborough, Pasco, Hernando & Pinellas Counties)

48

13.9%

Central Florida (Seminole, Osceola, Lake & Orange Counties)

42

12.2%

Broward County

32

9.3%

Palm Beach County

27

7.8%

Miami-Dade County

26

7.5%

NW Florida (Escambia, Santa Rosa, Okaloosa, Walton, Bay, Leon & Gadsden Counties)

24

7.0%

Sarasota-Bradenton - Manatee & Sarasota Counties

24

7 .0%

SW Florida (Charlotte, Lee & Collier Counties)

24

7 .0%

. 23

6.7%

NE Florida (Duval,·Nassau, St. Johns, Baker &Clay Counties)
E. Central Florida (Volusia & Brevard Counties)

20

6 .8%

Treasure Coast (Indian River. Martin & SI. Lucie Counties)

19

5.5%

Lakeland-Winter Haven (Polk County)

15

4.3%

N. Central Florida (Alachua. Marion & Gilchrist Counties)

12

3.5%

9

2.6%

Other Location

Responses total more than number of respondents clue to choosing more than one area of practices

We found it interesting to find that over 88 percent of those responding to the survey had 20 or more

years of real estate appraisal experience. Clearly we heard from the seasoned professional.
Question: How many years of real estate appraisal experience do you have?
1 -9 years
Rospondonts

10-19 years

20-29 years

30+ years

22

103

86

48.1

40.2

3
-- -

Percentage

1.4

·-

10.3

Results reported here in percentage of respondents giving each answer.

We have always found it worthwhile to ask if "personal, moral or ethical beliefs" affected responses.
Having over 70 percent indicate "NO", strengthens the view that the responses are not influenced by
individual biases.
Question: Do you believe that your personal, moral or ethical beliefs have affected your responses to
any of the questions in this survey?
Yes
Respondents
Percentage

No

60

153

28.2

71.8

Results reported here In percentage of respondents giving each answerc
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RESPONSE RA TE AND MARGIN OF ERROR

Links to the electronic survey were sent to the email addresses of 805 appraisers holding the SRA or
MAl designation in Florida. Of those contacted, 2 13 completed the survey. This resulted in a response
rate of 26.46 percent which yielded an overall margin of error of 5.78 percent.
We are comfortable and confident in the results of the survey given that the major findings regarding the
effects of sex businesses on the market value of single-family homes were suppmted by 79 to 95 percent
of the respondents. Even if the entire margin of error were applied negatively and the resulting
responses were thus directly reduced (which is a worst-case example of possible error and not a
statistically valid technique), the results would drop to a range of 73 to 89 percent of the respective
respondents, still a very strong and firm finding on all of the major issues regarding single-fami ly
homes. The percentage of appraisers repmting that they believe that there would be a negative effect on
lhe market value of a community shopping center was somewhat smaller, but, here, also, even applying
the margin of error as an entirely negative factor would leave well over half the respondents reporting
that most sex businesses will have a negative effect on the market value of a community shopping
center.
Although .we are pleased with the response rate, we acknowledge that otj1er surveys of appraisers have
garnered a higher response rate primarily bccaw;c lhcy wen;: sponsored by an appraisal member
association such as the Appraisal Institute or were surveys concerning issues about professional
practices, not hypothetical questions about market values .
As experts and consultants, we ce1tainly understand the reluctance of experts to respond to hypothetical
questions in their area of expertise for a non-client, without compensation and with no full
understanding of how the materi al wi ll be used. When all of those factors are considered, we believe
that the response rate is very satisfactory. further, as noted above, the findings are so clear that a lower
response rate has no effect on the substantive findings of the study.
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SUMMARY OF SURVEY FINDINGS
FINDINGS RELATED TO SEXUALLY ORIENTED BUSINESSES

The following findings and concl usions can clearly be drawn from this survey:
•

More than 87 percent of Florida appraisers surveyed believe that gentleman's clubs/strip clubs,
adult media/video stores (retail only), video peep booth businesses and lingerie & adult
novelties stores have a negative effect on the market value of a single-family home located
within 500 feet of such a use;

•

More than 83 percent believe that the negative effect on the market value of a s,ingle-family
home due to the proximity of a sexually oriented business extends at least a quarter of a mile
(1 ,320 feet) and more than 60 percent believe that it extends more than halfa mile (2,620 feet);

•

More than 76 percent believe that the concentration of two or more sexually oriented businesses
increases the negative effect on market values of a single-family home;

•

A majority (58 percent) of Florida appraisers surveyed believe that a video peep booth business,
a gentleman's club/strip club or adult media/video store (retail only) will have a negative effect
on the market value of a communitv shoppiDg cen.ter located within 500 feet;

•

About half (51 percent) of Florida appraisers believe that a lingerie & adult novelty store will
have a negative effect on the market value of a community shopping center located within 500
feet;

•

About 70 percent believe that the negative effect of a video peep booth business on the market
value of a community shopping center extends at least a qua1ter of a mile ( 1,320 feet) and more
than 44 percent believe that it extends a half mile or more (2,620 feet);

•

About 60 percent believe that the negative effect of a gentleman 's club/strip club, adult media &
video store (retail only) and a lingerie & adult novelties store on the market value of a
community shopping center extends at least a quarter of a mile, and about 36 percent believe
that it extends a half mile or more;

•

Nearly 70 percent believe that the concentration of two or more gentleman 's club/strip clubs
increases the negative effect on the market value of a community shopping center;

•

About 60 percent believe that the concentration of two or more video peep booth businesses,
adult media & video stores (retail only), and/or lingerie & adult novelty stores increases the
negative effect on market value of a community shopgJng center;

•

More than 88 percent of Florida appraisers surveyed believe that having a retail business that is
open after 11 p.m. may have a negative effect on the market value of a single-family home
located within 500 feet (10 percent responded "always" and 78 percent responded
"sometimes");

•

About 95 percent of Florida appraisers believe that "bright, animated, or garish lighting or
graphics" may or will increase the negative impact of a business that has negative effects on the
market value of a single-family home (38 percent responded "always" and another 57 percent
responded ''sometimes");

•

It should be noted that the findings related to lighting, signage and operating homs are not
limited to sexually oriented businesses.
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FINDINGS RELATED TO OTHER HIGH IMPACT USES

Overview

Several other high-impact uses - which might also be called "NIMBY"s (Not In My Back Yard) or
"LULU"s (Locally Unwanted Land Uses) - were considered by respondents to have negative effects on
market values of the same order of magnitude as the negative effects created by sexually oriented
husinesses.
The underlying purpose of this study was to determine whether sexually oriented businesses have
measurable negative secondary effects that justify increased regulation for such businesses. Clearly the
results of this study show substantial, measurable secondary effects which, in our opinion, justify
special zoning regulation of such uses, including but not limited to separation distances from singlefamily residences. These fi ndings would appear si mi larly to support special regulation of the other
high-impact uses, including homdess shdters, lounges with live entertainment, bars, high voltage power
lines and pawn shops. Although somewhat beyond the scope of the repmt that we were retained to
perform, we believe that it is both appropriate and necessary to offer some specific comments on these
land uses.
Legal Context

The survey of appraisers that constitutes the major substance of this report provides clear evidence that
each type of sex business listed on the survey will, in the opinion of a significant majority of Texas
appraisers, have a negative effect on the market value of nearby single-famjly homes, and, to a
somewhat lesser extent, on the market value of nearby community shopping centers. If elected officials
and their aJvlsul's l111J lht1t they "cw1 n::asu11alily lii.:licve" Lhese results, then this report documents - or
at least helps to document - a "substantial governmental interest" in regulating such sex businesses to
protect the values of single-family homes and commercial properties. Because the survey included a
broad variety of uses often considered NIMBYs ("Not In My Back Yard") or LULUs ("Locally
Unwanted Land Uses"), the results of the survey also show that certain other uses have similar negative
secondary effects on the market value of single-family homes and community shopping centers. In
adopting regulations to address the negative secondary effects of sex businesses, it is important that
local governments at least consider the extent to which other uses identified by the appraisers should be
subject to similar regulations.
The issue is important but not critical Courts have hdd that the "underinclusiveness" that results from
regulating some but not all uses that may reasonably believed to have negative secondary effects does
not make the adopted regulations unconstitutional. See, for example, this discussion from Renton,
where the Supreme Court rejected an argument that the fact that the city chose to regulate only adult
motion picture theaters and not other sexual ly oriented businesses should cause the ordinance to fall as
unconstitutional:
Respondents contend that the Renton ordinance is "under-inclusive," in that it fai ls to regulate
other kinds of adult businesses that are likely to produce secondary effects similar to those
produced by adult theaters. On this record the contention must fail. There is no evidence that, at
the time the Renton ordinance was enacted, any other adult business was located in, or was
contemplating moving into, Renton. In fact, Resolution No. 2368, enacted in October 1980,
states that lithe City of Renton does not, at the present time, have any business whose primary
purpose is the sale, rental. or showing of sexually explicit materials." App. 42. That Renton
chose first to address the potential problems created by one particular kind of adult business in
no way suggests that the city has "singled out" adult theaters for discriminatory treatment. We
simp ly have no basis on this record for assuming that Renton will not, in the future, amend its
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ordinance to include other kinds of adult businesses that have been shown to produce the same
kinds of secondary effects as adult theaters.
475 U.S. 41, 52-53, 106 S. Ct. 925, 931 -32, 89 L. Ed 2d 29, 41. Several years later, in a case raising the
same issue but not involving a sex business, the Supreme Court addressed the broader policy
implications of this argument and this issue:
[T]he First Amendment imposes not an "underinclusiveness" limitation but a "content
discrimination" limitation upon a State's prohibition of proscribable speech. There is no problem
whatever, for example, with a State's prohibiting obscenity (and other forms of proscribable
expression) only in certain media or markets, for although that prohibition would be
" underinclusive,'' it would not discriminate on the basis of content . Another valid basis for
according differential treatment to even a content-defined subclass of proscribable speech is that
the subclass happens to be associated with particular secondary effects of the speech, so that the
regulation is justified without reference to the content of the speech.
R.A. V v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 387-89, 11 2 S. Ct. 2538, 120 L. Ed. 2d 305 (1992), (citations
and quotations omitted);
The Ninth Circuit applied this principle in a case involving the regulation of sex businesses. See Center
for Fair Puh. Policy v. Maricopa County, 336 F.3d 1153 (9th Cir. Ariz. 2003), cert. den. 541 U.S. 973,
124 S. Ct. 1879, 158 L. Ed. 2d 468 (2004). There, the court dealt with an ordinance that estabfished a
1:00 a.m. closing time for sexually oriented businesses but not for any other businesses:
The State "may choose to treat adult businesses differently from other businesses ... ."Isbell v.
Grand B Emporia, Inc., 258 F.3d 11 08 at 1116 (9th Cir. 200 1); see also Young, 427 U.S. at 7071 ("[T]he State may legitimately use the content of these materials as the basis for placing
them in a different classification from other motion pictures."). If this is true as a general
proposition, then it must also be trne as to the specific proposition that a state ma:y single out
sexually-oriented businesses to regulate their hours of operation. See Ben Rich Trading, Inc.,
126 F.3d at 163 ("[A] municipality may regulate hours of adult businesses differently than other
businesses without raising a strong inference of discrimination based on content.").
336 F.3d at 1171 , citing Isbell [full citation in extract] and Ben Rich Trading, Inc. v. City of Vineland,
126 F.3d 155 (3d Cir. 1997). The Eleventh Circuit has cited Center for Fair Public Policy with
approval on another point in Daytona Grand, Inc. v. City of Daytona Beach, 490 F.3d 860, 874 ( t 1°'
Circ. Fla. 2003).
High Voltage Power Lines

Utilities in Florida are regulated by the Public Service Commission, and a Siting Board, staffed from the
Department of Environmental Protection, exercises siting control over power plants and certain high
voltage lines. Control over lines that carry less than 230 kv and that either do not cross county lines or
are less than 15 miles in length is left to the counties. To the extent that such power lines already exist,
presumably those who pmchase real estate factor the effect of the lines into determining w hat price they
are willing to pay for property . The issue of mitigating the impact of high voltage power lines on the
value of single-family homes, shopping center and other pre-existing uses, the issue of proposed power
lines is an issue that the County may wish to consider if it adopts a fut ure siting ordinance for lines not
regulated by the state Siting Board. The issues with power lines are very different from the issues with
sexually oriented businesses, however, and there would be no reason to address the two issues through
the same ordinance or even at the same time.
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Landfills

The location and operation of landfills is subject to a complex federal-state regulatory scheme for which
the basic policies are established in the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. See Chapter
403 of the Florida Statutes. Local control of the location of landfills is limited. To the extent that a
landfill already exists, presumably those who purchase nearby real estate factor the effect of the lines
into determining what price they are willing to pay for property. The establishment of future waste
di sposal sites is controlled in part through Chapter 403 of the Florida Statutes and further limited under
the Palm Beach County Solid Waste Act9, which includes this provision:
(I)

It is unlawful to violate this act [article] or the rules duly adopted pursuant to it. After
the effective date of this act [article], no person shall:

(a)

Place or deposit any solid waste in or on the lands or waters located within the
county except in a manner consistent with the countywide solid waste program.

(b)

Burn solid waste except in a manner consistent with the countywide solid waste
program. 10

Through local and state permitting processes, officials of Palm Beach County have the opportunity to
address the negative secondary effects of a proposed landfi ll on a case-by-case basis; such case-by-case
review is not allowed for sexually oriented businesses because of the potential for censorsl1ip. Thus, the
treatment of landfills is clearly distinguishable from that of sexually oriented businesses for land-use
purposes .
.Bf![~ i!"d .Lgyoges

Palm Beach County has recognized the potential negative secondary impacts of bars and lounges, both
of which fal l under the definition of "Cocktail Lounge" in the Palm Beach County Unified Land
Development Code, which imposes these restrictions:
a.

Separation

A cocktai l lounge shall not be located within 250 feet of a residential district and shall
be separated a minimum of 750 feet from another cocktail lounge. The Zoning Director
may ask for a signed/sealed survey certifying that another lounge does not exist within
750 feet off the subject lounge, a residential district is more than 250 feet from the
subject lounge, or the subject lounge is more than 500 feet from a school as required by
the State of Florida.
b.

CN District

A cocktail lounge shall not exceed 1,500 square feet ofGFA .
c.

CHO District

A cocktail lounge shall be contained in an office, hotel or motel structure and shall be
limited to a total floor area that does not exceed ten percent of the OFA of the entire
structme, unless approved as a requested or Class A conditional use.
d.

CG District and PDDs

" Palm Beach County Code, Chapter 26, Article II.
10

Palm Beach County Code §26-42.
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A cocktail lounge shall meet the separation criteria above(???), unless approved as a
requested or Class A conditional use.

e.

Outdoor Areas
A cocktail lounge's outdoor seating and open lounge areas shall be setback a minimum
of 100 feet from adjacent residential districts or uses. 11

Homeless Shelters

There appear to be no specific provisions addressing homeless shelters as a land-use issue in Palm
Beach County. Thus, any effort to establish a homeless shelter would require a public review process
through which issues related to negative secondary effects could be addressed.
Pawn Shops

Palm Beach County has recognized the potenti al negative secondary impacts of pawnshops. The Palm
Beach County Unified Land Development Code includes these specific restrictions on pawnshops:

a.

Separation
S hall be located a minimum of 2,000 feet from another pawnshop.

b.

Setbacks
Shall be setback a minimum of 150 feet from any property line abutting a residential
use or an area designated as residential by a Local Plan.

c.

Hours of Operation
Shall not be open to the public prior to 7:00 a.m. or later than 10:00 p.m. daily. 12

11

Palm Beach County ULDC Article 4, Part B, Section I, paragraph 67.

12

Palm Beach County ULDC Article 4, Part B, Section I, paragraph 97.
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CONCLUSIONS
At the conclusion of this report, the question to answer is - "Does Palm Beach County impose
additional controls on other land uses that may have negative secondary effects, or has it unfairly
singled out sexually oriented businesses?"
The answer is clearly that it does impose additional land use controls on a variety of uses that have
secondary effects, to the extent that it can do so under state law.
This survey of Florida MAI and SRA appraisers shows clearly that a significant majority of appraisers
believe that all types of sexually oriented business have a negative impact on the market values of
nearby single-family homes and commun ity shopping centers. This same group of appraisers also
confirmed that a number of other types of land uses can have significant negative effects on market
values.
The County has some control over high voltage power lines; it has limited control over landfills but has
clearly exercised what control it has. Appraisers confirmed that they believe bars, lounges, and pawn
shops are subject to similar types of additional regulations as sexually oriented businesses. In Palm
Beach County, the only problematic use that is not subject to specific additional regulations is a
homeless shelter. Because such a use is not listed as a permitted ·or accessory use under the Unified
Land Development Code, such a use could be approved only through a rezoning, variance or other
discretionary review process. Through this process, the County could consider both the potential
benefits and the potential negative secondary effects of such a shelter.
The controls imposed on pawn shops and bars and lounges are similar but not identical to those imposed
Oil sex 11~lly orie.nte.d busine.<;;se.s . The.re. i<;; llQ Constitutional imperative that they be treated similarly only that the County show that it is serious about addressing secondary effects of the respective land
uses and the regulatory standards related to what secondary effects are being addressed.
There are good reasons why the regulations imposed on other high-impact uses should be different and
not identical to those imposed on sexually oriented businesses. Although the impacts of all of these uses
on the market values of single-fam ily residences and commercial prope1ties appear to be similar, these
uses differ in other characteristics and, undoubtedly, in other impacts on the community. There are
well-documented negative effects of sexually oriented businesses on crime rates, in part because such
businesses attract "soft targets" and criminals who prey on them. Although patrons of bars and lounges
may also be soft targets, they differ in other ways from sexually oriented businesses. One of the types
of crime associates with sexually oriented businesses is prostitution and other sex crimes. There is little
reason to believe that a typical bar, or a lounge with a live country and western band, would simil arly
attract people who are interested in commercial sex transactions.
We do not have the research to identify all the potential similarities and differences between sexually
oriented businesses as a group and these other categories of uses - homeless shelters, pawn shops,
lounges with live entertainment and bars. We do, however, have enough experience in dealing with
problematic land uses to know that there are differences. Thus, it is entirely reasonable for elected
officials to conclude that they should be treated differently. The plurality of the Supreme Comt in a
2002 decision indicated that it is important to allow local governments a "reasonable opportunity to
experiment with solutions' to address the secondary effects of protected speech." 13 The courts are far
more deferential to local governments on land-use controls that do not potentially affect First

13 City of Los Angeles v. Alameda Books, 535 U.S . 425, 122 S. Ct. 1728, 1736, 152 L. Ed. 2d 670, 683 ~
84 (U.S. 2002), remanded for further proceedings at 295 F.3d I 024 (9th Cir. 2002).
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Amendment rights than they are on regulations of signs, religious uses, and sexually oriented
businesses. It is thus entirely reasonable to extrapolate from the court' s position regarding sex
businesses that it would defer to the judgment of Palm Beach County elected officials that bars, lounges
and pawn shops should be subject to a different type of additional regulation than are sex businesses.
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Impact of Land Use on Market Value [Survey Instrument]
PUlll'OSI:: Of THE S uttvEY:

This survey asks MAI and SRA dcsi&natcd appraisers their views or the potential impact certain land uses may have on the market vnlue of slngJe.f11mlly homes nnd
community shopping centers.
Your response to this survey in no wuy implies that you ore undertaking rm upproisul of t1 property. This survey is to uscertuin views on the potentiul impuct on murkct
values created by the presence of certain types of !and uses. We recognize that it may be di file ult to respond to the questions related to speci Ile distances: however, your
best effort is appreciated.
JMPORTANT; This s urvey Instrument Is s truccured to mn lncnln conflden!lall!y a nd a nonymit y of ALL responses. IF you woul<i llke n copy of the Survey
Results, 11Jease provide your email address at the end of this questionnnit·e - email addresses will be kept separate from the sut'Vt!Y rnbul!lllons,
Thunk You!

Nov. 13, 2007

Shawn Wilson, Mill, Eric Damian Kelly, FA /Cl', Connie Cooper, FA/Cl'

-

I.

Rate 1he ihllowiiag he111s as to their ()Otcrulal 10 h;tve a NeJ:.{1live or
~ influence

on market value.

Single-Family Home

Community Sho1>ping Center

-2 ... Vel'y Neg;uive lnllue11ce

..2 • Very Negative Influence.

-I = Negative Influence

-1 = Negative Influence

O• No J11l111cm.:e

0 - No ln(h11:nc; c:

+ I = Posi1ivc Influence
t·2 - Very Po~i( ivc; lnfhu;nce

-1

-2

Trec•l.incd Street
Sidewalks
Street Li3hts
Well-LanJ;caped Premises
Underground Power Lines
Nearby Neighborhood l'layground
Nearby Elementary School
Ncitrby Hospitnl
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2.

Sinale-1'1H11ily tlome:
If located within 500 fi:et. how wo11ld the listed hind
value of a Single-Family Home?

3.
use~

Al what distance would there be

Would n £121l£SlUICil~!iUl (j 12C IJUtCSl
111~1 »:Ulllu g 'surnl~ Q[ bh~~b1l
havo addltlonol Impact on the
Si•1sle·Fnr11ily Home's mw~et
value?

4.

Nn Mcmmrnhle lmpnct on the S ingle•

atli:ct the m11•kct

Family Home's market value?
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No Impact
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You are l1affway - Please keep going ... Your responses are important to us/
s.

Community 8ho1mi n~ Ce11ler:
If loenlcd wilhin ~QQ ll;J;1. how would 1ho Hsrnd land use

6.
~

affec1 1he

Cmmnunily Shopp ing Ccnlc;r's mnrkct vn h1~'l

All responses should bt~ ba.ff!tl

Oii

Al whnl dislnnee would there be

Would a £Sm£~111CiUhm (~ g' l!Ult~
!•"S:~ 'rlJ!• I~ a £2Ul!li:J![ blR£bl}
have additional impact on the
Co1111111111ity Shoppit•s Cc•1lcr's
market value?

7.

C!tf.! M-s.11!lur 11hl_U _m11J}tt 011 1'1e Co1111H1111ity

Shopping Center's mnrkcl value?
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Alw11ys
8.

Would a rotail business open AFTER 11 PM have a negative Impact on the mm·ket value ofSinateFamily Homes localed within a 5-mi1n110 walk ( 1500 foot)?

9.

If you indicated cenain land uses had nGgativo im1>acts on tho mm·kot value ofa Siuale-l'amily 110111e,
would bri&Mt anitnated, or (Cllri~ h li&htina or arn1lhiu increa?le the neg;ulve lmpi1ct'?

' - 9ycnrs

12. Whctc Ale Yot11 Oc11ctul

J

,

J

i0 - 19ycnrs

Locution ~ of Pt·ucticc?

-

Broward County

NE t'lol'ida - IJuval, Nassau,
St. Johns, Boker & Clay
Counties

I

!

No

}•

Ilow lllil" Y ycnrs of n:nl estnte upprnisn! e~pcrie11 ce do you huve?
J

l

)

'

respo1:scs to nny of the questions in this survey?

Never

'

'

IO. Du YOll l>elieve thnt yo11r personnl, moral or ethiea! belicfa hnvc nffeetcd your

11.

Soine1i1 11es

NW 1%ridn • EscaJnbiu,
Santa Rosa. Okaloosa.
Walton, Boy, Leon &
Gadsden Counties

J

,

I -) 1 30 + years

Palm Beach County

'

'

Ct.mnties
I

I 20 - 29yenrs

Yuu l\lay Bclccl u11 lu Twu LucaHuns

Miami-Dade County

Central l'lorida • Sominole,
Osceola, Lake & Orange

'

•

Ln.~eln.nd-Winter

Sara~o1a..Brinfo:111011

I

..

Manatee & Sarasota

'

'

Treasure Coa>t - Indian
River, Mnl1in & St.
Lucie Counties
()ther l.otaticm

Counties

Hoven

(l'olk Cou111y)

' '

N. Cc:ntq1l FIQri(.h1- Alm;h ~1 11,

E. Central Floridn • Yohtsio
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SW Florido - Chnrloltc, Lee
& Collier Cou1nies

Tnmpa•St. Petersbmg Hillsborough, f'asco,
Hemundo & Pinellas
Counlic~

13. In what Zip Code is your PRIMARY office?
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14. Comments? Provide other commem~ r•egarding the: porn:n1fr1l lmpact h11td uses may have on lhe nmrket v11h1e of a singlc:· fomil y home or
community shopping center. (Maxinmm 200 words)

Type a nswer here .

Survey Results:

Survey tabulnlion should be complcled by the end oflhe yenr. II' you would like a copy of the results, please provide yom· email addrn;s below. Again, your rnspcmses u11his ~1orvcy 1ore kept
confidential. If you have prnvided an email address, the ef1mll addresses will be entered into a ~t:p-:1rutc: dt1tu b11st: Uu:n <.h:lcti;d from the completed survey.
Survey Results? Please provide email address.

We Tha11k YOU for taking the time to respo11<1 to this very import1111t survey of/(Ill(/ 11ses t//(lf luive the pote11tial to impact market value.v!

[ Submit ] [ Reset ]
Shawn W ilson, MAI; shawn@shnwnwilsopconsultin(l.COlll

Questions or Comm ents ? F.ma ll Us ...

E ri c Damian Kelly, FAIC P: cric@duncan plan.com
Connie B. Cooper, FAIC P: ccconniccoo per@cs.com
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Do Peep Shows "Cause" Crime? A Response to Linz, Paul, and Yao
Richard McCleary and James W. Meeker
University of California, Irvine

Government regulation of adult entertainment businesses, including peep shows, must be aimed at mitigating
adverse secondary effects such as crime. To determine
whether San Diego's regulations meet this Constitutional
threshold, Linz, Paul, and Yao (2006) compared police
calls-for-service (CFSs) in peep show and control areas.
Finding no significant difference, they concluded that San
Diego has no legitimate rationale for regulating any aspect
of peep shows. We disagree not. only with the Linz et al.
finding, but also with the logical adequacy of their conclusion. Their finding is a methodological artifact, in our opinion, and their conclusion is a fallacy. Before explaini ng our
opinion, however, we disclose two facts.
First, although Linz et al. acknowledged that their arti. cle was based on an earlier paper, they did not acknowledge a st.ill earlier report (Linz & Paul, 2002) commissioned by the plaintiffs in a lawsuit. (Mercury Books v. C ity
of San Diego, U.S. District Court, Southern District. of
California, OO-CV246 I). This omission does not necessarily invalidate the Linz et al. finding, but the article's ancestry may be a material fact in judging its "suitability, credibility, and validity for publication" in a peer-reviewed
journal (Horton, 2004, p. 82 l ).
Second, we were retained by the defendant in that lawsui t, the C ity of San Diego, to write a rebuttal report
(McCleary & Meeker, 2003). We have no connection to
the Community Defense Counsel of Scottsdale, Arizona,
however, or to any " politically conservative religiousbased organization devoted to the strict regu lati on or elimination of sex businesses" (Linz et al., 2006).
With these facts disclosed, the Linz et al. finding is a
methodological artifact of their novel design. This empirical error is compounded by a common hypothesis testing
fa llacy. Although Cook and Campbell (1979, p. 30) discussed both errors as threats to statistical conclusion validity, neither is well understood, at least in reference to criminological research.

to be substantively significant, Linz et al. argued that the
difference was not statistically significant and, thus, that.
there was no "reliable evidence of di rfcrcnccs in crime levels between the control and test areas" (Linz cl a l.). This
argument. reflects a misunderstanding of the logic of
hypothesis testing.
Figure l diagrams a test. of the null hypothesis, 1=10• A
Yes answer to "Do peep show areas have more CFSs?"
rejects H0 but nms the risk of a Type I (or a -type) error. By
a convention dating to Fisher ( 1925), H 0 is rejected only if
the probability of a Type I error is a < 0.05. Since a =
0.533 in this instance, Linz et al. decided not to reject H 0 .
Had Linz et al. stopped here, their conclusion might be
defens ible. But Linz et al. argued further that not rejecting
. H0 implies that H0 is true that "crime levels" around peep
shows are no higher than the levels in other areas.
The risk of a Type II (or ~- type) error invalidates this
argument. By a convention dating to Neyman and Pearson
(l 928), H0 is accepted only if the probability of a Type TI
error is ~ < 0.2. Figure 2 plots the Type II error function
for the parameters reported (i.e., 11 1 = 11 2 = 19 areas, a "' .05 ,
and s = 304.5 CFSs. The function was calculated with
PASS 6.0 [Hintze, 2001 ].). Since the probability of a Type
II error for the 15.7% difference is ~ = .508, there is no
empirical basis for believing that H0 is true. In this
instance, H is neither rejectable (because a ~ 0.05) nor
acceptable (because p :'.'., .2); the test of H 0 is inconclusive.
Although Linz et al. (2006) acknowledged that the ir
Type II error rate exceeded the conventional critical level,
Figure 1. Logic of the null hypothesis test.

THE NULL HYPOTHESIS AND TYPE II ERRORS

Linz et al. (2006) found that peep show areas had 2 10.4 (or
15.7%) more CFSs than other areas. Whereas any mban
police department would judge a 15.7% difference in CFSs

No/I.:. Although much of 1he research des~ribed here was w11du~1ed while we
were rclaincd by 1hc Cily of San Diego, lhe opinions expressed are our own.
Christopher Bunon provided research assislance.
Address correspondence to Richard McCleary, School of Social Ecology,
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Figure 2. Type II error function.

patrol units could find no victim, witness, or evidence of a
crime. Only 20% resulted in an arrest or report.
Furthermore, many crimes arc not reported through 911
calls but are discovered through routine patrolling or special unit activity. These crimes are not counted as CFSs
and constitute another source of error.
Whatever the source, measurement error in CFSs has
dire consequences for significance tests. Linz et al. tested
H0 with a /-statistic. Using their numbers, we write this as

Type II
error Rate
~in~ el al. report a difference of 210.4
CFSs or 15.7% more CF'Ss around

1

the 19 peep-shows.

0.8

!- '"""'"'~"~'"

0.6

this difference is 0.506.

0.4

1552.6 - 1342.2

0 .2

t - - - - - - - - .629 p (where p >= O'c rs I O'cRIMEl
334.5
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True difference between peep-show and control areiis

The 15.7% difference reported by Linz et nl. (2006) hns a Type II
error riile of~ = .508, vs. the conventional vuluc of~ < .'2 required to
ucccpt Ho.
Nole.

they argued that the convention is unrealistic. Citing the
authority of Erdfelder, Faul and Buchner (I 996), they pro·
posed to test H0 with a critical value of p < 0.44 for a <
0.44 (vs. ~ < 0.2 for a < 0.05 ).
Since ~ == .508 (see Figure 2), even if one agreed with
these arbitrary critical values, the test of H 0 would be
inconclusive. Linz et al. missed this point. But we do not
agree with the arbitrary critical values of~ and a proposed
by Linz et fll. Other thfln the limited c-ircumstances
described by Erdfelder, Faul and Buchner ( 1996), varying
the critical values of a and ~ from test to test invites anarchy, rendering the idea of statistical-conclusion validity
meaning less. Indeed, the general authorities on Type II
errors cited by Linz et al. (Cohen [ 1988], pp. 3-4; Lipsey
[ 1990], pp. 38-40) endorse the conventional critical levels
of~ < 0.2 for a < 0.05.
POLICE CFSS AS A MEASURE OF CRIME RISK

A corollary threat accrues from the use of CFSs to measme
crime. For each 911 call, a police dispatcher records the
time, location, etc. and forwards these data to a responding
patrol unit. The res\.1lting CFS record gives a crude picture
of police service demand and, indirectly, of crime risk. The
correlation between crime risk and CFSs is weak at best,
however.
Table 1 demonstrates one source of error in the crimeCFSs correlation. Of the 607,903 CFSs analyzed by Linz
et al., 17% were unfounded, duplicated, or cancelled.
More than half (55%) were disposed of without report;
Table 1. CFSs by Final Disposition
Disposition
Arrest or Report (Incident)
Cancelled, Duplicated, or Unfounded
(No Incident)
No Report Filed
Other or Unknown
Total

Frequency
119,250
104,443
332,014
52,196
607 903

%

19.6
17.2
54.8
8.3

100

Linz et al. assumed that p = l, or that CFSs are a perfectly reliable measure of crime. Under that assumption, the
va lue oft = .629 is too small to reject H0 • CFSs are not a
perfect measme of crime, however. McC leary and Meeker
(2003) estimated that p lies in the interval .25 < p < .30.
Consequently, t lies in the interval 2.10 < t < 2.52. These
/-values reject H0 . Had Linz et al. used a more reliable
measure of crime, they would have concluded that peep
shows pose a significant public safely hazard.
CONCLUSION

Both threats to statistical-conclusion validity stem from
the use an unorthodox measure of crime risk. Linz et al.
(2006) justified this use. of CFSs with this claim:
Mony criminologists hnve employed ... [CFSs] to police dispatch
centers to measure crime lit the address (Sherman et al., 1989),
neighborhood (Bursik ct 111., 1990; Warner & Pierce, 1993) and
city (Bursik & Grasmick, 1993) levels. According to its proponents, the CFSs measure offers a more valid description ofnggregate levels of crime than either police records collated in the FBI's
Unifom1 Crime Reports (UCR) or victimization data collected in
the National Crime Survey (Linz et al., 2006).

When computerized 9 1 I systems were introd\.1ccd, crlminologists experimented with calls-for-service. The articles cited
by Linz et al. are from this historical era. Experimentation
soon revealed the enors in CFSs (Klinger & Bridges, 1998).
Modern criminologists do not use CFSs to measure
crime or crime risk. In 2000~2004, the official journals of
the two national criminology professional associations,
Criminology and Justi<.:e Qum·terly, published 245 articles.
Of the I 00 that ana lyzed a crime-related statistic, 98 analyzed UCRs and/or surveys; two ana lyzed CFSs, but even
in these two cases, CFSs were not used to measure crime
or crime risk.
Since Linz et al. are not criminologists, they were
unaware of this convention and its rationale. Criminologists
do not use CFSs to measure crime or crime risk because rel·
ative to the conventional measures, Cl'Ss are LUU'eliable.
Tests of H0 are biased consequently in a way that suppotis
the plaintiffs' argument.
These threats to statistical-conclusion validity, in our
opinion, are poorly understood outside criminology. We do
not endorse other aspects of the Linz et al. quasi-experimen-
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tal design, however. Furthermore, although we used only one
of several statistical results to illustrate the consequences of
tmcontrolled threats to statistical-conclusion validity, our
point applies to all statistical results reported by Linz et al.
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTOR'S REPORT
ADULT CABARETS IN SEATTLE
March 28, 2006
INTRODUCTION
In May, 2005, the City Council approved a work plan for the Department of
Planning and Development (DPD) to prepare, with the assistance of the City's
Law Department, a legislative proposal defining and regulating adult cabaret
uses in appropriate zones in Seattle. DPD proposes that these uses be allowed
with in the area bounded by:
South Walker Street on the north;
and 4th Avenues South on the west;
Interstate 5 on the east; and
Duwamish Avenue South on the south.
3rd

(See Map Attachment 1).

DPD proposes to define adult cabarets, allowing them subject to certain
development standards, including maximum size and limits on on-premise signs.
The purpose of this report is to:
1) identify the land use impacts of adult cabarets; and
2) recommend appropriate locations for adult cabarets; and
3) recommend applicable development standards.
There are many perceptions about the impacts adult entertainment uses have on
a neighborhood or community. This report, however, focuses on impacts that
can be addressed through land use regulation. It does not intend to regulate the
activity within adult entertainment establishments. After researching current
literature, case law, and studies prepared by other jurisdictions, DPD concludes
that in addition to generating conventional land use impacts, adult entertainment
establishments have the potential for negatively impacting public safety and
welfare, and property values.
CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND
Zoning regulation of adult entertainment uses has consistently challenged many
communities across the country generally due to the perception that these uses
degrade property values and are a threat to public safety. Historically in Seattle
these uses were located in the downtown area, the majority of which were
located along First Avenue. Many citizens continue to identify adult
entertainment with this area. However, it was not until adult entertainment
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businesses began locating in neighborhoods outside downtown that the City
began to specifically identify and regulate them through zoning.
Adult motion picture theaters in Seattle were the first regulated, in 1976. In 1979,
adult panorams were identified separately and were only allowed in certain
downtown zones (Downtown Office Core1 and 2 (DOC1 & DOC2), and the
Downtown Retail Core (DRC) zones).
Over the years several "strip clubs", or adult cabaret establishments, located
outside of the downtown area in Seattle's neighborhood business districts.
Citizen concerns about these uses prompted the City Council to pass an
ordinance requiring adult cabarets to be licensed (Ordinance 114225). The
Council also placed a moratorium on the establishment of any new topless
dancing establishments in these neighborhoods (Ordinance 114254 ). Both
ordinances were passed in November 1988.
DPD (formerly the Department of Construction and Land Use) was directed to
make recommendations for amendments to the Land Use Code that would
minimize the adverse impacts of adult cabarets. The City Council Public Safety
Committee conducted a public hearing on proposed adult cabaret regulations in
April, 1989. The concerns expressed at that public hearing prompted the Council
to extend the moratorium on adult cabarets (Ordinance 114531 ). This
moratorium continued through its last extension in May, 2005. In late 2005, the
City's moratorium was overturned by the courts. DPD was once again asked to
report back to the Council and propose appropriate locations in which to allow
adult cabarets and how to regulate them.
Adult Cabarets
"Adult cabaret" refers to establishments where nude and/or semi-nude dancers
perform for adult members of the public. Food and/or beverage may or may not
be served. Liquor is generally not sold on the premises due to provisions of state
liquor laws.
Adult Cabarets, also known as strip clubs, topless dance halls, bars, and/or
nightclubs have been regulated as "performing arts theaters" since the 1986
adoption of the Neighborhood Commercial chapter of the Land Use Code.
Before 1986, topless dancing establishments were classified as any one of
several different uses. Depending on the type of operation, they may have been
classified as restaurants, taverns , dance halls, theaters or indoor places of public
assembly. Today, as in the past, topless dancing establishments are prohibited
in residential zones, and permitted in all commercial (except NC1). industrial
(except for the Duwamish Manufacturing and Industrial Center) and downtown
zones.
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Of the adult cabarets now in business, one is located in the Downtown Mixed
Commercial zone (DMC 125). Some form of adult entertainment use has existed
at this location intermittently for many years. This business is also licensed as a
panoram location. Two adult cabarets are located in a Neighborhood
Commercial 2 (NC2) zone, one of which has been at the same location for over
30 years. The only other adult cabaret is located in a C1 zone.
Regulation of Adult Uses
Over the years, the establishment of adult uses in Seattle's neighborhood
commercial areas has generated a number of citizen complaints. Community
groups, business associations, and hundreds of individuals have testified at
public hearings or through letters and emails, expressing their concerns about:
litter; noise; traffic; the decline in property values ; increases in insurance rates;
and fears about burglary, vandalism, rape, assaults, drugs, and prostitution.
Many comments have been received on the overall detrimental influence of adult
uses on the community.
Local governments must always be cautious in regulating adult uses. Arts and
entertainment uses, regardless of whether they are intended for adult audiences
only, involve protected forms of expression under the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution. This constitutional amendment is often cited in case
law involving regulation of adult entertainment businesses. The First
Amendment has been the standard against which regulations affecting adult
entertainment uses must be measured .
Licensing is one traditional method· used by local governments to regulate adult
entertainment uses. This approach often requires owners, operators, and/or
employees to provide detailed business information. Licensing regulations often
specify facility and operational standards. Seattle Municipal Code chapter 6.270
is an example of such a license regulation . This business regulation requires
topless dancing establishments to be licensed with the City. Licensing is an
effective method for addressing performance-oriented standards. As a general
rule, zoning and land use regulation is more effective at addressing locational
issues and land use impacts.
In the 1976 landmark decision of Young v. American Mini Theaters, lnc.(rer. #1), the
U.S. Supreme Court declared that adult entertainment uses can be subject to
carefully tailored local regulations. In order for a land use regulation of adult
entertainment uses to be valid, the local jurisdiction must provide adequate
opportunities for this type of expression. In other words, zoning cannot be used
directly or effectively to ban adult cabarets, or other forms of adult entertainment.
In summary, the Court determined that regulations can be imposed to minimize
adverse land use impacts of adult entertainment establishments. This can be
accomplished by specifying the zones where adult entertainment uses are most
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compatible with the surrounding neighborhood. Another land use regulation is to
require that minimum distances be maintained between adult entertainment uses
and/or other uses that may be more sensitive to the impacts of adult uses. In the
U.S. Supreme Court case, City of Renton v. Playtime Theaters, Inc. .(ref. #2), it was
held that a city is entitled to rely on the experience of other cities in enacting
regulatory legislation . Both the Young and Renton decisions have been used in
many cities to support local zoning regulation of adult entertainment uses.
Seattle, like many other jurisdictions, relied on the Young decision to restrict adult
motion picture theaters to downtown. Citing Young again in 1979, the City limited
the areas where adult panorams could be located. In 1985, Seattle's new
Downtown Plan established a policy to encourage downtown residential
development. The downtown chapter of the Land Use Code reflected this policy
by authorizing adult motion picture theaters and adult panorams only in three
non-residential downtown zones: Downtown Office Core 1 (DOC1 ), Downtown
Office Core 2 (DOC2) and the Downtown Retail Core (DRC). To date, adult
motion picture theaters and adult panorams are the only two forms of adult
entertainment uses identified specifically in Seattle's land use regulations .
LAND USE IMPACTS
Overview
Land use regulation is based on the concept of compatibility. Generally, the
City's commercial , industrial, and downtown policies encourage a variety of
businesses that are compatible with each other and the residential areas they
serve. Some uses, however, have impacts which are not compatible with other
uses or create unavoidable impacts on surrounding properties.
Uses such as animal shelters, towing services, or construction yards are
examples of commercial uses that have objectionable impacts and are not
compatible with residential areas or other neighborhood serving businesses in a
pedestrian environment. They are specifically identified in the Land Use Cod e
and allowed only where the impacts they generate are minimized.
Adult motion picture theaters were determined not to be compatible near
residential neighborhoods oriented towards families with children. This
conclusion was found in a study entitled "Zoning Controls for Adults-Only
Theaters" prepared by the City Planning Commission in 1976 (Ref# JJ In order to
determine in what zones adult entertainment uses should be permitted, it is
necessary to survey their impacts and determine with what other uses they are
compatible.
During the City Council's public hearing on licensing of adult uses, many citizens
spoke of their concerns about these businesses in their neighborhoods.
Problems with litter, noise, parking and traffic; inappropriate signage; fears about
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deteriorating property values , attraction of undesirable transients, and increases
in crime; potential hazards for child ren and personal safety; were cited. Citizens
generally protested that adult entertainment uses interfere with their ability to
raise their children in a healthy, family environment.
The decision by the City in 1976 to allow adult motion picture theaters only in the
downtown area was based on findings that these same impacts were detrimental
to residential areas. This decision was upheld by the Washington State Supreme
Court in the Northend Cinema case (Ret#4). In another case, Village of Belle Terre
v. Borass (Ret #5), the U.S. Supreme Court recognized that local governments
have the right to use zoning based on impacts on family values to protect the
public welfare
Many studies prepared by other communities have documented that litter, noise,
traffic impacts, public safety impacts (e.g. burglaries, vandalism, assaults,
prostitution), and deteriorating property values often occur in association with
adult entertainment uses.
Conventional Impacts
Under-represented in many planning studies prepared by other communities are
the conventional land use impacts that are often generated by adult
entertainment uses. Noise, litter, parking and traffic are impacts commonly
associated with adult entertainment businesses.
Because adult entertainment businesses are generally visited late into the night,
they are often the sources of complaints about noise. The noise may come from
the starting or idling of cars on or near the premises, and from car sound
systems. It may be generated by the business's own sound system, or by
disorderly patrons. There may also be secondary noise effects. Noise may be
created by police and emergency vehicles called in and around adult
entertainment establishments in response to disturbances.
Litter is another common problem cited . Since alcoholic beverages are generally
not available at adult entertainment businesses in Seattle, neighbors report that
beer bottles/cans and other liquor containers are frequently tossed into nearby
yards. Food wrappers, condoms and other refuse were among other items
neighbors complained were discarded in and around the vicinity of existing adult
establishments.
Generally, adult cabarets are auto-oriented. The observation is made in
recognition that these businesses are frequented by patrons who wish some
degree of anonymity and ease of access and egress that limits visual contact
with surrounding uses and pedestrians. Consequently, these are uses that are
not necessarily consistent with pedestrian areas and generate a potentially
substantial amount of traffic. In addition, normal traffic flow may be disrupted by
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police and emergency vehicles that may be called to the scene of a disturbance.
On-street parking may be usurped, especially near existing adult cabarets, where
little off-street parking is provided.
Secondary Impacts
In a report published by the American Planning Association, Everything You
Always Wanted to Know about Regulating Sex Businesses, (Kelly and Cooper,
Planning Advisory Service Report No. 495-96, Chicago 2000), many major
studies were reviewed and the following findings were synthesized from them
(Ref. #6).

1. Real estate professionals believe that there is a significant negative
impact of adult entertainment businesses and other adult-related
entertainment businesses (such as bars with live entertainment) on both
residential and business properties. The impacts are less if there is a
separation between the studied use and the other use. Beyond 1,000 feet
there may be some impact but beyond 1,500 feet there Is no basis for
believing that there will be any impact on property values. (Rochester,
Indianapolis, New York City; some supporting data from Denver).
2. The greatest impacts on property values are on other properties on the
same block. (Denver, Rochester).
3. The impacts on property values affect residential properties more than
nonresidential properties. (Rochester, Indianapolis).
4. The studies showing the most significant impacts of adult entertainment
businesses on neighborhoods involved significant numbers of businesses
with live entertainment and/or direct interaction between patrons and
entertainers or other employees. (Newport News, St. Paul, Whittier).
5. There is a lower correlation of crime incidents with retail adult
entertainment businesses than with those that involve on-premises
entertainment of any kind . (Denver).
6. Although there is some evidence of an increase in crime, particularly
around concentrations of adult entertainment businesses (Phoenix,
Denver, Indianapolis, Whittier, St. Paul), the increase is not necessarily in
violent crimes (Phoenix, Denver).
7. At least two cities that studied the issue clearly had prostitution flourishing
in some adult businesses (Denver, Whittier).

Property Values
Decline of adjacent property values is another documented land use impact
resulting from adult entertainment uses. A study of appraisers, residents and
business owners provides some key information regarding this issue.
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Indianapolis. Indiana
In 1984, an analysis of adult entertainment businesses undertaken by the City of
Indianapolis was conducted by that city's Department of Metropolitan
Development (Ref. #7). With the assistance of the Indiana University School of
Business, they conducted a national survey of members of the Appraisal
lnstitute(MAI), and the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers. This survey
was intended to determine the market effect of adult entertainment businesses
on nearby land values. It was concluded that "adult entertainment businesses even a relatively passive one such as an adult bookstore - have serious negative
effects on their immediate environment." Next-door properties were most
affected, decreasing substantially in order of adjacency. Negative impact on
property values was substantiated for properties within three blocks of an adult
entertainment use. While respondents felt that both residential and commercial
properties were affected , residential properties were more severely impacted.
Fort Worth. Texas
A recent survey of appraisers in the Forth Worth-Dallas Metroplex carefully
documented the opinions of these real estate professionals about the effects of
sexually oriented businesses on the values of surrounding properties (Rer. 118). In a
survey submitted to 186 appraisers who carry the professional MAI certification
(Member of the Appraisal Institute) and SRA (Senior Residential Appraiser), with
41 responses , the following conclusions were drawn:
• Appraisers were nearly unanimous in responding that adult-oriented
businesses of any kind (stores, arcades, or cabarets) would decrease
single-family home property values. Other uses deemed similarly
detrimental to property values included homeless shelters, bars, and
pawnshops.
• More than 70% of the appraisers judged the influence of adult-oriented
businesses on property values to extend beyond 3000 feet (or
approximately 6 blocks). While a few suggested the influence was not felt
quite so far, even the lowest estimates put the distance at 1000 feet. The
average distance was between 2700 and 2800 feet. Only homeless
shelters were considered to influence property values that far away.
Pawnshops, bars, and gas stations were next (2300 to 2500 feet).
• The appraisers considered the property values of community shopping
centers to be equally detrimentally affected by the proximity of adultoriented businesses. More than 75% considered adult uses to decrease
commercial property values. The only use considered to be comparable in
its decreasing of property values was homeless shelters. Pawnshops and
bars were next in their impact on lowering appraised values for community
shopping centers but to a much lower degree (53% and 32%,
respectively).
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Approximately 50% of the appraisers felt adult-oriented businesses impact
shopping centers' appraised values beyond 3000 feet. As compared to
single-family homes, the distance at which appraised values would no
longer be affected by an adult use was somewhat less. Other
respondents felt that it only took from 2200 to 2300 feet before an adult
use had no impact on the appraised value of a shopping center. Only
homeless shelters were suggested to have a further reach (2400 feet).
Again , pawnshops and bars were next in their influence on property
values within 2000 and 1900 feet, respectively.
The vast majority of appraisers agreed that a concentration or cluster of
detrimental uses had a greater negative impact than isolated uses.
Three negative uses grouped together was considered by most appraisers
to be the level at which the impact was greater. The grouping was
considered to occur if uses were within approximately 1000 feet of each
other. They felt the concentration ceased to have an impact at an average
distance of 3800 feet (as compared to approximately 2300 to 2800 feet
single uses).
Slightly more than 20% of appraisers felt that the answers to the survey
questions might be influenced by their "personal, moral, or ethical beliefs. "
This means the findings may be slightly skewed negatively towards adultoriented businesses.

Because the response rate was lower than in some surveys, the margin of error
was 13. 7 percent; but, in response to many of the questions, more than 80
percent (and in some cases more than 90 percent) agreed on the nature and
extent of the adverse secondary effects of sexually oriented businesses on other
properties; thus, even applying the worst-case margin of error to the findings, a
significant majority of the appraisers believed that these effects would occur.
Rochester, New York
The City of Rochester, New York, conducted a survey of 39 property appraisers
to determine their perceptions of impacts of sexually oriented businesses on
residential and commercial property values. This was important since most
ordinances deal with sexually oriented businesses by requiring them to be
separated by some specified distance (typically between 500 and 1500 feet) from
certain categories of land-use. The Rochester survey attempted to find a
relationship between distance and impacts on property.
Based on the results of the survey, appraisers in the Rochester, Monroe County
area have the following views on the impact of sexually oriented businesses:
• Bars with nude servers or live entertainers clearly have the greatest
negative impact on surrounding property values;
• Sexually oriented businesses have a measurable negative impact on the
value of some neighboring property;
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•
•
•

•

•

There is significantly more negative impact on the value of neighboring
residential property than on commercial property;
The greatest impact on property values is on properties located on the
same block;
The impact on property value is less significant if located along the same
street than if located on the same block; however, it is of greater
significance than any particular distance separation;
Based on a combination of responses, if two properties are equi-distant
from the same studied business, with one located on the same street as
the studied business and the other on another street, the property located
on the same street as the studied business will suffer greater impacts;
The negative impact decreases with distance and stops somewhere
between 1,000 and 1,500 feet (Ref. #8).

Public Safety
In the law and planning literature on adult entertainment uses, public safety
hazards are the most often cited adverse land use impacts for surrounding
neighborhoods. Some evidence indicates that crime rates increase with the
presence of adult entertainment uses. The major crimes frequently mentioned
include: burglaries, assaults, indecent exposure, and prostitution. This criminal
activity is often associated with areas in which a concentration of adult
entertainment is allowed to prosper.
New York City police found that serious crime complaints ran almost 70% higher
on police posts that contained adult uses (Ref#9). The cities of Cleveland, Ohio
(Ret#11); Indianapolis, Indiana (Ref#7); Los Angeles, California (Ref#12); and Austin,
Texas (Ref#13); among others have documented that crime rates were anywhere
from 15% to 77% higher in areas containing adult businesses than those areas
containing no adult businesses. A study in Phoenix, Arizona (Ref #14) concluded
that not only was there a higher rate of sex-related crimes in areas where adult
businesses were located, but that rate was significantly higher where there were
several adult businesses adjacent to one another.
Most cities prefer to disperse adult entertainment uses, where adult
entertainment uses are allowed throughout a community. There are usually
special conditions which require these businesses to maintain a certain distance
from each other and from public schools and residential zones. Law
enforcement strategies are usually less effective when a dispersed approach is
used.
A concentrated approach is one that allows adult entertainment uses in one small
compact area. This concentrated approach is often used to contain adult
entertainment businesses that are historically concentrated in an area. In such
cases studies have shown a higher incidence of crime than oth er business
districts in a city (Ref#14). While reports of crime may be comparatively high, it
should be noted that in these concentrated or historical "skid road" areas, there
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are generally many other potentially problematic uses, such as taverns, lounges,
and nightclubs, also concentrated in the zone.
Adult entertainment uses are, generally, auto-oriented or destination-type uses
attracting a regional clientele. Trade characteristics studies in Both ell,
Wash ington (Ref#16) and Austin, Texas (Ref#13l confirmed that at least one half of
all customers frequenting adult businesses came from outside the city limits (one
investigation in Bothell found that of 321 vehicles checked, only 8 were
registered in their city). In Austin , less than 5% were located within a one-mile
radius of the establishment.
While there are many businesses that may attract a regional clientele, the fact
that adult entertainment uses may have an increased potential for criminal
activity makes them more of a public safety risk to a neighborhood. People who
patronize these establishments may have no sense of identity with or regard for
the neighborhood in which these businesses may be located. They may also be
less inhibited in their personal behavior than if they were in their own community.
No known analyses or comparative studies have been conducted in Seattle to
verify a correlation between adult entertainment uses and criminal activity. It is
assumed that adult entertainment uses in Seattle are not unlike those in other
cities. It is also not assumed that all adult uses generate or are involved in
criminal conduct. But as evidenced in the foregoing discussion, there is enough
documentation to demonstrate a link between adult entertainment uses and the
potential for increased criminal activity.
The secondary effects of police response to a business have already been noted.
The noise from sirens, flashing lights, and traffic hazards created by police and
emergency vehicles are disturbances not conducive to healthy business or
residential environments. The increased potential for crime, together with these
effects, result in impacts that are likely to be more substantial than those of other
neighborhood commercial uses, intended to serve the needs of surrounding
residents.
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATION
The recommendation to restrict adult cabaret uses to industrial zones is based
on the following analysis. Compared with the potential land use impacts of adult
cabarets in different areas of the City, adult cabaret uses would be least intrusive
and have substantially fewer impacts in industrial areas. The location of an adult
cabaret use shares greater compatibility with surrounding uses in industrial
areas, and would not have the same negative influence on property values, or
contribute to an escalation of criminal activities in and around residential
neighborhoods, and would result in the least negative impacts to pedestrians,
particula rly to children .
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Approximately 12% of Seattle's land area is industrially zoned. Of Seattle's
industrially-zoned land, more than 90% is contained within the City's two
manufacturing and industrial centers (MIC): Ballard/lnterbay (17%) and
Duwamish (77%). An additional 295 acres is zoned industrial outside of the two
centers. Nearly 75% of the City's industrially-zoned land is used for industrial
purposes (as measured by the King County assessors office, these include
industrial uses, warehousing, transportation/utilities/communications, and
institutional/public facilities). About 25% of the land is used for non-industrial
purposes, including commercial uses, 'other' uses (parking, etc), and open
space. Most entertainment uses are permitted in industrial zones. Prior to the
moratorium, adult cabarets were permitted in industrial zones, however none
have historically chosen to locate in these zones.
The Ballard/lnterbay MIC generally abuts commercial and residential
neighborhoods around the Magnolia, Queen Anne and Ballard neighborhoods.
While much of the Duwamish area is dominated by Port-related industry,
transportation and distribution activities, and borders the Pioneer Square and
Chinatown/International District neighborhoods. The area also contains the
City's major league sports stadia on the north, and is bordered by significant
topography and the Interstate 5 freeway on the east. Recognizing that some
industrial areas of the city may not be suitable for adult entertainment uses, the
DPD was asked to examine the impacts of locating adult entertainment uses in a
specific portion of the Duwamish industrial area (See Map, Attachment 1). Since there
are no shoreline designations in this area, preferred water-dependent or waterrelated uses are not affected. The remainder of the discussion in this section
pertains to this identified sub-area.
Warehousing , transportation, and distribution uses are critical activities in this
area. Parcels are generally large, often created by consolidation of half to full
blocks. The average lot size is 1.5 acres for unimproved sites and 1.1 acres
when improved. The platting pattern and the freight network make the area
especially suited for these activities and give it its working industrial identity.
Three major rail corridors subdivide the area and limit local east-west traffic.
Buildings are often large, and characteristic of industrial uses, having few
openings. Open sites are often devoted to parking or storage. Commercial
activity is concentrated along two major arterials, Fourth Avenue South and
Airport Way South.
Residential development is currently prohibited in industrial zones with two
exceptions: artist's studio/ dwellings in existing structures and caretaker's
quarters. There are no playgrounds, public or private schools, or other
institutions, although some vocational training may take place in this area. The
nearest school is located east of Interstate 5, approximately 1/2 mile from the
study area. The nearest residential zones, on Beacon Hill located east of
Interstate 5, which provides an effective barrier, and Georgetown to the South.
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The Seattle Comprehensive Plan recognizes the importance of industrial
businesses to the City's economy, consiste nt with state and regional growth
management objectives, and supports protecting the limited supply of large
parcels of land zoned for industrial use in the City from factors that would
negatively affect investment in the area. The City's industrial lands policy has
historically been to provide a stable industrial environment and to protect viable
industries, and family wage jobs, from competing uses.
While not a residential neighborhood, and not associated with family activity that
generally is central to the opposition to adult businesses elsewhere in the city,
the Duwamish area possesses some vulnerability to the potentially negative
impacts of adult entertainment businesses. Industrial area employers have
reported that it can be difficult to recruit employees because of perceived public
safety risks that accompany isolated areas. Pedestrian infrastructure is limited
and there is often inadequate parking. The public transportation system is limited
and does not often address the needs of shift work schedules. Outlying
suburban locations often provide more incentives at lower costs. These factors
often discourage investment in the area.
Industrial uses are also dependent on certain commercial uses for support.
Allowing the location of adult entertainment uses could negatively affect the
desirability of those sites for industrial support functions. If permitted, adult
entertainment businesses would not necessarily compete directly for sites with
industrial uses, but rather for those sites where other commercial businesses in
industrial areas prefer to locate.
Public safety issues are a concern in the Duwamish study area, not necessarily
because of proximity to residential or neighborhood commercial development,
but because the development pattern necessary for industrial activity and its
inherent isolation contribute to the more vulnerable appearance of the area.
Large lot and block configurations create a platting pattern that makes east~west
local access difficult. The combination of dead end streets, lack of pedestrian
lighting, large site layout, outdoor storage of materials, and the lack of oversight
provided by pedestrian activity, could hamper law enforcement strategies.
Allowing adult entertainment businesses throughout this large area may increase
the perception of public safety risks for people working in or visiting the area and
property values could be negatively affected, as well. However, the effect on
property values is considered far less likely in industrial areas due in large part to
the character of the area and the already lower property values associated with
industrial activity than would be true downtown or in other mixed use commercial
neighborhoods throughout Seattle.
While there is no historical precedent for adult entertainment businesses
operating in this area, in the past, concerns were raised about what effect the
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proximity of adult entertainment uses to traditional trades will have on businesses
and their employees.
The economic vitality of the Duwamish industrial areas is dependent on
maintaining incentives for industrial businesses and employees to remain in the
City. Incentives that encourage employment, customer and support services
should not be eroded. Allowing adult entertainment businesses to locate in the
study area could negatively impact these incentives and contribute to the outmigration of industrial businesses from the City.
However, the most compelling arguments for limiting adult entertainment uses
are to reduce the potential for public safety and property value impacts on the
broadest number of citizens, in residential, commercial and mixed use
neighborhoods throughout the City, where the majority of citizens live and work.
Comparing the land use impacts of adult entertainment uses in the different
areas of the City, adult cabaret uses would be least intrusive in industrial areas
than in downtown and other Seattle, pedestrian-oriented residential and mixed
use neighborhoods.
Recommendations
Adult cabarets are proposed to be prohibited in all zones except that portion of
the Duwamish industrial area as shown on the map accompanying this report,
and defined generally as:
South Walker Street on the north;
3 rd and 4th Avenue South on the west;
Interstate 5 on the east; and
Duwamish Avenue South on the south.
South Walker Street is recommended as the northern boundary because it
provides a sufficient distance from the historical and mixed use neighborhoods of
Pioneer Square and the Chinatown/International District, and from frequent
events at the city's major sports facilities .
3rd and 4th Avenues South provide a western boundary that distinguishes the
area from the retail centers on 1st Avenue South and the Port activity and
transportation corridors associated with the Duwamish.

Interstate 5 provides a formidable eastern boundary, limiting mobility between
Beacon Hill and the industrial neighborhood to the west. Interstate 5, in
combination with a substantial topographic change, effectively protects the single
family and mixed use neighborhoods to the east on Beacon Hill.
The proposed southern boundary is defined by the right-of-way for the diagonal
rail yards or Duwamish Avenue South. This boundary would provide a
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necessary buffer in both distance and transition to the residential area of
Georgetown, approximately Y.t to Y2 mile to the south.
The area recommended in which to allow adult cabarets would provide adequate
locational opportunities for adult entertainment uses away from most residential
uses, and pedestrian-oriented mixed use neighborhoods.
Definition
"Adult cabaret;; is proposed to be defined as a place of public assembly where
licensing as "adult entertainment premises" is required by Seattle Municipal Code
6.270.
Maximum Size of Use
The size of an establishment has some correlation with the potential for impacts
associated with the business. The larger the business the greater traffic or
parking It Is likely to generate, the greater the number of patrons on site at any
one time, etc. The City's environmental laws governing traditional project or
development-related impacts (SEPA) establishes a threshold for environmental
review of establishments that exceed 12,000 square feet of gross floor area in
industrial areas. However, non-industrial uses or those that may have
unforeseen consequences on industrial use in the area, such as retail, office or
residential, are either limited in size compared to industrial use (e.g. office or
retail) or generally prohibited (e.g. residential). Restaurants are limited to 5,000
square feet of gross floor area. Given the secondary impacts associated with
adult cabarets. and their general common traits with uses such as restaurants , a
common size limit is appropriate.
Two existing adult entertainment establishments in the city are in the range of
4,000 to 6,000 square feet of gross floor area. Generally, facilities in the 4,000 to
7,000 square foot size range appear to be the norm and the proposed maximum
size limit, not to exceed 5,000 square feet, is believed to be an economically
viable maximum size for an adult cabaret use in Seattle.
Separation from Sensitive Uses
In order to minimize the impact of adult cabarets on sensitive uses, it is proposed
that any new or expanding adult cabaret be located no closer than 1,000 feet
from any religious institution, childcare facility, or any facility operated by the
Seattle Public School System that provides public instruction to children ,
community center, park, or light rail transit station. Of these uses from which
adult cabarets must maintain a minimum distance, only a light rail transit station
(passenger service is scheduled to begin in 2009) is currently located within the
area in which adult cabarets are proposed to be permitted. Interstate 5
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effectively separates the area in which adult cabarets would be allowed from the
residential and mixed use neighborhoods adjoining this area to the east.
Non-conforming Us~~s
DPD recommends that existing uses made nonconforming in their present
location be allowed to continue. They may maintain, repair, renovate, or
structurally alter the structure to accommodate the elderly or disabled. Once a
nonconforming use is discontinued for more than a year, it cannot be reestablished or recommenced.

DPD also recommends that pole or roof signs that are visible from State Route
99, the Spokane Street Viaduct, or Interstate 5 are not permitted in conjunction
with an adult cabaret.
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National Law Center Summary oj'the
AMERICAN CENTER FOR LAW AND JUSTICE
LAND USE STUDY
DATED MARCH 31, 1996

OVERVfEW: This report, compiled by the Environmental Research Group for the American Center
for Law and Justice in 1996, reviews the current state of knowledge about the impact of sexuallyoriented busiMsscs (SOBs) upon nearby residential and commercial areas. The study particularly
notes the effect of SOBs on smaller municipalities. The study finds that SOBs support detrimental
activities (i.e. personal and property crimes, prostitution, drugs, etc.) within the vicinity th<H arc
incompatible with activities occurring within residential areas. SOBs also have a negative impact on
local businesses. Evidence indicates that when SOBs arc located near each other or near businesses
that serve akohol, the harmful impact increases. Noting that this is not a recent problem, the study
points to many municipalities that have examined the impact of SOBs on surrounding communities,
thereby building an ample record of evidence in support of regulation and restriction of location and
concentration of SOBs.
FlNDfNGS: The study gives a " Hi storic Overview" of the issues of SOBs and their effects, dating
back to the late eighteenth century. The "tableau vivant" and "concert saloon," were the forerunners of
today's "topless bar," seemingly in response to the economic pressures of the young working male of
that day. The clientele of today's SOBs has not changed very much over time, being mostly young,
single, transient males. In the past, when these businesses operated in a legal, far less regulated
climate, it was much easier to see the link between SOBs and crime. Today, the impact of SO Rs on its
surroundings is less clear, but broader in scope.
The report examines the Garden Grove, CA study by McCleary and Meeker ( 1991) in depth, which
studies l 0 years worth of crime statistics in the area, pointing out the significant increase in property
(burglaty, theft, auto theft) and personal (assault and robbery) crimes that occur within 1,000 feet of an
SOB when it is located near an establishment that sells alcohol. They also cite the City of Indianapoli s
study, which found a 77% higher incidence of serious crime in the area with multiple SOBs compared
to the control area (matched by demographic characteristics, building types, etc.). The study indicated
that SOBs help create conditions that draw outsiders to the area and provide venues for opportunistic
crimes. Sex-related crimes were 4 times higher in residential areas near an SOB than in commercial
areas near an SOB. Similar findings regarding significant increases in crime and arrests in areas near
SOBs arc referenced from studies out of Minnesota, the City of Austin, Los Angeles, and Hollywood.
Public and semi-private spaces (such as parking lots, spaces between buildings, and parks) have
questionable ownership, thereby furthering the opportunity for crime. When an SOB exists, these
areas become used for illicit purposes. As a result, legitimate users and residents arc driven away by
the illicit activity. A public area devoid of women and elderly is an indication of the relative safety in
a publi c space. As potential patrons avoid an area, other commercial businesses suffer. The study
notes that women who do walk in areas near an SOB can be subject to harassment and propositioning
from assumptions that the woman is associated with the SOB. This all contributes to a "climate of
fear" that intimidates people and causes them to avoid the area altogether. This may also contribute to
declining property values.
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AMERICANCENTERFORLAW AND JUSTICE
LAND USE STUDY
(CONTINUF.D)

The study points to evidence that the presence of SOBs effects perceived reductions in the value of
residential and commercial property. The City of Indianapolis conducted the most detailed survey,
doing a 20% sample national survey of real estate appraisers and a I 00% survey of appraisers in
similarly-sized cities with a response rate of 33%. Seventy-five percent of those responding indicated
that there was a significant negative impact on residential and commercial property values when SOBs
are located nearby. In fact, no other type of facility (including drug rehab centers), have such a
significant negative impact on property values. A C ity of Austin study stated that the presence of
SOBs in a neighborhood leads mortgage lenders to the conclusion that it is in decline. Similar results
have been found in other studies.
The study references trade area studies that indicate SOBs arc regional facilities that primarily attract
people from outside the neighborhood. A license plate study in Bothell, Washington showed that out
of 321 cars in the parking lot of an SOB, only 8 (2.5%) were registered in Bothell. A regional
customer base, as opposed to a neighborhood customer base makes SOB owners Jess responsive to
neighborhood problems, decreases the informal social control of behavior, and increases the potential
for opportunistic crime.
Finally, the study indicates that the negative effects of an SOB in a small town will likely be more
magnified than in a bigger city. First, the compact nature of surrounding residential areas to the
downtown area increases the reach that harmful, negati ve effects would have in the town. Also,
smaller populations and sho1ter commercial business hours result in much lighter use of public, semiprivate, uncontrolled spaces (i .e. parks, parking Jots and recessed storefronts), thereby providing much
greater potential for illicit aGtivity in ureas surrounding SOBs. Small towns typically experience more
economic stress than larger cities. This is aggravated when SOBs locate in the downtown business
district of a small town.
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PHOENIX, ARIZONA
LAND USE STUDY
DATED MAY 25, 1979

The study examines crime statistics for 1978 comparing areas which have sexually-oriented
bus inesses with those that do not. The results showed a marked increase in sex offenses in
neighborhoods with sexually-oriented businesses, and also proved increases in property and violent
crimes as well. This study is not unique but is unusually significant, in covering the issue of property
crimes more extensively.
Three study areas (near locations of sexually-oriented businesses) and three control areas (with
no sexually-oriented businesses) were selected. The study and control areas were paired according to
the number of residents, median fami ly income, percentage of non-white population, median age of
population, percentage of dwelling units built since 1950, and percentage of acreage used for
residential and non-residential purposes.
Three categories of criminal activity were included in the study: property crimes (burglary,
larceny, auto theft), violent crimes (rape, murder, robbery, assault), and sex crimes (rape, indecent
exposure, lewd and lascivious behavior, chi ld molestation).
On average, the number of sex offenses was 506% greater in neighborhoods where sexuallyoriented businesses were located. In one of the neighborhoods the number was 1,000% above the
corresponding contro l area. Of the sex offenses, indecent exposure was tbe most common offense and
the largest contributor to the increase of crimes in areas where sexually-oriented businesses were
located. Even without considering the crime of indecent exposure, the number of other sex crimes,
such as rape, lewd and lascivious behavior, and child molestation, was 132% greater than in control
areas without sexua lly-oriented businesses.
On average the number of property crimes was 43% greater in neighborhoods where sexuallyoriented businesses were located, and the number of violent crimes was 4% higher in those areas.
The Phoenix ordinance requires sexually-oriented businesses to locate at least 1,000 feet from
another sexually-oriented business and 500 feet from a school or residential zone. Approval by the
City Council and area residents can waive the 500 foot requirement. A petition signed by 51 % of the
residents in the 500 foot radius who do not object. must be filed and be verified by the Planning
Director.
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TUCSON, ARIZONA
LAND USE STUDY
DATIW MAY 1, 1990

OVERVIEW: This report is a memorandum from Police Depa1tment Investigative Services to the
City Prosecutor describing events and activ ities at "adult entertainment bookstores and establishments"
that demonstrate the need for stronger ordinances. Investigations had been in progress since 1986
following numerous complaints of illegal sexual activity and unsanitary conditions.
FfNDfNGS: Officers found a wide variety of illegal sexual conduct at all adult businesses. At
virtually every such business, employees were arrested for prostitution or obscene sex show!>. Dancers
were usually prostitutes where, for a price, customers could observe them performing live sex acts. At
several businesses, customers were allowed inside booths with dancers and encouraged to disrobe and
masturbate. Many times, dancers would require customers to expose themselves before they would
perform. Underage dancers were found, the youngest being a 15 year old female.
Within peep booths, officers found puddles of semen on the floor and walls. If customers had
used tissues, these were commonly on the floor or in the hallway. On two occasions, fluid samples
were collected from the booths. Jn the first instance, 2 I of 26 samples (8 l %) tested positive for semen.
In the second sampling, 26 of 27 fluid samp les (96%) tested positive for semen. "Glory holes" in the
walls between adjoining booths facilitated anonymous sex acts between men.
RECOMMEND ATJONS: (1) The bottom of the door in peep booths must be at least 30 inches from
the floor so that an occupant can be seen from the waist down when seated. (2) The booth cannot be
modified nor can a chair be used to circumvent the visibility of the client. (3) Employee licensing
procedures that include a police department background check should be put in effect. (4) In the event
of a denied or revoked license, the requirement of a hearing before any action is taken.
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GARDEN GROVE, CALIFORNIA
LAND USE STUDY
D ATED SEPTEMBER 12, 1991

OVERVIEW: This repo11 by independent consultants summarizes statistics to determine whether
adult businesses should be regulated because of their impact on the community in terms of crime,
decreased property values and diminished quality of life. Stafo;tics were measured from 1981 to 1990,
and included crime data and surveys with real estate professionals and city residents. Garden Grove
Boiilevard, which has seven adult businesses, was selected as the study area. The study incorporated
many control factors to insure accurate results. The repo1t includes a brief legal history of adult
business regulation and an extensive appendix with sample materials and a proposed statute.
CRIME : Crime increased significantly with the opening of an adult business, or with the expansion of
an existing business or the addition of a bar nearby. The rise was greatest in "serious" offenses
(tenned "Part I" crimes: homicide, rape, robbe1y, assault, burglary, theft and auto theft). On Garden
Grove Boulevard, the adult businesses accounted for 36% of all crime in the area. In one case, a har
opened less than 500 feet from an adult business, and serious crime within l ,000 feet of that business
rose more than 300% the next year.
REAL ESTATE: Ove1whelmingly, respondents said that an adult business within 200-500 feet of
residential and commercial property depreciates that property value. The greatest impact was on
single family homes. The chief factor cited for the depreciation was the increased crime associated
with adult businesses.
HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS: 11 8 calls were completed in a random sample of households in the
Garden Grove Boulevard vicinity. The public consensus was that adult businesses in that area were a
serious problem. Nearly 25% of the surveyed individuals lived within 1,000 feet of an adult business.
More than 2 1% cited specifi c personal experiences of problems relating to these businesses, including
crime, noise, litter, and general quality of li fe. 80% said they would want to move if an adult business
opened in their neighborhood, with 60% saying they "would move" or "probably would move." 85%
supported city regulation of the locations of adult businesses, with 78% strong ly advocating the
prohibition of adult businesses within 500 feet of a residential area, sl:hool or church. Women
commonly expressed fear for themselves and their children because of adult businesses.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The report concludes that adult businesses have a "real impact" on
everyday life through harmfu l secondary effects and makes four recommendations: (l) Keep current
requirement of 1,000 feet separation between adult businesses; (2) Prohibit adult establishments within
l ,000 feet of residential areas; (3) Enact a system of conditiona l use permits for adult businesses with
police department involvement in every aspect of the process; and (4) Prohibit bars or taverns within
1,000 feet of an adult business.

l~
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National Law Center Summary of the
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
LAND USE STUDY
DATED JUNE, 1977

OVERVIEW: The Department of City Planning studied the effects of the concentration or sexuallyorientcd businesses on surrounding properties for the years 1969-75 (a time of proliferation for such
businesses). The report focuses on five areas with the greatest concentration of these businesses
(compared to five "control" areas free of them), and cites data fn)ln prope1ty assessments/sales, public
meeting testimony, and responses from two questionnaires (one to business/residential owners within a
500 foot radius of the five study areas and a second to realtors/real estate appraisers and lenders).
Crime statistics in the study areas were compared to the city as a whole. Also included: a chart of
sexually-oriented business regulations in e leven major cities, details of current regulations availab le
under state/municipal law, and appendices with samples of questionnaires, letters, and other sn1dy
materials.
PROPERTY: While empirical data for 1969-75 did not conclusively show the relation of property
valuations to the concentration of sexually-oriented businesses, more than 90% of realtors, real estate
appraisers and lenders responding to city questionnaires said that a grouping of such businesses within
500- 1,000 feet of residential property decreases the market value of the homes. Also, testimony from
residents and business people at two public meetings spoke overwhelmingly against the presence of
sexually-oriented businesses citing fear, concern for children, loss of customers and difficulty in hiring
employees at non-adult businesses, and the necessity for churches to provide guards for their parking
lots.
CRIME: More crime occurred in areas of sexual ly-oricnted business concentration. Compared to
city-wide statistics for 1969-75, areas with several such businesses experienced greater increases in
pandering (340% ), murder (42.3%), aggravated assault (45 .2%), robbery (52.6%), and purse snatching
( l 7%). Street robberies, where the criminal has face to face contact with his victim, increased almost
70% more in the study areas. A second category of crime, including other assaults, forgery, fraud ,
counterfeiting, embezzlement, stolen property, prostitution, narcotics, liquor laws, and gambling
increased 42% more in the study areas over the city as a whole.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The study recommended distances of more than a 1,000 feet separating
sexually-oriented businesses from each other, and a minimum of 500 feet separation of such businesses
from schools, parks churches and residential areas.
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National Law Center Summary of the
WHI'I'l'IER, CALIFORNIA
LAND USE STIJDY
DATED JANUARY 9,

1978

OVERVIEW: After experiencing a rapid growth of sexually-oriented businesses since 1969, the
Whittier City Council commissioned a study of the effects of the businesses on the adjacent residenti al
and commercial areas. At the time of the study, Whittier had 13 "adult" businesses: 6 model studios, 4
massage parlors, 2 bookstores, and 1 theater. Utilizing statistics, testimonies, and agency reports, the
study compared two residential areas and four business areas over a span of I 0 years ( 1968- 1977).
One residential area was near the largest concentration of adult businesses, the other had no
commercial frontage but was chosen because of similar street patterns, lot sizes and number of homes.
For businesses, Area I had six adult businesses, Area 2 had one, Area 3 had three, and Area 4 had
none. 1973 was selected as the year to compare before and after effects of the adult businesses. Two
chief concerns cited in the report are residential and business occupancy turnovers and increased
cnme.
OCCUPANCY TURNOVER: After 1973, 57% of the homes in the adult business area had changes of
occupancy, compared to only 19% for the non-adult business area. Residents complained of
"excessive noise, pornographic material left laying about, and sexual offenders (such as exhibitionist)
venting their frustrations in the adjoining neighborhood." Citizens also expressed concern about drunk
drivers coming into the area. Business Arca 1, with the most concentration of adult businesses (6),
experienced a 134% increase in annual turnover rate. Area 3, with three adult businesses at one
location, showed a 107% turnover rate. Area 2 (with l adult business) had no measurable change and
Area 4 (with no commercial or adult businesses) experienced a 45% decrease in turnover from similar
periods.
CRIME: The City Council looked at the two residential areas for the time periods of 1970-73 (before
adult businesses) and 1974-77 (after adult businesses). In the adult business area, criminal activity
increased 102% (the entire city had only an 8.3% increase). Certain crimes skyrocketed (malicious
mischief up 700%; all assaults up 387%; prostitution up 300%). All types of theft (petty, grand, and
auto) increased more than l20% each. Ten types of crime were reported for the first time ever in the
1974-77 period.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The Council's report recommended a dispersal type ordinance that prohibits
adult businesses closer than 500 feet to residential areas, churches and schools . Distances between
adult businesses was recommended at 1,000 feet. In addition, the study proposed a 1,000 foot
separation from parks because of their use by citizens after normal working hours. Adult businesses
would be given an 18-36 month amortization period (if the change involved only stock in trade, a 90
day period was recommended).
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National Law Center Summary of the
ADAMS CO., COLORADO
LAND USE STUDY
DATED APRI L, 1988

OVERVIEW: This report, authored by Sgt. J.J. Long of the Adams County Sheriffs Department, was
designed to accompany a new Nude Entertainment Ord inance. The report covers two parts: first, an
Apri l 1988 study of six representative locations in Adams County was undertaken to determine the
transiency of adult business customers. Second, crime statistics in two Adams County areas featuring
adult businesses were gathered for the years of 1986 and 1987. The study concluded that there was a
clearly demonstrated rise in crime and violence, and an increase in the attraction to transients to the
area as a result of nude ente11ainment establishments. This caused a danger to residents and an
undesirable model for youth and the community at large.
FINDINGS: Adams County features 6 adult bookstores (all but one featuring nude entertainment), I
all nude "pop shoppe," 7 massage parlors, 8 topless nightclubs (with liquor licenses), and 6 nude "rap,"
lingerie, and modeling-type studios (28 locations in all). An April 1988 study of six adult business
locations in Adams County, revealed that 76% of patrons were transient. During the time when no
adult ordinance was in effect in Adams County ( 1986 and 1987), 24 crimes were reported in one area
featuring two adult businesses. Eighty-three percent of these crimes were linked to the adult
businesses. Forty-two percent of these crimes occurred at the location of an all-nude establishment,
and sixty-four percent occurred outside the hours of 4:00 p.m. to midnight. During 1987, 28 crimes
were reported, 93% of which were linked to the adult businesses, 50% were alcohol-related offenses,
and 77% occurred at a single establishment. Finally, 61 %1 of those crimes occurred during hours other
than those between 4:00 p.m. and midnight. Crime rates between 1986 and 1987 for another Adams
County area featuring three adult bookstores, two topless nightclubs, a bar, a liquor store, and a beer
outlet revealed a 15% increase in crime, (i.e., 55 crimes in 1986 as opposed to 63 in 1987). In 1986,
29 of those crimes involved alcohol, while in 1987, 41 were linked to alcohol (a 41 % increase). A
rural area of Adams County with a single topless nightclub experienced a 39% increase in crime
between 1986 and 1987. There was a marked increase in the number of adult entertainment locations
opening for business during 1986 and I987. Further, a check of criminal histories of some of the
offenders showed arrests for morals crimes, sexual assaults, alcohol-related offenses, and crimes of
violence. A stndy of a1111ed robbery in one area during the same time period revealed that 66% of all
reported armed robberies occurred at the adult bookstores. Finally, seven homicides from 1977 to
1987 were directly linked to adult bookstores and nude entertainment businesses.
The 1988 enactment of the Nude Entertainment Ordinance, which was upheld by the Colorado
Supreme Court, reduced the number of adult businesses in Adams County to only 14. The Adams
County ordinance included the following provisions: I) restricting hours of operation from 4:00 p.m.
to midnight, Monday to Saturday; 2) restricting location of SOBs to 500 feet from sensitive uses; 3) an
amortization clause requiring compliance within a six month period; and 4) a public nuisance
provision for repeated or continuing violation of the ordinance.
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National Law Center Summary of the
MANATEE CO., FLORIDA
LAND USE STUDY
DATED JUNE, 1987

OVERVIEW: This report, conducted by the Manatee County Planning and Development Department,
examines the ramifications of a proposed adult entertainment ordinance. It depends upon the findings
of other jurisdictions to forecast the effects of adult businesses in Manatee County. It also examines
other land use studies in order to determine appropriate land use controls for Manatee County.
FTNDrNGS: The Boston Model of concentrating adult businesses into on "combat zone" has the
following advantages: 1) like uses are treated al ike; 2) lower administrative costs; 3) control over
growth of pornographic uses and the development of specifk new uses; 4) no definitional vagueness;
5) apparent constitutionality; and 6) easier evaluation of total public services impact of pornographic
uses (trafl1c, limited parking, higher police costs and other effects). Disadvantages of this model
center on the blighting effect when a central zone is created. It may also attract "undesirables" to one
area. The Detroit Model has these advantages : 1) apparent constitutionality (withstood challenge in
Young v. American Mini Theatres); and 2) creates a separation zone between other adult businesses
and residential areas. However, it suffers from definitional weaknesses. Most jurisdictions have
adopted some form of the Detroit model. Other cities have added additional buffer requirements.
Studies of seconda1y effects in other cities (Austin, TX, Indianapolis, IN, Los Angeles, CA, and St.
Paul , MN) have examined the impact of adult businesses on property value, crime rates, and
incidence!> of blighting. Based upon the negative findings in these areas, cities have recommended
zoning and other land use regulations.
There are five adult businesses currently in the County. All five are separated from one another by
more than 1,000 feet. None meet the minimum residential buffer distance of 500 feet.
RECOMMEND ATrONS: T he dispersal model ordinance should be considered. The present zoning
ordinance should be amended to add buffer requirements to provide distance from I) residential
districts, 2) churches, schools, child care facilities , and public recreation areas, and 3) other established
adult businesses. There should be at least 500 feet of separation between an adult business and the
nearest residential zone. A 2000 foot buffer should be established for churches, schools, child care
facilities, and recreation areas. Adult businesses should be separated from one another by at least
l 000'. A one year amortization period for compliance should be considered (as provided in the draft
ordinance). "Sign controls should be considered which still protect a business's freedom to advertise,
but also minimize public 's exposure to such uses."

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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National Law Center Summary of the
LAND USE STUDY
DATED FEBRUARY, 1984

OVERVIEW: After a I 0 year growth in the number of sexually-oriented businesses (to a total of 68 on
43 sites) and numerous citizen complaints of decreasing property values and rising crime, the city
compared 6 sexually-oriented business "study" areas and 6 "control" locations with each other and
with the city as a whole. The study and control areas had high population, low income and older
residences. In order to develop a "best professional opinion," the city collaborated with Indiana
University on a national survey of real estate appraisers to determine valuation effects of sexuallyoriented businesses on adjacent properties.
CRIME : From 1978-82, crime increases in the study areas were 23% higher than the control areas
(46% higher than the city as a whole). Sex related crimes in the study areas increased more than 20%
over the control areas . Residential locations in the study areas had a 56% greater crime increase than
commercial study areas. Sex related crimes were 4 times more common in residential study areas than
commercial study areas with sexually-oriented businesses.
REAL ESTATE: Homes in the study areas appreciated at only 1/2 the rate of homes in,the control
areas, and 1/3 the rate of the city. "Pressures within the study areas" caused a slight increase in real
estate listings, while the city as a whole had a 50% decrease, denoting high occupancy turnover.
Appraisers responding to the survey said one sexually-oriented business within I block of residences
and businesses decreased their value and half of the respondents said the immediate depreciation
exceeded 10%. Appraisers also noted that value depreciation on residential areas near sexuallyoriented businesses is greater than on commercial locations. The report concludes: "The best
professional judgment available indicates overwhelmingly that adult ente1taim11ent businesses -- even
a relatively passive use such as an adult bookstore -- have a serious negative effect on their immediate
environs. "
RECOMMEND ATlONS: Sexually-ori.ented businesses locate at least 500 feet from residential areas,
schools, churches or establi shed historic areas.
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National Law Center Summary of the
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
LAND USE STUDY
DATED OCTOBER,

1980

OVERVIEW: This report i!-'> divided into two sections: the relationship of bars and crime and the
impact of "adult businesses" on neighborhood deterioration. In the study, an "adult business" is one
where alcohol is served (including restaurants) or a sexually-oriented business (i.e., saunas, adult
theaters and bookstores, rap parlors, arcades, and bars with sexually-oriented entertainment). Census
tracts were used as study areas and evaluated for housing values and crime rates. Housing values were
determined by the 1970 census compared to 1979 assessments. Crime rates were compared for l 97475 and 1979-80. The study is strictly empirical and reported in a formal statistical manner; therefore it
is difficult for layman interpretation of the data.
FINDINGS: The report concludes that concentrations or sexually-oriented businesses have significant
relationship to higher crime and lower property values. Other than statistical charts, no statements of
actual crime reports or housing v<1lues <1re included in the report. thus, the lay reader has only the most
generalized statements of how the committee interpreted the empirical data.
RECOMMENDATIONS: First, that adult businesses be at least I / I 0 mile (about 500 feet) from
residential areas. Second, that adult businesses should not be adjacent to each other or even a different
type or late night business (i.e., 24-hour laundromat, movie theaters). third, that adult businesses
should be in large commercial zones in various parts of the city (to aid police patrol and help separate
adult businesses from residential neighborhood). The report said "policies which foster or supplement
attitudes and activities that strengthen the qualities of the neighborhoods arc more likely to have
desired impacts on crime and housing values than simple removal or restriction of adult businesses."
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National Law Center Summary of the

ST. PAUL, l\DNNESOTA
LAND USE STUDY
DATED ARIL, 1988 (SUPPLEM ENTAL TO 1987 STUDY)

OVERVIEW: As a "result of a growing concern among St. Paul citizens that the City's existing adult
entertainment zoning provisions, adopted in 1983, 11 did not "adequately address the land use problems
associated with adult ente11ainment", the City Council directed the Planning Commission to study
possible amendments to the Zoning Code. T he Commission's proposed amendment was based on
findings made during public hearings. The "substitute" "Amendment", adopted by the City Council, is
a result of those findings and the findings made by the Council during its public hearings. The 1988
Study includes the findings, addresses the nine key features of the ''substitute" "Amendment", and
gives the rationale for each.
FINDINGS, "AMENDMENT", AND RATIONALE:
1) "[A]dult uses are harmfol to surrounding commercial establishments but that significant
spacing requirements between adult uses can minimize the harn1 in zones reserved for the most
intensive commercial activity."
2) The "Amendment" treats all nine defined adult uses the same. Included are: "adult
bookstores" , "cabarets", "conversation/rap parlors", "health/sport clubs", "massage parlors'', 11 minimotion picture theaters", "motion picture theatres" , "steamroom/bathhouse facilities ", and "other adult
uses." Each is defined as providing "matter", "entertainment", or "services" which is "distinguished or
characterized by an emphasis on the ''depiction" , "description", "display" or "presentation" of
"specified sexual activities" or "specified anatomical areas.'' ''Most, if not all, existing statistical
studies of the impact of adult uses do not differentiate between different types of adult uses and do not
recognize that the land use impact of various types of adult uses is significantly different." 11 [E]qual
treatment is consistent with the emphasis on deconcentration".
3) The 11 Amendment" set spacing between adult uses at 2,640 feet outside of the downtown area
and 1,320 feet downtown. A six-block goal could not be met because of the necessity to provide a
"sufficient land mass". The Phoenix and Indianapolis land use studies indicate that "the negative land
use impact of a single adult use extends for up to three blocks".
4) Distances between adult uses and residential zones were increased from 200 feet to 800 feet
"outside of downtown" and from 100 to 400 feet downtown in the substitute ''Amendment". The goal
of 1,980 feet outside of "downtown" and 990 feet downtown could not be met because of the necessity
to provide "enough land and sites for potential future adult uses."
5) Distances from "protected uses" outside of downtown were increased from zero to 400 feet
and from I 00 to 200 feet downtown. Protection for zones "other than residential or small
neighborhood business zones" was "justified" because their populations are "particularly vulnerable to
the negative impacts of adult uses ." "Protected uses" are: day care centers; houses of worship ; public
libraries; schools; public parks/parkways/public recreation centers and facilities;
fire stations (because of use for bicycle registration and school field trips); community residential
facilities; missions; hotels/motels (which often have permanent residents).
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National Law Center Summary of' the
ST.PAUL, MINNESOTA
LAND USE STUDY
(CONTINUID)

6) Limiting one type of adu lt use per building was justified by experience with two pre-existing
multi-functional" adult businesses, numerous studies by other cities, and St. Paul's own study in 1978,
which documented significantly higher crime rates associated with two adult businesses in an area, and
significantly lower prope1ty values associated with three adult uses in an area. The 1987 study
included statistics showing that most "prostitution arrests in the city occur within four blocks on either
side of the concentration of four adult businesses." Other problems included "the propositioning" and
"sexual harassment of neighborhood women mistaken for prostitutes", "discarding of hard-core
pornographic literature" ("which is "most strongly associated with adult bookstores") "on residential
prope1ty where it becomes avai lable to minors", a "generally high crime rate," and "a general
perception" that such an area "is an unsafe place due to the concentration of adult entertainment that
exists there". Redevelopment experience in St. Paul showed that adult use areas caused a "blighting
influence inhibiting development". Multi- functional adult uses will attract more customers which
"increases the likelihood that such problems will occur." A "Sex for Sale Image" attracts more street
prostitutes and their customers, and demoralizes other businesses and neighborhood residents''.
7) Amount of land available for 24 existing adult uses (which includes split-off of two multifunctional businesses with three-four types per business) was 6.5% of the C ity's total land rnass, for a
maximum of 44 sites based on ''absolute site capacity", calculated without regard for existing
infrastructure, or 28 sites based on "relative site capacity'' on existing street frontage calculated
without regard for existing development or suitability of land for development.
8) Annual review of the "Special Condition Use Permit" was included in the ''Amendment" 11 to
ensure that no additional uses are added to the type of adult use that is permitted."
9) Prohibition ofobscene works and illega l activities was included in the "Amendment" to
"guard against the conclusion that the Zoning Code permits activities which the City can and should
prohibit as illegal."
11
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National Law Center Summary of the
LAS VEGAS, NEV ADA
LAND USE STUDY
DATED MARCii 15,

1978

OVERVIEW: Prior to adopting a zoning ordinance for adult businesses, the City of Las Vegas
conducted a survey of businesses, residences, and real estate brokers and agents. The results of the
survey arc included in this report. Also included in the report: minutes of the March 15, 1978, City
Commission meeting on the matter of adding an adult business zoning chapter to the City code; an
affidavit from Donald Saylor, Director of the Department of Community Planning and Development
for Las Vegas, on the blighting effect of adult businesses; an affidavit from William Powell, Vice and
Narcotics detective with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Depaitment, on the link between a high
concentration of adult businesses and an increase in criminal activity; and an affidavit from Donald
Carns, professor of Sociology at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, on the problems adult
businesses pose for the economic well-being and vitality of a city.
FlNDlNGS: Among brokers and realtors, overwhelming majorities said that adult entertainment
establishments had negative effects on the market value (82%), saleability/rentability (78%), and rental
value (76%) of properties located near these establishments. According to 81%, there is a decrease in
the annual income of businesses in the vicinity of adult establishments. Strong majorities reported that
a concentration of adult businesses near other businesses (from under 500 feet to more than I 000 feet)
has negative effects on market values, rental values, and rentability/salcability of residential property.
Among surveyed homeowners and residents living near adult businesses, the consensus was similar:
adult establishments have a negative effect on the 1) neighborhood; 2) business conditions (sales and
profit!S) in the area (2-square block radius); and 3) value and appearance of homes in the vicinity
(within 500 feet). Reportedly, 85% said that their normal living habib had been limited or hindered in
some way due to the presence of adult businesses in the area. Among surveyed business owners and
proprietors, the results were mixed. The majority of respondents did report that adult businesses had a
negative effect on homes immediately adjacent to and in the area (500 feet or more) of adult
businesses. A majority believed adult businesses had the following seconda1y effects: complaints from
customers (66%), additional crime (58%), and deteriorated neighborhood appearance (58%). Finally,
among residents living in areas not located near adult businesses, the consensus was clear: adult
establishments have negative effects on neighborhoods, business conditions in the City, the value and
appearance of homes, property values, the amount of crime, and resident transiency. These residents
were nearly unanimous (96%) in the belief that their living habits had been limited or hindered by the
operation of adult businesses.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Adult businesses should be prohibited from locating in residential areas.
They should also be restricted to designated areas and dispersed throughout those designated areas.
Adult businesses should be located at least 1000 feet from playgrounds, churches, schools, and parks.
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National Law Center Summary of' the
ELLICOTTVILLE, NEW YORK
LAND USE STUDY
DATED J ANUARY, 1998

OVERVIEW: On April 28, 1997, the Ellicottville Village Board of Trustees and Town Board placed a
moratorium on approvals of new sexually-oriented establi shments. There were four purposes for the
move: l) to allow the conununity time lu study th1;: <..:ffocts uf adult enterlainmtmt businesses; 2) "to
determine if a regul~ttory response was necessary;" and 3) "if stronger land use controls were
warranted to draft the regulatory changes for the legislative board's consideration." As there were no
adult businesses in Ellicottville at the time of the study, the report cites secondary effects studies in
other jurisdictions as a means of fon.'.lcasting the effects of an Ellicottville adult business. The negative
secondary effects examined included: economic impacts, property values, fear of crime, and negative
impact on community character.
FINDINGS: Ellicottville is a community that relies upon attracting tourists. As such, "the atmosphere
and aesthetic features of the community take on an economic value.'' Though active land use controls
have been practiced to maintain the look and vitality of the community, cun-ently there are no
differentiations made between the regulation of an adult business and, say, a juice bar.
To assess potential secondary effects, studies administered in other New York jurisdictions will be
helpful. The 1994 NYC Adult Entertainment study found the following: adult businesses tend to
cluster in certain areas, a rise in crime is linked to clusters of adult businesses, negative reactions
toward adult businesses were common among adjacent business and home owners, isolation of adult
businesses limited secondary effects, real estate brokers believe property val ues are negatively
impacted by nearby adult establishments, and adult business signs are often larger and more graphic.
Allowing adult businesses to locate within the historic business district would negatively impact
Ellicottvillc's efforts to provide a family-friendly community. Similarly, permitting adult businesses
to locate near residences would have an eroding effect on "aesthetic qualities'' and property values.
The type of signage typically used by adult businesses would run counter to the business district. The
following uses seemed most prone to negative secondary effects: the Ellicottville historic district,
places of worship (6 churches in Ellicottville), the school, the child care facility, recreation
parks/areas/playgrounds and public/civic facilities, and residential neighborhoods.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The Town and Village should adopt zoning regulations that create a land
use category, and regulate adult establishment uses, allowing them to locate in industrial zones and the
industrial-service commercial district. The establishment of adult businesses should be considered
Conditional Uses (requiring approval of a special use permit). Exterior advertising, signs, and
loudspeakers and sound equipment should be regulated. The fo llowing distance buffers should be set
for: 500 feet (town) or 300 feet (Village) from residential areas; 1000 feet (town) or 500 feet (Village)
from other adult businesses; and 500 feet (town and Village) from a church, school, day care center,
park, playground, civic facility or historic resource. Definitions for adult uses should be added to
existing zoning regulations.
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National Law Center Summary of the
ISLIP, NEW YORK
LAND USE STUDY
DATED SEPTEMBER

23, 1980

OVERVIEW: This report, compiled by Daniel Dollmann of the Islip Department of Planning, features
an analysis of studies and ordinances from other jurisdictions, a case study of an adult business in Islip,
research of public outcry against the establishment of adult businesses in Islip, and a survey by hamlet
of adult entertainment businesses in Islip. The study includes a lengthy appendix with news articles
detailing the history of the Islip zoning ordinance, letters of cornplaint from local residents, a historical
perspective about the Detroit ordinance, copies of ordinances from other jurisdictions, and a copy of
the proposed Islip zoning ordinance, reflecting the findings in this report.
FINDINGS: The study looks at the Detroit ordinance, upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1976,
which restricted sexually-oriented businesses (SOBs) from locating within 1,000 feet of other SOBs,
and within 500 feet ofresidential areas. The Islip ordinance is modeled after the Detroit ordinance's
approach to disperse SOBs ("anti-skid row") as opposed to creating a "combat zone," which was
unsuccessfully attempted by the Town of Islip in 1975. The study notes that the ordinance
incorporates "adults-only" definitions in an attempt to avoid First Amendment issues. Jn determining
its distance requirement between adult businesses and sensitive uses, the Town of Islip took into
consideration: distance requirements used in Detroit, MI, Norwalk, CA, Dallas, TX, Prince George's
Co., MD, and New Orleans, LA zoning ordinances; it's own measurements on an Islip zoning map of
several distance proposals; information from the local case study; and resident feedback. The study
analyzes the problems unique to an area called Sunrise Highway (23% of businesses are adult) and
compares the differences between Islip and Detroit, including population size and number of SOBs, to
justify needs for greater distance limitations between SOBs.
One of the goals of the Town is to protect its historic downtown district and keep it from further
deterioration (which occurred in the past due to an increase in multi-family dwellings, transients and
bars). The Study noted that limiting SOBs to the Town's light industrial zone would be in keeping
with this goal. Currently, there is a "dead zone" in one of the healthier paits of the downtown area due
to two adult businesses located there.
The Study includes a case study of the Bohemia Book Store which was located extremely close to a
residential area. In 1980 the store was temporarily closed down by court order, as a result of citizen
picketing and subsequent violence against the picketers. The operators of this particular SOB were
reported to have associations with organized crime (i.e., mob-operated national porno ring, multiple
obscenity charges and convictions).
RECOMMEND A TTONS: the proposed zoning ordinance requires 500 feet between an adult business
and residential areas or other sensitive uses, like churches and schools, and a Yi mile distance between
SOBs. The ordinance includes a waiver clause for certain conditions, and an amortization clause.
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National Law Center Summary of the
NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK
LAND USE STUDY
DATED NOVEMBER,

1994

OVERVIEW: This study of the secondary impacts of adult entertainment uses on communities in
New York City (NYC), prepared by the Depa11ment of City Planning (DCP), includes: a survey of
studies in other jurisdictions, a description of the adult entertainment business in NYC, a review of
studies previously done in NYC, a DCP survey of the impacts on NYC communities, and maps
showing SOB locations.
FINDINGS: Recent trends in sexually-oriented businesses (SOBs) in NYC show a 35% increase over
the last decade (75% of which were located in zoning districts that permit residences). However, since
the survey for this information focused only on XXX video and bookstores, adult live or movie
theaters, and topless or nude bars, this may be an underestimate of total SOB uses. Also in the past
decade the availability of pornographic material has increased, the price has decreased greatly, and the
image of nude bars has become more sophisticated or "upscale", contributing to the wide-spread
availability of SOBs in NYC. SOBs have continued to concentrate in specific areas, specifically in
three communities within Manhattan. Between 1984 and 1993: the concentrated areas of SOBs have
nearly tripled; the number of SOBs has increased from 29 to 86 (74% of which were adult video stores
- not included in the 1984 survey); adult theaters declined from 48 to 23, and topless/nude bars
increased from 54 to 68 (54%).
After examining studies from other jurisdictions, this study concludes that the negative secondary
impacts are similar in every jurisdiction, despite size of city, variations in land use patterns, and other
local conditions. The study specifically examines the negative secondary impacts documented in Islip,
NY, Indianapolis, fN, Whittier, CA, Austin, TX, Phoenix, AZ, Los Angeles, CA, New Hanover Co.,
NC, Manatee Co., FL, and MN,
which evidenced problems with "dead zones", declining property values, high turnover rates in
adjacent businesses, and higher sex crime rates. Various studies done on the City of New York
(including Times Square) showed that concentration of SOBs had resulted in significant negative
impacts, including economic decline, decreased property values, and deterrence of customers, and
significantly increased crime incidence. Business owners strongly believed their businesses were
adversely affected by SOBs. The DCP did its study in NYC boroughs where there was less
concentration of SOBs. The negative impacts in these areas were harder to measure, but there was a
definite negative perception among residents about the presence of SOBs. It has been shown that
negative perceptions related to SOBs can lead to disinvestment and tendency to avoid shopping in
adjacent areas - leading to economic decline. Residents reared potential proliferation of SOBs and the
resultant negative impact on traditional ne ighborhood-oriented shopping areas. Eighty percent of real
estate brokers surveyed responded that an SOB would have a negative impact on property values
(consistent with a national survey). Residents were also concerned about exposure to minors of sexual
images.
The DCP concluded that it would be appropriate to regulate SOBs differently from other commercial
businesses, based on the significant negative impact caused by SOBs.
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TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK
LAND USE STUDY
DATED APRIL, 1994

OVERVIEW:
The Times Square Business Improvement District (BID) conducted a study of the
secondary effects of adult businesses on the Times Square area. Due to an increase in the nurn.ber of
adult use estab lishments from 36 in 1993 1 to 43 in 1994 the BID conducted this study to obtain
evidence and documentation on the secondary effects of adult use businesses in the Times Square BID,
and of their dense concentrations along 42nd Street and Eighth Avenue. The study was performed by
combining available data on property values and incidence of crime, plus in-person and telephone
interviews with a broad range of diverse business and real estate enterprises, including major
corporations, smaller retail stores, restaurants, theatres and hotels, as well as with Community Boards,
block associations, activists and advocates, churches, schools, and social service agencies.
FINDINGS: The study made the following four findings:
1) Surveys - All survey respondents voiced optimism about the future of Tin:ies Square,
even as they bemoaned the increase of adult use establishments. Many respondents felt that some
adult establishments could exist in the area, but their growing number and their concentration on
Eighth A venue constitute a threat to the commercial property and residential stability achieved in
the past few years .
2) Crime - Although the study was unable to obtain data from before the recent increase in
adult establishments and, thus, unable to show if there's been an increase in actual complaints,
there were 11 8 complaints made to the police on Eighth Avenue between 45th and 48th compared
to 50 on the control blocks on Ninth Avenue between 45th and 48th Streets. In addition, the smdy
reveals a reduction in criminal complaints the further one goes north on Eighth A venue away from
the major concentration of these establishments.
3) Property Values - The rate of increase of total assessed values of the Eighth Avenue
study blocks increased by 65% between 1985 and 1993 compared to 91 % for the control blocks
during the same period. .Furthermore, acknowledging the many factors that lead to ~t property's
increased value, including greater rents paid by some adult eMablishments, an assessment of the
study blocks reveal that the rates of increases in assessed value for properties with adult
establishments is greater than the increase for properties on the same blockfront without adult
establishments.
4) Anecdotal evidence - Many property owners, businesses, experts, and officials provided
anecdotal evidence that proximity to adult establishments hurts businesses and prope1iy values.
CONCLUSION:
BID's findings support the results from other national studies and surveys. Adult
use businesses in Times Square have a negative effect on property values, cause a greater number of
criminal complaints, and have an overall negative impact on the quality of life for the residents and
small busi nesses of Times Square.

1 This number is a great <lea! lower than the all time high of 140 in the late 1970s. During that lime the Times Square area
was referred lo as a "sinkhole" by the (The Daily News, August I'4, 1975).
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NEW HANOVER CO., NORTH CAROLINA
LAND USE STUDY
DATED JULY, 1989

OVERVIEW: This Planning Department report cites several studies and reports outlining adverse
economic, physical, and social effects of adult businesses generally and specifically in jurisdictions
across the count1y. Whi le noting that New Hanuvl:r County does not currently have a noticeable
problem with adult establishments, the report emphasizes the need to institute "preventative" zoning
measures to protect and preserve the quality of life. It also offers an overview of common zoning
approaches and the attendant constitutional issues.
FfNDrNGS:
L) Municipalities across the country have documented, both empirically and anecdotally, the
adverse effects of adult businesses on property values, rental values, neighborhood
conditions, and other commercial businesses in the i1mnediate area.
2) Cities have documented a link between adult businesses and urban blight, increased traffic,
and light and noise pollution.
3) Studies have linked concentrations of adult businesses to an increase in crime, specifically
prostitution, drugs, assault, and other sex crimes.
4) Community reputations and general quality of life are also negatively impacted by the
presence of adult businesses.
5) An adult bookstore has been closed and re-opened several times after raids by law
enforcement authorities. It is also reported that a topless dancing estab lishment muy be
opened in the County.
6) New zoning regulations would control the establishment of adult businesses near
churches, schools, and residential areas.
RECOMMENDATI.ONS: 1) New Hanover should adopt the dispersal (Detroit) zoning approach. 2)
Adult businesses should not be permitted to locate within 1,000 feet of each other. 3) Adult
businesses should not be permitted within 500 feet of any school, church, park, or residential zone. 4)
Adult businesses should only be allowed to locate in designated business and industrial districts, and
only by a special use permit. 5) Signs and displays used by adult businesses should be regulated to
protect the public, especially teenagers and children, from exposure to obscene material ("any display,
device or sign that depicts or describes sexual activities or specified anatomical areas should be out of
view of the public way and surrounding property"). 6) The County Attorney's Office and Sheriff's
Depattment should exp lore the viability of requiring licensing for adult businesses. 7) Definitions for
"adult business establish ments," "specified sexual activities/' and "specified anatomical areas" should
be added to the zoning ordinance.
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CLEVELAND, OHIO
LAND USE STUDY
DATED AUGUST 24, 1977

OVERVIEW: This is a Cleveland Police Department report from Captain Carl Delau, commander of
the City's vice and obscenity enforcement units and reported by him while he participated in a panel
discussion at the National Conference on the Blight of Obscenity held in Cleveland July 28-29, 1977.
The topic was "The Impact of Obscenity on the Total Community.'' Crime statistics are included for
1976 robberies and rapes. Areas evaluated were census tracts (204 in the whole city, 15 study tracts
with sexually-oriented businesses). At the time of the study, Cleveland had 26 pornography outlets (8
movie houses and 18 bookstores with peep shows). their location was not regulated by city zoning
laws.
FINDINGS: For 1976, study tracts had nearly double the number of robberies as the city as a whole
(40.5 per study tract compared to 20.5 for other city tracts). In one study tract with five sexuallyoriented businesses and 730 people, there were 136 robberies. In the city's largest tract ( 13,587
people, zero pornography outlets) there were only 14 robberies. Of the three tracts with the highest
incidence of rape, two had sexually-oriented businesses and the third bordered a tract with two such
businesses. In these three, there were 41 rapes in 1976 (14 per tract), nearly seven times the city
average of 2.4 rapes per census tract.
CONCLUSION: "Close scrntiny of the figures from the Data Processing Unit on any and every phase
of the degree of crime as recorded by census tracts indicates a much higher crime rate where the
pornography outlets are located. 11
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OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
LAND USE STUDY
DATED MARCH 3, 1986

OVERVIEW: This study contains the results of a survey of 100 Oklahoma City Real Estate
Appraisers. Appraisers were given a hypothetical situation and a section to comment on the effects of
sexually-oriented businesses in Oklahoma City. The hypothetical situation presented a residential
neighborhood bordering an arterial street with various commercial properties which served the area. A
building vacated by a hardware store was soon to be occupied by an "adult" bookstore. No other
sexually-oriented businesses were in the area and no other vacant commercial space existed. With less
than a one month response time, 34 completed surveys wt:re received by the city.
FINDINGS: 32% of the respondents said that such a bookstore within one block of the residential area
wou ld decrease home values by at least 20%. Overwhelmingly, respondents said an "adult" bookstore
wou ld negatively effect other businesses within one block (76%). The level of depreciation is greater
for residents than businesses. The negative effects on property values drop sharply when the sexuallyoriented business is at least three blocks away. In the subjective portion, 86% of the respondents noted
a negative impact of sexually-ori ented businesses on Oklahoma City. Frequent problems cited by the
appraisers included the attraction of undesirable clients and businesses, safety threats to residents and
other shoppers (especially children), deterrence of home sales and rentals, and immediate area
deterioration (trash, debris, vandalism).
CONCLUSIONS: Oklahoma City's findings supported results from other national studies and surveys.
Sexually-oriented businesses have a negative effect on property values, particularly residential
properties. The concentration of sexually-oriented businesses may mean large losses in property
values.
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OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA II
LAND USE STUDY
DATED JUNE

1992

This study, written by Jon Stephen Gustin, a retired sergeant for the Oklahoma City Police
Depa1tment, examines a history of the successful abatement of sexually-oriented businesses (SOBs) in
Oklahoma City between 1984 - 1989, which ultimately reduced an alarmingly high crime rate in the
city, which is one of rnany harmful seconda1y effects related to the operation of SOBs in the
community.
This study indicates that in the early l 980's there was a large growth of SOBs in Oklahoma City
in conjunction with a boom in the oil industry resulting in a large influx of oil field workers in the area.
Houses of prostitution, nude bars and adult theaters spread throughout the city. SOB promoters and
entrepreneurs from around the country came to the area to compete for their share in the market. By
1984, over 150 SOBs and an estimated 200 prostitutes operated in the city. SOB owners competed by
using more and more blatant signs and advertising. As a result, the city experienced ep idemic
proportions of crime problems associated with the SOBs. Citizens began to voice concerns over the
decay of community moral standards, the increased crime rate, and decreased property values.
Although Oklahoma City had a history of unsuccessful prosecution of cases related to
pornography, prostitution, and related SOBs, public pressure from citizens and elected officials
ultimately resulted in support by the C hief of Police, the City Council and the city's District Attorney
to prosecute SOBs that were in violation of the law. Abating prostitution and related businesses was
the first priority. The media aided this effort by publishing names of arrested customers and
prostitutes, and airing live coverage of arrests and raids. This bolstered citizen support of police and
prosecutors.
At adult bookstores and peep booths arrests were made for customers propositioning undercover
officers to engage in sex acts, for the sale and possession of pornography, the display of pornography
and for health department violations (including seminal fluids on the walls and floors of peep show
booths). [Note that the author uses the terrn "pornography" referring to illegal pornography, also
known as "obscenity.'']
The city next focused on prosecution for violations at nude and semi-nude dance bars, where
customers engaged in sexual favors with nude employees in exchange for the purchase of expensive
cocktails. Repeated arrests in these bars forced them into compliance, causing a lack of customer
support. Simple arrests at escort services, which were organized fronts for prostit-ution, did little to
abate the illegal activity. Therefore, police worked undercover , arresting solicitors of the service.
Also an attempt was made to prohibit businesses that had been convicted on prostitution charges from
having access to phone service.
As a result of the aggressive a?Test and prosecution effmts, only a handful of the original J 50
SOBs remained by early 1990. All remaining SOBs operated within statuto1y guidelines. It has been
documented that incidents of reported rape in Oklahoma City decreased 27% during that period, while
it increased 16% in the rest of the state. In 1983 nearly one-half of the rapes in
Oklahoma occurred in Oklahoma City, decreasing to one-third by 1989. This is an example of the
benefits of stringent enforcement and prosecution of the so called "victimless crimes" associated with
SOBs.
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HAMILTON COUNIY AND
CI1Y OF CHATIANOOGA, TENNESSEE
LAND USE STUDY
DATED MAY 1997

OVERVIEW: The Community Protection Committee, established by County Resolution 794-18,
undertook a 2 Y2 year study of vice-related laws and law enforcement activities in Hamilton County,
Tennessee. The mission of the Committee was the renewal of effo1ts to protect children and families,
relating to public health and safety. Members of the Committee represented the Hamilton County
Executive, the Board of Commissioners, the Mayor of Chattanooga, and the Chattanooga City Council.
The reso lution requested that all federal , state and local law en forcement agencies and legislature
renew their commitments to enforcing existing vice-related laws, and enacting necessary legislation.
In 1996, the Committee met bi-monthly to hear national and local experts and law enforcement
officials. They finished preparing rcconuncndations in De<.:ember 1996 and presented the full report in
May 1997.
SUMMARY OF THE REPORT: In preparing and researching for this report the Committee operated
from the following questions: is the presence of vice related activity harmfol to the community? If so,
how docs it harm the community? The Committee first focused on "prostitution" and "pornography"
along with the corresponding "harmful effects on the community, finding that prostitution posed a
danger to Chattanooga and Hamilton County.
The report found that prostitution is extremely dangerous to public health, primarily due to the spread
of STDs, which currently infect one in five Americans. In Chattanooga, four people control all the
escott services, which serve as a front for prostitution. The repott cited statistics for Shelby County,
TN, including 33% of all prostitutes jailed in 1990 tested positive for VD, and 13% of all prostitutes
jailed tested positive for HIV, (all dying within 3-5 years at an estimated cost of $500,000 per person,
at tax payer expense). In one topless club 8 out of 9 female employees tested positive for VD.
Other issues researched in the report include:
• addiction to obscenity and the danger it poses to Hami lton County (i.e. promoting violence and
perpetuating tbe ''rape myth");
• victims of the sex business (Performers - often runaway, drug-using girls from abusive
backgrounds that are lured into stripping by promise of more money, then abused further by
patrons; and Customers - addiction to pornography can produce aggression, depression, debt, and
eventually, loss of family);
• the harm of pornography on children (the 12-17 yr. old male is the largest group of consumers of
pornography; early exposure to porn related to greater involvement in deviant sexual practices;
pedophiles use porn to molest chi ldren; in Hamilton County there were 585 cases of child
molestation reported in 1994; the cost to Hamilton County to counsel sexually abused children in
1994 was over $1.5 Million; child molesters repoti from 30-60 victims each before arrested the
first time);
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HAMILTON COUNIY AND
CITY OF CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE
LAND USE STIJDY
(CONTINUED)

• the relationship of pornography and organized crime (organized crime has historically been
involved in 95% of the adult business establishments);
• the harmful secondary effects of sex businesses on the community (including increased crime,
good businesses abandoning area, reduced property values, eroded tax base, and lost revenue for
law enforcement);
• a look at the what the law allows regarding the regulation of pornography and the establishing of a
"Community Standard";
• an examination of the positive results from enforcement of zoning and obscenity laws (specifically
looking at Oklahoma City, OK which strictly enforced obscenity during the late 1980s and
experienced a 27% drop in the rape rate over 6 years);
• an assessment of law enforcement manpower and training necessary to be effective;
• analysis by Bruce Taylor (NLC) of related TN statutes that need to be amended or enacted by the
State legislature to protect children and families from pornography.related vice crimes (i.e. making
wholesaling a felony).
RECOMMENDA TTONS: The Committee's recommendations included:
(I) Hamilton County - adopting a zoning ordinance to regulate SOBs; imposing reasonable gross
receipt taxes on SOBs to fund additional enforcement; appropriating funds for a Special D.A. expert in
prosecuting obscenity; developing a computer network in the Sheriff' s depa1tment to track child sex
abuse and obscenity cases; enforcing TN State law requiring persons arrested for prostitution to be
tested for STDs; and establishing a committee to assist in the implementation of these
recommendations.
(2) Hamilton County S,beriff's Department and Chattanooga Police Department - establishing a
child sex abuse task force; educating the public about the relationship between child sex abuse and
pornography.
(3) City of Chattanoo~a - strengthening zoning laws; continuing dispersement policy, which
prohibits SOBs from clustering; revoking certain grandfather clause protections; hiring additional vice
officers (currently only one officer); and regulating SOBs from locating within 500 feet of a business
selling alcohol.
(4) Small Communities within Hamilton County - enacting SOB zoning laws to limit location of
SOBs in the smaller communities; closely tracking child sex abuse and obscenity cases with Hamilton
County Sheriff's Department.
(5) State of Tenne_ssee - strengthening the State's Public Indecency and Obscenity laws;
encouraging an officer exchange program to assist with local enforcement; encouraging Tennessee
Bureau of Investigation to review organized crime activities and connections to the sex industry across
the State; enacting legislation making it a felony for an adult to solicit sex from a minor, or to use
pornography to solicit sex from a minor; enacting legislation giving local governments authority to
restrict SOB operating hours; and revoking applicable licenses if an SOB sells pornography to a minor.
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AMARILLO, TEXAS
LAND USE STUDY
DATED SEPTEMBER

12, 1977

OVERVIEW: This Planning Department report cites several sources including national news
magazines, "adult business" ordinances from other cities, an American Society of Planning Otllcials
report and pertinent Supreme Court decisions. Lengthy explanation of the Miller test (with legal
definitions), discussion of Young v. American Mini Theatres, and a comparison of the Boston and
Detroit zoning models arc included. The city defined "adult businesses" as taverns, lounges, lounges
with semi-nude entertainment, and bookstores or theaters with publications featuring nudity and
explicit sexual activities. (At the time, Amarillo had 3 such theaters and 4 bookstores with space for
such publications).
FINDINGS: The police department provided an analysis showing that areas of concentrated "adult
only" businesses had 2 1/2 times the street crime as the city average. The Planning Department
concluded that concentrations of these businesses have detrimental effects on residential and
commercial activities caused by 1) noise, lighting and traffic during late night hours 2) increased
opportunity for street crimes and 3) the tendency of citizens to avoid such business areas. The study
noted that lack of zoning regulations would lead to concentrations of sexually-oriented businesses
(causing increased crime) or more such establishments locating near residential areas or family and
juvenile oriented activity sites (churches, parks, e tc.)
RECOMMENDATIONS: l) Adult businesses locate 1,000 feet from each other. No recommended
distance was specified from residential zones or family/j uvenile activities. 2) City development of an
amortization schedule and permit/licensing mechanism. 3) City regulation of signs and similar forms
of adve1tising. 4) Vigorous enforcement of State Pena l Code, especially relating to "Harmful to
Minors." 5) Ci ty amendments prohibiting minors from viewing or purchasing sexually-oriented
materials (enforced physical barriers).
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AUSTIN, TEXAS
LAND USE STUDY
DATED MAY 19, 1986

OVERVIEW: The report was the basis for developing an amendment to existing sexually-oriented
business ordinances. At the time, 49 such businesses operated in Austin, mostly bookstores, theaters,
massage parlors and topless bars. The study examined crime rates, prope1ty values, and trade area
characteristics.
The report focused on sexually relatt:d crimes in fo ur study areas (with sexually-()riented businesses)
and four control areas (close to study areas and similar). Two study areas had one sexually-oriented
business and the others had two such businesses. To determine the effects of these businesses on
property values, the city sent surveys to 120 real estate appraising or landing firms (nearly half
responded). For trade area characteristics, three businesses (a bookstore, theater and topless bar) were
observed on a weekend night to determine customer addresses.
CRIME: Sexually related crime ranged from 177-482% higher in tht: fo ur study areas than the city
average. In the two study areas containing two sexually-oriented businesses, the rate was 66% higher
than in the study areas with one such business. All control areas had crime rates near the city average.
REAL ESTA TE: 88% said that a sexually-oriented business within one block of a residential area
decreases the value of the homes (33%, said depreciation would be at least 20%). Respondents also
said such a business is a sign of neighborhood decline, making underwriters hesitant to approve the 9095% financing most home buyers require. They said commercial property is also n1::gatively effected
by such businesses.
TRADE AREA CffA RACTER fSTICS: Of 81 license plates traced for owner address, only 3 lived
within one mile of the sexually-oriented business. 44% were from outside Austin.
RECOMMENDATIONS: 1) Sexually-oriented businesses should bt:: limited to highway or regionallyoriented zone districts. 2) Businesses should be dispersed to avoid concentration. 3) Conditional use
permits should be required for these businesses.
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BEAUMONT, TEXAS
LAND USE STUDY
DATED SEPTEMBER

14, 1982

OVERVIEW: This report by the city Planning Department encourages amendments to existing "adult
business" ordinances to include eating or drinking places featuring sexually-oriented ente1tainment
(strippers, etc.). Zoning laws required "adult uses" to locate 500 ft. from residential areas; 300 ft. from
any other adult bookstore, adult theater, bar, pool hall or liquor store; and 1,000 feet from a church,
school, park, or recreational faci lity where minors congregate.
CRIM E: Police verified that bars; taverns; and lounges (especially those with sexually-oriented
entertainment) are frequent scenes of prostitution and the sale/use of narcotics. On the whole, a ll
criminal activity was higher at sexually-oriented businesses.

RECOMMENDATIONS: 1) Add eating/drinking places that exclude minors (under Texas law),
unless accompanied by a consenting parent, guardian or spouse. 2) Require specific permits for areas
zoned as General Commercial-Multiple Family Dwelling Districts. 3) Reduce the required distance of
sexually-oriented businesses from residential areas, schools, parks, and recreational facilities from
1,000 to 750 ft.
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CLEBURNE, TEXAS
LAND USE STUDY
DATED October 27, 1997
OVERVIEW: This is a report by Regina Atwell, City Attorney for the City of Cleburne, Texas, on
how and why the city organized a joint, county-wide sexually-oriented business (SOB) task force . The
purpose of this report is to educate and provide assistance to other jurisdictions on what the author
considers important aspects of organizing, drafting and adopting an SOB ordinance or amendment to
an SOB ordinance. In the introduction, Ms. Atwell cautions that although SOBs now appear more
sophisticated and have begun to integrate into the mainstream, the secondary effects of these
businesses are stil l harmful to the community. She offers a set of questions to help assess a local
government's needs to enact or update its SOB ordinance. Also, she gives a brief legal histo1y of
zoning regulations for SOBs.
ORDINANCE ENACTMENT: The City of Cleburne decided to update its existing SOB ordinance in
response to plans by Houston and Dallas to revise their SOB ordinances, as well as related concerns
that Dallas-ft. Worth SOBs might subsequently infiltrate the Cleburne area. After learning that the
County did not have an SOB ordinance, county officials and officials from all cities in the county were
invited to appoint task force rnembers to join the Cleburne's SOB Task Force. Due to an excellent
response from the county and many cities within the county, a Joint County-Wide SOB Task Force
was formed, realizing that a united stand on this issue was imperative.
After researching the law, consulting experts, examining sample ordinances from other jurisdictions,
thoroughly investigating SOBs and their negative secondary effects on the community, and deciding
which time/place/manner regulations were most appropriate to protect the governmental interests of
their area, the Joint Task Force presented a draft of an SOB Ordinance to their city and county
officials. For all its functions, the Task Force relied on the following guidelines: (1) Drafting an
ordinance is done by the city planning office, the city attorney and the ordinance review committee, in
reliance on case studies discussing secondary effects of SOBs. It is important that the actual studies be
presented to legislators; (2) Public hearings should be held to discuss the ordinance and a legislative
record created to preserve testimony, studies, maps, and other evidence; (3) Draft a good "Preamble"
indicating the council's concern with seconda1y effects of SOBs; (4) Keep legislative record clean
from any suggestions that impermissible motives have influenced the legislative process; (5) Be sure
the ordinance allows reasonable "alternative avenues of communication" for SOBs to locate, and
include zoning maps with measurements and available sites for the record; and (6) If interested in
enacting a licensing ordinance, be sure that it is narrowly drawn to serve legitimate state interests
without restricting 1A speech of SOBs. The report also gives extensive tips for how to hold public
hearings.
CONCLUSIONS: Regulation of SOBs, including licensing, was necessary to combat the detrimental
effects of SOBs, including high crime rate, depreciated property values, and spread of communicable
diseases. In addition, the Task Force recommended enforcement of public nuisance laws, diligent
prosecution of obscenity and sexual offense cases, and specialized training for local police and
sheriffs.
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DALLAS, TEXAS
LAND USE STUDY
DATED APRIL 29, 1997

This study, which is an update of a December 14, 1994 report prepared by The Malin Group,
analyzes the effects of sexually-oriented businesses (SOBs), specifically those that offer or advertise
live entertainment and operate as an adult cabaret, on the property values in the surrounding
neighborhoods. The study concludes that there is a much greater impact on the surrounding
neighborhoods when there is a high concentration of these businesses in one locale.
The study found that the presence of an SOB in an area can create a " dead zone" which is
avoided by shoppers and families with children that do not want to be in areas that also have adult
uses. Also, the late hours of operation combined with loi tering by unsavory people in the area where
SOBs are located, appear to lead to higher crime in the area. In fact, a look at police calls for service
over a four year period (1993- 1996) shows that SOBs were u major source of the calls. One area
averaged more than one call to police per day, where there was a concentration of seven SOBs. In that
same area there was a much higher incidence of sex crime arrests than in similar areas with none or
fewer SOBs.
This study applied the conclusions of several other studies completed by New York, Phoenix,
Indianapolis, Austin, and Los Angeles, finding that the methodology used was appropriate and the
conclusions were sound. This study concludes that the finding in these other studies would not be any
different in Dallas. T he studies found that SOBs have negative secondary impacts such as increased
crime rates, depreciation of prope1ty values, deterioration of community character and the quality of
life. In addition, real estate brokers interviewed in the Dallas area reported that SOBs are "perceived
to negatively affect nearby property values and decrease market values." There were similar results
from surveys taken in New York City and a national survey completed in Indianapolis and Los
Angeles. The study also showed that community residents were concerned that the business signs used
by SOBs were out of keeping with neighborhood character and could expose minors to sexual images.
In areas where SOBs were concentrated, the signs were larger more visible and more graphic, to
compete for business.
The study shows that a concentration of SOBs has a higher negative impact on the surrounding
communities than an area with one isolated SOB. When concenh·ated, SOBs tend to be a magnet for
certain businesses such a pawn shops, gun stores, liquor stores, etc., while driving away more familyoriented businesses. It can be harder to rent or sell vacant land in areas where SOBs arc located. In
fact, the negative perceptions associated with these areas have a significant impact on declining
property values, even where other negative effects of SOBs are difficult to measure. Interviews with
owners of commercial property near SOBs confirmed that the loss of property value manifested in a
variety of ways, including: increased operating costs, like additional security patrols, burglar alarms,
und trash cleanup; propc11ics selling at much lower sales prices; and extreme difficulty in leasing
properties. Owners thought that if the SOBs were gone, their property values would increase.
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EL PASO, TEXAS
LAND USE STUDY
DATED SEPTEMBER 26,

1986

OVERVIEW: This study done by the Department of Planning, Research and Development, the City
Attorney's Office, the Police Department Data Processing Division, and New Mexico State University
involved one year of studying the impacts of SOBs on the El Paso area. A separate repo1t by the New
Mexico State University on perceived neighborhood problems is also included. The study is in
response to resident concern about the negative impacts resulting from the significant growth in SOBs
over the past ten years. The study results show that SOBs are an important variable in the deviation
from normal rates for real estate market performance or crime. Also included in the study are detailed
maps showing the locations of SOBs in El Paso and within the selected study areas.
FINDINGS: In studying the impacts caused by SOBs, three study areas (with SOBs located in the
area) and three control areas (similar areas in size and population, but without SOBs) within E l Paso
were identified and studied. Using the results of the study areas and the attitudes of the residents
living near SOBs, the study concluded that the following conditions existed within the study areas: (I)
the housing base within the study area decreases substantially with the concentration of SOBs; (2)
property values decrease for properties located within a 1~block radius of SOBs; (3) there is an
increase in listings on the real estate market for properties located near SOBs; (4) the presence of
SOBs results in a relative deterioration of the residential area of a neighborhood; (5) there is a
significant increase in crime near SOBs; (6) the average crime rate in the study areas was 72% higher
than the rate in the control areas; (7) sex-related crimes occurred more frequently in neighborhoods
with even one SOB; (8) residents in the study areas perceived far greater neighborhood problems than
residents in control areas; (9) residents in study areas had great fear of deterioration and crime than
residents in control areas.
The study of perceived neighborhood problems done by the New Mexico State University revealed
strong concern by residents of the impact of SOBs on children in the neighborhood. In addition, some
respondents told survey interviewers they feared retaliation from SOBs if they gave information about
problems related to SOBs. Overall, this survey showed a strong, consistent pattern of higher
neighborhood crime, resident fear and resident dissatisfaction in the neighborhoods containing SOBs.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The main recommendations included that a zoning ordinance be adopted
with distance requirements between SOBs and sensitive uses, that a licensing system be established,
that annual inspections be required, that signage regulations be established, and that a penalty/fine
section be included for violations.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS
LAND USE STUDY
l 983

DATED NOVEMBER 3,

OVERVIEW: Report by the Committee on the Proposed Regulation of Sexually-Oriented Businesses

determining the need and appropriate means of regulating such businesses. Four public hearings
provided testimony from residents, business owners, realtors, appraisers, policl:, and psychologists.
The committee and legal department then reviewed the transcripts and drafted a proposed ordinance.
More hearings obtained public opinion on the proposal and the ordinance was refined for vote by the
City Council.
TESTIMONY: The testimony was summarized into six broad premises: (I) The rights of individuals
were affirmed. (2) Sexually-oriented businesses can exist with regulations that minimize their adverse
effects. (3) The most important negative effects were on neighborhood protection, community
enhancement, and property values. (4) Problems increased when these businesses were concentrated.
(5) Such businesses contribute to criminal activities. (6) Enforcement of existing statutes was difficult.
(1) Required permits for sexually-oriented businesses (non-refundable $350
ORDINANCE:
application fee). (2) Distance requirements: 750 ft. from a church or school; l,000 ft. from other such
businesses; 1,000 ft. radius from an area of 75% residential concentration. (3) Amortization period of
6 months that could be extended by the city indefinitely on the basis of evidence. (4) Revocation of
permit for employing minors (under 17), blighting exterior appearance or signage, chronic criminal
activity (3 convictions), and false permit information. (5) Age restrictions for entry.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS II
LAND USE STUDY
DATED JANUARY 7, 1986

OVERVIEW: This is a Legislative Report prepared by the Committee on the Regulation of SexuallyOricnted Businesses for the Houston City Council. This report was prepared to exp lain to the
members of City Council, and to the public, why the Committee has recommended certain
amendments to the "original ordinance." History behind the ordinance includes the formation by the
Mayor of a committee of Council Members to determine the need for regulation of sexually-oriented
businesses in Houston. This was in response to growing community concern over the proliferation of
SOBs. After public hearings, the Legal Department reviewed testimony and research on the subject.
A final version of the "original ordinance" was adopted in December 1983.
The Committee reconvened in 1985 to revisit several possible changes in the SOB ordinance,
including whether SOBs Licensed to sell alcohol should be subject to the distance provisions of the
ordinance. Originally it appeared that State law preempted municipalities from regulating SOBs that
sold alcoholic beverages. But in 1985 the Texas Legislature enabled municipalities to regulate
businesses selling alcohol. The Committee also wanted to consider amendments regarding
consolidating administrative responsibility for enforcement of the ordinance, and review possible
procedural changes that would expedite and strengthen enforcement.
FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS: The Committee found that the feedback from the hearing was similar
to that received when passing the "original ordinance." Therefore the Committee reaffirmed those
findings, including: (a) that SOBs have a substantial negative impact on their surrounding
neighborhoods by ~tdversely affecting area security, property values, potential for economic
development, general quality of life, suitability for family activities, and stabi lity of the neighborhood
environment; (b) that problems created by SOBs increase in intensity if clustered together; and that it
is reasonable to restrict exterior signage and features to protect properties in the vicinity; and finally,
(c) that SOBs are likely contributory factors to criminal activities in and around the premises.
Additional findin gs and conclusions for the current amendments i.ncluded: (a) that the proliferation of
SOBs selling alcohol contributed to the City 's difficulties in econom.ic development (expert testimony
explained that Houston had a "bad reputation," making it difficult to persuade employees to move and
live there); (b) that all SOBs have adverse impacts on stability and attractiveness for investment in
neighborhoods, whether residential or mixed use; (c) that the "original ordinance" had a substantially
positive impact on encouraging neighborhood stability and economic development, as well as lowering
the incidents of crime (prostitution, drug sales) and substantial traffic jams related to clustering of
SOBs; (Example: A l 0-block span on Westheimer Road had a cluster of 14 SOBs and suffered from
tremendous amounts of criminal activity associated with them. The passing of the "original
ordinance" served as an impetus for the area turning around. Today only there are only 4 SOBs and
new economic development is occurring.); (d) that applying the existing distance requirements to
SOBs that serve alcohol would not unduly, unfairly or improperly limit the ability of SOBs to locate
within Houston, according to a study and testimony by a member of the Planning and Development
Department; (e) that continuing an amortization provision instead of grandfathering in the ex.isting
SOBs selling alcohol
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HOUSTON, TEXAS II
(CONTINUED)
would be more effective, since there was recourse for those businesses showing they could not
reasonably recoup their investment within the allotted 6-month amortization period; and (f) that
testimonies of committee membi.:rs and the Police Department Vice Squad revealed inadequacies and
inconsistencies within the permitting and enforcement process that needed to be addressed.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The Committee recommended that (1) SOBs selling alcohol be included
under the same di stance limitations of the "original ordinance;;; (2) that the principal responsibility for
overseeing the permitting process be transferred from the Department of Finance and Admini stration
to the Police Department; (3) that the processes for enforcement of the amended ordinance be
streamlined; and (4) that licensed day care centers be added to chllrches and schoo ls as a protected
category.
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HOUSTON, 1EXAS ill
LAND USE STUDY
DATED JANUARY

7, 1991

OVERVIEW: This is a Legislative Report prepared by the Committee on the Regulation of SexuallyOriented Businesses for the Houston City Council. This report was prepared and adopted by the City
Council as part of the legislative record regarding proposed legis lation to include adult bookstores and
movie theaters within the ambit of the Houston City SOB Ordinance and to amend certain pennit
procedures. This repo1t is intended to supplement the 1986 report issued when the City adopted an
amendment to regulate premises serving alcoholic beverages (i.e. topless bars). All of the above
amendments were based on changes in the Texas state enabling statute. This report relies in part on
evidence gathered in 1983 and 1986 relating to adult bookstores and movie theaters.
FINDINGS: The Committee held several hearings regarding the secondary effects of adult bookstores
and movie theaters on surrounding communities. The committee heard from expert witnesses,
including representatives from the police department, real estate appraisal experts, local political
scientists, and dozens of citizens. The overwhelming consensus of the evidence received indicated that
adult bookstores and movie theaters exe1t the same so1ts of impacts upon surrounding communities as
other forms of adult uses currently regulated. The impacts included: reduction in property values,
dehumanizing impact upon nearby social institutions (i .e. churches, schools, etc.) de-stabilization of
community character, and psychological concerns regarding exposure to children. These findings
were the basis for the Committee to begin formal consideration of regulating adult bookstores and
movie theaters.
CONCERNS & RECOMMENDATIONS: The Committee had concerns about whether the change to
the ordinance would require a revision in existing distance limitations (750 feet from sensitive uses
and 1000 feet from other SOBs). It concluded that leaving the distance requirements the same would
still allow more than an adequate number of sites for SOBs to locate. A one-time grandfathering
provision would be available to those existing SOBs that could not quite comply with the 1000-ft
requirement from other SOBs, but complied with all other locational requirements.
The Committee considered various revisions of the permit provisions to fix minor administrative
problems raised by the Police Depai1ment, including sites applied for but not used, time extensions for
signage issues, appeals, relocation, subdivision of property, compliance and "use of pasties", and
miscellaneous areas of conformity with court decisions and city code.
The Committee considered addressing perceived loopholes in the ordinance that seemed to allow
SOBs to achieve conspicuous exterior signage and premises, negatively affecting the surrounding
community. However, conflicting public response to proposed amendments resulted in the Committee
delaying any amendments on this issue till a future date.

HOUSTON, TEXAS ill
(CONTINUED)
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The Committee considered whether to add exposure of"male breasts" to the definition of ''Specified
Anatomical Areas", because of a Texas Supreme Court case examining this issue in light of Equal
Rights. However, the Committee decided not to amend the ordinance based on expert testimony and
lack of probative evidence based on actual experience in local SOBs that exposure to male breasts was
considered sexually arousing.
At the second public hearing, whieh was poorly -attended except for a few SOB business
representatives, the Committee addressed various issues raised, including questions about amortization
that the ordinance was being used to put SOBs out of business. The Committee maintained that the 6month amortization was reasonable, given that extensions could be granted in certain circumstances.
Also, the Committee affirmed that the ordinance does not regulate the substance of the speech, but
on ly serves to minimize the seconda1y effects of adult uses on the community by addressing location,
appearance, signage and related matters regarding SOBs.
CONCLUSIONS: The Committee recommended the ordinance as a logical step to complete the scope
of the City's land use controls for adult uses.

HOUSTON, TEXAS IV
LAND USE STUDY
DATED .JANUARY 7, 1997
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OVERVIEW: This is a summary of a legislative report prepared by the Sexually-Oriented Business
Revision Committee for the Houston City Council, analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of the
City's current SOB ordinance, and rnaking recommendations for amendments and additions principally
pertaining to employee licensing, lighting configurations, location requirements, prohibition of "glory
holes," elimination of closed-off areas, public notification of SOB applications, clear lines of vision
inside SOBs, and dancer "no-touch" policies. This report summary includes discussion of prior
regulation efforts, testimony by HPD Vice Department, citizen correspondence, industry memos, legal
research, and summaries of public testimony.
SUMMARY: This study was a result of increasing community concern over increasing proliferation
of SOBs under the existing SOB ordinance and the llPD's need for better control over increasingly
repetitive serious violations at numerous SOBs. T he Committee made the following findings: (1)
Due to criminal activity associated with SOBs, licenses should be required for all SOB employees
(requiring criminal background investigations); (2) There are obstacles to successful enforcement of
public lewdness, prostitution, indecent exposure, and other criminal activities (i.e. entertainers can
detect when a patron is an undercover cop); (3) "Glory holes" between enclosed booths promote
unonym.ous sex and facilitate the spread of disease, so prohibition of these openings was
recommended; (4) The lack of a clear line of vision between manager's stations and booths or secluded
areas (VIP rooms) encourages lewd behavior and sexual contact (also difficult to observe during
inspections); (5) Multi- family tracts were being counted as one tract, so new formula devised based on
homeowners' property size; (6) Inadequate lighting in SOBs makes it difficult for SOB managers and
police to monitor illegal activities, so minimum requirements for "exit" signs in Uniform Building
Code was suggested; (7) Locked rooms within SOBs are usually fronts for prostitution, so prohibition
of enclosed rooms recommended; (8) Public and expert testimony requested the inclusion of "public
parks" as a sensitive use in the zoning location ordinance; (9) Repeated testirnony requested
notification to public regarding pending SOB permit::,;, :so po:sting of a sign notifying of pending permit
was required; and ( l 0) Continuing amortization provisions was preferable to grandfathering in those
SOBs not in compliance with the amended ordinance (i.e. 6 months plus extensions for recouping
investment).
CONCLUSIONS; The Committee concluded that strengthening the ordinance would achieve
expedited revocation process, accountability to SOB en:iployees through licensing, aid to police
investigations by improved lighting and configurations, protections to the community by increasing
distance requirements, and reduction of disease from anonymous spread by eliminating "glory holes."
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NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA
LAND USE STUDY
DATED MARCH, 1996

OVERVIEW: As of November, 1995, there were 31 "adult use" establishments: 14 "adult
entertainment" establishments ("exotic dancing girls", "go-go" bars, "gentlemen 's clubs", etc.); 8
"adult book/video stores" (outlets selling and renting pornographic magazines, videos, and sex
devices); and 9 night clubs (music, dancing, or other li ve entertainment). Of the 3 l uses, 17 are in the
General Commercial zone, 5 in the Regional Business District zone, 7 in the Retail Commercial zone,
and 2 are in the Light Industrial zone. They are dispersed along two streets with a few clusters. A
proposed ordinance would require "adult uses" to be 500 feet from other "adult" uses and to locate at
least 500 feet away from sensitive uses (churches, schools, homes, etc.), with no distance limi ts in the
downtown zone.
CRIME: The Police Department researched calls for police responses to the 31 businesses, by address,
for the period of January 1, 1994, to October 31, 1995, with a cross-check to assure accuracy of the
calls to the correct address. The effects of concentrations of "adult uses" were also checked by
comparing study areas with control areas. Study area I , with 4 "adult" uses, had 81 % more police
calls than nearby control area I . When adjusted for population differences, the study area had 57%
higher police calls and 40% higher crimes than the control area. For the 31 sexually-oriented
businesses, there were 425 calls of those: 65% were to strip clubs and go-go bars, averaging 23 calls
per "adult entertainment" business; night clubs had 30% of the calls, averaging 14 calls per business;
and "adult" bookstores and video stores had 4%, averagi ng 2 calls per business; . The reasons for the
calls included: 25 assaults; 18 malicious destnictions of property; 39 intoxications; 60 fights; and 151
disorderly conduct incidents. A selected list of restaurants with ABC licenses averaged 11 calls for
service during the same period. One patt icular downtown "adult entertainment'' establishment had
I 16. 7 "police calls per 100 occupancy" compared to a regular restaurant, non-adult use, located across
the street, with 50 calls per 100 occupancy.
MERCHANTS/REAL ESTATE: A very high percentage of realtors indicated that having "adult uses"
nearby can reduce the number of people interested in occupying a property by 20 to 30%; would hurt
property values and resale of adjacent residential property. Realtors expressed concern for personal
safety, increased crime, noise, strangers in the neighborhood, an<l parking problems. Merchants
associations surveyed supported strengthening the city's regulations of "adult uses" and expressed a
common concern that additional "adult uses" would contribute to deterioration of their areas.
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BELLEVUE,\VASHINGTON
LAND USE STUDY
DATED FEBRUARY, 1988

OVERVIEW: This is a compilation of materials prepared for the City Council Members of Bellevue,
Washington for use in enacting an SOB zoning ordinance. The study includes general information
about regulation of SOBs, secondary impacts from SOBs, experiences from nearby communities,
description of Bellevue's current situation, and recommendations for appropriate forms ofregulation
of SOBs within Bellevue. Also included is a bibliography of land use studies, a11icles, correspondence
and reference materials from adjacent municipalities made available for council members' use.
Minutes from two public hearings about regulation of SOBs, maps showing the location of current
SOBS, and memos from the planning depa1tment are also included.
FINDINGS: The study begins by explaining the legal basis hi story behind regulating SOBs. Existing
provisions in the State and local codes relating to obscenity or licensing are mentioned. The study
notes that the goal of regulating SOBs is to mitigate the secondary impacts of these uses in the
communities. It concludes that the implications of the data and experience studied in other
jurisdictions arc significant to Bellevue. It discusses the link between crime rates and areas with
concentrations of SOBs, as revealed by police research, noting the "skid row" effect that occurred in
Detroit, and the higher percentages of crime documented in Cleveland (in the l 970 's), and other cities.
The study noted that while police crime statistics showed a strong connection between criminal
activity and some adult uses, there is no clear consensus (in psychological studies) that exposure to
pornography causes criminal behavior. The study also discusses the impact to property values. It
notes a Kent survey of real estate appraisers that revealed an overall consensus that the impact on
residential property values is probably negative. In Bellevue, the three existing SOBs are widely
dispersed and centrally located in commercial areas, which have thus far not experienced deterioration
in surrounding structures and areas. Based on a Puget Sou nd study, it was noted that SOBs are
incompatible with residential, educational and religious uses. The Northend Cinema v. Seattle case
agreed that the goal of preserving the quality of residential neighborhoods by prohibiting disruptive
adult uses was a valid, substantial interest. This case also points out that residents' perceptions may be
a major factor in siting SOBs. Overall the study concludes that research has shown SOBS may lead to
the secondary effects mentioned above, but it is not possible to say definitely in each case. The study
goes on to review regulations adopted by different jurisdictions, analyzing approaches of dispersal and
concentration of SOBs. The study enumerates several sections of code showing public policy concerns
to be considered when deciding Bellevue's approach to regulating SOBs. Currently, the three existing
SOBs in Bellevue show no paiticular negative impacts on the surrounding community, and are widely
di spersed from each other and other sensitive uses (residences, etc). However, there is not guarantee
that future concentrations of SOBs will not occur.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The study recommended the adoption of a modified dispersal/concentration
approach (i.e. dispersal within CB, OLB and CBD zones), with a 600-foot di!.>tance limitation between
SOBs and other sensitive uses.
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DES MOINES, W ASIDNGTON
LAND USE STUDY
DATED AUGUST, 1984

OVERVIEW: This land use study includes an independent report prepared by R. W. Thorpe &
Associates, Inc for the Des Moines City Council, and a report from the City Administration on the
impacts of Sexually-Oriented Businesses (SOBs) on the area. Appendices include: a theater
admission report, a 1978 Des Moines Community opinion survey, a copy of a Des Moines ordinance
requiring an impact study ofSOBs on the city, a li st of criminal incidents related to the adult theater, a
business activity chart of businesses adjacent to the adult theater, a copy ofNorthend Cinema, Inc. v.
City ofSeattle, 585 P.2d 11 53 ( 1978), and transcripts of the hearing and testimonies.
FINDINGS: When the study was made, Des Moines had an adult theater operating in the
Revitalization area/central business district of the city. It had been operating as such since the 1970's.
The Administration report noted a 1978 Community Opinion Survey reporting that the majority of
residents in the area were opposed to the theater. The Administration's report olso lists several
negative impacts caused by the presence or the adult theater in the community, including: decreased
propetty values, refusal to shop in stores adjacent to the adult theatre, noticeable deterioration of the
district, deferred maintenance, parking and traffic problems, attraction of transients, increased crime,
and interference with parental responsibilities for chi ldren. As a result, the study noted that there had
been numerous business fa ilures and high business turnover in the commercial areas near the adult
theater. Public testimony, staff studies and the independent study all concluded that the continued
presence of the adult theater would nullify any investment in the revitalization efforts of downtown
Des Moines. The study examined efforts to regulate SOBs in North Carolina, Detroit, Maryland, and
Seattle. The Administration 's study took particular note of Seattle's zoning ordinance, which
restricted location of SOBs to a certain part of the city. It was upheld by that state' s highest court,
which said the city's important interest in regulating the use of its property for commercial purposes
was sufficient justification.
The independent study submitted by R. W. Thorpe & Associates, Inc for the Des Moines City Council
mostly focused on and made comparisons to studies done in cities in the western part of Washington
State. However, the study also looked at other jurisdictions like Boston, and New Orleans. lt looks at
various negative impacts on the community including crime, decline in adjacent land uses, economic
impact (decreased property values), and community impact (incompatibility with sensitive uses and
areas where minors may meet collectively). It discussed differing approaches to regulating SOBs,
including clustering and dispersal.
RF.COMM EN DATIONS: The Administration's report, based partly on the independent study,
concluded that a zoning ordinance should be enacted, locating adult busi nesses in the CG zone along
Highway 99. This would keep SOBs away from the central business district that the city was trying to
revitalize and maintain a family friendly atmosphere there. Dispersal of SOBs was also recommended
to minimize impact of crime potential volatile situations associated with close proximity of SOBs.
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SEATILE, WASHINGTON
LAND USE STUDY
DATED MARCH 24, 1989

OVERVIEW: The report concerns a proposed amendment to add topless dance hall s to existing land
use regulations for "adult entertainment establishments." Seattle had eight such dance halls (termed
"adult cabarets"), six established since 1987. The study relies on reports from a number of cities,
including Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Phoenix, Austin and Cleveland.
FINDINGS: The increased nurnber of cabarets resulted in citizen complaints, including phone calls,
letters (from individuals and merchants ass<>Ciations), and several petitions with hundreds of
signatures. Protests cited decreased property values; increased insurance rates; fears of burglary,
vandalism, rape, assaults, drugs, and prostitution; and overall neighborhood deterioration. The report
notes that patrons of these cabarets most often are not residents of nearby neighborhoods. Without
community identity, behavior is less inhibited. Increased police calls to a business, sirens, and traffic
hazards from police and emergency vehicles are not conducive to healthy business and residential
environments.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Since city zoning policy is based on the compatibility of businesses, the
report recommends that the cabarets locate in the same zones as "adult motion picture theaters." This
plan allows about 130 acres for such businesses to locate throughout the city.
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ST. CROIX CO., WISCONSIN
LAND USE STUDY
DATED SEPTEMBER, 1993

OVERVIEW: At the time the St. Croix County Planning Department did this study, the County had
two adult cabarets, but did not have a problem with concentration of sexually-oriented businesses
(SOBs). The study acknowledges that SOB zoning ordinances have generally been upheld by the
courts as constitutional and suggests the County consider following the lead of other communities who
have enacted similar ordinances. The main concern smToLmded possible growth of SOBs resulting
from future plans for an interstate highway system linking St. Croix County and the great Twin Cities
metro area. To preserve the County's "quality of life" the study indicates the need to take preventative
vs. after-the-fact action.
SUMMARY: The study notes the continued growth of the SOB industry and analyzes the economic,
physical, and social impact it has on the community. It examines documented economic impact of
SOBs in Los Angeles, CA, Detroit, Ml, Beaumont, TX, and Indianapolis, IN, noting that
concentrations of SOBs results in decreased property values, rental values, and rcntability/salability.
General economic decline is also associated with concentration of SOBs. Residents surveyed in other
studies perceived a less negative impact on property values of residential and commercial areas the
further away SOBs were located. The study also noted that economic decline caused physical
deterioration and blight. During night time operation hours, traffic congestion and noise glare could
also be problems. Social impacts studied included negative effects on morality, crime, community
reputation and quality of life. It noted the 1970 Commission on Obscenity and Pornography saying
porn has a deleterious effect upon the individual morality of American citizens. It sites the Phoenix,
AZ study reporting a tremendous increase in crime in three study areas containing SOBs (43% more
property crimes, 4% more violent crimes, and over 500% more sex crimes). The study mentions
Justice Powell's quote in Young v. American Mini-Theatres regarding using zoning to protect ''quality
of life."
The study analyzes different zoning techniques, including dispersal and concentration of SOBs, and
their constitutionality. It also discusses the use of "special use" and "special exception" permits.
Other regulatory techniques discussed include licensing ordinances, active Jaw enforcement, sign
regulations, and nuisance provisions. The study includes detailed examp les of SOB definitions, a
proposed zoning ordinance, and a bibliography of the sources used for this study.
RECOMMEND A TIO NS: The study recommended that the county adopt a zoning ordinance using the
dispersal technique. It also suggested the county explore the possibility of licensing SOBs.
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ROME, GEORGIA CITY COMMISSION
LAND USE STIJDY
DATED MARCH

6, 1995

OVERVIEW: Captain Marshall Smith, the Commander of the Detective Division of Rome (GA) City
Police Department presented a report to the City Commission in respect the effects of crime rates
sun-ounding adult entertainment and the impacts on other Georgia communities.
SUMMARY OF THE REPORT: T he Captain reported several Georgia communities had sufficient
increases ofreported crimes in several Georgia communities. Specifically, Captain Smith reported the
following:
•

An investigator in La Grange, Georgia stated that after an adult entertainment business opened in
this community, there was an increase in the number of calls. Specifically, the La Grange Police
Department responded to 106 calls relating to one adult club in the year 1994.

•

The Augusta Police Depa1i ment reported that for a two-year period between January of 1993 and
December 1994, the Police Department responded to 97 1 calls from three different adult
entertainment businesses. The calls for serv ice ranged from thefts and fights to aggravated assaults
with weapons involved.

•

The Whitfield County Sherifrs Office stated they have had instances involving prostitution, drugs,
thefts, and aggravated assaults involving discharging of firearms.
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THE CITY OF SAINT MARYS, GEORGIA
DIGEST OF REsEARCH ON Tl IE EVIDENCE'S OF RELATIONSHIPS BE1WEEN
ADULT ORIENTATED BUSINESSES AND COMMUNTIY CRIME AND DISORDER
The Police Department of Saint Marys, Georgia, was requested to gather evidence relating to the
evidence of the relationship between crime and adult businesses, if any.
THE REPORT: The report summarizes studies from across the United States and specifically in the
State of Georgia with respect to the adverse secondary effects of all adult oriented businesses in those
communities. The report took those various studies together and other sources of evidence and found
that the amount of crime and the type of crime, especially sexual related crimes, would increase at
statistically significant levels with the introduction of adult oriented businesses in their community.
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1llE ADAMS COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
ADAMS CoUN1YNUDE ENTERTAINMENT STUDY
DATED

.TUNE 20,

l 991

OVERVTRW: The Adams County Sheriff's Department performed rnsearch related to a proposed
nude entertainment ordinance for Adams County, Colorado. In this study six representative locations
were selected at random representing six different areas in the unincorporated portions of Adams
County.
SUMMARY OF THE REPORT:
•

The study in April of 1988 determined that 76 percent of the patronage of adult businesses in their
community were transient, coming from counties other than Adams County, Colorado.

•

A one-block area of the community was selected because it contained two nude entertainment
establishments, a Seven Eleven, a convenience store, a neighborhood tavern, three fast food
businesses, and a gas station. In this block in 1986, 24 crimes were reported from the area of
which 83 percent were attributed to the two nude entertainment establishments.

•

In 1987 the same area was surveyed and 28 crimes were reported, 93 percent of which were
attributed to the two adult businesses. It was also noted in this block that 61 percent of the crimes
occurred between 4:00 p.m. and I2:00 p.m.

•

A study of another block, which included three adult book stores, two topless night clubs, one
neighborhood bar, one liquor store, and one beer outlet found that during I 986, 55 crimes were
reported compared to 63 crimes in I987, a 15 percent increase.

•

In a more rural and isolated section of the county where a topless night club was located, 13 crimes
were reported in 1986, compared to 18 crimes in 1987, a 39 percent increase.

•

This study was updated looking at 1990 statistics and reported no significant changes in these areas
with a few exceptions. One such exception was that one block in question in the original study
reported crimes increased by 900 percent of which a 290 percent increase was attributed to adult
businesses which offered nude entertainment and/or alcohol.
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MINNESOTA ATTORNEY GENERAL'S WORKING GROUP ON
THE REGULATIONS OF SEXUALLY-ORIENTED BUSINESSES
DATED JUNE

6, 1989

OVERVTEW: The Attorney General of the State of Minnesota created a working group with respect to
the regulation of adult businesses. The working group for a testimony conducted briefings on the
impact of adult b usinesses on crime and communities with methods available to reduce the secondary
effects of adult businesses. Additional research was done to evaluate strategy use in other states and
cities and the ramifications of those strategics.
FINDINGS RECOMMENDATTONS:
1.

City and county attorneys' offices in the Twin Cities metropolitan area should designate a
prosecutor to pursue obscenity prosecutions and support that prosecutor with specialized
training.

2.

The Legislature should consider funding a pilot program to demonstrate the efficacy of
ob!>cenity prosecution and should encourage the pooling of resources between urban and
suburban prosecutor offices by making such cooperation a condition for receiving any such
grant funds.

3.

The Attorney General should provide informational resources for city and county attorneys
who prosecute obscenity crimes.

4.

Obscenity prosecutions should begin with cases involving those materials which most
flagrantly offend community standards.

5.

The Legislature should amend the present forfeiture statute to include as grounds for forfeiture
all felonies and gross misdemeanors pertaining to so licitation, inducement, promotion, or
receiving profit from prostitution and operation of a "disorderly house."

6.

The Legislature should consider the potential for a RICO-like statute with an obscenity
predicate.

7.

Prosecutors should use the public nuisance statute to enjoin operations of sexually-oriented
businesses which repeatedly violate laws pertaining to prostitution, gambling, or operating a
disorderly house.

8.

Communities should document findings of adverse secondary effects of sexually-oriented
businesses prior to enacting zoning regulations to control these uses so that such regulations
can be upheld if challenged in court.
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II

National Law Center Summary of the
MINNESOTAATIORNEY GENERAL'S WORKING GROUP ON
THE REGULATIONS OF SEXUALLY-ORIENTED
BUSINESSES
(CONTINUED)

9.

To reduce the adverse effects of sexually-oriented businesses, communities should adopt
zoning regulations which set distance requirements between sexually-oriented businesses and
sensitive uses, including but not limited to residential areas, schools, child care facilities,
churches and parks .

10.

To reduce adverse impacts from concentration of these businesses, communities should adopt
zoning ordinances which set distances between sexually-oriented businesses and between
sexually-oriented businesses and liquor establishments, and should consider restricting
sexually-oriented businesses to one use per building.

11 .

Communities should require existing businesses to comply with new zoning or other regulation
of sexually-oriented businesses within a reasonable time so that prior uses will conform to new
laws.

12.

Prior to enacting licensing regulations, communities should document findings of adverse
secondary effects of sexually-oriented businesses and the relationship between these effects
and proposed regulations so that such regulations can be upheld if challenged in court.

13 .

Communities should adopt regulations which reduce the likelihood of criminal activity related
to sexually-oriented businesses, including but not limited to open booth ordinances and
ordinances which authorize denial or revocation of licenses when the licensee has committed
offenses relevant to the operation of the business.

14.

Communities should adopt regulations which reduce exposure of the community and minors to
the blighting appearance of sexually-oriented businesses, including but not limited to
regulations of signage and exterior design of such businesses, and should enforce state law
requiring sealed wrappers and opaque covers on sexually-oriented material.
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National Law Center Summary oj'the
REPORT TO THE CITY OF ATTORNEY OF KENNEDALE,
TEXAS, ON CRIME-RELATED SECONDARY EFFECTS OF
ADULT BUSINESSES
The City Attorney for Ke1medale, Texas retained Professor Richard McCleary to express an opinion as
to fo ur questions relating to litigation in which the city was involved regarding sexually-oriented
businesses (SOBs). Specifical ly, Professor McCleary reported on the crime-related secondary effects
of SOBs.
The fo llowing are the questions asked and opinions rendered by Dr. McCleary:
Question 1: Do SOBs pose sign ificant ambient public safety hazards?
Opinion 1: As a class, SOBs pose a significant ambient public safety hazards. These hazards involve
not only "victimless" crimes (prostitution, e.g.) plus, also, "serious" crimes, (robbery, e.g.) and
"opportunistic" crimes, (vandalism, e.g.) that are associated with vice.
Question 2: How valid is the empirical evidence that SOBs pose significant public safety hazards?
Opinion 2: The criminogenic nature of SOBs is a scientific fact. This opinion is based on two
considerations. First, strong, empirically-validated criminological theory predicts that crime
victimization risks will be higher around SOB sites as a consequence of the normal commercial
activities at the sight. Second, this theoretically expected secondary effect has been observed in a
diverse range of locations, circumstances, and times. Although the magnitude and nature of the
observed crime-related secondary effect varies from case to case, every adequately designed
study has observed and reported a large, significant effect.
Question 3: Do SOBs that provide material for off-premise-only use pose smaller ambient public
safety hazards than other SOBs?
Opinion 3: To the extent that the on premise and off premise only SOB's draw similar patrons from
similarly wide catchment areas, criminological theory predicts similar ambient crime risks. This
theoretical expectation is supported by the data.
Question 4: Can the ambient public safety hazard associated with SOBs be mitigated by " hours-ofoperation" regulations?
Opinion 4: The ambient public safety hazard (or crime victimization risk) can be mitigated by
regulation, including hours-of-operation regulations.
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National Law Center Summary of the
REPORT OF DR. RICHARD MCCLEARY TO EFFINGHAM
COUNTY, EFFINGHAM, ILLINOIS
OVERVIEW: Dr. McCleary was asked to review materials sent to him by the Effingham County
State's Attorney's office and the empirical studies of crime-related secondary effects. Dr. McCleary
provided his opinions with respect crime-related secondary effects.
FINDINGS AND OPINIONS: Dr. McCleary offered the following opinions to the stated questions and
those opinions are stated herein:
Question 1: Do sexually-oriented businesses, as a general class, pose significant ambient public safety
hazards?
Opinion l: As a class, SOBs pose a significant ambient public safety hazards. These hazards involve
not only "victimless" crimes (prostitution, e.g.) plus, also, '4serious" crimes," (robbery, e.g.) and
"opportunistic" crimes, (vandalism, e.g.) that are associated with vice. The ambient public safety
hazard (for crime victimization risks) can be ameliorated by regulation.
Que!>tion 2: Given an affirmative answer to the first question, how valid is the evidence upon which
this opinion is based?
Opinion 2: The criminogenic nature of SOBs is a scientific fact. This opinion is based on two
considerations. First, strong, empirically-validated criminological theory predicts that crime
victimization risks will be higher around sexually-oriented business sites, and a!> a con!>equence
of the normal commercial activities at the site. Second, this theoretically expected secondary
effect has been observed in a diverse range of locations, circumstances, and times. Although the
magnitude and nature of the observed crime-related secondary effect varies from case to case,
every adequately designed study has observed and reported a large, significant effect.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
In the two decades since the U.S Supreme Court upheld a Detroit ordinance
imposing separation requirements on adult use businesses, state and local
governments increasingly have turned to zoning laws to regulate the location
and operation of such businesses.
Regulations imposed on adult use businesses have serious constitutional
implications because of the First Amendment's guarantees of freedom of
expression and speech. The importance of these issues is reflected in the
hundreds of appellate court cases nationwide challenging the constitutionality of
state or local regulation of adult uses.
In qctober 1996, the Denver City Council imposed a temporary moratorium on
the issuance of zoning permits for adult use businesses in certain districts, and
directed city departments and agencies to undertake a comprehensive study of
the secondary impacts of such businesses on nearby properties and
neighborhoods.
Efforts to regulate adult uses in Denver are aided by the experiences of other
municipalities in defending their ordinances against such challenges, including
documentation of the negative impacts caused by adult use businesses on
property values and the safety and well-being of people who live and work in
areas surrounding such businesses.

Zoning

1 .

I
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Twenty adult use businesses are currently operating in Denver under approved
use permits in the B-3, B-4, B-5 and B-8 zone districts. They include five adult
theaters/bookstores, four cabarets, three pop shops and eight adult bookstores
(seven of which also offer live entertainment and/ or video booths).
Seventeen of these 20 businesses do not meet separation requirements
established in 1976 for adult uses but, because they were in existence prior to that
time, have continued to operate as legal nonconforming uses. Three new adult
use businesses, all of which meet the city's separation requirements, have been
established since 1992.
Applying the current separation requirements, there are currently 597 acres of
land available for adult use businesses to operate in the City's business zone

districts and Planned Unit Development (PUD) zone districts. The number of
individual sites currently available for adult uses is 89, including the 20 sites
currently occupied by adult use businesses. An additional 25 sites are available
for use by adult businesses in industrial districts, where structures erected before
1956 are eligible for use exceptions.
Licensing
Of the 20 adult use businesses currently operating in Denver, all but one (Las

Vegas Adult Palace) require licensing, as either amusements or cabarets, by the
Denver Department of Excise and Llcenses.
The department issues Amusement Class 16 licenses to establishments and
individuals providing live entertainment, Amusement Class 15 licenses to
establislunents that have picture show devices and Amusement Oass 6 licenses
to those that show movies. If the adult entertairun~nt establishment sells alcohol,
the operator must posses an adult cabaret license, in addition to a liquor license.
Both amusement and cabaret licenses can be suspended, revoked or not renewed
by the excise and licenses department after notice to the applicant of the
allegations forming the basis of any complaint, followed by a hearing. The
cabaret provisions are more detailed and inclusive regarding the grounds for
suspension, revocation or non-renewal. The department director has the
authority to put conditions on a cabaret license, but not on an amusement
license.
Most adult use businesses in Denver have had their licenses suspended on one or
more occasions for criminal violations by patrons or employees (or, in some
cases, for licensing violations short of criminal behavior). The overwhelming
majority of such violations involved public indecency, including masturbation,
fondling and deviate sexual intercourse. In addition, many adult use businesses
have had warnings or order-ins issued by the police or by the department of
excise and licenses for similar offenses.
Among the four groups of adult use businesses licensed by the City, Amusement
Class 15 licensees, which offer adult books and adult picture show devices, do
not seem to generate the same amount of violations as those establislunents that
offer live entertainment or movies.

ll

Neighborhood Impacts
The Adult Use Study Team reviewed impact studies, or summaries of studies,
conducted in 21 juridictions. These studies have found such businesses to cause
negative secondary impacts to nearby properties and neighborhoods, including
criminal activity, litter, noise, traffic problems and depreciation in property
values.
Surveys, interviews and site inspections conducted as part of this study show
that people who live or own businesses near adult use businesses - particularly
bookstores and theaters - feel their presence in the neighborhood lowers
property values, generates crime and contributes to an overall decrease in
quality of life.
While all of the adult businesses in the study areas have had a negative impact
on adjacent residential areas, those that have had the greatest impact are adult
theaters/bookstores, which generally operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The intense level of activity generated by adult cabarets and pop shops has also
had a negative impact on adjacent neighborhoods.
In general, a greater percentage of residents than business owners have
experienced negative secondary impacts from adult use businesses. This is
probably due to the fact that most of the neighborhood businesses are open only
during the day, while residents are in the neighborhood day and night. Enough
of the local businesses, however, are experiencing impacts to warrant concern.
Among the specific findings of the Department of Plarming and Community
Development's survey of neighborhood residents and business owners:
Overall Impact on Neighborhood
Of the residents surveyed, 69% felt that adult use businesses had a negative
overall effect on their neighborhood. The most frequently mentioned impacts
were neighborhood appearance, litter, traffic and decreased property values.
A negative perception of the overall impact of adult use establishments was less
prevalent among neighborhood business owners. Fifty six percent of business
owners surveyed said the presence of adult uses in the neighborhood had no
effect on their daily activities. The most frequently mentioned impacts were
neighborhood appearance, decreased property values and litter.

lll

Specific Activities and Impacts Observed by Neighbors
Activities observed by those living near adult use businesses included littering,
trespassing and drinking alcohol in public . Litte-r generat-ed by such businesses
includes printed material containing pornography, used condoms, sex
paraphernalia and used syringes. Residents also mentioned having seen people
urinating, masturbating and soliciting for prostitution in areas adjacent to adult
use establishments.

Of the activities observed by neighborhood business owners, the most frequently
mentioned were litterin~ harassment of pedestrians and fighting.
Actions Taken by Neighborhood Residents and Business Owners in Response to
Negative Impacts Caused by Adult Businesses
S~rne

survey respondents said that the negative impact of adult use businesses
on their neighborhood has forced them to take action or seek assistance,
including restricting parking in front of their homes, calling the police and
installing new lighting .
Business owners mentioned calling the police , restructuring business hours and
installing better locks or hiring security guards.

Impact of Adult Uses, by Type of Business

• Adult bookstores with live amusement. Among people who live or work near
adult bookstores featuring live amusement, 75% of residents and 67% of
business owners felt that such businesses had a negative overall impact on
the neighborhood. The most frequently cited complaints were drug dealing,
trash, and prostitution and other illicit sexual activity in parking lots and
nearby alleys.
• Adult theaters. Among people who live or work near adult theaters, 80% of
residents and 41 % of businesses owners felt that such businesses had a
negative overall impact on the neighborhood. Complaints included
prostitution, drug dealing, litter and the parking of patrons' cars on
neighborhood streets.

lV

• Adult Cabarets and Pop Shops. A..TUong people who live or work near adult
cabarets or pop shops, 78% of residents and 47% of businesses owners felt
that such businesses had a negative overall impact on the neighborhood. The
most frequently cited complaints were litter and trash contairung
pornographic material.

Incidence of Crime

To assess the impact of adult use businesses on neighboring properties, the
Department of Public Safety collected and analyzed three categories of data for
1995 and 1996 - calls for service, reported offenses and arrests~ for 15 study
areas SWTOunding such businesses. Study areas were established by ~ggregating
the statistics from the most active locations within a one-block area with
·data
for each existing adult use business..

the

The analysis showed that the incidence of certain kinds of crimes was
proportionately higher in the study areas - and significantly higher at many of
the individual adult business locations - than in the city as a whole. These crimes
included disturbing the peace, public indecency, prostitution, drug~related
violations, loitering, robbery, larceny, theft from motor vehicle, drinking in
public/ vehicle and urinating in public.

The analysis also showed that the incidence of certain kinds of criminal activity prowler and disturbance complaints, public drunkenness, drug-related crimes
and public indecency - was higher in the areas surrounding adult theaters and
bookstores than in areas surrounding other types of adult businesses.
Effect on Property Values

Using 1994--97 assessment data, existing adult businesses in Denver were
categorized into seven study groups in order to measure the impact of such
businesses on assessed property values.
Analysis showed that commercial properties within the adult business blocks
and residential prpperties abutting the adult business blocks tended to increase
to a lesser degree than other properties in the same location.
Also, the impact on residential values is greater for properties that abut adult use
businesses than on conunercial properties that abut such businesses.

v

I. INTRODUCTION
In October 1996, the Denver City Council passed Council Bill No. 823 providing
for a temporary moratorium on the issuance of zoning pennits for adult use
businesses. The moratorium was imposed to allow city departments and
agencies to conduct a study to (1) assess any adverse secondary impacts caused
by adult use businesses on nearby properties and neighborhoods and (2)
determine the availability of sites for adult businesses.
A working group, the Adult Use Study Team, was established to conduct the
study. The study team, which met on 14 occasions beginning in December 1996,
consisted of representatives from a number of city agencies and departments:
- Kent Strapko, Charles Meredith (Zoning Administration)
- Ken Brewer (Office of Planning and Development)
·Sandie Norman (Department of Public Safety)
- Beth McCann (Department of Excise and Licenses)
-Jim Lindsey (Department of Revenue/ Assessment Division)
- Bob Conrad (Department of Envirorunental Health)
Study team members were asked to analyze the impact of adult businesses from
their separate fields of expertise using data and information maintained by their
departments and drawing on professional resources outside the city.
This report begins with a summary of the team's review of adult business impact
studies conducted in 21 other cities and counties across the the nation over the
past several years, and an overview of the major legal issues involved in
regulating adult businesses.
Sections IV and V of the report provide a detailed look at the regulation of adult
businesses in Denver, including an examination of the zoning and licensing laws
that govern such businesses; an analysis of the amount of land and number of
sites currently available for adult businesses; and a review of license violations,
suspensions and revocations.
The remaining three sections of the report focus on the negative secondary
impacts of adult businesses in Denver.
Section VI examines how such businesses affect the daily lives of people who live
and work in surrounding neighborhoods, drawing on a variety of sources
including site inspections, a survey of residents and business owners, interviews
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with representatives of registered neighborhood organizations and a review of
police department vice/ drug investigations.

Section VII focuses on the incidence of crime linked to adult businesses, based on
a detailed analysis of calls for police service, reported offenses and arrests during
1995 and 1996 in 15 study areas surrounding such businesses.
The report concludes with a look at the impact of adult businesses on the
assessed value of adjacent residential and conunercial property, using 1994-97
assessment data.
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II. REVIEW OF ADULT BUSINESS IMPACT STUDIES
FROM OTHER cmEs
Other jurisdictions that have studied the effects of adult use businesses have
found such businesses to have negative secondary impacts, despite wide
variations in land use patterns and other local conditions.
The Adult Use Study Team reviewed impact studies, or summaries of studies,
conducted in 21 jurisdictions: Amarillo (TX), Austin (TX), Beaumont (TX),
Cleveland (OH), Colorado Springs (CO) , Dallas (TX), Garden Grove (CA) Harris
County (TX), Houston (TX), Indianapolis (IN), Kent (WA), Los Angeles (CA),
Mirmeapolis (MN), New York City (NY), Newport News 01A), Oklahoma City
(OK), Phoenix (AZ), St. Paul (MN), Seattle CN A), Tucson (AZ) and Whittier (CA).
Among the major findings of our review:

•

Criminal activity - primarily drug dealin& prostitution, public indecency
and sexual assault - was the impact most frequently cited in the studies
reviewed.

•

Litter, noise and traffic problems were among the other major impacts cited
in most of the studies reviewed.

•

Adult uses were found to have a significant impact on property values,
particularly single-family homes. The primary factor cited for the
depreciation in property values was increased crime activity associated with
adult businesses.

•

Adult business signs are generally larger, more often illuminated and graphic
(sexually oriented) than signs of nearby commercial uses. Conununity
residents frequently object to this signage as being out of keeping with
neighborhood character, and express concern about the exposure of minors to
sexual images.

Following is a brief description of some of the impact studies reviewed by the
Adult Use Study Team:

Study of the Effects of the Concentration of Adult Entertainment
Establishments in the City of Los Angeles (1977)
The Los Angeles planning department studied the effects of the concentration of
sexually oriented businesses on surrounding properties between 1969 and 1975.
More than 90% of realtors, real estate appraisers and lenders surveyed said that a
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grouping of such businesses within 500 to 1,000 feet of residential property
decreases the market value of homes. The study also found a disproportionately
higher incidence of crime - including assault, murder, pandering, drug-related
violations and robbery - in areas where adult businesses were concentrated.

A Report on Zoning and Other Major Methods of Regulating Adult
Entertainment in Amarillo (1977)
The Amarillo police department provided an analysis demonstrating that areas
of concentrated adult businesses was 2-1/2 times higher than the street crime in
the city average. The city planning department concluded that concentrations of
such businesses have detrimental effects on neighboring residential and
commercial areas because of (1) noise, lighting and traffic during evening hours,
(2) increased opportunity for street crime and (3) the tendency of citizens to
avoid such business areas.
·

Adult Business Study: Phoenix; Arizona (1979)
The study concluded that there was a significantly greater incidence of crime in
the study areas than in the control areas. The study found that there were 40%
more property crimes and violent crimes per 1,000 .persons in the study areas
than in the control areas, and that the sex-crime rate was six times higher in the
study areas than in the control areas.

Adult Entertainment Businesses in Indianapolis: An Analysis (1984)

The city of Indianapolis collaborated with Indiana University researchers to
evaluate the impact of adult businesses on property values and crime in six
study areas. The study found a significantly higher increase in criminal activity,
particularly sex-related crimes, in the study areas than in the city as a whole. The
study also concluded, based on a survey of local and national real estate
appraisers, that uadult entertainment businesses, even relatively passive uses,
such as an adult bookstore, have a serious negative effect on their immediate
environs."
Report on Adult~Oriented Businesses in Austin (1986)
This report was used to develop an amendment to existing ordinances governing
adult businesses. The study examined crime rates, property values and tradearea characteristics. Sex-related crime ranged from 177%-482% higher in the four
study areas than the city average. In the two study areas containing more than
one adult business, the crime rate was 66% higher than in the study areas with
only one such business. The study recommended that (1) adult businesses be
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limited to highway or regionally oriented zone districts, (2) adult businesses be
dispersed to avoid concentration and (3) conditional use permits be required for
such businesses.
The Relationship Between Crime and Adult Business Operations on Garden
Grove Boulevard (1991)

The study concluded that crime increased significantly with the opening of an
adult business, or with the expansion of an existing business or the addition of a
bar nearby. The increase was greatest in serious offenses such as homicide, rape,
robbery, assault, burglary, theft and auto theft. On Garden Grove Boulevard,
seven adult businesses accounted for 36% of all crime in the area. Real estate
professionals surveyed as part of the study overwhelmingly agreed that adult
businesses within 200 to 500 feet of residential and conunercial property
significantly depreciate property values.
Report c;>n Sexually Oriented Businesses: Colorado Springs (1992)
This report was a study of adult businesses in Colorado Springs to determine if
revisions should be made to the ordinances regulating such businesses. The
study concluded (1) there was a proportionately higher incidence of crime in
areas where adult businesses were located, (2) the 1;000-foot spacing
requirement be modified to provide better buffering.of adult uses from churches,
schools, parks or other adult uses, (3) the proposed ordinance changes would
leave 1,806 acres in which adult businesses could locate and (4) a total of 55 new
sites would be available for adult uses under the new spacing requirements.
Analysis of the Effects of Sexually Oriented Businesses Which Advertise Live,
Semi-Nude Entertainment to the Public on Surrounding Properties and On
Neighborhoods (1994)
This study, conducted in Dallas, concluded that adult businesses and dance halls
operating as adult cabarets have both a real and perceived negative effect on
surrounding properties and neighborhoods. The primary ways in which such
businesses affect surrounding areas were (1) by their physical presence,
including sign.age and advertising, and (2) by the hours they operate and the
kind of people they attract.
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Adult Entertainment Study: City of New York (1994)

The New York City planning department evaluated the nature and extent of
adverse impacts associated with adult businesses in Times Square, Chelsea and
along major vehicular routes in Manhattan and other boroughs. The study
identified a number of significant negative impacts in areas where such
businesses are concentrated, including a substantially higher incidence of crime
and a slower rate of increase in assessed property values. The study concluded
that it was appropriate to regulate adult businesses differently from other
businesses, and that there was merit in considering restrictions on the location of
adult uses in proximity to residential areas, churches, schools and each another.
Report on the Concentration 0£ Adult Use Establishments in the Times Square
Area (1994)

The Times Square Business Improvement District in New York City
corrunissioned a study to determine the effect of adult businesses 'on the Times
Square commercial area. The study found a proportionately higher incidence of
criminal complaints on the study blocks than on the control blocks, and a
proportionately lower rate of increase in total assessed values.
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III. REVIEW OF COURT DECISIONS
ON THE REGULATION OF ADULT USES
Ever since the United States Supreme Court decision in Young v. American Mini
Theatres, 427 U.S. 50 (1976), state and local governments have been turning to
zoning laws to regulate adult use businesses. Regulations imposed on adult
businesses have serious constitutional implications because of the First
Amendment's guarantees of freedom of expression and speech. However, not
all forms of expression enjoy the same degree of constitutional protection.
Generally, the government does not have the power to restrict expression or
speech because of its message, ideas, subject matter or content. However, the
courts recognize that while the commercial operation of adult businesses involve
some degree of constitutional protection, the expressive component of such
activity is secondary to the conduct itself and the scope of permissible
governrI)ent regulation increases. Thus, the goverrunent may regulate adult
businesses even though the regulation results in an incidental limitation on
protected expression.
Appellate courts around the country have upheld ordinances limiting the
location of adult businesses within specified distances of residential zone
districts, churches, schools and other adult businesses, similar to Denver' current
regulatory scheme. In the American Mini Theatres case, the Court approved
Detroit's dispersion-type ordinance prohibiting adult theaters from locating
within 1000 feet of any two other such uses or within 500 feet of any residential
zone as a valid exercise of the city's police power. The Court concluded that
municipalities must be allowed a reasonable opportunity to experiment with
solutions.to serious problems and that attempts to preserve the quality 0£ life are
entitled to deference by the judiciary.
Municipalities may regulate constitutionally protected activities provided the
ordinance is necessary to prevent adverse secondary effects, such as
neighborhood deterioration caused by crime and blight, related to the operation
of adult businesses. Detroit relied on studies and testimony of experts to
document such negative effects and demonstrate that the·dispersion provisions
were intended to prevent such effects by merely limiting the locations where
adult businesses could operate and not restrict constitutionally protected
expression.
Ten years after American Mini Theatres, the Supreme Court approved a zoning
ordinance concentrating adult businesses in a limited geographical area of the
city. City of Renton v. Playtime Theaters Inc., 475 U.S. 41 (1986). Renton did not
conduct its ovvn study but relied on a study conducted by nearby Seattle,
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Washington documenting the adverse secondary effects caused by adult
businesses operating in Seattle. The Court held the First Amendment does not
require municipalities to conduct their own studies before adopting an
ordinance. Municipalities can rely on studies conducted by other cities provided
they reasonably believe the negative secondary effects found to exist in the other
city are relevant to the problems the municipality seeks to ad~ess.
Ordinances imposing locational and other restrictions on adult businesses are
limited to imposing content neutral time, place and manner restrictions.
Ordinances are viewed as content neutral when they are not directly or
indirectly aimed at the content of the protected activity occuring at adult
businesses but rather at the undesirable secondary effects attributable to these
businesses. The courts have held that the question of content neutrality focuses
on the government's purposes in enacting the ordinance.
In order to pass constitutional muster, restrictions on adult businesses should be
no greater than necessary, to further a substantial govern.mental interest. As
previously noted, governments do have a substantial interest in preserving the
quality and character of neighborhoods by preventing such negative effects as
neighborhood blight, crime, increased traffic and lower property values.
Ordinances restricting adult business operations must allow a reasonable
opportunity for such businesses to operate in the municipality. In other words,
locational requirements imposed by zoning ordinances must insure available
sites for adult businesses to operate. In making this determination, reviewing
courts look at the amount of acreage available for adclt businesses as well as the
actual number of potential sites available. Recent decisions from around the
country indicate that courts reviewing ordinances enacted by urban
municipalities prefer to look at the actual number of existing and potential sites
available in the municipality while the amount of available acreage may be more
relevant to rural areas.
The courts have not defined a constitutional minimum number of sites that must
be available for adult businesses for an ordinance to pass constitutional muster.
Instead, courts determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether an tuU'easonably low
number of sites exist in a given area. The test applied by courts is one of
reasonableness and whether a municipality has provided a reasonable
opportunity for adult businesses to operate.
A major reason courts invalidate adult business ordinances is because they are
unconstitutionally vague. Under this principle, a law which does not fairly
inform a person of what is required or prohibited is an unconstitutional violation
of due process. An ordinance will also be invalidated for vagueness when it is so
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devoid of standards that it invites arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement.
Adequate standards level the playing field so that all concerned parties,
including the municipal officials responsible for enforcement, the public and the
courts, are aware of the law's meaning.
The importance of these issues is reflected in the hundreds of appellate court
cases nationwide challenging the constitutionality of state or local regulation of
adult businesses. Efforts to regulate adult businesses in Denver are aided by the
experiences of other municipalities in defending their ordinances against
constitutional challenges. The experiences of other municipalities assist us in
understanding how the courts judge adult use ordinances and the nature of the
objections adult business operators have to regulation. The legal guidelines
outlined in this section should be helpful when considering amendments to
Denver's current adult use business ordinance.
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ADULT USE BUSINESSES
OPERATING IN DENVER
(As shown on the following page)
Adult Cabarets
#1
#2
#3

#4

Dandy Dan's, 214 S. Federal Boulevard
Diamond Cabaret, 1222 Glenarm Street
Paper Tiger, 1196 S. Santa Fe Drive
PT's, 1601 W. Evans Avenue

Pop Shops

#5
#6
#7

Centerfold Show Oub, 3480 S. Galena Street
Red Garter, 1447 Stout Street
Saturdays, 8315 E. Colfax Avenue

Adult Bookstores (with Video Booths)
#8

#9
#10
#11
#12

Adult Trading Post, 7 5. Federal Boulevard
Book Mart East, 3309 E. Colfax Avenue
Colfax News, 8216 E. Colfax Avenue
Pleasures Books/ Alameda, 3250 W. Alameda Avenue
Pleasures Books/South Broadway, 127 S. Broadway

Adult Bookstores (without Video Booths)

#13

Las Vegas Adult Palace, 550 W. Mississippi Avenue

Adult Bookstores (with Live Entertainment)
#14
#15

Diamond Lil's Showroom, 1215 20th Street
Kitty's Bookstore Pleasure Palace, 735 E. Colfax Avenue

Adult Theaters/Bookstores
#16
#17
#18
#19
#20

Act l,II/Dove Theater/Pleasures Bookstore, 3480 W. Colfax Avenue
Galaxy Theater, 633 E. Colfax Avenue
.
Kitty's Tabor Theater, 3333 W. Alameda Avenue
The Crypt, 139 Broadway
Kitty's South, 119 S. Broadway
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Dandy Don's
Diamond Cabaret
Paper Tiger

@Prs
Pop Shops

~

Centerfold Show Club
Red Gorter
Saturdays
.

Booksfores (with Video Booths)
Adult Trading P.o st
Book Mart East
Cal1ax News
Plitasure's Books
Pleasure

I

Bookstores (without Video Booths}
@) Los Vegas Adult Pa lace
Ad ult Bookstores (wllh Lfve Enfertolnmenf)

®Diamond Lii's Showroom

@ Klfty•s Bookstore ond
Pleasure Palace

Theaters/ Bookstores

I

___

Ac:t 1,11 Dove Theater
Galaxy TheoftH"
Kitty' s Tabor Theater
Crypt Theater/Safes
Kitty's Soufh

IV. ADULT BUSINESS ZONING IN DENVER
The Denver Zoning Ordinance, Chapter 59 of the Denver Revised Municipal
Code (DRMC), currently regulates adult businesses throughout the city.

In 1976, by Ordinances 691, 692 and 693, the Denver City Council required
certain uses, including adult businesses, to be located more than 500 feet from
any residential district, any dwelling unit (single or multiple) and any church
and/ or school, and no more than any two such uses to be located within 1,000
feet of each other. Adult businesses operating at that time were grandfathered in
under Section 59-631, DRMC, which regulates all nonconforming uses.
Adult uses-by-right are currently pennitted in the B-2, B-3, B-A-3, B-4, B-5, B-7,
B-8 and CCN (Cherry Creek North) zone districts. The DRMC authorized the
following types of adult businesses to operate in the following zone districts:

Type
1

2
3
4
5
6

..

'B-2

B-3

B·A-3

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

B-4

x
x
x
x
x

x

B-5

x
x
x
x
x

B-7

B-8

CCN

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

(I'ype 1= adult amusement or entertainment; Type 2=eating place with adult
entertainment; Type 3=bookstore, adult; Type 4=photo studio, adult; Type S=sexually
oriented commercial enterprise; Type 6=theater, adult)
Business zone districts that do not permit adult uses include: B-1, B-A-1, B-A-2,
B-A-4, B-8-A and B-8-G.
In the industrial zone districts, specified adult businesses may be authorized as
use exceptions in the I-1 and I-2 zones by the Board of Adjustment for Zoning
Appeals pursuant to DRMC section 59-54(3)n. In such cases, the applicant must
demonstrate compliance with the criteria established by the ordinance, including
the same separations required in the business zone districts.

Because the nature of the adult use industry is constantly changing, new adult
businesses do not always fit into the DRMC' s adult business definitions.
However, the DRMC definition of "sexually oriented commercial enterprise"
fills this gap in drcwnstances where the service offered is intended to provide
sexual stimulation or gratificationto the customer. Thus, the zoning department
is able to enforce the City's separation requirements when concerned with new
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adult business concepts such as certain massage parlors and lingerie modeling
businesses.
It is noted that there are "health clubs" and "bath houses" currently operating in
the city which allow customers to engage in sexual activities on the premises.
These businesses are not currently regulated by the adult business zoning
provisions of the DR!v1C, but are subject to the health department regulations.
Other adult oriented uses such as" escort services" are not regulated by the
zoning provisions because they do not involve activities at a specific property.
Escort servicesare subject to criminal investigation by the police department.
The nonconforming use provisions of DRMC section 59-631, et seq., are
applicable to adult businesses. Nonconforming uses are authorized to continue
operating in compliance with the limitations set forth in the ordinance.
Additionally, nonconforming uses automatically terminate upon the occurrence
of any of the events specified in the ordinance including abandonment, violation
of the nonconforming use limitations, damage or destruction. Since 1976,
several nonconforming adult businesses have been closed for reasons associated
with the nonconforming use provisions including: The Bluebird Theater, 3317 E.
Col.fax Ave.j Kitty 1s South Theater, 1912 S. Broadwayi Matty's Theater, 111 S.
Broadwayi and Sid King1s, 1205 E. Colfax Ave.
Types of Adult Use Businesses in Denver
As of the date of this study, 20 adult businesses are operating under approved
use perm.its throughout the city. Seventeen of these busin.esses do not meet the
city 1s separation requirements but, because they were established prior to 1976,
are allowed to continue operating as legal nonconforming uses. Three new adult
use businesses, meeting Denver1s separation requirements, have been established
since 1992.

The 20 existing adult businesses are split among these zone distriGts: one in B-3;
sixteen in B-4; two in B-Si and one in the B-8-A (formerly B-8).
Of the permitted adult uses by right, only the following three general categories
are operating in Denver: bookstore, adulti eating place with adµlt amusement;
and theater, adult.
Every adult bookstore in Denver except one also contains video booths wherein
customers can view rented videos. Several establishments operate as a
combination of these usesi that is, an adult theater with a bookstore selling
and/ or renting videos and other adult materials, as well as providing video
booths.
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Eating Places with Adult Entertainment
In Denver, there are two types of eating places with adult entertainment:
cabarets, which serve alcohol, and pop shops, which do not. The cabarets feature
topless dancers; the pop shops usually feature dancers who are totally nude.
Such establishments generally open in the afternoon and close by 2 a.m.
Currently, there are four adult cabarets and three pop shops operating in
Denver.

Adult Cabarets
• Dandy Dan1s, 214 S. Federal Blvd.
• Diamond Cabaret, 1222 Glenarm St.
• Paper Tiger, 1196 S. Santa Fe Drive.
• PT's, 1601 W. Evans Ave.

Pop Shops
•
•
•

Centerfold Show Club, 3480 S. Galena St.
Red Garter, 1447 Stout St.
Saturdays, 8315 E. Colfax Ave.

Adult Bookstores

Adult bookstores sell pornographic or sexually explicit material in the form of
books, magazines or videos. All of these businesses except one (Las Vegas Adult
Palace) also feature coineoperated video booths in which sexually explicit movies
can be privately viewed. Two of these businesses also offer live entertainment in
the form of a "peep show0 featuring a nude dancer behind a glass window in a
booth. Adult bookstores generally operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Adult Bookstores With Video Booths
•
•
•
•
•

Adult Trading Post, 7 S. Federal Blvd.
Book Mart East, 3309 E. Colfax Ave.
Colfax News, 8216 E. Colfax Ave.
Pleasures Books/ Alameda, 3250 W. Alameda Ave.
Pleasures Books/South Broadway, 127 S. Broadway.

Adult Bookstores Without Video Booths

• Las Vegas Adult Palace, 550 W. Mississippi Ave.
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Adult Bookstores With Live Entertainment

•
•

Diamond Lil 1s Showroom, 1215 20th St.
Kitty 1s Bookstore Pleasure Palace, 735 E. Colfax Ave.

Theaters/Bookstores
Adult theaters present motion pictures showing sexually explicit material. These
businesses also generally carry sexually explicit books, magazines and videos.
Most theaters/bookstores are open 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Currently, there are five adult theaters/bookstores operating in Denver.
• Act I, II/Dove Theater/Pleasures Bookstore, 3480 W. Colfax Ave.
• Galaxy Theater, 633 E. Colfax Ave.
• Kitty's Tabor Theater, 3333 W. Alameda Ave.
• The Crypt, 139 Broadway.
• Kitty's South, 119 S. Broadway
In 1995, Ordinance 874 modified the definitions of "bookstore" and 11bookstore,

adult, 11 and added specific limitations to "bookstore" in the use-by-right
provisions of each code section allowing bookstores as a pennitted use. In short,
these changes allowed non-adult bookstores to sell or rent a limited amount of
adult materials, but required that all such materials be segregated into a separate
section of the bookstore and screened from public view, except to persons 18
years of age or over.

Land Area Available for Adult Uses
Official Denver zoning maps scaled at 1"/1000' and l"/2001 have been marked
and used to demonstrate zone districts that permit adult uses. These maps
graphically indicate areas within and outside of 500 feet from residential zones,
districts that would allow adult businesses if the required separation from
churches, schools and individual dwellings could be met. In mixed-use and
dense areas, such as the B-5 and B-7 central business districts, the 111 / 200' maps
were used to indicate known dwellings, chW"ches and schools with the 500-foot
separation drawn in.

Adult uses-by~right are permitted only in the zone districts specified above and
in a very limited nwnber of Pl.JD districts. The area available for adult uses in
these districts has been calculated as accurately as possible from the scaled zone
maps and PUD files.
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The total land area in Denver zoned B-2, B-3; B-A-3, B-4, B-5, B-7, B-8 and CCN is
4,347 acres, as calculated from figures provided by the Denver Planning Office.
Land Area of Business Zone Districts
Permitting Adult Uses

Zone District

B·2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-7
B-8
B-A-3

CCN

Total Area.Sq. Ft.
27353675

47200209
72420000
11373536
2938551
24176140
1900125
1999790

Sq. Ft/Acre

43560
43560
43560
43560
43560
43560
43560
43560

Total

Total Acres
627.95
1083.57
1662.53
261.10
67.46
555.01

43.62
45.91
4347.15

Applying the separation requirements, the land area of business zone districts
permitting adult uses is 564.79 acres. Adding in the land area of PUDs permitting
adult uses (31.95 acres), the total land area in Denver available for adult uses, rounded
off, is 597 acres.
Number of Sites Available for Adult Businesses
The referenced maps also were used to determine the approximate number of
actual sites still available for new adult businesses. The existing code allows no
more than two such uses to be located within 1,000 feet of each other. This
diameter was applied to available districts on the maps, and a minim.um of two
sites was assigned to available district areas. For larger available areas, the 1,000foot limitation was used to calculate approximately how many sites could be
permitted in the given area. Areas also were checked for existing schools,
churches or dwelling units.
It was determined that at least 67 business-zoned sites are available in addition
to the 20 existing adult use businesses, and that two of the existing businesses are
so located that an additional business could be established near each of those
locations. Therefore, a minimum of 89 sites in business districts are available for adult

uses.
Properties in industrial districts are eligible for an exception as an adult use
when located in a structure erected before November 1956. Industrial districts
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meeting this condition and separation requirements were also studied. At least
25 industrial sites are thus available subject to Board of Adjustment approval.
Adult Use Definitions
The following definitions are contained in Section 59-2 of the Revised Municipal
Code:

Adult amusement or entertainment: Amusement or entertainment which is
distinguished or characterized by an emphasis on material depicting, describing
or related to "specific sexual activities" or "specified anatomical areas" or which
features strippers or dancers, or similar entertainment by people who expose any
specified anatomical area; provided, however, that live entertainment involving
any specified sexual activity is prohibited.
Bookstore: A retail establishment which, as its primary business, engages in the
sale, rental or other charge-for-use of books, magazines, newspapers, greeting
cards, postcards, videotapes, computer software, and/ or any other printed or
electronically conveyed information or media, excluding any "adult bookstore,"
"adult theater," "theater" or "studio theater."
Bookstore, adult: An establishment having as a substantial or significant portion of
its stock in trade books, magazines and other periodicals and goods and items,
including videotapes and computer software, held for sale or rental which are
distinguished or characterized by their emphasis on matters depicting,
describing or relating to "specified sexual activities" or "specified anatomical
areas" ("adult materials"). An establislunent which utilizes in excess of ten (10)
percent of its gross floor area or its occupied shelf space for the display of adult
materials or which has more than ten (10) percent of its total monthly receipts
derived from the sale or rental of adult materials shall be regarded as an ''adult
bookstore."
Photo studio, adult: An establishment which, upon payment of a fee, provides
photographic equipment and/ or models for the purpose of photographing
"specified anatomical areas."

Sexually oriented commercial enterprise: A massage parlor, nude studio, love parlor,
encounter parlor or any other similar commercial enterprise whose major
business is the offering of a service which is intended to provide sexual
stimulation or sexual gratification to the customer, but not including: (a) a
business licensed to sell alcoholic beverages, any bookstore or theateri (b) a
business operated by or employing licensed psychologists, licensed physical
therapists, licensed cosmetologists or licensed barbers performing functions
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authorized under the license held; (c) a business operated by or employing
licensed physicians or chiropractors engaged in the healing arts.

Specified anatomical area shall include:
• Less than completely and opaquely covered: (1) human genitals and/ or pubic
region; (2) the area of the buttock which is located around the lower backbone
between straight lines drawn from the outermost point of the pelvis on the
side of the body to the ischial tuberosity; (3) the area of the female breast
described as follows: the areola and the lower quadrant of each breast as
defined by two lines which crisscross the breast and intersect at right angles
at the areola. Such lines also intersect at a forty.five-degree angle the vertical
axis of the body as represented by the backbone when viewed from the front
of the body.

•

~wnan

male genitals in a discernibly turgid state, eve.n if completely or

opaquely covered.

Specified sexual activities shall include:
• Human genitals in a state of sexual stimulation or arousal
•

Acts of human masturbation, sexual intercourse, oral or anal sex, or sodomy

• Fondling or other erotic touching of hwnan genitals, pubic region, buttocks
or female breast.
Theater, adult: A theater used for the presentation of material distinguished or

characterized by an emphasis on material depictj.ng, describing or relating to
"specified sexual activities" or "specified anatomical areas" for observation by
patrons therein.
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B-4
Act 1,11, Dove, Pleasures Bks
3480 W Colfax Ave
-·------ - Adu-~~_}"_!_C!din£!_ !:_9.St - - - -7 S Federal Bv
B-4
·--B-4
Book Mart East
3309 E Colfax Ave
Centerfofd Show Club
3480 S Galena St
8-3
- - -------Col fax News
8216 E Colfax Ave
B-4
-- ---- -- ------·- - -- ·- - - - - -8-4
f?!_Theater/bookstore
139 Broadway
Dan_9-tiJan's_
214 S Federal Bv
- B-4
B-5
Diamond Cabaret
1222 Glenarm Pl
--Diamond Lil's Showroom
1215 20th St -- ----B-8-A
-·-- - --- ·- -- E Colfax Ave
Gal a?<y T~~~!~! _________
633 -- --- ----- -- -- B-4
- -B-4
's
Bkstr/Pleasure
Palace
735
E
Colfax Ave
K~y
------··
B-4
119 S Broadway
South
~t~Y--·'s-----·
's Tabor
Theater
3333 W Alameda Ave
~!tty---- -·-- -----·- - -- ---- B-4
Las Vegas Adult Palace
550 W Mississippi Ave B-4
- ---- ------- - --1196 S Santa Fe Dr
B-4
______
_f>_ap~~..!!9~L _
Pie asures Books
127 S Broadway
B-4
--B-4
Pleasures Books
3250 W Alameda Ave
---WEvansAve
PT's
1601
------- ------- - ·- - - - · -- - - B-4
8-5
Red Garter
1447 Stout St
B-4
8315 E Colfax Ave
Saturdays

q_ry

~· - --·-- ------ ---- - ~-

---

--

Yes Adult Theater/Bookstore
3 Theaters/bkstore/vidbooths
Yes Adult Bookstore
with video booths
--·
- -- -·---- · .
Yes Adu lt Bookstore
with video booths
No Eating Place/Adult Amusement . Established 1996
Yes Adult Bookstore
with video booths
··- - Yes Adult Theater/Bookstore
with video booths
·-Yes Eating Place/Adult Amusement
---No Eating Place/Adult Amusement Established 1992
-Yes Adult Bookstore/Amusement
with video & rap~oths ------·Yes Adult Theater/Bookstore
with video booths
--- - -- - - ----- - ·--- - - - ·Yes Aduft Bookstore/Amusement
with video booths
Yes Adult Theater/Bookstore
with video booths
- -------Yes Adult Theater/Bookstore
with video booths
--- ---- -- --- - No Adult Bookstore
Established 1996
-Yes Eating_f>lace/Adult Amusemen~.
-·---Yes Adult BooksNideo Booths
Yes Adult BooksNideo Booths
- -·
·-- --- -- - ··- Yes E~tin_g Place/Adult Amus~-~~!1_t
-- -- ---- -·
- ---- - · Yes Eating Place/Adult Amusement
-Ye!~Eating Place/Adult Af!Jusem~!1_!_
-·~ ---

--

- --- -·-

V. LICENSING OF ADULT USES
The Department of Excise and Licenses is responsible for licensing adult
entertainment businesses either as amusements or as cabarets.
Amusement licenses are governed by DRMCode Sections 7·1tltrough7-320,
which establishes 16 classes of amusements. There is not a specific provision
relating to adult entertairunent, but over the years, the department has generally
issued Amusement Class 16 licenses to businesses and individuals providing live
entertainment, Amusement Class 15 licenses to businesses that have picture
show devices, and Amusement Class 6 licenses to locations that show movies.

If the adult entertairunent business intends to sell alcohol, the owner must obtain
an adult cabaret license, in addition to a liquor license. Cabaret licenses are
governed by the provisions of Denver Revised Municipal Code Sections 6-1
through 6-96.
Both amusement and cabaret licenses can be suspended, revoked or not renewed
by the excise and licenses department after notice to the applicant of the
allegations forming the basis of any complaint, followed by a hearing. The
cabaret provisions are more detailed and inclusive regarding the grounds for
suspension, revocation or non-renewal. The department director has the
authority to put conditions on a cabaret license, but not on an amusement
license. A caberet license may be denied based on the applicant's criminal
record, but an amusement license may not be denied for this reason.
Most adult use businesses in Denver have had their licenses suspended on one or
more occasions for criminal violations by patrons or employees (or, in some
cases, for licensing violations short of criminal behavior). The overwhelming
majority of such violations involved public indecency, including masturbation,
fondling and deviate sexual intercourse.
In addition, many adult businesses have had warnings or order-ins issued by the
police or by the department of excise and licenses for similar offenses.
Among the four groups of licensed adult use businesses, Amusement Class 15
licensees, which offer adult books and material and adult picture show devices,
do not seem to generate the same amount of violations as those businesses with
live entertainment or movies.
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Current Licenses
• Four licensed adult cabarets: Dandy Dan's, Diamond Cabaret, Paper Tiger
and P.T.'s.
• Eight Amusement Oass 16 licenses for adult uses: Pleasures Books/ Alameda,
Centerfold Show Club, Dandy Dan's, Kitty's Pleasure Palace, Kitty's South,
Pleasures Books/South Broadway, Red Garter and Saturday's.
• Six Amusement Class 15 licenses for adult uses: Adult Trading Post, Book
Mart East, Colfax News, The Crypt Cinema, Diamond Lil's Showroom and
Galaxy Theater.
• Four Amusement Class 6 licenses for adult uses: Act I and II, The Crypt
Cinema, Galaxy Theater and ~tty's Tabor Theater.
The Las Vegas Palace sells lingerie, magazines and paraphernalia, and sells and
rents movies. 111ese activities do not require licensing.

Licensing Violations
The following data is based on a review of department records and does not
reflect all police contacts, arrests or citations at the various locations.

Adult Cabaret Licenses

• Dandy Dan's: From 1971to1990, four suspensions for employees soliciting
drinks, one for underage employees, one for serving minors, one for
employees mingling with patrons, one for assault, one for not displaying a
liquor license and one for food violations. There also were police warnings or
order-ins for no valid tax license, assault, service to an intoxicated person,
underage dancer and minor in bar, inappropriate behavior by a dancer and
entertairunent before noon.

• Diamond Cabaret: No violations in excise and licenses files.

• Paper Tiger: From 1974 to 1996, one suspension for each of the following: sale
to an intoxicated person, indecent conduct, underage dancer, fondling and
soliciting for prostitution. There also were two suspensions for solicitation of
alcohol by employees. Police order-ins were issued for two instances of
indecent exposure, two of minors in the bar, two of drinking after hours, one
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for underage dancers, two for unknown reasons and one for failure to notify
the city of changes in ownership.

• P.T. 's: From 1975to1997, there were five suspensions of license for
inappropriate behavior by dancers (lewd displays, touching patrons in
suggestive ways, simulating sexual activity ); one of these suspensions was
also for assault. Police reports include two instances of underage drinkers,
one of drinking after hours, four instances of inappropriate costumes or
behavior by dancers and one food violation. (These incidents generally were
handled by issuing citations to those involved and by order-ins for the
owners. ) There also were records of questions being raised in the past about
the bar's ownership.

Amusement Class 16 Licenses

• Pleasures Bookstore/Alameda: Several individuals cited for public indecency in
1988 and 1989. Disposition not noted.

•

Centerfold Show Club: No violations in excise and licenses files.

• Kitty's Pleasure Palace: Two individuals cited in 1982 for public indecency.
• Kitty's South: Two individuals cited in 1991and1992 for public indecency

• Pleasures/South Broadway: License suspended for 60 days in July 1989 for 35
incidents of public indecency in 1988-89.

• Red Garter: A 1988 order-in for employing persons wanted on warrants.
• Saturdays: One suspension in 1997 for solicitation of prostitution.

• Las Vegas Palace: During the period when Las Vegas Palace was licensed,
there were no violations noted in the files.

Amusement Class 15 Licenses

• Adult Trading Post, Book Mart East, Colfax News, Diamond Lil's Showroom: No
violations noted in excise and license files.

Amusement Class 6 Licenses
•

Act I, II: License suspended for 30 days in 1989 because of 58 incidents of
public indecency in 1988and1989.
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• The Crypt Cinema (formerly the Empress Theater): No violations since 1992,
when this business changed owners and was renamed the Crypt. VVhile it
was the Empress, the license was suspended in 1989 for 32 incidents of public
indecency in 1988 and 1989. The license was revoked in 1985for127 incidents
involving citations for public indecency, deviate sexual intercourse, resisting
arrest and drug possession.

• Galaxy Theater: License suspended in 1986 for 22 incidents of public
indecency. The file also notes 24 incidents of public indecency in 1988 and a
1992 order-in for public indecency.

• Kitty's Tabor Theater: File notes a 1989 incident involving the theater
manager's interference with police.

• Matty's Theater: Amusement license was revoked in 1985 as a result of 65
cases of public indecency.

·
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VI. SECONDARY IMPACTS

ON NEIGHBORHOODS
The portion of this study conducted by the Denver Office of Planning and
Development included the following: (1) a survey of neighborhood residents and
business owners, (2) focus group meetings and interviews with representatives
of registered neighborhood organizations, (3) site inspections of adult use
businesses and (4) interviews with Denver Police Department vice/ drug control
officers and (5) a review of reports by the Denver Police Department's vice/ drug
control unit.
··

.

.

Surveyof Neighborhood Residents and Business Owners
Methodology

Face-to-face interviews were conducted between July, 1997 and September, 1997
with a total of 82 people - 39 residents and 43 business owners - living or
working within a one-block radius of adult businesses in seven areas:
•
•
•
•
•

East Colfax Avenue between Washington and Emerson (Kitty's, Galaxy)
East Colfax Avenue between Ulster and Verbena (Saturdays, Colfax News)
West Colfax Avenue between Julian and King (Acts I,II/Dove)
East Alameda Avenue between Hooker and King (Kitty's Tabor, Pleasures)
South Broadway between Ellsworth and Alameda (Dandy Dan's, Adult
Trading Post)
• East Hampden Avenue between Galena and Havana (Centerfold)

Fifty-six percent of the residents surveyed, and 79% of the business owners, had
lived or worked in the neighborhood for at least three years. 0£ the residents
surveyed, 56 % were renters and 44 % were homeowners. The business owners
represented a broad cross-section of conunercial businesses, the largest category
being restaurants.
The survey questions focused on the following issues:
•

~ether

adult businesses have had a negative impact on the adjacent
neighborhood, and the extent to which such impacts affect the everyday life
of those who live and work in the neighborhood
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•

The kind of activity and behavior neighborhood residents and business
owners have observed in the vicinity of adult businesses

•

The kind of steps people who live or work in the neighborhood have taken to
cope with the negative impacts of adult businesses

• The extent to which the presence of adult businesses have caused residents
and business owners to consider moving out of the neighborhood
• How the negative secondary impacts caused by adult businesses differ by
type of business - cabaret, pop shop, bookstore, theater.
The analysis of the data consisted of (1) frequency distributions (how many
people responded to what question and in what manner), (2) a comparison of
raw numbers with anecdotal testimony and (3) .the identification of significant
patterns in the information collected.

Findings
The study found that people who live or own businesses near adult businesses particularly pop shops, adult caberets and theaters -- feel their presence in the
neighborhood lowers property values, generates crime and contributes to an
overall decrease in quality of life.
While all of the adult businesses in the study areas have had a n egative ilnpact
on adjacent residential areas, those having the greatest impact are adult
theaters/bookstores, which generally operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The intense level of activity generated by adult cabarets and pop shops has also
had a negative impact on adjacent neighborhoods.
In general, a greater percentage of residents than business owners have
experienced negative secondary impacts from adult businesses. This is probably
due to the fact that most of the neighborhood businesses are open only during
the day, while residents are in the neighborhood day and night. Enough of the
local businesses, however, are experiencing impacts to warrant concern.
Among the specific findings:

Overall Impact on Neighborhood
Of the residents surveyed, 69% felt that adult businesses have a negative overall
effect on their neighborhood. The most frequently mentioned impacts were
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neighborhood appearance (72%), litter (64%), traffic {61 %) and decreased
property values (61 %).
A negative perception of the overall impact caused by adult businesses was less
prevalent among neighborhood business owners, 56 % of whom said the
presence of adult businesses in the neighborhood had no effect on their daily
activities. The most frequently mentioned impacts were neighborhood
appearance (42%), decreased property values (46%) and litter (37%).

Specific Activities and Impacts Observed by Neighbors
Activities observed by those living near adult businesses included littering (cited
by 54% of residents surveyed), trespassing (46%) and drinking alcohol in public
(44 %). Litter generated by customers of such businesses includes printed
material containing pornography, used condoms, sex paraphernalia and used
syringes. Residents also mentioned having seen people urinating, masturbating
and soliciting for prostitution in areas adjacent to adult use businesses.
Of the activities observed by neighborhood business owners, the most frequently
mentioned were littering, harassment of pedestrians and fighting.

Actions Taken by Neighborhood Residents and Business Owners in Response to
Negative Impacts Caused by Adult Businesses
Some survey respondents said the negative impact of adult businesses on their
neighborhood has forced them to take action or seek municiple assistance,
including restricting parking in front of their homes (mentioned by 31 % of
residents surveyed), calling the police (28%) and installing new lighting (23%).
Business owners mentioned calling the police (21 % of respondents),
restructuring business hours (12 %) and installing better locks or hiring security
guards (9%).

Effect on Plans to Move or Expand
The effect of adult businesses on the attrition of neighborhood residents and
businesses appears to be minimal. Of the residents surveyed, 23 % said they have
considered moving out of the area because of the impact of adult businesses.
Many people said they have decided against moving because they have lived in
the neighborhood for a long period of time.
As for neighborhood business owners, just 14% said they have considered
moving out of the area because of the impact of adult businesses. Sixty-seven
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percent said, however, they would not consider expanding in their current
location.

Impact of Adult Uses, by Type of Business
• Adult bookstores with live amusement. Among people who live or work near
adult bookstores featuring live amusement, 75% of residents and 67% of
business owners felt that such establislunents had a negative overall impact
on the neighborhood. The most frequently cited complaints were drug
dealing, trash, and prostitution and other illicit sexual activity in parking lots
and nearby alleys.
·
• Adult theaters. Among people who live or work near adult theaters, 80% of
residents and 41 % of businesses owners felt that such establislunents had a
negative overall impact on the neighborhood. Complaints included
prostitution, drug dealing, litter and the parking of patrons' cars on
neighborhood streets.
• Adult cabarets and pop shops. Among people who live or work near adult
cabarets or pop shops, 78% of residents and 47% of business owners felt that
such establishments had a negative overall impact on the neighborhood. The
most frequently cited complaints were litter and trash containing
pornographic material.
Focus Group Meetings/Interviews With Representatives
of Registered Neighborhood Organizations
Two focus group meetings were held in May, 1997 to allow representatives of
registered neighborhood organizations to discuss the impact of adult use
businesses on th.ell' neighborhoods.
Organizations represented at these meetings included the Barnum Improvement
CoW1.cil, Colfax on the Hill Association, Capitol Hill United Neighborhoods, East
Montclair Neighborhood Association, Westwood Community Association,
Atlunar Park Neighborhood Association and Godsman Neighborhood
Association. A separate set of phone interviews were conducted with
representatives of organizations and other interested parties who were unable to
attend the focus group meeting.
Following is a sampling of comments made during these focus group meetings
and interviews:
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• Ray Krupa, Barnum Improvement Council: Late-night activity at Kitty's Tabor
creates parking and loitering problems, particularly on weekends. The alleys
behind Kitty's Tabor are filled with weeds, graffiti and trash, which are slow
to be cleaned up. When we approach Kitty's about problems, they respond by
saying, "We are only tenants; talk to the landlord." Other businesses are more
responsive about cleaning graffiti and maintaining their properties.
• Dave Walstrom, Colfax on the Hill Association: We should have three times the
amount of retail sales on Colfax Avenue as we have now. Adult businesses
contribute to a perception of Colfax as that of a trashy and dangerous place.
The cast of characters that hang out and drink in front of Kitty's affects
neighbors; it's not a healthy envirorunent. Businesses thinking about moving
into the neighborhood witness the behavior and go elsewhere. During
Corrununity Cleanup Day, we found needles and condoms in the alley.
• Buzz Geller, Capitol Hill United Neighborhoods: Adult businesses have taken
over the neighborhood. Marquee signs carry explicit messages on them.
Prostitutioh regularly occurs along the street. Home values and rental rates
have decreased in the area. People don't go shopping around here or move
businesses into the area. Structures remain vacant for five to ten years before
someone moves in. Businesses refuse to locate here. Boston Market
considered Colfax and Pearl as a location until they saw the area. The Brick
Oven Beanery dosed because the owner got worn out fighting the
environment. Since the Bluebird Theater closed as an adult business and
reopened as a legitimate theater, adjacent home values have doubled.
• Tom Knorr, Capitol Hill United Neighborhoods: I have been propositioned
several times by women coming from the direction of businesses. People go
back and forth between businesses and bars. Adult businesses attract
supporting businesses such as leather shops and body piercing and tattoo
studios.
•

Bob Braun, Godsman Neighborhood Association: The Las Vegas Adult Palace
generates traffic safety problems at the intersection of Mississippi and Platte
River Drive. Pornographic materials have been found in the parking lot. One
day, two women were advertising that there were live naked women inside.

• Members of the East Montclair Neighborhood Association: Adult businesses make
the neighborhood feel unsafe. Patrons of Saturdays loiter in the alleys and
have sex in the alleys. Overflow parking causes problems. Trash and litter
(from Saturdays and Colfax News) blows into neighborhood yards. People
don't want to live near the adult businesses. Buildings near Saturdays have
become vacant.
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• Margie Grimsley, Sloan's Lake Citizens Group: Act I, II is located one block from
Cheltenham Elementary School. Adult business customers were following
children's mothers to their houses when they were walking their children to
and from school. Although the owner of Act I, II has worked with our group
and the West Colfax Partnership on this issue, there are still concerns about
the location of this adult business next to an elementary school.
•

Nancy Russell, Denver Herald-Dispatch: The newspaper, which covers local
issues in southwest Denver, is located near Dandy Dan's. Newspaper staff
have observed the activities at Dandy Dan's and the Adult Trading Post,
including public intoxication, vehicle break-ins in the parking lot, and
neighborhood girls being harassed by the patrons of Dandy Dan's. Both
Dandy Dan's and Pleasures on Alameda have had very crude messages on
their marquee signs to attract business, but have recently toned down the
messages.

• Lisa D.obson, College View Neighborhood Association: Neighbors have
complained about trash and debris that blows into their yards from PT's.
People also complain about screeching tires, noise, fighting and overflow
parking in the neighborhood. PT's used to have a private security guard to
keep things in line; now that they no longer do, fights and illegal activity
have gone way up.

• Frank Gonzales, 260 S. Julian St.: Has lived there for 37 years. His house is
across the alley from Kitty's Tabor. Has to be constantly on guard to protect
his grandchildren and other family members from coming into contaet with
debris generated by Kitty's customers such as used condoms, used syringes
and pornographic material in the alley and in his backyard. Customers use
Kitty's parking lot to drink and urinate. Feels his property values have been
hurt because nobody wants to live next to Kitty's.

• Jan Marie Belle, Southwest Improvement Council: Advertisements for movies at
Kitty's Tabor are lewd and offensive. Graffiti is a problem and owners of
Kitty's Tabor do not make an effort to clean it up. The parking lot and
exterior of the building are in need of repair and landscaping. Adult
businesses shouldn't be located in a residential area where children might be
exposed to pornography.
Site Inspection of Adult Businesses

The criteria established by reviewing impact studies from other municipalities
(along with other potential impacts identified by the Adult Businesses Study
Team) were used to develop a field survey form. The Department of Planning
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and Community Development used this form to evaluate the physical
appearance of adult businesses and their impact on adjacent properties. Several
visits were made to each of the sites.
In some cases, there were few, if any, discernible impacts caused by the adult
business on adjacent properties. In other cases, the impacts were more
noticeable. For example:

•

Dandy Dan 1s: There are many vacant and/ or deteriorating buildings around
Dandy Dan's. Various types of litter such as beer bottles, food wrappers and
newspapers were found in the alley, although litter in front of the building
was minimal. Dandy Dan's generates significant parking spillover problems.
Although the parking lot is large, patrons still park in the adjacent
neighborhood east of Federal Boulevard. This causes other impacts, such as
increased traffic, litter and noise in the neighborhood at dosing time.

•

Diamond Lil's Showr9om: Negative impacts include deteriorating and vacant
structures surrounding this business; deteriorating sidewalks and parking
lots; and litter, including beer bottles, food wrappers, newspapers and adult
material

• Paper Tiger: The parking lot is in poor condition. Trash, including adult
material, was found in the alley behind the building. Surrounding buildings
are in poor condition.

• PT's: Negative impacts include deteriorating sidewalks and parking lots and .
vacant structures near the business. A vacant lot adjacent to Pr's collects
trash, including papers containing adult material.

• Saturdays: Parking that spills over into the neighborhood is a major impact.
Noise is also an issue, particularly late at night when patrons are leaving the
business. There are also a nwnber of vacant and/ or deteriorating structures
in the area surrounding Saturdays.

• Kitty's Tabor Theater and Pleasures Books/Alameda: The major impacts observed
in the area surrounding these adult businesses included deterioration of the
exterior of Kitty's Tabor and deterioration of sidewalks and parking lots.
Trash, including adult material, was foWld in the parking lots, alleys and
adjacent yards.

• Act I, II/Dove Theater: The exterior of the building and the sidewalks show
minor deterioration. In the adjacent neighborhood, there was trash
containing adult material found in the yard of one of the houses. Other trash,
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such as food wrappers, beer bottles and newspapers, was also found
scattered throughout the neighborhood.

• Kitty's Bookstore/Pleasure Palace and Galaxy Theater: Some of the negative
impacts in this area include deteriorating structures, sidewalks and parking
lots; vacant structures; and trash in nearby yards, including beer bottles, food
wrappers, newspapers and paper containing adult material.
• The Crypt and Kitty's South: Kitty's South shows signs of deterioration on the
north side of the building, with rotting mortar and loosened bricks. A
significant amount of trash, including adult material, was found in the
inunediate vicinity, including streets, alleys and parking lots.

Review of Police Department Vice Reports
The vice detail of the Denver Police Department is responsible for investigations
of liquor code violations, prostitution and acts of public indecency, including
those occurring in adult businesses.
Over the past several years, the vice detail has made arrests, primarily for public
indecency, at all of the adult bookstores and theater/bookstores in Denver.
Following is a brief summary of several major investigations conducted by the
vice detail at adult use businesses.
• Act I, II/Dove Theater. In 1994, the vice detail began investigating activities at
this establishment, and made numerous arrests for public indecency. The acts
observed by police detectives induded patrons masturbating openly in their
seats and while standing in the aisles, fondling each other and giving and
receiving fellatio.

• Pleasures Bookstore (South Broadway). In August, 1994 it was discovered that
this establishment was operating with an expired license. The owner later
met with a detective from the vice detail to discuss options for reducing the
number of sexual encounters occurring inside the bookstore. The owner
agreed to cover up the "glory holes11 and install surveillance cameras outside
the building in the parking lot. Shortly after, it wa_s discovered that the
patches on the glory holes had been removed. The business was also
investigated for possibly interfering with police when inspections were made,
including warning patrons that police were coming onto the premises.
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• Paper Tiger. In 1995, the Paper Tiger was the subject of a narcotics
investigation. A dancer and another employee were selling
methamphetamine to customers. These individuals sold methamphetamine
to undercover detectives on nine different occasions, including once in front
of the establishment's owners. Four people, including dancers employed at
the Paper Tiger, were later arrested.

Public Health Impacts
Hypodermic needles and syringes have the potential to transmit infectious
diseases. After needles and syringes are used, there is often residual blood or
serum left on them. Even a small amount of blood or serum, whether moist or
dry1 can cause an infection in another person. There is the potential for the
transmission of infectious agents such as Hepatitis B, Hepatitus C, or HIV if
someone was to stick themselves with an infected needle.
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VII. INCIDENCE OF CRIME
Methodology
To assess the impact of adult businesses on neighboring properties, three
categories of data from 1995and1996 - calls for service, reported offenses and
arrests - were collected for 15 areas surrounding such businesses.
The data was mapped using three-dimensional histograms, with the height of
the bars representing the cumulative frequency of criminal activity by location.
The mapping process clearly identified locations with the most crime within a
one-block radius surrounding each adult business. The locations were rank.ordered from high to low according to the incidence of crime. Study areas were
established by aggregating the statistics from the most active locations within the
one-block areas with th.e data for each existing adult business.
The number of calls for service, reported offenses and arrests in the study areas both collectively and by type of business (theater, cabaret, bookstore, pop shop) - were then compared with citywide figures.
FindingsfAdult Use Study Areas
Calls for Service

Calls for service are demands for police response initiated by citizen complaints,
generally regarding allegations of unlawful acts. They also can be initiated by
police officers dming routine patrol when they encounter a crime in progress.
The study showed that the percentage of calls for police service linked to
disturbance, prowler and sex-related crimes was roughly the same in the areas
sWTounding adult businesses as for the city as a whole. However, the incidence
of such calls at the individual adult businesses, exclusive of surrounding areas,
was proportionately higher than citywide averages. For example:
• Disturbance complaints accounted for 4.4% of the study areas' demand for
police service, compared with 5% citywide. However, the percentage of
disturbance complaints at the individual adult businesses was considerably
higher- 9.3%.
• The proportion of prowler complaints to the total demand for service in the
study areas and citywide were almost identical-4.2% and 4%, respectively.
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However, the percentage of prowler calls at the individual adult businesses
was significantly higher (14.2% ).
•

Fights accounted for 2.9% of the calls for service in the study areas, compared
with 2.1 % citywide, but made up 6.3% of the calls for service at the individual
adult businesses.

•

Complaints for sex-related crimes (rape, indecent exposure, molestation)
accounted for 0.3% of the calls for service in the study areas, compared with
0.5% citywide. However, the figure was higher - 0.9% - at the individual
adult businesses, exclusive of the surrounding areas.

• Vice and narcotics complaints made up 1.2% of the calls for service in the
study areas, vs. 0.8% citywide.
Reported Offenses
Uniform crime reporting (UCR) standards were used to group reported offenses
into three categories: (1) Part I Crimes Against Persons: criminal homicide, rape,
robbery and aggravated assault; (2) Part I Property Crim.es: btU"glary, larceny,
theft from motor vehicle, auto theft and arson; and (3) Part II Selected Crimes:
other assaults, criminal mischief, weapon violations, other sex offenses
(excluding rape), drug-related offenses and disorderly conduct.

The study showed a proportionately higher incidence of robbery, larceny, theft
from motor vehicle and drug-related crimes in the areas surrounding adult
businesses than in the city as a whole.
Among the specific findings:
• Part I Crimes Against Persons accounted for 12.1 % of all reported offenses in
the study areas, compared with 7.8% citywide. The greatest difference was in
robberies, which accounted for 6.2% of the crimes reported in the study areas,
compared with 2.7% citywide.
• Part I Property Crimes constituted 57.1 % of reported offenses in the study
areas, vs. 62.8 % citywide. However, the percentage of both larceny and theft
from motor vehicle was higher in the study areas (44%) than in the city as a
whole (36%).
•

The proportion of Part II Selected Crimes to the total number of reported
offenses was roughly the same for the study areas (26.3%) as for the city as a
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whole (26.7 %). However, there was a significant difference in the percentage
of drug-related crimes -10.7% in the study areas, vs. 4.5% citywide.

Arrests
Although the exact location of where a crime was conunitted is available on
offense reports, this is not the case for arrests. Where an arrest was made, and
not where the crime was committed, is captured in the arrest database.
Nevertheless, there are certain types of arrests that are typically made at the
same place where the crime occurred. This analysis therefore focused on those
types of arrests: disturbing the peace, drinking in public/ vehicle, drug-related
violations, indecent exposure, loiterin~ prostitution, public indecency and
urinating in public.
The study showed a proportionately higher incidence of arrestS for drinking in
public/vehicle, public indecency, urinating in public, drug-related violations and
loitering than in the city as a whole. Specifically:
• The number of arrests for the above-listed violp.ti.ons accounted for 45.6% of
all arrests made in the study areas, compared to 28.2% of arrests citywide.
The most significant difference was in arrests for drinking in public/vehicle,
which made up 11.3% of arrests in the study areas, vs. 5.3% citywide.
•

Public indecency made up 4.8% of arrests in the study areas, as opposed to
0.4 % citywide. The data also showed that public indecency violations
accounted for 42.3% of arrests made at the individual adult use businesses,
excluding the surrounding areas.

•

Urinating in public accounted for 3.7% of arrests in the study areas,
compared with 0.8% citywide.

•

Drug-related violations constituted 11.6% of arrests in the study areas,
compared to 9.7% citywide. Drug-related arrests include felony and
misdemeanor arrests for the sale or possession of drugs and drug
papaphemalia, including injection devices.

•

Loitering accounted for 5% of all arrests made in the study areas, vs. 2%
citywide.
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Findings/fypes of Adult Uses
To assess the relative impact of various kinds of adult businesses, the number of
calls for service, reported offenses and arrests in the study areas, by type of adult
business, were compared with citywide averages.

The businesses were categorized into four study area groups:

(1) Eating Place/ Adult Amusement /with Liquor [Adult Cabarets]:
Dandy Dan's
Diamond Caberet
Paper Tiger
Pr's;

(2) Eating Place/ Adult Amusement/without Liquor [Pop Shops}:
Centerfold
Saturday's
Red Garter;
(3) Adult Theaters/ with Video or Rap Booths:
Actl, II, Dove Theaters
Kitty's Tabor Theater
Galaxy Theater
Kitty's South
Kitty's Bookstore/Pleasure Palace;
(4) Adult Bookstores:
Adult Trading Post
Bookmart East
Colfax News
Diamond Lil's
Las Vegas Adult Palace
Pleasures (Broadway)
Pleasures (Alameda)
Pleasures (W. Colfax@ Act I).
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Calls for Service
The study showed that the percentage of police calls for service linked to
assaults, disturbance, fighting, prowler complaints and public drunkenness was
significantly higher for the adult theater study area group than for the other
three groups. Among the findings:
•

Fights accounted for 3.1 % of the calls for service in the theater study areas,
2.7% in the cabaret study'areas and 2.6% in the pop shop study areas,
compared with 2.1 % for the city as a whole.

•

Prowler complaints accounted for 4.8% of calls for service in the theater study
areas, compared with 4 % citywide.

•

Vice and narcotics complaints accounted for a greater proportion of calls for
service in the pop shop, theater an9. bookstore study areas -1.6%, 1.2% and
1.2%, respectively - than in the city as a whole (0.8% ).

Reported Offenses
The most significant difference in the proportion of offenses in the study area
groups vs. the city as a whole was in drug-related crimes. Among the findings:
• Drug violations accounted for 19.6% of crimes reported in the bookstore
study areas, 15.7% in the pop shop study areas and 13.2% in the theater study
areas, vs. 4.5 % of crimes reported citywide.
•

Robberies accounted for a greater percentage of crime in the four study area
groups than in the city as a whole. Theaters had the highest percentage, 9.1 %,
followed by bookstores, 8.4%. This compared to 2.7% citywide.

•

Larcenies accounted for 31.6% of crimes in the cabaret study areas and 22.2%
of crimes reported in the pop shop study areas, compared with 18.6% for the
city as a whole.

Arrests
The study showed a proportionately higher percentage of arrests for drinking in
public/vehicle, public indecency and urinating in public in the theaters study
area groups than in both the city as a whole and in the other study area groups.
Among the findings:
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• Disturbing the peace accounted for 15.2% of the arrests made in the cabaret
study areas, vs. 6.9% of arrests citywide.
• Drinking in public/vehicle constituted 17.6% of the arrests made in the
theater study areas, compared to 5.3 % of arrests citywide.
• Loitering accounted for 6.8% of the arrests made in the pop shop study areas,
6.2% in the bookstore study areas and 5.1 % in the theater study areas, vs. 2%
of arrests citywide.
• Prostitution accounted for 4 % of the arrests made in the pop shop study
areas, 3.8% in the bookstore study areas and 2.1 % in the theater study areas.
This compared to 1.2% of arrests citywide.
• Public indecency accounted for 7.1 % of arrests made in the theater study area
groups, compared with 0.4% of arrests citywide. It should be noted that
public indecency accbunted for more than 60% of arrests made at individual
theaters and bookstores, excluding surrounding areas.
• The percentage of arrests for urinating in public was 5.5% in the theater study
areas, vs. 1.2% of arrests citywide.
Conclusion

The incidence of certain kinds of crimes was proportionately higher in the adult
businesses study areas- and even higher at many of the individual adult
business locations - than in the city as a whole. These crimes include disturbing
the peace, public indecency, prostitution, drug-related violations, loitering,
robbery, larceny, theft from motor vehicle, drinking in public/vehicle and
urinating in public
In addition, the percentage of certain kinds of criminal activity - prowler and
disturbance complaints, public drunkenness, drug-related crimes and public
indecency - was higher in the areas surrounding adult theaters and bookstores
than in areas surrounding other types of adult use businesses.
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Number of Dispatched Calls for Service,
in Selected Categories,
in Areas Surrounding Adult Use Businesses
·
1995 and 1996
TYPE OF CALL

BOOKSTORES

CABARETS

POP SHOPS

THEATERS

Assault

82

22

97

Crim Mischief
Disturbance
Drunk/DUI

31
199

28

34

44

74

97

41

228
87
117

238
62
405
360
298

Fight

109

Harass/Threat

26

9

44

l29

Prowler
Noise
Vice/ Narcotics
Robberv
Shootine:
Stabbing
The.ft/Larceny
Sex Asslt/ExpST

169

44

400

43
71

12

164
141

80

112

4
3

12
30
7

17
2

56
6

72

9

39

14
30
3
66
12

44

52
44

15
183
31

Number of Reported Offenses,
in Selected Categories,
in Areas Surrounding Adult Use Businesses
1995and1996
TYPE OF
O FFENSE
Homicide
Sexual Assault

BOOKSTORES

-

Robberv

2
27

Al!:!!:. Assault
Burglary
Larceny

19
9
56

CABARETS

POP SHOPS

-

-

~

1

7
14
7
94

15
20
24
83
84

107

32

6

23
22

57
33
45

35
13
26
4

1

-

Drug-Related

65

2

2
3

3

63
2
2

Disorderly Cond.
All Other Offns

28

2

40

11
110

12

42

Auto Theft
Other Assaults
Crim Mischief
Other Sex Offns

..

31

47

Theft/Mo Veh

...

THEATERS
2...
1
49

6
79
5

10

Number of Arrests,
in Selected Categories,
in Areas Surrounding Adult Use Businesses
1995and1996
TYPE OF
ARREST

BOOKSTORES

THEATERS

POP SHOPS

CABARETS

Dismtbing

60

43

53

114

22

2

74

479

Paraphernalia

120

2

117

98

Possession of
Marijuana

47

10

49

71

71

4

the Peace

Drinking in
Public/Vehicle

Drug

Possession of
Opium/Coke
Prostitution
Public Indecencv
Urinann~/ Public
Loitering

7
-

60
6
17
111

41

70

52

56

42

4

68
148
138

22.

109

--

VIII. Il'vIPACTS ON PROPERTY VALUES .
The primary emphasis of this analysis is on adult businesses located on major commercial
strip streets or commercial/industrial strip streets. In all but one location, residential
usage abuts the adult businesses . Each strip street is composed of a diverse mix of
commercial usages, constructed within the same time frame, and having similar physical
characteristics.
The neighborhood or locational analysis provides a bridge between the analysis of general
influences on all property values and the analysis of a specific location. The goal of the
locational analysis is to determine how social, economic, government and environmental
forces influence property values in certain locations.

" le is critical to recognize that many factors impact property value, and that paramount
among these are those forces external to the property boundaries. The social climate
within or around a location form the fabric upon which property value is created,
modified or destroyed.
l\tlethodologv
Existing adult businesses in Denver were categorized into' seven study groups in order to
measure any impacts of such businesses on assessed property values. Assessment data
from 1994-97 was used. This covered the prior five years because of the base-year
valuation concept, which links 1993-94, 1995-96 and 1997-98 together for valuation
purposes. The five-year time period included several real estate cycles.
.·
The seven study groups were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group

I-· Dandy Dan's, Adult Trading Post
II -- Pleasures/Alameda, Kitty's Tabor Theater
lli - Crypt Theater, Kitty's South
IV -- Paper Tiger, Las Vegas Adult Palace, PT' s
V -- Galaxy Theater, Kitty's Bookstore/Pleasure Palace
VI - Book Mart East, Colfax News, Sarurday's
VII -- Act I, II/Dove Theater/Pleasures

No historical assessed value analysis was undertaken for adult businesses lo<;ated in the
central business district because (1) the establishments in two cases are located in
buildings with declining improvements and those improvements provide insignificant, if
any, residual value above land value and (2) any diminution in value is linked to factors
other than use. Additionally, a historical value analysis was not undertaken for the
''Centerfold" adult business located along the East Hampden A venue corridor because of
the newness of this business.
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Analvsis oflmpact on Propertv Values
GROUP IA ~ DANDY DAN'S
214 S. FEDERAL BV.
The residential and commercial properties are located in the Valverde neighborhood. The
Valverde neighborhood has 665 residential properties and 44 commercial properties. The
neighborhood is bounded on the west by Federal Blvd., on the south by Alameda Ave.,
on the east by Zuni St., Alcott Way and Decarur St., and on the north by W. 1st Ave.
and W. 2nd Ave.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
increased by 22 .71%between1994- 1997 compared to 17.07% for Group IA duri~g the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks north of the adult business block
increased by 19.38 % between 1994- 1997 compared to 17.07% for Group IA during the
same period .
The rate of increase in total value for residential propez:ties abutting the adult business
block increased by 41. 81 % between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 58.26% .
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting other commercial
blocks north of the adult business block increased by 52.76% between 1994-1997. The
rate of increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 58.26%.
The rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 59.01 % between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 58.26% .
Based on values data from 1994-1997, residential properties showed a loss in value for
the ones that abut the adult business block. A value loss is also indicated for residential
properties that abut typical commercial usage, although the loss in percentage is not as
great. The interior blocks bracket the neighborhood average for residential properties.
The residential data indicates a loss in value due to adult business location.
Based on values data from 1994-1997, commercial properties within the adult business
block and north of the adult business block are impacted to a lesser degree than the
residential properties.
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GROUP IB - ADULT TRADING POST

7 S. FEDERAL BV.
The residential and commercial properties are located in the Barnum neighborhood. The
Barnum neighborhood has 2,093 residential properties and 74 commercial properties . The
neighborhood is bounded on the west by Tennyson St., on the east by Federal Blvd., on
the south by Alameda Ave., and on the north by 6th Avenue.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
increased by 9 .363 between 1994-1997 compared to 15.493 for Group IB during the
·
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for the commercial block north of the adult business
block decreased by -1.0% between 1994•1997 compared to 15.493 for Group IB during
the same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks south of the adult business block
increased by 26.80% between 1994-1997 compared to 15:.49% for Group IB during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the adult business
block increased by 71. 43 % between 1994-1997. The rate of.increase for the neighborhood
during the same period was 64.48 3.

;

.

The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the commercial block
north of the adult business block increased by 63 .46 % between 1994-1997. The rate of
· increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 64 .48 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting other commercial
blocks south of the adult business block increased by 59 .58 % between 1994-1997. The
rate of increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 64.48 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 54.24% between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 64.48 %.
Based on values data from 1994-1997, the adult business impacted the commercial values .

The analysis of residential values relative to the adult business indicates no impact on
value.
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GROUP !IA - PLEASURES BOOKS
3250 W. ALAMEDA AV.
The residential and commercial properties are located in the Westwood neighborhood.
The Westwood neighborhood has 2,240 residential properties and 136 commercial
properties. The neighborhood is bounded on the north by W. Alameda Ave., on the
south by W . Mississippi Ave . and W. Exposition Ave., on the west by S. Raleigh St. and
S. Stuart St., and on the east by S. Federal Blvd.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
increased by 11.78 3 between 1994-1997 compared to 13 .67% for Group !IA during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks east of the adult business block
increased by 18.233 between 1994-1997 compared to 13.67% for Group IlA during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks west of the adult business block
increased. by 18.61 % between 1994-1997 compared to 1~ . 67 % for Group IIA during the
same penod.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the adult business
block increased by 22.35% between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 52.97%.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the commercial block
west of the adult business block increased by 26.90% between 1994-1997. The rate of
increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 52.973.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the commercial block
east of the adult business block increased by 43.72% between 1994-1997. The rate of
increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 52.97% .
The rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 51 . 89 % between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 52 .97 %.
Based on both commercial and residential values data from 1994-1997, properties abutting
or adjoining the adult business establishment indicate a loss in value.
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GROUP IIB - KITTY'S TABOR THEATER
3333 W. ALAl\tIEDA AV.
The residential and commercial properties are located in the Barnum neighborhood. The
Barnum neighborhood has 2,093 residential properties and 74 commercial properties.
The neighborhood is bounded on the west by S. Tennyson St., on the east by S. Federal
Blvd., on the south by W. Alameda Ave., and on the nonh by W. 6th Ave.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
increased by 16.57% between 1994-1997 compared to 8.67% for Group IIB during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks east of the adult business block
increased by .7.863 between 1994-1997 compared to 8.67% for Group IIB during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks west of the adult business block
increased by 8. 01 % between 1994-1997 compared to 8.. 67 % for Group IIB during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the adult business
block increased by 60.66% between 1994-1997.
The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 64.48 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the commercial block
west of the adult business block increased by 64.24 % between 1994-1997. The rate of
increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 64.48 % .
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting other commercial
blocks east of the adult business block increased by 54 .97% between -1994-1997. The
rate of increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 64.48%.
The rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 66. 21 % between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 64.48 %.
The corrunercial blocks east and west of the adult business block produced a negative
value change between 1994-1997. The residential analysis of the same two blocks
produced opposite results - one equaled the neighborhood average and the other one was
4.0% under the neighborhood average. The residential analysis tends to indicate a loss
in value due to the adult business.
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GROUP IIIA - CRYPT THEATER/SALES
139 BROADWAY ST.
The residential and commercial properties are located in the Baker neighborhood. The
Baker neighborhood has 655 residential properties and 87 commercial properties. The
neighborhood is bounded on the east by Broadway St., on the west by Cherokee St., on
the south by Alameda Ave. and on the north by 6th Ave.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
increased by 30. 96 % between 1994-1997 compared to 14.02 % for Group IDA during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks north of the adult business block
increased by 9.79% between 1994-1997 compared to 14.02% for Group IHA during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the adult business
·block increased by 101. 47 % between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 64.683.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties' abutting the commercial block
north of the adult business block increased by 91.22 % between 1994-1997. The rate of
increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 64. 68 % .
The rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 56.69% between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 64.68 %.
The analysis of residential aud commercial values relative to the adult business indicates
no impact on values .
GROUP IIlB - PLEASURES/KITTY'S SOUTH
119 S. BROADWAY ST.
The residential and commercial properties are located in the Baker neighborhood. The
Baker neighborhood has 655 ~esidential properties and 87 commercial properties. The
neighborhood is bounded on the east by Broadway St., on the west by Cherokee St., on
the south by Alameda Ave. and on the north by 6th Ave.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
increased by 13.45% between 1994-1997 compared to 13.66% for Group IIIB during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks south of the adult business block
increased by 33.383 between 1994-1997 compared to 13.663 for Group IIIB during the
same period.
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The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks north of the.adult business block
increased by 4.70% between 1994-1997 compared to 13.66% for Group IIIB during the
same period.

The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the adult business
block increased by 46.66% between 1994-1997.
neighborhood during the same period was 64.683.

The rate of increase for the

The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting other commercial
blocks south of the adult business block increased by 64.83% between 1994-1997. The
rate of increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 64.68 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the commercial block
north of the adult business block increased by 87.07% between 1994-1997. The rate of
increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 64.68 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within the interior of the
neighbqrhood increased by 49.54% between 1994-1997 . .The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 64. 68 3.
The analysis of conunercial values relative to the adult 'business is inconclusive. The
residential analysis indicates a loss in value for properties that abut adult businesses.

GROUP IVA - PAPER TIGER
1196 S. SAL'\ITA FE DR.
The residential and commercial properties are located in the Overland-South Platte
neighborhood. The Overland-South Platte neighborhood has 229 residential properties
and 87 commercial properties. The neighborhood is bounded on the west by Platte River
Drive, on the east by the Denver-Rio Grande Railroad, on the. south by the intersection
of S. Platte River Dr. and S. Santa Fe Dr., and on the north by the Valley Highway.

The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
increased by 15.07% between 1994-1997 compared to 32.99% for Group IVA during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks east of the adult business block
increased by 42 .52 % between 1994- 1997 compared to 32. 99 % for Group IV A during the
same period.

The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks south of the adult business block
increased by 28. 05 3 between 1994-1997 compared to 32. 99 % for Group IVA during the
same period.
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The rare of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the adult business
block increased by 89 .29% between 1994~1997.
neighborhood during the same period was 96.593 .

The rate of increase for the

The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the commercial block
south of the adult business block increased by 3.97% between 1994-1997. The rate of
increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 96 .593.
T he rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 83. 65 % between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 96.59% .
Both the commercial and residential data are below their benclunark averages and there
are two residential blocks with substantial problems which may not relate to adult
business. The residential neighborhood is atypical for the city.
GROUP IVB - LAS VEGAS ADULT PALACE
550 W. MISSISSIPPI AV.
This is an industrial location. No residential properties _,a re located in proximity to the
adult business .

GROUP rvc - PT'S
1601 W. EVANS AV.
The residential and commercial properties are located in the College View neighborhood.
The College View neighborhood has 316 residential properties and 70 commercial
properties . The neighborhood is bounded on the west by S . Federal Blvd., on the east
by S. Pecos St., S. Quivas St. and S . Zuni St., on the north by W. Jewell Ave., and on
the south by W. Iliff Ave. and W. Evans Ave.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
decreased by-4.99% between 1994-1997 compared to 17.35% for Group IVC during the
·
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks east of the adult business block
increased by 22.81%between 1994-1997 compared to 17 .35% for Group IVC during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks west of the adult business block
increased by 6.34% between 1994-1997 compared to 17.35% for Group IVC during the
same period.
No residential properties abut the adult business block. However, new residential
properties are under construction north of the adult business block.
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The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting other commercial
blocks west of the adult business block increased by 25.43 between 1994-1997. The rate
of increase for the neighborhood during the same perfod was 39.96%.
The rate of increase in total value for residendal blocks within the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 58.033 between 1994- 1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 39.963 .
The commercial/industrial properties located in this area have other problems such as
declining rental rates and soil contamination. However, the residential properties abutting
other commercial propenies indicate a loss in value.

GROUPV
633 E. COLFAX AV. - GALAXY THEATER
735 E. COLFAX AV.~ KITTY'S BOOKSTORE/PLEASURE PALACE
The residential and commercial propert~es are located in two neighborhoods
Capital Hill and West City Park.

~

North

.

The North Capital Hill neighborhood has 51 residential properties and 182 commercial
properties. The neighborhood is bounded on the south by E. Colfax Ave. , on the north
by 20th Ave., on the west by Broadway St. and on the east by Clarkson St.
The West City park neighborhood has 427 residential propenies and 309 commercial
properties. The neighborhood is bounded on the south by E. Colfax Ave. , on the north
by 20th Ave., on the west by Clarkson St. and on the east by York St.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business blocks
increased by 19. 65 % between 1994-1997 compared to 27. 06 % for Group V during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the adult business
blocks increased by 35.90% bel:'.Veen 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 66. 08 %.
Based on both commercial and residential values data from 1994-1997, properties abutting
or adjoining the adult-use establislunents indicate a loss in value.
Also, conunercial properties located in this area have other problems unrelated to the

adult business issue -- declining rental rates, disinvestments in properties and an increase
in crime and homelessness.
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GROUP VIA: BOOKMART EAST
3309 E. COLFAX AVE.
The residential and commercial properties are located in the South City Park
neighborhood. The South City Park neighborhood has 489 residential properties and 64
commercial properties . The neighborhood is bounded on the west by York St., on the
east by Colorado Blvd., on the south by E. Colfax Ave. , and on the north by 17th Ave.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
increased by 67.64% between 1994-1997 compared to 20.673 for Group VIA during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks east of the adult business block
increased by 5.663 between 1994-1997 compared to 20.67 for Group VIA during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks west of the adult business block
increased by 20.84% between 1994-1997 compared to 20.67 % for Group IVA during the
same period.
·'

The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the adult business
block increased by 57.36% between 1994-1997.
The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 51 .95 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting other commercial
blocks west of the adult business block increased by 49.38 % between 1994-1997. The
rate of increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 51.95 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting other commercial
blocks east of the adult business block increased by 51. 62 3 between 1994-1997. The
rate of increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 51. 95 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 50. 7 6 % between 1994-1997 . The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 51.95 % .
The analysis of residential and conunercial values relative to adult businesses indicates
no impact on value.
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GROUP VIB - COLFAX NEWS
8216 E. COLFAX AV.
The residential and corrunercial properties are located in the East Colfax neighborhood.
The East Colfax neighborhood has 825 residential properties and 44 commercial
properties. The neighborhood is bounded on the north by E. Colfax Ave., on the south
by 11th Ave. and 12th Ave. , on the east by Yosemite St. and on the west by Syracuse
St. and Quebec St.

The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
decreased by -.47% between 1994-1997 compared to 12.183 for Group VIB during the
same period.

The rate of increase in total value for corrunercial blocks east of the adult business block
increased by 20.23% between 1994-1997 compared to 12.183 for Group VIB during the
same period.
The rate of. increase in total value for commercial blocks west of the adult
business block
.
increased by 7 .26% between 1994-1997 compared to 12.18% .for Group VIB during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the adult business
block increased by 37.37% between 1994-1997.
The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 43. 96 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the commercial block
west of the adult business block increased by 39.02 % between 1994-1997. The rate of
increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 43. 96 % .
The rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 45.37% between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 43. 96 %.
Based on both commercial and residential values data from 1994-1997, properties abutting
or adjoining the adult business indicate a loss in value.
Also, commercial ·p roperties located in this area have other problems unrelated to the
adult business issue -- declining rental rates, disinvestments in properties, non-diversified
tenancy and an increase in crime and homelessness.

GROUP VIC - SATURDAY'S
8315 E. COLFAX AV.
The residential and commercial properties are located in the East Colfax neighborhood.
The East Colfax neighborhood has 433 residential properties and 28 commercial
properties. The neighborhood is bounded on the east by Yosemite St., on the west by
Syracuse St., on the south by Colfax Ave. and on the north by 17th Ave.
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The rate of increase in total value for conunercial properties in the adult business block
increased by 29 .03 % between 1994-1997 compared to 18.63% for Gr-0up VIC during the
same period .

The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks east of the adult business block
increased by 15.16% between 1994-1997 compared to 18.633 for Group VIC during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial blocks west of the adult business block
increased by 21.26% between 1994-1997 compared to 18.633 for Group VIC during the
same period.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the adult business
block increased by 40.82 % between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 55 .98% .
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the commercial block
west of the adult business block increased by 48 .87% between 1994-1997. The rate of
increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 55.98 %. ·
The rate of increase in total value for residential propei;ties abutting other commercial
blocks east of the adult business block increased by 35 .65% between 1994-1997. The
rate of increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 55.98% .
The rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 54. 50 % between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 55 .98%.
Based on residential values data from 1994-1997, properties abutting or adjoining the
adult businesses indicate a loss in value.
Also, commercial properties located in this area have other problems unrelated to the
adult business issue - declining rental rates, disinvestments in properties, non-diversified
tenancy, and an increase in crime and homelessness.
GROUP VII - DOVE THEATER ACT I & II
3480 W. COLFAX AV.

The residential properties are located in the Avondale neighborhood. The Avondale
neighborhood has 495 residential properties and 40 conunercial properties. The
neighborhood is bounded on the east by Federal Blvd., on the west by Tennyson St., on
the north by Colfax Ave. , and on the south by 12th Ave.
The rate of increase in total value for commercial properties in the adult business block
increased by 4.84% between 1994-1997 compared to 16.26% for Group VII during the
same period.
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The rate of increase in rotal value for commercial blocks west of the adult business block
decreased by -0.23% between 1994-1997 compared to 16.263 for Group VII during the
same period.

The rate of increase in cocal value for residential properties abutting the adult business
block increased by 53 .64% between 1994-1997.
The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 65. 12 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting other commercial
blocks west of the adult business block increased by 63.11 % between 1994-1997. The
rate of increase for the neighborhood during the same period was 65 .12 % .
The rate of increase in total value for residential properties abutting the commercial block
east of the adult block increased by 31.81 % between 1994-1997. The rate of increase
for the neighborhood during the sa..-ne period was 65 .12 %.
The rate of increase in total value for residential blocks within .the interior of the
neighborhood increased by 60.54% between 1994-1997. The rate of increase for the
neighborhood during the same period was 65 .12 % .
Based on both commercial and residential values data fro1111994-1997, properties abutting
or adjoining the adult business indicate a loss in value. ·

Analvsis of Commercial Propertv Values
Based on the analysis of commercial value data from 1994-97, the value for adult
business blocks were less than the groups, average changes in values in 9 out of 14 cases,
or 78.5 % of the time. The average rate of decrease in value below the groups' average
values was 13 .6% .
The values for adult business blocks were gre'a ter than the group's average values in 3
out of 14 cases, or 21.4% of the time. The average rate of increase in value above the
groups' average values was 21 % .
Analysis of values for commercial blocks in close proximity to the adult business blocks
was inconclusive -- 29 blocks greater than the groups' average values, and 38 blocks less
than the groups' average values.

Analysis of Residential Property Values
Based on the analysis, values for residential properties abutting the adult business blocks
were less than the neighborhood average values in 10 out of 13 cases, or 76.9% of the
time. The rate of decrease below the neighborhood average was 16.9%.
The values for residential properties abutting the adult business blocks were greater than
the neighborhood average values in 3 out of 13 cases, or 23 % of the time. The rate of
increase above the neighborhood average was 16.3 3.
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Based on the analysis, values for residential properties abutting typical commercial-use
blocks were less than the neighborhood average values in 24 out of 29 cases, or 82.7 %
of the time. The rate of decrease below the neighborhood average was 11.8 %.
The values for residential properties abutting typical commercial-use blocks were greater
than the neighborhood average values in 5 out of 29 cases, or 17 .2 % of the time. The
rate of increase above the neighborhood average was 11 .4 %.
Analysis of residential interior blocks was inconclusive -- 15 blocks were greater than the
residential neighborhood average values, and 18 blocks were less than the residential
neighborhood average values.

..
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Municipalities throughout the country regulate the locations of adult entertainment establishments to limit their impacts on neighborhoods and the quality of life. Despite the recent
proliferation of such uses in New York City -

an increase of 35 percent in 10 years -

current zoning regulations do not distinguish adult entertainment establishments from similar
commercial uses without an '1adult character. 11 For example; triple-X (X.XX) video stores and
video stores that do not purvey pornography are regulated identically in the Zoning Resolution. The Department of City Planning (DCP) undertook the "Adult Entertainment Study" to
determine the nature and extent of the secondary impacts of adult entertainment uses on
conununities in the city. The Study includes: (1) a survey of existing studies concerning the
impacts of adult entertainment establishments and regulations of such establishments in other
localities~

(2) a description of the adult entertainment business in New York City; (3) a

review of studies and reports on adult entertainment establishments in New York City; (4)
a DCP survey of the impacts such establishments have on communities in the City; and, (5)
overall study findings and conclusion.

Background
In 1977, after concluding that adult entertainment uses had negative impacts on communities,
the City Planning Commission (CPC) proposed new zoning regulations distinguishing adult
entertainment uses and restricting their potential locations. The proposal was withdrawn at
the Board of Estimate due to a lack of consensus regarding the appropriate extent of such
regulations and concern that the regulations being proposed might result in the movement of
adult uses to new locations.
The recent proliferation of adult entertainment establishments, often identified by graphic
signage, has led to widespread concern about potential deterioration in the quality of life in

many of the city's neighborhoods. Some. residents, concerned about the negative impacts of
adult uses in their neighborhoods and fearful of the potential results of proliferation, have
organized ad hoc groups and appealed to local officials to have them closed down. Such local
opposition ultimately resulted in the voluntary closing of adult video stores and bars in
Astoria, Jackson Heights, Chelsea, Murray Hill, Forest Hills, and Bay Ridge. Two bills have
been introduced in the City Council to regulate the location of adult entertainment uses. A
resolution has also been introduced at the Council calling for zoning amendments to restrict
adult entertainment uses.
i
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The consensus among those expressing opposition to the operation of adult uses is that adult
entertainment establishments have a negative impact on the communities in which they are
located. These impacts include: inappropriate exposure of children and teenagers to graphic
sexual images, increased crime, diminishing property values, adverse effects upon the climate
for other types of commercial activities, and overall negative infiuences upon conununity
character.

Recent Trends in the Location of Adult Entertainment Uses
After burgeoning growth in the early l 970's, the number of adult entertainment establishments in the city declined by 13 percent from 151 in 1976 to 131 in 1984! By 1993,
however. DCP identified 177 such establishments with assistance from the 59 Community
Boards. This represents an increase of 35 percent over the last decade. Should this growth
continue at the same rare, an additional 60 adult entertainment establislunents will be
operating in the city by the year 2002. The DCP survey focused on three types of uses:

triple-X video and bookstores, adult live or movie theaters, and topless or nude bars. These
adult uses were further limited to those which identified themselves as "adult," through
signage or other advertising. The survey may understate the total number of adult
entertainment uses. The locations of these establishments are shown on a map following page
19. More than 75 percent of the adult establishments were located in zoning districts that
permit residences. Since the survey was completed, several new adult entertainment
establishment have opened.
The production and distribution of sexually explicit materials has changed dramatically in
recent years. Adult material is more readily accessible than it used to be, and a greater variety
of products are available to segments of the adult entertainment audience - both inexpensive
material and fancier entertainment are more readily available than ten years ago. In particular,
triple~X

videos are now produced cheaply and sold for prices below $5, whereas only a few

years ago adult films commanded prices of approximately $100. In addition there are more
topless bars than previously, due to a proliferation of topless bars affecting an '1upscale"
image. Partially as a result of these changes in the adult use industry, adult entenainment

establishments are now found more widely throughout the city.

Historical data was obtained from various sources. Cnutiop should be exercised in interpreting trend data
because the defining characteristics of adult use may vary among sources.
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In terms of their location. adult entenainment uses have continued an historical tendency to
concentrate in specific areas . Over the last ten years most adult entertainment establishments
have continued to concentrate within a few community districts in Manhattan. However, within
that period the number of community districts citywide with seven or more adult entertairunent
establishments nearly tripled, from three to eight. Between 1984 and 1993, the number of adult
bookstores/peep shows/video stores increased citywide from 29 to 86 establishments. Within
this category, 74 percent consisted of adult video stores, none of which were noted in the 1984
survey. Adult movie and live theaters continued to decline from 48 in 1984 to 23 in 1993.
Topless and nude bars increased by 26 percent in the same time period, from 54 to 68.

Impacts Found and Regulations in Other Localities
Other jurisdictions that have studied the effects of adult entertainment uses have consistently
found that these uses have negative secondary impacts. This has been the case for large cities
(such as Chicago and Los Angeles). medium-sized cities (such as Austin, Texas) and small
villages (such as Islip, New York). Similar negative secondary impacts (e.g.• a relationship

between the concentration of adult entertainment uses and increased incidence of crime) have
been found despite widespread variation in land use patterns and other local conditions. While
New York may differ from these other jurisdictions in certain respects, their experience with
adult entertainment uses is highly relevant to consideration of the need for some fonn of
regulation. Both the United States Supreme Court and the New York Court of Appeals have
recognized that, in adopting regulations. a municipality may rely on the experiences of other
jurisdictions that have detennined that adult uses have secondary impacts. Relevant studies
from other jurisdictions include the following:

The Town of Islip, in Suffolk County on Long Island, prohibited adult uses from locating
in downtown commercial areas because they would produce a "dead zone" that shoppers
would avoid. Other government efforts to revitalize or stabilize these areas and attract
private investment would be impacted negatively.
The City of Indianapolis, Indiana, conducted national and local surveys of real estate
appraisers regarding the impact of adult uses on property values in middle-income
residential neighborhoods. A majority of the appraisers. seventy five percent, responded
that such a use located within one block of such a residential neighborhood would have
a negative effect on the value of both residential and commercial properties.
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The City of Whittier, California, in a study of the impacts of adult establishments found
higher turnover rates in commercial and residential areas adjacent to adult uses. The study
also compared 38 types of criminal activity over two time periods, showing a total
increase of 102 percent for the study area containing adult businesses, while the city as

a whole had only an eight percent increase.
A study by the City of Austin, Texas, compared areas with adult businesses to other areas
containing similar land uses but no adult businesses, and found a sex crimes rate between
two and five times greater in the areas with adult businesses. The study also showed that
the sex-related crime rate was 66 percent higher in areas having two or more adult
businesses than in those areas having only one such business.
Phoenix, Arizona, studied the relationship between arrests for sex crimes and the locations
of adult businesses, and found an overall increase of six times the sex crime rate in the
s~udy

areas with adult uses over the control areas without such uses.

The State of Minnesota reported that a study conducted in that state examining the effects
of sexually-oriented businesses upon property values and crime rates indicated that such
businesses had a strong negative impact on the crime rate. The addition of one sexuallyoriented business to a census tract area caused an increase in the overall crime rate index
in that area by more than nine percent. In another state study, it was determined that there
was a statistically significant correlation between the location of adult businesses and
neighborhood deterioration. Housing values were significantly lower in an area with three
adult businesses than in an area with only one adult business. Also, there was a
significantly higher crime rate associated with two adult businesses in an area than was
associated with only one adult business in an area.
Many other cities currently regulate adult uses differently from other commercial uses
and several of these are discussed later in this study. Most often, these regulations
disperse such uses rather than concentrating them in any particular area of the municipality and may also exclude them from certain areas . For example, Los Angeles,
California, generally prohibits new adult uses from locating within a certain distance
of another such use . Los Angeles enacted its dispersal zoning after a study concluded
that the concentration of adult uses had negative impacts on criminal activity, property
values, and public perceptions of the quality of life.
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Impacts Identified in Studies in New York City
Several studies have identified the impacts associated with adult entertainment establishments
in New York City. In 1977, the City Planning Conunission proposed a zoning plan to limit
the concentration of adult uses after relating the proliferation of such establishments to
economic decline, and finding a linkage between increased numbers of felonies and the
concentrations of adult uses.
· In 1993, the Chelsea Business Survey concluded, after surveying 100 businesses located in
that community. that dispersal zoning should be enacted to prevent the transfonnation of
Chelsea into a red light district. A majority of the businesses surveyed felt that a recent
proliferation of adult entertainment establislunents in Chelsea had hurt them economically.
This year, the Times Square Business Improvement District (TSBID), after conducting a
stu~y of the secondary effects of the concentration of ad~lt use establishments in the Times
Square area, called for the dispersal of adull uses in commercial and manufacturing areas.
The TSBID study shows that the rate of increase in assessed values for blocks with an adult
use did not increase as much as the rate of increase on nearby control blocks without adult

uses. The study also notes that there were almost twice as many complaints about crime for
the study blocks with adult establishments as nearby control blocks without adult uses.
Property and business owners expressed the view that adult uses located in the area,
particularly in concentration, have had a negative impact on their businesses, deterring
potential customers.

DCP, as part of this Study, selected six study areas where adult uses were located. Beca~se
Times Square was already being studied by TSBID, DCP selected study areas which had
lesser concentrations of adult uses. Most of the areas are in the other boroughs and in some
cases contained only a single isolated adult entertainment use. DCP surveyed representatives
from community boards, local organizations and local businesses, as well as real estate
brokers, police and sanitation officers, and representatives of the adult entertainment industry
to gather information on land use, street conditions, signage, and impacts. An analysis of
assessed values and crime data was also made. The six study areas are shown on the map
following page 49.
Many residents and community organizations cited adult entertainment establislunents as
having significant or potentially significant negative impacts in their communities. Real estate
brokers indicated that such establishments have negative impacts on property values. These
findings are consistent with the data found in the TSBID study and the Chelsea Business

Survey, along with other data described in more detail in this report.
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In some cases, panicularly in study areas with only one adult entertainment establishment,
the DCP survey did not yield conclusive evidence of a direct relationship between the adult
use and the urban ills affecting the community. This reflects the fact that, in a city as dense
and diverse as New York, it is difficult to isolate specific impacts attributable to any
particular land use. Other cities that have conducted similar studies have acknowledged this
same difficulty. For instance, the Los Angeles City Planning Department concluded that while
assessed valuation of properties in areas characterized by adult uses "generally'' tended to
increase to a lesser degree than similar control areas, "there was insufficient evidence to
support the contention that concentrations of sex-related businesses have been the primary
cause of these patterns". Adult entertainment businesses were nevertheless perceived by the
majority of the Los Angeles respondents as exerting a negative impact on surrounding
business and residential properties. Whether or not such negative impacts had actually

occurred, or were only perceived to have occurred, could not always be detennined by the
survey, but the study concluded that "in terms of the attitudes of the respondents towards
such businesses, the conclusion must 'be drawn that the overall effect on surrounding
properties is considered to be negative.''
DCP's survey identified strong concerns about the negative impacts of adult uses similar to
those found in the Los Angeles study. Even in those study areas where it could not be readily
det~rmined that negative impacts were already being felt, there was a strong body of opinion,
especially among residents, that adult entertainment uses were having negative impacts and
that a further proliferation of these uses in the community would lead to a neighborhood
deterioration. The experience of urban planners and real estate appraisers indicates that
negative perceptions associated with an area can lead to disinvestment in residential neighborhoods and a tendency to shun shopping streets where unsavory activities are occurring,
leading to economic decline. The forces that influence real estate value are described as
follows: "The market value of real property reflects and is affected by the interplay of basic
forces that motivate the activities of human beings. These forces, which produce the variables
in real estate market values. may be considered in four major categories: social ideals and

standards (emphasis added), economic changes and adjustments, governmental controls and
regulation, and physical or environmental changes. "2 The attitudinal data in the survey is thus
significant even in those instances where the current negative impacts of adult entertainment
establishments are difficult to measure.

Fear of the potential proliferation of adult uses is a well founded concern. Taken alone it may
not seem significant if someone smokes in a subway car, scribbles graffiti. jumps a subway

1

"The Appraisal of Real Property," seventh edition, by the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers.
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turnstile. aggressively panhandles or squeegees a car windshield, particularly in a city where
there are other pressing problems such as homelessness. violent crime and unemployment. But
when these small incidents. and establislunents, proliferate and accumulate, they can tear at the
urban fabric. Similarly, as the city's experience in the Times Square area indicates, the
proliferation of adult uses in an area does have significant and potentially devastating impacts
on the character of a community. The City has adopted an aggressive and comprehensive policy
of addressing various quality· of-life issues that has begun to yield beneficial results. The
problems posed by adult entertainment establishments are among the important quality-of-life
issues that affect our neighborhoods and communities.

Overall Findings and Conclusion
•

Numerous studies in other localities found that adult entertainment uses
have negative secondary impacts such as increased crime rates, deprecia·
tion of property values, deterioration of community character and the
quality of urban life.

•

There has been a rapid growth in the number of adult entertainment uses
in New York City. Between 1984 and 1993, the number of such uses
increased from 131 to 177. The number of video/book stores/peep shQWS
almost tripled and there was a 26 percent increase in topless/nude bars.
Adult theaters declined by 52 percent.

•

Adult entertainment Is more readily accessible In NYC than U was ten years
ago. There are more such establishments in a greater number of communi..
ties. Adult videos are produced in greater numbers and at lower costs. They
are often available in general interest video stores as well as those devoted
exclusively to adult entertainment. Cable television has significantly
increased the availability of adult viewing material. Adult material is also
available at newsstands and book stores.

•

Adult entertainment uses tend to concentrate. The number of community
districts with seven or more adult uses increased from three to eight over the
last ten years. Seventy five percent of the adu.U uses are located in ten of the
city 1s 59 Community Districts. In Manhattan, adult uses cluster in central
locations, such as the Times Square area. In the other bor-oughs, adult uses
appear to cluster along major vehicular routes, such as Queens Boulevard
and Third Avenue in Brooklyn, that connect outer reaches of the city and
suburbs to the central business district .

•

Studies of adult entertainment uses in areas where they are htghly concentrated, such as 'limes Square and Chelsea, identified a number of significant
pegative secondary impacts. Jn the Times Square area properly owners, theater
operators and other business people overwhelmingly believe that their
businesses are adYersely affected. An analysis of criminal complaints indicated
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a substantially higher incidence of criminal activity in the 1imes Square area
where adult uses are most concentrated. In addition, the study found that the
rate of increase in assessed property values for study blocks with adult uses
grew at a slower rate than control blocks without adult uses.
•

DCP's survey of areas with less dense concentrations of adult uses found
fewer impacts than the study of the Times Square area. However, community
leaders expressed concerns that adult uses impact negatively on the
community and they strongly fear the potential results of proliferation.

•

The strongest negative reactWns to adult entertainment uses come from
residents living near them.

•

Where respondents indicated that their businesses or neighborhoods had not
yet been adversely affected by adult uses, this typically occurred in study
areas with isolated adult uses. Moreover, these same respondents typically
stated that an increase in such uses would negatively impact them.
Community residents fear the consequences of potential proliferation and
concentration of adult uses in traditionally neighborhood-oriented shopping
areas and view the appearance of one or more of these uses as a deterioration in the quality of urban life.

•

Most real estate brokers report that adult entertainment establishments are
perceived to negatively affect nearby property values and decrease market
values. Eighty percent of the brokers responding to the DCP survey indicated
that an adult use would have a negative impact on nearby property values.
This is consistent with the responses from a similar national survey of real
estate appraisers.

•

Adult use accessory business signs are generally larger, more often
illuminated, and graphic (sexUJtlly-oriented) compared with the signs of
other nearby commercial uses. Community residents view this signage as out
of keeping with neighborhood character and are concerned about the
exposure of minors to sexual images.

Based on these findings, DCP believes it is appropriate to regulate adult entertainment establishments differently from other commercial establishments. The experience of other
jurisdictions; the city's historic experience in Times Square, studies performed by the TSBID
and the Chelsea Business Surveyt and DCP's own survey, establish the negative effects of
adult entertainment uses. Consideration of the specific nature and extent of regulations that
would be appropriate for adult entertainment establishments in New York City was not within
the scope of this Study. However, in light of the negative impacts of adult uses in
concentration, the following regulatory techniques, which have been used in other
jurisdictions, merit consideration in developing adult use regulations: restrictions on the
I
location of adult uses in proximity to residential areas, to houses of worship; to schools and
to each other.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Study Objectives
The Department of City Planning undertook a study to evaluate the nature and extent of adverse
impacts associated with adult entertainment uses in other localities and in New York City. The

study responds to concerns of city residents. businesses, and elected officials about the
proliferation of adult entertainment establislunents in various parts of the city. The issues posed

by adult uses are complex, and often involve speech or conduct protected by the federal and
New York State constitutions. Any regulation must be based on a careful analysis of past,
present and potential adverse impacts of adult uses upon the quality of life in the city's
neighborhoods, as well as the effects of possible regulatory solutions upon protected speech.
This study includes (1) a survey of existing studies concerning the impacts of adult entertainment establishments and of regulation .of such establishments in other localities; (2) a
description of the adult entertainment business in New York City; (3) a review of studies and
reports on adult entertainment establishments in New York City; (4) a DCP survey of the
impacts such establishments have on communities in the City; and (5) a set of overall findings
and recommendations.

Definition of Adult Entertainment Establishments
There is a vast array of businesses that may be considered "adult." These include video and
bookstores, motels, massage parlors, sex clubs. topless and bottomless or nude bars (not all
of which serve alcohol). and peep shows. Materials may include sexually explicit videos or
magazines. Services may include: body rubs, or entertainment such as nude dancing.
For purposes of the DCP survey, an adult entertainment establishment is a conunercial use
that defines itself as such through exterior signs or other advertisements. Thus. a "triple-X
or XXX" video store is an adult entertainment establishment, but a neighborhood video store
that devotes a small area to triple-X videos is not. This

self~defining

characteristic allowed

the survey to focus on those establishments for which there is some consensus that the use
is adult. It also means that it is possible to obtain adult entertainment materials, such as

videos and magazines, at establishments that sell primarily non-adult materials and that some

1

businesses that are devoted to adult entertainment but do not publicly proclaim the fact were
not included in the DCP survey. The survey was further restricted to three types of such uses:
adult video and bookstores, adult live or movie theaters, and topless or nude bars. Other uses
directly associated with the commercialization of sex, such as massage parlors or brothels
(which are not permitted in New York City), and sex clubs, as well as some of those uses
indirectly associated with the commercialization of sex such as discos, motels, newsstands,
and candy stores that sell some adult magazines, were excluded from the srudy.
The term 0 adult use'' is technically defined differently from municipality to municipality, but
generally refers to a commercial establishment that purveys materials or services of a sexual
narure. For example, both the City of Boston, Massachusetts, and the Town of Islip, New York,
classify adult book stores to mean those that exclude minors by reason of age.3 Other cities

such as Detroit and Los Angeles classify adult uses on the basis of the content of the materials
shown or the types of activities that may be found in adult establishments; the uses emphasize
"specified sexual activities" or "specified anatomical areas.'1 A movie theater generally showing
adult films is an example of such a use.

3

"The adults-only definition recommended to be applied in the Islip Town ordinance avoids emphasis on the
content of material. thereby avoiding Constitutional questions based on the First Amendment, and allowing
pornographic uses to define themselves." Study and Recommendations for Adult Entertainment Businesses
in the Town of Islip. Town of Islip Department of Planning and Development, 1978.

" "Specified Anatomical Areas" shall mean and include any of the following: (a) Less than completely and
opaquely covered human genitals, pubic region, buttocks, anus or female breasts below a point immediately
above the top of the areolae: or (b) Human male genitals in 11 discernibly turgid state, even if completely and
opaquely covered. "Specified Sexual Activities" shall mean and include any of the following: (a) The fondling
or other erotic touching of human genitals, pubic region, buttocks, anus or female breasts; (b) Sex acts, normal
or perverted, actual or sim\llated, including Intercourse, oral copulation or sodomy; (c) mastprbation, actual

or simulated; or (d) Excretory functions as part of or in connection with any of the activities set forth in (ll)
through (c) above. Planning and Z.Oning Code, Los Angeles, Section 12.70.B.13-B.1 4.
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II. STUDms AND REGULATIONS IN OTHER LOCALITIES
Impacts Fowid in Other Localities
DCP reviewed impact studies from the following municipalities: Islip (NY), Los Angeles (CA},

Indianapolis ·(IA), Whittier (CA), Austin (TX), Phoenix (AZ), Manatee County (FL), New
Hanover County (NC), and the State of Minnesota.

Islip, New York
The Town of Islip completed a study of adult uses in September, 1980.s The study fanned
the basis of new zoning provisions that allowed adult uses only in Industrial I Districts, by
special exception of the Board of Appeals. Adult

use~

would not be allowed to locate within

500 feet of residential uses and public facilities, nor would they be pennitted to locate within
one half*mile of another adult use. Islip proposed the one-half mile requirement to prevent

a concentration of sex businesses visible to the driving public, thereby hindering the creation
of a "combat zone."
By limiting adult uses to certain industrial zones, Islip proposed to prevent "skid row effects"
in declining downtown commercial areas. The proposal was expected to funher other antiskid row efforts such as new public investment, the prohibition of certain residential
conversions, and restrictions on new bars. It was also formulated to prevent "dead zones"
from developing in conunercial areas. According to the study, these areas are avoided because
shoppers do not want to be associated in any way with adult uses, or have their children walk
by adult uses.
Citing its case study, Islip indicated that the main complaint about a given adult book store
is its proximity to an adjoining residential area. Other impacts included parking in residential
areas (store patrons may wish to "hide" their automobile from view by parking away from
the adult establishment). The study, relying on newspaper articles, indicated that another
impact is the reputed association of the adult book store operators with organized crime.

~

"Study and Recommendations for Adult Entertainment Businesses in the Town of Islip," Department of
Planning and Development, 1980.
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!slip's study stated that persons who protested the establishment of the book store feared
retaliation:
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•

•

•

the potential for violence or other illegal behavior is clearly possible. "6

The individual site analyses identified similar impacts found in the case study. Some
establishments were located close to residential areas, causing uncharacteristic parking
impacts, night-time activity, noise and dust. Other establishments located in declining
downtown areas created dead zones or discouraged shoppers from walking in pedestrianoriented conunercial areas.

Los Angeles, California
In 1977, the Los Angeles City Planning Department completed a study of adult uses for the
Planning Conunittee of the City Council. 7 The study was intended to determine whether a
concentration of adult establishments has a blighting or degrading effect on nearby properties
and/or neighborhoods. The study provided a basis for zoning regulations adopted tne
following year that prohibited adult entertainment businesses within 1,000 feet of another
such business or within 500 feet of any religious institution. school or public park. More
restrictive provisions were added subsequently.
Police Department statistics indicated a greater proportion of certain crimes in Hollywood
(where the largest concentration of adult establishments is found in the city) compared with
the city as a whole.
Other impacts could be traced to public perceptions. The study examined public testimony
and found that many people, particularly the elderly, were afraid to walk the streets in
Hollywood. Others had expressed concern that children were being exposed to sexually
explicit materials and unsavory persons. Some businesses were no longer remaining open in
the evenings and others had left the area allegedly directly or indirectly because of the
establishment of adult businesses. Some churches in Hollywood were driving the elderly to
services and others were providing private guards in their parking lots.
A survey of real estate professionals indicated that the concentration of adult establishments
had an adverse economic effect on the value of conunercial and residential property. Business

~

lbiCl. p.1 2
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''S tudy of the Effects of the Concentration of Adult Entenainment Establishments in the City of Los Angeles,"
Los Angeles City Planning Department, June, 1977.
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persons believed that the quality of life and business was adversely affected by litter, graffiti,
difficulty in recruiting employees and retaining and attracting customers. Also noted was
difficulty in renting office space and keeping desirable tenants.

Indianapolis, lnduma
The Indianapolis Division of Planning undertook a study. published in 1984, to detennine if
zoning controls were warranted for adult entertainment businesses.8 The study recommended
that adult uses should be allowed only by special exception in commercial districts oriented
beyond a neighborhood, and not within 500 feet of a residential, school, church or park
property line. or historic area.
The Indianapolis study analyzed crime data, including sex crimes, and real estate data,
including a national survey of real estate appraisers. The study cautions that the analyses
should not be construed as concl~sively proving a causal relationship between adult uses. and
increased crime or decreased property values. However, the smdy found that major crimes
occurred in study areas that contained at least one adult entertainment establishment at a rate
that was 23 percent higher than six control areas (similar areas but without adult establish-

ments). and 46 percent higher than the Indianapolis Police District. The average sex-related
crime rate per 10,000 population in the control areas over a five-year period was 26.2. while
that rate for the study areas was 46.4.
A survey of real estate professionals was undertaken in conjunction with the Indiana
University School of Business' Division of Research. It consisted of a 20 percent random
sample of nationwide members of the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and a 100
percent sample of Member Appraisers Institute members who practiced in 22 Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (MSA) of a size similar to Indianapolis.
The appraisers were asked to give their "best professional opinion" about property values in
a hypothetical situation where an adult bookstore was about to locate in a middle-income,
residential neighborhood. A majority of appraisers (75%) responding to the national survey
thought that an adult bookstore located within one block would have a negative effect on the
value of both residential (80%) and commercial (72%) propenies. At a distance of three
blocks, 71 percent thought that the impact of an adult bookstore fell off sharply so that the
impact was negligible on both residential (64%) and commercial (77%) properties.

1

"Adult Entertainment Businesses in Indianapolis, An Analysis,'' Division of Planning, 1984.
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Whittier, California
In 1978, the City of Whittier, citing 11 operational characteristics which may have a deleterious
effect on immediately adjacent residential and commercial areas," defined and regulated adult
uses through a conditional use pennit.9 The urgency measure was based on the Detroit
dispersal model, pending a planning study of adult businesses and subsequent legislation, if
necessary. The purpose of the study and eventual legislation was to protect adjacent commercial and residential districts within the City from the "possible blighting or downgrading
effect of adult businesses" although the study cautioned, however, that adult businesses were
only one of a variety of factors inftuencing the study areas.
The study found higher turnover rates in commercial and residential areas adjacent to adult
uses. A compilation of police statistics indicated that all of the nude model studios and three
massage parlors were actively involved in prostitution and that a number of assaults and
thefts had occurred on the premises. There were also numerous reports of excessive noise,

.

.

drunkenness and pornographic litter connected to adult businesses. A comparison of 38 types
of criminal activity between two time periods, 1970-73 and 1974-77, showed a total increase
of 102 percent for the study area containing adult businesses while the city, as a whole, only
had an eight percent increase. Citizens testified at several public hearings about their fears
of walking on nearby streets, of their children being confronted by offensive individuals or
exposed to sexually explicit material, and some reported that businesses had left the area. The
report discussed the difficulty of assessing the moral and emotional impact of adult businesses
on a neighborhood but suggested that it could be gauged by community outrage.
The study concluded that the prolonged concentration of adult businesses adversely impacts
neighborhoods, based on experiences in other municipalities, and recommended the regulation
of a variety of defined

sexually~oriented

businesses by locational restrictions within ponions

of industrial areas and shopping centers subject to a conditional use pennit.

Austin, Texas
In 1986, the City of Austin conducted a study to provide a factual basis for the development
of a new ordinance regulating adult-oriented businesses. 10

9
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"Staff Report, Whittier City Planning Commission, Amendment to Zoning Regulations, Adult Businesses
in C-2 Zone with Conditional Use Permit (case No. 3.53.015), January 9, 1978.
"Report On Adult Oriented Businesses in' Austin," Office of Land Development Services, City of Austin,

May 19, 1986.
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The srudy analyzed crime rates. comparing areas with adult businesses to other areas
containing similar land uses but no adult businesses. The results were that the sex-related
crime rate was between two and five times greater in the areas with adult businesses. The
study also showed that tho sex-related crime rate was 66 percent higher in areas having two
or more adult businesses than in those areas having only one such business. The study
included a

survey of 120 real estate brokers and appraisal firms. The results showed that 88

percent of the respondents believed the presence of an adult business would decrease property
values of residential property within a one-block radius and 69 percent felt an adult use
would reduce the value of commercial property within the same radius.

Phoenix, Arizona
In 1979, the Planning Department of Phoenix designed a study to detennined if there was a
relationship between arrests for sex crimes and the locations of adult businesses. 11 The
number of property crimes. violent crimes and sex-related crimes

i~

1978 were compared for

three study 'areas containing adult businesses and three otherwise similar control areas that

did not contain adult businesses.
There was a significantly greater difference between the study and control areas for sexrelated crimes than for property or violent crimes: an overall increase of six times the sex
crime rate in the study areas over the control areas. Although more than half of the arrests
for sex crimes were for indecent exposure, the remainder of sex crimes remained significantly
high. In one study area with a concentration of adult businesses and the highest number of
reported sex crimes for the areas studied. 89 percent of the reported indecent exposure cases
were committed at the addresses of the adult businesses. When compared to its control area,
the sex crime rate (per 1.000 residences) for that study area. was over 11 times greater; in
the remaining two study areas, which each contained one adult business, the sex crimes rate
was four times and almost three times as great as the comparable control areas.

Minnesota
In 1988, the Attorney General of Minnesota formed a Working Group on the ReguJation of
Sexually-Oriented Businesses to review data presented by various jurisdictions within the
state. 12

11

"Adult Business Study,'' Planning Deparunent, City of PhoenJx, May 25, 1979.

12

Report of the (Minncsotn) Anomey Octtcral's Working Group on the Regulation of Sexually-Oriented

Businesses, June 6, 1989.
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In 1980, the Minneapolis Crime Prevention Center examined the effects of sexually-oriented
businesses upon property values and crime rates. The study concluded that such businesses
concentrate in areas which are relatively deteriorated but, at most. they may slightly
contribute to the continued depression of property values. However, it was clear that sexuallyoriented businesses had a strong negative impact on the crime rate. The addition of one
sexually-oriented business to a census tract area caused an increase in the overall crime rate
index in that area by slightly more than nine perc~nt per I ,000 people/year.

In 1978. the St. Paul Division of Planning and the Minnesota Crime Control Planning Board
conducted a joint study of the relationship between adult uses and neighborhood blight. They
found a statistically significant correlation between the location of adult businesses and
neighborhood deterioration. although adult businesses tend to locate in somewhat deteriorated
Housing values were significantly lower in an area with three adult businesses than in an area
with only one adult business. There was a

signific~tly

higher crime rate associated with two

adult businesses in an area than was associated with only one adult business in an area.

Manatee County, Florida
The Planning and Development Department of ·Manatee County undertook a study to
investigate the impact of a proposed adult entertainment ordinance. 13 The study recommended that adult uses be limited to commercial locations at least 500 feet from a residential
district and 2,000 feet from churches, schools, child care facilities and public recreation areas .
Also, no adult establishment should be located within 1,000 feet of another such use.
Manatee County relied on studies of other cities to identify the likely impacts of adult
entertainment establishments. In addition to those of Boston, Detroit, Los Angeles and
Indianapolis. studies from the following cities were reviewed:

Austin, Texas; Phoenix.,

Arizona; Saint Paul, Minnesota; Arnarillo1 Texas; and. Beaumont, Texas. Impacts found in
these studies included a relatively high incidence of crime including sexwrelated crimes.
declining neighborhood conditions. a statistically significant decrease in residential property
value when more than two adult bars were found in an area, increased glare. noise, and
traffic, and a decline of neighborhood-oriented businesses.

13

"Adult Entertainment Business Study for Manatee County," Manatee County Planni ng and Develo pment
Department, June 1987.
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Among the study recommendations, Manatee County notes:

The sign is often the most notable physical element of an adult entenainment
business. Adult entertainment signs should be controlled to protect the general
public from the negative aesthetics of ''poor-taste." Sign controls should be consid·
ered which stlll protect a business sfreedom to advenise, but also minimize public's
exposure to such uses.
New Hanover County, North Carolina
In July, 1989, the New Hanover County Planning Department published a study in support

of proposed zoning text amendments designed to control the location of adult entertainment
businesses. 14 The one or two adult businesses located in the County had not generally been
a problem; the proposed zoning regulations were considered preventative.
New Hanover, like Manatee County, relied on stµdies of other cities to predicate its proposed
zoning text amendments. 1s Potential adverse impacts from adult uses and adult uses in
concentration could be anticipated, according to the report, based on studies completed in
Boston, Detroit, Los Angeles, Indianapolis, Beaumont, Phoenix, Amarillo, and others. Those
impacts have been identified in the discussion, above.

Regulations in Other Localities
In communities throughout the United States, adult entertainment uses have appeared recently
within or close to stable residential areas, leading many communities to adopt rules placing
locational and other restrictions on these uses. In the New York metropolitan area, many
Long Island communities (Islip, Brookhaven, Smithtown, Babylon, and Huntington, among
others) have enacted zoning regulations that restrict the location and operation of adult
businesses. In general, these restrictions attempt to protect residential and commercial areas
by allowing adult uses only in low-visibility industrial districts. 16
I~

"Regulation of Adult Entertainment Establishments in New H11nover County," New Hanover County
Planning Department, July. 1989.

15

New Hanover County cites the following studies in its arutlyses of impacts in other cities:
McClendon. Bruce W .. "Zoning for Adults Only," Zoning News, August 1985, pp. 1-3.

•

Yow, Robert B., ';Adult Entertainment Zoning: A Case Study," Carolina Planning, Vol. 7, No. l.
Spring 198 It, pp. 33-41 .

16

Jim Puzzanghera, ''Town OKs 3-Month Limit On Porn," New York Newsday. North Shore Edition, June
23, 1993, p.31.
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In St. Petersburg, Florida. the city's 1993 adult entertainment ordinance restricts adult uses
to a handful of locations in the city and forces existing adult businesses to move within a

year's time. 17 In communities around Atlanta, Georgia, new nude dancing operations now
require a rezoning and are prohibited within 1,000 feet of residences and community
facilities. 18 Orange County, California, requires a special permit for topless dancing clubs. 19

In Jackson, Mississippi. a 1992 ordinance restricts topless bars and other adult businesses to
areas zoned for light industrial uses and requires distances ranging from 250 to l ,000 feet
from residential uses and community facilities. 20 In San Diego, California, adult entertain*
ment is not pennitted within 500 feet of a school or home or within 1,000 feet of another
adult entertairunent use. 21 Los Angeles enacted a similar ordinance in 1988.22 Seattle,
Washington, recently enacted an ordinance restricting adult stores to manufacturing zones
1,000 feet away from churches, residential areas, schools and play grounds. 23
DCP relied on a variety of sources, including the Planners Advisory Service of the American
Planning Association, to obtaih infonnation about how other cities regulate adult entertainment establishments. The Manhattan Borough President's office supplied infonnation obtained
from the National League of Cities, and information that they culled for the Borough
President's Task Force on Sex-Related Businesses. Although some of the referenced material
used herein may be dated, and the cities may have adopted more recent regulations, the
purpose is to illustrate differences in regulatory strategies.
Essentially. two types of zoning regulations have been developed to control adult entertainment establishments. The control techniques include the concentration of adult uses in a
specified location, and the dispersal of adult uses apart from one another. Dispersal models
17

Nichole M . Christian, "Vixen Vexes Neighbors," St. Petersburg Times, City Edition, February 6, 1993, p. l.

11

Matt Kempner, "Sugar Hill Sets Tight Restrictions on Nude Clubs," The Atlanta Joumal and Constitution,
September 14, 1993, p. J-1.

19

Bob Elston, "Orange County Focus: Newport Beach; County Tells Club to Halt Topless Dancing," Los
Angeles Times, February 5, 1993, p. B-3.

20

Greg Henderson. "Supreme Court Allows Adult Entertainment Restrictions," Washinmon News. April 19.
1993.

21

Pauline Repard, ''Topless Bar Has Its Eyes on Auto Lot in Chula Vista," The San DJ.ego Unjon-Irjbuce.
May 12, 1993, p. B-1.

21

Josh Meyer. "City Arms for New Legal War on Porn; Law Enforcement: A Zoning Ordinance Will be the
City's Major Weapon as it Seeks to Shut Down Pornography Shops in Hollywood," Los Angeles Times,
January 27, 1990, p . B - 1.

ll

Geordie Wilson, "Tukwila Appeals Anti-Porn Case Times, February 21 . 1992, p. B- 1.
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Zoning of 'Adult' Outlets At Issue, "The Seattle

often exclude adult uses from areas in proximity to residential districts while also limiting
their concentration where they are permitted. Concentration models are guided by regulations
developed for Boston, Massachusetts;

dispersion models follow the Detroit, Michigan

ordinance. The Detroit dispersal model has been used more often than the Boston concentra·
tion model to control the location of adult entertainment establishments.

CONCENTRATION MODELS

Boston, Massachusetts
Boston established a two--block "adult entertainment district" in a downtown area known
as the "combat zone," where approximately ninety percent of adult uses in the city were
concentrated. The pu!J>OSC of the district was to prevent the spread of adult us~s to other
areas of the city. Under the Boston zoning code, an adult entertainment district may be

established as an overlay district superimposed upon existing zoning districts.
The overlay district allows adult entertainments and bookstores that are characterized
as such because they "exclude minors by reason of age." According to information
provided by the Boston Redevelopment Authority, adult use operators will prohibit
attendance by minors in order to avoid violating the Massachusetts obscenity law. The
overlay district allows the use of moving or flashing lights prohibited elsewhere in the
city, and generally has fewer restrictive sign regulations compared with other Boston
districts. Outside the overlay district, preexisting adult establishments may continue
unless they have been abandoned for at least two years.

Seattle, Washington, and Camden, New Jersey
Seattle and Camden have developed zoning regulations generally following the Boston
model of concentrating adult uses in one or more specified areas of the city. Seattle
allows adult motion picture theaters in only three business and commercial districts.

Non-conforming adult theaters must be discontinued. Camden has set aside a single
area of the city where adult uses are pennitted. Camden believes such a strategy will

facilitate the city's ability to police adult establishments.

11

DISPERSAL MODELS

Detroil, Michigan
In 1972. Detroit amended its ''anti-skid row" zoning ordinance, which prohibited
concentrations of certain uses, to include adult theaters, mini-theaters, book.stores and
cabarets, characterized by "specified sexual activities" or "specified anatomical areas. 11
Detroit enacted the skid row regulations after a study indicated that the concentration

of these businesses "tends to attract an undesirable quantity and quality of transients,
adversely affects property values, causes an increase in crime, especially prostitution,
and encourages residents and businesses to move elsewhere. 1' 24
Not more than two adult businesses may be located within 1,000 feet of each other
or within 500 feet of a residential area. The Detroit ordinance allowed a waiver of the
1,000 foot regulation upon certain findings by the Zoning Commission; the 500 foot
requirement
is not subject to the waiver provisions. The .Detroit ordinance applied
.
only to prospective uses.

Atlanta, Georgia, and Kansas City, Missouri
Atlanta prohibits adult bookstores, theaters and entertainment establishments from
locating within 1,000 feet from any other such use. Adult uses may not be located
within 500 feet of residential uses or houses of worship. An original amortization
provision was amended subsequently to apply solely to bath houses and to comply
with a judicial decision. 2~

In Kansas City. adult bookstores, motion picture theaters, bath houses, massage shops.
modeling and body painting studios may be located only in certain commercial
districts, over which an overlay is placed. The adult uses may not locate within 1,000
feet of a residence district or a house of worship or school. No more than two uses
may be located within 1,000 feet of each other. A petition of consent by a majority
of residents or property owners within 1,000 feet of the proposed use may be made
to the City Plan Commission to waive the restrictions on location.

24

Jules B. Gerard, Local Regulation of Aduh Businesses, Clark Boardman Callaghan, 1988.
Rohan, Patrick J., Zoning and Land Use Controls, New York: Matthew Bender & Co., 1988, p. l l-32, Note
32: "The purpose of this amendment i~ to make the zoning ordinance conform to the decision of the Unlted
States Supreme Court In Young v. American Mini Theatres, Ilic., et. al. (Decided June 24, 1976). .. "
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Los Angeles, California
The Los Angeles ordinance regulates adult arcades, bookstores, cabaretst motels,
motion picture theaters, adult theaters, massage parlors, and sexual encounter
establishments. These establishments are characterized by their emphasis on specified

sexual activities or specified anatomical areas.
The ordinance prohibits the establishment of an adult entertainment business within
1,000 feet of another such business or within 500 feet of any religious institution,
school or public park. Los Angeles determined that adult uses, in concentration, result
in blighting conditions.
A 1984 amendment to the ordinance added that an adult entertainment business may
not be located within 500 feet of any lot in an agricultural or residential zone, or
within "limited commercial" zones, unless approved by exception. 26 No more than
one adult use may be located within any building containing another adult entertain-

ment business.
Town of Islip, New York
!slip's ordinance is notewonhy in that it has been the subject of litigation reviewed
by the New York Court of Appeals. 27 Islip defines adult uses to include adult

bookstores, drive-in theaters, cabarets, motels, theaters, massage establistunents, and

peep shows. As in Boston, adult uses are characterized by their exclusion of minors
by reason of age.

The zoning ordinance restricts the location of adult uses to light industrial districts by
special exception of the Zoning Board of Appeals. Adult uses are allowed as-of-right
in Industrial D istricts, and prohibited from locating within 500 feet of any area zoned

16

Various amendments have been made to the ordinance, including a provision prohibiting, after March 6,
1988. the continued operation of adult businesses located within 500 feet of a residential zone unless a
conforming site is not "reasonably available" elsewhere. This provision has been successfully challenged
on appeal; the businesses argued that the city has not provided them with a sufficient number of possible
relocation sites, abridging their First Amendment rights. [Topanga Press v. City of Los Angeles, U.S. Court
of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, 989 F .2d 1524, as reponed in Land Use Law and Zoning Digest. Vol. 45, No.
9, September 1993).

27

Town of bHp v. Caviglia. 542 NYS. 2d 139.
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for residential use, or any school, park or house of worship. 28 In addition, an adult use
may not be located within a one-half mile radius of another such use. These restrictions
may be waived based on findings that the proposed use will have no negative impacts.

No more than one adult use may be located on any lot. The Islip ordinance also
contained amortization provisions for uses which became non-conforming.
Chicago, Illinois
Chicago also follows the Detroit dispersal model for regulating the location of adult
entertainment establishments. However, in 1977, Chicago established a licensing
requirement for all adult use businesses.29
One of the primary purposes of this regulation was to prevent or limit the involvement
of organized crime or other syndicates in the operation of adult-use establishments.
The license application requires the prospective adult use operator to provide a great
deal of personal and financial information. If the establishment is to have a manager,
a separate manager's statement must also be filed.
The prospective operator of a sex-related business is also required to sign an affidavit
attesting to those activities that will occur at his or her establishment. If, for example,
the applicant signs an affidavit saying his or her business will be an

adult~use

book

store and it is later detennined that a "mini motion picture theater" is aJso operating
at the site, the license can be revoked.

21

The Appellate Division, Second Department, invalidated and severed the provision of the ordinance that
required adult uses to obtain a special pcnnit.

29

Information on Chicago's regulations is based on a memorandum prepared by the Manhattan Borough
President's Office for the Borough President's Task Poree on Sex-Related Businesses, June 17, 1993.
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ID. THE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY
Industry Trends
Adu1t entertainment is a multi-billion dollar, international industry that includes an ever
changing and expanding range of activities.30 The latest additions to the industry include
phone-sex lines, international computer networks that offer sexually explicit messages,
lingerie modeling shops, and 0 upscale" topless bars or strip clubs catering to businessmen.

It is difficult to obtain data on adult use organizations -· they often consist of a maze of
smaller companies that operate retail or service businesses, or distributorships. Linkages have
been reported between sexually-oriented businesses and organized crime. )I Although it has

experienced some significant changes in recent years, by most accounts the industry is
booming in the United States. The tremendous growth in adult video sales and rentals and
the resulting decline in the number of adu1t movie theaters is one significant change in the
industry over the last ten years. Another is the entry of lower-end triplekX video entrepreneurs
whose operations have recently emerged in many New York City neighborhoods.
Adult Video Sales a11d Re11tals

As documented in recent newspaper and magazine articles, adult video sales and rentals arc
a segment of the industry that has experienced significant growth since 1980. Industry
insiders contend that despite a 1986 Reagan Administration "all-out campaign" against
pornography,

11

the number of adult-video makers and their videotapes has risen, cheap

amateur videos have proliferated and the industry has expanded beyond magazines and videos

to computer networks.'' 32 One trade monthly, Adult Video .News. reported adult video sales
and rentals in general interest video stores have soared 75% since 1991 to $2.1 billion last
year, and by hundreds of millions more if adult-only outlets are included.33 Thus. adult
publications and videos are readily available at newsstands, general video stores and other
outlets that are not characterized as adult entertainment establishments for purposes of
DCP's study.

30

Infonnation contained in this section is based on an extensive review of recent newspaper articles on the
adult entertainment industry. Given the recent proliferation of adult video stores and topless entertainment
in New York City's neighborhoods, the literature review focused primarily on these uses.

:JI

State of Minnesota, ''Report of the Attorney General's Working Group on the Regulation of Sexua)ly
Oriented Bpsincsscs," June 6, 1989.

32

"Despite U .S. Campaign, A Boom in Pornography,'' The New York Time§, July 4, 1993, p. A-20.

33

The Wall Street Journal, July 11, 1994, p. 1.
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Concurrent with the growth in adult video is a decline in the number of adult movie theaters.
The Adult Film Association of America recently estimated that the number of adult movie
theaters across the United States had declined from 800 in 1979 to about 50 in 1990. 34 The
estimat~

appears low considering the number of adult movie theaters located in New York

City alone.
The growth in the adult video sales and rentals segment of the adult industry is directly
related to the increasing availability of inexpensively produced triple-X videocassettes that
have flooded the market in recent years. Adult video producers have cut costs dramatically
by shooting on videotape rather than film, shooting for fewer days. cutting the length of
scripts, using cheaper sets, and slashing production budgets. Performers' salaries, even for top

stars, have dropped steadily from more than $1.000/day five years ago to as Jow as $100/day.
Adult Video News estimates that in 1983, eight percent of the releases were · shot on
videotape, with the balanc;e shot on film. Last year, 97 percent of the releases were shot on
videotape. The Adult Video Association contends that cost cutting by producers of adult
home videos has caused the price of a triple-X videocassette to plunge from $100 a few years
ago to as low as $5 today. 35
Despite criticism that the latest entrepreneurs in the sex industry are delivering an inferior
product, demand for their products appears to remain strong. One Los Angeles-based
company, Evil Angel Productions, is typical of the latest producers of cheap adult videos. The
company grossed $34,000 in 1990 when it produced and released eight tapes. In 1993, the
company grossed $1 million by shooting, manufacturing and distributing a new hard·core
videotape every three weeks.36 Sales for another Hollywood-based price-cutter, Video
Exclusives, rose from $3 million in 1981 to $30 million in 1991 . Other hard-core video
producers in Hollywood. where about 50 of the nation's 60 or so manufacturers of hard-core
videotapes are located, report similar growth. 37
Despite these successes, some in the industry believe that the market for these products has
peaked and that the novelty of pornography will simply wear off over time. Triple~X videos are
still a billion-dollar business, says Gene Ross, an editor at Adult Video News, but the business

l"4

35

John Needham, "Gone With the Sin: Closure of Adult Theater in Santa Ana Reflects Trend Credited To •
Or Blamed On - The Videocassette Revolution," Los Angele§ Times, August 14. 1990, p. E-1.

John Johnson, "Demand Is Strong, But Police Crackdowns and A Saturated Market Spell Trouble for One
of L.A.'s Biggr;:Sl Businesses," J,.os Angeles Time!l,

Fe~ruary

17. 1991. p . 8.

36

"Despite U.S. Campaign. A Boom in Pornography," The New York Times, July 4, 1993. p. A-20.

31

Johnson, p. 8.
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"peaked a couple of years ago and is on a downward trend. "38 However, as one Los Angeles
police expert on the industry explains, "No one should rush to write the obituary for porn.
Although . . . the business climate bas become tougher, the industry is not likely to disappear.
The entrepreneurs of sex have proven that ...

many people still really want the stuff. "39

Topless Entertainment

In recent years, upscale topless clubs have become a booming segment of the adult entertainment industry. An article in The New York Times describes the proliferation of topless bars
as a national phenomenon in large cities.40 According to a recent report in New York

Newsday, topless clubs that cater to a young, affluent clientele have become one of the fastest
growing and most lucrative segments of the adult entertainment industry in New York City.

By conservative estimates, the topless club industry in New York City is a $50 million a year
business, employing about 11500 dancers.41 In two years, the number of these clubs has
grown from about five· in 1990 to more than 30 in 1992, not including clubs throughout the
city that operate without liquor licenses. 42

Several factors appear to have influenced the recent proliferation of upscale topless clubs
in New York. First, responding to the devastating effects of the recession on eating and
drinking businesses; some entrepreneurs have retooled their establishments and used topless
performances as a successful marketing device to win back their affluent male clientele.
Second, the clubs have shed their "sleazy11 reputations and become more mainstream by
providing topless entertainment in safe, "elegant" surroundings furnished with other
attractions such as giant closed circuit television screens, pool tables, and air hockey. Third,
the instant financial success of the newest upscale topless clubs in Manhattan has attracted
a number of imitators.

In a recent interview with New York Newsday. Jay Bildstein, the owner of Scores, a topless
"sports bar" on the upper East Side of Manhattan, explained that while the new clubs may
vary greatly in style, the corporate organization is often similar. Club owners typically
contract with national organizations which, in exchange for a percentage of gross income,

"

Ibid.

39

Ibid.

40

"Slrip Clubs Putting On a Suit and Tie," The New York Times. p. B-5. March 26, 1994.

•
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Walter Fee, "Bare Market: For New Upscale Clubs, It's Boom and Bust," New York Newsdny, City Edition,

December 20, 1992, p. 7.
~2

Ibid.
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recruit arid market the dancers. In the New York area, Goldfingers and Pure Platinum are two
of the most successful national marketing organizations associated with local topless clubs.
Typically, the dancers are treated as independent contractors, thereby releasing management
from the responsibility for withholding taxes or social security, and protecting the club
owners from potential legal liability for the dancers' behavior. The typical customer is an
affluent male repeat customer between the ages of 25 and 30. 43
Certain factors appear to be influencing the recent proliferation of triple-X video stores and
nude bars in or near residential neighborhoods in New York City, such as Murray Hill,
Chelsea, Sunset Park, Sunnyside and Forest Hills. First, the availability of low-budget
videotapes has enabled increasing numbers of low-end porn entrepreneurs to enter into a
market that was previously closed to them. Second, topless bars have been successfully recast
as upscale adult uses, catering to young businessmen with money to spend.

Inventory and Trends, by Location and Type
The locations of adult entertainment establishments in New York City that were identified
by the DCP survey in 1993 are shown on the maps following page 19. Data in this section

was obtained from different sources, and may reflect differences in definitions as to what
constitutes adult entertainment. Pre-1993 data is presented because it is the most thorough
available and, outside of Midtown Manhattan, provides an understanding of the location of
adult uses at that time.

•

3

Molly Gordy, "What's Under the Paint? How to Keep the Law Happy When Topless is a Business. " ~
York Newsday, Manhattan Edition, September 17, 1992. p. 29.
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Citywide Trends: 1965 to 1993
In 1965, there were nine adult establishments located in New York City. By 1976, the
number of such establishments increased to 15 I. Between 1976 and 1984, the number of adult
establishments declined to 131 citywide. Between 1984 and 1993, the number of adult
establishments increased citywide, to 177. Citywide trends in adult entertainment establishments arc indicated in Table 1.
TABLE l
CITYWIDE TRENDS IN THE NUMBER OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ESTABLISHMENTS

Year
Tota) Number
Sources:

1965

1976

1984

1993

9

1.51

131

177

1965 and 1976 data, Office of Midtown Enforcement files; 1984 data, Police Department; 1993
data, Department of City Planning.

In 1965, the number of adult establishments was small because the sale and distribution of
pornography was largely restricted. By 1976, most restrictions were removed and the number

of adult establi1'hments burgeoned.
Between 1976 and 1984, the number of adult establishments dropped 13 percent, reflecting
a decrease of 48 adult uses in Midtown Manhattan alone, from 97 to 49. This may be
attributable to enforcement efforts by the city, the start of major construction projects in west
Midtown that increased investor confidence in the area, and changing technology.44
However, the decline was offset by an increase of 28 adult uses, from 30 to 58, io the other
boroughs. The dedine in adult uses in the Midtown area is probably unrelated to the increase
in such uses to other areas of the city during that period. 4s
Between 1984 and 1993, adult entertainment establishments increased 35 percent citywide.
The trend -

analyzed below -

can be attributed to the advent of the adult video store 1 and

greater numbers of topless or nude bars stemming from their changing, upscale image.

1983 Annual Report, Mayor's•Office of Mjdtown Enforcement, p. 36.
•

5

More detailed analysis indicates that the decline in adult uses in Manhattan was in bookstores/peep shows
and theaters; the increase in adult uses in boroughs other than Manhattan was largely in topless bars.
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Trends by Borough
Between 1984 and 1993, the greatest increases in adult entertainment establishmencs were
found in Manhattan and Queens. Both boroughs had a 47 percent increase in adult uses. from
73 to 107 in Manhattan, and from 30 to 44 in Queens. Adult uses in the Bronx declined by
two, from 10 to eight. In Brooklyn, adult establishments decreased by one, from 16 to 15.
Staten Island had an increase of a single establishment.
Among the five boroughs, most adult entertainment establishments continue to be located
within Manhattan. In 1976, 80 percent of all such uses were located in Manhattan, decreasing
to 56 percent in 1984 and increasing to 61 percent in 1993. Queens has had the second
greatest concentration of adult uses in New York City. In 1976, Queens contained 11 percent
of the city's adult uses, rising to 23 percent in 1984, and increasing marginally to 25 percent
in 1993. The Bronx, Brooklyn and Staten Island each have less than 10 percent of all adult
establishments located in the city.

Trends within Categories of Adult Uses
Between 1984 and 1993, the number of adult bookstores/peep shows/video stores increased
citywide 197 percent, from 29 to 86 establishments. Adult topless/nude bars also increased
during the period, by 26 percent, from 54 to 68. Adult movie and live theaters declined over
the period by 52 percent, from 48 to 23 establislunents. Adult theaters declined from 41 percent
of all adult uses in New York City in 1976, to 37 percent in 1984, and 13 percent in 1993.
Bookstores/peep shows comprised 44 percent of all adult uses in 1976, declining to 22 percent
of the total in 1984. However, in 1993, the category consisted of 49 percent of the citywide
total number of adult entertainment establishments, reflecting the rise in adult video establishmencs from none reported in 1984, to 64 in 1993. In 1993, adult video stores made up 74 percent of all establishments in the book/peep/video category. Their recent proliferation represents
the largest percentage gain among all adult uses since the mid- l 970s.
Topless and nude bars increased their share of all adult uses between 1976 and 1984, from 15
percent to 41 percent, respectively. By 1993, adult bars - although continuing to increase in
absolute numbers - declined as a percentage of all adult uses to 38 percent of the total,
reflecting the proliferation of adult video establishments.

If growth in the various segments of the business continue over the next decade at the same rate
as they did between 1984 and 1993, by the year 2002, there would be a 197 percent increase
in the number of bookstore/peep shows/videos from 86 to approximately 250; a 26 percent increase in topless/nude bars from 68 to 86~ and a 52 percent decline in the number of adult
movie and live theaters from 23 to 11.
~
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Trends in Coneentrati.ons of Adult Entertainment Establishments, by Community District
Between 1984 and 1993, adult entertainment establishments have continued to concentrate
in a few community districts in Manhattan. Citywide, the number of community districts with
one or more adult uses has remained relatively stable over the period. However, adult uses
have recently located in neighborhoods within community districts where they had not
previously been.
Significantly, the number of community districts with seven or more adult entertainment
establishments nearly tripled between 1984 and 1993, from three to eight. Community district
designations for adult establishments identified in the 1976 survey are not readily discernible.
Table 2 indicates in rank order community districts by the number of adult uses within each
district in 1993. Districts without adult uses are not listed. In 1993, the majority (53 percent)
of adult uses in the city were located in Conununity Districts 1, 2, 4, and 5, Manhattan.
In 1984 and 1993, the greatest concentration of adult uses was found in c;ommunity District
5, Manhattan. whlch includes part of the Times Square area. In 1984, 34 percent of the
citywide adult uses were located in the community district; in 1993, 30 percent of such uses
were found there. Between 1984 and 1993, the number of adult establishments in the district
increased by 18 percent, from 45 to 53, nearly half the rate of growth citywide.
-

TABLE 2
1993 RANK ORDER OF COMMUNITY DISTRICTS WITH ADULT USES
Rank

No. Establishments
in Each District

Community District•

1

MS

53

2

M4

19

3

M2

11

4

Ml

10

s

M6 Q3

9

6

Q2

8

7

K7

7

8

QI Q7

5

9

Q4

4

10

B12 KlS Q6

11

BS K2 M3 M7 Q13 S2

12

BS BIO Bll K6 Kl2 Kl4 MS QS Q8 S3

Q9 Q12

,

3
2

'

I

*Borough designations: B = the Bronx: K • Brooklyn; M "" Manhattan: Q "' Queens ; S ., Staten Island.
Soµrce : Department of City Planning survey.
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Community District 4, Manhattan, had the second greatest concentration of adult uses in the
city in 1984 and 1993. The district, located west of Community District 5, encompasses

Chelsea, Clinton and part of the Times Square area. In 1984, seven percent of the city's adult
entertainment establishments were located in the community district. By 1993, 11 percent of
such establishments were located there. Between 1984 and 1993, the number of adult uses
within the district increased by ten establishments from nine to 19, or by more than 110
percent. The growth rate in adult uses in the community district over the nine· year period was
more than triple that of the city as a whole.
This data suggests that over the past decade, while adult uses have spread to more
community districts, there is a persistent tendency toward concentration of significant
numbers of adult uses.

Location of Adult Uses by Zoning District
For purposes of this analysis, zoning districts were grouped according to certain characteris·
tics. Cl (Local Retail) and C2 (Local Service) Districts were grouped together because they
are both mapped widely in residential neighborhoods throughout the city. C4 (General
Commercial) Districts are regional commercial districts, mapped in each borough. They
comprise the city's major and secondary shopping centers. C5 (Restricted Central Commercial) Districts and C6 (General Central Commercial) Districts were grouped into a single
category because they are mapped principally in Midtown and Downtown Manhattan and
Downtown Brooklyn. These districts allow a broad array of commercial uses, and are
characterized by high commercial densities. CS (General Service) Districts that permit
automotive uses were grouped with Ml. M2 and M3 Districts that permit industrial uses.
Residential use is not permitted in CS Districts and generally not permitted in manufacturing
districts except in certain circumstances.
The analysis indicates that of the 177 adult entertainment establishments, approximately 18
percent (31) are located in C 1 and C2 Districts. Ten uses, or approximately six percent, are
located in C4 Districts. Approximately forty percent (70) of adult uses in New York City are
located in C5 and C6 (central commercial) Districts. Forty-five adult uses, or approximately
25 per~ent of the total number, are located in CS and manufacturing districts. Combined,
approximately 88 percent of adult entertainment establishments are located in commercial or
manufacturing districts.46

46

Forty-two adult uses, or 24 percent of the citywide total, aro located in Ml-6, CS-3, C6-4, C6-5, C6-6. and
C&.7 Districts within the Midtown Special District.
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The remaining adult uses, 21, or approximately 12 percent of the total number, are located
in residence districts which do not permit commercial uses. These uses may be legal nonconfonning commercial uses in residential districts, or the locations may be classified as
within residence districts, because of the primary characteristic of the tax lot.47

All commercial districts except CS permit residential

use.~ 8

Many light manufacturing/

mixed use zones pennit :residential uses in certain circumstances. More than 75 percent of the
adult entertainment establishments are located in those commercial or manufacturing zoning
districts that also permit residential uses.

Industry Views
Members of the adult entertainment industry met with ~ity planners to discuss industry issues
I

and needs. Those responding to the DCP invitation represented topless and nude clubs, triplex video/bookstores/peep shows. live theaters, and suppliers. Some represented the Adult
Industry Trade Association (AITA) as well as their own individual establislunents. The

meeting was designed to familiarize the representatives with the study and obtain specific
information about location decisions. employment and revenues, tourism and industry changes

and trends.
Industry representatives argued that there are a number of positive impacts directly
11

attributable to adult businesses. For example, it was stated that "safer sex. due to the change
in sexual mores caused by AIDS, has been promoted by the increase in triple-X video stores
and the corresponding decrease in live sex clubs. Others noted that adult businesses provided
safe places on otherwise dark streets because these businesses traditionally stay open very
late. Also, late night uses on a street have encouraged other businesses to stay open later to
cater to the customers drawn to adult businesses in the evening. Adult businesses often
provide important rental revenues to landlords because they are willing to occupy vacant
storefronts on a short-tenn basis. The manager of a tripleM
X video store in the East SO's in
Manhattan observed 11 new businesses had since opened after his store opened in December
1992, observing that the presence of an adult business on the block is not a deterrent to new

businesses. Industry representatives maintained that adult entertainment businesses earn
47

Due to limitations in technology, different computer systems were used to cross-reference striyet address and
zoning district. The predbminant zoning clQSsification of a tax lot was used to c lassify zoning districts.

48

Residential uses arc also not permitted in C7 districts. C7 districts, which accommodate large, open
amusement uses, are not widely mapped.
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revenue for the city. provide jobs and stimulate tourism. This would be true to the extent they
do not discourage the growth of other businesses that would generate more employment, tax
revenue and tourism.

Segmented Industry
The industry appears to regard itself

as segmented -

tourist oriented v. neighborhood-

oriented, upscale v. tawdry, community fixture v. transitional presence. eye-catching v.
discreet signage, triple-X products v. entertainment. A number of establishments that were
invited to the meeting declined to attend because they did not identify with perceived
industry-wide concerns. One adult bookstore owner, located for many years on Eighth Avenue
in the mid-30's, said he was not part of the problem; the owner of a

sexually~oriented

boutique on the Upper West Side said he was a neighborhood service and disassociated
himself from 11 heavy-duty" adult businesses. People attending the meeting questioned whether
the DCP study had examined segments of the adult entertainment industry separately to
isolate possible impacts or if the scudy had grouped all adult businesses together.

Locatton
The basic locational criterion for adult entertainment businesses is to be "where the customers
are." In Manhattan, this is often determined by where the tourists are; "Broadway is better
than Twelfth Avenue," said one club owner. In the other boroughs, a good location is one
with easy access to publi9 transit, main arterials and plenty of parking for local residents and

commuters passing by on the way home. Mass transit and available parking are always
important. wherever you are. commented one participant.
Adult entertainment businesses tend to be transitional and locate in areas that are "moving
upwards"~

they are rarely found in poorer neighborhoods. One statement submitted at the

meeting maintained that some major real estate developments owe their existence to the
ability of landlords to warehouse property by renting space to adult businesses that are willing
to accept high rents and short leases during the period when a major assemblage is underway.

Economics
One corporation that operates two upscale, topless bars provided a number of statistics about
their operation. Combined figures for both clubs during the last fiscal year show that they employed a total of 2 18 employees, had an annual payroll of $1,302,627 and grossed more than
$600,000/month on credit card business alone. Credit cards rather than cash are the preferred
method of payment. The legitimate, licensed nature of the business was stressed as well as
I
the desire to be fully integrated into the New York City business community.
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Marketing
According to a representative of the two topless clubs, it is essential to be near tourist areas
where people are drawn to adult uses by publicity and signage. About 40 percent of the
approximately 5,000 weekly patrons at their club on Broadway in Midtown Manhattan are
tourists; approximately 15 percent of the clientele at their Downtown Manhattan club are
tourists. However, the manager of a triple-X video store in the East 50's in Manhattan, and
the owner of a triple-X video store in the West 30's in Manhattan, said they have a nontourist clientele; most customers are local residents or office workers. One of the video store
owners said that eighty percent of his customers are men between 30-50 years old and 20
percent are couples or women; customers want cleanliness and safety in a convenient location
that is not "sleazy." Signage for his store, he said, was originally obtrusive (to "announce"
the store's presence) but is now muted in an effort to blend into the neighborhood blockfront.

State Liquor Authority (SLA)
Participants representing topless bars stated that their establishments are particularly orderly
and

well~nm

because they must conform to stringent State Liquor Authority (SLA)

requirements. If the SLA finds a "pattern of disorder" during an inspection, the bar owner will
face disciplinary action -

ranging from a warning letter to revocation of a liquor license. The

SLA regulates liquor sales and the degree of performance nudity. Since SLA regulations do
not allow total nudity, nude clubs do not serve liquor and are not governed by the SLA.

Trends
In response to a question about industry trends, the group responded that there was
oversaturation of adult businesses in New York City, panicularly in Manhattan, and that these
establishments were closing. It should be noted that of 177 invitations mailed to the adult
entertairunent establishments identified in DCP's survey, 27 were returned primarily because
the adult business was no longer located at that address. Concentrations of uses were said to
be due to the "copycat factor" and the tendency of bar patrons to want to "barhop." These
statements, indicating a tendency of adult uses to concentrate in a community, confirmed the
conclusion of DCP's analysis of the location of adult uses by conununity districts. It was said
that the emergence of Blockbuster Video (which does not carry any triple-X videos) had
driven out some 1 mom-and-pop' video stores that had a small section of triple-X videos,
leaving the field clear for tripJe-X video stores in a few neighborhoods.
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Summary
In a letter to the City Council dated March 9, 1994, AITA acknowledged concerns by some
community groups regarding signage and windows and said AITA had been formed mainly
to "address these problems by working as a liaison between community groups and adult use
places." Most participants agreed that some adult businesses are regarded negatively by the

conununity, but claimed thls reaction is based on a visceral response and not on any
secondary effects.
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rv. ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ZONING IN NEW YORK CITY
Current Zoning
The Zoning Resolution of the City of New York currently regulates several general classes
of commercial establishments which may or may not be characterized as adult uses."9 For
example. the Resolution regulates:
•

theaters (including movie houses)

•

bookstores (including video stores)

•

eating or drinking establishments (including bars).

The zoning regulations are no different for a neighborhood video store or a triple-X video
store. or for a bar or a topless or nude bar. However, the Resolution does distinguish physicnl

culture or health establishments from adult physical culture or health establishments.'0
Theaters, bookstores, and bars are corrunercial uses, generally allowed as-of-right in most
commerciaJ and manufacturing districts. Commercial uses are generally prohibited from
locating in residence districts. However, some commercial uses that are non-conforming in
residence districts are essentially "grandfathered" and may continue at these locations until

they have been abandoned for a period of time.

Tlteaten
Theaters (which include movie houses or motion picture theaters) are listed in the Zoning
Resolution in Use Groups 8 and 13. Theaters arc allowed as-of-right in C2 (Local Service).
C4 (General Commercial), C6 (General Central Couunercial), C7 (Commercial Amusement)
and CS (General Service) Districts. Theaters limited to a maximum capacity of 500 persons
are allowed in Cl (Local Retail) Districts only by special permit of the Board of Standards
and Appeals (BSA). In Cl-5 through Cl-9 Districts (mapped in higb density areas), motion
picture theaters must provide an indoor waiting area based on seating capacity.
Theaters are also allowed as-of-right in most manufacturing districts, except that in Ml-5A
and Ml-SB Districts (mapped in Soho and Noho in Manhattan) theaters with 100 or more
seats are allowed only by special pennit of the Board of Standards and Appeals.

49

The Zoning Resolution of The City of New York. adopted December 15 , 1960, and as amended.

~

The latter establishments, massage parlors, are considered to purvey prostitution and are not permitted in
New York City.
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Bookstores
Bookstores are listed in Use Groups 6C and 12B. They are allowed as-of-right in most
commercial districts and in M1 (Light Manufacturing) Districts. Bookstores are not allowed

in C3 Districts, and in M2 (Medium Manufacturing) and M3 (Heavy Manufacturing)
Districts. Video stores have been treated as bookstores for zoning purposes.
Eating or drinking establishments
Eating or drinking establishments are listed in the Zoning Resolution in Use Groups 6A and
6C, and 10 and 12. Eating or drinking establishments include any use that serves food or
drink; including alcohol, not otherwise more specifically listed in the Resolution.
Most eating or drinking establishments, including those with music for which there is no
cover charge and specified showtime such as restaurants and bars listed in Use Group 6A,
are allowed as-of-right in most commercial and manufacturing districts. They are allowed as-

of-right in Cl, C2, C4, C5 (Restricted Central Commercial), C6, C7 and CS Districts, and in
C3 (Waterfront Recreation) Districts by special permit of the Board of Standards and
Appeals. They are also allowed as-of-right in manufacturing districts.
Eating or drinking establishments with entertainment, but not dancing, with a capacity of 200
persons or less are treated similarly to eating or drinking establishments listed in Use Group
6A, with certain exceptions.31 In Cl- 1 through Cl -4, C2-l through C2-4, and CS Districts
these establishments must obtain a special permit from the Board of Standards and Appeals.
A special pennit is also required in Ml-SA and Ml-5B Districts. Some special purpose
districts may have additional restrictions on certain entertainment establishments but none
distinguish between adult and other forms of entertainment.
Large eating or drinking establishments with entertainment, or those of any capacity with

dancing. are listed in Use Groups 10 and 12. These establishments are pennitted as-of-right
in C6, C7, CS. most manufacturing districts. and in C4 Districts 100 feet or more from a
residence district. They are allowed only by special permit of the Board of Standards and
Appeals in C2, C3, Ml -SA, Ml-SB, L'MM. Ml -SM, Ml-6M, and in C4 Districts within 100
feet of a residence district.

$1

Eating or drinking establishments with musical entetulinment, but not dancing, with a capacity of 200
persons or less, are allowed similarly as eating or drinking establishments in Use Group 6A.
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Signs

Signs are regulated under the prov1s1ons of use regulations m the Zoning Resolution.
Regulations include definitions. size or surface area. illumination. height, projection and
location. Basic regulations for accessory business signs are sununarized in Table 3.
TABLE 3

BASIC ACCESSORY BUSINESS SIGN REGULATIONS
Zoning
Districts

Size•

Illumination

Projection••

Height above
Curb uvel

I ft.

25 ft.

25 ft.

Location

-

Cl

3; 150

3 times frontage; up to

C2

3; 150

3 times frontage; up to
50 sq. ft

1 ft.

Oluminat.ed or flashing

1 ft.

so sq. ft.

-

C4

5; 500

Certain
accessory

40 ft.

business
sigos facing
and in
proximity to

C5

3; 200

Not permitted•••

1 ft.

25

C6

S; 500

Illuminated or flashing

1 ft.

40 fl.

a residence
district or
public park

No restriction DJuminated or flashing

8 ft.

No restriction

c<>nform to

6; 750

l ft.

40 ft.tt

re2ulations
in Ct

ft.t

shall

C6·5

or C(>..7

the sign

cs

each sign

M

•
*-

Dluminated or flashing:
S times frontage, up to
500 sq. ft. each sign

No restriction Dtuminated or fl.ashing

districts

No restriction

No rcslrictiont t t

To detennine the maximum penniued surface IU'C8. multiply the first number by the street frontage; the second number
indicated is a "cap" on the maximum number of squan feet allowed.
In districts where 1 foot Is identified, double. or multi-faced signs may project Up to 18 inches beyond the street line.

-** Except in

CS-4 Districts.

t

In C54 Districts. may extend up to 40 feet high.

tt
ttt

Non-illuminated or indirectly illuminated signs may extend to 58 feet high.

Except that within 500 feet of a residence or Cl or C2 District, restrictions apply to certain illuminated signs; indirectly
illuminated signs may extend to 58 feet hiah.
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Prior Zoning Proposals in New York City
In New York City, a modem-day attempt at regulating adult establishments through zoning was
made in 1975, after they proliferated beyond the Times Square area. DCP proposed to restrict
the location of "adult physical culture establishments," a zoning term for massage parlors which
were then pennitted uses in New York City, in the Times Square area. The zoning proposal,
which included a provision that non-confonning facilities were to be amortized within one year,
was adopted in 1976 by the Board of Estimate. Outside the Times Square area, a one-year
moratorium was placed on new massage parlors.
In 1976, the United States Supreme Court upheld a Detroit "anti-skid row" zoning ordinance
that placed locational restrictions and concentration limits on a variety of uses, including adult
entertainment establislunents. Shortly after the court decision in early 1977, the Mayor's
Midtown Manhattan At:tion Office and the DCP prepared zoning recommendations modeled
after Detroit.
The City Planning Commission proposed establishing five categories of adult uses: adult
bookstores, adult motion picture theaters, adult coin-operated entertainment facilities (peep
shows), adult ''topless 11 entertainment establishments (topless bars), and adult physical culture
establishments (massage parlors). According to the Commission, "By creating separate
definitions for these adult uses it is now possible to distinguish in the Zoning Resolution adult
uses and other uses. Without such definitions adult uses were for all purposes treated the
same as their non-adult counterparts and were thus allowed to locate in any zoning district
where the general use was permitted.1152
Under the proposal, adult entertainment uses would be allowed only in C4 and C6-4 through
C6-9 Districts, which are General Commercial and General Central Commercial Districts,
respectively. Existing adult entertainment uses outside of these districts, or within 500 feet
of a residence district (RI through RlO Districts), would not be allowed to continue as nonconforming uses. Adult physical culture establishments not subject to the 1976 amortization
provisions would not be allowed after one year in any district in New York City, and the
moratorium would be lifted.

'2

Report of the City Planning Commission, N 760137 ZRY. January 26, 1977, Calendar #23.
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In addition, adult uses would be subject to distance, concentration, sign and amortization
restrictions, as follows:
•

No adult use could be located within 500 feet of a residence district.

•

In C4 Districts, no new adult use could be established where, within a 1,000 foot
radius, two or more adult uses existed. In C6-4 through C6-9 Districts, no new
adult use could be established where, within a 1,000 foot radius, three or more
adult uses exjsted. Each adult use within a single establishment would be
considered a separate primary use.

•

No sign for any adult use could display or describe a specified sexual activity or
a specified sexual area. No adult use could have more than one accessory business
sign, except that an adult motion picture theater could, in addition, have a
marquee. No advertising signs would be permitted for an adult use. No adult use
sign could be illuminated or extend beyond the street line, except for adult motion
picture theater marquees.

•

Amortization provisions dictated that adult uses that failed to meet the proposed
location and distance requirements would be required to tenninate within one year.
Where existing establishments within districts in which adult uses would be
pennitted exceeded the proposed concentration provisions, the adult uses closest
to a residential district would generally be amortized first.

The proposal would have allowed the Board of Standards and Appeals to exempt existing
adult uses, located in districts in which such uses would continue to be pennitted, from the
concentration and amortization provisions of the new regulations. Similarly; the City Planning
Com.mission would have been authorized to allow a new adult use notwithstanding the

proposed concentration provisions. In each case, the BSA or CPC, as applicable, would be
required to make findings to ensure that any adverse impacts from the adult establishment
were minimized. According to Nonnan Marcus, who at the time was counsel to the City
Planning Commission, "This safety valve procedure was felt essential to withstand a
challenge to the reasonableness of the regulation."~ 3
Numerous speakers appeared at the public hearing. both in favor of and in opposition to the
proposed zoning regulations. In general, business and civic groups from Manhattan were
supportive of the plan. Those in opposition included representatives of boroughs outside
Manhattan, religious institutions, and civil libertarians.

53

"Zoning Obscenity: Or, The Moral Politics of Porn," Nonnan Marcus. Buffalo Law Review, Vol. 27, 1978.
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Subsequent to the Commission public hearing, several modifications were made to the
proposal. For example, C4- 1 Districts, characterized by large suburban-style shopping centers,
were eliminated from the proposal as districts where adult entertainment establishments would
be permitted. Also, adult entertainment establishments would not be pennitted within 200 feet
of a school or church.
The modified proposal was then reconsidered. According to Marcus:

By virtue of the recent Commission amendments, the heretofore dispersed and
scattered eligible adult use regional conunercial zones had been reduced to a
handful of readily identifiable concentration targets in these boroughs - and as
such, drew sharp denunciations. The Commission was accused [by citizens of the
four boroughs other than Manhattan] of fostering "red light districts 11 in the outer
boroughs and the cry was raised ever more loudly to restrict adult uses to
Manhattan. The legislation foundered. 54
Marcus observed that the public's failure to understand the crucial distinction between
pornography and obscenity. i.e., what is and what is not legally protected speech, resulted in
a lack of sufficient political support needed to adopt a regulatory plan to limit the location
and concentration of adult establishments.

In continuing to wrestle with the issue of adult establishments. the City Planning Commission
in 1978 proposed, and the Board of Estimate adopted, new zoning text that distinguished
adult physical culture establishments from physical culture establishments." Adult physical
culture establishments were eliminated as a permitted use in all districts in the city. They
were to be amortized within one year. All other physical culture or health establishments
would be pennitted only by special permit of the Board of Standards and Appeals. The
citywide moratorium on physical culture or health establishments that became effective in
1976 was deleted. Thus, only part of the effort to control the location of adult uses was
adopted legislatively.

SI

Ibid.

''

Resolution of the Board of Estimate, November 16. 1978, Cal. No. 145, approving a report (N 780387
ZRY) of the City Planning Commission, November 8, 1978, Cal. No. 16.
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V. ADULT ENTERTAINMENT IMPACTS IN NEW YORK CITY
Impacts Identified by the City Planning Commission, 1977
On January 26, 1977, the City Planning Commission reported to the Board of Estimate its
recommendation for zoning text changes relating to adult uses. The recommended zoning
changes would have reduced existing concentrations of adult uses and prevented future
concentrations, ". . . thereby substantially reducing the adverse economic and social effects
that these concentrations produce. At the same time, adult uses will be prevented from
disrupting residential neighborhoods by regulations requiring all adult uses to be located at
least 500 feet from the nearest residence district boundary. "56 In its report, the Commission
cited several negative impacts of adult uses including economic factors, increased criminal
activity, the damaging influences on minors and the disruptive effects that adult uses have
,on neighboring residential communities and the youth· of such communities.
At the public hearing on the proposed text amendments, many of the speakers appeared in
favor of the proposal, expressing concerns about the blighting effect that the concentration
of adult uses has had on the West Side of Manhattan. Some identified other reasons to
support the proposal. For example, a psychiatrist who was a fonner Deputy Conunissioner
of the City's Addiction Services Agency and founder of Phoenix House -

the city's major

residential addiction rehabilitation program, said that the growth of adult uses has

11
•

•

•

a

direct bearing upon the number of young people who become addicted to heroin or dependent
upon other drugs." He described the adult entertainment business as parasitic, attracting and
victimizing adolescents and breeding prostitution and addiction. The doctor stated that

limiting or dispersing adult uses can destroy the pathological matrix.
11

11

Most who spoke in

opposition to the proposal did so because it would continue to permit adult uses near their
communities.
The Commission noted that it analyzed the efforts of several municipalities, including Boston,
Detroit, Minneapolis, Dallas and Atlantic City, to combine the best efforts of all these cities
in a regulatory plan for New York. The Commission rejected the Boston concentration model,
stating in the report that "Statistics indicate that the implementation of this zoning method
in Boston has resulted in an increase in both the crime rate of the Boston Business and
Entertainment district and an increase in the vacancy rate of the surrounding buildings." The
Commission felt that a dispersion strategy, modelled after Detroit's regulatory plan, would
I

!&

Report of the City Planning Commission, N 760137 ZRY, January 26, 1977, Calendar No. 23.
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provide room for constitutionally protected speech as well as protection for the health, safety

and general welfare of the people.
The Commission noted that a proliferation of adult entertainment uses in the Times Square
and Theater Districts could be related to the decade-old absence of major invesunent or
development decisions, and to a substantial decline in economic viability. For a three-year
period, tax arrears on West 42nd Street were 26 percent higher than the overall rate for
Midtown. During a two-year period in the early 1970s, sales tax revenues in the area declined

by 43 percent compared to an 11 percent increase citywide. In addition, jobs in retail sales
declined in the area at a rate greater than that of the city as a whole. The Commission
identified several businesses in the area that had closed, for example the Chase Manhattan
Bank branch in Times Square, and noted that the

1
' • • •

be directly related to the escalation of adult uses.

11

decline of economic activity .. . can

Crime data for 1975 were also analyzed, leading the Commission to state: "Increases in
felonious criminal activity in areas where concentrations of adult uses are located are
overwhelming." The Commission observed that in Midtown, police posts (subareas of a
precinct) in which one or more adult uses were located had 69.5 percent more verified

complaints than those in other subareas. Posts with one or more adult uses constituted 34.5
percent of the total posts in Midtown, but accounted for 47.1 percent of all complaints.
Comparing posts with one or more.adult uses to posts without an adult use, complaints for
felonious assault were 142.3 percent higher, grand larceny complaints were 88.9 percent
higher, rape was 185.2 percent higher and robbery was 130.2 percent higher.

Impacts Identified by the Office of Midtown Enforcement
The 1983 Annual Report of The Mayor's Office of Midtown Enforcement (OME) supported
the City Planning Commission's earlier findings. The OME's report stated that in the early
and mid-1970's, "Times Square was clogged with pimps, johns, and hookers as well as the
addicts and muggers who along with them preyed on the public." The report noted that 1,200
prostitutes worked out of the dozen or so prostitution hotels and the 23 massage parlors
concentrated along Eighth Avenue between 34th and 55th Streets, and another twelve sex
businesses were wedged in between these businesses.
OME

st~ategies

(including investigation, enforcement, seeking and obtaining legislative

changes in the Nuisance Abatement Law, cJosing hotels and obtaining substantial financial
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penalties from hotel operators) worked to clean-up Times Square. According to the annual
report. "At the end of 1983 Eighth Avenue is no longer 'The Minnesota Strip; infested with
the crowds of pimps, prostitutes and johns which once thrived on the atmosphere created by
the multiplicity of sex uses. The. crowds are no longer there because most of the sex uses
which supported or attracted them have been closed."57
Between 1978 and 1983, OME reported that it closed 106 illegal establishments, of which
82 were sex-related businesses. Additionally, they "virtually eliminated" the practice of
sexually explicit handbilling on city streets, and after obtaining a zoning amendment
establishing a permanent ban on heterosexual massage parlors, closed 37 illegally operated
sex-related businesses in Midtown.
After reducing the number of sex-related businesses in midtown by 46 percent from 121 in
1978 to 65 at the end of 1983, O.ME reported that its "accomplishments have resulted in

•

increased investor and consumer confidence in the midtown area as manifested by:

•

the

renovation and expansion of the Port Authority Bus Terminal; the opening of the new Milford
Plaza Hotel on Eighth Avenue; the construction of the Marriott Marquis Hotel on Broadway;
and the proposed 42nd Street Development Project."
The OME Annual Report for 1983 also reported the criminal activity occurring in sex.related
businesses. Convictions for prostitution occurring inside the premises are used by OME as
a basis for civil litigation. Between 1978 and 1983, the numbers of arrests for prostitution and
obscenity inside sex-related businesses located in Midtown decreased from 419 to 300. The
change in the number of such arrests for any given year is a function of many factors, (e.g.,
deployment of police personnel, unrelated litigation defining obscenity) and reflects only in
part the drop in the number of massage parlors and other commercially-operated houses of
prostirution. It is significant, however, that the concentration of sex-related businesses has
been closely associated with substantial numbers of arrests within those establishments for
prostitution and obscenity.

57

It was found - in another study • that sex uses in the Times Square area supported hustling and hanging out
on the street because of their configuration. The Final Environmemal Impact Statement for the 42nd Street
Development Pmject stated "most of these establishments present opaque facades to the srreet. This is
presumably important to draw potential customers inside (rather than allowing them to look in) and also to
provide some sense of privacy . The correlative, however, is that th~sc operations do not look outwards or
take a special interest in the sidewalks outside. As a result, and also because the sex. establishment patrons
hurry in and out, the sidewalks are left unclaimed and thus available to those hustling and hanging out."
New York State Urban Development Corporation, Vol. 1. August 1984.
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Impacts Identified in the Chelsea Business Survey
In August, 1993, the Chelsea Action Coalition and Conununity Board 4, Manhattan, prepared

a study describing the effects that sex-related establishments have on other businesses in the
Chelsea section of New York City.58 The Coalition called upon the city to "develop zoning
proposals that will disperse, but not eliminate, these (adult) businesses . . . '' The Chelsea
Action Coalition called for zoning proposals because it felt that the neighborhood " . . . was
being transfonned before our eyes into a red light district. 11
The study identified the locations of sex-related adult establishments in a 76 block area of
Manhattan between 13th and 32nd Streets, and Fifth and Ninth Avenues. Nine legal triple-X
video stores, eleven locations closed in fiscal year 1993 for illegal sex-related activities, and
seven locations of "multiple indoor prostitution arrests" in fiscal year 1993 were mapped
within the study area. The Coalition stated that the concentration of triple-X video stores and
peep shows "is i.ntolerable,'' and ''harmful to our community," noting that " .. . under the
Constitution the City is pennitted to prohibit this type of concentration."
Representatives of the Coalition and Community Board surveyed 100 businesses located near
the triple-X video stores "to determine whether these 'adult use' businesses had negatively
impacted upon the economic vitality of the Chelsea business conununity." Responses to eight
questions were tabulated, and illustrative comments made by respondents were included in
the study report.
Negative impacts stemming from the adult video establishments reported by area businesspersons included: a decline in the overall reputation of the community, a reduction in the
economic vitality of individual business; a declining potential for business in the
community; and observations that businesses may leave or have left Chelsea because of the
adult video stores.
Sixty-one percent of respondents felt that the triple-X video stores had a negative impact on
their business. Ninety-five percent believe that the reputation of Chelsea has been hurt by
these stores. Nearly two-thirds th.ink the economic vitality of their business has been.hurt, and
88 percent think the potential for doing business in Chelsea has been negatively affected by

the adult stores.

~•

'

"The Chelsea Business Survey, An Assessment of the Economic Impact of XXX-Rated Video Stores in
Chelsea," The Chelsea Action Coalition and Community Board 4, 1993.
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Specific comments made by businesspersons included the following:

My clients don't like to come to my office and have to go by these stores. The
storefronts also lower my image as a business which is very detrimental to me.
~

publishing consultant

There is a XXX store on the next block. We work until 8:00 P.M. Mon. Thurs. and it is scary to walk past the seedy element that hangs out there.
- retail furniture store

Impacts Identified at the Public Hearing of The Task Force on the
Regulation of Sex-Related Businesses
•

I

The Task Force on the Regulation of Sex-Related Businesses was established in 1993 by the
Borough President of Manhattan, Ruth W. Messinger, in response to community concerns
about increasing concentrations of sex-related businesses.
The Task Force conducted a public hearing on October 6, 1993, at which more than 20
people testified. Approximately twice as many individuals testified in favor of regulating adult
entertainment establishments as those opposed to government regulation of adult uses. Those
speaking in favor of regulation discussed adult establishments in various neighborhoods in
Manhattan: Tribeca and Downtown Manhattan, Chelsea, East Harlem, Times Square, and the
East Side; the majority spoke of Times Square and Chelsea.
The Task Force structured the hearing as a fact-finding hearing to obtain testimony about how
adult uses impact residents, businesses and Manhattan neighborhoods. The impacts identified
by the testimony are summarized below, and a copy of the transcript of the public hearing
is available for review at DCP.
Crime, including drugs and prostitution, was the most frequently cited impact from adult
establishments. For example, the President of the 42nd Street Development Project, referring
to a concentration of sex-related uses on 42nd Street between 7th and 8th Avenues, cited a

60 percent drop in crime after the Project took title to two-thirds of the project area in April
1990 and a majority of the site was cleared.59

59

The transcript of the testimony. at pages 110 through 116, is instructive of the effects of the concentration
of adult uses.
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Several speakers noted that certain crimes were associated with adult entertainment establishments. One speaker, for example, stated that there had been no houses of prostitution in a
particular neighborhood for ten years but, subsequent to the opening of a triple-X video store,
two houses of prostitution had opened. These illegal establishments have since been closed

by the city.
Quality-of-life impacts, such as littering, noise, late night operations, offensive signage, and
general negative perceptions about neighborhoods or certain streets, were often mentioned as
impacts. For example, the not-for-profit operator of an SRO stated that persons loitering near
two adult establishments located across the street from the residence have made the street
''intimidating, 11 giving it a ''different feeling" from that which had existed before the second
adult use moved to the · street. In other cases, certain impacts such as offensive signage
depicting eroticism or sexually-explicit words were noted as especially problematic for
children. It was observed that these signs are sometimes located near school bus stops.
Most of those testifying identified the impacts of adult entertainment establishments as
especially troublesome in residential neighborhoods. Many noted the problem of adult uses
in concentration, and expressed concern about the proliferation of these establishments absent

the enactment of controls.
In general, those testifying against government regulation of adult entertainment establishments disputed the testimony about impacts. For example, testimony was offered that an adult
burlesque theater provides 50 percent of the business of the commercial parking lot located
across the street from it. Rather than having a negative impact on nearby businesses, it was
claimed, the adult establishment brings in business and benefits other businesses. Others
stated that the testimony of those proffering impacts from adult establishments was anecdotal.
An adult video distributor, alluding to the Chelsea Business Survey, complained of bias in
surveys and stated: "The way you phrase a question can detennine the reply."

Impacts Identified in the Times Square Business Improvement
District Study
In June 1993, a Times Square Business hnprovement District study found that pending city ~
wide legislation, placing locational restrictions on adult entertainment uses, would remove
adult uses from most of the Times Square area; the approximately 40 adult uses presently
within the area would oply be allowed in small clusters in manufacturing distriots to the south

40

and west of the TSBID.

60

Aware of the legislative history of similar legislation around the

country, the TSBID contracted for a further study on the secondary effects of adult

entertainment uses and their concentration, which was issued in April 1994.61
The TSBID requests that the city restrict adult establishments in residential neighborhoods,
and develop "legal and effective ways to mandate dispersal of these uses in commercial and
manufacturing districts in such a way that no designated area becomes saturated. producing
the negative impacts that Times Square and, Eighth Avenue in particular, suffer."
The study focused on the impacts of the dense concentrations of adult entertainment uses
along 42nd Street between Seventh and Eighth Avenues and along Eighth Avenue between

42nd and 50th Streets. It briefly summarized the history and demographics of the area, crime
statistics. and the results of 53 in-person and telephone interviews with large and small-scale
business and property owners including retrul. restaurant, hotel and theater enterprises as well
as community boards, civic organizations, churches, schools and social service agencies. It
also analyzed trends in property values.
Data for assessed property values for the 1985/86 and 1993/94 years were analyzed individually and in aggregation for study and control blockfronts to derive the specific and overall
changes in valuation over that period of time. According to the study, aggregate data showed
that the rate of increase of total assessed values for the study blocks with adult uses did not
increase as much as the rate of increase for the control blocks without adult uses. For specific
blocks, the rates of increase for other uses tended to be less than those for adult uses. The
report stated that the proximity of an adult use may be "subjectively viewed'' by assessors,
and cited further corroboration by an appraiser with the Department of Finance. The study
of property values concluded that "while it may be that the concentration of adult use
establishments has a generally depressive effect on the adjoining properties . . . we do not
have sufficient data to prove or disprove this thesis."
There were almost twice as many complaints about crime for the 42nd Street study block as
the control block, and more than twice as many complaints for the Eighth Avenue study blocks
as the control blocks. The number of criminal complaints are highest near 42nd Street where
adult uses are most concentrated and decline further along Eighth Avenue. Prostitution arrests
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"Report on Adult Use Establishments in the Times Square Business Improvement District and the Effect
of the New York City Council' s Proposed Neighborhood Protection Act," Insight Associates (in association
with Raven Design Works), June 14, 1993.
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"Secondary Effects of the Concentration of Adult Use Establishments in the Times Square Area," Times
Square Business Improvement District, April. 1994 (prepared by Insight Associates).
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were higher on Eighth Avenue than Ninth Avenue but even higher for the area west of Ninth
Avenue. Police statistics indicate that there bas been a 54 percent decrease in crime during the
past five years in the Times Square area, where the number of adult uses has also declined.
A survey of property and business owners in the Times Square area revealed several impacts
from adult entertainment establishments located in the area, particularly in concentration. All
(12) expressed the view that adult use businesses have a negative effect on the property
values of businesses located in their vicinity, emphasizing the negative effects of a concentration of adult businesses. Theater organization executives (3) stated that adult uses are
detrimental to their business. One cited complaints from theater patrons about an adjacent

adult use. Representatives of restaurants (7) attributed declining business during evening
hours. inability to book corporate paities, and "flamboyant" adult use advertising as having
a negative impact on their businesses. Three hotel operators and one hotel owner "agreed that
the dense concentration of adult entertainment venues was a deterrent to their trade'\ One
hotelier stated bookings are down; customers have sent photographs of the adjacent porn store
to complain to the hotel's national booking office. Of five retailers interviewed, two stated
that "unsavory" people loiter in front of adult uses, and are involved in petty crime.

Impacts Identified in Newspaper Reports and Correspondence
Newspaper articles since 1993 have chronicled neighborhood concerns and opposition to the
proliferation of adult entertainment establishments throughout New York City. Previously
located in a few specific areas, e.g., the Times Square area, or isolated locations, triple-X
video stores and topless/nude bars can now be found in or near areas of a more residential
character. Some residents, outraged by the nature of adult uses in their neighborhoods, and
afraid of potential negative impacts, have organized ad hoc groups and appealed to local
officials to have them closed down. Using a combination of picketing, petitions, publicity and
pressure

~actics

on landlords, these neighborhood groups have often been able to directly

influence the location of adult entertainment uses.
The following is an abstract gathered from New York City newspapers, both daily and
weekly, of the opinions and actions of local residents who oppose the operation of adult uses
in their neighborhoods. Although anecdotal and subjective, these comments demonstrate the
con~ern, outrage and sense of intrusion that many people teel.
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Fear over the potential consequences of proliferation is a major factor in neighborhood
opposition to adult entertainment uses. A businessman on Sixth Avenue in Chelsea who has
just had a triple-X video store move into the ground floor space in his office building states:
"Then I see every couple of blocks has that kind of store and just worry that the neighborhood would change to be like Times Square." A member of Manhattan Community Board
4 is more explicit: "You get three to five of these stores in an area and you create a strip.
Have a strip, and you get prostitution and other related problems. 11

In the Chelsea area, concern is so great about the proliferation of adult entertainment uses that
residents and businesspeople joined in a coalition that has been successful in routing four of
the nine adult uses in the neighborhood. The Chelsea Action Coalition has held protest
marches and rallies to denounce such uses and has picketed adult entertainment uses to
intimidate both the store owner and the potential patron. A woman who participated in a
protest march with her eight .year old daughter said she did so because, when she and her
daughter walk down Sixth Avenue, her daughter says: "Don' t look, Monuny. It's a very dirty
store." The Coalition has publicized the names of landlords who rent space to adult entertainment uses, pressuring landlords to evict them. After being picketed, one owner of a triple-X
video store, at Seventh Avenue and 23rd Street, converted two-thirds of his store to conventional videos. put up a sign stating, "Ladies and Kids are Welcome," and distributed flyers
apologizing for opening the store in a residential neighborhood. The Coalition has also
reached out to the community board and the City Council, asking for legislative action.
Fear of proliferation of adult uses can mobilize conununity action even when local civic
leaders and police officials agree that the sole adult use has provoked no illegal activity or
even complaints about

quality-of~life

issues. When a local bar, located on upper Fourth

Avenue in Bay Ridge, introduced topless dancers and started leaftetting the neighborhood,
over 1,000 people signed a petition opposing it. "This is a community issue for those of us
who live in Bay Ridge," said one resident. Citing the belief that the topless club sets a
precedent that other such establishments might follow. the leader of an ad hoc group formed
to fight the topless club also reflected ail apprehension that an adult entertainment use attracts
people from outside the neighborhood: "This place is bringing in people from all over the
place. who are not of, by or for this community. We've got people from Brooklyn Heights,
Bensonhurst, members of the Hell's Angels, all kinds of people in there." The club owner,
a long-time resident of Bay Ridge, met with local elected officials, civic leaders and police
officials, and offered a number of concessions by curtailing dancing on Sundays and restricting dancing to after 9:00 pm on other nights. The community organization threatened daily
'

I

protests if the bar continued to feature topless dancing. The club owner changed the topless
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format, saying he "did not want to insult the community or church." "Communities have a
lot of power in situations like this (because) if nothing else works, they could make it
economically impossible for the club to operate by continuously picketing the place," said a
local official.
Concerted community action has also been effective in Astoria, Queens. When an awning
advertising ''Adult Video" was installed for a store undergoing renovation on Ditmars
Boulevard, irate civic leaders, politicians, clergy and residents hastily assembled a group
called the Coalition for the Protection of Children. "I've never seen the community united
like this on any issue," said a local politician suggesting that this was because the store was
in the middle of a residential area and within walking distance of four schools. After
negotiations with the landlord and store owner failed, the Coalition scheduled twice-daily
protests opposite the store. Local newspapers provided publicity, listing protest times and
telephone numbers for further information as well as the name of the store owner. The owner
soon assured the Coalition that the store would become famiJy.oriented with an adults-only
section but it was finally shut down in the face of continued opposition. The Coalition vowed
to demonstrate against other adult entertaiwnent uses because "this is a significant problem
in the city,'' according to one local legislator.
Residents on the Upper West Side joined with local politicians to picket and rally in front of
a triple-X video store on Amsterdam Avenue. The store is still doing business but the signage
was altered to a format less objectionable to the community. A year later, some neighbors
picketed a newly-opened sex "boutique" eight blocks away between Amsterdam Avenue and
Broadway, calling it a "smut shop. 11 A couple living in the small building said they were
afraid the store would attract transients and expose children to X-rated material. "We don't
have any control or say about what' s moving onto our block," said a woman who complained
to the community board. "I believe in freedom of speech,'' added a neighbor who organized
the demonstrations. "I understand that people have the right to sell and buy these things. I just
don't want it across the street.i•
Concern over a triple-X video store on Bleecker Street in Greenwich Village located 200 feet
from a church and parochial school prompted an informal protest by residents that led to the
cancellation of the ]ease. "To have a store with pictures of a donkey having sex with a
woman located 40 yards from an elementary school is simply unacceptable," said a member
of a nearby block association. Another resident, concerned that an influx of triple-X video
stores could harm the tourist business in the Village, stated: "No one wants to do away with,
the First Amendment but this is degrading to the quality of life in the neighborhood." A
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number of merchants complained about the high visibility of a triple-X video store that has
semi-naked women painted on the windows and flashing lights over the door. ''This is bad
for the atmosphere of the entire neighborhood. A lot of tourists come through here, and the
[triple-X video] store can hurt everybody's business."

In November, at a conununity board meeting in the Clinton area of Manhattan, residents of
West 30th Street in Manhattan testified for six hours about a 15 foot illuminated sign,

"NUDE," that advertises a new topless club on Eighth Avenue near Madison Square Garden.
Although worried about the proliferation of adult entertainment uses eroding their quality of
life. it was reported that residents were most outraged by the blatant signage. 11 A lot of them
just want to go into (the club] and smash the joint," said a member of the community board.
About 400 residents marched and picketed a 24-hour triple-X video store on Flatbush Avenue
in Brooklyn because "it's a block and a half from an elementary school, and near a
McDonald·s and Burger King where high school kids hang out," according to one civic
leader. "We feel it doesn't belong here."

In Community Board 12 in the Bronx, a neighborhood bordering Westchester County,
residents have organized several protests against a topless club that opened in January on East
Gun Hill Road near Laconia Avenue . The opposition is concerned about the location of the
club. ''The guy is surrounded by churches and schools," said the community board chairman
noting that the three other adult entertainment uses in the district are in primarily commercial
areas. Last fall, the Board was successful in deterring the owner of a bar on East 233rd Street

from converting to a strip club. "We basically just told him that he was hurting the
neighborhood's image and himself by doing it and that we'd fight him," said the chairman
of the community board. "He agreed to stop."

In Jackson Heights, Queens, members of the Jackson Heights Neighborhood Association
objected to a nude juice bar located on a commercial strip, Northern Boulevard, two blocks
from a school. When informal protests were ineffective, they initiated protests every Friday
and Saturday night. "We' re not questioning at all the First Amendment or the right to be
nude," said a local merchant and civic leader. "It's just their location, period.''
On East 53rd Street in Manhattan, between Second and Third Avenues, some residents have
formed a block association to protest the appearance of two triple-X video stores. The stores
epitomize a relapse for the previously notorious block known as the Loop for its male
prostitution and profusion of adult entertainment uses. "This was just beginning to get cleaned

up," said one nearby resident. "Now, this." A landlord across the street from the video stores
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complained: "Every one of our potential renters refer to those stores. They are unhappy to
sec this type of clientele in a residential neighborhood." The owner of an adjacent 55-unit
apartment house, however, claimed to have a waiting list. At one of several protest rallies in
front of the stores, one man who had brought his two young sons, said: ''Bringing up kids in
this environment is hard. My oldest started to ask, What's that, Daddy, as we walk by their
big signs."
The explicit signage and gaudy lighting that draw attention to adult entertainment uses are
a focus of much of the local condemnation. "These gross caricatures of sexual objects are an
insult," said a member of Manhattan Community Board 4. "It's all psychological," said a
store owner in Murray Hill directly across the street from a triple·X video store. "The store
looks terrible but thefre not doing anything wrong." A Chelsea resident agreed: "The
problem is not that its a porn store but that it looks like hell."

Some residents perceive other impacts

e~anating

from the presence of an adult

entertainment use.
Residents reported seeing prostitutes for the first time on Third Avenue and 37th Street, in
Manhattan. a result, allegedly, of the presence of a 24-hour triple-X video store. A local civic
group held frequent demonstrations and set up a table on the sidewalk where volunteers sat
and harangued customers of the triple-X video store. Although the signage has been described
as muted, passersby had a clear view through the windows of the store interior. "It's an

assault to the eye," said a member of the Murray Hill Conunittee Zoning Alliance who led
twice-weekly protests and claimed to have gathered 7,000 signatures opposing the adult use.
The owner masked the windows but eventually closed citing lack of business.
Neighbors joined in nightly demonstrations outside an upscale, nude cabaret, Runway 69, on
Austin Street in Forest Hills, Queens. The landlord was subjected to a barrage of telephone
calls protesting the presence of the nude dancers. "I don't want to sound like I'm all for it
[the nude club]," said one local merchant, ''but Forest Hills is changing. 11 The club replaced
a disco that attracted police attention because of the young, rowdy crowd. Afraid that the
adult entertainment use would increase congestion, attract disreputable outsiders and attract
crime, the demonstrators continued until the land1ord negotiated to buy out the club's lease.

Referring to the First Amendment right of free speech that covers adult entertainment uses,
a member of a neighborhood association in the East 60s in Manhattan claimed: "Everybody
has a right to go to these places but when it becomes a nuisance, when it becomes a major
problem, we can

qxerci~e

our First Amendment rights to protest noise, sanitation problems,

traffic and crimes."
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There have been numerous letters and petitions from community groups and local organizations protesting the intrusion of adult uses into their conununity and asking the City to find
solutions for the problem. "(We) just wish to live quietly and raise (our) families in quiet
0

residential communities, wrote the president of one borough-wide civic group. A taxpayers'
group in Glendale said that having to pass adult uses was offensive for children and adults
who participated in activities at the many schools and churches prevalent in the area. Another
neighborhood group in Queens asked for a moratorium on any new sexually-oriented

bar~.

The executive director of The New York Foundling Hospital was concerned that their young
charges were exposed to the "blatant and offensive" signs advertising triple-X video stores

in Chelsea. A neighborhood association in Manhattan, wrote that it "sees the proliferation of
pornographic businesses as a dangerous trend that violates the integrity of our East Side
neighborhood.'' A resident of the East Side wrote: "We, who live in the city's residential
areas, are not opposed to free speech, we ju~t feel porn establishments should exercise their
free speech in more appropriate commercially zoned areas. The tenants of a residential hotel
in the Times Square area submitted a number of signed petitions and wrote: "Although the
people who live in this building and in this neighborhood can prove no hard numbers about
how their businesses have been harmed or prove that crime has increased, they do know thnt
the quality of their lives and their neighborhood is being deleteriously impacted." Another
civic group summed it up when it wrote: "many law-abiding citizens view these establi~h
ments as a threat to the quality of life in their neighborhoods. Such concerns are quite valid
and should not be easily dismissed.''
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VI. SURVEY OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT USES
In 1993-94, DCP·surveyed street and signage conditions, local organizations and businesses,
real estate brokers, and police and sanitation officers, and analyzed criminal complaint and
property assessment data for six study areas throughout the city to obtain information about the
impacts of adult entertainment establishments. A map indicating the location of the study areas
follows. The Tunes Square area was not chosen as a study area because the TSBID study was

already undetway. DCP's study areas were mostly in the other boroughs in areas with lesser
concentrations of adult uses. Three of the six study areas contained a single isolated use. Within
each study area, DCP selected "survey 11 blockfront(s), containing one or more adult entertainment establishments, and "control" blockfront(s), which have similar land uses, except for an
adult use. A map of each study area is included in Appendix A.

Summary Survey Results
Planners' Assessment
Sidewalk and street frontages on the survey and control blockfronts in each of the six study
areas were studied for noise, traffic, sanitation, and loitering. Caution should be exercised in
generalizing from this survey. Observations were made during the cold weather months, and
over a brief amount of time. Cold weather will discourage loitering because few people want
to remain outdoors for extensive periods under such conditions. Surveyors did not spend
significant amounts of time observing each street element, although observations were made
more than once, on various days of the week, at different times of the day or night, and on
numerous blockfronts.
On survey blockfronts in half of the study areas, impacts were noted. They were generally
associated with non-adult uses, e.g., noise from voices and pedestrian congestion were noted
on a blockfront in Study Area 2, but the impacts are associated with a playground. In Study
Area 3. pedestrians were observed waiting on the sidewalk, but for meals served in a church.
However, some noise from music emanating through the walls onto the street was noted for
the topless bar in Study Area 6.
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·Study Areas:
1 - wllhln Manhattan Community Districts 4 &5

2 • within Manhattan Comm1,1nity District 7
3 - wllhin eronx Community District 5
4 · within Brooklyn Community District 7

S - widiin Oue9fls Community District 2
6 - within Staten Island Community District 2

Brooklyn

Study Areas
'lttl
4

study area
study area designation

Adult Entertainment Study
Department of City Planning I City of New York

Signage Review
Accessory business signs were examined for all ground floor commercial uses located on the
survey and control blockfronts in all six study areas. Little difference was noted for most
signs on the survey blockfronts compared with the control blockfronts, except with respect
to adult entertainment establishments.

In general, signage is characterized by the name of the establishment located above the
storefront. Sometimes the accessory business signs are illuminated; less frequently they are
flashing. Where there are display windows, additional signs are generally found; these are
often neon or illuminated. Signs are generally flush with the buildings, but are sometimes
located on projecting canopies.
Significantly, however, the signage for the adult entertainment establishments is characteristically at odds with that of other establishments. In half of the study areas, signagc for the

•

•

adult uses occupies a greater percentage of storefront surface area than other commercial uses
located within the same blockfronts. For ex.ample, on blockfronts in Study Area 2, accessory
business signs cover approximately 25 to 40 percent of the storefront surface area, but the
adult use signage occupies 80 to 100 percent of such area. On blockfronts in Study Area 6,
accessory business signs cover about 20 percent of frontage; the adult use has signage
covering approximately twice that amount.
On blockfronts in four of the six study areas, adult use signage tends to be illuminated when
that of non-adult commercial uses is not. For example, on blockfronts in Study Arca 1,
approximately 80 percent (32 of 37) of the ground floor conunercial accessory business signs
are non-illuminated. In stark contrast, 75 percent (3 of 4) of the adult entertainment establish-

ments have illuminated signs. On blockfronts in Study Area 4, signs on most of the adult
entertainment establishments are illuminated, but non-adult uses located on these block.fronts
generally have non-illuminated signage.

In half of the study areas. graphic material for adult use signage was noted. For example,
in Srudy Area 5, the outline of the female figure was a component of the adult use business
sign. Flashing signs were generally not noted for the adult uses located in the six study
areas. The structure of the signage for the adult use located in Study Area 3 is typical of
that of movie theaters. Significantly, the movie marquee and movie poster board display
windows are devoid of graphlc

material~

only "XXX" and "adult" indicate that pornography

is st.own inside.

SI

Community Responses
Twenty-eight local organizations, including the commun.ity district offices, within the six
study areas were contacted and 23 responded to DCP's survey; not all responded to each
question asked.
A majority (14 of 22) informed the surveyor that over the last year they had received
comments about adult entertainment establishments located in their communities. Five said
that these comments represented about half of all comments made about commercial uses;
four informed DCP that they made up an even greater (a high) proportion of such comments.
The conunents, primarily from residents, mentioned graphic signage, potential proliferation
of uses, proximity to residential neighborhoods, negative influence on children and teenagers
and the nature of the adult use itself.
More than 80 percent of those surveyed ( 19 of 23) responded that adult entertainment
C'Stablishments negatively impact the community in some way. Two-thirds ( 12 of 18) stated
that the impacts from adult uses are different from those of similar establishments not
characterized as adult; however, bars and discos were often said to create problems whether
they have an adult use character or not. Approximately 20 percent of those responding (4 of
19) indicated that the impacts are the same for all types of adult uses studied.
Nearly 40 percent (9 of 23) of those responding stated that they have dealt with the owner
or manager of an adult business about a community concern. Only two reported that the issue
was resolved.

Business Responses
Ninety-seven businesses located within the survey and control blockfronts were contacted and
asked to respond to DCP's business survey. and 70 agreed; not all responded to each question
asked.
Approximately 20 percent (13 of 60) of those responding stated that they have received
comments about adult uses in their area. For example, some said they were aware that
residents. clients, etc., perceived that the adult use was inappropriate for the neighborhood,
or that a proliferation would be bad for the community.
Thirty·three percent (17 of 52) responded "not known" to a question about how nearby adult
uses impact their business. However, seventeen percent (9 of 52) responding to the question
think that nearby adult uses do impact their business. Nine (of 40 responding) ~elieve the
impacts are the same for all types of adult uses, i.e., adult bars, triple-X video stores, and
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adult theaters. Twenty percent of the businesses responding (11 of 53) think that the impacts
from nearby adult entertainment establishments are different from the impacts of similar
establishments not characterized as adult.
Nearly half of the businesses responding (27 of 57) believe that their business would be
negatively affected if more adult establishments were to locate near them. However, a nearly
equal number (24 of 55) believe that their business would be positively affected if more bars,
movies or theaters, or video/bookstores of any kind were to locate nearby.
About 10 percent of the businesses responding (4 of 44) stated that they have dealt directly
with the owner or manager of an adult business about a business concern. Half advised the
surveyor that the concern was resolved.

Police Responses
The community liaison or beat officer was ipterviewed for each of the six study areas.
When the survey and control blockfronts were compared for criminal complaints and

allega~

tions, the officers generally did not link higher incidents with adult uses. Three officers
believe that criminal allegations are higher on the survey blockfronts compared to the control
blockfronts but, in two of these cases, the higher incidence of allegations was attributed by
them to uses unrelated to the adult use. In a single instance, an officer replied that the adult
entertainment establishment located in the study area has some effect on crime, and then
''only rarely." Four of the six officers thought the adult uses have no effect on crime.
One officer stated that if more adult entertainment establishments were to locate in the study
area, crime probably would increase. However, that officer and another responded that more
bars, movies or theaters, or video/bookstores of any kind would effectively increase crime in

the study area.
Real Estate Brokers Responses
Nineteen real estate brokers from all of the six study areas were interviewed: not all responded

to each question

asked.

It is significant that more than 80 percent of the brokers responding (11 of 13) reported that an
adult entertainment establishment tends to decrease the market value of property that lies within
500 feet of it. When the distance is increased from between 500 to 1,000 feet of an adult use,

a majority of brokers (7 of 13) indicated that the same phenomenon would occur. At 1.000 or
1
more feet, Jess than 25 percent of the brokers (3 of 13) responded in thls manner. The pattern
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of response was basically unchanged when the question referred to two adult uses (a concentration) instead of one. In addition, approximately two-thirds (8 of 13) of the brokers expressing
an opinion said that the presence of an adult entertainment establishment lengthens the time it
takes to sell or lease nearby property, or the turnover rate of nearby properties.
Several brokers added comments to explain their responses about the impact of adult entertainment establislunents on nearby propeny v~ues. Some said that property value decreases
would be minimal, or that values may be affected differently depending on the age

ma.k~·up

of the area. One broker suggested the area of impact as one avenue or two short blocks; most
brokers said that it was not the physical distance but the perceived impact that mattered most.
One broker said that impact depends on whether the (real estate) market is up or down. In
general, conunercial brokers said that impacts on commercial properties would tend to be
limited because the value of storefronts on such strips is determined more by locational factors,
business volume, etc., than by a ne,arby adult use. Not all comments were negative:

for

examplet one broker asserted that a particular adult bar offers customers a check cashing service
that would not otherwise be available in the manufacturing district to which he was referring.
Three brokers related incidents in which an adult use negatively impacted other properties.
One incident involved a children's gym that moved after a topless bar located within the
same shopping center. Another broker reported that a prospective residential loft purchase

was terminated after it was reponed that the Flower District planned to move. The purchaser feared that the vacant space would be occupied by adult uses. A third incident
concerned the broker - he stated that when he learned that his wife's company was
planning to move to a building containing a storefront adult use, he intervened and found
new offices for the company. Subsequently, he heard that the space in the building
containing the adult use took a long time to rent.

Sanitation Interview
The Sanitation Department official representing each study area was interviewed. Sanitation
problems were attributed to one adult use, located in the Study Area 6. The problem
consisted of two violations issued over the past year for litter and broken glass in the
accessory parking lot.
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Analysis of Criminal Complaint Data
The Police Department provided DCP with infonnation about criminal complaints for the
three-month period beginning June 1. 1993, for the survey and control blockfronts within the
six study areas. The complaints were drawn from precinct files . Criminal complaints are
allegations of unlawful acts, generally reported by a victim. The study analyzed this data to
see if there was any association between complaints and adult uses.
Within each study area, there were generally more complaints noted in the survey blockfronts
compared with the control blockfronts, as shown in Table 4, below. Only in Study Area 3
were more complaints recorded for the control blockfronts compared to the survey blockfronts. In Study Area 4, an equal number of complaints were noted for the survey and control
blockfronts. Study Area 6 has too few complaints for meaningful analysis.

TABLE 4

CRIMINAL CO:MPLAINTS ON SURVEY AND CONTROL BLOCKFRONTS

Study Area

Complaints on Survey
Blockfronts

Complaints on Control
Blockfronts

Study Area 1

80

24

Study Area 2

16

10

Study Area 3

47

99

Study Area 4

8

8

Study Area 5

117

29

Study Area 6

3

0

Within each study area, the number

of survey and control blockfronts often differ. In Study

Areas 1, 4, 5 and 6, the number of survey block.fronts is greater than the number of control
blockfronts. To account for these differences, a control blockfront was "paired" with the survey blockfront that has the most similar land uses (and an adult entertainment establishment).
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Criminal complaints for the paired blockfronts are shown in Table 5. below.62

TABLES

CRI1\11NAL COMPLAINTS ON "PAIRED" BLOCKFRONTS

Complaints on Control
Blockfront

Complaints on Paired Survey
Blockfront

Study Area 1

10

7

Study Area 2

10

16

Study Area 3

99

47

Study Area 4

8

2

Study Area

Study Area 5*

Study Area 6

23 '' ................................... ,, ................................................................................................
49
................................................
6

.10

0

0

*Two control blocks were chosen for the study area: the area spans approximately one mile, and the character
of it changes.

In Study Areas 1, 3 and 4, there were more complaints noted on the control blockfronts
compared with the survey blockfronts. However, in Study Areas 2 and 5, more complainrs
were noted on the survey blockfronts compared with the control blockfronts. In Study Area
6, there were no complaints on either the control or survey blockfront.
Other land use related criteria could affect the analysis. For example, the location of the
paired control and survey blockfronts was analyzed for proximity to transportation facilities
such as subway stations and limited-access highways. These facilities bring concentrations
of people into an area, and by doing so may affect the incidence of criminal complaints. In
general, the blockfronts located closest to subway stations and a limited-access highway ramp
had more criminal complaints than blockfronts located farther away. Excluding from this
analysis one of the paired blockfronts in Study Area 5 that is distant from subway access, and
Study Area 6, because there were too few complaints to consider, the analysis found that in
each of the other study areas the number of criminal complaints was greater near transportation facilities, notwithstanding the location of an adult use.

I
62

Due to limitacjons in reported data, in Study Area 1 - where the complaints were generally listed by street
intersection rather tban by blockfroot - 25th Street was chosen for the two survey blockfronts and 21st
Street was chosen for the two control blockfronts.
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In addition, caution should be exercised in making inferences using criminal complaints. Data
was collected for the limited purpose of identifying differences in criminal complaints
between survey and control blockfronts within each study area, not between or among srudy
areas. Differences in the number of criminal complaints between or among study areas may
be a function of variations in population densities, or other factors for which no study
controls were established. Additionally, data was gathered for a single, limited period of time;
not for trend analysis.
In summary, it was not possible to draw definitive conclusions from the analysis of criminal
complaints. Land uses other than adult entertainment establishments, e.g., subway station
access. appear to have a far stronger relationship to criminal complaints. It was not possible
to isolate the impact of adult uses relative to criminal complaints.

Analysis of Property Assessed Values
For each study area, property assessed valuations were identified for 1986, 1989 and 1992,
and the percentage changes between 1986 to 1992 were noted for the study area, survey
blockfronts, control block.fronts, community districtt and borough. The survey and control
blockfronts were compared using the data indicating the percentage changes. The survey
blockfronts were also compared in the same way with the community district and borough.
The analysis of trends in assessed valuation relative to adult entertainment uses was inconclu-

sive. It would appear that if adult entenainment uses have negative impacts, they are
overwhelmed by other forces that increased property values overall, at least as measured by
assessed values. Even at the small scale of the survey blockfront. there is a wide diversity in
the assessed value trends ranging from an increase of more than 18 percent to an increase of
more than 200 percent over the period of analysis, strongly suggesting the importance of
other factors. The infiuences on assessed value that the city's assessors take into account are
numerous and include the sale prices of similar comparable properties adjusted for differences

in size, age, and location. While the total assessed values on the survey blockfronts may be
influenced to some extent by the presence of adult entertainment uses, demonstrating such
effects is very difficult.
In the two Manhattan study areas (Study Areas l and 2), the change on the control blockfronts substantially exceeded the change in the assessed valuation on the survey blotjdronts.

Between 1986 and 1992. the total assessed valuation on the control blockfronts in Study Area
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1 increased 165 percent; the survey blockfronts increased 68 percent. In Study Area 2 during
that period, the control blockfronts increased 134 percent; the survey blockfronts increased
18 percent.

However, in the other four study areas, total assessed valuations increased by a greater
percentage on the survey blockfronts compared to the control blockfronts. In Study Area 3
(the Bronx), the total assessed valuation on the survey blockfront increased by 164 percent
over the six-year period; the control blockfront increased 155 percent. In Study Area 4
(Brooklyn), the total assessed valuation on the survey blockfronts increased 78 percent; the

control blockfront by 19 percent. Study Areas S (Queens) and 6 (Staten Island) had increases
of 153 percent and 202 percent on the survey blockironts, and 149 percent and 88 percent
on the control blockfronts, respectively.
There arc several additional reasons why the assessed value findings are necessarily ambiguous. First, the survey blockfronts tend to be commercial strips or shopping streets. Commercial property in a stable area is likely to have assessed values updated with greater frequency

by assessors, who

t~e

into account income and expense data that tends to have a net overall

positive effect with inflation. Under the Direct Income Capitalization method used by
assessors, this tends to yield a higher assessed valuation.
Second, the adjoining community district tends to contain a greater proportion of residential

property, which is subject to legal limitations on the increase in assessed valuation. Since 1983,
residential propeny in Class 1 (primarily one- to three-family houses) have had their potential

annual assessment increase limited to six percent and their potential maximum five-year
increase capped at 20 percent (unless the increase is due to a "physical change 11 such as
construction). In addition, in the absence of a sale, residential property tends not to be

reassessed, particularly compared to non-residential property in an active area.
Third, the total assessed value of the survey blockfronts is very small as would be expected
compared to the community districts; in some cases less than one percent. While trends in the
community district would tend to be reftective of local area trends. the magnitude of the survey
blockfront component of total assessed value in the district is so small that its contribution to
the conununity district trend would tend to be imperceptible, whether its specific impact was
negative or positive.
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VII. OVERALL STUDY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
DCP found that the number of adult entertainment establishments increased substantially
throughout New York City between 1984 and 1993, increasing 35 percent -

from 131 to

177. More than 75 percent of adult entertainment establishments are located in zoning

districts that permit residential uses. Often these uses arc found in concentration, such as in
the Times Square area and Chelsea in Manhattan. Adult uses are now located in more of the
city's neighborhoods than before, and have clustered within them. For example, between 1984
and 1993 1 the number of community districts with seven or more adult entertainment
establishments nearly tripled, from three to eight. Seventy-five percent of the adult uses are
located in ten of the city's 59 community districts. Outside of central locations, adult
businesses have clustered along major thoroughfares, such as Queens Boulevard and Third
Avenue in Brooklyn. Adult entertainment is more readily accessible now than it was ten years
ago. Cable television, newsstands, boo1'stores and many general interest video stores also
provide adult viewing material.
The proliferation of adult entertainment establishments within New York City is attributable
in part to the increase in adult video stores, which recently have begun to carry inexpensive
videos, and growing numbers of high-priced topless and nude bars. Changing sexual mores
since the scourge of AIDS may be another factor. One segment of that industry, adult triple-X
videos, reported $2.1 billion in sales and rentals in 1993. Within New York City, the topless
club segment of the industry is estimated conservatively as a $50 million a year business,
employing about 1.500 dancers.
DCP found secondary impacts, similar to those found in studies done by other localities. For
example, the Town of Islip, New York, found that adult uses create "dead zones" in commercial areas that shoppers avoid. Los Angeles, California, found a greater proportion of certain
crimes in areas of concentration of adult uses compared to the city as a whole, and other
impacts traced to negative public perceptions about adult uses, such as the need to provide
private security guards in parking lots and closing area businesses early. Los Angeles also
found that adult businesses were perceived by the majority of survey respondents as exerting
a negative impact on surrounding business and residential properties, stating "in terms of the
attitudes of the respondents towards such businesses, the conclusion must be drawn that the
overall effect on surrounding properties is considered to be negative."
Indianapoljs, Indiana. in cooperation with the Indiana University SGhool Of Business' Division
of Research, surveyed national real estate appraisers and found that 75 percent of the appraisers
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felt that an adult bookstore located within a block of a residential neighborhood would have
a negative effect on real property. Major crimes occurred in study areas that contained at least
one adult entertainment establishment at a rate that was 23 percent higher than six control
areas (similar areas without adult entertainments), and 46 percent higher than the Indianapolis

Police District.
The City of Whittier, California, found higher turnover rates in commercial and residential

areas adjacent to adult uses. The study compared 38 types of criminal activity over two time
periods; showing a total increase of 102 percent for the study area containing adult businesses
while the city, as a whole, only had an eight percent increase.
A study by the City of Austin, Texas, compared areas with adult businesses to other areas
containing similar land uses but no adult businesses, revealing a sex crimes rate between two
and five times greater in the areas with adult businesses. The study also showed that the sex1

related crirne rate was 66 percent higher in areas having two or more adult businesses than
in those areas having only one such business.
Phoenix, Arizona, studied the relationship between arrests for sex crimes and the locations
of adult businesses, finding an overall increase of six times the sex crime rate in the study
areas with adult uses over the control areas without such uses.
The State of Minnesota reported that a study conducted in that state examining the effects of
sexually-oriented businesses upon property values and crime rates

indicat~d

clearly that such

businesses had a strong negative impact on the crime rate. The addition of one sexuallyoriented business to a census tract area caused an increase in the overall crime rate index. in
that area by more than nine percent. In another state study, it was detennined that there was
a statistically significant correlation between the location of adult businesses and neighbor-

hood deterioration. Housing values were significantly lower in an area with three adult
businesses than in an area with only one adult business. Also, there was a significantly higher
crime rate associated with two adult businesses in an area than was associated with only one
adult business in an area.

Many other localities such as Manatee County, Florida, and New Hanover County, North
Carolina, relied on the studies of other localities to predicate zoning text amendments, a
method sanctioned by the United States Supreme Court.63 As a result of these impact
studies, numerous communities enacted zoning laws to restrict the location of sex businesses

63

City gf Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S. 41 (1986).
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and to require their dispersal. Some of the communities include Islip, Huntington, Brookhaven, Smithtown and Babylon on Long Island; St. Petersburg. Plorida; Atlanta, Georgia; Orange
County, California; Los Angeles. California; Seattle, Washington; Camden, New Jersey;
Kansas City, Missouri; Jackson, Mississippi; San Diego, California; and, Chicago, Illinois.
Studies and reports have documented the impacts or secondary effects of adult entertainment
establishments located within New York City. A 1977 City Planning Commission report
noted that the concentration of adult establishments in the Times Square area created adverse
economic and social impacts. The Com.m.ission related the proliferation of adult entertainment
uses to a decade-old absence of major investment in that area, citing tax arrearage, sales
declines, the loss of jobs. and closed businesses. Increases in felonious criminal activity was
characterized as ifoverwhelming" in areas where there were concentrations of adult uses.
Complaints for felonious assault were 142.3 percent higher in police posts with one or more
adult uses compared to posts without an adult use .
•

In 1994, the Times Square Business Improvement :District published a study, ''Secondary

Effects of the Concentration of Adult Use Establishments in the Times Square Area." While
conditions in the Times Square area have improved dramatically since 1977, the study found
that the rate of increase of total assessed property values for the study blocks with adult uses
did not increase as much as the rate of increase for the control blocks without adult uses. In
addition, there were almost twice as many complaints about crime for the study blocks with
adult entertainment establishments as nearby control blocks without adult uses. Property and
business owners expressed the view that adult uses located in the area, particularly in
concentration, have a negative impact on their businesses, deterring potential customers. The
study expresses the concern that the recent proliferation of adult uses (from 36 in June, 1993
to 43 in April, 1994) constitutes a threat to more recent commercial prosperity and residential
stability in the area.

Many residents of the communities in which adult entertainment establishments are located
have complained about the impacts from these establishments. These impacts include:
exposure of children and teenagers to graphic sexual images, increased crime, diminishing
property values, adverse effects upon the climate for other types of commercial activities and
overall negative influences upon community character. Sexually explicit business signs or
displays visible from the public street are particularly offensive.
The public's concern about the impact on residential neighborhoods of even a single adult
' of adult entertainment establishments in the
entertainment use, the threat of a proliferation
city's neighborhoods, and especially a concentration of adult uses, is evidenced by a review
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of recent newspaper articles. DCP's survey of newspaper anicles about the proliferation of
adult entertainment establishments shows widespread public concern about their impacts, such
as increased crime, attracting disreputable outsiders to a residential area, changing neighborhood character, and outrage and fear.
For example, a businessman on Sixth Avenue in Chelsea who has just had a triple·X video
store move into the ground floor space in his office building stated "Then I see every couple
of blocks has that kind of store and just worry that the neighborhood would change to be like
Times Square. "64 Concern over a triple~X video store on Bleecker Street in Greenwich
Village located 200 feet from a church and parochial school prompted an infonnal protest by
residents that led to the cancellation of the lease. "To have a store with pictures of a donkey
having sex with a woman located 40 yards from an elementary school is simply unacceptable," said a member of a nearby block association. In another example, a report stated that
about 400 residents marched and picketed a 24-hour triple-X video store on Flatbush Avenue
in Brooklyn because, according to one civic leader, "it's a block and a half from an
elementary school ... we feel it doesn't belong here." In Community Board 12 in the Bronx,
residents organized several protests against a recently opened topless club because of its
location. "The guy is surrounded by churches and schools," said the community board
chairman, noting that the three other adult uses are in primarily commercial areas.
In 1993, the Chelsea Action Coalition, in cooperation with Community Board No. 4,

Manhattan, published the Chelsea Business Survey, which identj.fied negative impacts
associated with a concentration of sex-related businesses in that conununity. Of 100
businesses surveyed, 61 percent felt that the triple-X video stores had a negative impact on
their businesses and 88 percent thought the potential for doing business in Chelsea has been
negatively affected by the adult stores.
Several impacts from adult entertainment establishments were noted in a public hearing held
October, 1993, by the Manhattan Borough President9s Task Force on the Regulation of Sex~
Related Businesses. More than 20 testified; approximately twice as many in favor of
regulating adult businesses as those opposed to government regulation.
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References to "Times Square" are often made by New Yorkers concerned about the proliferation and
concentration of adult establishments. It is not hard to understand why. According to the 1983 Annual
Report of tl111 Mayor's Office of Midtown Enforcement, in the mid-1970' s "Times Square was clogged with
pimps, johns, and hookers as well as the addicts and muggers who along with them preyed on the public ."
The report states that 1.200 prostitutes wotked out of the dozen or so prostitution hotels and the 23 massage
parlors concentrated along Eighth Avenue between 34th and 5Sth Streets, and another twelve sex businesses
were wedged in between these businesses.
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1

Those citing negative impacts from adult establishments noted crime most frequently, and
quality of life impacts such as littering, noise, late night operations, offensive signage, and
general perceptions about neighborhoods or certain streets. For example, the President of the
42nd Street Development Project, referring to a concentration of sex-related uses on 42nd
Street between Seventh and Eighth Avenues, cited a 60 percent drop in crime after the Project
took title to

two~thirds

of the project area in April, 1990 and a majority of the site was

cleared. The operator of a not-for-profit SRO stated that persons loitering near two adult
establishments located across the street from the residence have made the street "intimidating," giving it a ''different feeling" from that which had existed before the second adult
use moved to the street. Some observed that offensive signage depicting eroticism or sexually
explicit words were noted as especially problematic for children; sometimes these signs were
located near school bus stops.
Some noted that the impacts from adult entertainment establishments were positive, e.g .• a
tJurlesque theater owner stated that her business provid~d 50 percent of the business of the
commercial parking lot located across the street. The positive impacts of adult entertainment
establishments were further noted in a meeting held by DCP and industry representatives. They
maintain that their businesses earn revenue for the city, provide jobs, and stimulate tourism.
Through the fall of 1993 and continuing into 1994, DCP surveyed street and signage
conditions, local organizations and businesses, real estate brokers, and police and sanitation
officers, and analyzed criminal complaint and property assessment data for six study areas
throughout the city to obtain information about the impacts of adult entertainment establishments. Four of the six study areas were in boroughs other than Manhattan and in some cases
contained a single isolated adult use. Surveyors found few problems but much of the work
involving street conditions (noise, loitering, litter) was done during the winter months, and
the results should be reviewed with caution.
Significantly, the survey noted that signage for the adult entertainment establishments is
characteristically at odds with that of other nearby commercial establishments. In half the
study areas, signage for the adult use occupies a greater percentage of storefront surface
area than other conunercial uses located within the same blockfronts. In one study area,
accessory business signs cover approximately 25 to 40 percent of the storefront surface
area, but the adult use signage occupies 80 to 100 percent of such area. In four of the six
study areas, adult use signage tends to be illuminated when that of non-adult commercial
uses is not. In one stud~ area, approximately 80 percent of the ground floor .commercial
accessory business signs are non-illuminated• in stark contrast 75 percent of the adult
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establishments have illuminated signs. Also, in half of the study areas graphic material was
noted for adult use signage.
It is also significant that more than 80 percent of the real estate brokers responding to DCP's
survey reported that an adult entertainment establishment tends to decrease the m~ket value
of property within 500 feet. When the distance is increased from between 500 to 1,000 feet
of an adult use, a majority of brokers indicated that the same phenomenon would occur. The
pattern of response was basically unchanged when the question referred to two adult uses
instead of one. In addition, approximately two-thirds of the brokers expressing an opinion
stated that the presence of an adult entertainment establishment lengthens the time it takes
to sell or lease nearby property, or the turnover rate of nearby properties. This is consistent
with general principles of detennining market value of real property; value reflects and is
affected by forces that motivate the activities of people, including social ideals and standards.

In surveys of community organizations, more than 80 percent responded that adult
entertainment establishments negatively impact the community in some way. Nearly half of
the businesses believe that their business would be negatively affected if more adult establishments were to locate near them. Where respondents indicated that their businesses or
neighborhoods were not adversely affected by adult uses, the uses were not typically found
in concentration; however, the respondents expressed a fear of the consequences of the
potential proliferation and concentration of adult establishments in traditionally neighborhoodoriented shopping areas, along with a deterioration in the quality of urban life.
These perceptions are bolstered by the findings in the TSBID Study and the Chelsea Business
Survey, along with other studies described in more detail in this report. Years of urban
planning experience confirm that these perceptions of negative impacts are important because
people act on their perceptions. As Deputy Commander Peter J. Buccino of the New York
Police Department stated in a recent unrelated newspaper article on privately funded
community patrols: 11 Residents ... tell me they feel safer .. . To tell you the truth, perception
often becomes reality."65

As cited in a legal case on adult uses, "urban sociologist Mel

Ravitz stated a sociological axiom: If people believe something to be true, even if it not
originally, they will tend to act as if it were true and, in so doing, help produce the condition
originally believed. "66
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"Hiring Private Security Guards to Cut Neighborhood Crime," The Nc.w York Times, Alugust 18, 1994, p . C6.
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Qibbs vs. Am!jirican Mini· Theatres, as cited in "Adult Entertainment, A 40 Acre StucJy," Planning Division,
Department o( Planning & Economic Development, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1983.
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The analysis of criminal complaint data and property assessed valuation data was less
conclusive than the surveys. Regarding criminal complaints, it appears that land uses other
than adult entertainment establishments, e.g., subway station access, have a far stronger
relationship to criminal complaints. It was not possible to isolate the impact of adult uses
relative to criminal complaints. One reason is that data was collected for the limited purpose

of identifying differences between survey and control blockfronts within each study area, not
between or among study areas. Differences in the number of complaints between or among
study areas may be a function of variations in population densities, or other factors for which
no study controls were established. Additionally, data was gathered for a single period of

time, not for trend analysis.
Comparisons of percentage changes in assessed valuations between 1986 to 1992 for the
study areas, survey and control blockfronts, community district, and borough, did not reveal

any significant relationship. It would appear that the negative impacts of adult entertainmeht
uses on property values that were found in other studies were overwhelmed by forces that
increased property values overall, at least as measured by assessed values. DCP found that
demonstrating the effects of adult uses on property values on survey blockfronts is very
difficult for several reasons, including the lack of sales and lease data, assessment practices,
and the small total assessed value of the survey blockfront relative to the community district.
In some cases, particularly in study areas with only one adult entertainment establishment,
the DCP survey did not yield conclusive evidence of a direct relationship between the adult
use and the urban ills affecting the community. This reflects the fact that, in a city as dense
and diverse as New York, it is difficult to isolate specific impacts attributable to any
particular land use. Other cities that have conducted similar studies have acknowledged this
same difficulty. For instance, the Los Angeles City Planning Department concluded that while
assessed valuation of properties in areas characterized by adult uses "generally" tended to
increase to a lesser degree than similar control areas, "there was insufficient evidence to
support the contention that concentrations of sex-related businesses have been the primary
cause of these patterns", Adult entertainment businesses were nevertheless perceived by the
majority of the Los Angeles respondents as exerting a negative impact on surrounding
business and residential properties. Whether or not such negative impacts had actually
occurred, or were only perceived to have occurred, could not always be determined by the
survey. but the study concluded that "in terms of the attitudes of the respondents towards
•
•
such businesses, the conclusion must be drawn that the overall effect on surrounding

propenies is considered to be negative."
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DCP's survey identified strong concerns about the negative impacts of adult uses similar to
those found in the Los Angeles study. Even in those study areas where it could not be readily
determined that negative impacts were already being felt. there was a strong body of opinion,

especially among residents, that adult entertainment uses were having negative impacts and
that

a further proliferation of these uses in the community would lead to neighborhood

deterioration. The experience of urban planners and real estate appraisers indicates that
negative perceptions associated with an area can lead to disinvestment in residential neighborhoods and a tendency to shun shopping streets where unsavory activities are occurring,

leading to economic decline. The forces that influence real estate value are described as
follows; "The market value of real property reflects and is affected by the interplay of basic
forces that motivate the activities of human beings. These forces, which produce the variables
in real estate market values, may be considered in four major categories: .social jdeal.s and

.standards (emphasis added); economic changes and adjustments, governmental controls and

regulation, and physical or environmental changes. 1167 The attitudinal data in the survey is
thus significant even in those instances where the current negative impacts of adult
entertainment establishments are difficult to measure.
Fear of the potential proliferation of adult uses is a well founded concern. Taken alone, it
may not seem significant if someone smokes in a subway car, scribbles graffiti, jumps a
subway turnstile, aggressively panhandles or squeegees a car windshield, particularly in a city
where there are other pressing problems such as homelessness, violent crime and unemployment. But when these small incidents, and establishments, proliferate and accumulate, they

can tear at the urban fabric. Similarly, as the city's experience in the Times Square area
indicates, the proliferation of adult uses in an area does have significant and potentially
devastating impacts on the character of a community. The City has adopted an aggressive and
comprehensive policy of addressing various quality-of-life issues that has begun to yield
beneficial results. The problems posed by adult entertainment establishments are among the
important quality-of-life issues that affect our neighborhoods and communities.
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The Apprajsal of Real Propeqv , seventh edition, American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers.
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Overall Findings and Conclusion
•

Numerous studies in other localities found that adult entertainment uses
have negative secondary impacts such as increased crime rates, depreciation
of properly values, deterioration of community character and the quality of
urban life.

•

There has been a rapUI growth in the number of adull entertainment uses
in New York City. Between 1984 and 1993, the number of such uses
increased from 131 to 177. The number of video/book stores/peep shows
almost tripled and there was a 26 percent increase in topless/nude bars.
Adult theaters declined by 52 percent.

•

Adult entertainment is more readily accessible in NYC than it was ten years
ago. There are more such establishments in a greater number of communi·
ti.es. Adult videos are produced In greater numbers and at lower costs. They
are often available in general interest video stores as well as those devoted
exclusively to adult entertainment. Cable television has significantly
increased the availability of adult viewing material. Adult m'aterlal is also
available at newsstands and book swres.

•

Adult entertainment uses tend to concentrate. The number of community
districts with seven or more adult uses increased from three lo eight over the
last ten years. Seventy five percent of the adult uses are located in ten of the
city's 59 Community Districts. In Manhattan, adult uses cluster in central
locations, such as the Times Sqruzre area. In the other boroughs, adult uses
appear to cluster along major vehicular routes, such as Queens Boulevard
and Third Avenue in Brooklyn, that connect outer reaches of the city and
suburbs to the central business district.

•

Studies of adult entertainment uses in areas where they are highly
concentrated, such as Times Square and Chelsea, identified a number of
significant negative secondary impacts. In the Times Square area property
owners, theater operators and other business people overwhelmingly believe
that their businesses are adversely affected. An analysis of criminal
complaints indicated a substantially higher incidence of criminal activity in
the Times Square area where adult uses are most concentrated. In addition,
the study found that the rate of increase in assessed property values for
study blocks with adult uses grew at a slower rate than control blocks
without adult uses.

•

DCP's survey of areas with less dense concentrations of adult uses found
fewer impacts than the study ofthe Times Square area. However, community
leaders expressed concerns that adult uses impact negatively on the
community and they strongly fear the potential results of proliferation.

•

The strongest negative reactions lo adult entertainment uses come from
residents living near them.
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•

Where respondents indicated that their businesses or neighborhoods had not
yet been adversely affected by adult uses, this typically occun-ed in study
areas with isolated adult uses. Moreover, these same respondents typically
stated that an increase in such uses would negatively impact them.
Community resU:lents fear the consequences of potential proliferation and
concentration of adult uses in traditionally neighborhood-oriented shopping
areas and view the appearance of one or more of these uses as a deteriora·
lion in the quality of urban life.

•

Most real estate brokers report that adult entertainment establishments are
perceived to negatively affect nearby property values and decrease market
vaJues. Eighty percent of the brokers responding to the DCP survey indicated
that an adult use would ha11e a negative impact on nearby property values.
This is consistent with the responses from a similar national survey of real
estate appraisers.

•

Adult use accessory business signs are generally larger, more often
illuminated, and graphic (sexually-oriented) compared with the signs of
other nearby commercial uses. Community residents view this signage as out
of keeping with neighborhoQd character and ar' concemed about the
• exposure of minors to sexual images.

Based on these findings, DCP believes it is appropriate to regulate adult entertainment establishments differently from other commercial establishments. The experience of other jurisdictions, the city's historic experience in Times Square, studies performed by the TSBID and
the Chelsea Business Survey, and DCP's own survey establish the negative effects of adult
entenainment uses. Consideration of the specific nature and extent of regulations that would
be appropriate for adult entertainment establishments in New York City was not within the
scope of this Study. However, in light of the negative impacts of adult uses in concentration,
the following regulatory techniques, which have been used in other jurisdictions, merit
consideration in developing adult use regulations: restrictions on the location of adult uses
in proximity to residential areas, to houses of worship, to schools and to each other.
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'Appendix A
Study Areas
Study Areas 1 through 6 are identified in the following listing. A map of each area
follows .

Study Area 1
Study Area 1 is located within the Chelsea section of Manhattan, Community Districts
4 and 5. It is bounded by 14th and 31st Streets, and Fifth and Seventh Avenues.

Study Area 2
Study Area 2 is located within the Upper West Side of Manhattan, Community District
7. It is bounded by West 71st and 78th Streets, and West End and Columbus Avenues .

•

Study Area 3
Study Area 3 is located within the Fordham section of the Bronx, Community District 5.
It is bounded by East 184th Streett Valentine Avenue, East 181st Street, and Walton
Avenue.

Study Area 4
Study Area 4 is located within the Sunset Park neighborhood of Brooklyn, Community
District 7. It is bounded by 32nd and 44th Streets, and Fourth and First A venues,
including an area 200 feet to the west of First A venue between 39th and 41 st Streets.

Study Area 5
Study Area 5 is located in the Sunnyside neighborhood of Queens, Community
District 2. It is bounded by 38th Streett 43rd Avenue, Roosevelt Avenue, 58th Street,
Queens Boulevard, 51 st Street and 4 7 A venue.

Study Area 6
Study Area 6 is located within the South Beach neighborhood of Staten Island,
Community District 2. It is bounded by Oceanside A venue, Wentworth and Hickory
A venues, Foch Avenue, Humbert Street and Cedar A venue, and Austin A venue.
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Appendix B
DCP Survey of Adult Entertainment Establishments, Fall 1993

BRONX
Community
District

OS
OS
08

10

11
12
12
12

Name

Address

Use

Altagracia Restaurant
Ascot Movie Theatre
Just Us Bar
Ruffles Bar
Globe Theater
Fools Paradise
Mickey & Anthonys Cabaret
Pretty Woman

1548 University Av
2313 Grand Concourse
156 W 231st St
4026 E Tremont Av
640 Pelham Parkway S
4074 Boston Rd
1769 E Gun Hill Rd
4141 Boston Rd

Topless Bar
Movie Theater
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Movie Theater
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar

Name

Address

Use

Pandora Books
Video XXX
Playpen Adult Video
Corkscrew Cafe
Corrados Club
Foxy Den
Moms Bu
Video XXX
Video XXX Warehouse
Wild Wild West
Video XXX
Club Cheetah
The Cabaret
The Ruby Club
XXX Video

88 Court St
85 l Atlantic Av
463 3rd Av
6120 3rd Av
3915 1st Av
920 3rd Av
4201 2nd Av
952 3rd Av
761 3rd Av
3901 2nd Av
1368 60th St
1496 Flatbush Av
2937 86th St
1105 Quentin Rd
1103 Quentin Rd

Book Store

BROOKLYN
Community
District
02
02
06

07
07
07

07
07

07
07
12
14

15
15

15

Video Store
Video Store
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Video Store
Video Store
Topless Bar
Video Store
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Video Store

MANHATTAN
Community
District
01

Name

Address

Adult Video
Baby Doll Lounge
Desire Video
Hannony Theatre
Kinols
Lovestyle Video
Pussycat Lounge
The Doll House
Thunder XXX Video
XXX Video
Badlands Adult Video
Christopher St Books
Crazy Fantasy XXX Video
Harmony Video
Prince Theater
XXX Video
:XXX Video
XXX Video
XXX Video Sale
XXX Video Sale
XXX Video Sale
All Male Jewel Theatre
Chippcndales
Adonis Theater
Adult Video
Adult Video
Adult Video XXX
All·Star Harmony Club
Back Date Magazines
Billys Topless
Club 44
Hollywood Twin
Hollywood Twin Adult Video
New King Male Cinema
Pure Gold
Serendib XXX Video & Peep
Show World
The XXX Video
XXX Video
XXX-Tasy Video
Zideo XX Video
300 Book Store
A Camivale
Adult Entertainment Center
Adult Video
Adult Video Express
Banana Video

21 Ann St
34 White St
68 Reade St
279 Church St
118 Nassau St
376 Canal St
96 Greenwich St
59 Murray St
100 Greenwich St
11 Maiden Lane
388 West St
500 Hudson St
331 6th Av
l 39 Christopher St
329 West St
1J 9 Christopher St
220 Varick St
391 West St
377 Canal St
323 Canal St
520 6th Av
100 3rd Av
110 1st Av
693 8th Av
763 8th Av
228 8th Av
725 6th Av
161W22nd St
304 W 40th St
729 6th Av
689 8th Av
777 8th Av
777 8th Av
356 W 44th St
262 11th Av
755 6th Av
669 8th Av
644 12th Av
603 6th Av
691 8th Av
539 8th Av
300 W 40th St
39 E 30th St
488 8th Av
795 6th Av
216 W 50th St
5.5 W 38th St

OS

Capri Theater

738,Sth Av

o~

Circus Cinema

1606 Broadway

01
OJ
01
01

01

01
01
01
01
02

02
02
02

02
02
02

02

02
02
02
03

03
04

04
04
04
04

04
04
04
04

04
04
04
04
04
04

04
04
04
04

05
OS
05
05
05

Use
Video Store
Topless Bar
Video Store
Other Theater
Topless Bar
Video Store
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Movie Theater
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Movie Theater
Topless Bar
Movie Theater
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Topless Bar
Book Store
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Movie Theater
Video Store
Movie Theater
Topless Bar
Video Store
Book Store
Video Store
Video Store
Peep Show
Book Store
Video Store
Book Store
Peep Show
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Movie Theater
Movie Theater

MANHA TIAN

(continued)

Community
District

Name

Address

Use

05

Club 90

OS

Topless Bar
Movie Theater
VideQ Store
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Book Store
Video Store

OS

Eros Theater
Erotica
Famous Legz Diamond
Flash Dancers
Forsyth Books

05

Fun City

05

G & A Books

OS

Harem

05
05
05
05
05

Jocks
L & J Books & Videos
Laps
Les Gals
Manhattan Video
marquis video
Meda\ios
Metropolc Gogo (Runway 69)
Neptune Video

208 W 29th St
738 8th Av
256 W 42nd St
231 W 54th St
1672 ·Broadway
598 7th Av
113 W 42nd St
251 W 42nd St
249 W 42nd St
711 7th Av
584 7th Av
204 W 47th St
136 W 42nd St
60 W 39th St
265 W 4Sth St
552 8th Av
725 7th Av
252 W 42nd St

05

New David

236 W S4th St

05

Nimble Video
PeepworJd
Penn Video
Pinks

254 W 42nd St
155 W 33rd St
232 W 31st St
204 W 49th St
266 W 43rd St
244 W 42nd St
16 E 16th St
259 W 42nd St
711 7th Av
670 8th Av
672 8th Av
35 E 21st St
264 W 43rd St
20 W 20th St
268 W 43rd St
263 W 42nd St
267 W 42nd St
728 8th Av
247 W 42nd St
210 W 42.nd St
296 ~th Av
42 W 33rd St
632 8th Av
776 8th Av
113 W 42nd St
241W42nd St
2'0 W 42nd St
301 E 14th st

05
OS
OS

05
05

05
05
05
05
05
05
05
05
OS

05
05

05
05
05
05
05
05
05

05
05
05

OS
05
05
05
05
05

05
06

Playpen
Roxy Movie
Salax in New York
Show Center
Show Follies Center
Show Palace
Sir Merchandising

Stringfellow
Super Video
Texas Gold
The Male Box
Time Come Video
Times Sq Adult Shopping Center
Venus Cinema
Video Blow Out
Video World Center
Vogue Video
World Famous Paradise
XXX Nectar
XXX Video
113 Video Center
241 Book Inc
250 Bookstore

06

All Male Adult Video

06

Flash Dancers Dangerous Curves

• 125 3rd Av

127 E 47th St

Book Store
Movie Theater
Other Theater
Peep Show
Movie Theater
Peep Show
Book Store
Video Store
. Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Video Store
Other Theater
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Other Theater
Book Store
Movie Theater
Topless Bar
Peep Show
Book Store
Book Store
Book Store
Topless Bar
Video Store
Topless Bar
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Movie Theater
Video Store
Peep Show
Video Store
Topless Bar
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Book Store
Book Store
Video Store
Video Store
Topless Bar

MANHATIAN (continued)
Community
District

06
06

06
06

06

06
07
07
08

Name

Addr~

Use

House of Dreams
Lions Den
Love to Love
The Doll House
XXXVideo
24-hour XXX Video
Amsterdam Ave Video
Les Hommcs
Scores

220 E 53rd St
230 E 53rd St
220 E 53rd St
307 E 54th St
127 3rd Av
551 3rd Av
287 Amsterdam Av
217 W 80th St
333 E 60th St

Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Topless Bar
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Video Store
Topless Bar

Name

Address

Use

QUEENS
Communlty
District

01
01
01
01
01
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02

03
03
03
03
03
03

03
03
03
04
04

04
04
OS
06
06
06

29-32 Northern Blvd
35-03 38th St
31-08 31st St
Penny Whistle
31-07 23rd Av
XXX Video
36-19 Dianars Blvd
39-33 Queens Blvd
OaJlaghers
Honeys
49-14 Queens Blvd
45-15 Queens Blvd
Merry-go-round
Naked City
56-07 Queens Blvd
69-20 Queens Blvd
Nickels
45-08 Vemon Blvd
Riverhead Inn
32-37 Greenpoint Av
Scandals
XXX Video
31-17 Queens Blvd
1
92-03 Astoria Blvd
Cozy Cabin
Earle Theater
73-07 37th Rd
90-18 Astoria Blvd
Fair Theatre
92-07 Roosevelt Av
Fiddle & Bow
Johnny Jays Catch Me If You Can 112-08 Astoria Blvd
92-20 Astoria Blvd
Loveshack Adult Video
93-09 37th Av
Polk Theater
39-02 104th St
Topless Bar
95-07 31st Av
Wileys
89·18 Queens Blvd
Adult Love Boutique
92-02 Corona Av
Canhe
86-10 Roosevelt Av
Dec Two Video
81-26 B~ter Av
Pides Place Il
60-07 Metropolitan Av
Treasure Chest
92-77 Queens Blvd
Gold fingers
95-36 Queens Blvd
Vjrginlas
98-32 Queens Blvd
XXX Video Store
Candy

Cityscape
Mennaid

Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Video Store
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Video Store
Topless Bar
Movie Theater
Movie Theater
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Video Store
Movie Theater
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Peep Show
Topless Bar
Video Store
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Video Store

QUEENS (continued)
Community
District

Name

Address

Use

07
07
07
07
07
08
09
09
09

12

Candlewood Inn
Corsetorium Inc
Gallaghers II
Goodtime Video
Sports Bar
Mayfair Theatre
Andys Bar
Austin Theater
Pon 0 Call
Dreams Topless Bar

12

Gordons Topless Bar

12

Krystalls
Happy Tips Lounge
XXX Video

41-S7 College Point Blvd
36-35 Main St
26-35 123rd St
150-36 Northern Blvd
135-4 1 E Northern Blvd
68-25 Fresh Meadow Lane
85-01 Rockaway Blvd
81 -07 Lefferts Blvd
93-10 \Voodhaven Blvd
90-67 Sutphin Blvd
146-16 Hillside Av
89-25 Merrick Blvd
215·50 Jamaica Av
245-02 S Conduit Av

Topless Bar
Other
Topless Bar
Video Store
Topless Bar
Movie theater
Topless Bar
Movie Theater
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Video Store

13
13

STATEN ISLAND
Coman.unity
District

Name

Address

Use

02

Lipsticks
Scarletts
Hipps

3575 Victory Blvd
283 Sand Lane
294.S Arthur Kill Rd

Topless Bar
Topless Bar
Topless Bar

02
03

Department of City Planning
Joseph B. Rose, Director
Andrew S. Lynn, &ecutive Director
William Bernstein, First Deputy &ecutive Director
Stralegk Plarming
Sandy Hornick, Deputy Executive Director
Richard Banh, Deputy Director

Staten Isl.ond Offlce
Pablo Vengoechca, Director
Mitchell Korbey. Deputy Director
• Howard Geyer

Zoning & Urban Design
Marilyn Mammano, Director
Tony Levy, Deputy Director
" Kenneth J. Bergin, Project Director
• Louisa Craddock

E:ttcutil'e Office
Melissa Salten Rothmap, former Special Counsel
to the Chairman
• Carol Levine
Manhattan Office
Robert Aahive, Director
Jacquelyn Harris-Strobert, Deputy Director
• Meenakshi Srinivasan

Nanette Smith
Walter McRae
Andrew Smith
Albert Depas

QuHns OjJke
Dennis Ferris, Director
Victor L'Eplattenier, Deputy Director
• Syed S. Aluned
Robert Mazzucco
Fred Lee
Elizabeth Errico
Brooklyn Office
Douglas Brooks, Director
Alberto Villar, former Deputy Director
• Pumima Kapur

Rosalind Silver
Susan Silverman
Winston Von Engel

Rosalie Hoffman
Bronx Office
John Phillips, Director
Bala.ram Rao, Associate Director
• Kate Brower
• Worltin; Conunlttee

Counsel's Office
William Valletta, fonner Counsel
Patricia Prothro

Operatit>ns & Procurement
Antonio Mendez, Director
Gerald Anderson

Planning Coordination
Anne Pizz.ic:lra, Director, Community Based Planning
James McConnell, Computer Graphics
Gropbics

Eustace Pilgrim, Acting Director
Carol Lubowski
Walter Boll
Michael Greene

Computer lnformatWn Services
Linda Goldsmith, Director
• Anne Kelly, Deputy Director
Barbara Bartlett
Richard Steinberg, Director of Geographic Systems
Derrick Devore
Robert Taszymowicz
Wendy Smyth, Director of Planning Suppon
Heidi Berman, Deputy Director of Planning Support
Dorothy Bruce
Roger Baldwin
Ella Llskovich

Housing, Economic &
Infrastructure Planning
Eric Kober. Director
Connie Fishman, Deputy Director
Richard Satkin
Frank Cartolano

